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Preface

The fight against corruption is certainly among the most urgent tasks in our
globalizing world. So far, this fight has been led primarily by means of criminal law.
The consequences of corruption under contract law, on the other hand, have long
been neglected. We argue that this reticence is unjustified, that contractual remedies
have the potential to affect the perpetrators of corrupt agreements just as severely
as criminal prosecution, and that civil law is destined to play an important role in
combating corruption in the future.

This volume contains the national reports from the 19th International Congress of
Comparative Law that took place in Vienna from 20 to 26 July 2014. The reporters
have been asked to describe the enforceability of contracts tainted by corruption
from the perspective of their domestic law. The result is a rich compilation of
case law and doctrinal discussions, including developments at the international level
such as the latest edition of the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial
Contracts.

The editors would like to thank everybody involved in the preparation of the
manuscript. We also thank Springer International for including this volume in the
series Ius Comparatum – Global Studies in Comparative Law.

Rome, Italy Michael Joachim Bonell
Bremen, Germany Olaf Meyer
March 2015
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Chapter 1
The Impact of Corruption on International
Commercial Contracts – General Report

Michael Joachim Bonell and Olaf Meyer

Abstract Corruption is recognized as one of the major obstacles to the devel-
opment of international trade today. There seems to be consensus that curbing
corruption is a task too big to be met by criminal law alone and that other branches
of law have to contribute their part as well. Thus, where contracts are tainted
with corruption, there are genuine issues of contract law at stake that need to be
decided with a view to effectively protecting victims and at the same time deterring
potential wrongdoers. In this report, we shall take a look at contracts providing for
bribery as well as the contracts that have been procured by the payment of bribes.
The analysis is tailored toward commercial contracts, including also contracts with
state-owned enterprises. It shows that, interestingly, different jurisdictions have
taken quite different approaches as to whether these contracts can be enforced in
court. A second though related problem is whether the wrongdoers, after they have
performed their part of the deal, should be punished by denying them restitutionary
remedies for their investment.

1.1 Introduction

Corruption is generally considered one of the greatest enemies of international
trade. Where corruption runs rampant, fair players are prevented from accessing the
market and performance and quality are excluded from competition by those who
use bribery as a means of acquiring contracts. It is a problem of vast magnitude:
according to a frequently quoted World Bank study, an estimated USD1 trillion
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2 M.J. Bonell and O. Meyer

in bribes are paid each year.1 Corruption is said to increase the total cost of
doing business globally by up to 10 % and the cost of procurement contracts in
developing countries by up to 25 %. This means that for the EU alone approximately
EUR120 billion, or 1 % of its GDP, is lost to corruption every year.2

The international community has therefore undertaken serious efforts to tackle
the problem of corruption; the topic has been of the highest priority since the
mid-1990s. Countless sets of rules have mushroomed up from this movement,
establishing anti-corruption as a new, independent branch of law. At the peak of
this complex regime is a series of international treaties, which have since been
ratified by many of the world’s leading industrial nations.3 These conventions
are supplemented by domestic anti-bribery legislation, with well-known examples
being the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)4 and the UK Bribery Act.5 The
legislative landscape is further complemented by a number of non-governmental
initiatives – such as from NGOs, professional organisations or multinational
corporations – which use their own rules, recommendations and codes of conduct to
strengthen the fortifications against corruption.6 Anti-corruption is therefore nothing
less than a prime example of a transnational legal development in which the rules
set at international, national and non-governmental level are constantly intertwining
with one another.

So far, criminal law has been the weapon of choice for combating corruption.
The majority of the international sets of rules contain the central obligation that
Member States punish the payment of bribes and related crimes. In particular, the
territorial scope of domestic criminal law has been expanded by shifting the focus
of attention from the country where the corrupt incident occurred to the supply
side of corruption, ie the home country of the bribe-giver. The OECD, aiming to
create a level playing field in the international business environment, has declared
this tenet (whose origins are in the American FCPA) to be the general principle of its

1D Kaufmann, ‘Myths and Realities of Governance and Corruption’ (2005–2006) World Economic
Forum Global Competitiveness Report 81, 83.
2Fighting Corruption in the EU, Communication from the European Commission, 6 June 2011,
COM(2011) 308 final.
3In particular, the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in
International Business Transactions of 1997, the Inter-American Convention Against Corruption
of 1996, the Convention on Corruption involving Officials of the European Communities of 1997,
the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption and the Council of Europe Civil
Law Convention on Corruption, both of 1999, the African Union Convention on Preventing and
Combating Corruption of 2003, and the United Nations Convention against Corruption of 2003.
4Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (15 U.S.C. §§ 78dd-1 et seq.).
5Bribery Act 2010 (c.23).
6See, eg, the ICC Rules on Combating Corruption (2011), the ICC Guidelines on Agents,
Intermediaries and Other Third Parties (2010), as well as the PACI Principles for Countering
Bribery, issued by the World Economic Forum in 2004. The 2010 version of the UNIDROIT
Principles of International Commercial Contracts also tackles the topic of corruption.
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anti-bribery convention.7 However, practical experience has shown that criminal law
alone cannot cope with this difficult task; other branches of law must also contribute
to achieving this joint objective. Combating corruption has therefore become an
en vogue topic in many areas of law such as tax law8 and employment law,9 as
well as in optimizing public procurement rules,10 in corporate governance,11 and in
arbitration.12

One branch of the law whose role in tackling corruption has thus far been
underestimated is general contract law.13 Agreements of a contractual nature are
present in many different forms of corruption. In light of the immense economic
value embodied in international commercial contracts it is surprising that such little
attention has been paid to the legal analysis in this area. Many national reports
bemoan the rarity of reported court cases – or even the complete lack thereof – on
the civil law aspects of corruption in their respective countries.14 And yet there are
two questions that immediately spring to mind: firstly, the question of using efficient
civil law remedies to provide optimal protection to the victims of corruption; and

7The majority of the national reports are from OECD member states that have since transposed
the anti-bribery convention into their national law; the legislative measures for CANADIAN law
are currently in preparation. CHINA and SINGAPORE (both of which are not members of the
Convention) prohibit the bribery of foreign public officials. In contrast, a corresponding rule is
apparently missing in VENEZUELA, where prosecution only takes place with respect to acts
against domestic public officials.
8See, eg, the OECD Recommendation on Tax Measures for Further Combating Bribery of Foreign
Public Officials in International Business Transactions of 2009.
9Here, special mention should be made of the protection of whistleblowers. Cf also the ICC
Guidelines on Whistleblowing.
10See for instance the OECD Principles for Enhancing Integrity in Public Procurement of 2009.
11The introduction of the “adequate procedures” defence in sec 7(2) UK Bribery Act 2010 has
caused the discussion to reach new heights.
12From the vast amount of literature confer only RH Kreindler, ‘Legal Consequences of Corruption
in International Investment Arbitration: An Old Challenge with New Answers’ in L Lévy and
Y Derains (eds), Liber Amicorum en l’honneur de Serge Lazareff (Paris, Editions Pedone, 2011)
383 ff; A Sayed, Corruption in International Trade and Commercial Arbitration (The Hague,
Kluwer, 2004); C Albanesi and E Jolivet, ‘Dealing with Corruption in Arbitration: A Review of
ICC Experience’ (2013) 24 ICC Int’l Ct Arb Bull (Spec Suppl) 27 ff, each with further references.
13For earlier comparative research see O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption
(Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009); AO Makinwa, Private Remedies for Corruption – Towards an
International Framework (The Hague, Eleven, 2012).
14In the CZECH report J Valdhans mentions one claim under competition law that ultimately failed
at last instance. For ESTONIA, M Kairjak also refers to just one court decision. According to the
ITALIAN report by P Mariani, decisions dealing with the civil law consequences of corruption
are “very few” in Italy. The POLISH reporters M Pazdan and M Zachariasiewicz, too, bemoan
the “surprising scarcity” of published case law in this matter. The PORTUGUESE (L de Lima
Pinheiro) and VENEZUELAN reporters (E Hernández-Bretón and C Madrid Martínez) were not
aware of a single court judgement on the civil law consequences of corruption in their respective
countries.
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secondly, the broader question of the role of contract law in the prevention of
corruption, ie whether and to what extent the contract law regime can deter potential
offenders from corruptive behaviour.

The consequences of bribery for the contracts concerned are primarily decided in
accordance with the applicable domestic contract law. There have been few efforts
to harmonise this area of law at international level; the Civil Law Convention on
Corruption15 of the Council of Europe represents the only set of rules so far that
has focused entirely on the contractual aspects of corruption. However, for the most
part these rules are limited to a general framework which grants the Member States
considerable leeway in their respective transpositions and leaves many of the key
questions unanswered.

Only rarely can special private law provisions on corruption be found in national
legal systems. For instance, the US Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organiza-
tions Act (RICO) grants treble damages in particular instances of corruption.16

In KENYA, Art 51 of the Anti-Corruption and Economic Crimes Act of 2003
provides that: “A person who does anything that constitutes corruption or economic
crime is liable to anyone who suffers a loss as a result for an amount that
would be full compensation for the loss suffered”. Also, in several jurisdictions
private law rules on corruption can be found in the national legislation on unfair
competition.17

However, the analysis of contracts tainted by corruption takes place usually
within the framework of general contract law. Illegality and immorality, fraud and
mistake, collusion and restitution are among those rules that immediately spring
to mind. This area of law is known to vary considerably from country to country,
and moreover, it is generally perceived as very complicated and embedded with
public policy considerations.18 How does one then get past these boundaries which
impede a discussion on the most appropriate remedies in international corruption
cases?

15The Civil Law Convention is not self-executing, but requires implementing legislation. It has
to date been ratified by 35 countries. See further W Rau, ‘The Council of Europe’s Civil Law
Convention on Corruption’ in O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption (Baden-
Baden, Nomos, 2009) 21 ff.
1618 U.S. Code § 1964(c). The FCPA, on the other hand, does not give a private right of action.
17Cf for POLAND, Art 12 u.z.n.k.; for the CZECH REPUBLIC, sec 2983 of the New Civil Code;
for SWITZERLAND, Arts 4a, 13 UWG.
18The drafters of the CISG famously excluded matters of validity altogether from the Convention,
since they deemed them too controversial to achieve uniform rules. See Uncitral Yb VIII (1977) at
93. However, the UNIDROIT Principles and the PECL have since approached this topic.
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1.2 Corruption and International Commercial Contracts

1.2.1 On Defining Corruption

The worldwide unanimity when it comes to condemning corruption is deceiving, as
there is no uniform understanding about what the term corruption means. There are
indeed a near infinite number of actions that could in everyday language be branded
as “corrupt”; yet, at a legal level an entirely different analysis may be needed in
each instance. Defining its own subject matter is thus one of the greatest challenges
facing the anti-corruption movement.19 Each concept of corruption has to overcome
different obstacles: firstly, the national borders – what may be unproblematic in
one area of the world may in fact trigger severe punishment in others; secondly,
inter-disciplinary boundaries – corruption is not just a legal topic but is also heavily
researched in other scientific disciplines; finally, the intra-disciplinary boundaries –
the perspective varies between the different branches of the law, and a working
definition that fits the discussion of the criminal law aspects of corruption may thus
be unfit for the purposes of private law, tax law or public procurement.

Instead of attempting to provide an abstract definition of corruption for specific
aspects of private law, we will instead examine which instances of bribery are
typically encountered by courts and arbitral tribunals in relation to international
commercial contracts. The starting point is the following (fictitious) scenario:

Contractor A of country X enters into an agreement with intermediary B (“the Commission
Agreement”) under which B, for a commission fee of USD1,000,000 would pay, on behalf
of A, USD10,000,000 to C, a high-ranking procurement advisor of D, the Minister of
Economics and Development of country Y, in order to induce D to award A the contract
for the construction of a new power plant in country Y (“the Main Contract”). B pays C the
USD10,000,000 bribe and D awards the main contract to A.

1.2.2 A Basic Model of Corruption

In its simplest form, a typical corrupt exchange can be seen as a triangular
relationship between a principal, his agent and a bribe-giver. The selection of
a principal-agent model as a starting point is not by accident, but reflects the
prominent standing this model has held in the research on corruption since the
1970s.20 This model is especially suitable for the analysis of the private law side of
corruption, as it allows for the clearest depiction of the legal relationships between

19For an overview of different definitions of corruption see M Johnston, ‘Keeping the Answers,
Changing the Questions: Corruption Definitions Revisited’ in U von Alemann (ed), Dimensionen
politischer Korruption (Wiesbaden, VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften, 2005) 61 ff; J Gardiner,
‘Defining Corruption’ in AJ Heidenheimer and M Johnston (eds), Political Corruption, 3rd edn
(New Brunswick, Transaction Publishers, 2002) 25 ff.
20See, for instance, S Rose-Ackerman, Corruption – A Study in Political Economy (New York,
Academic Press, 1978); R Klitgaard, Controlling Corruption (Berkeley, University of California
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the different actors. This is because such a triangular structure between principal,
agent and bribe-giver also corresponds to a triangular contractual relationship in
private law.

The base of the triangle is formed by the relationship between the principal
and his agent. This particular relationship can take many shapes in the modern
business world; an agent can be, for instance, an employee in the procurement
department, but also the CEO of a large multi-national company. The terms used
here are understood in a broad context. In the aforementioned example, C is the
agent and the Ministry D (where he is employed and which becomes party to the
contract with bribe-giver A) is his principal. The connecting factor in all situations
is that the agent acts for his principal when negotiating with the third party and
should therefore decide not to his own advantage, but rather in the interest of his
principal. The principal-agent relationship is therefore characterised by a strong
fiduciary element.21

The third party (A) infringes on this fiduciary relationship by secretly affording
the agent with an undue advantage, which need not be in monetary form but
can encompass everything that the recipient considers valuable and suitable to
cause him to undermine his loyalty: jewellery, invitations to expensive trips, even
immaterial assets such as honorary titles or granting sexual favours.22 In return
for such items, the agent breaches his fiduciary duty by ensuring that the bribe-
giver receives preferential treatment with respect to the contract with the principal.
This preferential treatment can consist of receipt of the tender, which under fair
competition would have otherwise been given to another competitor; alternatively,
it can also be used in instances in which the bribe-giver would have nonetheless
gained the tender, yet the bribe was paid in order to obtain better conditions.

Under this model it is therefore possible to distinguish between contracts
providing for corruption and contracts procured by corruption. For the purpose of
this report we shall refer to the contract providing for corruption between bribe-
giver and bribe-taker as the “bribe agreement”; the contract between the principal
and the bribe-giver that has been procured by corruption is referred to as the “main
contract”. Although one could say that both contractual relationships are tainted
with corruption, they are not necessarily subject to the same legal consequences. The
following shall focus particularly on the enforceability of both of these contracts. In
contrast, questions of compensation for corruption – though likewise immensely
important in practice – must unfortunately be left aside.23

Press, 1988); J Lambsdorff, The Institutional Economics of Corruption and Reform (Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 2007) 63 ff.
21See the definition given by Lord Templeman in Attorney General for Hong Kong v Reid [1994]
1 AC 324: “A bribe is a gift accepted by a fiduciary as an inducement to him to betray his trust”.
22In Korea Supply Co. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 29 Cal.4th 1134 (2003), the defendant allegedly
bribed Korean public officials with sexual favours in a weapons deal. Another case is mentioned
by AO Makinwa and XE Kramer in their DUTCH report.
23On damages see OECD/The World Bank, Identification and Quantification of the Proceeds of
Bribery: Revised edition (Paris, OECD Publishing, 2012).
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1.2.3 Advanced Concepts of Corruption in International
Commercial Cases

Instances of corruption in practice are often much more complex than can be
expressed with a simple three-person framework like the one just introduced.
Corruption is a topic that features a multitude of variations and is often connected
with additional problems that, although not necessarily present in all instances of
bribery, must nevertheless be borne in mind in the abstract search for appropriate
legal consequences in the relationship between the parties to a bribe.

1.2.3.1 The Use of Intermediaries

The first additional problem concerns the manner and form in which the bribe is
paid. In international trade it is likely that the relevant parties will not know each
other personally and will therefore not be sure whether they can trust one another.
It goes without saying that the bribe-giver cannot openly approach his business
partner’s agent and offer him a bribe. Rather, the illegality of these activities requires
that the bribe results from a careful and subtle approach. Accordingly, negotiations
concerning bribery often feature intermediaries (like B in the example) in order to
ease the transaction.24 Such middlemen often appear as “consultant” or “broker” for
their employer.25 Consulting services are common in international trade and can be
a sensible approach, for instance with respect to the political or economic situation
in the target country or with respect to regional customs and practices. However,
amongst the herd of consultants are black sheep whose main or sole activity consists
of funnelling bribes to influential people. These people have at their disposal both
the political contacts as well as the know-how for such covert transactions.

The legal structure of this exchange often follows the same pattern: A hires
B to initiate the conclusion of a contract with D. The precise activities expected
of him are described only very superficially in the consultancy agreement.26 The
intermediary usually receives a generous contingency fee for his services – it is an
open secret between the parties that parts of this fee will be forwarded as bribes

24See OECD Working Group on Bribery in International Business Transactions, ‘Typologies on the
Role of Intermediaries in International Business Transactions’, final report 2009; OECD Foreign
Bribery Report: An Analysis of the Crime of Bribery of Foreign Public Officials (Paris, OECD
Publishing, 2014) 8.
25A Crivellaro, ‘Arbitration Case Law on Bribery: Issues of Arbitrability, Contract Validity, Merits
and Evidence’ in K Karsten and A Berkeley (eds), Arbitration – Corruption, Money Laundering
and Fraud (Paris, ICC Publication 651, 2003) 109 ff; AA Wrage, Bribery and Extortion (Westport,
Praeger Security International, 2007) 78 ff; V Khvalei, ‘Using Red Flags to Prevent Arbitration
from Becoming a Safe Harbour for Contracts that Disguise Corruption’ (2013) 24 ICC Int’l Ct Arb
Bull (Spec Suppl) 15 ff.
26Suspicious, superficial paraphrasing of the tasks expected of the consultant is correctly consid-
ered a “red flag” for a corrupt basis of the agreement.
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to influential persons on the opposite side.27 The contracting company will often
not want to know the details in order to be able to claim plausible deniability and
thereby protect itself from prosecution.

1.2.3.2 The Victims of Corruption

Furthermore, it is to be noted that, contrary to a widespread cynical view, corruption
is by no means a “victimless crime”. Quite in contrast, many bear the brunt of
its consequences. The direct effect is felt first by the principal, who often pays an
inflated price for the contract with the bribe-giver. In the aforementioned example A
would not resort to bribery if he could not gain an advantage that would be at least
equal the payment of the bribe to C.28 In practice the resulting loss is probably even
much greater than the amount paid as a bribe.

However, the financial loss to the principal is typically not the end of the story:
corruption also has indirect negative effects on further parties. If (as in the example)
D is a state or a government contractor, it has to cover its additional costs resulting
from the inflated price through tax increases or by deducting the amount from
other important infrastructure projects. On the other hand, where the victim is a
private business, the additional costs will usually fall within the principal’s price
calculation and will thereby be passed on to its customers; the price of the products
will increase. In both cases, the costs of corruption will thus ultimately be borne by
everyone.

A further group of victims can be said to be the competitors of the bribe-giver
who, due to the illicit payment made by their rival, have lost the chance to acquire
the main contract with the principal for themselves. Market survival depends on
at least occasional success in acquiring contracts, as otherwise one quickly loses
a position on the market. If there is no chance for bidders to acquire contracts
through honest competition, they are then left with the choice between just two
undesirable alternatives: either to voluntary retreat from the market or to enter the
competition for the highest bribe. This dilemma forms the basis for why particular
sectors have such great problems in containing widespread corruption after it has
initially occurred.29

Because of this situation it is to be expected that the competitors observe
with particular criticism the question of the enforceability of a contract that has
been purchased via bribes. If the law does not punish the bribe-giver but instead

27Therefore, Art 2 of the ICC Rules on Combating Corruption (2011) provides that any payment
made to an intermediary should represent no more than an appropriate remuneration for legitimate
services rendered by him.
28Hovenden v Millhoff [1903] All ER 848, per Smith LJ: “If a vendor bribes a purchaser’s agent,
of course the purchase money is loaded by the amount of the bribe. It cannot be denied.”
29The Bribe Payers’ Index, most recently issued by Transparency International in 2011, provides
an overview of the spread of corruption in different industry sectors.
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allows him to retain the contract, it sends a devastating signal to all other market
participants to equally resort in the future to such illegal methods. The situation
is further complicated by the lack of sufficient protection in the form of damages
claims for competitors; there are practically no court decisions in which a competitor
has successfully claimed compensation from his corrupt rival.30

1.2.3.3 Shareholder Lawsuits

Ultimately, corruption can also create considerable harm on the bribe-giver’s side. It
is easy to overlook that a bribe-giver is not necessarily an economic unity, but, as in
the case of a multinational enterprise, can encompass a number of different interest
groups. A possible example is that, despite explicit company policy to the contrary,
an overambitious manager pays a bribe to secure a contract; then the company
and its shareholders are also victims of this corruption if, after the crime has been
discovered, the affected contract falls through and, moreover, the prosecution leads
to a severe fine.31 This internal conflict of interests forms the background for the
current boom of anti-corruption compliance, which aims at reducing the risk of
liability through organisational measures.

A relatively new problem is posed by the question of how the liability for these
types of damages can be achieved vis-à-vis the company’s shareholders. In this
respect the focus of the international discussion has thus far been on US law. A 2010
report by Reuters refers to 37 such proceedings within a 4-year period, 26 of which
were settled out of court.32 Here the claimants were seeking compensation for the
(in some cases extensive) decline in share price, which was linked to investigations
resulting from the American Securities and Exchange Commission’s allegations
of bribery.33 An in-depth discussion of the legal circumstances cannot take place
here, but nonetheless is to be considered that a decision in contract law on the
effectiveness of the main contract creates additional and so far unresolved questions
on the liability for the resulting losses.

30On remedies for competitors in case of bribery see ES Burger and MS Holland, ‘Why the Private
Sector is Likely to Lead the Next Stage in the Global Fight against Corruption’ (2006) 30 Fordham
Int’l L J 45 ff.
31Penalties in the amount of hundreds of millions USD are no longer a rarity in American
proceedings based on the FCPA. In 2008, Siemens settled with the US authorities for a record-
breaking USD800,000,000 in fines and disgorgement.
32The report can be found at http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/11/01/us-bribery-lawsuits-
idUSTRE6A04CO20101101. P Ala’i in her US report discusses some recent civil actions that
took place after a firm’s disclosure of an FCPA-related investigation. The CANADIAN report by
J Karton and JD Shervill mentions pending class actions in the courts of Ontario and Quebec.
33See, for the correlation between corruption and share value, S Eicher, ‘When Shareholders Lose
(or Win) through Corruption’ in S Eicher (ed), Corruption in International Business (Burlington,
Gower, 2009) 31, 42 ff; Wrage (n 25), 71.

http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/11/01/us-bribery-lawsuits-idUSTRE6A04CO20101101
http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/11/01/us-bribery-lawsuits-idUSTRE6A04CO20101101
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1.3 Contracts Providing for Corruption

1.3.1 Invalidity of Agreements to Pay a Bribe

The bribe agreement between an agent and a bribe-giver takes place in the shadows
of the corruption triangle. The light cast on the other contractual relationships within
the triangle means that they are concluded in an open environment, whereas the
illegality of the bribe agreement requires darkness to cover the conspiracy and
secrecy of the negotiations in which the bribe-giver and agent come together, as
well as the subsequent exchange of the benefits.

It is clear that the law must not serve to protect crooks in the performance of their
corrupt intentions. Contracts providing for corruption are therefore unenforceable in
any court of law. This applies not only to the direct promises of bribes from A to C
but also to the commission agreement between A and the intermediary B, so far as
the actual task is to arrange the payment of bribes. In terms of the extent of the level
of abjection of these contracts, there is no difference. Despite some national varia-
tions in the dogmatic underpinnings of nullity34 there appears to be universal agree-
ment with respect to the outcome. One can thus identify the nullity or unenforce-
ability of contracts providing for corruption as a transnational principle of law.35

This principle is clearly expressed in Art 8(1) Civil Law Convention on Corrup-
tion: “Each Party shall provide in its internal law for any contract or clause of a con-
tract providing for corruption to be null and void”. In a similar vein, the Trans-Lex
Principles, a scientific project administered at the University of Cologne that sees
itself as a systematic collection of principles of transnational commercial law, pro-
vides that: “Contracts based on or involving the payment or transfer of bribes (“cor-
ruption money”, “secret commissions”, “pots-de-vin”, “kickbacks”) are void”.36

It can be observed at national level that the justification for rendering bribe
agreements null and void is mainly based on two approaches that are closely related
with each other, namely the arguments of illegality and immorality. The concept of
illegality is coupled with the notion that a transaction cannot be enforced when it
violates mandatory statutory prohibitions. There can be no doubt that the criminal
law provisions that penalize corruption represent such statutory prohibitions, as
the actions required to perform the bribe agreement are exactly those that trigger
liability under criminal law. The immorality argument, on the other hand, is much
broader and can play an independent role to set aside a contract in cases of
corruption if the contract at issue exceptionally slips through the criminal law
net, for instance because the legal system does not prohibit the payment of bribes

34For a general overview of the different concepts of illegality see MJ Bonell, ‘The New Provisions
on Illegality in the UNIDROIT Principles 2010’ (2011) Unif L Rev 517 ff.
35O Meyer, ‘The Formation of a Transnational Ordre Public against Corruption: Lessons for and
from Arbitral Tribunals’ in S Rose-Ackerman and P Carrington (eds), Anti-Corruption Policy
(Durham, Carolina Academic Press, 2013) 237 et seq. This result is confirmed by all national
reports.
36http://www.trans-lex.org, Principle No IV.7.2(a).

http://www.trans-lex.org
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abroad or particular forms of influence peddling. The overview of the different legal
systems does however show that there is not always a sharp dogmatic distinction
between illegality and immorality, but rather that both grounds for nullity are given
alongside one another and often at the same time.37

It can be observed that the various legal systems offer different approaches
towards rendering the bribe agreement null and void. In the Romanic legal family
the effectiveness of the bribe agreement fails due its illegal and immoral cause.38

Other legal systems expressly state that contracts are void if they are illegal, or
contrary to public order, or violate common moral principles.39 Under the Common
Law there appears to be more leeway in deciding the individual case on the grounds
of violation of public policy. That being said, here, too, the courts will generally
deem a bribe agreement unenforceable.40

There is no difference of outcome with respect to whether widespread corruption
is present in one part of the world, even if paying bribes is considered necessary
in a special area in order to do business. Although it indeed may sometimes be
possible to consider regional customs when assessing the immorality and illegality
of a contract – for instance when it comes to the accepted boundaries for gifts or
hospitality – this does not at all mean that widespread corruption in a country could
legitimise the payment of bribes per se. All national reporters responded negatively
to the question of whether the contract between A and B could be effective under
the exceptional circumstance that B’s task to facilitate the bribery of public officials
constitutes a generally accepted business practice in that country.

Parties to these contracts are of course aware that they cannot rely on the court
to enforce their expectations. There have in fact been instances in which one of the
parties took advantage of this in order to defraud the other, for example by paying
him with counterfeit money.41 However, usually there are more or less stable extra-
legal enforcement measures that give sufficient motivation to the parties to adhere to
their – legally invalid – promises. For instance, they may hope to repeat the lucrative
exchange of favours if they prove trustworthy to their partners the first time, or they
are simply afraid of their retaliation.42

37In DENMARK there is no tradition to distinguish between a contract being contra legem and
being contra bonos mores. Both principles are set out side by side in s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law.
In the UNITED STATES, “contracts unenforceable on grounds of public policy” is seen as the
general concept, and “illegal contracts” are just one specific example for this category.
38See the reports for CANADA (QUEBEC), ITALY and VENEZUELA.
39The invalidity of the bribe agreement can be obtained by this means in, for instance, CHINA, the
CZECH REPUBLIC, DENMARK, ESTONIA, GERMANY, the NETHERLANDS, POLAND,
PORTUGAL, the RUSSIAN FEDERATION, SOUTH AFRICA and SWITZERLAND.
40See the reports for CANADA, ENGLAND, SINGAPORE and the USA.
41J Lambsdorff and B Frank, ‘Corrupt Reciprocity – Experimental Evidence on a Men’s Game’
(2011) 31 Int’l Rev L Econ 116.
42For an economic analysis of the self-enforcing nature of the bribe agreement see J Lambsdorff
and SU Teksoz, ‘Corrupt Relational Contracting’ in J Lambsdorff, M Taube and M Schramm (eds),
The New Institutional Economics of Corruption (London, Routledge, 2005) 138 ff.
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Nonetheless, the parties often give their transactions a legal gloss by using mock
agreements in order to justify the flow of cash. For example, the agent receives a
highly lucrative “consultancy agreement” even though he is not to actually provide
any consultancy services. Such a method is often used in engaging intermediaries
because their written contracts foresee, in principle, the provision of legitimate
services such as consultancy or lobbying. Arbitral tribunals have already had to
decide on several cases in which an intermediary sought payment of his commission
for facilitating the main contract and the bribe-payer then invoked the nullity of
their agreement because it actually aimed at the payment of bribes.43 The claims
for payment have so far always been rejected in all instances in which the arbitral
tribunal was convinced that the contract with the intermediary actually served to
camouflage corrupt enterprises.44

The invalidity of the bribe agreement is to be taken into account ex officio by
the court. The parties cannot waive its application, as the invalidity is not ordered
for their protection but rather for the protection of greater common values that
cannot be disposed of by agreement. Such an approach is also applicable in arbitral
proceedings where the tribunal must acknowledge the invalidity of the contract even
if neither of the parties had pleaded this aspect. This was the situation in the well-
known Lagergren award, in which the sole arbitrator rejected the claim from a
contract for the bribery of Argentine public officials.45

Anyone can invoke the invalidity of a contract providing for corruption, including
the parties to the agreement themselves. This means that the bribe-giver can refuse
to pay the intermediary the commission for the acquisition of the desired contract,
referring to its corrupt nature. Some authors and arbitrators have expressed their
discomfort with this result. They perceive the benefit to the bribe-giver as being
doubly unfair, as he not only betrays the other party to the main contract by
bribing his agent, but he also obtains the main contract without having to pay the
intermediary if the consultancy contract is voided.46 Thus, the law seems to work

43See, for instance, ICC Case No 9333 (final award), (2011) 19 ASA Bull, 757 ff; ICC Case No
6497 (final award), (1999) XXIVa YbCA 71 et seq.
44See the report by RH Kreindler and F Gesualdi; MA Raouf, ‘How Should International
Arbitrators Tackle Corruption Issues?’ (2009) 24 ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law Journal
116, 127.
45ICC Case No 1110, (1994) 10 Arb Int, 282 ff. On the question whether the claim should be
dismissed on procedural or substantive grounds, see RH Kreindler, ‘Aspects of Illegality in the
Formation and Performance of Contracts’ in AJ van den Berg (ed), International Commercial
Arbitration: Important Contemporary Questions. ICCA Congress Series No 11 (The Hague,
Kluwer, 2003) 209, 226 ff.
46ICC Case No 6497 (n 43) 71, 72. Cf furthermore Cour de Justice Geneva, 17 November 1989,
(1994) XIV YbCA 214 ff; the court found it “utterly shocking” that the bidder stopped making
payments to the intermediary as soon as he got his desired contract. Intentions to bribe were not
found in this case, however.
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to the advantage of the most dishonest of all parties.47 However, economists have
shown that undermining the trust between bribe-payer and intermediary is appealing
because neither side can then have faith in receiving their counter-performance.
This ability to deprive the other party of its expectations has the desirable effect
of destabilising a potentially corrupt relationship.48 The Paris Cour d’appel rightly
recognised this when it decided:

The parties’ awareness of the immoral or illicit aim of the contract, required by jurispru-
dence, is not meant (whatever its actual consequences may be) to lessen the rigor of the
sanction of nullity; on the contrary, it aims at reinforcing it by protecting the contracting
party who has nothing to reproach himself with as to the conclusion of the contract; the
application of the above-mentioned adage aims at preventing performance of an immoral or
illicit contract by depriving the party which first executes it of all protection.49

The invalidity of a commission agreement because of intended bribery is to be
distinguished from the situation in which a client employs an intermediary and
later refuses to pay the promised commission because the use of intermediaries is
generally prohibited in the country in which the main contract is to be procured.
Several countries have in fact provided for such a general prohibition as a means of
preventing corruption. In OTV v Hilmarton50 the claimant had procured a contract
in Algeria for the defendant even though Algerian law prohibited the use of
intermediaries. However, the procurement contract was subject to Swiss law and
thus presented the arbitrator with the question of whether the Algerian prohibition
was relevant to this contract. This is clearly a conflict of laws problem, namely with
regard to the application of overriding mandatory provisions of a third country.51

The respective national conflict rules often grant the court some discretion whether
to consider the foreign laws in the individual case. In this respect the national reports
differ as to whether a general prohibition of intermediaries, without evidence of
a corrupt purpose of the contract, deserves acknowledgment independent of the
applicable law.52

47Cf ICC Case No 6497 (n 43), at 72: “By the way, the result of such nullity is not necessarily
equitable. The enterprise having benefited from the bribes (ie, having obtained substantial
contracts thanks to the bribes) has not a better moral position than the enterprise having organised
the payment of the bribes. The nullity of the agreement is generally only beneficial to the former,
and thus possibly inequitable. But this is legally irrelevant”.
48Lambsdorff (n 20), 144 ff.
49Cour d’appel Paris, (1995) XX YbCA 198, 202.
50ICC Case No 5622, Hilmarton Ltd v Omnium de Traitement et de Valorisation, (1994) XIX YbCA
105 ff.
51For the courts in the EU Member States, the applicable conflict rule can be found in Art 9(3)
Rome I Regulation.
52The GERMAN reporter M Weller, for instance, would give effect to such a prohibition as a
legitimate means of tackling corruption, whereas L de Lima Pinheiro in his PORTUGUESE report
considers the absolute prohibition of intermediaries as unreasonable and would not enforce it when
it is not part of the applicable law. In his report for SINGAPORE, M Furmston denies that a simple
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1.3.2 Restitution of the Bribe – The Illegality Defence

The invalidity of the bribe agreement does however give rise to the further question
of the fate of those elements of the agreement that have already been performed. The
unwinding of an illegal contract falls within the realm of restitutionary remedies.
As a general principle, something that has been received on the basis of a legally
void contract has to be returned.53 According to this notion it thus appears that
the invalidity of the agreement could allow A to demand the return of the bribery
payment from C or from the intermediary B.

However, domestic law contains an important exception to this principle of
restitution, namely the venerable maxim ex turpi causa non oritur actio. In other
words, the parties to the contract should not receive the return of their performance
if the invalidity of the contract results contra legem or contra bonos mores. The legal
system’s disapproval of the illicit contract is thus not extinguished by the failure of
claims for performance, but continues on the level of unjust enrichment. The roots
of this illegality defence can be traced back to Roman law, though it has since grown
to feature different extents of rigorousness and numerous exceptions in the various
legal systems.54

The payment of bribes represents a very clear case of causa turpis, and the major-
ity of legal systems do in fact exclude the bribe-giver’s claim to reimbursement.55

For instance, the ENGLISH national report refers to a case in which the payment
of a bribe to an Indian public official did not lead to the conclusion of the desired
contract; the claim for reimbursement of the money paid as a bribe failed due to
the illegality defence.56 In GERMAN law this rule has been codified in sec 817
Sentence 2 BGB; here, the courts have also rejected claims for reimbursement of
bribes.57

local prohibition on the use of intermediaries – ie without allegations of bribery – would make a
contract illegal under the law of Singapore.
53The DUTCH report holds, in this respect, a unique position as it considers it possible for the
restitution to fail when the bribe-taker has performed his part of the agreement and has procured
the contract for the bribe-payer. In this instance reasonableness and fairness would demand to leave
the performances where they have fallen, as otherwise the recipient would receive no remuneration
for his performance.
54For a comparative overview see K Zweigert and H Kötz, Introduction to Comparative Law
(Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1998) § 39 III; P Schlechtriem, Restitution und Bereicherungsausgleich
in Europa Vol I (Tübingen, Mohr Siebeck, 2000) 216 ff.
55The exclusion of restitution due the ex turpi causa rule is generally supported by the national
reporters for ENGLAND, ESTONIA, GERMANY, ITALY, SINGAPORE, SOUTH AFRICA,
SWITZERLAND and VENEZUELA. The national reports for QUEBEC, DENMARK, the USA
and the UNIDROIT PRINCIPLES support this approach only on a case to case basis after
considering the individual facts. In contrast, the reimbursement of the bribe can, in principle, be
demanded in the CZECH REPUBLIC, POLAND, PORTUGAL and the NETHERLANDS.
56Nayyar v Denton Wilde Sapte [2009] EWHC 3218 (QB), at 118.
57The GERMAN report quotes OLG Karlsruhe, (2007) Blutalkohol 49 ff.
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1.3.2.1 Reasons for Excluding Restitution

At first glance it would appear that the exclusion of repayment in instances of
bribery leads to an absurd result: the corrupt agent does not have to return the
bribe to the bribe-giver, and as such, it seems that the law rewards him for his
corruptibility. The invalidity of the bribe agreement therefore appears to present
him with no disadvantages if he has already received the bribe. In contrast, the
bribe-giver is doubly punished, as the law denies him the enforcement of the corrupt
agreement as well as the reimbursement of the bribe.

However, the approach does require further explanation, as the striking imbal-
ance between the parties is certainly intentional: the party who performs first is
faced with the risk of the entire loss of its performance. In turn, there is no incentive
for his contractual partner to fulfil his part of the agreement, as he does not need
to expect either claims for performance or reimbursement; he can thus breach the
agreement without fear of consequence. Both parties have reason for doubting the
honesty of their partners in crime, as both will have already demonstrated that they
are willing to use illegal means to cheat their joint contractual partner, namely
the principal. However, they nonetheless have to trust each other, because the law
offers no protection to their agreement. The one-sided distribution of the economic
risk of advance performance thus illustrates that the law intends to undermine the
relationship of trust between two potentially corrupt parties.

A further reason for the failure of the claim for restitution can also be given: it
would surely be unsatisfactory if the bribe-giver could rely on the assistance from
the court in seeking to undo illegal payments. Excluding the claim for repayments
thus protects the integrity of the courts, which dishonest parties should not be
allowed to use as an instrument to facilitate their wrongdoings.58 In other words,
the law does not help those who venture outside of the law, or as the great English
humourist AP Herbert translated the ex turpi causa rule: “A dirty dog will get no
dinner from the Courts”.59

1.3.2.2 Room for Exceptions

The illegality defence in cases of corruption can be said to be basically sound law. It
is based on the clean hands maxim as well as on specific preventative considerations.
However, most jurisdictions will not enforce the rule with absolute rigor but give the
judge room to take into consideration all the circumstances of an individual case.
The question thus arises of whether in cases of corruption there could be exceptional
circumstances that argue for the restitution of bribery payments.

58This aspect has been emphasized by PD Langsted and LB Langsted in the report for DENMARK
and by E Hernández-Bretón and C Madrid Martínez for VENEZUELA.
59AP Herbert, Uncommon Law – Being sixty-six Misleading Cases revised and collected in one
volume (Reprint, London, Methuen, 1979) at 335.
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1.3.2.2.1 Varying Levels of Fault

The idea of prevention and the aspects on the protection of the court’s dignity both
assume that each party has knowingly acted in a reprehensible manner. Where each
party has to equally accept the accusation of unlawful behaviour, it is justifiable that
the loss remains where it has occurred: in pari delicto potior est conditio possidentis.
However, this maxim can be questioned in instances in which the performing party
is not – or is only minimally – guilty, ie has not acted in pari delicto.

A conceivable example would be a mistake of a party regarding the legality of
its behaviour, although from a semantic perspective we probably would not speak
of bribery if the payer did not knowingly pursue a corrupt intent. In AUSTRIA,
a claimant was reimbursed with the payment he made in the unsuccessful attempt
to be appointed consul general of an African republic.60 This was despite the fact
that Austrian law contains in sec 1174(1)(1) ABGB the principle that there can be
no return of that which was given to facilitate a tort. It seems as if the court was
not convinced that the claimant in this case had entirely understood that his money
should have served to cause the responsible public officials to make a decision in
his favour and was not merely a donation towards worthy causes in that country.61

A further example for a situation that allows for the exceptional restitution of a
bribe is that the payer was incapable of understanding the reprehensibility of his
actions. In a GERMAN decision from 1917 the court held, albeit obiter, that it is
possible that the claim for reimbursement could be open to a mentally deranged
woman who had paid a public official in order to receive a place in a care home,
as she could not have breached good morals on account of her condition.62 In
another GERMAN case63 a foreigner was deceived by a dishonest compatriot, who
convinced him that a residence permit in Germany could only be obtained via
bribery. The fraudster offered to arrange the payment, but eventually kept the money
for himself. In contrast to the first example, here the payer was at least aware that
the payment was illegal. Nonetheless, the judge was very generous in his decision
to permit the claim for restitution because the payer was clearly unfamiliar with the
circumstances in Germany and, as a result, was exploited by the fraudster.

Furthermore, exceptional circumstances may result from the payer’s particular
predicament and therefore make him appear to be worthy of protection. For instance,
one could hardly speak of corruption where the money has been solicited by
the agent by means of a serious threat. From a semantic perspective corruption
requires the bribe-giver and bribe-taker to cooperate voluntarily with one another.
The POLISH report gives a hypothetical example of parents who bribe a doctor

60OGH 3 Ob 13/99d, 20 September 2000, 2001/364 RdW 333.
61In contrast, in similar instances of unsuccessful attempts to purchase a title the courts have
rejected the claim for reimbursement, see for ENGLAND Parkinson v College of Ambulance Ltd
[1925] 2 KB 1; for GERMANY, BGH, (1994) NJW 187.
62RGSt 51, 87, 91.
63AG Offenbach, (1992) NJW-RR 1204 ff.
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so that he may be quicker in taking care of their seriously ill child. Nobody would
judge the parents for their behaviour under such circumstances. However, the crucial
case may be that an agent has solicited a bribe through the threat to not award the
contract. Such behaviour could result in a financial predicament for a business if it
depends on the contract or has already made considerable investments that it cannot
afford to lose. However, does this mean that it has to succumb to the threat and may
pay the bribe? At present there has been no court decision that acknowledges the
right to corruption due to economic self-defence; in fact, such a suggestion seems
preposterous, as there is always the option to report the blackmailing agent to his
principal and thus restore fair conditions.

The UNIDROIT Principles suggest a flexible approach towards permitting the
recovery of the bribe. Where the applicable law does not expressly prescribe the
effects of the infringement of a mandatory provision upon the contract, the parties
shall have the right to exercise such remedies under the contract as are reasonable in
the circumstances. The illustration to this rule suggests that if A has hired B to make
the bribe payment, but B has not yet paid the bribe to the corrupt officials, then A
may be granted the right to recover the bribe from B if he decides to no longer pursue
the illegal purpose and withdraws from the contract.64 Such a right of repentance is
known in the Common Law as locus poenitentiae.65 The intention is clear: a golden
bridge should be built for the remorseful businessman in order to allow him to return
to just behaviour. This exception in the UNIDROIT Principles was included at the
end of the drafting process after only brief discussions on the content.66 However,
the rule is not unproblematic, as although the purpose is well-intended, it can result
in the reverse in practice. This is because such a rule increases the motivation for
the intermediary to expedite the payment of the bribe, as he can thereby secure his
commission. Thus, even though the maxim ex turpi causa intends to impede the
performance of the corrupt arrangements, this golden bridge exception would give
the bribe-giver a means of putting pressure on the intermediary to perform his part
of the agreement.

1.3.2.2.2 Recipient’s Enrichment

There is an additional argument against the use of the illegality defence in cases
of corruption, namely that the recipient of the bribe would be unlawfully enriched.
It seems as if several legal systems should have difficulties with the notion that

64Art 3.3.1 PICC (2010), Illustration 21.
65J Chitty, HG Beale, Chitty on Contracts, 31st edn (London, Sweet & Maxwell, 2013) para
16–191 ff. See also the CANADIAN report. In SOUTH AFRICA, according to the report by T
Naudé, this rule is rejected.
66Rather critical vis-à-vis this last minute decision Bonell (n 34), 530 ff.
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the agent could profit from the illegal agreement. After all, is it not a fundamental
principle of justice that crime must not pay?67

Nevertheless, this argument falls somewhat short, as the exclusion of restitution
affects only the bribe-giver’s claim to the bribe; it does not indicate whether the
bribe actually remains the bribe-taker’s property. However, as several national
reports confirm, it is often possible to draw on other branches of the law to ensure
that in such cases the unlawfully gained profit can be disgorged.

Several jurisdictions pursue this particular objective by providing that the profits
gained from criminal activity are to be forfeited to the treasury. Art 3(3) OECD
Convention stipulates that in cases of bribery of foreign public officials the bribe is
subject to confiscation and seizure. A similar rule is contained in Art 31 UNCAC.
CHINA, POLAND and the RUSSIAN FEDERATION adopt this approach towards
withdrawing the bribe from the recipient.68

However, there is a second potential candidate to make claims for the bribe,
namely the betrayed principal. Many legal systems allow the principal to claim
against his disloyal representative for that which has been gained from the disloyalty.
Such claims in private law often have priority over the state’s right of confiscation.69

In GERMANY, for example, there have been many changes in legal situation
surrounding this subject, and whereas the Reichsgericht (Imperial Court)70 used to
favour the confiscation of bribes over private claims, nowadays the principal’s right
to recovery has precedence, supplemented by forfeiture of the proceeds of bribery
to the state treasury if the principal does not exercise his right.71

The legal basis for a claim to recovery can be formed by a duty to account for
profits arising from the contractual relationship between the principal and his agent.
Such a duty often exists in the Common Law jurisdictions, but it is in ENGLAND
where the discussion surrounding the exact form of the duty has recently been
reignited.72 The essence of the discussion focuses in principle on whether the
claim is merely of a contractual nature or whether the fiduciary holds the bribe
as constructive trustee for his principal. The latter approach would have particular
advantages should the agent become insolvent, but also in situations in which the

67In the words of Lord Hatherly in Jegon v Vivian (1870–1871), Law Reports Chancery Appeal
Cases VI 742, 761: “This Court never allows a man to make profit by a wrong”.
68However, the POLISH report notes that there have seemingly been no court decisions on
forfeiture in corruption cases.
69See the official Commentaries on the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public
Officials in International Business Transactions, para 23; M Pieth, LA Low and PJ Cullen (eds),
The OECD Convention on Bribery (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007) 262.
70RGZ 146, 194, 208 ff.
71Section 111 i(5) Criminal Procedure Code (StPO).
72According to the ENGLISH report by Y Marique; see also P Millett, ‘Bribes and Secret
Commissions Again’ (2012) 71 The Cambridge Law Journal 583 ff.
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agent has invested the bribe and gained a profit. In AG for Hong Kong v. Reid73 the
Privy Council, applying the law of New Zealand, had accepted a constructive trust
to the principal’s benefit. Accordingly, the latter could thus have instant access to
land that was purchased by the bribe-taker using the bribe. Although the decision
received a positive reception in England, the Court of Appeal later favoured the
opposite interpretation in Sinclair Investments v Versailles Trade Finance, as the
“fact that the breach of fiduciary duty owed to the beneficiary resulted in the
profit should not necessarily mean that the profit is treated as the property of
the beneficiary”.74 This ruling would leave the principal merely with a claim for
equitable compensation in a sum equal to the value of the bribe or commission.
Since then, the Supreme Court had the last word on this issue and clearly decided
for the solution whereby a bribe or secret commission received by an agent is held
by the agent on trust for his principal.75 Their Lordships considered that, given that
the concern about bribery and corruption generally has never been greater than it
is today, the law should take a particularly stringent position in relation to a claim
against an agent who has received a bribe or secret commission.

The principal’s claim for recovery under GERMAN law had a varied past,
however its result is widely recognised today. The exact legal basis is still disputed:
contractual fiduciary duty, negotiorum gestio, or, in the case of public officials,
an obligation to hand over gifts as a reflex response to the general prohibition
on accepting presents.76 A similar situation can be observed in SWITZERLAND,
where there is controversy in doctrine regarding the correct legal basis for the
claim, but support exists from the Federal Supreme Court and leading doctrine
for a contractual duty of the bribe-taker to pass on the bribe advantage to the
principal based on the law of agency, employment contract law or the law on simple
partnerships.77

Nevertheless, not all legal systems feature a claim against the fiduciary to account
for profits. In a recent English decision78 a Russian shipping company sued its
former senior officers for dishonestly entering into shipping transactions which were
against the interests of the principal. Two of the former officers allegedly received
bribes. The Court found that under RUSSIAN law a bribe is not recoverable unless
the claimant can show that he suffered a loss.

73Attorney-General for Hong Kong v Reid [1994] 1 AC 324.
74Sinclair Investments v Versailles Trade Finance [2011] EWCA Civ 347, para 53.
75FHR European Ventures LLP v Cedar Capital Partners LLC [2014] UKSC 45.
76See the references in the GERMAN report by M Weller.
77For details see C Kissling in her SWISS report.
78Fiona Trust & Holding Corp & Ors v. Dimitri Skarga & Ors [2013] EWCA Civ 275.
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1.4 Contracts Procured by Corruption

1.4.1 Can the Main Contract Be Considered as Valid?

Whereas the invalidity of a bribe agreement between A and C or of a commission
agreement between A and B amounts to a transnational legal principle, there is a
much more colourful spectrum of opinions regarding the suitable consequences for
the main contract between A and D. In principle, there are three different solutions to
consider. Firstly, the contract could, just like the bribe agreement, always and under
all circumstances be void. Secondly, it would also be possible to lay the decision
in the injured principal’s hands and allow him to choose between the invalidity of
the contract or continuing with its performance despite the corruption.79 Finally, the
third approach would consist of treating the contract as binding, thereby effectively
limiting the rights of the principal to other remedies such as damages or price
reduction.

Each of these three solutions can actually be observed in practice. All in all,
however, there seem to be relatively few court decisions in this area. One may
speculate that, in light of the commercial value at stake, the parties to these contracts
would rather avoid judicial clarification and instead seek an amicable solution. This
would be all the more likely in international trade, as the invalidity of the contract
often does not benefit either party. The lack of judicial tuning of this problem is
reflected to some extent in the national reports, as several reporters avoided clearly
determining one particular dogmatic solution for their respective national law.

International sets of rules contain just initial starting points for the question of
how to correctly deal with contracts obtained via bribery. Art 8(2) of the Civil Law
Convention of the Council of Europe says on the matter: “Each Party shall provide
in its internal law for the possibility for all parties to a contract whose consent has
been undermined by an act of corruption to be able to apply to the court for the
contract to be declared void, notwithstanding their right to claim for damages.”80

However, there is a lack of clarity concerning the exact requirements for declaring a
contract void.81 Further imprecision can be seen in the wording chosen in Art 34(2)
UNCAC: “In this context, States Parties may consider corruption a relevant factor
in legal proceedings to annul or rescind a contract, withdraw a concession or other
similar instrument or take any other remedial action.” In contrast, the UNIDROIT

79When Lord Mustill included in his famous listing of principles of lex mercatoria that a “contract
obtained by bribes or other dishonest means is void, or at least unenforceable”, he indeed avoided
a decision in favour of one of the two models, see M Mustill, ‘The New Lex Mercatoria: The First
Twenty-five Years’ (1988) 4 Arb Int 86, 111 f.
80It is noticeable that this wording of the Convention follows the French model, according to which
the termination of contracts has to be decided by a court and not, for instance, by a unilateral
declaration.
81According to the Explanatory Report to the Convention, para 64, “[i]t remains for the court to
decide on the status of the contract, having regard to all the circumstances of the case”.
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Principles are clearer with regard to the principal’s right to elect provided that at the
time of the conclusion of the contract he was unaware of the payment of the bribe.82

Lastly, in the field of public international law, Art 50 of the Vienna Convention83

provides: “If the expression of a State’s consent to be bound by a treaty has been
procured through the corruption of its representative directly or indirectly by another
negotiating State, the State may invoke such corruption as invalidating its consent
to be bound by the treaty.”

1.4.1.1 Treating the Main Contract as Void

Where the applicable law provides for the invalidity of a contract procured by
corruption, it cannot be enforced at court even if the principal would like to retain
the contract despite its tainted nature.

Illegality as a legal category is probably not the right starting point for voiding
the contract: in contrast to the bribe agreement, the content of the main contract
is not illegal. The law prohibits the payment of bribes, though generally not the
performance of the contract obtained by such means. It can be observed for CHINA
that the contract would still not be declared void even if it breaches administrative
provisions or a public tender does not take place, even though this was required
by law.84 However, several reporters from the Romanic legal family considered it
possible that the illegality of the bribe agreement would penetrate through to the
cause of the main contract.85

Several other legal systems adopt the approach that the main contract shall be
void if the payment of the bribe has had an effect on its content.86 For instance,
GERMAN jurisprudence maintained for a long time the view that the main contract
is contra bonos mores and is thus void if its content is “disadvantageous” to the

82See Art 3.3.1 UNIDROIT Principles, Illustration 16: “If D [who at the time of the conclusion of
the contract neither knew nor ought to have known of the bribe to C] subsequently becomes aware
of the payment of the bribe, [then he] may choose whether or not to treat the Contract as effective.
If D chooses to treat the Contract as effective, A will be obliged to perform and D will have to pay
the price, subject to an appropriate adjustment taking into consideration the payment of the bribe.
If, on the other hand, D chooses to treat the Contract as being of no effect, neither of the parties
has a remedy under the Contract. This is without prejudice to any restitutionary remedy that may
exist.”
83Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1969.
84See the CHINESE report by Q Liu and X Ren for further details.
85See especially the report by E Hernández-Bretón and C Madrid Martínez for VENEZUELA. On
the situation under FRENCH law, see B Jaluzot and M Meiselles, ‘Civil Law Consequences of
Corruption and Bribery in France’ in O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption
(Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009) 225, 233. For a different view, cf J Karton and JD Shervill in the
Canadian report for QUEBEC.
86As is indicated for ESTONIA, ITALY and possibly in DENMARK.
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principal.87 In CHINA the contract may possibly be void if the corrupt agent played
a central role in its allocation.88 In PORTUGAL public sector contracts shall be
void without the possibility of approval.89 The ITALIAN procurement law, too,
requires that the public authority terminate the contract once a final court decision
finds corruption in its negotiation.90 Finally, RUSSIAN Courts have held contracts
procured by corruption void on grounds of abuse of rights where one party knew that
the agent of its counter-party had been bribed and acted to its principal’s detriment.91

1.4.1.2 Voidability of the Main Contract

Assuming that the protection of the injured principal forms one of the main aims
in tackling corruption, it may be sensible to allow him to decide on the validity of
the contract rather than insisting on its invalidity. The principal could of course have
legitimate economic reasons for wanting to uphold the contract. For instance, the
contract could still be commercially profitable, despite a corruption-inflated price.
Moreover, the principal may fear that the invalidity could lead to further losses that
result from the inevitable delay in acquiring a new contract.

There are numerous legal aspects that can be considered with regard to the
voidability of the main contract. For reasons of simplicity there will be no distinction
here between whether the contract is initially pending validity but can be approved
by the principal, or whether the originally valid contract can later become invalid by
a corresponding declaration of avoidance by the principal.

It can be seen that many legal systems allow for the rules on mistake and
fraud to be used to rescind the main contract. The fraudulent behaviour in the
above example would be present when A does not inform D of the payment to
C. Such a duty to disclose may be observed in that the bribe payment represents a
fraudulent interference with D’s business organisation and thus seriously endangers
its integrity. A somewhat more complex argument could be that the fiduciary
relationship between C and D results in a duty for C to disclose the benefit
he has received, and A becomes C’s accomplice and must therefore answer for
C’s omission. In that case, however, difficult evidentiary questions can arise if A
maintains his reliance that C would report the receipt of the bribe.92

87BGH, (1989) NJW 26; BGHZ 141, 357, 361; however, the tendency is now towards the mere
voidability of the contract, see BGH, (2000) NJW 511 ff.
88See the CHINESE report.
89According to the PORTUGUESE report.
90The ITALIAN report cites Art 135 Code of Procurement (Statute n 163/2006).
91Cf S Usoskin in the RUSSIAN report.
92In Grant v Gold Exploration & Development Syndicate Ltd [1900] 1 QB 233 the court held that
a bribe-giver cannot seek to defend himself by stating that he believed the agent would disclose the
transaction to his principal.
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In the NETHERLANDS and in SWITZERLAND the rescission of the contract
may be based on the notion that D has made a mistake regarding the reliability of its
business partner A.93 Had D known that A is prone to paying bribes, he would have
never concluded the contract with him in the first place.

In the USA the Conflict of Interests Statutes play an important role in cases
of bribery in the public sector, because they allow the federal government to void
contracts relating to a conviction under certain criminal conflicts of interest statutes.
As these statutes prohibit the mere potential of a breach of fiduciary duty, they
require no showing of actual corruption. The government may avoid the contract
even if the employee’s superior has condoned the conflict of interest. While some
state courts have actually tried to mitigate the harsh consequences of these rules, the
federal courts have consistently rejected any consideration of mitigation efforts.94

A similar result can also be observed if the case is solved via the law of agency,
ie if C has concluded the contract in the capacity of D’s agent. One possible
argument for this approach is that C’s power was impliedly limited and did not
allow him to conclude contracts under the influence of a bribe.95 Furthermore,
agency law often contains special rules for the situation in which the agent and
the contractual partner collusively cooperate to the principal’s disadvantage. Art
2.2.7(1) UNIDROIT Principles guarantees a right to avoidance in case of a conflict
of interests between the agent and the principal, provided the third party knew or
ought to have known of this conflict. Also, under CANADIAN common law, A is
estopped from enforcing the contract.96

In several jurisdictions the right to avoid a corrupt contract has even been
extended to third parties. This means that where there is a statutory basis, a third
party can intervene in the principal’s decision to remain bound by the contract and
thus prevent its performance. In the CZECH REPUBLIC, the State attorney may
under certain circumstances initiate civil court proceedings to claim the invalidity
of a transfer of property where there is a public interest in determining the contract
invalid.97 POLISH law gives each bidder in a public or private tender the right to
request that the contract be invalidated if the party to that contract or another partici-
pant has influenced the result of the tender in a manner violating statutory provisions
or the rules of fair dealing.98 Also in SPAIN, an injunction against performance
of a contract induced by bribery can be obtained from the court by competitors

93This reasoning was applied by the previous instances in BGE 129 III 320 ff (sewage case);
the decision of the Higher Court of the Canton of Zurich of 17 September 2002 is discussed by
E Wyss and HC von der Crone, ‘Bestechung bei Vertragsschluss’ (2003) Schweizerische Zeitschrift
für Wirtschafts- und Finanzmarktrecht (SZW) 35 ff.
94See in more detail P Ala’i in the US report.
95A Berg, ‘Bribery – transaction validity and other civil law implications’ (2000) Lloyd’s Maritime
and Commercial Law Quarterly 27, 39 ff.
96See the CANADIAN report.
97See the CZECH report on the legal basis for such a petition.
98Art 705 of the Polish Civil Code.
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of the bribe-giver or any third parties holding a legitimate interest.99 However,
there does not appear to be any case law on such an avoidance of the contract by
competitors, and it is probably not advisable for these parties to act against the
principal’s intention, as they may wish to contract with him again in the future.

1.4.1.3 Validity of the Main Contract Despite Corruption

The final question requiring clarification is whether there are certain circumstances
imaginable under which the main contract can remain valid, ie D remains, in spite of
the pre-contractual corruption between A and C, bound to perform. In comparison
to the two aforementioned models, this solution is featured more seldom in literature
and practice, but there do appear to be particular situations in which the tainted main
contract can nonetheless remain in force.

For example, Art 3.3.1 UNIDROIT Principles provides a maximum of flexibility
in determining the reasonable remedies. For instance, the rest of the contract can
remain (with suitable changes) if grounds for invalidity affect just a part of the
contract.100 In cases of corruption this would mean that the main contract could
possibly remain if just a definable part was influenced by the bribe. The interests of
the injured party could then be protected via an appropriate reduction in price.

The SWISS Federal Supreme Court has already used a different reason for
deciding in favour of the bribe-payer.101 In this case the subject-matter of the
contract was the disposal of sewage, and performance had already taken place
over some time before it was discovered that bribes were paid in order to secure
the contract. Furthermore, the evidence indicated that the bribe had not influenced
the content of the contract – the principal would have paid the exact same price
irrespective of the bribe. The Federal Supreme Court initially held that the contract
was neither illegal nor contra bonos mores. Art 20(1) of the Swiss Law of
Obligations (OR) provides for the nullity of contracts only where the content itself
is illegal or contra bonos mores. The circumstances of its conclusion, on the other
hand, are subject to other rules such as those on fraud. However, the principal could
rescind the contract due to the fraud concerning the non-disclosure of the bribe. The
court maintained, however, that in cases of long-term contracts rescission under
Swiss law would have effect only ex nunc, ie the contract remained valid until the
moment it was rescinded. Applying this rule to the case at hand, the court avoided
the difficulties that arise when winding-up long-term contracts. However, the court
also noted that had the bribery influenced the contract price, a judicial adaptation of
the contractual equilibrium would have been possible.

99On the Spanish approach see T Rodriguez de las Heras Ballell, ‘A Civil Law Model for
Combating Corruption in Spain’ in O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption
(Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009) 239, 253.
100See official comment h) to Art 3.3.1 UPICC.
101BGE 129 III (2003), 320 ff, as discussed by the SWISS report.
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Finally, the issue remains to be discussed of whether the parties to the contract
can themselves agree to a rule on the appropriate legal consequences in cases
of bribery. In recent years, anti-corruption clauses have become increasingly
widespread in international commercial contracts and can already be considered
among the typical boilerplate clauses. Where such clauses only grant the user a right
to terminate the contract in cases of corruption, they will likely never achieve an
independent meaning, since such a right typically exists already under the applicable
contract law, provided that the contract is not thereafter already ipso iure void. This
also explains why such clauses, as far as we can see, have so far played no role in
jurisprudence.

However, the ICC is now going its own way with its Anti-Corruption Clause,102

published in 2012, in that voidability of the main contract is not foreseen here
as the primary legal consequence. Instead, the party convicted of bribery first has
the right to cure the defect and save the contract by taking necessary remedial
actions, such as cooperation in the clearing-up of the incident, the suspension of
staff involved, and the correction of the detrimental economic effect on the other
party by, for example, an adjustment of the contract price. Only after such remedial
actions are not performed or are impossible to perform does the party affected by the
corruption have the right, at its discretion, to terminate the main contract. However,
even termination shall have effect only for the future, as the amounts due at the time
of termination remain payable if permitted by the applicable law. Thus, a distinct
statement of the drafters can be abstracted from the clause, that avoidance of the
contract is generally not the correct way to punish corruption.

1.4.2 Unwinding the Main Contract

A particular question arises if the main contract between the principal and the
bribe-giver is void under statutory law or if the principal rescinds the contract:
what happens with respect to the performance already rendered? As a general rule,
the principal receives everything back that he has already paid under the voided
contract. However, should the bribe-giver also be granted restitution of what he has
given under the contract? Or does the ex turpi causa rule apply to this contractual
relationship, too? In the latter case, the outcome under the aforementioned example
would be that D could, without charge, retain A’s performance.

An overview of the jurisprudence from the different jurisdictions shows that
there is no uniform answer to the question of unwinding the main contract in
cases of bribery. For instance, American courts have shown their willingness to

102See in general on the Anti-Corruption Clause and other ICC instruments F Vincke, ‘Recent
Anti-Corruption Initiatives and their Impact on Arbitration’ (2013) 24 ICC Int’l Ct Arb Bull (Spec
Suppl) 5 ff.
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deny restitution to the bribe-giver. In the leading decision Grand v. New York103

a contract for cleaning services at a city reservoir was rescinded after the bribery
payments came to light, which occurred after the cleaning had been performed.
The court permitted the City of New York to demand the repayment of the entire
sum (approx USD840,000) and denied the claimant compensation for the services
he had performed. The judge justified this strict approach as necessary to deter
manipulation of public tenders.104

The bribe-payer also left empty handed in World Duty Free v. Kenya.105 The
case gained particular notoriety due to its unusual facts: The claimant in this case
disclosed, with no sense of wrongdoing, the payment of bribes used to obtain the
approval to run duty free shops at two airports in Kenya. Local authorities later
withdrew the claimant’s control over his stores. Thereupon, he demanded restoration
of possession and compensation. The arbitral tribunal came to the decision that,
under the laws of England and Kenya that applied to the contract, the host country
had effectively avoided the contract due to bribery; the claimant therefore had no
contractual rights available to him. However, it is to be noted that the arbitral
tribunal was not posed the further question of whether compensation for the lost
investment (approx USD27,000,000) was available. The arbitral award thus left
open whether possible claims for unjust enrichment were also excluded alongside
claims for performance.106

In contrast, some courts in other cases have admitted claims for restitution of
what has been performed. For example, in ENGLAND the bribe-giver can, in
principle, demand reimbursement of the performance, though the amount of the
bribe is to be deducted.107 The Supreme Court of the TURKS AND CAICOS
ISLANDS was also posed with the question of the effect of bribery on unwinding
a contract for land.108 In principle, there was to be a return of the performance that
had been received: the bribe-giver would have received the purchase price back in
exchange for the retransfer of the ownership of the land. However, the peculiarity in
this case was that the property had since been charged to a mortgage fund. The
defendant could not return the land without encumbrance, and accordingly, the
Court ordered rescission without restitution.109

103S. T. Grand, Inc. v. City of New York, 298 N.E.2d 105, 107 (NY 1973), as discussed by the US
report.
104ibid: “The reason for this harsh rule, which works a complete forfeiture of the vendor’s interest,
is to deter violation of the bidding statutes”.
105World Duty Free Company Limited v. Republic of Kenya, Award dated 4 October 2006 (ICSID
Case No ARB/00/7).
106ibid, at para 186.
107The ENGLISH report by Y Marique refers to Logicrose Ltd v Southend United Football Club
Ltd (No 2), [1988] 1 WLR 1256.
108AG of the Turks and Caicos Islands v Star Platinum Islands Ltd et al, Case No CL 89/2010, 6
June 2011.
109An unencumbered amount remained after deduction of the charge, but the court was nonetheless
convinced that the amount to which the Plaintiff was entitled on termination in form of damages
and disgorgement would exceed the amount it would still have to pay in restitution.
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In ICC Case No 11307110 of 2003, the parties had concluded a contract for
maintenance of the claimant’s national air fleet and had performed these services
over many years. The claimant avoided the contract after discovering that bribes
had been paid and demanded the repayment of the sums already paid (approx
USD55,500,000). SOUTH AFRICAN law was applicable to the contract. The
arbitral tribunal permitted the claim on these grounds, but gave compensation to
the respondent in respect of the services that had been performed. The amount was
calculated by deducting from the total price of the contract the commission (approx
USD8,400,000) paid by the respondent to an external advisor to secure the contract.
The difference, according to the tribunal, represented the proper commercial price
for the work and services received by claimant; in other words, the bribe-giver in
this case received not only his expenditures but was also entitled to retain a “fair”
profit margin from the bargain as well as a contribution to his regular overheads.
An English court later remitted the award, because the tribunal had not given the
parties a fair opportunity to consider and address the issue of quantification of the
fair value of defendant’s services under the contract.111 However, in doing so, the
court remarked obiter that the bribe-payer should not be entitled to keep the profit
from the contract.

The UNIDROIT Principles – in line with a general trend that can be observed
at the international level – opt for a flexible approach with respect not only to
contracts tainted with corruption but to illegal contracts in general,112 in so far as
restitution may be granted where it is reasonable in the circumstances of the case,
taking into account, among others, the purpose of the rule infringed by the contract,
the seriousness of the infringement and the parties’ knowledge of the facts.113

At first glance it would appear that denying the bribe-payer restitution of what he
has performed under the main contract is reasonable: If one compares the situation
here with the bribe agreement, then the question of guilt can be answered much
more easily. If, in relation to B and C, A suffers a permanent loss of his performance
where both parties have acted illegally, it does not appear to be immediately evident
that he should be in a better position vis-à-vis the law-abiding D by having a claim
to restitution of the performance he has rendered or compensation for the value of
his performance.

Unlike the parties to the bribe agreement, however, the parties to the main
contract have not acted in pari delicto, a factor which fundamentally changes
the policy considerations in this case. In contrast to the payment of a bribe, the
performance of the main contract is neither illegal nor immoral – from this latter

110ICC Case No. 11307 (final award) 2003, (2008) XXXIII YbCA, 24 ff.
111Cameroon Airlines v Transnet Ltd [2004] EWHC 1829 (Comm).
112Bonell (n 34), 531 ff, referring to legislation in the Netherlands (Art 6:211(1) Dutch Civil Code)
and New Zealand (Art 7(1) Illegal Contracts Act 1970) as well as Consultation Paper 154 of 1999
of the English Law Commission (“Illegal Transactions: The Effect of Illegality on Contracts and
Trust”, Part VII, paras 7.17–7.22) and Art 15:104 PECL.
113See Art 3.3.2 (2), referring to Art 3.3.1(3), and Comments 1 and 2 to Art 3.3.2.
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perspective it displays a degree of neutrality. The extent of the pre-contractual wrong
does not actually increase with the performance of the contract, and neither party
suffers additional loss.

Therefore, the exclusion of restitution can at most be justified as an instrument
that punishes the corrupt bribe-giver and deters others from choosing this illegal
path. Such a punishment would certainly have to be taken seriously in light
of the conceivable financial consequences. However, what renders this concept
unconvincing is its lack of proportionality. The permanent loss of the bribe under
the contract providing for corruption can be justified, as the sum at issue directly
correlates to the illegality of the act – the higher the amount of the bribe, the more
criminal energy is invested by the wrongdoer and the more extensive are usually
the losses caused by the act. The performance of the main contract does, however,
lack such a relationship. It is merely a matter of coincidence whether the payment
of a bribe is discovered at the start of the performance of the main contract and the
bribe-giver’s loss thus remains limited, or whether the incident comes to light only
once the contract has already been performed in full. If the extent of the sanction
no longer relates to the illegality of the act, then the result is over-deterrence, ie the
costs of deterring corruption would start to outweigh the benefits.114

In turn, there is no apparent argument for why the principal should not have to
pay for the performance received under the contract. It is indeed true that the law,
by means of the illegality defences, allows the corrupt agent to make a windfall
profit (at least in the short term), if he does not have to return the bribe to the
bribe-giver. However, the law contains other mechanisms by which the agent’s short
term profit can be forfeited to the benefit of the principal or the state treasury.
This does not apply to the principal’s profit, as he would permanently keep the
performance without the justification of the need to protect the victim. Not only
would the principal be motivated to wait until he has received full performance
before invoking the invalidity of the contract, he would even have to hope that
his employees accept bribes and would be so motivated to enter into particular
transactions prone to corruption that he would not focus too greatly on ensuring
compliance of his agents.

Perhaps one might go even further and argue that the same flexible approach
should be taken even where the main contract is null and void ab initio because both
parties knew or at least ought to have known of the corruption. Reference may be
made again to the following hypothetical case:

Company A of country X enters into an agreement with intermediary B
under which B would pay, on behalf of A, USD10,000,000 to C, a high-ranking
procurement advisor of D, the Minister of Economics and Development of country
Y, in order to induce D to award A the contract for the construction of a new power
plant in country Y. The Minister knows or at least ought to have known of the bribe
paid to C but nevertheless – or maybe precisely because of that – awards the contract

114With respect to the theory that the costs of tackling corruption can exceed the benefits see
especially Klitgaard (n 20), 24 ff; and also in general GS Becker and GJ Stigler, ‘Law Enforcement,
Malfeasance, and Compensation of Enforcers’ (1974) 3 J Legal Stud 1 ff.
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to A. However, when A has almost completed construction of the power plant, in
country Y a new Government comes to power which claims that the contract is null
and void because of corruption and refuses to pay the outstanding 50 % of the price.

In view of the improper conduct of both parties obviously neither party should
be entitled to any remedy under the contract. Yet what about restitution?

The traditional and still prevailing view is that the parties should be left where
they are – in pari causa turpitudinis cessat repetitio.115 In other words, the
Government would get the almost completed plant for half of its price. Would this
be a fair and equitable solution? One may very much doubt it, but what is more
important is that at both domestic and international level there is an increasing
tendency to overcome the traditional rigidity concerning the restitutionary remedies
to be granted not only in case of corruption but with respect to illegal contracts in
general.116

Two particularly significant examples in international and domestic case law
amply confirm this. Firstly, in the ICC case No 10518 of 2001 and 2002,117 the
dispute concerned a contract for the construction of an industrial facility in a South-
East Asian country. When the constructor requested payment for the work carried
out, the purchaser objected that the constructor had won the contract by bribing the
purchaser’s leading advisers and was therefore barred from requesting the payment
due under the contract. The arbitral tribunal agreed that as a consequence of the
corruption the constructor had lost any contractual remedy but nevertheless granted
the constructor restitution up to its out of pocket expenses. In its opinion, given
the magnitude of the sum involved, to deny in the case at hand the constructor any
compensation for the work done would not be in accordance with the principle of
proportionality. Note that the law applicable to the substance of the dispute was the
law of the State of New York and – what is particularly relevant for the present
purpose – the arbitral tribunal based its decision, which is a clear departure from the
traditional all-or-nothing-approach in in pari delicto cases, on a decision rendered
back in 1968 by the New York Court of Appeal in Gerzof v. Sweeney.118

In that case a taxpayer requested the annulment of a contract for the construction
of an electric generator, which a municipality of the state of New York had entered
into with a manufacturing company following a competitive bidding won by the
company thanks to the payment of a bribe. While the Court of first instance held
that, in accordance with the traditional and still prevailing rule under New York law,
the municipality should retain the generator and was entitled to recover the full price
it had paid the manufacturing company, the Court of Appeals reversed the decision,
and ordered the company to pay the municipality only the difference between the
price the municipality had actually paid the company and the lower price it would
have paid if the bidding had not been vitiated.

115See, also for further references, Bonell (n 34), 531 ff.
116Bonell (n 34), at 532 fn 72 and 533 fn 74, again with further references.
117For excerpts of the Partial Award of 2001 and the Final Award of 2002 see (2013) 24 ICC Int’l
Ct Arb Bull (Spec Suppl) 39 ff.
118Gerzof v. Sweeney, 22 NY 2d 297 (1968).
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In his opinion Chief Judge Fuld pointed out that “justice demands that even the
burdens and penalties resulting from disregard of the law be not so disproportion-
ately heavy as to offend conscience”119 and that in the case at hand the company
would suffer an excessive loss (and the municipality gain an excessive advantage) if
the company was to return the entire price and the municipality keep the generator
for free.

Following the same line of reasoning with respect to the hypothetical case
mentioned before, it seems reasonable to grant the foreign company an allowance
in money for the work done corresponding to the value the (almost) completed
construction has for the Government and in turn to grant the Government restitution
of any payments it or its predecessor has made exceeding this amount.

Indeed, the granting of restitutionary remedies to both the bribe-giver and the
bribe-taker even in a pari delicto case appears under the circumstances justified for
at least two reasons: first and above all, it would not be fair to let the Government
have the (almost) completed works which may be worth an enormous amount of
money for significantly less than the agreed price; second, Governments, far from
being dissuaded from accepting bribes when awarding important contracts, may be
even encouraged to do so if they know that by invoking at a later stage the bribery
they are able to shift the entire loss resulting from the illegal transaction to the
foreign company.

By the way, this is also the approach taken by the UNIDROIT Principles with
respect not only to contracts tainted with corruption but to illegal contracts in
general,120 and in a report submitted to this Congress an eminent international
arbitrator and expert in corruption cases (RH Kreindler) concludes that the flexible
approach taken by the UNIDROIT Principles may be seen as a first step towards
breaking of what is known as the “paradox of corruption” and, for this reason, every
practitioner involved in international dealings and commercial relations should
welcome it as a potentially innovative tool.

1.5 Conclusion

The potential for contract law to play an important role in combating corruption is
increasingly recognised.121 Remedies such as rescission of contracts, civil forfeiture
and damages can affect the perpetrators of corrupt agreements just as if not more
severely than criminal prosecution, since they directly target the perpetrators’

119ibid, 306.
120See Bonell (n 34), 533 ff.
121For instance, on the increasing role of private law remedies for asset recovery see E van der
Does de Willebois and JP Brun, ‘Using Civil Remedies in Corruption and Asset Recovery Cases’
(2013) 45 Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 615 ff; T Daniel and J Maton, ‘Civil
Proceedings to Recover Corruptly Acquired Assets of Public Official’ in M Pieth (ed), Recovering
Stolen Assets (Bern, Peter Lang, 2008) 243 ff.
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financial assets. Therefore, the path through a civil trial could in some cases
promise a more successful outcome than would a prosecution in a criminal court.
For example, civil remedies can still be available even when the perpetrator has
avoided criminal prosecution by fleeing. Civil courts are not necessarily required to
rely on legal assistance from other states, for example when a foreign government
blocks cooperation on political grounds, but rather can render a decision based on
the burden of proof. Furthermore, a lower standard of proof ordinarily applies in
civil trials, which can be decisive in corruption cases because they are notoriously
difficult to prove.

The first finding that can be drawn from the reports is that civil courts have
so far been concerned with conspicuously few corruption cases. There are of
course differences from country to country, and while reported court decisions are
completely absent in some jurisdictions, elsewhere there were quite a few interesting
cases to be found. Overall, however, one would certainly expect significantly more
case law on the private law issues of corruption, considering its ubiquitousness
in global commerce. The reasons for this reticence are outside the scope of this
report, but certainly necessitate further research in the future. It may be that civil
law remedies are not optimally configured, and therefore incentives to sue do not
exist for victims. Another possible cause lies in the proverbial evidentiary problems
in corruption cases. In contrast, the report from RH Kreindler and F Gesualdi as well
as many other contributions on the issue in arbitration literature show that arbitral
tribunals are quite regularly concerned with corruption cases. The preference for
resolving disputes through arbitration may at least partly explain why these cases
come before national courts relatively rarely.

Concerning the implementation of public policy considerations into concrete
contractual remedies – that is, which “correct” legal consequences should result
from bribery for the purpose of acquiring a contract – only some general guidelines
can be developed out of the national reports. Ultimately, a proposal for a comprehen-
sive solution would also have to incorporate the further legal rules against corruption
of a given legal system. This involves, for example, the question here only briefly
mentioned of whether disgorgement of the bribe by means of criminal prosecution
in favour of the state or via civil law remedies in favour of the principal is the
preferable solution. Furthermore, the enforceability of the main contract between
the principal and the bribe-giver can eventually not be decided without taking into
account, among other things, the question here excluded of whether the interests of
the parties can already be adequately protected by a duty to compensate damages.

The perhaps least controversial but downright striking rule of contract law
is the one concerning the fate of a contract to bribe: Here there is absolute
consensus that the rights of parties to such bribery agreements are afforded no legal
protection. Contracts which have as their object the payment of bribe money are thus
unenforceable. Of course, this also applies before arbitral tribunals, which would
refuse to acknowledge claims arising from such contracts even if both parties would
instruct the tribunal to overlook the corruptive purpose of the contract. The denial of
legal protection is intended to undermine the trust between the corrupt transactors
and inspire them to abandon their illegal promises.
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The answer to the question of the retention of the bribe money is not quite as
obvious. Generally, the ex turpi causa rule stands in the way of the bribe-giver’s
claim for restitution, for whom the already paid bribe money is forever lost even if
the bribe-taker does not perform his part of the illegal agreement. Exceptions to the
exclusion of claims for restitution may be made in rare cases where the bribe-giver
did not act in pari delicto. Eventually, however, the bribe-taker retains the proceeds
of the bribery only temporarily; in some countries, the bribe money must ultimately
be disgorged to the principal, while in other countries forfeiture on behalf of the
state will be ordered in the context of a criminal trial.

In contrast, the determination of the appropriate legal consequences for the main
contract between the principal and the bribe-giver remains unsettled. Here, a wide
palette of potential legal consequences can be identified in the various jurisdictions,
ranging from ipso iure invalidity to partial maintenance of the contract. A trend can
be cautiously detected toward a solution that places the fate of the contract in the
hands of the principal as the direct victim of the corruption. The principal can then
either avoid the contract or decide to adhere to it.

If the main contract is void or has been avoided by the principal, it remains to be
decided whether the bribe-payer should be entitled to any form of compensation
for his performance already delivered. The situation superficially resembles the
question of whether the bribe-payer can demand restitution of bribe money paid
to the agent, because there the underlying agreement is equally void. In fact, some
courts have applied the illegality defence (ex turpi causa) also to this relationship,
with the draconian result that the bribe-payer loses his entire investment while the
principal gains an unexpected windfall profit of the same amount. More convincing,
however, would be to allow the bribe-payer to recover at least proportional
compensation for his delivered performance.
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Annex

The following questionnaire was distributed to the National Reporters prior to the
IXth International Congress of Comparative Law.

Questionnaire

Corruption, also in the context of international trade relationships, has always
existed, but it is only in recent times that States have taken a number of joint
initiatives to combat more effectively this widespread disease. Suffice it to mention
the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in Inter-
national Business Transactions of 1997, the Inter-American Convention Against
Corruption of 1997, the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption
and the Council of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption, both of 1999, and
the United Nations Convention against Corruption of 2003. However, as is the case
with domestic anti-corruption legislation, also these international instruments for the
most part focus on criminal law aspects of corruption, while the civil law aspects are,
with the exception of the Council of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption,
generally neglected. And yet it cannot be denied that in addition to criminal law
sanctions also the civil law consequences, above all the invalidity of contracts
involving corruption and the possible loss of any contractual and restitutionary
remedies under these contracts, may under certain circumstances prove to be equally
if not even more effective in the fight against corruption.

The National Reporters are invited to address/answer in their Reports, as far as
possible, the items/questions set out below, on the understanding that they may of
course, whenever they wish, address also additional issues provided that they are
directly linked to the general theme.

I. The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption in General

1. Is corruption a criminal offence in your country, and if so, how is it defined?

1.1 Is corruption a criminal offence only in the public sector or also in the private
sector?

1.2 Is corruption a criminal offence also if committed by a national of your
country in a foreign country?

2. Is your country party to any of the abovementioned international conventions, or
to any other international instrument, on corruption?

3. Is there any statutory regulation in your country dealing specifically with the civil
law consequences of corruption? If so, please describe its content.
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4. Are there any court decisions/arbitral awards rendered in you country dealing
with the civil law consequences of corruption? If so, please provide an overview
of them.

5. In the absence of a specific statutory regulation in your country on the civil law
consequences of corruption, what principles of general contract law would be
relevant in this respect:

5.1 those concerning “illegal” or “immoral” contracts?1

5.2 those concerning the authority of agents?2

5.3 others?

6. In applying the principles concerning “illegal” or “immoral” contracts in general
and/or the principles concerning the authority of agents to contracts affected by
corruption, what would the consequences be with respect to

(a) the bribery contract, ie the agreement between the bribe-giver and the bribe-
taker (normally an independent intermediary or an employee/public official
of a principal-prospective counterpart to the main contract) whereby the
bribe-taker undertakes, against payment of a “commission”, to have the
principal assign the main contract to the bribe-giver?

(b) the main contract concluded between the bribe-giver and the principal?

II. The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption in International
Commercial Contracts

Supposing the law governing the respective contracts is the law of your country,
what in your view would be the answer to the questions posed in connection with
the following cases?3

Case No 1.
Contractor A of country X enters into an agreement with agent B (“the Commission

Agreement”) under which B, for a commission fee of USD1,000,000 would pay,
on behalf of A, USD10,000,000 to C, a high-ranking procurement advisor of D,
the Minister of Economics and Development of country Y, in order to induce D

1For an international term of reference see Arts 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 of the UNIDROIT Principles of
International Commercial Contracts (2010), dealing with “Contracts infringing mandatory rules”
and “Restitution”, respectively.
2For an international term of reference see Arts 2.2.5, 2.2.6 and 2.2.7 of the UNIDROIT Principles
of International Commercial Contracts (2010), dealing with “Agent acting without authority”,
“Liability of agent acting without authority” and “Conflict of interests”, respectively.
3The cases have been taken, with minor adaptations, from the Illustrations contained in the
Comments to Arts 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 of the UNIDROIT Principles, which also suggest solutions
based on these Articles. National Reporters may wish to indicate whether the solutions would be
acceptable also under their respective domestic laws or, if not, explain why.
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to award A the contract for the construction of a new power plant in country Y
(“the Contract”). B pays C the USD10,000,000 bribe and D awards the Contract
to A.

Ques. 1.1: Can A refuse to pay B the agreed commission fee invoking the illegality
of the Commission Agreement?

Ques. 1.2: In the case that, although B has paid C the bribe, D does not award A the
Contract, can B request the payment of the agreed commission fee from A, and
can A recover from B the bribe B has paid to C?

Ques. 1.3: Supposing that D, when awarding the Contract to A, did not know nor
ought to have known of the bribe paid to C, can D choose to treat the Contract
as effective, with the consequence that A would be obliged to perform and D to
pay the price, subject to an appropriate adjustment taking into consideration the
payment of the bribe?

Ques. 1.4: Still supposing that D, when awarding the Contract to A, did not know
nor ought to have known of the bribe paid to C, can D choose instead to treat the
Contract as being of no effect, with the consequence that neither of the parties
has a remedy under the Contract?

Ques. 1.5: Supposing that A, after having been awarded the Contract, has almost
completed construction of the power plant when in country Y a new Government
comes to power which claims that the Contract is invalid because of corruption
and refuses to pay the outstanding 50 % of the price, would the parties be left
where they are or would they be granted restitutionary remedies, ie A be granted
an allowance in money for the work done corresponding to the value that the
almost completed power plant has for D, and D restitution of any payment it has
made exceeding this amount?

Case No 2.
A, an aircraft manufacturer in country X, knowing that C, the Ministry of Defence

of country Y, intends to purchase a number of military aircraft, enters into an
agreement with B, a consultancy firm located in country Y, by which B, for
a commission fee, is to negotiate the possible purchase by C of the aircraft
manufactured by A (“the Agency Agreement”).

Ques. 2.1: Supposing that C, despite B’s efforts, does not buy the aircraft from A,
can A refuse to pay B the agreed commission fee, invoking a statutory regulation
of country Y prohibiting the employment of intermediaries in the negotiation and
conclusion of contracts with governmental agencies?

Case No 3.
A, an aircraft manufacturer in country X, knowing that C, the Ministry of Defence

of country Z, intends to purchase a number of military aircraft, enters into an
agreement with B, an intermediary located in country Z, by which B, for a “fee”
of 5 % of the contract price, is to “negotiate” the purchase by C of the aircraft
manufactured by A (“the Agreement”), on the understanding that B will pay half
of the “fee” to a high ranking procurement advisor of C.
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Ques. 3.1: Supposing that A, after C has purchased the aircraft from A, refuses to
pay the agreed “fee” invoking the illegality of the Agreement, can B require
payment on the ground that in Country Z not only is there no statutory
regulation prohibiting the employment of intermediaries in the negotiation and
conclusion of contracts with governmental agencies, but it is a generally accepted
practice that intermediaries “share” their “fees” with their contact persons in the
governmental agencies concerned?
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Abstract The Canadian criminal law on foreign corruption recently experienced
great upheaval, as Canada worked to bring its legislation up to international
standards following years of inadequate substantive law and lackadaisical prose-
cutions. Canadian private law, by contrast, has remained highly stable on paper, but
longstanding doctrines have been effectively applied to modern, internationalized
forms of corruption.

The chapter begins with an overview of the general criminal law doctrines
relating to corruption, then discusses the Corruption of Foreign Public Officials
Act and its application in practice, including the first conviction of an individual
under the Act in 2013. It then turns to private law, surveying the tort and equitable
remedies available to victims of corruption, and finally the contract law doctrines
applicable to corrupt contracts.

Since Canada is a mixed jurisdiction, the chapter contains an internal compar-
ative element. The Canadian common law and Quebec approaches are compared,
and revealed to be more similar than one might expect. Modern Canadian common
law tort and equitable remedies, and the corresponding provisions of the Code civil
du Québec, provide a range of means by which both direct and indirect victims of
corruption can recover compensatory damages. They also serve social objectives by
providing for disgorgement of corruptly-acquired gains in most cases. The contract
law doctrines relating to illegality and agency have become more flexible over time,
so as to permit courts to enforce or not enforce contracts or severable parts of
contracts as justice dictates.
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2.1 Introduction

The Canadian legal system has lagged in its response to foreign corruption. Corrupt
acts committed by Canadians outside Canada were not criminalized until the
Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act (CFPOA)1 was enacted in 1999. Even
after the CFPOA’s enactment, Canada’s record of lackadaisical prosecutions and
inadequate substantive law on foreign corruption continued to be criticized. A set of
amendments to the CFPOA made in 2013 finally brought Canada into compliance
with its obligations under international law, although not all of the amendments
have taken affect. The first conviction and sentencing under the CFPOA did not
occur until 2014.

With respect to private law, recourse for victims of corruption continues to
be governed by longstanding and broadly-applicable principles of tort, unjust
enrichment, contract, and agency law. Curiously, although Canada helped to shape
the European agenda by participating in the elaboration of the Civil Law Convention
on Corruption,2 an equivalent Canadian regime has not developed.

Canada’s lack of any specific private law response to foreign corruption is
particularly troubling, given the extent of Canadian firms’ involvement in cross-
border contracting. Construction and resource extraction – which are particularly
susceptible to corruption due to the frequent involvement of government officials in
approving projects and assessing tenders – are two of Canada’s largest industries.3

A recent study by Ernst & Young found that 20 % of Canadian executives believe
bribery and corruption are widespread among Canada’s businesses that transact
internationally.4 Fortunately, Canada’s ancient private law doctrines have proven
sufficiently flexible to permit courts to deal effectively with the modern challenges
of foreign corruption.

In this chapter, we give an overview of the criminal and other public law
consequences of foreign corruption, then focus in greater detail on the private law
doctrines that can be used to deal with corrupt contracts. We use the term “corrupt
contract” in a broad and non-technical sense. It encompasses any agreement tainted
by corruption, including contracts formed for a corrupt purpose (such as agreements
for an agent to pay a bribe on behalf of her principal) and contracts procured by
corruption (such as those where consent is “bought” with a bribe or a threat).

Since Canada is a federal state and a mixed jurisdiction, this chapter contains
an internal comparative element. For matters governed by federal law, which
include criminal law and competition law, Canada has a single, unified approach.
By contrast, matters within the jurisdiction of the provinces, which includes the

1SC 1998, c 34 [CFPOA].
24 November 1999, CETS No 174 (entered into force 1 November 2003).
3J Nelson, ‘Canada not immune from corruption, E&Y study finds’ (11 June 2014) The Globe &
Mail.
4ibid.
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law of obligations, are governed by the Code civil du Québec in Quebec but by
common law in the other provinces and the three territories. For each area of
Canadian private law under discussion, we review and compare the common law
and Quebec approaches and find that the differences are not as significant as one
might expect.

2.2 The Canadian Criminal Law of Foreign Corruption

Canadian private law doctrines and remedies for corruption are best understood
within the context of the criminal law. Typically, civil actions for corrupt acts have
followed criminal prosecutions and have relied on the facts determined during those
prosecutions. This section first describes the criminal law doctrines applicable to
both domestic and foreign corruption. Second, it examines the recently-overhauled
CFPOA, the primary legislative response to foreign corruption, and assesses recent
and ongoing prosecutions for foreign corruption in Canada. While the amendments
made to the CFPOA in 2013 bring Canadian law in line with international standards,
the extent of the government’s commitment to bringing prosecutions under the
CFPOA remains unproven.

2.2.1 Corruption as a Criminal Offence Within Canada

Criminal law is under the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal government and
applies equally in Canada’s common law and civil law jurisdictions. Most criminal
law is codified in the Criminal Code,5 which establishes several activities related
to corruption as criminal offences. In general, the Criminal Code applies only to
conduct that occurs “within” Canada. Some relevant exceptions will be described as
they arise.

Canadian law criminalizes corrupt acts in both the public and private sectors. The
Criminal Code contains a series of provisions that deal with the corruption of federal
and provincial legislators and officials involved in the administration of justice, as
well as other public officials at all levels of government. It also describes several
corruption offences that apply equally in the public and private sectors, as well as
miscellaneous criminal offences that may be committed in the course of corrupt acts
but that apply broadly to public and private dealings.

5RSC 1985, c C-46 [Criminal Code].
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Before proceeding to describe the individual offences, it is worth noting six
features of the Criminal Code that apply to all relevant offences. First, both natural
persons and legal persons (“organizations”) are subject to prosecution under the
Criminal Code.6

Second, for all relevant offences, including those involving corruption of foreign
public officials, the general common law standard of intent applies. The accused
must have acted “intentionally or recklessly, with knowledge of the facts con-
stituting the offence, or with wilful blindness toward them”.7 Organizations may
be criminally liable for offences that involve fault. If any senior officer (eg, a
director) of a corporate defendant intentionally, recklessly, or with wilful blindness
participates in a corrupt act or allows it to occur, the company is guilty.8 However,
other senior officers would not be personally guilty unless they were themselves
wilfully blind to the corrupt acts.

Third, Canada recognizes the crime of conspiracy, whereby co-conspirators are
liable to the same punishment as a person convicted of an offence.9 Conspiracy also
has an extraterritorial component; a person in Canada who conspires with a person
outside Canada to do anything that constitutes an offence in that place is deemed to
have conspired to commit the offence in Canada; those outside Canada who conspire
with persons in Canada to commit an offence under the Criminal Code are deemed
to have conspired in Canada.10

Fourth, any person convicted of a crime under the Criminal Code may be required
to pay a fine, in addition to any prison term (in the case of a natural person).11 The
amount of the fine is generally left to the discretion of the judge, and there is no
maximum.

Fifth, both natural persons and organizations convicted of offences are subject to
forfeiture of property that the prosecution proves, on a balance of probabilities, is
the proceeds of the crime.12 If the offence did not relate to the property, proceeds of
crime may still be subject to forfeiture if the prosecution demonstrates the property
to be such proceeds beyond a reasonable doubt.13 Courts may order forfeiture of
property outside Canada or, more commonly, a fine in lieu of forfeiture.

Finally, if an organization is convicted of an offence, the court may order
probation for the organization. Unlike for natural persons, courts may require orga-
nizations under probation to take measures such as making restitution, establishing

6The definition of “organization” is expansive and includes public and corporate bodies, societies,
companies, firms, partnerships, unions, municipalities, and other associations created for a
common purpose. Ibid, s 2.
7R v Sault Ste Marie, [1978] 2 SCR 1299.
8Criminal Code, s 22.2.
9ibid, s 465(1)(c)-(d).
10ibid, s 465(3)-(4).
11ibid, s 734(1).
12ibid, s 462.37(1).
13ibid, s 462.37(2).
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policies and procedures to reduce subsequent offences, and providing to the public
information about the offence, the sentence, and the organization’s plan to prevent
subsequent offences.14

2.2.1.1 Corruption of Public Officials

Criminal Code section 119 makes it an indictable offence (colloquially, a felony) for
holders of judicial offices and legislators to corruptly accept anything of value for
anything done or omitted in their official capacity, and for any person to corruptly
offer such benefits to a holder of judicial office. Section 120 creates a similar set
of offences prohibiting payment or acceptance of bribes to any public officers,
including police and anyone employed in the administration of criminal justice, so
long as the bribe was made with the intent to interfere with the administration of
justice. The term “corruptly” is not defined in the Criminal Code, but has been held
to mean “designed wholly or partially for bringing about the effect forbidden by the
section”.15 It does not require that a payment be given “dishonestly”.16

Sections 119 and 120 describe the most serious category of corruption-related
crimes. A broader offence of “fraud on the government” is established by section
121. Section 122 is the mirror image provision; it criminalizes fraud or breaches
of trust by public officials in connection with their duties. Section 123 relates to the
corruption of municipal officials, which includes any member of a municipal council
or anyone who holds an office under a municipal government.17 The last provisions
of the Criminal Code dealing specifically with corruption of public officials are
sections 124 and 125, which make it a crime to sell or purchase an appointment to
or resignation from an office, and to influence or negotiate appointments or dealings
in offices.

2.2.1.2 Secret Commissions

The offence of a secret commission involves undisclosed payments to and from
agents and other activities by agents intended to deceive their principals.18 This
section is raised frequently in cases of corruption and applies equally whether
the dealings in question involve the public or private sectors. However, it does
not deal with corruption per se, but rather with the faithlessness of agents. For

14ibid, s 732.1(3.1).
15R v Brown, (1956) 116 CCC 287 (Ont CA) at para 11 (quoting R v Gross, [1946] OR 1 at 9).
16ibid. See generally C Nicholls et al, Corruption and the Misuse of Public Office, 2nd edn (Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 2011) at para 17.26.
17Criminal Code, s 123(3).
18ibid, s 426.
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the purposes of section 426, “corruptly” means simply “secretly and without the
required disclosure”; there is no requirement of a corrupt bargain.19

Under this section, it is an indictable offence to corruptly offer or demand a
benefit for doing or not doing any act relating to the affairs of an agent’s principal,
or to give to an agent or receive as an agent any false receipt in which the agent’s
principal has an interest with the intent to mislead the principal. Section 426 applies
equally to those directly involved in the corrupt acts and those who are knowingly
privy to the acts.20 For the purposes of this section, “agent” and “principal” are
broadly construed – they can mean simply “employee” and “employer”21 and the
agent need not have a specific principal at the time the prohibited offer to pay or
accept a secret commission is made.22

2.2.1.3 Property Offences

The Criminal Code creates several property-related offences that provide opportu-
nities to prosecute persons who engage in corrupt conduct where the conduct itself
is difficult to prove. These provisions, criminalizing possession, trafficking, and
laundering of the proceeds of crime, were part of the 2001 amendments to Canada’s
anti-foreign bribery laws intended to ensure that they encompassed proceeds from
the bribery of foreign officials outside Canada.

It is an offence to possess any property or proceeds of property knowing that
it was obtained from the commission in Canada of an indictable offence or an act
or omission anywhere that, if it had occurred in Canada, would have constituted
an indictable offence.23 Similarly, it is an offence to traffic in such property or
proceeds, to possess it for the purpose of trafficking, or to import it into or export
it from Canada.24 All of these offences are indictable offences if the property is
worth more than CAD 5,000, and summary offences (colloquially, misdemeanors)
if the property is worth less than CAD 5,000. Laundering the proceeds of crime may
similarly be charged as a summary or indictable offence.25

19Nicholls (n 16), at para 17.29, citing R v Kelly, [1992] 2 SCR 170 and R v Arnold, [1992] 2 SCR
208. Moreover, the agent need not have had the intention to carry out the purpose for which the
prohibited offer was made. R v Wile, (1990) 58 CCC (3d) 85 (Ont CA) at para 20.
20Criminal Code, s 426(2).
21ibid, s 426(4).
22R v Wile (n 19), at para 20.
23ibid, s 354(1).
24ibid, s 355.2-355.4.
25ibid, s 462.31(2).
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2.2.1.4 Other Related Offences Under the Criminal Code

Several other offences exist under the Criminal Code that do not directly deal with
corruption, but which may be charged in situations involving corruption. All of these
pertain equally to private persons and public officials, and to private and public
dealings.

The most obvious such offence is fraud, which is frequently added as a charge
in corruption prosecutions. Criminal fraud occurs where any person defrauds the
public or any person of any property, money or valuable security, or any service.26

Fraud is an indictable offense if the subject matter of the offence exceeds CAD
5,000; otherwise, the defendant may be charged with an indictable or summary
offence at the prosecutor’s discretion.27 Recipients of bribes who hold positions
of trust may be also charged with criminal breach of trust.28

Corruption often involves the drafting of false or misleading documents or
accounts, usually to conceal unlawful payments. Two broadly-defined indictable
offences may be invoked: forgery and falsification of books and documents. Forgery
occurs when a person makes or alters a document, knowing it to be false, with
intent that it should be used as genuine or that a person should, believing that it
is genuine, do or refrain from doing anything.29 The place where the document
was forged is immaterial; it can be done in or outside of Canada.30 Trafficking,
use and possession of forged documents are also criminal and subject to the same
punishment as forgery.31 Falsification of books and documents occurs when, with
intent to defraud, a person destroys, alters, falsifies, or, omits or alters material from
a document.32

Finally, persons demanding bribes or other corrupt payments often use coercive
tactics. Intimidation may be charged with other corruption-related offences, but it
also provides a means to prosecute those who unsuccessfully demand bribes or
where the receipt of improper payments cannot be proven beyond a reasonable
doubt. Intimidation encompasses a wide variety of violent or threatening acts
employed without lawful authority to compel someone to abstain from doing
anything that she has a lawful right to do, or to do anything that she has a lawful right
not to do.33 Intimidation is subject to greater penalties when committed with the
intent to provoke a state of fear in a journalist or participant in the justice system.34

26ibid, s 380.1.
27ibid, s 380.1(a)-(b).
28ibid, s 336.
29ibid, s 366.
30ibid, ss 366, 368(2).
31ibid, s 368.
32ibid, s 397(1).
33ibid, s 423.
34ibid, s 423.1(1).
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Accordingly, threats to those who might reveal or prosecute corruption may be dealt
with under this provision of the Criminal Code.

Our analysis thus far has concentrated on offences from the Criminal Code.
However, corrupt acts may violate other statutes, such as the Competition Act; of
these, we will only discuss the most important source of corruption-related offences
outside the Criminal Code – the CFPOA.

2.2.2 Corruption of Foreign Officials as a Criminal Offence –
The CFPOA

Until 1999, when the CFPOA came into force, corrupt acts committed by Canadians
abroad were not illegal in Canada. The shift is attributable to international law obli-
gations Canada took on in the 1990s and 2000s, most prominently the Convention
on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials35 (“OECD Convention”).36

2.2.2.1 Development of the CFPOA and Related Canadian Law

The CFPOA created three new criminal offences in Canada: bribery of foreign pub-
lic officials, possession of property or proceeds from such bribery, and laundering
of those proceeds.37 In 2001, Canada enacted amendments to incorporate sections 4
and 5 of the CFPOA into the Criminal Code, expanding the definitions of possessing
and laundering the proceeds of bribery to include proceeds from the bribery of
foreign public officials.38

The 1999 and 2001 versions of the CFPOA were criticized for failing to
meet Canada’s international law obligations under the OECD Convention and
other treaties. In 2011, Transparency International, the OECD Working Group on
Bribery in International Business Transactions (“OECD Working Group”), and an
Organization of American States Committee of Experts issued reports that found

35OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials, 17 December 1997, 37
ILM 1 (convention entered into force 15 February 1999; signed by Canada 17 December 1997;
ratified by Canada 17 December 1998) [OECD Convention].
36The other corruption-related treaties ratified by Canada are: UN Convention Against Corruption,
31 October 2003, 2349 UNTS 41 (convention entered into force 14 December 2005; signed by
Canada 21 May 2004; ratified by Canada 2 October 2007); UN Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime, 15 November 2000, 2225 UNTS 209 (convention entered into force 29
September 2003; signed by Canada 14 December 2000; ratified by Canada 13 May 2002); Inter-
American Convention Against Corruption, 29 March 1996, OASTS B-58 (convention entered into
force 6 March 1997; signed by Canada 7 June 1999; ratified by Canada 1 June 2000).
37CFPOA, ss 3-5.
38An Act to amend the Criminal Code (organized crime and law enforcement) and to make
consequential amendments to other Acts, SC 2001, c 32.
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Canada’s legislative and institutional framework to be lacking in several major
respects,39 including:

• Canada had dedicated insufficient resources to investigating and prosecuting
CFPOA offenses. Decisions on whether to prosecute may have been influenced
by Canada’s foreign policy priorities or national economic interests. At the time
of these reports, there had been only one conviction under the CFPOA, of Hydro-
Kleen Group.40

• The sanctions imposed were insufficient.
• The definition of “business” in the CFPOA was too narrow, including only for-

profit enterprises. Canada was the only party to the OECD Convention with this
limitation.41

• The CFPOA included an exception for facilitation payments.
• Jurisdiction was limited to cases with a “real and substantial” connection between

the offence and Canada, leaving Canadian nationals insufficiently subject to the
CFPOA.42

• Canada had not taken sufficient steps to raise awareness of the requirements of
the CFPOA among Canadian firms, promote compliance programmes, or train
tax examiners on the detection of foreign bribery.

In response, Canada significantly amended the CFPOA in 2013, bringing the
country closer in line with international standards and attracting praise from the
OECD and Transparency International.43 The changes included increasing the max-
imum sentences applicable to offences related to bribery of foreign public officials,
eliminating the facilitation payments exception to the bribery offence, creating a
new offence related to falsification of books and records, expanding the jurisdiction
of the CFPOA to apply to all Canadian nationals, adding a protection against double
jeopardy, and removing the words “for profit” from the definition of “business”
to ensure applicability to all legal persons including not-for-profit organizations.44

The amendments received royal assent (the last step in the enactment of legislation)
in June 2013. The only amendment not yet in force is the provision eliminating

39Transparency International, Progress Report 2011, Enforcement of the OECD Anti-Bribery
Convention (2011); OECD Working Group on Bribery in International Business Transactions,
Canada: Phase 3, Report on the Application of the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign
Public Officials in International Business Transactions and the 2009 Revised Recommenda-
tion on Combating Bribery in International Business Transactions (18 March 2011); OAS,
Committee of Experts, Organization of American States, Mechanism for Follow-Up on the
Implementation of the Inter-American Convention Against Corruption: Canada – Final Report
OEA/Ser.L/SG/MESICIC/Doc.270/10, rev 4 (2011) at para 106.
40See below, Sect. 2.2.2.4.
41See also Nicholls (n 16), at para 17.31.
42See Libman v The Queen, [1985] 2 SCR 178 [Libman].
43T Tedesco, ‘OECD praises Canada’s anti-corruption efforts’ (27 May 2013) The Financial Post.
44Foreign Affairs, Trade, and Development Canada, ‘Strengthening Canada’s Fight Against
Foreign Bribery’ (5 January 2013) online at www.international.gc.ca

www.international.gc.ca
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facilitation payments as an exception to the offence of bribing a public official.
It will come into force on a date yet to be fixed. The delay is intended to allow
Canadian companies sufficient time to adjust to this change.45

The 2013 amendments appear to satisfy the requirements of the OECD Conven-
tion and Canada’s other international law obligations; however, subsequent reports
by international groups such as the OECD Working Group will also take into
account actual prosecutions under the amended law.46 For example, it is too soon
to tell how the reasonable expenses defence, discussed below, will evolve through
case law.

2.2.2.2 Scope of Application of the CFPOA

Under the CFPOA, the general Criminal Code definition of “person” applies, so
that all natural and legal persons may be guilty of all offences under the CFPOA.47

Since the essence of the CFPOA is its extraterritorial effect, it provides a wide
geographical scope of application and, in practice, employs nationality rather
than territoriality jurisdiction. Technically, the CFPOA does not derogate from the
Criminal Code’s territorial jurisdiction rubric – that is, it applies only to offences
committed in Canada. However, any offence under the CFPOA or a conspiracy to
commit one of those offences is deemed to have been committed in Canada if the
person is a Canadian citizen or permanent resident or a legal person “incorporated,
formed or otherwise organized under the laws of Canada or a province”.48

If the accused has already been tried for the same conduct outside Canada, her
right to invoke protections against double jeopardy is preserved.49 However, she
may not invoke double jeopardy if she was not present and was not represented by
counsel at the trial outside Canada and she was not punished in accordance with the
sentence imposed outside Canada.50

The CFPOA applies only to acts committed “in the course of a business”, which
would seem to restrict the ambit of the Act. However, “business” is defined so
broadly that nearly any activity qualifies: “any business, profession, trade, calling,
manufacture or undertaking of any kind carried on in Canada or elsewhere”.51 This
definition is broader than that in the OECD Convention (which encompasses only

45Fighting Foreign Corruption Act, RSC 2013, c 26, s 3(2); Debates of the Senate, 41st Parl, 1st
Sess, Vol 148, No 136 (12 February 2013) at 1520; House of Commons Debates, 41st Parl, 1st
Sess, Vol 146, No 255 (24 May 2013) at 1000.
46See Tedesco (n 43). The federal government was to report back to the OECD on its progress by
March 2014; at the time of writing, no findings had yet been shared publicly.
47CFPOA, s 2.
48ibid, s 5(1)(c).
49ibid, s 5(4).
50ibid, s 5(5).
51ibid, s 2.
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to bribes made in the conduct of “international business”).52 Thus, for example, the
CFPOA would apply to a bribe paid to a foreign public official in Canada to obtain
a contract to build a foreign embassy in Canada.53 The CFPOA defines “foreign
state” and “foreign public official” in a similarly expansive manner, consistent with
the definitions in OECD Convention Arts 1.1 and 1.4.

2.2.2.3 Offences Under the CFPOA

The heart of the CFPOA is sections 3 and 4, which created two new indictable
offences: bribery of foreign officials and falsification of books and records for
the purposes of bribery or hiding bribery. The CFPOA does not contain an intent
element, so the general Criminal Code standard of mens rea applies, including the
provisions on agent and corporate liability. The CFPOA also makes no specific
provision for fines or forfeiture of proceeds of crimes; however, the discretion of
judges to impose forfeiture or fines under the Criminal Code applies.

Section 3 defines the offence of bribery, which includes the following essential
elements: the offence is committed by a person (individual or organization); any
benefit is given or offered or agreed to be given or offered directly or indirectly; the
act is done with the intent to gain a business-related advantage; the benefit is given to
a foreign public official (or to any person for the benefit of a foreign public official)
to induce the foreign public official to do or not do something in his official capacity
or to induce the official to use his position to influence any acts or decisions of the
foreign state or public international organization for which the official performs
duties or functions.

Until the final 2013 amendment comes into force, the facilitation payment
exception applies, such that a payment does not constitute a bribe if it is made
to “expedite or secure the performance by a foreign public official of any act of
a routine nature that is part of the foreign public official’s duties or functions”.54

Accordingly, facilitation payments made to a foreign public official for routine acts
do not – for now – constitute bribery.

Conduct that would otherwise constitute bribery does not constitute an offence if
the benefit is (i) permitted or required under the laws of the foreign state or public
international organization or (ii) to pay prescribed reasonable expenses incurred in
good faith by or on behalf of the foreign public official.55 For example, reasonable
expenses for marketing or the performance of a contract will not constitute offences,

52OECD Convention, Art 1(1).
53HJ Chang, ‘An Overview of Foreign Anti-Corruption Laws in Canada’ (February 2012)
International Business Bulletin at 2, online at www.blaney.com
54CFPOA, s 3(4). See s 3(4) for an explanation of “acts of a routine nature”, eg, the issuance of a
permit.
55ibid, s 3(3). See s 3(3) for details on “reasonable expenses incurred in good faith”.

www.blaney.com
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but entertainment and other “softer expenses” may be criminal.56 The burden to
demonstrate that the payments are not permitted or required under the law of the
foreign state remains with the prosecution.57

The second offence created by the CFPOA relates to the falsification of books,
records, accounts, statements, and the like. It was implemented pursuant to OECD
Convention Art 8.58 Section 4 of the CFPOA makes it a crime to establish or
maintain any documents, accounts or records, make unrecorded transactions, or
knowingly use false documents for the purpose of bribing a foreign public official,
hiding that bribery, or obtaining or retaining any business advantage.

2.2.2.4 Prosecutions Under the CFPOA

CFPOA-related investigations are normally undertaken by the International Anti-
Corruption Unit (IACU) of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Canada’s
national police force. The IACU was established in 2008 and concentrates on
investigations of transnational bribery and other forms of corruption involving
foreign public officials, as well as the laundering of proceeds of foreign corruption
in or through Canada. The IACU also raises awareness about the CFPOA and
provides anti-bribery training. It has two teams, based in Ottawa and Calgary, with
approximately 115 staff members.

As of October 2014, four prosecutions under the CFPOA have resulted in
convictions or guilty pleas. The first successful prosecution under the CFPOA
involved Hydro-Kleen Group Inc., an Alberta-based oil pipeline maintenance
company, which pleaded guilty to bribery on January 10, 2005, and was ordered
to pay a fine of CAD 25,000. The president of Hydro-Kleen, another employee, and
the company itself were charged with two counts of bribing a US immigration officer
who worked at the Calgary airport. Charges against the employee and the president
of the company were stayed. In July 2002, the immigration officer pleaded guilty
to accepting secret commissions, received a 6-month sentence, and was deported to
the US.

The second successful prosecution under the CFPOA was the first to involve a
plea bargain. Niko Resources Ltd, a publicly traded oil and gas exploration and
production company based in Calgary, Alberta, pleaded guilty to bribery under the
CFPOA in June 2011, and was fined CAD 9.5 million.59 Niko provided the State
Minister for Energy and Mineral Resources of Bangladesh with a Toyota Land
Cruiser for his personal use and a trip to Calgary to visit an energy exposition,

56M Morrison, P Schabas and T Wong, ‘Canada’s Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act: What
You Need to Know, and Why’ (2013), online at www.cba.org
57Nicholls (n 16), at para 17.33.
58The wording of section 4 is based on that used in the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. However,
in Canada, the accounting offences are criminal only and do not include civil penalties.
59R v Niko Resources Ltd, [2012] AWLD 4565 (QB).

www.cba.org
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with a stop-off in New York for his family. The investigation commenced after a
Bangladesh newspaper published an article exposing the corrupt acts. In addition
to the fine, Niko received a 3-year probation order, requiring the company to
implement a compliance program to be reviewed by an independent auditor.60

A third company, Griffiths Energy International Inc., based in Calgary, self-
reported and pleaded guilty in January 2013 to an offence under the CFPOA.
Griffiths paid a CAD two million bribe to officials of the government of Chad in
order to secure an oil and gas contract. Griffiths was fined CAD 10.35 million.

The most important prosecution under the CFPOA to-date is R v Karigar –
the first to go to trial and the first to lead to the conviction of an individual.61 In
2013, the Ontario Superior Court found Nazir Karigar guilty of offering a bribe to
a foreign official under section 3(1)(b) of the CFPOA. In 2005, Karigar, an Ottawa
businessman with strong connections to India, acted as an agent of Cryptometrics
Canada and agreed to offer a bribe to secure a contract for the supply of facial
recognition technology to Air India for its passenger security system. Ultimately,
Cryptometrics’ contract bid was unsuccessful.

What is unusual in this case is that there was no evidence that any financial
advantage was actually given; only that Karigar conspired to offer at least USD
450,000 to decisions makers in the state-owned Air India and an Indian cabinet
minister. However, there was a sufficient paper trail to show an intention to make
the payments. Karigar was convicted largely on the evidence of a Cryptometrics
executive who received immunity for his cooperation. This case provides several
insights into the judicial application of the CFPOA:

• Conspiracy: The reach of the bribery offence under section 3(1) of the CFPOA
extends to a conspiracy to offer a bribe to a foreign official, regardless of whether
the bribe is actually paid. The actus reus of the crime is the agreement to pursue
an unlawful object. The court explained that, if the RCMP were required to obtain
proof of someone receiving a bribe in a foreign country, it could put “foreign
nationals at risk and would make the legislation difficult if not impossible to
enforce and possibly offend international comity”.62

• Scope of “agree”: Section 3(1) includes an agreement between two parties
to offer a bribe to a third-party foreign official who was not party to the
agreement. The court found that the legislation’s objectives would not be fulfilled
if “agreement” were limited to agreements between the giver and the receiver of
a bribe.

• Scope of “foreign public official”: Foreign public official includes officials of
state-owned enterprises, in this case, Air India officers.

• Jurisdiction: Karigar was convicted under the pre-2013 jurisdiction provisions
of the CFPOA, which required a “real and substantial link” between the offence

60ibid at paras 57–66.
61R v Karigar, 2013 ONSC 5199.
62ibid at para 29.
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and Canada. Here, the factors in favour of the Canadian court’s jurisdiction
included: Karigar was a long-term resident of Canada who worked for a Canadian
company, the bribe was intended for the advantage of a Canadian company
(Cryptometrics), and if the contract had been awarded, most of the work would
have been done by Canadian employees. These criteria are still relevant for
offences committed before June 2013.

• Penalties: Karigar was the first CFPOA prosecution not to involve a guilty
plea, so it represents the first judicial interpretation of the penalty provisions
of the CFPOA. The court considered domestic fraud and bribery cases, finding
that deterrence is a dominant consideration in sentencing,63 and that serious
fraud requires a penitentiary sentence of 3–5 years.64 Government officials
gave evidence at Karigar’s sentencing hearing on the challenges of pursuing
prosecutions under the CFPOA, Canada’s international reputation for leniency in
CFPOA cases, and the theory that significant penalties for the bribery of foreign
officials would make companies doing business abroad take heed.65 While the
court mentioned Canada’s treaty obligations under the OECD Convention, it
dismissed the suggestion that the context surrounding the CFPOA should bear
on the sentence.66

In 2014, there were approximately 35 active investigations under the Act.67 Of
these, two high-profile investigations are worth mentioning. In the first, Blackfire
Exploration, a Calgary-based mining company that operates in Mexico, is being
investigated for allegedly bribing the mayor of a town in the Mexican state of
Chiapas to prevent protesters from interrupting the company’s mining operations.

In the second, Montreal-based SNC-Lavalin, one of the world’s largest engi-
neering firms, is under investigation for at least two instances of international
bribery (as well as other domestic bribery schemes). First, SNC-Lavalin is accused
of having participated in a corrupt bidding process for the construction of a
bridge in Bangladesh. This investigation was initiated at the request of the World
Bank, a significant lender in the construction of the bridge.68 SNC-Lavalin is
also accused of having bribed officials in the deposed regime of former Libyan
dictator Muammar Gaddafi. An ongoing civil suit against SNC-Lavalin relating to
the Libyan transactions will be discussed below.

63See R v Cooper (no 2), (1977) 35 CCC (2d) 35 (Ont CA); R v Boudreau (1978), 25 NSR (2d) 63
(NS Sup Ct); R v Woon, 2005 CanLII 53776 (QC CQ); R v Gyles, 2003 CanLII 53665 (ON SC);
R v Byrne (2009), 286 Nfld & PEIR 191 (PC); R v Serré, 2013 ONSC 1732.
64See R v Dobis, (2002) 58 OR (3d) 538 (CA) (on employee embezzlement); R v Bogart, (2002)
61 OR (3d) 75 (CA) [on OHIP fraud]; R v Drabinsky, 2011 ONCA 582 (on management fraud).
65R v Karigar, 2014 ONSC 3093 at para 7.
66ibid at paras 8, 36.
67‘Strengthening Canada’s Fight Against Foreign Bribery’ (n 44); Tedesco (n 43).
68SM Hutton & P Beaudry, ‘Canada Steps Up: The work of two anti-bribery task forces shows the
OECD’s criticisms were premature’ (2011–12) 30 International Financial Law Review 58.
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2.3 Corrupt Contracts in Canadian Private Law

Aside from the CFPOA, Canada has no statutes or common law doctrines that deal
specifically with foreign corruption. As a result, the private law consequences of
corruption in cross-border contracts continue to be addressed entirely through well-
established legal doctrines developed in a domestic context. This section describes
the civil consequences of corruption under Canadian law, first considering the
causes of action that may be invoked by victims of corruption (which may sound in
contract, tort/delict, or equity), and then considering the consequences of corruption
for the validity and breach of corrupt contracts.

In contrast to criminal law, private law matters are subject to provincial jurisdic-
tion; accordingly, they may vary from province to province. In practice, however,
there is significant uniformity. In Canada’s nine common law provinces and three
territories, similar common law principles apply.69 In Quebec (which represents
slightly less than a quarter of Canada’s population and 20 % of its gross domestic
product), private law matters are governed by civil law, in particular the Code civil
du Québec (CcQ).70 One might expect some divergence between Quebec and the
common law provinces, but the relevant provisions of the CcQ are similar to (and
in some cases based on) the equivalent doctrines in Canadian common law. Quebec
law will therefore be examined in less detail than Canadian common law, with a
focus on highlighting the (relatively few and minor) differences between them.

It is worth noting at the outset that criminal liability does not extinguish civil
liability; res judicata cannot be raised as a defence to civil suits following criminal
prosecutions.71 In practice, civil suits in Canada related to incidents of corruption
have directly followed criminal prosecutions.72 No verdicts have yet been rendered
in civil suits following the four successful CFPOA prosecutions. Such suits are
likely to increase in the future.

Of particular note are two active civil suits related to the SNC-Lavalin cases
discussed above. SNC-Lavalin investors have filed class actions in Ontario and
Quebec courts seeking CAD one billion in damages for significant devaluations
of their investments following SNC-Lavalin’s prosecution under the CFPOA for
illegal payments to the Gaddafi regime in Libya. The plaintiffs allege SNC-
Lavalin misrepresented the adequacy of its internal controls and financial procedure,

69GE Kaiser, Corporate Crime and Civil Liability (Markham, ON, LexisNexis, 2012) at 638. The
Uniform Law Conference of Canada has proposed a Uniform Illegal Contracts Act, but it has not
yet been adopted. See www.ulcc.ca. The CcQ articles discussed in Sect. 2.3.2.2 predate, but are
similar to, the Act’s provisions.
70Quebec law will be presented in its official English translations, although key terms will also
be given in the original French. Scholarly writings and texts without official English versions are
rendered in French.
71Criminal Code, ss 11, 741.2. See London Life Insurance v Zavitz (1992), 5 CPC (3d) 14 at 17
(BC CA).
72Kaiser (n 69), at 610.

www.ulcc.ca
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the compliance of its financial statements with generally accepted accounting
principles, and the compliance of SNC management with the company’s Code of
Ethics and Business Conduct, leading to an inflated share price and damages to
the plaintiffs after the truth was revealed. The Ontario Superior Court of Justice
certified the Ontario action as a class proceeding in 2012 and the Quebec Superior
Court authorized the Quebec class action in 2014; both lawsuits are ongoing.73

SNC-Lavalin itself is suing a consultant and a former executive for damages for
their alleged involvement in a plot to smuggle Muammar Gaddafi’s son to Mexico.
SNC-Lavalin’s claim, filed in Quebec Superior Court, alleges that the consultant
conspired to commit illegal acts involving funds belonging to SNC-Lavalin that
were diverted and used without permission. In a separate suit, SNC-Lavalin is suing
a former executive to recover money paid by the executive to an interior design
firm in 2011 to decorate a condominium owned by Gaddafi in downtown Toronto.
In 2013, the court granted SNC-Lavalin’s motion to seize the former executive’s
shares in the company to satisfy a portion of the damages claimed.74 Further details
of these suits are not publicly available and SNC-Lavalin declined to comment.75

2.3.1 Private Law Remedies for Victims of Corruption

Canadian common law provides a range of remedies that victims of corruption can
invoke against the payers and recipients of improper payments. These are largely
derived from English common law, and English judgments continue to be regularly
cited by Canadian courts, especially in areas where there is little domestic case law.

The causes of action are largely divisible into those that sound in tort (for
which the normal remedy is compensatory damages) and those that sound in
equity (for which the normal remedy is restitutionary, such as return of a bribe
received or disgorgement of any gains from corruption). A plaintiff may raise
both tort and equitable causes of action, and both compensatory and restitutionary
remedies may be awarded in a single suit, but plaintiffs may recover only the
higher of compensatory and restitutionary damages. After considering the tort and
restitutionary remedies in turn, this section will discuss the vicarious liability of
employers or principals for the faults of their employees or independent contractors.
Finally, it will describe the statutory remedies available to indirect victims of
corruption. Where possible, comparisons will be made between Canada’s common
law and civil jurisdictions.

73See www.snclavalinclassaction.com for more information.
74S Bell, ‘SNC-Lavalin files $2-million claim against former VP Riadh Ben Aissa, Cynthia Vanier’
(12 July 2013) The National Post.
75Email from L Dultra, Administrator, Global Corporate Communications, SNC-Lavalin, to author
Shervill, on file with author.

www.snclavalinclassaction.com
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2.3.1.1 Tort Causes of Action

The primary tort cause of action available to victims of corruption is for bribery, the
definition of which is similar to that of the criminal offence of secret commissions.
In general, this tort provides a remedy for a principal whose agent demanded
or accepted a secret commission in relation to the principal’s affairs. Note that
agency in the strict sense is not required; the payer or recipient of the secret
commission need only have a duty of trust, loyalty, or confidence to the victim of
the corruption.76 Within Canada, a series of leading judgments of the Ontario Court
of Appeal77 have adopted the definition of civil bribery set down in a 1949 decision
of the English High Court:

For the purposes of the civil law, a bribe means the payment of a secret commission, which
only means (i) that the person making the payment makes it to the agent of the other person
with whom he is dealing; (ii) that he makes it to that person knowing that person is acting
as the agent of the other person with whom he is dealing; and (iii) that he fails to disclose
to the other person with whom he is dealing that he has made that payment to the person
whom he knows to be the other person’s agent.78

By making out these elements, the plaintiff sets up an irrebuttable presumption both
that the payment was made with a corrupt motive79 and that the agent was influenced
by the bribe.80 The motive or “corruptness” of the bribe-giver is irrelevant; she
may even have been unaware that the recipient did not intend to disclose the
payment.81 On this point, the Ontario Court of Appeal held in Ruiter Engineering
& Construction Ltd v 441734 Ontario Ltd:

[ : : : ] one contracting party shall not be allowed to put the agent of the other in a position
which gives him an interest against his duty. The result to the agent’s principal is the same
whatever the motive which induced the other principal to promise the commission. The
former is deprived of the services of an agent free from the bias of an influence conflicting
with his duty, for which he had contracted and to which he was entitled.82

Perell describes the rationale for the law’s focus on secrecy of the payment, rather
than its illegality per se. For a person with a duty of loyalty to use his position
to obtain a benefit, “the onus is on the person with the duty [ : : : ] to prove that

76PM Perell, ‘Intermeddlers or Strangers to the Breach of Trust or Fiduciary Duty’ (1998) 21 The
Advocates’ Quarterly 94.
77See Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc v Marinaccio, 2012 ONCA 650 at para 33 [Enbridge], Ruiter
Engineering & Construction Ltd v 441734 Ontario Ltd (1989), 57 DLR (4th) 140 (CA) [Ruiter],
and Oshawa Group Ltd v Great American Insurance Co (1982), 132 DLR (3d) 453 (CA).
78Industries & General Mortgage Co v Lewis, [1949] 2 All ER 573 (KBD) at 575 [Lewis].
79Hovenden & Sons v Milhoff (1900), 83 LT 41; Frigidaire Corp v Steedman, [1931] OR 285 (CA)
at 287 [Steedman]; Barry v Stoney Point Canning Co (1917), 55 SCR 51 [Barry].
80Optech Inc v Sharma, 2011 ONSC 680 at para 23; Barry (n 79).
81Lewis (n 78). The person making the payment must accept the risk that the recipient will not
disclose the payment. Grant v The Gold Exploration and Development Syndicate, Ltd, [1900] 1 QB
233 (Eng CA); Hitchcock v Sykes, [1914] 49 SCR 403.
82Ruiter (n 77), at 591–92, citing Barry (n 79), at 74.
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there was no secrecy and that his gain was permitted after full and fair disclosure
of all matters likely to influence the conduct of the employer, principal, partner or
beneficiary.”83

A second private cause of action is the tort of unlawful interference with
economic relations. Any unlawful means that interfere with a valid business
relationship may qualify, but this tort is frequently invoked in corruption-related
cases, especially by the employers of employees who receive unlawful payments
such as secret commissions. The elements of unlawful interference with economic
relations are as follows:

1. the plaintiff has a valid business relationship with another;
2. the defendant knows about the plaintiff’s business relationship;
3. the defendant intentionally interferes with the business relationship;
4. the interference is by way of unlawful means;
5. the interference is the proximate cause of the termination of the plaintiff’s

business relationship; and
6. the plaintiff suffers a loss.84

Victims of corruption may also invoke three broader torts that do not require a
prior illegal act. The first is civil conspiracy to injure, which occurs when two or
more persons join in a concerted action knowing that injury to the plaintiff is likely,
and injury does result.85 Most cases of civil conspiracy do not involve corruption,
although it has been invoked in some corruption-related suits.86 The conduct need
not be unlawful, but if it is unlawful, as would be the case with all corruption-related
conspiracies, the conspirators are liable even if they merely should have known that
injury to the plaintiff was likely.87

The second broader tort is that of fraud. Historically, civil fraud was limited
to situations such as the falsification of business records; however, plaintiffs have
recently been successful in invoking fraud against embezzlers or employees who
use corporate funds to fund lavish lifestyles.88 The civil definition of fraud is derived
from its criminal law counterpart. To be liable for civil fraud, the defendant must
knowingly or recklessly make a representation of fact that was false at the time
it was made, the representation must have been material, there must have been
reliance on the representation by the plaintiff, and the representation must have
caused damages.89

83PM Perell, ‘Remedies for the Victims of a Bribe’ (1999–2000) 22 The Advocates’ Quarterly 198,
201.
84ibid, 214.
85ibid, 213–14.
86See 671122 Ontario Ltd v Sagaz Industries Canada, 2001 SCC 59 [Sagaz].
87Canada Cement Lafarge Ltd v British Columbia Lightweight Aggregate, [1983] 1 SCR 452.
88Kaiser (n 69), at 549.
8935445 Alberta Ltd v Transamerica Life Insurance Co of Canada, [1996] 9 WWR 281 (Alta QB),
aff’d [1998] 10 WWR 704 (Alta CA).
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Finally, plaintiffs may invoke the tort of knowing assistance of the breach of
a fiduciary duty. This tort is typically invoked by a principal against a defendant
who paid a bribe to the principal’s agent.90 The defendant will be held liable for
knowing assistance where: (a) there is a fiduciary duty, (b) the fiduciary breaches
that duty fraudulently and dishonestly, (c) the stranger to the fiduciary relationship
had actual knowledge of the fiduciary relationship and the improper conduct, and
(d) the stranger participated in or assisted the fiduciary’s improper conduct.91

The breach of fiduciary duty that forms the basis for knowing assistance need not
have been criminal. Conduct that is merely “morally reprehensible” and possessed
of a “dishonest quality” suffices.92 Moreover, in Air Canada v M&L Travel Ltd, the
Supreme Court of Canada held that the “actual knowledge” requirement may be
met by recklessness and wilful blindness on the part of the stranger to the fiduciary
relationship.93 Accordingly, liability for knowing assistance requires only that the
defendant knew of or was wilfully blind to the fact that the fiduciary was acting
dishonestly in respect of the beneficiary’s affairs.

All of the common law tort causes of action listed above lead to the same
remedy: compensatory damages. Such damages are generally calculated based on
the quantum of losses suffered as a result of the transaction that would or would not
have occurred but for the instance of corruption. Primary victims of the bribe, such
as the principal of an agent who accepted a kickback, typically sue under the tort of
bribery, and can recover the difference in value between the transaction they ought
to have entered into and the transaction they actually entered into, along with other
consequential damages.94 Secondary or indirect victims, such as other companies
who submitted a tender and would have been awarded a contract but for the corrupt
payment, can recover the value of the lost business.95

As noted in the introduction, the law of obligations is governed by the common
law in most Canadian provinces and territories, but by the CcQ in Quebec. While the
tort regime described above applies to the common law, in Quebec those involved in
corruption may be liable under the CcQ’s general tort liability provision. Art 1457
provides that all persons are liable for any injuries caused by their faults. Quebec
courts have interpreted Art 1457 such that the results are broadly similar to the
common law remedies described above.

90Direct actions for breach of fiduciary duty against the fiduciary himself will be discussed below
under equitable causes of action.
91Harris v Leikin Group Inc, 2011 ONCA 790 at para 8; Air Canada v M & L Travel Ltd, [1993] 3
SCR 787 at 811–12 [Air Canada].
92Enbridge (n 77), at para 27. See also Air Canada (n 91) (“fraudulently and dishonestly” means
“the taking of a knowingly wrongful risk resulting in prejudice to the beneficiary” at 826).
93ibid at 811. See also Keeton v The Bank of Nova Scotia, 2009 ONCA 662 at para 82.
94See, eg, Canson Enterprises Ltd v Boughton and Co, [1991] 3 SCR 534.
95See, eg, Sagaz (n 86).
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2.3.1.2 Equitable Remedies

Compensatory damages will not always prevent the payer and the recipient of a
secret commission from profiting from their crime, and in some cases the primary
victim of the crime suffers only nominal losses. Accordingly, primary victims of a
secret commission often claim equitable remedies in the alternative – both may be
pleaded, but plaintiffs can only claim the higher of the two, not both. Secondary
victims, such as competitors in the industry who did not receive a contract that they
ought to have been awarded, are generally limited to compensatory tort damages as
described above.

In particular, courts may find that an agent, in paying or receiving a secret
commission, breached a fiduciary duty or was unjustly enriched. In both cases,
the recipient of the secret commission may be required to disgorge the amount of
the payment and judgment may be entered against the payer of the commission
in the same amount. They may also be required to disgorge any additional gains
realized from the corrupt contract. In other words, damages given under these
equitable remedies are made on a restitutionary, rather than compensatory, measure.
The recovery of these funds may be supported by the imposition of a constructive
trust. The elements of breach of fiduciary duty and unjust enrichment, and the
operation of constructive trusts, will be discussed in turn.

Faithless fiduciaries must not only compensate their beneficiaries for any losses
incurred as a result of a breach of fiduciary duty but must also disgorge any
gains from the breach. In cases involving corruption, Canadian common law courts
have frequently found that employees and other agents are fiduciaries of their
employers or principals – they have imposed fiduciary duties even in cases where
the fiduciary nature of the relationship was not explicitly agreed between the
parties.

A recent example that shows this principle in operation is Enbridge Gas
Distribution v Marinaccio, where the defendant was an operations supervisor
for the plaintiff.96 He engaged in a multi-year fraudulent scheme, hiring fake
contractors and approving invoices totalling CAD 6.5 million to do maintenance
work on the plaintiff’s property. No work was ever done; Marinaccio divided
the proceeds of the scheme with two co-conspirators who posed as contractors.97

Although Enbridge reached a settlement with Marinaccio, the court held that his
co-conspirators were jointly and severally liable for the full amount of Enbridge’s
losses for having committed the tort of knowing assistance in breach of a fiduciary
duty.98

To reach this result, the Ontario Court of Appeal found that the employee was
a fiduciary of his employer, despite his having been merely a mid-level manager
with limited authority. The court held that, in the employment context, an employee

96Enbridge (n 77).
97ibid at para 11.
98ibid.
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owes a fiduciary duty to his employer whenever the employee has discretionary
power to adversely affect the employer’s interests and the employer is vulnerable to
that power.99

A similar result was reached in Lavigne v Robern.100 Acting on behalf of two
other shareholders, Robern sold a company he co-owned at an artificially low price.
He secretly arranged to be engaged by the parent company of the purchaser as a
“consultant” for CAD 50,000 over 2 years, while he did no work for them and was
employed elsewhere at the same time.

When one of the shareholders brought an action against Robern, both the
trial judge and the Ontario Court of Appeal agreed that Robern owed the other
shareholders a fiduciary duty. The Court of Appeal held that when an agent secures
a profit by way of secret commission, it is presumed that the secret profit was a
bribe in payment for the fiduciary’s misuse of power.101 The defendant must not be
allowed to profit from his own wrongdoing; he must therefore disgorge all of the
secret profit and receive what he would have received if he had acted honestly.102

The Court of Appeal therefore calculated the damages based on disgorgement of the
entirety of the secret commission, to be shared between the plaintiff and the third
shareholder according to their ownership in the company.103

Results are similar under Quebec civil law, although the theoretical bases of
the duties differ. The CcQ provides that an agent acts under a mandate from his
principal; in some cases, the agent may be held to act as an administrator of his
beneficiary’s property. Either way, the agent is subject to fiduciary duties. The
principal of an agent who has breached such a duty may sue for disgorgement
damages just as in Canada’s common law courts. In addition, victims of corruption
may sue bribe-givers and bribe-takers under a theory of unjust enrichment. In both
cases, the concepts and consequences are similar to those in Canadian common law.

The CcQ requires administrators to act with prudence and diligence. They
must also act honestly and faithfully in the best interest of the beneficiary or of
the object pursued.104 Anyone administrating the affairs of another must avoid
conflicts of interest, declare to the beneficiary any interests that might put him
into a conflict of interest, and avoid the use for his own benefit of the property
administered or any information gained.105 If the administrator realizes any personal
profit or benefit from the performance of his duties beyond any fee owing under his
contract with the beneficiary, the administrator must deliver all that he has received

99ibid at para 16, citing Perez v Galambos, 2009 SCC 48 at paras 68–70; Elder Advocates of Alberta
Society v Alberta, 2011 SCC 24 at paras 30–34.
100(1984), 18 DLR (4th) 759 (ONCA) [Lavigne].
101ibid at para 9.
102ibid at paras 13–15.
103ibid at para 16.
104Art 1309 CcQ.
105ibid, Arts 1310, 1311, 1314.
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to the beneficiary.106 If the administrator uses the administered property without
authorization, he must compensate the beneficiary by paying an appropriate rent or
interest on the money.107

The provisions regarding mandates are similar.108 The CcQ provides that a
mandatary must fulfill the mandate she has accepted and should act with prudence
and diligence in doing so. She should also act honestly and faithfully in the best
interests of the mandator, and avoid placing herself in a position that puts her own
interest in conflict with that of her mandator.109 The mandatary must also avoid
using for her own benefit any information gained in the course of the mandate and,
at the conclusion of the mandate, must “return to the mandator everything she has
received in the performance of her duties, even if what she has received was not due
to the mandator”.110

These provisions largely codify the fiduciary’s duty of loyalty as the concept
has been developed in the common law. Martel comments of this duty: “il impose
à l’administrateur du bien d’autrui, qui correspond d’avantage au ‘trustee’ de
common law : : : . On reconnaît là les mêmes principes que ceux des devoirs
fiduciaires de common law. L’influence de la common law, bien que non avouée, est
évidente.”111 Given the paucity of case law, Quebec courts often refer to precedents
from the common law provinces. In Baxter c Biotech Electronics Ltd, which dealt
with a related area of law with sparse Quebec case law (misrepresentation in
securities transactions), the Quebec Court of Appeal observed:

Common law authorities must, of course, be examined with care on a question of Quebec
civil law, and thus can only be relied upon where the principles of law are the same....
Given the dearth of Quebec jurisprudence on the proper application of the principle in cases
of misrepresentation or concealment in securities transactions, I believe common law cases
can usefully be consulted on the question.112

In sum, therefore, on matters of corrupt agents, Quebec courts will likely rule
similarly to Canadian common law provinces, and may even cite common law
judgments as precedents. Agents who realize a profit by paying or receiving a
secret commission will be held to have breached a fiduciary duty and be required to
disgorge to their beneficiaries any gains realized.

In cases where no breach of fiduciary duty is raised, or whether the defendant
was not a fiduciary, restitutionary (ie, disgorgement) damages may nevertheless be
claimed based on the equitable remedy of unjust enrichment. Unjust enrichment has

106ibid, Art 1366.
107ibid.
108See Sect. 2.3.2.4 for more information on mandates under the CcQ.
109ibid, Art 2138.
110ibid, Arts 2146, 2184.
111P Martel, ‘Les Devoirs de Loyauté des Administrateurs de Sociétés Par Actions Fédérales –
Impact du Code Civil du Québec’ (2008) 42 Revue Juridique Thémis 149, 219.
112[1998] RJQ 430 at paras 108–109.
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three elements in Canadian common law: the defendant obtains an enrichment; the
plaintiff incurs a corresponding deprivation; and there is no legally justifiable reason
for the defendant’s enrichment.113

These elements are generally easy for a primary victim of corruption to make
out in cases involving transactions tainted by corruption, whether the defendant is
the payer or the recipient of an improper payment. The payer is enriched by the
extent of its profits from the transaction and the recipient is enriched by the amount
of the payment. The plaintiff can normally show a deprivation, either in the direct
loss of funds (as in Enbridge), in the loss of the value of the payment (where the
plaintiff employs the payer of the payment), or in the difference in value between
the transaction it actually entered into and the transaction it otherwise would have
entered into (where the plaintiff employs the recipient of the payment). Since secret
commissions are illegal, such payments by definition cannot provide juristic reasons
for the enrichment.

The CcQ codifies a version of unjust enrichment that may be invoked by a victim
of corruption in Quebec. Art 1493 states that a person enriched at the expense
of another shall indemnify the other for his correlative impoverishment, unless
there is a justification for the enrichment or the impoverishment. Under Art 1494,
enrichment is justified if it “results from the performance of an obligation, from
the failure of the person impoverished to exercise a right of which he may avail
himself [ : : : ] against the person enriched, or from an act performed by the person
impoverished for his personal and exclusive interest or at his own risk and peril, or
with a constant liberal intention”. These elements correspond to the common law
requirement that there be no juristic reason for an enrichment.

Ruiter is a corruption case that shows the principles of unjust enrichment in
action.114 Ruiter performed construction work on the premises of a restaurant owned
by the defendant; it negotiated the construction contract with the defendant’s agent,
Alternate Design Group. Ruiter separately agreed to pay Alternate Design under
a subcontract for site supervision services; the total price under the restaurant
contract was accordingly increased by approximately CAD 18,500 to incorporate
the payment to Alternate Design plus a 10 % mark-up for Ruiter as general con-
tractor. Ruiter assumed that Alternate Design would disclose the subcontract to the
restaurant, but it did not. When the restaurant learned of the undisclosed payment,
it refused to pay to Ruiter CAD 30,000 outstanding on the construction contract.

On Ruiter’s suit to recover the CAD 30,000, the restaurant argued that the
subcontract constituted a secret commission. The Court of Appeal agreed. This
secret commission did not entitle the restaurant to rescind the contract, nor could
it lead to damages because the restaurant could not prove that it suffered any actual
loss as a result of the subcontract. However, the restaurant did have a claim in unjust
enrichment. Under such a claim, whether the victim of corruption has suffered any
loss is irrelevant because the basis of liability is not the harm done to the beneficiary
but “a broad principle of preventing a conflict of opposing interests in the minds of

113Garland v Consumers’ Gas Co, 2004 SCC 25 at para 30.
114Ruiter (n 77).
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fiduciaries, whose duty it is to act solely for the benefit of their beneficiaries”.115

This is true whether the defendant is the fiduciary or a third party who participated
in the violation of a fiduciary duty.116

The measure of damages in unjust enrichment is the amount of the enrichment,
since the purpose of the remedy is to strip the defendant of the unlawful gain. This
is typically, but not necessarily, the amount of the secret commission. In Ruiter, the
court held that the amount by which Ruiter was enriched was the increase in the
price he charged the restaurant (CAD 18,500) minus the amount that was actually
paid to Alternate Design.117 The deduction for the money paid to Alternate Design
was necessary because that payment was found by the trial judge to be reasonably
proportionate to the work actually done by Alternate Design, so it was of benefit
to the restaurant. Failing to allow the deduction would therefore require Ruiter to
pay more than the amount by which it was unjustly enriched at the restaurant’s
expense.118

Courts will often support an award of restitutionary damages (whether for breach
of fiduciary duty or unjust enrichment) by imposing a constructive trust. The trust
does not in itself constitute an award of damages, but rather provides a means by
which to hold to account those who have been unjustly enriched. A constructive
trust is a proprietary remedy, which gives the beneficiary of the trust (that is, the
plaintiff) a property interest in the defendant’s ill-gotten assets. The defendant, as
a trustee, must manage his assets solely for the benefit of the beneficiary, either by
transferring assets directly to the beneficiary or by selling them to raise funds to
satisfy an award of restitutionary damages.

In the leading Canadian case on constructive trusts, Soulos v Korkontzilas, the
Supreme Court of Canada held that a constructive trust is appropriate in any case
where it is necessary to hold persons to “high standards of trust and probity and
prevent them from retaining property which in ‘good conscience’ they should not
be permitted to retain”.119 The Supreme Court held that four conditions must be
satisfied to impose a constructive trust:

1. the defendant must have been under an equitable obligation in relation to the
activities giving rise to the assets in his hands;

2. the assets in the hands of the defendant must be shown to have resulted from
deemed or actual agency activities of the defendant in breach of his equitable
obligation to the plaintiff;

3. the plaintiff must show a legitimate reason for seeking a proprietary remedy; and
4. there must be no factors that would render imposition of a constructive trust

unjust in all circumstances of the case.120

115ibid at para 34, citing the US Restatement of the Law of Restitution (ALI 1937), 809–10.
116ibid.
117ibid at para 24.
118ibid at paras 25–26.
119[1997] 2 SCR 217 at para 17.
120ibid at para 45.
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Soulos did not involve corruption, but Canadian courts have applied constructive
trusts in such circumstances. Several recent cases cite Attorney General of Hong
Kong v Reid, a decision of the British Privy Council on appeal from the Hong Kong
Court of Appeal.121 Reid was a public prosecutor who took bribes, with which he
bought land in New Zealand. His employer, the Attorney General for Hong Kong,
claimed breach of fiduciary duty and sought an equitable interest over those lands,
which had increased in value. The Privy Council allowed the claim on the basis that
Reid held the bribes in constructive trust for his employer. In effect, this made him
liable both for the value of the original bribes and for the increase in value of the
property purchased with the tainted funds.122

This decision overturned a longstanding English precedent, Lister & Co v
Stubbs,123 which held that bribe victims may only recover the value of the bribe.
The court held that Lister was “not consistent with the principles that a fiduciary
must not be allowed to benefit from his own breach of duty, that the fiduciary should
account for the bribe as soon as he receives it and that equity regards as done that
which ought to be done”.124

Canadian courts have adopted the Privy Council’s reasoning in Reid. For
example, in ICBC v Lo, the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC),
a public agency responsible for issuing driving licences, brought a civil action
against a driving school instructor and a driving licence examiner.125 The instructor
collected payments from his students and passed a portion of them to the examiner
in return for her issuing driving licenses to the students without testing them. Since
compensatory damages were negligible, ICBC sought all of the funds paid to the
conspirators. In particular, ICBC argued that it was entitled to a proprietary remedy
against the assets the driving instructor purchased with the bribe money, much of
which were held in the name of his common law wife, Ms. Lo.

The British Columbia Court of Appeal held that the licence examiner had
breached her fiduciary duty to her employer and that ICBC was entitled to
disgorgement damages in the amount of the bribes. The court held further that
not only the licence examiner (who owed a fiduciary duty to ICBC) but also the
instructor and his wife were jointly and severally liable on the grounds that those
who knowingly assist in the breach of a fiduciary duty are equally accountable
as the fiduciary.126 The court cited Attorney General v Reid as authority for the
establishment of a constructive trust to support the collection of all monies the
instructor received in furtherance of the bribery scheme.127

121(1993), [1994] 1 All ER 1, [1994] 1 AC 324 (UKPC) [Reid].
122ibid at 331.
123(1890), 45 Ch D 1 (CA).
124Reid (n 121) at 336.
125ICBC v Lo, 2006 BCCA 584.
126ibid at paras 46–48.
127ibid at para 33.
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2.3.1.3 Vicarious Liability

For all of the common law actions in tort and equity described above, a principal or
employer may be held liable for the tortious or inequitable act of its agent, employee,
or independent contractor. This is separate from the question of whether a principal
is bound to a contract entered into by its agent, which will be discussed below.
The leading judgment involving the extent of vicarious liability for corrupt acts is
671122 Ontario Ltd v Sagaz Industries Canada.128 Sagaz was a tort case but the
same principles apply to actions in equity.

For over 30 years, the plaintiff company supplied synthetic sheepskin car seat
covers to Canadian Tire, a large retail chain. In 1984, Canadian Tire cancelled
the supply contract and replaced the plaintiff with Sagaz as its supplier. Sagaz
had retained a company called AIM on a commission basis to assist in marketing
Sagaz’s seat covers; AIM’s owner, Stewart Landow, secured the contract for Sagaz
by bribing Robert Summers, the head of Canadian Tire’s automotive division, in the
form of a kickback of 2 % of sales of Sagaz’s seat covers.

At trial, it was determined that neither Sagaz nor Canadian Tire was aware of
the bribery. When Canadian Tire discovered the scheme in 1985, it terminated
Summers’ employment and he was subsequently criminally convicted of receiving
a secret commission. However, Canadian Tire’s new management determined that
it preferred Sagaz’s seat covers to those of the plaintiff and retained Sagaz as its
supplier. With the loss of its biggest client, the plaintiff’s business declined steeply.
It brought an action against Summers, Canadian Tire, AIM, Landow and Sagaz
for the torts of civil conspiracy and unlawful interference with economic relations,
arguing that Sagaz was responsible for the bribe and that, but for the bribe, the
plaintiff would have continued as Canadian Tire’s primary supplier. The Ontario
Court of Appeal found Sagaz vicariously liable on the basis that AIM was part of
Sagaz’s sales team.

At the Supreme Court of Canada, the primary relevant issue was Sagaz’s
vicarious liability for AIM and Landow’s tort. The court held that vicarious liability
is not a distinct tort, and that it must be determined on a case-by-case basis
according to the policy rationales underlying its imposition.129 First, vicarious
liability provides a practical remedy to those injured by a tort when the primary
perpetrator of the wrong may have insufficient assets to satisfy a judgment. It can be
fair to hold the “deep pocket” liable even when it was not directly at fault because
the employer or principal puts the enterprise into action, thereby creating the risk of
harm.130 Second, vicarious liability may be effective in deterring future torts because
employers or principals can reduce the risk of harm by supervising their employees
and agents.131

128Sagaz (n 86).
129ibid at para 30.
130ibid at para 31, citing Bazley v Curry, [1999] 2 SCR 534 at para 31.
131ibid at para 32.
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These considerations generally support the extension of vicarious liability to
employers for the actions of their employees. However, they militate against
vicarious liability for the actions of independent contractors because independent
contractors are in business for themselves, and take their own separate risks.
In addition, employers do not have the same scope of control over independent
contractors that they do over employees.132 Therefore, Sagaz would be vicariously
liable if AIM and Landow were employees, but not liable if they were independent
contractors.

In determining whether an agent is an employee or an independent contractor, the
court employed a multi-factor test, noting that the list of factors is non-exhaustive
and that the relative weight of each factor depends on the facts of the case. The
court considered factors such as: whether the person performing the services did
so in business on his own account; the employer’s degree of control over the
worker’s activities; whether the worker provided his own equipment; whether the
worker hired his own helpers; the extent of the worker’s financial risk; the worker’s
responsibility for investment and management; and the worker’s opportunity for
profit in the performance of tasks.133

Applying these factors, the court held that AIM and Landow were not Sagaz’s
employees. Sagaz exerted little control over AIM’s efforts, AIM took on its own
business risks as it was compensated by commission, and AIM remained free to
carry on business for other suppliers. Accordingly, Sagaz was held not vicariously
liable for AIM and Landow’s torts.134

The Supreme Court also found that Sagaz could not be held liable as AIM and
Landow’s principal. Although a principal may be held liable for an agent’s tortious
or inequitable conduct, liability only arises when the acts from which liability arises
were committed within the scope of the agent’s authority. In this case, AIM’s
and Landow’s actions were outside the scope of any authority they possessed as
Sagaz’s agent. First, absent clear evidence to the contrary, AIM and Landow’s actual
authority could not have included the use of unlawful means to generate business
for Sagaz. Second, as Sagaz was unaware of the bribery scheme, none of its actions
could have created apparent authority for AIM to pay kickbacks.

Quebec law is broadly similar. Under CcQ Art 1463, the principal of an agent
or employer of an employee who gives or takes a bribe may be vicariously liable to
third parties if the agent/employee was acting in the performance of her duties (as
described in Sect. 2.3.1.2). However, the principal retains the right to seek a remedy
against the agent/employee.

132ibid at para 35.
133ibid at para 47–48.
134ibid at paras 50–57.
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2.3.1.4 Statutory Causes of Action

In addition to commencing suits sounding in tort or equity, secondary victims of cor-
ruption may avail themselves of one of two private actions created by statute. First,
the Competition Act creates a private right of action for victims of a cartel’s price-
fixing schemes and other anti-competitive activities.135 Second, owners of shares in
companies involved in corruption may have a remedy under securities legislation
for falls in share prices stemming from misrepresentations or criminal acts.

Section 45 of the Competition Act makes it a criminal offence to enter into an
agreement to fix prices, allocate customers or markets, or restrict the output of a
product. Section 36 of the Act creates a private right of action for those who suffer
losses as a result of such agreements. Since anti-competitive agreements may be
procured by payment of secret commissions, the Competition Act represents an
additional means by which secondary victims of corruption, such as competitors
who lose market share to a cartel, can seek redress. Plaintiffs may bring an action
under the Competition Act even if there is no criminal conviction, although most
private actions follow the initiation of criminal proceedings and most end in a
settlement.136 Canadian courts will permit private actions under the Competition
Act based on anti-competitive conduct that occurred abroad, so long as the plaintiff
can establish a real and substantial connection to Canada.137

Recovery under the Competition Act may exceed recovery under common law
remedies because plaintiffs can recover all actual damages due to the illegal act
plus the full cost to the plaintiff of investigating the anti-competitive agreement
and litigating the dispute.138 In most cases, however, tort or equitable actions are
more favourable as they have longer statutes of limitations and can lead to punitive
damages or disgorgement remedies.

In Canada, securities regulation is within provincial jurisdiction. Provincial
statutes provide causes of action for shareholders who are harmed by misrepre-
sentations that affect the price of stocks in secondary markets. This form of liability
was introduced in 2005 as part of reforms to the Ontario Securities Act,139 but has
since been adopted in all Canadian provinces. Revelations of corrupt corporate acts
can have a significant impact on stock prices, and disclosure documents previously
released by the companies typically will not mention this risk. Misrepresentations
in a prospectus, offering memorandum, circular, or annual financial disclosures
may give rise to liability under these statutes. The only major example to date of
securities lawsuits relating to corrupt acts is the pair of class actions filed against
construction firm SNC-Lavalin in Ontario and Quebec, discussed above.

135RSC, 1985, c C-34.
136Kaiser (n 69) at 10.
137Libman (n 42). This connection is normally proved by evidence of loss or damage to Canadian
purchasers from artificially higher prices.
138Competition Act (n 135), s 36(1).
139RSO 1990, c S.5, part XXIII.1.
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2.3.2 Contractual Consequences of Corruption

This section considers consequences of corruption for the enforceability of corrupt
contracts, and for contracts between an agent or employee who paid or received
an illegal payment and the agent’s employer or principal. As with the remedies for
victims of corruption, common law and Quebec law doctrines are largely similar,
and will be examined in turn. Finally, the unusual Canadian common law regime
governing tender contracts will be described.

2.3.2.1 Illegality Under the Common Law

Under the “traditional” or “classical” approach to illegality, Canadian common law
courts would entirely refuse to enforce a contract prohibited by statute or for an
illegal purpose. Under the maxim in pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis,
illegal contracts were as a rule held to be void ab initio – neither party could enforce
them in any respect, and the loss was left to lie where it fell.140 Most Canadian cases
on illegality do not involve corruption; however, contracts procured by bribery were
held void ab initio.141

Under the modern rule, a contract may or may not be held unenforceable
for illegality (apart from situations where the contract is expressly prohibited by
statute), depending on such factors as the purpose of the underlying statutory or
common law prohibition, the remedy sought, and the consequences that would flow
from a finding that the contract is unenforceable.142 This section will first discuss the
grounds for a finding of contractual illegality and then consider the consequences of
such a finding.

Illegality may arise from a statutory prohibition or common law public policy.
Given the breadth of Canadian criminal prohibitions of corrupt acts, any corrupt
contract would likely involve statutory illegality. However, corruption is also clearly
contrary to public policy. Contracts to commit crimes, to commit certain torts
(particularly fraud), and to defraud public authorities have been held unenforceable
for violating common law public policy.143

140As Chief Justice Ritchie observed in an early Supreme Court of Canada judgment on the matter,
“[i]t would be a curious state of the law if, after the Legislature had prohibited a transaction,
parties could enter into it, and, in defiance of the law, compel courts to enforce and give effect to
their illegal transactions.” Bank of Toronto v Perkins, [1883] 8 SCR 603 at 610. See also Weidman
v Shragge, [1912] 46 SCR 1.
141See, eg, Greenberg v Lake Simcoe Ice Supply Co, (1917), 34 OLR 32 (a contract was held
unenforceable at the behest of the vendor because the buyer had attempted to bribe the seller’s
clerk); and Barry (n 79) (a buyer of goods repudiated the contract because his agent had received
a secret commission from the seller’s agent).
142The two leading modern cases are Continental Bank of Canada v Canada, [1998] 2 SCR 298;
Still v Minister of National Revenue [1998] 1 FC 549 [Still].
143SM Waddams, The Law of Contracts, 6th edn (Toronto, Carswell, 2010) at §565.
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Even before the enactment of the CFPOA, Canadian courts invalidated contracts
on the basis of illegal acts committed in foreign states.144 Moreover, any contract
rendered illegal by the law that governs it or the law of the place of performance
will be held unenforceable even if it would be legal in Canada.145

If the illegality arises from a statute, the statute may provide for the consequences
of the illegality, in which case the court must follow the statutory rule. However,
the criminal provisions related to corruption do not specify any consequences for
the enforceability of contracts, so the broadly-applicable common law rules prevail.
There is no general rule; the best that can be done is to lay out the factors that
courts will consider. In general, Canadian common law follows similar doctrines
and would achieve similar outcomes as those described in UNIDROIT Principles
Art 3.3.1 and the comments thereto.

Courts distinguish between situations where the statute prohibits the formation
of a contract and those where the statute prohibits the contract’s performance. A
contract is illegal as to formation if performing the contract would necessarily or
inherently violate an express or implied statutory prohibition – that is, if it cannot be
performed legally.146 In such cases, parties may not plead innocence of the illegality
in an attempt to enforce the contract.

If the contract does not actually require the commission of an illegal act but
only tends to facilitate one, the contract may still be declared unenforceable, but
the result depends on the circumstances.147 Similarly, if a contract does not in itself
involve the performance of an illegal act but is collateral to an illegal purpose, it
may be held illegal.148 Contracts are presumed to be capable of legal performance
unless otherwise proved; if the contract can be performed legally, a party who has
acted in good faith may still enforce it.149 Thus, for example, a contract entered into
in order to pay a bribe will be held void ab initio, but the performance of a contract
procured by a bribe may still be enforced by a party that was unaware of the bribe
until after the fact.

144See generally ibid, citing, eg, Lemenda Trading Co Ltd v African Middle East Petroleum Co Ltd,
[1988] 1 QB 448.
145See, eg, Etler v Kertesz (1960), 26 DLR (2d) 209 (Ont CA) (contract illegal under the governing
Austrian law); Gillespie Management Corp v Terrace Properties, [1989] 39 BCLR (2d) 337
(contract illegal under the law of Oregon, the place of performance). See also Walkerville Brewing
Co v Mayrand (1929), 63 OLR 573 (Ont CA) (illegality under foreign law must be proven in the
Canadian court proceeding).
146See, eg, Still (n 142); Maschinenfabrik Seydelmann K-G v Presswood Brothers Ltd (1966), 53
DLR (2d) 224 (Ont CA).
147In Gesimar v Sun Alliance & London Insurance Ltd, a contract to insure goods that were illegally
imported was held to be unenforceable. [1978] QB 383. The result in Gesimar has been criticized
as overly harsh. See, eg, Waddams (n 143), at §565.
148This type of case often involves the sale, lease, or construction of premises that are used for an
illegal purpose, such as a brothel or narcotic production facility. However, the rule may apply in
cases of corruption.
149Genovese v York Lambton Corp (1969), [1970] 1 OR 427 (CA).
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If only one party was (actually or constructively) aware of the illegality, or
was induced into an illegal contract through fraud, duress, oppression or breach of
fiduciary duty, the contract may be declared voidable at the option of the innocent
party.150 In addition to establishing its own innocence, the innocent party must
demonstrate the other party’s illegal intent.151 This rule is justified on the basis of
the equitable origins of the rescission remedy, which is within the discretion of the
court and available only to plaintiffs with “clean hands”.

If the illegal aspects of a contract can be severed, the legal obligations are likely to
be enforced.152 Severability of obligations under a contract depends on how closely
interrelated the legal and illegal obligations are, the seriousness of the illegality, and
whether an illegal contractual provision can be read down to make it lawful (such
as by reducing an usurious interest rate to the legal maximum).153

If the parties cannot be returned to their pre-contract state, such as when a party
that has received some or all of the benefits of a contract cannot make full restitution
of them (restitutio in integrum), courts are unlikely to grant rescission.154 However,
the modern approach is to return benefits conferred under an illegal contract where
possible and where restitution would not leave the innocent party overcompensated.
For example, where property has been transferred and the expected compensation is
never paid, the party that transferred the property may recover it unless the statutory
purposes would be subverted or the innocent party would be left with the entirety of
its performance and the other party’s performance.155

If an innocent party elects to rescind the contract he is, nevertheless, entitled to
keep or obtain payment of the bribe from the briber or the recipient.156 If restoration
to the pre-contractual position is not possible, then the victim of the bribe must resort
to another remedy to recover the value of the bribe, such as the tort and equitable
actions described in the previous section. If the parties were in pari delicto, moneys
paid or property conveyed are not recoverable, except that a party who repents
before the illegal contract is fully performed may recover the performance that has
already been rendered.157

150St John Shipping Corp v Joseph Rank Ltd, [1957] 1 QB 267 at 283. See also Kiriri Cotton Co
Ltd v Dewani, [1960] AC 190 at 205 (PC), applying the same doctrine from the reverse perspective
(it would be inequitable to permit a party that has knowingly participated in illegality to enforce a
contract against an innocent party).
151The evidentiary burden is a balance of probabilities. See, eg, Kernwood Ltd v Renegade Capital
Corp (1993), 9 BLR (2d) 1n (Ont Gen Div).
152Waddams (n 143), at §581.
153Transport North American Express Inc v New Solutions Financial Corp, [2004] 1 SCR 249.
154See Ruiter (n 77); Steedman (n 79).
155Waddams (n 143), at §579; North Saskatchewan Seeds Ltd v Couch (1960), 32 WWR 253 (Sask
Dist Ct).
156See, eg, Ruiter (n 77), at para 19, citing an English case, Logicrose Ltd v Scotland United
Football Club Ltd, [1988] 1 WLR 1256 at 1261 (ChD).
157See, eg, McDonald v Fellows, [1979] 17 AR 330 (CA); Ouston v Zurowski (1985), 63 BCLR 89
(CA).
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2.3.2.2 Illegality Under the Code Civil du Québec

Under Quebec law, a contract with a cause (the reason the parties entered into the
contract) or an objet (the consequences of the contract as intended by the parties)
that is prohibited by law or contrary to public order is null.158 For example, a
contract made for the purpose of bribery (such as a commission agreement whereby
both parties intended that part of the commission should be used as a bribe) would
have an illegal cause, while a contract that involved the transfer of a bribe would
have an illegal objet. In either case, the contract would be null.159

Regardless of the reason for the nullity, establishing that a contract is null does
not end the inquiry. Illegal contracts may be void ab initio (nullité absolue) or
voidable (nullité relative). In Électrique Glaswerk inc c Axa Boréal Assurances
inc, the Quebec Court of Appeal held that if the parties had an illegal intention
when they entered into the contract, the contract is null under CcQ Art 1411.160

However, courts retain some discretion; according to the legislative history of Art
1411, the Quebec legislature specifically avoided providing for the absolute nullity
of contracts with an illegal cause.161

Nevertheless, contracts are absolutely null when the nullity is “necessary for the
protection of the general interest”.162 Since Canadian criminal law prohibits a wide
range of corruption-related conduct, all corrupt contracts satisfy this requirement so
long as both parties mutually had the illegal cause or objet in mind. Nullité absolue
may be invoked by anyone, including the court of its own motion.163

The primary effect of nullité absolue is that the contract is deemed never to have
existed. Neither party can claim performance under the contract and both parties
must make restitution of any performance (prestations) that they have already
received.164 However, Quebec courts may refuse to order restitution or may modify
the scope or mode of restitution “where it would have the effect of according an
undue advantage to one party”.165 The case law on this provision is sparse, but

158Arts 1410-1413 CcQ.
159The distinction between cause and object was not made in some of the older cases, but the line of
authority appears to be consistent. See, eg, Thompson c Sénécal, (1894) 3 BR 455; La Compagnie
de Pulpe de Metabetchouan c Paquet, (1906) 29 CS 211; Québec (PG) c Brunet, [1994] RJQ 337
(CA).
1602005 QCCA 942.
161ibid at para 42.
162Art 1417 CcQ. The nullité relative of a contract arises when voiding the contract is necessary
for the protection of an individual interest, such as when a party’s consent is vitiated. Ibid, Art
1419.
163ibid, Art 1418.
164ibid, Art 1422.
165ibid, Art 1699. See, eg, Côté c Arsenault, 2008 QCCA 1815 at para 6 (“Cette restitution était
ici manifestement possible, la mesure de celle-ci relevant par ailleurs, selon l’article 1699 CcQ,
d’un certain pouvoir discrétionnaire du juge.”). This discretionary power was a new addition to
the 1994 version of the CcQ. Silent Signal Inc c Pervin, 1996 CanLII 5967 at para (QC CA).
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Quebec courts appear to act similarly to Canada’s common law courts, declining
to order restitution when necessary to prevent a party from profiting from its
wrongdoing.166 As under Canadian common law, if only one party is at fault, the
innocent party may sue to require disgorgement of any ill-gotten gains for breach of
fiduciary duty or unjust enrichment.

If the contract is legal under Quebec law but illegal under some foreign
law, Quebec courts have a greater bias in favour of enforcement than Canada’s
common law courts. Quebec courts first apply the governing law designated by the
contract.167 If that law invalidates the contract, the court will then apply the law of
the country most closely connected to the contract.168 The most closely connected
law is presumed to be that of either the residence or place of business of the party
effecting the characteristic performance of the contract.169 Accordingly, Quebec
courts will enforce a contract if it is valid under either the parties’ chosen law or
the law of the characteristic performer’s residence or place of business.

2.3.2.3 Agency Under the Common Law

This section will consider two separate issues: first, the effect of an agent’s actions
on the contract between the third party and the principal (“main contract”), and
then the effect of those actions on the contract between the agent and the principal
(“agency contract”).

Under Canadian common law, whether a principal-agent relationship exists is a
question of fact that must be proved by the party alleging an agency.170 There is little
Canadian case law specifically on the issue of agents who pay or receive bribes, so
Canadian common law courts are likely to apply general principles of agency. As
with the issue of contractual illegality, Canadian common law principles are broadly
similar to those set out in UNIDROIT Principles Art 2.2.5.

Agents may bind their principals only when they act within the scope of their
actual or apparent (also called ostensible) authority. Normally, agents have the
authority to act according to the usages and standard conduct of a particular trade or

Previously, courts had no choice but to order restitution of all performance once a contract was
held to be absolutely null.
166See, eg, Amusements St-Gervais inc c Legault & al, JE 2000-550 (CA); Québec (Sous-ministre
du Revenu) c D(B), 2002 CanLII 37029 (QC CA) at paras 32–37. The costs of restitution are
normally borne by the parties in proportion to the value of performance returned, but if one party
has acted in bad faith or the restitution is due to his fault, that party must pay the costs of restitution
for both parties. Art 1705 CcQ.
167ibid, Art 3111.
168ibid, Art 3112.
169ibid, Art 3113.
170See, eg, Weitzman v Hendin (1989), 61 DLR (4th) 525 (Ont CA); leave to appeal refused (1990),
105 NR 398 (SCC). The relationship cannot be ascertained solely from the use of the words like
“agency”, “agent”, or “commission”. See, eg, Hassard v Peace River Co-operative Seed Growers
Assn (1954), 2 DLR 50 (SCC).
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business, and to do whatever is incidental to such usages and conduct. However,
illegal or tortious acts are presumptively outside such ordinary conduct (that is,
presumptively outside the scope of the principal’s grant of authority), so payment or
receipt of a bribe or secret commission will be held to be outside an agent’s actual
authority absent proof that the principal was aware of the illegal act or ratified it
afterward.171

Apparent authority arises when the principal acts in such a way that a third party
reasonably believes the agent to have authority. The principal’s actions must have
been relied upon by the third party, so they must have been known to the third party
at the time of the transaction in question. Absent the principal’s active participation
in or ratification of an agent’s corrupt acts, it is highly unlikely that a court will find
that an agent was acting within his apparent authority in paying or receiving a bribe.

The fact that an agent was acting without authority in paying or receiving a
bribe insulates his principal from tortious or equitable liability to third parties,
including the other party to the main contract.172 However, the mere fact that an
agent exceeded his authority in the manner in which he concluded a contract does
not mean that concluding the contract was outside his authority. Indeed, an innocent
principal of an agent who accepts or pays a bribe will likely still be held to be
bound to the contract concluded by the agent so long as it was within the agent’s
authority to conclude the contract. For example, in Ruiter, the agent accepted a
secret commission but the court held that, since it was within the agent’s authority
to conclude the contract, the principal was still bound.173

If the agent acted without authority in concluding the contract, the agent is liable
to the third party to the extent that the principal would have been liable had the agent
acted within his authority. Note, however, that if the third party participated in the
corrupt scheme, it will be estopped from demanding performance of the contract
under a theory that no one should profit from his own wrongdoing. At minimum,
any damages that the principal owes to the third party from repudiating the main
contract will be set off against tort or equitable damages owed by the third party.174

Under an agency contract, an agent’s primary duty is to obey the instructions
of his principal (although he cannot be bound to obey an illegal instruction).175 An
agent must indemnify the principal for any losses resulting from the agent deliber-
ately exceeding his authority.176 Accordingly, if an agent exceeds his authority by

171See, eg, Sagaz (n 86), at para 58.
172The principal may be vicariously liable for the agent’s tortious or inequitable conduct. See
Sect. 2.3.1.3.
173Ruiter (n 77), at para 2. Similarly, in Enbridge (n 77) and Lavigne (n 100), the principals were
held bound to the contracts entered into by their corrupt agents.
174This occurred in Ruiter (n 77).
175Midland Doherty Ltd v Rohrer (1985), 20 DLR (4th) 188 (NS CA).
176Peterson v Dominion Tobacco Co (1922), 52 OLR 598 (Ont CA); aff’d [1923] AC 709 (PC).
For a more recent example, see Bodnar v Real Estate Council (British Columbia) (1994), 43 RPR
(2d) 113 (BC CA).
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paying or receiving a bribe, and the main contract is thereby rendered unenforceable,
the agent is liable to the principal for any lost profits under the main contract.
Alternatively, the principal may also elect to repudiate the agency contract and
recover any money paid to the agent.177 If the agent is also an employee, the
principal/employer may also repudiate the employment contract or claim damages
for its breach.

Principals who are the victims of faithless agents may also recover equitable
remedies. Agents are fiduciaries when they act on behalf of their principals, and
must therefore act for the principals’ sole benefit. Agents breach this duty when
they act in their own interest or for their own private profit, even if they do not
act illegally.178 As with other breaches of fiduciary duty, such profits are held in
constructive trust for the principal, who gains a proprietary interest in the profits.179

Agents who pay or accept secret commissions will therefore be held liable to
disgorge the value of the bribe or any private gains from their illegal actions,
regardless of whether the principal suffered a loss, unless the agency contract was
also illegal.180 If the buyer’s agent and the seller were both aware of the bribe, an
innocent buyer may recover the value of the bribe and the purchase price from the
two jointly and severally.181

2.3.2.4 Agency Under the Code Civil du Québec

The primary type of contract that governs principal-agent relationships in Quebec
law is the contract of mandate (mandat).182 The general provisions of the civil code
that deal with mandats apply; there are no provisions specific to circumstances
where an agent (mandataire) engages in illegal conduct, with or without the
knowledge of the principal (mandant). As above, the effects of agency principles
will be examined first with respect to the contract concluded between the agent and
the third party (“the main contract”) and then between the agent and the principal
(“the mandate”).

177See, eg, Nova Scotia (Attorney General) v Christian (1974), 49 DLR (3d) 742 (NS CA)
[Christian]; Mahesan v Malaysia Housing Society (1977), [1979] AC 374 (PC).
178Peso Silver Mines Ltd v Cropper (1966), [1966] SCR 673; Lavigne (n 100); GL Black Holdings
Ltd v Peddle (1998), 226 AR 302 (QB), aff’d (1999), 73 Alta LR (3d) 389 (CA).
179McLeod v Sweezey, [1944] SCR 111; Ruiter (n 77); Calbar Securities Ltd v Toole Peet Co
(1983), 29 Alta LR (2d) 236 (CA); additional reasons at (1984), 30 Alta LR (2d) 286 (CA).
180Laskin v Bache & Co (1971), 23 DLR (3d) 385 (Ont CA). If the agency contract were illegal,
the principal would lack clean hands and be barred from invoking equitable remedies. See, eg,
Vita Credit Union Ltd v Stotski (1980), [1981] ILR 1-1356 (Man QB); De Laval Separator Co v
Walworth (1908), 13 BCR 295 (BC CA); Holding v Wood (1932), [1932] 1 WWR 612 (Sask CA).
181See, eg, Christian (n 177).
182Art 2130 CcQ.
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When an agent acts within the limits of his mandate, he binds the principal.183

If the agent exceeds his powers, he is personally liable to a third party with whom
he contracts unless the principal ratifies the agent’s actions.184 The mandate may be
established by the express or implied agreement between the principal and agent,
or when the principal allows a third person to believe in good faith that the agent
speaks on behalf of the principal.185

As with Canadian common law, illegal actions by the agent are presumed to be
outside the scope of his mandate absent evidence of the principal’s knowledge or
ratification of the illegal conduct. Accordingly, unless the principal was aware of the
agent’s acceptance or payment of a bribe, the agent is personally liable in a suit by
the third party for breach of contract, tort, or unjust enrichment.

A third party who contracts with a corrupt agent will not normally be able to sue
the principal for breach of the main contract. This is not necessarily because the
main contract is null in itself (since it may have had neither an illegal cause nor an
illegal objet), but because a third party acting in good faith would not believe that
an agent acting illegally is acting within his mandate.186 A primary victim of the
corruption (typically, an agent’s principal who has suffered losses as a result of the
agent’s corrupt act) may therefore have the main contract declared null and seek
restitution of any performance it has rendered.187 In addition, the primary victim
may sue both the agent and the third party, who will be jointly and severally liable
in tort and unjust enrichment if they were enriched at the principal’s expense.188

As between the agent and the principal, agents are required to act “honestly and
faithfully in the best interests” of the principal and must avoid putting themselves
into conflicts of interest.189 Moreover, agents may not use for their own benefit any
information or property obtained in the course of carrying out the mandate, nor may
they become parties to acts they agree to perform on behalf of their principals.190

Agents must disgorge to their principals any profits they earn during the course of
the mandate or by using information or property gained during the mandate.191

The effects of these provisions are similar to those of Canadian common law.
Unless the principal is aware of a corrupt scheme, an agent offering or receiving
a secret payment would thereby breach the mandate contract. Even if the agent

183ibid, Art 2157.
184ibid, Art 2158.
185ibid, Art 2163.
186ibid.
187As noted above, restitution may be refused or modified if the third party is at fault.
188This is the combined effect of Arts 1526-1529 CcQ.
189Art 2138 CcQ.
190ibid, Arts 2146-47.
191Agents must return to the principals even things not owed to the principals, deducting only what
is owed to the agent by reason of the mandate. Ibid, Arts 2184-85. In the case of information, the
agent must disgorge any enrichment derived from use of the information. In the case of property,
the agent must pay an appropriate rent or interest on the sums used. Ibid, Art 2146.
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does not earn a personal profit on the secret payment, he would still violate the
requirement to act “honestly and faithfully” and to avoid conflicts of interest. The
principal could revoke the mandate and seek restitution of any gains realized by
the agent. If the agent is an employee, violation of the mandate would also be
grounds for termination of the employment contract.192 Finally, as discussed above,
the principal could sue the agent in tort, for breach of fiduciary duty, and for unjust
enrichment.

2.3.2.5 Common Law Breach of a Tendering Contract

Canadian common law employs an unusual set of doctrines relating to contracts
formed by tender. Traditionally, an invitation to tenders could not in itself lead to
the conclusion of a contract. Instead, the submission of a tender constitutes an offer,
and one of the offers is accepted by the party inviting tenders (the owner). In R v
Ron Engineering & Construction (Eastern) Ltd, the Supreme Court of Canada held
that an invitation to tenders is an offer for an initial contract (“Contract A”), which is
accepted by everyone who submits a tender.193 When a tender is selected, the owner
enters into the main contract with the chosen tenderer (“Contract B”).

The primary consequence of the Ron Engineering analysis is that the party
inviting tenders and the tenderers each owe each other contractual obligations
between the time that a tender is submitted (forming Contract A) and the time that a
tender is selected (forming Contract B). For example, if, in the invitation to tenders,
the owner states that the lowest bid that conforms to the specified requirements will
be selected, but the owner then concludes Contract B with a tenderer that did not
submit the lowest conforming bid, this would constitute a breach of Contract A.

Even if the invitation to tenders includes a clause giving the owner the freedom
to select any bid or no bid (a “privilege clause” or “discretion clause”), the owner
may nevertheless be liable for breach of Contract A. The Supreme Court of Canada
has held that in every tender situation, Contract A contains an implied term that
the owner will “be fair and consistent in the assessment of tender bids [and] treat
all bidders fairly and equally”.194 The scope of such a duty may be qualified by
language in the invitation to tenders, but the duty is not excluded simply because
the invitation contains a privilege clause.195 The Ron Engineering doctrine is a rare
instance of a common law court recognizing an implied contractual duty to act

192ibid, Art 2088.
193[1981] 1 SCR 11.
194Martel Building Ltd v Canada, [2000] 2 SCR 860 at para 88. The duty to treat tenderers “fairly
and equally” is specific to the tender context, but is comparable in its effects to the broad duty of
good faith that applies to all contracting parties in civil law jurisdictions.
195ibid at para 89.
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in good faith, although the court expressly declined to rule that a good faith duty
extends to contractual relations more broadly.196

The Contract A/B rubric provides an opportunity for a secondary victim of
corruption to recover damages. If the main contract is awarded to a tenderer based
on a bribe paid by the tenderer to the owner or its agent, this would clearly constitute
a breach of the owner’s implied obligation under Contract A to treat all tenderers
fairly and equally, and may also violate an express obligation to choose the lowest
conforming tender.197 If a tenderer can prove that it would have been awarded
Contract B but for corruption between the owner and the successful tenderer (usually
because it submitted the lowest conforming bid), it can recover expectation damages
equal to the profits the tenderer would have earned from Contract B had its tender
been accepted.198

2.4 Conclusion

The Canadian criminal law relating to corruption has recently experienced great
upheaval, as Canada has worked to bring its legislation up to international standards.
The private law, on the other hand, has been very stable. The only major changes in
the last several decades are Canadian courts’ adoption of the Reid doctrine, which
permitted victims of bribery to recover in excess of the amount of the bribe, and the
1994 amendments to the CcQ, which brought Quebec’s private law on corruption in
line with the rest of Canada.

That said, the Canadian private law on corrupt contracts has proven to be fairly
resilient and adequate to the task of modern, internationalized forms of corruption.
The common law tort and equitable remedies, and the corresponding provisions of
the CcQ, provide a range of means by which both primary and secondary victims of
corruption can recover compensatory damages. They also serve social objectives by
providing for disgorgement of corruptly-acquired gains in most cases. The contract
law rules relating to illegality and agency have evolved to become more flexible, so
as to permit courts to enforce or not enforce contracts or severable parts of contracts,
as justice dictates.

196See D Percy, ‘It’s My Privilege: Developments in The Law of Tenders with Particular Reference
to The Scope of Contract A, Bid Shopping and The Owner’s Discretion in The Award of Contracts’
(2004) 40 Construction Law Review 4.
197There appears to be no case directly on point, but this seems unarguable. Judgments in some
non-bribery cases have included statements in obiter to the effect that accepting a bribe would
violate the duty to treat tenderers fairly and equally. Irving Shipbuilding Inc v Canada (Attorney
General) 2009 FCA 116 at para 62; Powder Mountain Resorts Ltd v British Columbia, 2001 BCCA
619 at para 60.
198MJB Enterprises Ltd v Defence Construction (1951) Ltd, [1999] 1 SCR 619; Calgary (City) v
Northern Construction Co (1986), 42 Alta LR (2d) 1 (CA).
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However, the Canadian private law relating to corrupt foreign contracts does not
operate in a vacuum. Most civil suits relating to corrupt conduct have followed
criminal prosecutions, and have depended on the factual record built by prosecutors.
Although the Canadian criminal law on foreign corruption, in particular the CFPOA,
now corresponds to modern international standards, and although prosecutions have
ramped up in recent years, it is too soon to tell whether the Canadian government
is sufficiently committed to investigating and prosecuting foreign corruption by
Canadians. Ultimately, the effectiveness of Canadian private law to compensate
victims and hold corrupt individuals to account will be tied to these public
initiatives.



Chapter 3
Balancing Public Interest with Transactional
Security: The Validity of Contracts Tainted
with Corruption Under Chinese Law

Qiao Liu and Xiang Ren

Abstract One of the civil law consequences of corruption currently prescribed
under Chinese law is that a contract may be rendered void by virtue of its connection
with corruption. By providing for five such circumstances, art 52 of China’s
Contract Law reflects an absolutist approach that nullifies any contract that comes
into contact with illegal conduct such as bribery. Unfortunately, invalidating a
contract in most of those circumstances carries the cost of potentially harming a
bona fide third party. On closer scrutiny, it may even do a disservice to the very
purpose it is supposed to serve, such as the protection of state assets. It is thus
submitted that, except where the contract itself is used as a vehicle to carry out the
bribery, the contract is not void by reason of its connection with the bribery, at least
where the parties have reached a genuine agreement.

Where a contract is in some way connected with the perpetration of corruption
(such as the giving and taking of bribes), how should the law prescribe its validity
in order to achieve a proper balance between the relevant competing ideologies,
values and policies? As a point of legal principles, the answer must depend first
on what the relevant ideologies, values and policies are and how they are being
weighed relatively in a given jurisdiction. The answer may also vary according to
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factual considerations such as whether, and if so to what extent, one or both parties
are involved in the corruption as well as the nature and strength of the connection
between the corruption and the contract in question. For China, the law on this
particular point is characterized by a constant tension between peremptory rigidity
and unrefined opaqueness. In this socialist land, any illegality, or contravention with
statutes, is taken extremely seriously. Yet, as an authoritarian state, China is riddled
with corruption1 and this has unfortunately been tacitly accepted by many as part
of mode de vie. Traditionally, a “private” contract, one that is made by different
parties on an equal footing, is susceptible to a declaration that it is void, for any
contradiction with an interest, policy or provision of a public character. However,
the ruling class has come to realize that the protection or even encouragement of
contract performance is vital to the success of a market economy. But the softening
of the traditional stance has thus far been achieved by fairly blunt weapons. The
characteristics of such an approach must be propounded and its weakness be
exposed. To answer the above-posed question in a satisfactory way involves an
evaluation of how far the competing ideologies, values and policies are implemented
in practice during the current stage of China’s development in the history.

This article is concerned with legal rules providing for the civil law consequences
of corruption, particularly the giving and taking of bribes. Corruption may have
implications for different areas of private law. For example, a business who gives
a bribe in order to obtain a favorable market status (such as an exclusive right to
contract with a major supplier) may arguably have committed a tort infringing a
competitor’s right to fair competition, thus giving rise to a liability in damages
under arts 8(1) and 20 of the Law Against Unfair Competition.2 This article will
not, however, deal with this or other similarly interesting matters about the civil
law consequences of corruption. Rather, it is devoted to the issue concerning
the validity or enforceability of a contract tainted, in one way or another, with
corruption. Section 3.1 starts with a general discussion of the notion of “corruption”
and its relevance in differing Chinese legal contexts. Section 3.2 then explores in
some detail the effect of an act of corruption on contracts in light of the illegality
brought about by it. Section 3.3 considers the application of the doctrine of apparent
agency in this regard, particularly, the Chinese solution to contracts made with an

1Mr Zhenchuan Wang, the former Deputy Chief Procurator of the Supreme People’s Procuratorate,
thus stated in a 2006 law review article that commercial bribery had become “widespread, very
serious and highly covert” in China: Z Wang, ‘Problems About Eliminating Commercial Bribery’
(2006) 4 China Legal Science 102, 103.
2See, Lu Lan Sha v Tsingtao Beer, the Intermediate People’s Court of Zibo City, Shandong
Province, (2007) Zi Min San Chu Zi No 66 (on appeal the parties accepted mediation and
compromised: High People’s Court of Shandong Province, Civil Mediation Agreement, (2009) Lu
Min San Zhong Zi No 12). The Law Against Unfair Competition of the People’s Republic of China
was adopted by the Third Session of the Standing Committee of the 8th National People’s Congress
on 2 September 1993, promulgated and effective as of 1 December 1993. See also, the Tort Liability
Law of the People’s Republic of China (adopted at the 12th Session of the Standing Committee
of the 11th National People’s Congress on December 26, 2009, promulgated and effective as of 1
July 2010) arts 6, 20.
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unauthorized use of company seals and/or other certifying instruments. At the end of
the article a conclusion draws the strings together by proposing an understanding of
this area of Chinese contract law as a balancing exercise between, primarily, public
interest and transactional security.

3.1 Defining Corruption in the Context of Chinese Law

In China, the word “corruption” is often used as a generic term denoting unscrupu-
lous and politically negative conduct rather than a substantive concept in law.
Usually, corruption arises from governmental officials’ rent-seeking activities, made
possible by their protected status and unchecked powers. That this is the case is
made plain by a series of recent incidents where serious allegations of bribe-giving
were made against the Chinese branch of major multi-national companies (such as
Wal-Mart, Siemens, IBM) according to Chinese law. In view of the damaging effect
of corruption in the government, President Xi has made the strike on such corruption
his primary agenda. However, corruption may take various forms and permeate a
wide range of walks of life. It is not public power or privilege alone that is prone
to abuse. A stronger market position of a company, for example, may be abused by
one of its executives for his personal ends rather than to serve the interests of the
company. It is, therefore, incorrect to view “corruption” as exclusively a public law
phenomenon requiring one of the parties to hold a position in a public institution.
This is duly reflected in the recognition of both corruption involving one or more
governmental officials and corruption occurring between private parties as capable
of constituting crimes under China’s Criminal Law.

Corruption amounting to crimes lies at the core of a loose notion of “corruption”.
It is therefore necessary to understand such criminal corruption in the first place.
Under China’s Criminal Law there are specific crimes including those of “embez-
zlement” and “bribery” which can be seen as typical legal forms of corruption.
Chapter VIII of the Law is entitled “Crimes of Embezzlement and Bribery” and
it contains arts 382 to 396. According to these articles, any state functionary, or any
person authorized by state organs, state-owned companies, enterprises, institutions
or people’s organizations to administer and manage state-owned property shall be
guilty of embezzlement if he, by taking advantage of his office, appropriates, steals,
swindles public money or property or by other means illegally takes it into his
own possession3; any state functionary shall be guilty of bribe-taking if he, by
taking advantage of his position, extorts money or property from another person,
or illegally accepts another person’s money or property in return for providing

3The Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China (revised at the 5th Session of the 8th National
People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China on 14 March 1997, promulgated and effective
as of 1 October 1997) art 382.
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benefits for that person4; any person who, for the purpose of obtaining improper
benefits, offers or gives money or property to a state functionary shall be guilty of
bribe-giving.5 Aside from the obvious case of public servants, a “state functionary”
also comprises people sent by state institutions to non-state institutions to engage in
“public business” (art 93).

China’s Criminal Law extends some of the above provisions on corruption
(particularly those regarding bribery) to the private sector. In chapter III of the
Criminal Law “an employee of a company, an enterprise or other unit may be
subject to a sentence of fixed-term imprisonment if he, by taking advantage of
his position, demands money or property from another person, or illegally accepts
another person’s money or property in return for benefits sought for that person”.6

The person who offers or gives money or property to the employee for the
purpose of “obtaining improper benefits” is guilty of a crime of bribe-giving.7

Such an employee may not have any managerial role in the private company or
enterprise but to be convicted under that provision he must have demanded or
accepted a “relatively large” sum, viz above 5000 RMBs.8 It should be noted that
a “commercial bribe” is expressly stated to comprise not only cash and tangible
property, but also other benefits measurable in monetary terms, such as house
renovation, gift cards etc.9 One of the most famous cases for bribe-taking by a non-
state functionary is State v Hu Shitai (Stern Hu)10 in which Mr Hu, head of the
Singaporean mining company Rio Tinto’s Shanghai office, and his three Chinese
colleagues were sentenced to jail terms of from 7 to 14 years for accepting bribes
as a non-state functionary (in conjunction with committing the crime of interfering
with business secrets).

As long as a state functionary, or a person authorized by State organs or State-
owned companies, or an employee of a private company, taking advantage of his
position, demands money or property from another person, or illegally accepts
another person’s money or property in return for benefits sought for that person,
he shall be guilty of bribe-taking under China’s Criminal Law, no matter whether
the crime was committed or the consequences of the crime occurred inside or
outside China (so is the case with the crime of embezzlement). Therefore, a cross-

4The Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China, art 385.
5The Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China, art 389.
6The Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China, art 163.
7The Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China, art 164.
8Provisions (II) of the Supreme People’s Procuratorate and the Ministry of Public Security on
the Standards for Filing Criminal Cases under the Jurisdiction of the Public Security Organs for
Investigation and Prosecution (issued and effective as of 7 May 2010 by Gong Tong Zi [2010] No
23) art 10.
9SPC and SPP Opinion on Certain Issues regarding the Application of Law in Handling
Commercial Bribery Cases (Fa Fa [2008] No 33, issued on 20 November 2008) art 7.
10State v Hu Shitai, the No 1 Intermediate People’s Court of Shanghai City, (2010) Hu Yi Zhong
Xing Chu Zi No 34.
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border embezzlement or bribery will constitute a crime under China’s Criminal
Law. A crime is a cross-border crime if it is not committed wholly within the
jurisdiction in which a charge is brought for it. Accordingly, an embezzlement or
bribery committed in Hong Kong, Macao or Taiwan is a cross-border crime. An
embezzlement or bribery committed by a Chinese national in a foreign country is
convictable under art 7 of the Criminal law as it is either committed by a state
functionary or serviceman or, when committed by a citizen, with a maximum
punishment more severe than a fixed-term imprisonment of 3 years. Since 1980s,
people’s courts in mainland China have decided cases involving an embezzlement
or bribery committed in Hong Kong.11 In practice, a person of a foreign nationality
may also be convicted for an embezzlement or bribery committed in China. In the
above Rio Tinto case,12 Stern Hu is an Australian citizen.

However, it should not be thought that the notion of “corruption” is confined
to criminal law. Commercial bribery comprises all kinds of bribery existing in
commercial practices, including, for example, kickbacks or rebates given contrary
to state policy.13 It follows that an act of bribery falling short of a crime may none
the less give rise to liabilities under civil law (such as damages) or administrative
law (usually in the form of fines). The Law Against Unfair Competition, and a
departmental regulation issued in accordance with it,14 makes detailed provisions
for various forms of commercial bribery that may arise in practice. Art 8 of
the Law Against Unfair Competition contains a general prohibition against a
“business operator” (viz, a person, legal or natural, or an economic entity who
engages in profit-making transactions on goods or services) perpetrating bribery,
“by offering money or goods or by any other means”, to accomplish a sale or
purchase of commodities (including both goods and services, art 2). The “bribe”
under art 8 is further stipulated to consist of cash or tangible property, including
gifts except “small advertising gifts” (Interim Provisions, art 8), no matter in
what name it is offered or received; and “other means” refer to offering benefits
other than cash or tangible property, such as opportunities to go on a domestic
or international trip (Interim Provisions art 2). Art 8 draws a distinction between
“kickback” (huikou) on the one hand, and “discount” (zhekou) or “commission”
(yongjin) on the other. Offering or accepting a kickback is treated as bribe-giving or
bribe-taking if done “off-the-book” and “in secrecy”, whilst offering or accepting
a discount or commission is openly legitimatized if done “in an explicit way”
and “truthfully recorded in accounting books”. Both a kickback and a discount

11See references in N Chen and D Chen, ‘Trends in and Strategies for Tackling Embezzlement and
Bribery in Special Economic Zones’ (1990) 6 Xin Dai Fa Xue (Modern Law Science) 68–72.
12See above n 10.
13M Zhang, ‘The Legal Nature of Commercial Bribes, Kickbacks and Relevant Terms’ (2006) 9
Fa Lv Shi Yong (Journal of Law Application) 5. See also, Interim Provisions on the Prohibition
of Commercial Bribery (promulgated by Order No 60 of the State Administration for Industry and
Commerce on 15 November 1996) art 2.
14Interim Provisions, ibid.
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involve a refund or deduction of a proportion of the price of the commodity
sold (arts 5 and 6). A commission is remuneration for the service provided by a
qualified middleman in market transactions (art 7). The critical distinction between
a kickback and a discount or commission lies in whether the payment or transfer
is clearly and accurately recorded in financial books in accordance with the general
accounting rules.

In the event of a contravention, the Law Against Unfair Competition makes
the guilty business operator liable to compensate for the damage caused to an
injured business operator, including any reasonable expense incurred by the latter
to investigate the contravention, or to disgorge profits made out of the contravention
during the period of its subsistence where such damage is unquantifiable (art 20).
This provision appears to enunciate or at least evidence a general principle that
allows damages to be recovered for a contravention of any provision of the Law,
including the prohibition against corruption under art 8. However, it must be borne
in mind that art 8 is not a prohibition against corruption per se. Rather, it targets
solely corruption that results in unfair competition, namely, acts that not only
“infringe upon the lawful rights and interests of another business operator” but also
“disturb the socio-economic order” (art 2). This excludes some acts of corruption
which do not fall within the scope of the Law. In addition, a business operator who
contravenes art 8 is subject to a fine of from 10,000 to 200,000 RMBs, depending
on the circumstances of the case, and may face a confiscation of all illegal gains
obtained, where the contravention does not constitute a crime (art 22).

Bribery is defined strikingly similarly under both of the above two laws. It
involves an abuse of one’s special position or influence in exchange of money,
property or other personal benefits. It is a representative form of “corruption” which
gives specific meaning to that notion. The Criminal Law and the Law Against
Unfair Competition are, of course, two most important pieces of legislation in the
regulation of bribery. But the illegality of bribery and the State’s disapproving
attitude towards it are also attested by hundreds of anti-corruption laws and
regulations enacted in China since the commencement of reform and the opening
of door to the world in late 1970s. This arena of domestic law deals not only
with bribery meeting the thresholds of crimes or unfair competition conduct, but
also other less severe bribe-giving and bribe-taking acts. China has also ratified
the United Nations Convention Against Corruption.15 However, it was declared
that China would not be bound by Paragraph 2 of art 66 (submission of dispute
to arbitration and then to the International Court of Justice) of the Convention.16

15Adopted at the 58th General Assembly of the United Nations on 31 October 2003, ratified in the
18th Session of the Standing Committee of the 10th National People’s Congress of the People’s
Republic of China in 27 October 2005.
16See, the Decision of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress on Ratifying the
United Nations Convention against Corruption (issued and effective as of October 27, 2005).
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Besides, China has participated in a series of APEC Anti-Corruption Conferences,17

signed treaties on extradition with more than 30 countries,18 and signed almost
100 agreements relating to judicial assistance. China is also a member of the
International Criminal Police Organization. All these domestic law-making and
international engagements reflect a state policy that any form of bribery is illegal
and should be discouraged as far as possible. It is against this background that
the Chinese legal rules prescribing the illegality and invalidity of contracts is to
be understood and assessed.

3.2 Contracts Tainted with Corruption and Illegality

As shown in the last section, none of the existing statutory provisions specifically
devoted to or explicitly embracing corruption addresses, in generic terms, the civil
law consequences of corruption. There is certainly no provision for the effect of
corruption on the validity or enforceability of a contract connected with it. The
more helpful guide is to be found in some general provisions of the 1999 Contract
Law. The key provisions in this regard are those concerning void contracts. These
provisions resemble the equivalent provisions under the 1986 General Principles of
Civil Law (“GPCL”) which deal with legal acts generally instead of contracts. The
central provision is contained in art 52 of the Contract Law:

Art 52 A contract is void under any of the following circumstances:

1. either party enters into the contract by means of fraud or coercion, thereby
impairing the interests of the State;

2. the parties collude maliciously, thereby causing damage to the interests of the
State, of the collective or of a third party;

3. the parties attempt to conceal illegal goals under the disguise of legitimate forms;
4. the parties cause harm to the public interests of the society; or
5. the parties contravene mandatory provisions of laws or administrative regula-

tions.

Although each of the five sections of art 52 may potentially be invoked in
a corruption case, none of them is necessarily predicated on the presence of
corruption. Of the five circumstances that render a contract void, only three, that

17See, the webpage of Anti-Corruption and Transparency Working Group, APEC, available
at http://www.apec.org/Groups/SOM-Steering-Committee-on-Economic-and-Technical-
Cooperation/Working-Groups/Anti-Corruption-and-Transparency.aspx
18China has signed treaties on extradition with 36 countries, see ‘New Developments in China’s
International Participation on Anti-Corruption’, ChinaNews, available at www.chinanews.com/gn/
2014/09-28/6636863.shtml

http://www.apec.org/Groups/SOM-Steering-Committee-on-Economic-and-Technical-Cooperation/Working-Groups/Anti-Corruption-and-Transparency.aspx
http://www.apec.org/Groups/SOM-Steering-Committee-on-Economic-and-Technical-Cooperation/Working-Groups/Anti-Corruption-and-Transparency.aspx
www.chinanews.com/gn/2014/09-28/6636863.shtml
www.chinanews.com/gn/2014/09-28/6636863.shtml
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is, sections (3)–(5), may be established by showing an act of corruption per se.
However, the other two circumstances (sections (1) and (2)), which hinge on proof
of, respectively, fraud or coercion and malicious collusion, are no less important as
these two kinds of misconduct are often entangled with corruption. It is proper to
analyze each section as a separate rule and to consider how they might be applied to
resolve a dispute involving a contract connected with some form of corruption.

Like many other provisions, art 52 was drafted in rather broad terms. In analyzing
the application of the rules contained therein, it thus becomes particularly important
to resort to court decisions and arbitral awards in China to ascertain the status of
the law. This exercise is currently plagued with difficulties. Although there are a
number of court decisions or arbitral awards sanctioning civil law relief for various
acts of corruption, they do not constitute a formal legal source in China. Such
decisions and awards are mostly concerned with penalties, confiscation, restitution
of misappropriated properties and damages, and only a handful of them touch upon
the issue as to the validity of contracts as a consequence of corruption. Courts
and tribunals in China are not accustomed to discussing or laying down general
principles of law, with the consequence that their position on many points of law is
not made clear and legal reasoning in such decisions or awards is usually inadequate.
Worse still, owing to the absence of a unified system of precedents, it is impossible
to tell whether, and if so how far, a given decision, even of the Supreme People’s
Court (“SPC”), will be adhered to by other courts in future like cases. Nevertheless,
the SPC has been working towards building a body of precedent-like cases expected
to be an instructive source for courts of all levels, through the publication of the
Gazette of the Supreme People’s Court (“GSPC”) and the implementation of a
Guiding Case system. It remains that much gap is left in even those cases for the
inventive mind of a commentator. Below a number of representative cases selected
by reference to their analytical or expository value will be used to illuminate the
pertaining principles of Chinese law.

Following the analysis of the five sections of art 52, there will be further
discussion of the legal consequences of declaring a contract void and the proper
role this might be playing to curtail corruption. Under the standard model, there are
two contracts up for analysis: a bribery contract by which a bribe is given and a main
contract procured by the bribe. As will be seen, they are, and ought to be, treated
rather differently under the provisions of art 52.

3.2.1 Art 52(1): The Interest of the State

This section applies to the main contract only. Corruption may accompany or be a
cause of fraud or coercion. Where fraud or coercion is shown to have been used as
a means to attain the conclusion of a contract, it is in principle odd to say that this
will lead to the contract being void. If the law is minded to protect the defrauded
or coerced party, who presumably does not consent voluntarily to the terms of the
contract, then the better option appears to be to render the contract voidable by that
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party. Adopting this option avoids inflexible injustice to the innocent contracting
party and any third party who deals with it in reliance on the validity of the contract,
hence promoting the security or certainty of transactions on the market. The key
to understanding art 52(1) is its additional requirement that the conclusion of the
contract by means of fraud or coercion must impair “the interests of the State”.
How should this phrase be interpreted? Will the fact that the State has a general
interest in preventing corruption suffice to satisfy the criterion under that section?
Or does it require the defrauded or coerced party to be a state-owned company or
in possession of state assets? It appears that “the interests of the State” have been
restrictively interpreted by the courts, referring only to such particular interests as
the State might have in the performance of the contract in question. The section
does not extend beyond the interests of the State, as a party to the contract, in its
performance. Accordingly, such interests of the State are not impaired under section
(1) simply because the conclusion of the contract involves bribery which endangers
the integrity of the government, thus weakening the authority of the State, or defies a
clean market morality, thus disrupting a good market order. The relevant test comes
down to an evaluation of the substantive terms of the contract to see if they are
sufficiently disadvantageous to the party who represents the interests of the State.

The application of this test is illustrated by two cases. The first case concerns
one particular dispute in the high-profile legal battle between Guangzhou Pharma-
ceutical Holdings Ltd (GPH), the legal owner of a famous soft drink brand “Wong
Lo Kat/Wanglaoji”, and Jiaduobao (JDB) Beverage Co Ltd, a licensee contracted
to develop a market for the brand. The parties executed an extension of the license
but GPH alleged that the new contract was void as JDB procured the extension by
bribing an executive of GPH.19 The dispute was referred to arbitration and the China
International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (“CIETAC”) held that
the contract was void under art 52(1) of the Contract Law. Subsequently, the Beijing
First Intermediate Court rejected JDB’s application to set the award aside. In this
case GPH was a state-owned company and the extension of the license was clearly
disadvantageous to GPH in view of the fact that the two companies were battling
over the right to use the brand. Therefore the decision conformed to the legislative
purpose of art 52(1), namely, to safeguard state assets and to prevent their loss,
and applied that section appositely to the facts of the case. However, this special
protection may contradict the fundamental logic of market economy since, once it
enters the market, the State should compete with other parties on a level field. In
addition, it must not be assumed that, where the contract is disadvantageous to the
party representing the interests of the State, the best way to protect such interests
is necessarily to declare the contract void. To declare a contract void is a drastic
measure which does not differentiate between the parties. It may be inappropriate
in cases where, for example, the party representing the interests of the State has

19Guangzhou Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v Jiaduobao Beverage Co Ltd, China International
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission, (2012) CIETAC Jing Cai Zi No 0240 Arbitral
Award.
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rendered all or part of its performance under the contract whereas the other party’s
performance is still outstanding. The second case is an unreported case where a
tenderer for the lease of an office tower bribed some officers of the owner/lessor
(a government agency) and subsequently won the bid. The conclusion of the lease
contract would not harm the interests of the State since the contract price was not
lower than the fair market rate and the winning bid was, viewed objectively, the most
suitable bid. In the case, the lessee has invested substantially in the renovation of the
offices in reliance on the contract, therefore to declare the contract void would injure
innocent shareholders of the lessee company and lead to a waste of social resources.
Therefore, this is a case where the value of contractual certainty, and the interests of
those who have in good faith relied upon the contract, should be prioritized over the
interests of the State. For the latter to trump the former, there must be particularly
strong facts necessitating the protection of state assets, something not present in the
second case but perhaps discernible in the first.

3.2.2 Art 52(2): Malicious Collusion

This section applies to both the main contract and the bribery contract. It is not
uncommon that a bribe-giver and a bribe-taker collude with each other to maximise
their personal gains at the expense of the State or a third party (the reference to
“collective” in the section is now largely obsolete). They may fall prey to section
(2) of art 52. The wording of the section should be narrowed down to “the parties
collude maliciously to conclude a contract, : : : ”. Rendering the contract void would
be a hardly justifiable legal response if, after the conclusion of the contract, the
parties collude maliciously to perform it in a certain way. The section does not seem
to distinguish between the interests of the State and those of a third party. Therefore,
in some cases the competition for a prioritized protection may be between the
interests of a third party who has relied upon the contract and the interests of another
third party who is or is likely to be injured by the performance of the contract. Where
the section involves a choice as to which of these two third parties is to be protected
in preference to the other, it may be difficult to see why the contract should be
declared void. It seems generally sufficient to make the contract enforceable only to
the extent that the loss sustained or likely to be sustained by the second mentioned
third party is made good.

As the law currently stands, however, much depends on how easy it is for the
court to find “malicious collusion”. In Chen and Pi v Chongqing Bibo Real Estate
Development Ltd,20 the property of a partnership was transferred by a partner to
the defendant company, which was under his actual control and management, at an
unreasonably low price without notifying the other two partners (Chen and Pi). The
SPC held that the defendant company maliciously colluded with the partner who

20(2010) 10 GSPC 31, SPC, (2009) Min Shen Zi No 1760.
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controlled it and rejected the company’s request to have the decision set aside. The
court stated that the legal test to be applied in determining “malicious collusion”
was to examine whether both parties to the contract had “subjective malice” when
making the contract (namely, whether they knew or should have known that the
contract would harm the State or a third party) but this had to be decided in light of
the particular circumstances surrounding the conclusion of the contract, the agreed
terms of the contract and the actual performance rendered by the parties. It may seem
a daunting task for a party to show the other party’s “subjective malice”. However,
the court is prepared to infer the reasonable. The SPC concluded that the facts of
the case supported the presence of “malicious collusion” as a result of applying an
objective test. The decision was not based on any evidence relating to the subjective
status of the defendant, but on objective facts showing the abnormality of the transfer
agreement reached between the defendant company and the partner who controlled
it. Although this decision can hardly be faulted, the objective test applied by the
SPC may be dangerous in that it potentially allows a contract to be rendered void
without clear proof of “subjective malice” on the part of both contracting parties.
It is suggested that to keep section (2) under control strong hard evidence should
be required of “subjective malice” and should not be substituted with inferences
drawn from objective circumstances. Such a requirement ensures that the parties do
not genuinely intend to enter into the contract and hence there is in fact no contract
notwithstanding the deceptive appearance of one.

3.2.3 Art 52(3): Illegal Goal

This section is most pertinent to a bribery contract. In practice, it is rare that a
contract would provide expressly for a bribe. In many cases the contract will take
the form of a contract for the provision of consultancy service, with the bribe
forming part of the agreed consultancy fees. Art 52(3) envisages a situation where
the contract is used as a sham to conceal the real illegal dealing. In the present
context, the bribery contract is dressed up as a bilateral contract to conceal the fact
that there is in effect a unilateral conferral of benefits amounting to a bribe. The
operation of the section may be gleaned from a case involving the more common
scenario of fraud. In Three-Nine Enterprise Group v Harbin Lida Trading Co Ltd,21

the former general manager of Lida company deceived a number of companies
into contracting by fraudulently stating that he had a Russian supply of urea. He
had never had any urea to supply and from the outset his only intention was to
swindle any advance payment made under the supply contracts. To assist with
this scheme, an employee of the Longbin Alcohol Factory (which was later taken
over by Three-Nine Enterprise Group) forged a mortgage contract using, without
authority, the Factory’s official seals, whereby the Factory’s assets were used to

21SPC, (1999) Jing Zhong Zi No 260.
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secure Lida’s obligation to supply urea. The SPC reversed the decision of the
Shandong High Court and held that both the supply contract involved in the case
and the mortgage contract were void given that the two fraudsters were convicted
of the crime of fraud. Judge Ruibo Xu, one of the three panel members in the
case, explained extra-judicially that both contracts were void in their own rights
under art 52(3). According to Judge Xu, while the courts were often overanxious
to declare a contract void wherever it was found to be connected with a crime, in
the present case the contract was evidently used as a means to perpetrate fraud and
was rightfully declared void.22 This reasoning is applicable by analogy to a bribery
contract. There is a contrary argument that the contract should be voidable even
procured by a criminal act of fraud, because this would afford better protection for
the defrauded.23 However, once it is understood that the contract is created for the
very purpose of facilitating the committal of a crime or the attainment of an illegal
goal, it becomes clear that no court should enforce such a contract, even against the
criminal or the party seeking the illegal goal.24

3.2.4 Art 52(5): Strict-Sense Illegality

If it is correct to assert that the role of art 52 section (4) is supplementary to that
of section (5), then it is logical to discuss the latter section ahead of the former.
Section (5) centers on illegality in its strictest sense and is probably the most
significant provision which governs not only a bribery contract but also a main
contract procured by a bribe. The illegality prescribed under the section resides in a
contravention by both parties of a “mandatory provision” of “laws or administrative
regulations”. As further clarified in a Judicial Interpretation issued by the SPC
and a number of cases, “laws or administrative regulations” refer respectively to
“laws adopted by the National People’s Congress or its Standing Committee”
and “administrative regulations adopted by the State Council”. Consequently, a
contract cannot be declared void by a court in accordance with departmental or local
regulations or administrative rules.25 For example, the Interim Provisions on the
Prohibition of Commercial Bribery, which was issued by the State Administration
for Industry and Commerce, is a departmental regulation incapable of being

22R Xu, ‘Judicial Strategies for Civil and Commercial Disputes Interlacing with Crimes (Part II)’,
available at http://lawinnovation.com/html/zgfx50rlt/6664433805014.shtml
23F He, Basic Thinking in the Adjudication of Cases Interlacing Criminal and Civil Issues (Beijing,
China Legal Publishing House, 2007) 223–226.
24This rule appears to be well established at common law. See, for example, Holdcroft v Market
Garden Produce Pty Ltd [2000] QCA 396, [2001] 2 Qd R 381.
25Interpretations I of the Supreme People’s Court on Certain Issues Concerning the Application
of the Contract Law of the People’s Republic of China (I), Fa Shi [1999] No 19 (adopted at the
1090th Meeting of the Adjudicative Committee of the Supreme People’s Court on 1 December
1999 and effective as of 29 December 1999) art 4.

http://lawinnovation.com/html/zgfx50rlt/6664433805014.shtml
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accepted as a ground for rendering a contract void.26 The same can be said of State
Council statutes not classified as an administrative regulation.27

In addition, the provisions contravened within “laws or administrative regula-
tions” must be “mandatory provisions”. Such provisions are confined to “validity
mandatory provisions” and do not comprise “regulatory mandatory provisions”.28

According to some judges of the SPC, “validity mandatory provisions” are provi-
sions which the parties cannot contract out of and which dictate that any contra-
vening act be devoid of legal effect, whereas “regulatory mandatory provisions”
are provisions created only for administrative, disciplinary or managerial purposes.
In determining into which category a statutory provision falls, the courts are
required to consider “comprehensively” the purpose of the statute, the conflicting
interests, the security of transaction and what is prohibited by the statute and so
on.29 Accordingly, the SPC judges suggest that a validity mandatory provision be
identified by applying a two-way test: on the one hand, a mandatory provision is
a validity mandatory provision if invalidity is expressly prescribed in the provision
as the legal consequence of a contravention, or, lacking such an express indication,
if keeping the contract valid after a contravention will harm the interests of the
State or the public interests of the society; on the other hand, if the purpose of
the provision is either to meet the needs of administration or regulation or to
restrict a party’s capability to engage in certain conduct, then it is a “regulatory
mandatory provision”.30 A good example of a “regulatory mandatory provision”
is art 53 of the Public Servant Law,31 which prohibits any business activity of

26Shanghai Huanyu Advertising Co Ltd et al. v Shanghai Shangshi Zongyi Advertising Co Ltd
et al., the People’s Court of Jing’an District, Shanghai City, (2004) Jing Min Er (Shang) Chu
Zi No 190. See also, contravention of tendering procedural rules under Rules on the Assignment
of State-owned Land Use Right by Bidding, Auction and Quotation (Provisional) and Rules on
the Assignment of State-owned Land Use Right by Agreement (Provisional) (promulgated by the
Ministry of Land and Resources of the People’s Republic of China on May 31, 2006, and effective
as of 1 August 2006 by Guo Tu Zi Fa [2006] No 114) in Land and Resources Bureau of Laoshan
v Nantai Properties Co, (2007) 3 GSPC 27, SPC, (2004) Min Yi Zhong Zi No 106.
27Laoshan v Nantai (n 26).
28Interpretations II of the Supreme People’s Court on Certain Issues Concerning the Application
of the Contract Law of the People’s Republic of China, Fa Shi [2009] No 5 (adopted at the 1462nd
Meeting of the Adjudicative Committee of the Supreme People’s Court on 9 February 2009) art
14. Compare, Guiding Opinions on the Adjudication of Cases Involving Civil and Commercial
Contract Disputes under Current Situation, Fa Fa [2009] No 40 (promulgated by SPC and effective
as of 7 July 2009) art 15: where the contravened provision is a regulatory mandatory provision (of
a law or administrative regulation), people’s courts shall determine its legal force according to the
particular circumstances of the case.
29SPC Guiding Opinions, ibid, art 16. Cf UNIDROIT Principles, art 3.3.1(3).
30D Shen and X Xi (both judges of SPC), Understanding and Applying SPC’s Contract Law
Interpretation II (Beijing, People’s Court Press, 2009) at 112.
31The Law of the People’s Republic of China on Public Servants (adopted at the 15th Meeting of
the Standing Committee of the 10th National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China
on 27 April 2005, promulgated and effective as of 1 January 2006).
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public servants such as the making of a contract for profits. Such a prohibition
does not of itself, and in this case it does not, render the contract void. Similarly, a
mandatory provision about the qualification of one or both parties to gain “market
access” will be generally treated regulatory only.32 Will art 8 of the Law Against
Unfair Competition be considered a “validity mandatory provision”? In one view
it is merely a regulatory mandatory provision, which aims to “regulate and punish
a contravening act” and does not “deny its effect in civil and commercial law”.33

In another view a contravention of art 8 constitutes unfair competition conduct
which not only “harms the interests of the other party and competitors”, but also
“disturbs the social economic order”, hence invalidating a contract procured by the
bribe.34 The clash between these two different views brings about a further issue
as to whether art 8 prohibits (hence potentially invalidates) the act of bribery or the
contract for the sale of commodities whose making is facilitated by the bribe. Art 8
is literally directed at the act of bribery (and the bribery contract) itself, not the main
contract made with its aid. Thus what ought to be invalidated is the bribery contract,
resulting in the bribe-taker being unjustly enriched (see below). Therefore, the first
view, expressed by the Zhuzhou Intermediate Court, seems to be preferable to the
second view held by the Chongqing First Intermediate Court.

The issue can be more generally stated and be disentangled from the distinction
between a “validity mandatory provision” and a “regulatory mandatory provision”.
In the case cited above, the Zhuzhou Intermediate People opined that the main
contract (for the sale of monitoring equipments), as opposed to the bribery contract,
did not involve a contravention of either the Criminal Law or the Law Against Unfair
Competition.35 This illuminates the point that art 52(5) of the Contract Law governs
a contravention of the specified provisions by the performance of a contract not
merely by its conclusion.36 This interpretation of art 52(5) is justified by the fact
that the relevant statutory provision very rarely prohibits the making of a “normal”
contract such as the main contract in a bribery case.37 In Land and Resources Bureau
of Laoshan v Nantai Properties Corp,38 Yu, then head of the defendant Bureau,
asked the plaintiff company to pay for his car (valued at RMB 330,000) after a
contract had been concluded for the transfer of a land-use right to the plaintiff.

32SPC Guiding Opinions (n 286) art 16. See also, Hainan Kang Li Yuan Medical Co Ltd v Haikou
Li Qi Pharmaceuticals Co Ltd, [2013] GSPC 370, SPC, (2011) Min Ti Zi No 307.
33Datang huayin Zhuzhou Fadian Co Ltd v Zhuzhou Tianhe Keji Automatic System Co Ltd et al.,
the Intermediate People’s Court of Zhuzhou City, (2009) Zhu Zhong Fa Min Er Zhong Zi No 43.
34A Certain Beijing Company v A Certain Chongqing Bureau, No 1 Intermediate People’s Court
of Chongqing City, (2011) Yu Yi Zhong Fa Min Chu Zi No 4.
35See n 33 above.
36See similarly, UNIDROIT Principles, art 3.3.1(3)(f). Cf SPC Guiding Opinions (n 288) art 16.
37At common law, a finding of a prohibition of the kind is unlikely to be made unless clearly and
expressly sanctioned by the statute in question: for example, Yango Pastoral Co Pty Ltd v First
Chicago Australia Ltd (1978) 139 CLR 410.
38See n 26 above.
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The plaintiff sought to enforce the contract but the defendant contended that it
was void. Having concluded that section (2) was inapplicable as the plaintiff failed
to show malicious collusion “during the course of” making the contract, the SPC
focused its attention on section (5). With respect to the parties’ contravention of
statutes prescribing government approval, tendering procedures and minimum price,
those statutes were not “laws or administrative regulations”.39 The only question
remaining was thus whether the demand and receipt by Yu of the bribe made the
main contract void for illegality. It was held that since his act was “a criminal
act of an individual”, not of the Bureau or the State, and Yu, who has since been
convicted for the crime of embezzlement, did not have the power at the time to
decide whether to enter into the contract with the plaintiff or not, the land contract
was not void. This reasoning is dubious to the extent that someone in Yu’s position
does normally possess a decisive vote on important matters like the transfer of a
land-use right in the case. A better rationalization of the decision is that the contents
of the contract were not tampered by the bribery and therefore its performance
did not contravene the law which criminalized Yu’s conduct. Despite the way in
which the SPC expressed the reasons, its decision in the Laoshan case does seem to
support the view that the approach adopted by the Zhuzhou court should be favored.
Accordingly, it is necessary to read art 52(5) down to state: “the parties contravene
by performance of the contract : : : ” and a contract is void under that section only in
so far as its contents are illegal. The outcome of adopting this approach very much
overlaps with section (3). Thus, in a bribery situation, it is only the bribery contract,
not the main contract, that is void pursuant to section (5).

3.2.5 Art 52(4): Public Interests of the Society

The notion “public interests of the society” is ill-defined under Chinese law. It is not
easy to identify the scope of art 52(4) because there are relatively few cases invoking
that section and the courts do not generally attempt to analyse the application of
that section beyond their facts. It is possibly true that the section mainly plays a
supplementary and gap-filling role relative to art 52(5). Therefore it may be intended
to catch cases involving illegality not meeting the criteria under section (5). So
understood section (4) will be primarily used to invalidate a main contract procured
by a bribe. A bribery contract is void under art 52(5) and there appears to be little
need to resort to the elusive notion of “public interests of the society”.

It has been held that a contravention of a departmental or local regulation or
rule or of a regulatory mandatory provision of a law or administrative regulation,
although not caught by section (5), may be considered by the court to cause harm

39ibid.
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to the public interests of the society under section (4).40 In the Laoshan case, the
SPC classified the rules prescribing government approval and tendering procedures
as “state policies”. It was held, however, that a contravention of such policies did not
render the contract void. Apparently, such a contravention did not in the court’s view
cause harm to the “public interests of the society”.41 “Public interests of the society”
may be linked to the general principle of “public order and good morals” which
has been regarded by some as underlying the entire Chinese civil law. But such a
principle suffers from the vice of vagueness and imprecision, hence unsuitable as a
yardstick for the invalidity of a contract. In contrast, it is suggested that the notion
“public interests of the society” should be subject to a much narrower interpretation.

A better guide for clarifying the connotations of the notion is perhaps the
common law rule which treats contracts illegal as being contrary to “public
policy”.42 The common law rule has been formulated extremely conservatively,
which is telling for the interpretation of section (4). But the real value of the
common law rule lies in showing how the categorization of “public interests of
the society” is to be conducted. For example, one such category, recognized by
Chinese courts, consists of contracts prejudicial to the administration of justice.43

Other recognized forms of such interests seem to comprise the prevention of the loss
of state assets,44 the protection of the interests of the State in scrutinising transfers
of bad financial debts,45 the maintenance of the State’s tight control over foreign
exchange transactions.46

40Shen and Xi (n 30), at 108. See also, Anhui Lotto Centre v Beijing Defali Technology
Development Ltd (2009) 9 GSPC 25, SPC, (2008) Min Ti Zi No 61.
41The contravention in the case was also of GPCL art 6, which provides: “Civil activities must
be in compliance with the law; where there are no relevant provisions in the law, they shall be
in compliance with state policies”. However, that article was not considered a validity mandatory
provision.
42For example, Pearce v Brooks (1866) LR 1 Ex 213; (1866) 14 WR 614.
43R v Andrews [1973] QB 422. See, Shanghai Hongzheng law Firm v Marine Design & Research
Institute Of China, No 2 Intermediate People’s Court of Shanghai City, (2009) Hu Er Zhong Min
Si (Shang) Zhong Zi No 450: legal service contract restricting client’s right to sue or compromise
void under Article 52(4).
44Buffett Investment Co Ltd v Shanghai Water Supply Investment and Construction Co Ltd, High
People’s Court of Shanghai City, (2009) Hu Gao Min Er (Shang) Zhong Zi No 22.
45Hainan An’te Electronic Co Ltd v Chinese Academy of Tropical Agricultural Sciences, High
People’s Court of Hainan Province, (2011) Qiong Min Er Zhong Zi No 23.
46Yunlong Zhang v Haihui Company, High People’s Court of Shanghai City, (2009) Hu Gao Min
Si (Shang) Zhong Zi No 34.
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3.2.6 Legal Consequences of a Void Contract

Provisions for the consequences following a contract being declared void under art
52 are contained in the Contract Law.47 Accordingly, under art 56, the contract is
void ab initio so that no contractual liability could have arisen and no property could
have passed under it. It is possible that a contract is partially void as a void part may
be severed from the rest of the contract, which remains valid and unaffected by the
void part. The process by which a contract becomes void is automatic in the sense
that no notice is required from the party alleging its being void. Although a party
may need to apply to a court for a declaration that the contract is void, the declaration
is not a prerequisite for the contract to be void but simply a judicial vindication to
put an end to the parties’ dispute over the matter. Since the court may, and is obliged
to, find (and declare) that the contract is void where the facts suggest so, it is not a
matter of choice for the parties whether the contract is void and neither party may
unilaterally opt for the contract to stand despite the presence of the facts making
it void.

Further, the court’s declaration has a retrospective effect on the contract as it
entails unwinding the contract to point zero. Thus, art 58 provides for the restitution
of properties obtained under the contract or the payment of their estimated value
(where actual restitution is impossible or unnecessary). The legal basis of the
restitution is that the party in possession of the properties is unjustly enriched (see
GPCL, art 92). According to art 59, where a contract is rendered void under art
52(2) because of the parties’ malicious collusion, the properties obtained under the
contract shall be confiscated by the State where they caused harm to the State or
returned to a third party (including a collective) where they caused harm to that
party. Presumably, the former measure (confiscation by the State) is also applicable
where a contract is rendered void under art 52(1). The bribe so confiscated is not
recoverable by the bribe-giver (Criminal Procedure Law art 234 sec 4). Under
the latter part of the article an innocent employer (often a state enterprise) of
the bribe-taker may receive protection similar to that offered by a constructive
trust in common law systems,48 due to the priority status of an unjust enrichment
claim in bankruptcy procedures.49 Art 64 of the Criminal Law also provides that
all properties obtained by the illegal act of a criminal shall be confiscated to the
State treasury but “the lawful properties of the victim shall be returned”. Do these
provisions suggest a general principle which allows a bribe-giver to recover from

47See also, GPCL, arts 60, 61; Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on Certain Issues
Concerning the Implementation of the General Principles of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic
of China (Provisional), Fa (Ban) Fa [1998] No 6 (adopted by the Adjudicative Committee of the
Supreme People’s Court on 26 January 1988) art 74.
48See the debate in England on the availability of a constructive trust: P Millett, ‘Bribes and Secret
Commissions Again’ (2012) 71(3) Cambridge Law Journal 583.
49The Enterprise Bankruptcy Law of the People’s Republic of China (adopted at the 23rd meeting
of the Standing Committee of the 10th National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of
China on 27 August 2006, effective as of 1 June 2007) art 42.
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a bribe-taker the bribe, provided that the interests of the State are not impaired?
The prevailing practice is to treat bribery cases as an exception to the principle of
restitution in those provisions.50 Since both the bribe-giving and the bribe-taking
was a crime or an illegal act, the recovery of the bribe is barred lest there be any
encouragement of the crime or illegal act. Clearly, the courts’ refusal to assist the
bribe-giver in this regard does not depend on any doctrine protecting a bona fide
third party who has since acquired the bribe property. The status of such a doctrine in
the context of illegal gains is in any event in grave doubt. Where the bribe-taker sells
the bribe property, the National Congress has deliberately dropped a draft provision
in favor of a bona fide third party when making the Property Rights Law and left it
open whether such a party might acquire illegal gains free of any defect in title.51

It is important to note that Chinese law adopts an extremely broad principle of
“fault-based damages”, which is applicable both while the contract subsists and after
it is gone. The court may hold a party (whether it is responsible for the illegality or
not) liable to pay such compensation as commensurate with the degree of its fault
(Contract Law, art 58). In the Three-Nine case, for example, Three-Nine company
was held to be liable in damages not exceeding one third of the debt that Lida was
unable to repay (SPC Security Law Interpretations,52 art 8) because of Longbin’s
fault, which was imputed to Three-Nine, in failing to control its official seal. As a
former SPC senior judge stated in connection with the case, “to hold relevant parties
liable to compensate according to the fault principle is a principal way the judicial
organs deal with like cases from the perspective of value judgment, and is also the
best option to balance the interests of all parties”.53 Both a bribe-giver and a bribe-
taker are clearly considered to be at fault. Therefore, as between a bribe-giver and
an employer of the bribe-taker who is not responsible for the bribe-taking act, some
justice may be done by requiring the bribe-giver to pay damages commensurate
with the degree of its fault. However, since the contract is void, the party not at
fault, however innocent it might be, is deprived of the option to enforce the contract
to its advantage. It is unlikely that the principle of “fault-based damages”, despite
its great elasticity, will fully redress this remedial inadequacy.

Where the act of bribery cannot be established and there is mere suspicion of
it, the contract is of course valid and enforceable. However, the courts retain a

50C Li, ‘Definition and Reimbursement of Criminal Victims’ Legal Properties’, available at http://
shfy.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2013/10/id/1111228.shtml
51The Property Law of the People’s Republic of China (adopted at the 5th Session of the 10th
National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China on 16 March 2007, effective as of
1 October 2007) art 106. See, NPC Legal Committee’s Report on Revising the Property Law of
PRC (Draft), 19 October 2005.
52Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court on Some Issues Regarding the Application of
Security Law of the People’s Republic of China (adopted by the Judicial Committee of the Supreme
People’s Court in its No 1133 Conference on 29 September 2000 by Decree No 44 and effective
as of 13 December 2000).
53Q Wu (ed), Comments on SPC Civil and Commercial Guiding Cases (Beijing, China Legal
Publishing House, 2010) ch 11.

http://shfy.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2013/10/id/1111228.shtml
http://shfy.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2013/10/id/1111228.shtml
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discretion to vary the contract by reducing the agreed consultation fees (which are
suspected to contain a bribe) on the ground that the term is “manifestly unfair” under
art 54 of the Contract Law.54 It may, however, be difficult to ground the decision on
any objective evidence since there may not be a readily comparable market rate for
the kind of service to be provided under the contract.

Generally, the legal consequences of declaring a contract void are drastic largely
due to its automatic, retrospective and destructive nature. The drastic consequences
are only moderately relieved by rules as to fault-based damages and partial
voidness. This situation makes it proper to restrain the circumstances that render
a contract void.

3.3 Contracts Tainted with Corruption and Apparent
Agency

In the Chinese context, the issue of agency arises mainly on the side of the
bribe-taker, who is commonly an employee of a state enterprise. There are two
distinct situations. The first situation is that the bribe-taker uses his/her influence
and facilitates the lawful conclusion of a contract between the parties. The state
enterprise would argue that the contract is rendered void by the bribery. But it may
be asked why the validity of the contract should be adversely affected by the conduct
of the employee, of which the state enterprise was unaware. As illustrated by the
Laoshan case, the bribe-taking act of the employee is routinely characterized by
the courts as a criminal act, not an act of employment, thus incapable of affecting
the validity of a contract lawfully and effectively concluded between the employer
and another party. An underlying idea is that such an act could not possible be
authorized by the state enterprise and is not attributable to it without its knowledge.
Consequently, the principle of “apparent agency” (to be explained shortly below) is
said to be inapplicable to a criminal (and to the same effect, illegal) act.55 This may
have been overstated. While it may not be reasonable for a bribe-giver to believe that
a bribe-taker has the authority from his/her employer to take the bribe, a bribe-taker
will normally have no reason to doubt who supplies the bribe. It is the person eager
to procure a main contract, not its representative or an intermediary, who is party to
a bribery contract made with the bribe-taker.56

54Shanghai Yuefeng Intelligent Office Equipment Co Ltd v Shenzhen Hongtao Decoration Engi-
neering Co Ltd, No 2 Intermediate People’s Court of Shanghai City, (2006) Hu Er Zhong Min Si
(Shang) Zhong Zi No 234.
55Shen and Xi (n 30), 101.
56Cf Interim Provisions (n 11) art 3: where an employee of a business operator sells or purchases
commodities for the operator by means of [giving] commercial bribery, the act shall be regarded
as the operator’s act.
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The second situation is less common but it is a more typical agency situation.
It concerns an unauthorized conclusion of the contract by the bribe-taker in the
name of his/her employer. The bribe-taker may take the matter in his/her own hands
and conclude a contract with the bribe-giver, in the name of his/her employer and
using its official seal and/or other certifying instruments (such as official letters
of intent). The state enterprise (the employer), on discovery of the act, may resort
to the general principle under art 48 of the Contract Law under which a contract
made without proper authority is unenforceable against the unaware principal. A
major exception to this general principle is that the opposite party may enforce
the contract against the principal where it has reasons to believe that the “agent”
has proper authority (art 49).57 This principle of apparent agency aims to promote
security and certainty in transactions. The application of this principle requires
the opposite party to show not only an objective appearance that the “agent” has
the necessary authority, but also that the opposite party holds, in good faith and
without fault, a subjective belief that the “agent” has the necessary authority.58 In
determining whether the opposite party acts “in good faith” and “without fault”
the courts must consider whether that party has fulfilled its duty to use due care,
by looking at “all factors in the conclusion and performance of the contract” in a
“comprehensive” way.59

The emphasis on “without fault” and “due care” significantly reduces the
security-promoting utility of the principle of apparent agency. Hence, where
company H contracted with a bank to take out a loan in the name of company
D and set up a security over D’s assets, using D’s letter of authority and official
seals, it was held by the SPC that both the loan contract and the security contract
were void.60 The contracts had all the appearance that H was a properly authorised
agent acting on behalf of D. Although D had retracted its authority before the
contracts were made, the retraction was internal and not communicated to third
parties including the bank. H’s act was without actual authority. But could the
bank invoke the principle of apparent agency? It was held not as the bank acted
“with gross negligence or even a certain degree of malice” when ascertaining H’s
authority. The bank should have discovered that D was transferring its properties to
H and gave H the letter of authority and official seals only to facilitate the transfer,
but it failed to use due diligence in inspecting the relevant documents.

In the light of this decision, how much assistance would the principle of apparent
agency be of to a bribe-giver where the bribe-taker contracts without authority from
his/her employer? It appears that the principle would be of little assistance as the
courts would probably regard a person as being at fault by giving or offering bribes.
This is hardly a satisfactory approach as “fault” is better interpreted as referring to

57Similarly, UNIDROIT Principles, art 2.2.5.
58SPC Guiding Opinions (n 26) art 13.
59SPC Guiding Opinions (n 26) art 14.
60Hefei City Tongcheng Road Branch of Bank of China v Anhui Hefei Dongfang Real Estate Co
Ltd et al, SPC, (2000) Jing Zhong Zi No 220.
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fault in verifying the other party’s authority. It does demonstrate the broadness of the
fault concept and the wide discretion Chinese judges have on this matter. However,
the bribe-giver may resort to an analogous provision in art 50 of the Contract Law,
which states that the contract may be enforceable against the principal where the
“agent” is the legal representative or the person in charge of the principal and the
opposite party does not know and should not have known that the “agent” has no
proper authority. There is no reference to the “agent” being “without fault”. In the
above case, art 50 was inapplicable and the SPC confined its reasoning to art 49.
It is advisable to limit the requirement of “without fault” to art 49. Otherwise it
would make little sense to make a separate provision for legal representatives or
persons in charge will be destroyed. This is also consistent with the SPC’s provision
that an entity is liable under a contract made in its name by an executive officer
or other persons directly in charge, who commits a crime of embezzlement on the
properties obtained under that contract.61 However, the entity is generally not liable
if the officer or person in charge uses stolen, forged or wrongly possessed seals or
other instruments.62

Finally, the principal may seek compensation against the bribe-taker having taken
responsibility for the performance of the contract according to the principle of
apparent agency under art 49.63 According to art 67 of the Contract Law, if an
agent is aware that the matters entrusted are illegal but still carries them out, or
if a principal is aware that his agent’s acts are illegal but fails to object to them, the
principal and the agent shall be held jointly liable. This applies mostly to a bribery
contract. For a main contract procured by the bribe, the bribe-taker (an employee
of a state enterprise) may also be jointly liable with the bribe-giver if they collude
in harming the principal’s interests or the bribe-giver contracts with the bribe-taker
despite being aware of his/her lack of authority thus causing damage to other people
(GPCL art 66).

3.4 Conclusion

Civil law consequences prescribed for corruption may certainly channel potential
contracting parties’ future conduct away from corruption as well as adjusting
any resultant disequilibrium in their interests. However, one category of legal
consequence may be more apt than another to implement the policy against
corruption. As demonstrated by, for instance, art 20 of the Law Against Unfair

61Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Certain Issues Related to Suspected Economic
Crimes Involved in Economic Dispute Cases, Fa Shi (1998) No 7 (adopted at the 974th Session of
the Trial Committee of the Supreme People’s Court on 9 April 1998 and effective as of 29 April
1998) art 3.
62ibid, arts 4–6.
63SPC Interpretations II on Contract Law (n 26) art 13.
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Competition and art 58 of the Contract Law, corruption may be discouraged by
an easier claim for more damages against a person who engaged in corruption. The
flexibility offered by such concepts as “fault” may, however, backfire, as shown in
the court’s interpretation of “without fault” in apparent agency cases. It is a different
story when the power to invalidate a contract is used to the same end. Art 52 of
the Contract Law reflected and is still reminiscent of an absolutist approach that
nullifies anything that comes into contact with illegal conduct such as corruption.
The cost of such an approach is disproportionate to its potential benefits (such as
simplicity of law) in that it jeopardises transactional security and shatters third
parties’ confidence in contracting. Worse still, it may do a disservice to or even
defeat the very purpose it is supposed to serve. Thus, if protection of the assets and
interests of the State is the main concern, the State may actually be better protected
if the contract is made voidable at its option. Therefore, it is no surprise that the
courts have generally placed a restrictive interpretation on art 52. The absolutist
approach to the protection of public interest is gradually giving way to a market-
oriented approach that prioritizes the interests of bona fide third parties. However,
the courts may not yet have pushed far enough. Except where the contract itself is
used as a vehicle to carry out the bribery, there is much to be said of the view that
the contract is not void by reason of its connection with the bribery, at least where
the parties have genuinely agreed. To make the contract void is unlikely to have any
real deterrent effect on potential bribe-givers or bribe-takers since they will often
take the chance that the bribery is not discovered. Our investigation into some of the
bribery cases suggests that the existing void contract provisions under the Contract
Law be reconsidered, reoriented and reformed.
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Abstract Corrupt practices seem to be encountered most frequently in cases
involving public funding. Nonetheless, they can also play a negative role in private
relationships, where no public money is handled or where such money is involved
only indirectly. This paper contains analysis of Czech legislation providing for
punishment of corrupt practices, under both criminal and civil law. Our analysis
focuses both on purely private-law relationships and on transactions that involve –
as one of the parties – an entity handling public resources.

4.1 Sources of Law

Corrupt practices are regulated by two principal types of legislation – international
treaties (conventions) and national laws. Several international conventions have
been signed to date in the field of fight against corruption, with a view to establishing
effective methods of punishing these practices:

• OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in Interna-
tional Business Transactions of 1997 – published under No 25/2000 Coll, Int Tr;

• Council of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption of 1999 – published
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• Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of 1999 – published
under No 43/2009 Coll, Int Tr;

• United Nations Convention against Corruption of 2003.

The Czech Republic is a contracting party in each of the above except the last
convention. Since the said conventions are not directly applicable legal instruments,
the first three had to be transposed into Czech national laws; this took either the
form of new criminal offences defined in Act No 40/2009 Coll, the Criminal Code
(hereinafter the “Criminal Code”), or of civil-law liability for unfair competition
established under Act No 89/2012 Coll, the Civil Code (hereinafter the “Civil
Code”), ie the crucial piece of legislation adopted within recodification of Czech
civil law, effective from 1 January 2014. As far as the consequences of corruption
under criminal law are concerned, one must not neglect the provisions governing
corporate criminal liability under Act No 418/2011 Coll, on corporate criminal
liability and proceedings against legal persons (hereinafter “Corporate Criminal
Liability Act”). The duty of the Czech Republic to adopt this piece of legislation
was based, inter alia, on commitments adopted by the country on international scale.
Limits on criminal punishment of corruption can also be found in secondary regula-
tions of the EU. This includes, eg, Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA of
22 July 2003 on combating corruption in the private sector.

We consider that along with the legal regulation that applies to corrupt practices
by definition, such undesirable unlawful conduct can also be punished by general
legal instruments, ie based on general legal principles. Although the latter may
be explicitly embodied in legal provisions, they represent general rules of conduct
without it being necessary to explicitly make them into law.

4.2 Consequences of Corrupt Practices Under Criminal Law

Czech criminal law embedded in the Criminal Code does not provide any explicit
definition of the criminal offence of “corruption”. However, it defines a legal term
which is used as a synonym – “bribery” (Sections 331–334 of the Criminal Code).1

In addition to “bribery”, the Code sets out further merits of crimes that have
elements corresponding, in fact, to corrupt practices or elements that are close to
bribery.

The Criminal Code regulates criminal corrupt practices and crimes related to
corruption in several parts of the text, as specified below.

1cf D Ružič, ‘Komparace právní úpravy korupce v České republice a Slovenské republice’
(Comparison of Legislation on Corruption in the Czech and Slovak Republics) (2011) Právní
fórum, 6 (8) 262–269.
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4.2.1 Criminal Offences of Corrupt Nature

These offences include primarily crimes having a clear corrupt nature. They are
defined as separate unlawful acts in Title Ten of the Special Part under the heading
“Crimes against Public Policy”. This part contains criminal offences related to
bribery: accepting a bribe (Section 331 of the Criminal Code), bribery (Section 332
of the Criminal Code) and indirect bribery (Section 333 of the Criminal Code). The
said merits of crime are defined to punish not only the acceptance of or request for a
bribe, but also offering or providing a bribe, both in relation to arrangement of public
affairs (see the section concerning activities in public interest below) and in respect
of purely private business activities pursued by the offender or some other person.
These general merits of crime also provide for punishment of intermediaries who
request a bribe for influencing an official person within the latter’s decision-making.
Unlike the former regulation embodied in Act No 140/1961 Coll, the Criminal
Code, the currently applicable Criminal Code affords protection not only to matters
of public interest, but also to private businesses. The new regulation reflects the
acceptance of the Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA of 22 July 2003 on
combating corruption in the private sector.2

4.2.2 Criminal Offences with Potential for Corruption

Crimes with potential for corruption form another, relatively independent, group of
criminal offences. These crimes form a separate part of Title Five, Chapter Three
of the Criminal Code. This part comprises “Crimes against the Binding Rules of
Market Economy and Circulation of Goods in Relation to Foreign Countries”:
violation of regulations on the rules of competition (Section 248 of the Criminal
Code); misuse of information and position in business relations (Section 255 of
the Criminal Code); negotiating a benefit in awarding a public contract, in a
public tender procedure and public auction (Section 256 of the Criminal Code);
collusion in awarding a public contract and in a public tender procedure (Section
257 of the Criminal Code) and collusion in a public auction (Section 258 of the
Criminal Code). Unlike general merits of crime, this group of crimes allows only
for punishment of corrupt practices in specific activities, as described in the headings
of the individual criminal offences.

2cf P Šámal et al, Trestní zákoník II, Komentář, zvláštní část. (Criminal Code II, Commentary,
Special Part.), 2nd edn (Prague, CH Beck, 2012) 3159–3177.
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4.2.3 Failure to Prevent and Failure to Notify Criminal Offence

In addition to the punishable corrupt practices of accepting a bribe and bribery,
failure to prevent them is also a criminal offence under Section 367 of the Criminal
Code. Failure to prevent a crime is committed by a person who learns in a credible
manner that another person is preparing or committing the crime of accepting a
bribe or bribery and fails to prevent the commission or accomplishment of such a
crime. A crime can also be prevented by notifying the State attorney or a police
body of the crime in due time.3

Failure to notify the crimes of accepting a bribe and bribery is also punishable
under Section 368 of the Criminal Code. Failure to notify a crime is committed by a
person who learns in a credible manner that another person has committed the crime
of accepting a bribe or bribery and fails to notify a police body or the State attorney
of the crime without delay. The said notification duty is not applicable to attorneys-
at-law and their employees who learn about the commission of a crime in connection
with the performance of the legal profession or law practice. The notification duty
is also not borne by a priest of a registered church or religious society authorised to
exercise special rights if (s)he learns about the commission of a crime4 in connection
with confidentiality of the seal of confession or in connection with the exercise of a
right similar to the seal of confession.

4.2.4 Criminal Liability of Natural Persons and Legal Entities

Both natural persons and legal entities may be criminally liable. Liability of natural
persons for committing a crime is defined in the Czech Republic by the Criminal
Code. A natural person commits a criminal offence only if this person’s conduct
corresponds to all the elements of a defined criminal offence, characterising the
object, objective aspects and also the necessary subjective aspects of this crime;
moreover, the given natural person must be criminally liable. On the other hand,
criminal liability of legal entities (ie corporate criminal liability) is regulated by a
special law which was adopted relatively recently – Corporate Criminal Liability
Act (effective since 1 January 2012). The Act stipulates the conditions of criminal
liability of legal entities and the penalties that can be imposed on them for breach
of the Criminal Code. This regime of the Act is based on liability of an employee
or responsible person acting for the legal entity where this liability can be attributed
to the legal entity. The Act exactly defines the conditions under which conduct
of a natural person can be attributed to a legal entity. In simple terms, acts of
officers, managers and persons having a substantial influence in a legal entity are

3cf Šámal et al (n 2), 3360–3364.
4cf Šámal et al (n 2), 3364–3370.
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always attributed to the legal entity, while acts of other employees are attributed
to it only if the legal entity failed to take adequate measures to prevent unlawful
conduct of this group of natural persons, in spite of being obliged to do so. This
self-standing Act thus extends the scope of the Criminal Code ratione personae to
legal entities.

As already indicated, the Corporate Criminal Liability Act does not define new
merits of crime, but rather merely refers to those stipulated in the Criminal Code.
In Section 7, the Act provides a positive list of crimes for which legal entities
may also be prosecuted. The exhaustive list given in the said provision includes,
among others, crimes that could have a corrupt nature. These include legalisation of
proceeds of crime, both intentional and committed by negligence (Sections 216 and
217 of the Criminal Code); negotiating a benefit in awarding a public contract, in
a public tender procedure and public auction (Section 256 of the Criminal Code);
collusion in awarding a public contract and in a public tender procedure (Section 257
of the Criminal Code); collusion in a public auction (Section 258 of the Criminal
Code); accepting a bribe (Section 331 of the Criminal Code); bribery (Section
332 of the Criminal Code); and indirect bribery (Section 333 of the Criminal
Code).5

It follows from the above that the Czech laws consider as criminal any conduct
that has corrupt nature, regardless of whether it was committed in the public or
private sector. Consequently, it is irrelevant for assessing criminal liability whether
the object of the given crime (the interest protected by law) is a public-law entity
or activity that is pursued for the benefit of the State or under the supervision
of government, or whether the offender unlawfully influenced decision-making of
other business entities in a purely private sphere of their business with the aim of
obtaining profit within competition.

4.2.5 Territoriality Principle vs Personality Principle

In terms of its scope regarding the criminal nature of certain conduct, the Criminal
Code is based primarily on the territoriality principle; however, certain personal
aspects are also taken into consideration. According to Section 4, assessment of
whether a certain act is punishable (ie has criminal nature) is governed by the
Criminal Code if the given act was committed in the territory of the Czech Republic
(the territoriality principle).6 However, in accordance with Section 6 of the Criminal
Code, the laws of the Czech Republic are also applicable to evaluation of whether
an act is punishable if the act in question was committed abroad by a national

5cf J Fenyk and L Smejkal, Zákon o trestní odpovědnosti právnických osob a řízení proti nim,
Komentář (Corporate Criminal Liability Act. Commentary) (Prague, Wolters Kluwer, 2012)
22–27.
6cf Šámal et al (n 2), 67–72.
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of the Czech Republic or a stateless person who has been permitted permanent
residence in the territory of the Czech Republic (the personality principle).7 In
respect of legal entities, these links are assessed in conformity with Section 2 of
the Corporate Criminal Liability Act. The question of whether an act committed by
a legal entity in the territory of the Czech Republic is punishable (ie has criminal
nature) is assessed under the said provision if the legal entity has its registered office
in the Czech Republic or has its enterprise or branch located in the territory of the
Czech Republic or if it at least performs its activities or has its assets in the Czech
Republic.

However, it must be emphasised that Czech criminal law penalises not only
unlawful conduct committed in the territory of the Czech Republic – the law also
allows for punishment of a further set of acts that extend, in terms of their effects,
beyond the borders of the country. In respect of natural persons, this area is defined
in above-mentioned Section 4 of the Criminal Code, specifically in its second
paragraph, which stipulates that a criminal offence is also deemed committed in
the territory of the Czech Republic if:

(a) the offender fully or partly committed the relevant act in the Czech Republic
even if the breach or endangerment of an interest protected by the Criminal
Code occurred or was to occur fully or partly abroad; or

(b) the offender breached or endangered an interest protected by the Criminal Code
in the Czech Republic or if such a consequence was to occur at least partly in
the Czech Republic even if the act in question was committed abroad.

For legal entities, an exemption from the territoriality principle is stipulated in
Section 3 of the Corporate Criminal Liability Act, according to which Czech laws
are to apply in assessing the criminal nature of an act committed abroad by a legal
entity having its registered office in the Czech Republic. The above provisions do not
apply if this is not permitted by an international treaty to which the Czech Republic
is a party.

4.3 Consequences of Corrupt Practices Under Civil Law

Corrupt practices are punishable based on private-law remedies stipulated by Czech
laws, specifically based on provisions prohibiting unfair competition. With effect
from 1 January 2014, provisions governing unfair competition became part of
the Civil Code. The current provisions are phrased similarly to the former norms
contained in Section 41 et seq of Act No 513/1991 Coll, the Commercial Code
(hereinafter the “Commercial Code”). It can therefore be assumed that existing case
law of Czech courts will continue to be applicable.

7cf Šámal et al (n 2), 74–77.
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The provisions on unfair competition (Sections 2972 to 2990) are included in
Part IV of the Civil Code (Relative Property Rights), Title III (Tort Liabilities),
Chapter 2 (Abuse and Restriction of Competition). Chapter 2 is further divided into
Subchapter 1, titled General, and Subchapter 2, titled Unfair Competition. The legal
regulation is thus now systematically included within provisions on tort liabilities,
which corresponds to the fact that unfair competition is considered a special type of
non-contractual liability.

The territorial scope of provisions on unfair competition differs from the scope
of the Criminal Code. Pursuant to Section 2973 of the Civil Code, the provisions on
unfair competition do not apply to certain conduct insofar as it has effects abroad.8

This provision covers situations where unfair competition has unfavourable effects
in several countries. According to the doctrine of effects, which is applicable in this
case, unfair competition can be assessed under the domestic laws only if its effects
arise in the Czech Republic, regardless of whether the conduct in question is pursued
in the Czech Republic or abroad. Consequently, the decisive criterion is related to
the place where the effects of certain conduct arise, rather than the place where the
given act is performed.9

It should be emphasised in this respect that, in case of relationships following
from unfair competition involving an international element, the application of
domestic substantive regulations is conditional on the application of conflict-of-
law rules. Conflict-of-law rules for non-contractual obligations with an international
element arising from unfair competition are provided in unified provisions10 of
Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 864/2007 of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 11 July 2007 on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations
(Rome II).11 According to Article 6(1) of the Regulation, the law applicable to a
non-contractual obligation arising out of an act of unfair competition is the law of
the country where competitive relations or the collective interests of consumers are,
or are likely to be, affected.12

8An international treaty by which the Czech Republic is bound may stipulate otherwise.
9Determination of the place where such effects arise can cause problems in practice; for more
details see D Ondrejová, Nekalá soutěž v novém občanském zákoníku. Komentář § 2972–2990
(Unfair Competition in the New Civil Code. Commentary on Sections 2972–2990) (Prague, CH
Beck, 2014) 16–17.
10The Regulation is applicable in all EU Member States except Denmark.
11Since the Regulation has priority in application, no conflict-of-law rules for non-contractual
obligations arising from breach of rules of competition were embodied in the recodified provisions
of new Act No 91/2012 Coll, on private international law.
12By way of exception, this does not apply to situations where an act of unfair competition harms
only the interests of a single competitor. The general rules stipulated in Article 4 of Regulation
Rome I shall apply in that case. Choice of law is not permissible for obligations under unfair
competition. For more details, see, eg J Valdhans, Právní úprava mimosmluvních závazků s
mezinárodním prvkem (Legislation on Non-Contractual Obligations with an International Element)
(Prague, CH Beck, 2012) 183–189.
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In relation to protection against unfair competition, foreign persons13 who are
engaged in competition in the Czech Republic are treated as Czech persons (Section
2974 of the Civil Code). Otherwise, foreign persons may claim protection under
international treaties binding on the Czech Republic or, if there are no such treaties,
based on reciprocity. In terms of the position of foreigners and foreign legal
entities in private-law relationships, this provision is lex specialis in relation to the
general rules stipulated in Sections 26 and 27 of Act No 91/2012 Coll, on private
international law.14 Foreign persons who are involved in competition in the Czech
Republic are thus guaranteed “national treatment”. Protection is conditional on their
involvement in competition. Where foreign persons are not involved in competition
in the Czech Republic, but an act of unfair competition endangers or infringes their
rights, these persons are afforded protection only under international treaties15 or, in
their absence, based on reciprocity. Although Section 2973 refers only to protection
of foreign persons, the rules for punishment of these persons can also be inferred
from this provision, under the same conditions.16

4.3.1 System of Legislation on Unfair Competition
and General Clause

Unfair competition is prohibited17 (Section 2976(1) of the Civil Code). Unfair
competition is considered a civil offence (tort) based on strict liability, without it
being necessary to examine culpability.18 The legal regulation of unfair competition
is based on a combination of the general clause (Section 2976(1) of the Civil Code)
and a non-exhaustive list of special merits in Section 2976(2) of the Civil Code.
The general clause contains the defining elements of unfair competition. These
elements must also exist in respect of all special cases (offences). The opposite
is also true, ie any act which corresponds to the elements of the general clause may
be prosecuted as unfair competition even if it does not fall under any of the special

13The notion of foreign person is defined for the purposes of the Civil Code in Section 3024; a
natural person with residence or legal entity with its registered office outside the Czech Republic
is deemed a foreign person.
14The case law of the EU Court of Justice concerning freedom of establishment must also be taken
into account in interpretation of this provision. See Ondrejová (n 9), 24.
15For example, Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of 20 March 1883.
16Ondrejová (n 9), 21–24.
17Prohibition of unfair competition is a necessary component of the general clause, absent which it
would not be possible to apply the means of protection against unfair competition. See I Štenglová,
S Plíva and M Tomsa, Obchodní zákoník. Komentář. (Commercial Code. Commentary.) 13th edn
(Prague, CH Beck, 2010) 172.
18J Pokorná, J Kovařík and Čáp, Obchodní zákoník. Komentář. I. díl (Commercial Code. Commen-
tary. Part I) (Prague, Wolters Kluwer, 2009) 199.
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merits.19 The special merits also include those that are directly related to corrupt
practices. However, even an act that does not have the elements of such a special
case (merits), but is nonetheless corrupt in nature and corresponds to the elements
of unfair competition under the general clause, will be punishable as an act of unfair
competition.

According to the general clause a person who, in business relations, is in conflict
with good morals of competition as a result of his conduct capable of causing
harm to other competitors or customers, is considered to pursue unfair competition.
The general clause sets out three defining elements of unfair competition: action in
business relations, variance with good morals of competition and capacity to cause
harm to other competitors or customers.

Action in Business Relations The notion of action in business relations is wider
than action in competition, which forms part of the former notion. The notion of
action in competition itself is interpreted broadly by case law and is inferred from
the definition of a competitive relationship.20 A competitive relationship must be
defined on the basis of the notion of competitor.21

According to Section 2972 of the Civil Code, anyone who is involved in
competition is a competitor. Consequently, anyone who enters the relevant market
and has interest in the result of competition can be denoted as a competitor.
A competitive relationship may involve direct or indirect competitors,22 persons
operating in different business sectors and also persons who do not operate a
business. It is not necessary that the action in business relations result in actual
economic benefit. This element is not contained in the general clause and is therefore
not a defining element of unfair competition.23

Variance with Good Morals of Competition The notion of good morals is not
identical with good morals in general.24 Special emphasis is placed on the words
“of competition”. The general clause does not serve for protection of morality in
general, but rather only to protect honesty and decency in competitive practices.
What is at variance with “general” good morals may in fact be in conformity with
good morals of competition and vice versa,25 because different sets of moral rules
apply in competition.26 Variance with good morals of competition is a question of

19See illustratively, eg, Ondrejová (n 9), 54–64.
20Pokorná et al (n 18), 192; Štenglová et al (n 17), 172.
21Štenglová et al (n 17), 172.
22Direct competitors are persons operating in the same field of business whose products are
identical or very similar. Indirect competitors are persons operating in similar fields of business
whose products are mutually substitutable. See Ondrejová (n 9), 6.
23Pokorná et al (n 18), 202.
24See, eg, Section 1(2), Section 2(3), Section 580 of the Civil Code.
25Pokorná et al (n 18), 203.
26Ondrejová (n 9), 42.
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law, rather than of fact, and it is up to the courts and their discretion to assess it.
However, any act that is contrary to the law or some other legal regulation is always
at variance with good morals of competition.27

Capacity of Certain Conduct to Cause Harm to Other Competitors or Cus-
tomers28 A mere existence of harm caused to another competitor is not, in itself,
sufficient to consider a certain act unfair competition. By definition, competition
involves success of one party at someone else’s expense. It is therefore crucial
what methods are used to achieve success. If harm is caused by methods considered
decent in competition, such conduct cannot be considered unfair.29 Unfair competi-
tion is an offence taking the form of endangerment and, consequently, actual harm
need not occur (although it is, of course, possible). The notion of harm includes both
tangible and intangible damage (such as damage to reputation).

4.3.2 Special Offence – Bribery

From among special offences defined in the Civil Code, corrupt practices can be
found in the offence of bribery as defined in Section 2983 of the Civil Code.30

The provisions on bribery are intended to penalise those cases where a priority
or advantage has been obtained in competition by providing a certain benefit, ie
where priority or some other unjustified advantage has been obtained (unfairly)
in competition for the offender or some other competitor at the expense of other
competitors. A competitor is thus attempting to obtain an advantage without using

27Pokorná et al (n 18), 204; Ondrejová (n 9), 45.
28The notion of customer includes primarily consumers, but may also include any other person in
the role of customer. Pursuant to Section 419 of the Civil Code consumer means a natural person
who does not act within the scope of his business activities or within the scope of independent
performance of his occupation. However, a customer may also be a legal entity not operating a
business or an entrepreneur who is in the position of the weaker party in business relations. Harm
need not threaten both groups (competitors and customers) simultaneously. Although the relevant
provision is phrased in plural (“competitors or customers”), this criterion is met even if harm could
be incurred by a single competitor or customer. For more details, see Ondrejová (n 9), 45–48, or
Pokorná et al (n 18), 205.
29Pokorná et al (n 18), 204.
30Bribery within the meaning of this Act is constituted by an act whereby:

(a) a competitor directly or indirectly offers, promises or provides any benefit to a person who is
the member of a governing body or some other body of another competitor, or is employed by
another competitor, in order to obtain, through that person’s unfair conduct, priority or some
other undue advantage in competition for himself or for some other competitor at the expense
of other competitors, or

(b) a person under paragraph (a) directly or indirectly requests or accepts any benefit, or has such
a benefit promised to him, for the same purpose.
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his own efforts. No benefit needs to be attained; it is sufficient if the competitor
attempts to obtain it and there is a threat of damage to some other competitor.31 A
mere request for the provision of a benefit is also punishable. Bribery in the sense of
the Civil Code must be distinguished from analogous acts punishable under criminal
law (see above). However, certain conduct might be punishable simultaneously
under civil and criminal laws.32

Two individual offences of bribery are further distinguished under the Civil
Code – active bribery (Section 2983 (a)) and passive bribery (Section 2983
(b)). Where a bribe is both provided and accepted, these two provisions apply
concurrently. Where a bribe is offered and the other party refuses it, this constitutes
only active bribery. Only passive bribery can occur in a situation where a certain
person asks for a bribe and the other party refuses to provide it.33

Active Bribery This offence is committed if several elements exist simultaneously:
existence of a bribe-giver; existence of a bribe-taker; direct or indirect offer, promise
or provision; benefit, priority or some other unjustified advantage in competition
obtained for the offender or some other competitor to the detriment of other
competitors.

Only a competitor may be the one who provides a bribe – a bribe-giver (see
above). Where a legal entity is such a competitor, it always offers the relevant
benefit through a specific individual. Consequently, such conduct must always be
attributable to the legal entity.34

The person being bribed – the bribe-taker – is denoted as an “auxiliary person”.35

Only a natural person who is a member of the governing or other body of a
competitor or is employed by a competitor may a bribe-taker. Consequently, this
is a specific person involved in the competitor’s decision-making. Where the benefit
offered can influence only a personal decision of the given individual, this individual
cannot be considered a bribe-taker. The competitor himself who enters into a
contractual relationship under especially advantageous or favourable conditions
also cannot be in the position of bribe-taker. Where such an advantage (benefit)
goes beyond the scope of legislation, this could be considered an act of unfair
competition, but only punishable under the general clause.36

Benefit means not only a performance in money, but also any forms and types
of performance in kind37 (eg execution of a certain contract; exclusion of a tenderer
from a tender procedure; business secrets, etc). However, the provision of usual

31Ondrejová (n 9), 197; Pokorná et al (n 18), 229.
32See Ondrejová (n 9), 191–193.
33ibid 193.
34Pokorná et al (n 18), 229.
35Ondrejová (n 9), 195.
36Pokorná et al (n 18), 229.
37Pokorná et al (n 18), 229.
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business courtesies, small consumables, refreshments, social events and other forms
of establishing and promoting business contacts cannot be considered a bribe.38

Passive Bribery This offence is committed only if the following elements exist
simultaneously: existence of a bribe-giver; existence of a bribe-taker; direct or
indirect request, promise or acceptance; benefit, priority or some other unjustified
advantage in competition obtained for the offender or some other competitor to
the detriment of other competitors. Similar to active bribery, only a person who
is a member of the governing or other body of a competitor or is employed by a
competitor may be a bribe-taker. Any competitor can be a bribe-giver. The other
elements are subject to the same considerations as in respect of active bribery.

4.3.3 Claims Under Unfair Competition

The claims that may be raised by the entitled person39 against the offender40 are
stipulated in Section 2988 of the Civil Code. They include refraining from certain
conduct, remedy of a defective state of affairs, appropriate compensation, damages
and surrendering of unjust enrichment. However, this does not exclude the use
of legal instruments embodied in other regulations.41 The claims are not listed
hierarchically and can be enforced in any order. The person having locus standi
can enforce one or several such claims, but naturally only if the conditions for
granting such claims have been met. Claims for refraining from certain conduct and
for remedying defective state of affairs are based on mere capacity to cause harm.
In respect of claims for appropriate compensation and for damages, harm must have

38Ondrejová (n 9), 196.
39Anyone whose rights have been infringed or threatened by unfair competition has locus standi
pursuant to Section 2988. This will be true, in particular, of competitors who have locus standi in
respect of all offences, including bribery. A customer may also be the entitled person in respect
of selected crimes; however, this is not the case of bribery. A legal entity that is authorised to
defend the interests of consumers or customers may also enforce claims following from unfair
competition. However, it may file a lawsuit based on Section 2989 only in respect of selected
offences, which do not include bribery. The so-called “other person” affected by unfair competition
also has locus standi. This could be true, eg, of persons whose personal attributes have been
illegitimately used in competition. Although, in theory, the rights of such persons may be affected
by any crime, it is hard to imagine this could be true of bribery. In case of bribery, locus standi will
exist, in principle, only on the part of a competitor, mostly a person competing with the bribe-taker
(competitor).
40As a rule, the offender will be a competitor. However, in passive bribery, the offender may also be
an “auxiliary person”, ie a person who is a member of the governing or other body of a competitor
or is employed by a competitor.
41Pokorná et al (n 18), 243.
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actually arisen.42 The choice and possibility of enforcement of individual claims
will depend on the given acts of unfair competition.

Case law of Czech courts43 includes a single ruling concerning the offence of
bribery. However, the ruling does not analyse the elements of actual bribery, but
rather deals with the link between the general clause and the specific offence of
bribery. Although this decision was rendered on the basis of legislation that is no
longer applicable – the Commercial Code – it nonetheless, as mentioned above,
can also be used in respect of the provisions on unfair competition in the Civil
Code. The said ruling was rendered by the Supreme Court on 19 February 2007
under File No 32 Odo 59/2005. The defendant, as the plaintiff’s employee in the
position of head of the unit of procurement and stock management, was contacted,
in a situation where the plaintiff experienced certain difficulties with the previous
supplier of packaging products, by the R, v.o.s. company, which had previously
been refused by the plaintiff. The plaintiff had concluded a purchase agreement
with R, v.o.s. for the supply of packaging products, the price of which had been
further reduced by the plaintiff itself from the originally proposed amount when
signing the agreement. After the conclusion of the purchase agreement between the
plaintiff and R, v.o.s., the defendant concluded, based on proposal of R, v.o.s., an
agency agreement with the same company, where it was agreed that a commission
would be paid to the defendant for every supplied product. The plaintiff (the
purchaser of packaging under the agreement) enforced a claim against its employee
on the grounds of unfair competition, specifically pursuant to Sections 44 and 49 of
the Commercial Code. The appellate court upheld this classification. Nevertheless,
the Supreme Court of the Czech Republic annulled the decision. According to the
reasons stated in the said ruling, the defendant’s acts were not capable of causing
harm to the plaintiff, or consumers, and since it did not correspond to all the
elements of the general clause of unfair competition, it did not amount to unfair
competition.

4.4 General Legal Principles

Only a limited range of corrupt practices can be punished under the express legal
regulation, whether criminal or civil, analysed above. In the sphere of private law,
this is due to fact that the material scope of this legal regulation is limited only to
unfair competition which must meet the elements of the general clause of unfair
competition or, as an alternative, the elements of both the general clause and the
merits of bribery. Acts that do not meet these elements are not punishable through
the legal regulation in question.

42Ondrejová (n 9), 251–252.
43See, in particular, the database at http://www.judikaty.cr/

http://www.judikaty.cr/
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However, we are convinced that corrupt practices can further be punished through
general instruments of private law. These instruments relate to variance of corrupt
practices with the law and variance with good morals or principles of fair business
conduct. In view of the changes to Czech civil law brought about by the recent
recodification, we are forced to include, in the following analysis, legislation that
is no longer applicable and that refers to certain general legal principles, because
only then will we be able to present case law pertaining to this legislation and use
the case law also in respect of the provisions embodied in the currently valid and
effective Civil Code. Moreover, the Civil Code explicitly stipulates, in Section 13,
that a legal case that corresponds, in material elements, to a legal case that has
already been resolved has to be resolved analogously, which introduces the concept
of precedents to the Czech legal environment.

Consequences of breach of the law or good morals were expressly stipulated
in Section 39 of Act No 40/1964 Coll, the Civil Code.44 According to the said
provision, juridical acts were invalid if their contents or purpose were contrary to the
law or evaded the law or were contrary to good morals. This resulted in automatic
invalidity (nullity) of such acts. The judge took account of such invalidity ex officio.
On the other hand, an act which was at variance with the principles of fair business
conduct (an instrument expressly regulated by, the no longer applicable Commercial
Code), was merely not afforded legal protection. It was hence not automatically
invalid. This consequence had to be invoked by the party affected by such an act.
The Supreme Court also ruled that the difference between breach of good morals
and breach of the principles of fair business conduct was based on the intensity of
the breach. Good morals required greater infringement, which therefore involved a
stricter consequence.

The mutual relationship of these two principles (good morals and fair business
conduct) and their application in commercial-law relationships was analysed by the
Supreme Court in ruling 29 Odo 1027/2006. According to the Supreme Court, the
principle of good morals can apply even in commercial contractual relationships.
Its application is not precluded by the regulation concerning variance with the
principles of fair business conduct. The link between variance with fair business
conduct and variance with good morals cannot be conceived as a link of cause (an
act is at variance with the principles of fair business conduct) and consequence
(and hence the act is contrary to good morals). It therefore cannot be stated beyond
peradventure that if an act is at variance with the principles of fair business conduct,
it is invalid because it is contrary to good morals according to the Civil Code.

According to the established case law of the Supreme Court, juridical acts are at
variance with good morals if their contents are at variance with a generally accepted
belief which determines, in relationships among people, what the contents of their
acts should be in order to comply with the basic principles of the moral rules of
a democratic society. Good morals are interpreted as a sum of social, cultural and
moral rules that have shown a degree of constancy in historical development, express

44This provision is replaced in the currently applicable legislation by Section 580 of the Civil Code;
according to Section 588 of the Civil Code, this invalidity is automatic (nullity).
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substantial historical tendencies, are shared by a critical part of society and have
the nature of fundamental rules (see, for example, Supreme Court rulings 33 Cdo
2776/2008, 33 Cdo 3368/2008, 33 Cdo 4377/2008, 33 Cdo 3123/2010).

The foregoing gives rise to the question as to which of the outlined potential
consequences can be taken to punish acts which, at the criminal-law level, fulfil the
elements of corrupt practices.

In accordance with ruling of the Supreme Court 30 Cdo 4665/2010, acts which
have the elements of a criminal offence from the viewpoint of criminal law are
regarded as acts that are at variance with the law in terms of private law. However,
the same ruling further holds that even acts that do not have the elements of a
criminal offence can still be found contrary to good morals.

We consider that the conclusions of the said ruling continue to be fully applicable,
ie even after the changes introduced by Act No 89/2012 Coll, the Civil Code. Under
the (new) regulation in Section 580(1), juridical acts are also invalid if they are
contrary to good morals and if they are at variance with the law, if so required by
the sense and purpose of the law. Section 588 provides for automatic invalidity of
such acts.

The Civil Code stipulates in Section 1(1) that the application of private law is
independent of the application of public law. However, as expressly stated in the
explanatory memorandum, this does not mean to say that both areas of the legal
system are mutually independent. This provision points out the basic differences
between the methods used by the two areas of the legal system, the different position
of the individual towards the State, the principles on which private and public law
are based, including the possible application of different methods of interpretation.

At the same time, the principle does not preclude exceptions and does not deny
the existence of common aspects. While the explanatory memorandum states that
unless expressly indicated to the contrary, only public-law, and not private-law
penalties45 can be associated with breach of public law, it is in no way denied
that an identical act with identical factual elements may be classified as an act
having the elements of a criminal offence from the viewpoint of criminal law. In
terms of private law, this is an act which is at variance with the law or act violating
good morals. Indeed, it can hardly be concluded that an act which is classified as
crime under criminal law will be found legal at the civil-law level. For the sake of
completeness, we point out that the Civil Code no longer provides for principles of
fair business conduct.

These considerations can be illustrated by the following simplified model
situation. Let us assume the existence of a bribery contract, ie an agreement between
the bribe-giver and the bribe-taker (normally an independent intermediary or an
employee/public official of a principal-prospective counterpart to the main contract)
whereby the bribe-taker undertakes, against payment of a “commission”, to have the
principal assign the main contract to the bribe-giver. Such agreement would be null
and void on the grounds of it being contrary to the law.

45Explanatory memorandum, 30.
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However, if the main contract is made between the bribe-giver and principal, the
analysis of consequences of such conduct can no longer be so straightforward. The
answer will depend on whether the principal is the direct bribe-taker or the bribe-
taker is the principal’s advisor. In the former case, the answer would be identical to
that in the previous situation, ie nullity (automatic invalidity) of the given agreement
on the grounds of variance with the law. In the latter situation, we also assume that
the principal ascertained, after concluding the agreement, that the advisor whose
advice led the principal to conclude the agreement had been bribed. This means that
the principal had been misled and his will in the conclusion of the agreement with
the bribe-giver was vitiated by defects. Misleading conduct is primarily associated
with acts of only one of the parties to a contract (Section 583 of the Civil Code).
Subsequently, Section 585 associates misleading conduct with the actions of a third
person who participates in the acts of one of the parties to a contract. The principal
was misled by a person (advisor) other than the one he concluded the agreement
with (bribe-giver). However, the bribe-giver participates in the acts of the advisor
and it can therefore be concluded that there the principal was misled in his conduct.
The conduct of a person being misled results in “voidability” of the given act, ie the
person concerned (principal) must invoke invalidity of the contract (Section 588 of
the Civil Code).

Imagine a situation in which a contractor, in order to win a lucrative contract,
enters into an agreement with an intermediary that provides for the funnelling of
bribes to the agents of his business partner. Such actions are no doubt illegal under
Czech criminal law (Sections 111, 331, 332 of the Criminal Code). Identically we
have to assess the civil law consequences. The punishable nature of the actions
of the bribe-giver, the intermediary and the agents does not automatically affect
the validity and effects of the agreements concluded among them, or between the
bribe-giver and the principal of the agents. The solution to the outlined situation
is not straightforward. From the viewpoint of Czech law, the actions of the bribe-
giver and the intermediary are contrary to the law pursuant to Section 580(1) of
the new Civil Code. As such, the acts are null and void (automatically invalid) and
neither of the parties may invoke such an arrangement. There is also a rule that no
right can arise from unlawful conduct (Section 579 of the Civil Code). A person
who causes juridical acts to be invalid does not have the right to claim invalidity
or claim a benefit for itself from invalid juridical acts. Moreover, a person who
causes that juridical acts are invalid is obliged to compensate the party which was
unaware of the invalidity for any damage incurred thereby. This, however, is not
possible in the case concerned because both parties to the agreement were aware
of the unlawfulness of the acts. In short, it can therefore be concluded that the
intermediary cannot claim a fee for his services from the bribe-giver because the
arrangement allegedly giving rise to that obligation is at variance with the law and
hence automatically invalid (null and void).

However, the solution appears more difficult if we assume that a fictitious due
arrangement was established between the parties (eg in the sense of a mandate
contract). Should the intermediary initiate proceedings against the bribe-giver to
claim payment of the agreed fee, it is likely that neither of the parties would take a
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line of argument suggesting that the actions were punishable. In that case, if the
real heart of the arrangement between the contractor and the intermediary were
concealed from the civil court, its decision would depend on the wording of the
agreement (whether the agreement would be concerned with certain action or with
a certain result).

As a result of this automatic invalidity, the parties are obliged, on the grounds of
unjust enrichment, to return to each other any performance provided between them
to that date (Section 2991 of the new Civil Code).

Another model situation may be the following. Supposing that the principal,
when awarding the contract, did not know nor ought to have known of the bribe paid
to its agents, can it choose to treat the contract as effective, with the consequence
that the bribe-giver would be obliged to perform and the principal to pay the price,
subject to an appropriate adjustment taking into consideration the payment of the
bribe? Under Czech law it is not possible to consider the agreement concluded
between the bribe-giver and the principal to be valid and effective. The latter would
be misled as a result of the actions of his agent. The invalidity of the actions of
the principal follows from Section 583 in conjunction with Section 585 of the Civil
Code. These two provisions must be read in conjunction because Section 583 applies
merely to the parties to juridical acts (in the case concerned, the bribe-giver and
the principal). However, under Section 585 of the Civil Code, the bribe-giver is
a person participating in the actions of a third party (the agent) that misled the
principal. Under the new Civil Code, automatic invalidity is caused only by actions
that are obviously contrary to good morals, at variance with the law or contrary to
the public policy. The affected party must invoke invalidity caused by an error. If the
principal failed to invoke such invalidity, the agreement would have to be performed.
If he did invoke invalidity of the agreement, the agreement would be found invalid.
Performance under the agreement would therefore be impossible.

If the parties provided consideration to each other, they would be obliged to
return it on the grounds of unjust enrichment. The parties are obliged to return to
each other any unjust enrichment. The enriched party who had bad faith (the bribe-
giver) must surrender everything he obtained as such enrichment, including fruits
and benefits, and moreover is obliged to compensate any benefits that the aggrieved
party would have obtained (Section 3004(1) of the Civil Code). In addition, under
the Civil Code, the actions of the bribe-giver, who initiated the entire process of
bribery, are penalised in that a person who fraudulently incites another person to
juridical acts is obliged to pay damages for the harm caused thereby. The bribe-
giver would therefore be obliged to compensate any harm incurred by the principal
(Section 587(2) of the Civil Code).

Supposing that the bribe-payer, after having been awarded the contract, has
almost completely performed his side of the deal when the principal invokes
corruption and refuses to pay the contract price, would the parties be left where
they are or would they be granted restitutionary remedies, ie the bribe-giver be
granted an allowance in money for the work done corresponding to the value of his
performance, and the principal restitution of any payment it has made exceeding this
amount? The solution again follows from what has been said above. The contract
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is invalid, but its invalidity must be invoked by the aggrieved party, ie the principal.
The parties are obliged to return to each other any unjust enrichment. Where
restitution is not possible, the bribe-giver is entitled to pecuniary compensation in
the amount of the usual price of his performance, rather than the inflated price of
the contract (Section 2999 of the Civil Code).

Actions described below may be classified as actions punishable by the Czech
Criminal Code only with difficulties. They tend to show more lobbying character.
A contractor in country X, knowing that the Ministry of Defence of country Y
intends to purchase a number of military aircraft, enters into an agreement with
a consultancy firm by which the latter, for a commission fee, is to negotiate
the possible purchase with the Ministry. Supposing that the Ministry, despite the
consultant’s efforts, does not buy the aircraft from the contractor, can he refuse
to pay the consultant the agreed commission fee, invoking a statutory regulation
of country Y prohibiting the employment of intermediaries in the negotiation and
conclusion of contracts with governmental agencies? In our opinion, the situation
must also be assessed from the viewpoint of private international law. We consider
that the statutory regulation of country Y as described in the terms of reference can
be classified as an overriding mandatory rule in the sense of, for example, Art 9
of the Rome I Regulation (for contracts concluded on or after 17 December 2009).
Where a rule under Czech law is concerned and where the Czech Republic is also
the forum for a potential dispute between the parties, that rule shall be applied and
reflected automatically.

The relevant rule existed at the time when the contract was executed and the
parties were, or were supposed to be, aware of it, and were therefore aware that their
procedure was illegitimate. According to Czech law, the fact that at the time when
a contract is executed, its subject cannot be performed renders the contract invalid
(Section 580(2) of the Civil Code); this invalidity is automatic (nullity) (Section 588
of the Civil Code).

If the “statutory regulation of country Y” is part of some other legal system, it
might also be taken into account, with an impact on validity of the agreement and
with the above consequences. It may form part of legis causae or part of the legal
system of a third country. Both the Rome I Regulation and Czech legal regulations
on private international law make it possible to take account of the impact of these
rules. Obviously, subject to various conditions depending on whether they form part
of the governing law (legis causae) or part of the legal system of a third country.

Specific Possible Solutions to the Model Situation In addition to the above,
Czech law contains two more options. First, the State attorney may lodge a petition
for initiation of civil court proceedings on invalidity of a contract on transfer of
property in cases where provisions limiting the freedom of its parties were not
respected upon conclusion. This authorisation follows from Section 42 of Act No
283/1993 Coll, on State attorneys. The above authorisation is applicable where a
contract on transfer of ownership is automatically invalid on the grounds of statutory
limitation of the contractual freedom of the transferor or the acquiror and where
there is a public interest in determining the contract invalid. However, even if all
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cumulative conditions are satisfied, this statutory instrument is applicable only if
neither of the parties to the invalid contract has yet lodged an action for declaring
the contract invalid or an action for restitution. The purpose of public interest is
to ensure that ownership is not abused to the detriment of the rights of others
or at variance with public interests protected by law (Art 11(3) of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights and Freedoms).

Secondly, in cases where a decision is made in administrative proceedings and
the decision affects the rights of a certain person, a court action is admissible subject
to compliance with the statutory conditions. Corrupt practices can be one of the
reasons for lodging such an action. The statutory conditions are laid down in Act
No 150/2002 Coll, the Code of Administrative Justice. Under Section 65 of the
Act, everyone who claims that his rights have been impaired either directly or as a
consequence of infringement on his rights in the preceding procedure by an act of
an administrative authority whereby his rights or duties are established, changed,
cancelled or determined with a binding effect (hereinafter “decision”) may lodge
an action to claim that such a decision be cancelled or declared invalid. In Section
66, the Act grants a special locus standi for the protection of public interest also to
other entities. The following are concerned: an administrative authority stipulated by
law; the Supreme State Attorney if he finds a material public interest in lodging the
action; the Public Defender of Rights if he demonstrates a material public interest in
lodging the action; a person to whom the authorisation to lodge the action is granted
by a special law or an international treaty which is part of the Czech legal system.

4.5 Conclusion

Under the Czech laws, corrupt practices can be punished by a number various
means. On the one hand, criminal-law instruments, which are limited to a major
degree by international commitments of the Czech Republic, are applicable to
corrupt practices and also to practices that have at least a corruption potential.
In contrast, on the other hand, explicit private-law instruments can only be used
to punish a certain scope of corrupt practices that have the nature of unfair
competition. However, the Czech laws also penalise practices that are contrary to
basic legal principles, ie good morals or principles of fair business conduct. It
can therefore be concluded that the Czech laws provide a sufficiently wide range
of instruments to punish corrupt practices. That said, this has nothing to do with
detection or resistance of the relevant entities to such practices. The former is
based on the personnel, both in terms of quality and quantity, and the available
technical equipment, while the latter relates to legal and social culture of the given
environment.
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Abstract This paper provides an overview of the civil law consequences of
corruption in the least corrupt country in the world – Denmark. It outlines the
relevant terminology, including the elements of the crime, from a criminal law
perspective and provides an overview of the applicable legal framework from a civil
law perspective. The paper also presents and evaluates some of the most notable
Danish rulings concerning the consequences of corruption, including the Carl Bro
case and the Oil-for-Food cases.

5.1 Background

The Danish parliament (Folketinget) passed a number of amendments to the
provisions on bribery (public bribery) and secret commissions (private bribery) in
Act No 228 of 4 April 2000. The objective of the amendments was to ensure that the
Danish rules were in compliance with the requirements of as many as five different
conventions etc.,1 all with the same chief aims; imposing a duty on the participating

1Firstly, the protocol of the EU convention on fraud from 1995 (the Convention on the protection
of the European Communities’ financial interests), secondly the EU convention on corruption
from 1997 (The Convention on the fight against corruption involving officials of the European
Communities or officials of the Member States of the European Union), thirdly the OECD Anti-
Bribery Convention also from 1997 (the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign
Public Officials in International Business Transactions), fourthly the Joint Action of 22 December
1998 (adopted by the Council on the basis of Article K.3 of the Treaty on European Union, on
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countries to criminalize public and private bribery, to criminalize both the giving
and receiving of a bribe (passive bribery) and to criminalize bribery across borders.

However, despite the Danish ratification of the mentioned conventions and
protocols on the criminalization of corruption, Denmark has not yet ratified the
Council of Europe’s Civil Law Convention on Corruption of 1999 even though
having signed the convention.

5.1.1 Terminology2

The word “corruption” is not a distinct Danish legal concept, but rather a generic
term covering different kinds of malversation. The term is often used in relation to
misuse of power by mixing individual and public interests. When used in criminal
law the term refers to a wide range of criminal offences (such as criminal breach of
trust, embezzlement, abuse of public office, secret commissions and, of course, both
offering and accepting a bribe).

Within administrative law, administrative acts issued as a result of corruption will
be considered invalid in accordance with basic principles of Danish administrative
law such as the abuse of power principle or various disqualification rules. The
main objective within both criminal and administrative law is to ensure that any
person to whom the rules apply is governed only by objective considerations and
motives. In the public debate the term “corruption” is often used in a broader sense,
which may include everything from acts out of friendship to all kinds of acts which
can be perceived as expressions of a person’s generally dubious moral standards.
Usually, however, both lawyers and non-lawyers associate the term with the offer
and accept of financial (or other kinds of) favors granted with the intention to make
the recipient give someone (usually the giver) any sort of preferential treatment,
such as speeding up the processing of the giver’s pending case, ensuring the giver
certain advantages, which are (legally) at the recipient’s disposal, or granting the
giver undue and possibly even illegal advantages.

It is in the latter, narrow sense of the term that the actus reus of both bribery
and secret commissions is found. The word “bribery” is reserved for violations of ss
122 and 144 of the Danish Criminal Code (the “DCC”), which impose penalties on
both providing and receiving undue favors if the recipient is acting in official public
capacity. The act of providing a bribe is often referred to as “active bribery” whereas
the act of receiving a bribe is called “passive bribery”. These terms, however, are
not entirely precise, seeing that the recipient of a bribe (the official) may very well

corruption in the private sector) and fifthly the Council of Europe’s anti-corruption convention
from 1999 (the European Criminal Law Convention on Corruption).
2The following chapter is a slightly revised version of part of one of the author’s earlier
publications; see LB Langsted, ‘Bribery, Bribery across Borders and the Like from a Danish
Perspective’ (2009) 54 Scandinavian Studies in Law 248.
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be the active party in committing the crime, for example by demanding special
favors or plainly money in return of reaching a certain decision favorable to the
person providing the bribe. The most precise and neutral terms are therefore simply
“providing” and “receiving” a bribe.

5.2 Corruption in Criminal Law3

This chapter focuses on the Danish criminal law definition of corruption, and the
relevant legal framework concerning both the provision and receipt of a bribe within
the public and private sector. Furthermore, this chapter touches briefly on other
relevant criminal law provisions and judgments (including the “Carl Bro case”) and
Danish criminal law jurisdiction.

5.2.1 Public Sector

5.2.1.1 Receiving a Bribe

The principal provision on receiving a bribe (s 144 DCC) stipulates that “any person
who unduly receives, demands, or agrees to receive a gift or another benefit in the
exercise of a Danish, foreign or international public function or office is sentenced
to a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding six years.”

The persons covered by this provision not only include Danish public officials,
but also persons employed to perform public services of assignments abroad. Any
public-sector employee is a public official irrespective of whether the government, a
region or municipality is the employer, and employees of the Danish courts are also
included.4 It is irrelevant whether the employee has any decision-making authority,5

since actual administration may be exercised under undue influence as well. This
applies to public-sector employees in both Denmark and abroad. The provision also
applies to politicians who hold positions as for example members or chairmen of
boards, committees and so forth.

Generally, the provision does not apply to employees of state companies. If,
however, the company performs functions which are similar to functions performed
under public law, the nature of the assignment may justify the application of
the bribery rules contained in s 144 DCC. This issue remains to be settled by a
Danish court, but the view is supported by the comments accompanying OECD’s

3Section 5.2 of this report is a revised version of chapters 4 and 5.1 in Langsted (n 2).
4s 304a DCC applies to arbitrators in Denmark and abroad.
5This was established by the Danish courts in UfR 1983.990 H and UfR 1985.270 Ø.
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anti-corruption convention,6 which state that employees of state companies are
subject to the provisions of the convention, unless the company “operates on a
normal commercial basis in the relevant market, ie, on a basis which is substantially
equivalent to that of a private enterprise, without preferential subsidies or other
privileges.”7 The comments further indicate that the provision (under special
circumstances) may apply to a person holding some form of public authority,
irrespective of the terms of his employment.8,9 Although the issue remains to be
determined by a Danish court of law, this interpretation has merit. If, for example,
prisons were entirely privately owned and operated, which is the case in some
countries, it would seem unfair if prison employees were not subject to s 144
DCC, since they would most likely not be subject to s 299 DCC concerning secret
commission.10

5.2.1.2 Providing a Bribe

The prohibition against providing a bribe is set out in s 122 DCC, which reads as
follows: “Any person who unduly gives, promises or offers to someone performing
a public function or office with a Danish, foreign or international public organization
a gift or another benefit to make the relevant person perform or fail to perform such
function or office is sentenced to a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding
six years.”

The group of persons to whom a bribe may not be provided is identical to the
group of persons who may not receive a bribe. The briber can be anybody, including
legal entities. While s 144 DCC applies to the receipt of all undue advantages, s 122
DCC only imposes a penalty on providing gifts and other favors if it is done with the
objective of ensuring a certain conduct by the employee in public service. The words
“perform or fail to perform such function or office [ : : : ]” cover not only any kind of
decision-making, but also the actual exercise of administrative duties. Subsequent
gifts or favors provided in gratitude of good case administration are not covered by
s 122 DCC, and the provider of such is not liable to punishment. Depending on the
circumstances, however, such gifts or favors may be covered by s 144 DCC, and if
this is the case, the recipient will then be liable to punishment.

6The DCC was amended in 2000 to ensure compliance with this convention.
7The comments to art 1, para 4, point 15.
8The comments to art 1, para 4, point 16. The example provided is a political party official in a
single-party state, whether or not he is formally a public official, provided that he in fact performs
a public function.
9This view is supported by V Greve et al., Kommenteret straffelov II, 10th edn (Copenhagen, Jurist-
og Økonomforbundets Forlag, 2012) 79.
10s 299 is only applicable if the person in question manages the trust property on behalf of its
owner (in Danish: “varetager en andens formueanliggender”). See Sect. 5.2.2.
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5.2.2 Private Sector

Ss 122 and 144 DCC make it a criminal offence to provide a bribe to someone
in public service as well as to receive a bribe when in public service. Corruption,
however, is also a criminal offence in the private sector.

S 299(2) DCC prohibits both the offer and receipt of “secret commissions”
(bribery in private legal relationships) and reads as follows: “A fine or imprisonment
for a term not exceeding four years is imposed on any person who receives, demands
or agrees to receive a gift or another benefit for himself or others in a manner
contrary to his duty of managing the property entrusted to him by another person,
and on any person who grants, promises or offers such gift or other benefit.”

S 299(2) DCC is very similar to ss 122 and 144 DCC, but there are also
fundamental differences between the situations addressed by each set of rules –
namely that it is a very clear principle that a public official never receives money
from his “clients”, whereas it is customary that an exchange of goods, services
and/or funds takes place between the parties in a private legal relationship. This
often makes it more difficult to determine when and if the receipt of funds by an
employee in a private legal relationship is “contrary to duty”. Prior to an amendment
of s 299(2) DCC in 2000 the provision required the receipt of a secret commission
to have been “kept concealed” from the employer. This wording was omitted in
2000, but the assumption probably still applies. This is obviously the case when, for
example, an employee in a private company conceals from the company that he has
received for instance 2 % in “commission” for entering into an agreement with the
company providing the secret commission.11 Considering the provision’s kinship
with “breach of trust” (s 280 DCC) it is theoretically possible, but rather unlikely,
that a court of law will find an act contrary to duty in a case where the recipient of
the commission does not conceal such receipt from the company.12

Despite the possible concern of allowing the conduct of a majority (or at least
a significant minority) to be decisive in regard to determining what is considered
criminal,13 it cannot be ignored that normal conduct, which is out in the open
and therefore specifically or at least tacitly acknowledged by both employer and
employees, hardly can be characterized as contrary to duty. Tipping, for instance, is
so widespread within the hotel and restaurant business that it cannot be considered
contrary to duty when a waiter or desk clerk receives a generous tip; even if the
gratuity was specifically intended to induce the recipient to provide an extraordinary

11The situation was similar in the decision reported in UfR 1974.955 Ø in which the recipient had
accepted a promise of approximately DKK 500,000 in agency commission.
12C Torp’s report from 1917 on a draft criminal code states (p 253) that “the safest and most
tangible criterion of whether the advantage is of this nature [undue favors which seriously
endanger the honesty in a business relationship, red] is that it must be kept concealed from the
person whose matters the recipient is managing. The very concealment renders it suspicious”.
13ibid.
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service, such as the best table, frequent exchange of fruit in the hotel room, having
luggage brought up faster and so forth.

It is widely assumed14 that as a precondition for violation of s 299 DCC, the favor
must have been provided or promised prior to the act, which the favor was intended
to influence. This reasonable interpretation is in keeping partly with the wording of
s 299 DCC and partly with the provision’s kinship with ss 122 and 144 DCC, as
well as the fact that s 299 DCC does not distinguish between the criminal conduct
of the provider and the recipient of a secret commission.

The kinship between ss 280 and 299(2) DCC is most apparent when it is doubtful
whether a received amount is a “supplementary payment”, which does not result in a
loss for the party whose interests are being managed by the recipient, or whether the
amount rightfully should have benefited the party whose interests are being managed
by the recipient, but is diverted into the perpetrator’s pockets instead.15

5.2.2.1 The Carl Bro Case

A related, but unusual, situation arose in the so-called “Carl Bro case”. Three
managerial staff members in the Carl Bro group were accused primarily of breach
of trust under s 280 DCC, alternatively of violation of s 299(2) DCC, by having
paid out secret commissions. It is unusual, but not contradictory, that the company,
Carl Bro, as such would be the victim of the crime under the primary charge,
whereas the company could best be described as the “beneficiary” of the crime under
the alternative charge. The prosecution was thus faced with two main challenges:
determining the fund flow – how did the money leave the company and where did it
go? – and who in the group had knowledge of the payments.

The money flow in the Carl Bro case was as follows: A person living in
Switzerland issued two fictitious invoices of a total of just under DKK 2,000,000.
The two invoices were paid by the Carl Bro group, and one of the defendants
subsequently collected the money – less some commissions – in Switzerland. The
fate of the money is unknown after this point. According to the defendants’ evidence
in court, a suitcase containing the money was delivered to a “Mr Schmidt” at a pub
in Germany. However, as it is well known, there are quite a few “Mr Schmidts” in
Germany. The defendants also stated that the money was to be passed on to a person
central to the management of the German company Nordbau, which was party to
a number of building contracts near Hamburg; projects which the Carl Bro group
would like to participate in.

Based on this course of events, it was quite simply impossible to determine
whether the Carl Bro group was the victim of a crime, or whether it had benefitted
from a crime committed in its own interest. The court of first instance, the District
Court, found that the senior group management had considered it “pretty obvious

14See for instance Greve et al., Kommenteret straffelov II (n 9), 615.
15See for instance UfR 2005.1388 V.
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that the fees [the DKK 2,000,000] were just on or beyond the border of bribery,
but that the fees might be a necessary evil”.16 According to the District Court,
the management had further considered it “an issue which had to be handled with
discretion”. On this basis, the District Court found that the defendants may very
well “have believed that the Carl Bro management considered the projects to be of
such importance to the group that it was prepared to turn a blind eye, and more
or less tacitly accept that [one of the defendants] handled the practical difficulties
connected to the payment of the special consultancy fees, including withdrawing
the mentioned amounts and providing the required vouchers”. Consequently, the
District Court reached the decision that the defendants were innocent of breach
of trust. It is not entirely clear whether the Court based its decision on the
assumption that the management actually knew about and thereby tacitly sanctioned
the “consultant fees” or on the fact that the defendants believed that this was the
case. Either way, the defendants had lacked the necessary intent to breach the trust
of the company.

Regarding the charge with secret commission, the Court found that the prosecu-
tion had failed to meet the burden of proof. The actus reus of s 299(2) DCC requires
the recipient of the secret commission to have acted in a manner “contrary to his
duty” in managing the property entrusted to him by another person. Since no one
knew what had happened to the money after it was handed over to “Mr Schmidt” at
a pub in Germany, the prosecution was unable to establish that the recipient of the
secret commission had acted contrary to his duties.

The High Court upheld the District Court’s decision in regard to both ss 280 and
299(2) DCC, but based its conclusion concerning the charge of secret commission
on the fact that the defendants were of the impression that the management of Carl
Bro had approved the payment of the “consultancy fees”, and that they consequently
did not intend to breach the trust of the company.17

5.2.3 Jurisdiction

The principle rule when determining the application of Danish criminal statutes is
the “territorial principle” contained in s 6 DCC, which stipulates that acts committed
within the territory of the Danish state fall within Danish criminal jurisdiction.

Under certain circumstances, however, acts committed outside the territory of
the Danish state also fall within Danish (extraterritorial) criminal jurisdiction.
Corruption, for instance, is a criminal offence under Danish law if committed by
a Danish national (or resident) within the territory of another state, if the act was

16Judgment of Vejle Criminal Court of 30 May 2006.
17Judgment of the Western High Court of 15 May 2007.
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also a criminal offence under the legislation of the country in which the act was
committed (ie a condition of “double criminality”), cf s 7(1) DCC.18

5.3 Statutory Regulation Concerning the Civil Law
Consequences of Corruption

This chapter contains a description of the relevant Danish civil law framework
related to the consequences of corruption, incl. the Danish Law of King Christian V
from 1683 and the Danish Contracts Act. Both legislation and case law concerning
the civil law consequences of corruption are described and analyzed. The chapter
contains an in-depth analysis of the Danish legal aftermath of the numerous
international violations of the Oil-for-Food Programme. The chapter also contains
an overview of the remedies available in case of both invalidity and breach of a
contract governed by Danish law, as well as an introduction to the relevant tort law
concepts.

There is no specific statutory regulation of the civil law consequences of
corruption in Danish law. The contractual consequences of corruption follow from
principles of general contract law, and the potential liability of both the provider and
recipient of a bribe is determined on the basis of general principles of torts liability
or contractual liability depending on the specific circumstances.

5.3.1 Contract Law

5.3.1.1 Illegality

The general principle of pacta sunt servanda is established in the Danish Law
of King Christian V from 1683 (the “Danish Law”), which is still partially in
effect. According to s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law, contracts concluded between legally
competent parties are valid in all details, unless they are (i) against the law (contra
legem) or (ii) contrary to public policy (contra bonos mores). Furthermore, the
Danish Contracts Act (the “DCA”) contains provisions according to which contracts
against good morals (s 33 DCA) and unfair contracts (s 36(1) DCA) are wholly
or partially invalid (see Sects. 5.3.1.5.2 and 5.3.1.5.3). Together these provisions
comprise the “core” legislation relevant to establishing the contractual consequences
of corruption.

18For further information in English on the scope of application of criminal statutes under Danish
law see LB Langsted, P Garde and V Greve, Criminal Law in Denmark, 4th edn (The Hague,
Wolters Kluwer, 2014) 33 ff.
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According to s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law, contracts are invalid if they are against
the law or contrary to public policy. The wording “against the law” simply refers to
the laws in force at the time in question19 and does not provide any further answers
to the question of a contract’s validity. Only contracts which are in violation of
mandatory provisions are invalid, whereas it naturally follows that contracts that
are contrary to provisions which can be derogated from by agreement between the
parties are valid in the absence of other vitiating factors.

Most Danish civil law provisions concerning contracts are non-mandatory, and
consequently the parties may agree to dispense from such provisions. This means
that contracts conflicting with such non-mandatory provisions (in civil as well as
public law) are not considered contra legem, because it is assumed that it has been
the intention of the parties to deviate from the rules in question. If a civil law
provision, however, explicitly states that it is mandatory, or if this follows from an
interpretation of the purpose of the provision, any contract concluded against such
provision is contra legem and therefore invalid.

This leaves the question of the validity of contracts violating statutory mandatory
provisions of public law. Such contracts are not necessarily invalid; even if a
violation is sanctioned with punishment or fine.

Some legal scholars have previously suggested that the crucial factor in deter-
mining the validity of agreements, which are in violation of mandatory provisions
of public law, is whether the statutory provision in question dictates the legal
consequences of its violation or whether it simply prohibits a certain conduct. If
specific legal consequences (other than invalidity) are sanctioned by the provision,
it was presumed that such prescribed sanctions were exhaustive, thereby eliminating
invalidity as a consequence.20 Such presumption has now been abandoned, and it is
widely recognized that the question of the validity of a contract which is in violation
of one or more mandatory provisions in public law must be answered on a case by
case basis; considering among other things the gravity of the violation, and whether
a civil law sanction such as invalidity is necessary in order to mitigate the effect of
the criminal action.21

If a contract is in violation of the Danish Criminal Code because a criminal act
is required in order to perform the contract, or the performance itself pursues a
criminal purpose, the contract will naturally be invalid as a result of the contra

19See for instance LL Andersen and PB Madsen, Aftaler og mellemmænd, 5th edn (Copenhagen,
Forlaget Thomson, 2006) 244 and H Ussing, Aftaler, 3rd edn (Copenhagen, GadJura, 1950) 190.
20See S Jørgensen, Kontraktsret I (Copenhagen, DJØF, 1971) 154 and Andersen and Madsen
(n 19), 244.
21MM Fogt suggests that “there is presumably according to Danish law, a vice versa presumption
that violation of a public law provision does not generate any civil law consequences unless
it is clear from the objectives of the public law provision that the effect depends on or can
only be countered by an additional civil law sanction”. Such presumption, however, probably
leaves too narrow a room for invalidity. See MM Fogt, ‘Civil Law Consequence of Corruption
in Danish Law – The Oil-for-Food Programme Cases and Beyond’ in O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law
Consequences of Corruption (Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009) 91.
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legem principle. This was the case in UfR 1969.303 H, where a Swedish publishing
house had sold pornographic magazines to a Danish company, but the magazines
were seized by the Danish police, because they were in violation of the then current
s 234 DCC. As a result, the Danish company refused to pay for the magazines. The
High Court ruled that the agreement itself was invalid (null and void) and dismissed
the Swedish company’s claim for payment for the magazines.

In this light, an actual agreement, whereby one party undertakes to pay the other
party a bribe in violation of either s 122 or s 299(2) DCC, or whereby a party accepts
a bribe in violation of s 144, will likely be considered contra legem and therefore
invalid. However, a contract which is merely facilitated by a bribe is not in itself
against the law, and consequently not necessarily invalid based on the mere fact
that the parties have violated the Criminal Code in the process of concluding the
contract.22 Depending on the circumstances, however, the agreement might still be
invalid if it is against “public policy” or “immoral”.

5.3.1.2 Public Policy

The provision in s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law is from 1683, and it is safe to assume
that society’s perception of immoral behavior has changed substantially since then.
However, the part of the provision concerning “public policy” (immoral contracts)
is a Danish paraphrase of the Roman law expression contra bonos mores, and the
question of a contract’s immorality is thus answered in accordance with the basic
moral standards that prevail at the time and place in question. Accordingly, previous
(older) case law has a somewhat limited precedential value.23

Even though society’s basic moral standards are somewhat changeable, agree-
ments whereby one or more parties undertake to perform a criminal act are
necessarily contrary to public policy.24 This is certainly the case if the parties to
a contract governed by Danish law have performed or undertaken to perform an act,
which is illegal according to the Danish Criminal Code; for instance the provision
or receipt of a bribe. The question arises, however, whether an international contract
will be held invalid as well, if the contract is governed by Danish law, but the bribery
act itself for some reason is not in violation of the Danish Criminal Code; either
because it is not covered by the actus reus of the relevant provisions, or, which is
more likely, because it does not constitute a criminal act in the country where the
act is committed and therefore does not satisfy the double criminality principle (see
Sect. 5.2.3).

22Such contract may, however, depending on the specific circumstances, be invalid due to fraud
(see Sect. 5.3.1.5.1).
23See for instance Andersen and Madsen (n 19), 244 and Ussing (n 19), 190.
24This view is supported by the Norwegian Supreme Court in its decision published in NRt.
2004.1582.
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5.3.1.3 The Oil-for-Food Programme

In the late summer of 2005, the Danish public was shocked by revelations that
about 20 named Danish companies had allegedly paid money “under the table” in
connection with contracts entered into with Iraqi companies and authorities.

The contracts in question had been entered into in connection with the Oil-for-
Food Programme after the UN had relaxed the total embargo previously imposed
on Iraq because of its occupation of Kuwait. The relaxation allowed the Iraqis to
sell oil, but the profits from the sales had to be deposited in a French bank. If an
Iraqi company or authority wanted to use any of the money for buying equipment,
food or medicine from, for instance, a Danish company, the Danish company had to
describe the goods involved and the price demanded for the goods on the invoice.
The invoice would then be sent via the Danish authorities to a UN office, which
would approve the invoice. It would then be sent on to the Iraqi company, which
would present it for payment at the French bank, which would finally transfer the
amount to the Danish company, which had delivered the goods.

The illegal activity, which had taken place in connection with this procedure,
consisted in the Iraqi company persuading the Danish company to issue an invoice
for an amount greater than the amount which the Danish company asked for its
goods. When the excess amount was released from the French bank, all the Danish
company had to do was to deposit the excess in a specified bank in the Middle
East, often in Saudi Arabia, from where the money could be taken home to the Iraqi
government, which was then free to use it entirely without UN control.

The legal assessment of these cases must take into account several elements
which are relatively atypical to ordinary cases of bribery and secret commissions.
First of all, the recipient was not one (or more) individual person(s), but an entire
regime, the Iraqi government. Secondly, the money, which was paid, did not come
out of the Danish company’s own pocket (as is normally the case with a bribe or
secret commission). Neither was it paid by an “accidental” third party (the typical
scenario in cases of breach of trust). Rather, it was the recipient’s own money that
was returned to it. These elements made it impossible to use either s 122 or s 299
DCC.

Furthermore, the ultimate “victim” of the events here described was, in a sense,
the stability of global society personified by the UN. This brings s 110c(2,3,4)
DCC into play. These provisions include a framework penalty clause for obligations
which Denmark has undertaken in its relations with the EU and the UN.

It is extraordinarily difficult to establish the exact actus reus in these provisions.
The Oil-for-Food Programme is governed by Regulation No 124 of 12 March 1993
with subsequent amendments in Regulation No 1238 of 27 December 1996. These
regulations state, inter alia, that “Section 5 offenders, including board members in
companies in violation of Sections 1 and 2, shall be punishable pursuant to Section
110c(2) of the Penal Code by fine, mitigated imprisonment or under aggravating
circumstances by up to four years’ imprisonment. Subparagraph 2. If the violation
of Section 1(1,2) is committed by a public or private company or similar, a fine can
be imposed on the company as such.”
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Ss 1 and 2 of the Regulation also include references to the goods, and the
schedules in which the goods are listed, which may still (or again) be sold to eg Iraq
and state that such sales are subject to approval, initially by the minister of industry,
and subsequently the minister of economic and business affairs. The regulations also
specify that final release from the deposit accounts is subject to approval by a UN
committee.

Media reports, including admissions by some of the companies of the actual
events, made it likely that an objective breach of the rules had taken place. It
was also alleged, however, that some of the companies had contacted the foreign
ministry and/or the relevant UN committee with information that the Iraqis had
requested excess invoicing. If this allegation was true – and if the invoices or
an accompanying letter in each individual case indicated the actual price of the
goods/services in question and the amount of the excess payment, no violation of the
relevant provisions would presumably exist. The stipulated requirements concern
the nature of the goods alone and the required approval of the sale by a relevant
authority. The provisions make no mention of the price of the goods. Furthermore,
the purpose of the provisions was to enable UN control, and such control was
possible if the UN was provided with all relevant information.25

In 2006 the Danish Western High Court made a ruling in a case involving a
possible violation of the Oil-for-Food Programme.26 In this case, a Danish company,
AVK International A/S (“AVK”), had contracted with a Jordanian facilitator of
business contracts all over the Middle East, Al-Hani International Trading Estab-
lishment (“A-H”). A-H had procured AVK two contracts with the city government
of Baghdad, whereby AVK were to deliver parts to water treatment facilities
in Baghdad. The contract sums amounted to EUR 505,780 and EUR 27,500.
According to the invoices issued by A-H, a total of EUR 112,200 was commission
to a “third party”. AVK refused to pay this part of the invoiced amount, and A-H
brought its claim before a Danish district court in the first instance.

The local representative of AVK testified that the company was informed of the
fact that the “third party commission” was indeed a bribe and that it, as he himself
had stated in an email to the Danish office, was intended for “Saddam & Co.”
However, he also explained that this statement was not to be taken literally, but
simply meant that the intended recipients of the bribe were various Iraqi officials.
He further testified that it was ordinary business practice in the entire Middle East
to provide facilitation payments, and that this was common knowledge among
companies operating in this part of the world.

25The Danish State Prosecutor for Serious Economic Crime, who handled these cases, advised in
2006 that the liability of companies and individuals was time-barred. The question of forfeiture,
however, was not time-barred. In 2012 the Supreme Court decided in one of the cases that the
proceeds should be confiscated, see UfR 2012.3368 H. The other companies involved In the Oil-
for-Food cases had previously accepted a confiscation of their proceeds.
26UfR 2006.1914 V. The judgment is thoroughly covered by Fogt, ‘Civil Law’ (n 21), 95 ff.
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The District Court concluded that even though the provision of such facilitation
payments was a violation of Danish law, the agreement was not invalid according
to either s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law or because it violated the UN Oil-for-Food
Programme. Consequently, the city court ruled that AVK was obligated to pay the
“third party commission”.

However, AVK appealed the judgment to the Western High Court and requested,
in addition to its contestation of A-H’s claim, that the High Court dismissed the
claim ex officio on the grounds that an agreement which is in violation of s 5-1-2 of
the Danish Law is inadmissible in court.

The High Court decided that it was rendered probable that AVK’s payment
of the “third party commission” would constitute a violation of the Oil-for-Food
Programme, and that an enforcement of the claim would consequently violate s 5-1-
2 of the Danish Law. The Court did not expressly state which part of s 5-1-2 of the
Danish Law such enforcement would violate, but keeping in mind that Regulation
No 124 of 12 March 1993 with subsequent amendments in Regulation No 1238 of
27 December 1996 is not incorporated in Danish law, it is a reasonable assumption
that the Court considered an enforcement of a claim in violation of the Oil-for-Food
Programme to contravene the contra bonos mores principle.

It is suggested that the question of whether an agreement is against the contra
bonos mores principle must be answered based on the norms in force at the place to
which the agreement has the closest connection (ie in this case probably Jordan).27

This would lead to the result that, since bribery or facilitation payments are allowed
in accordance with Jordanian customs, the agreement would be valid, and the
ruling of the District Court would have been correct. If this is the case, the Danish
courts would face the paradox of being obligated to enforce agreements, which are
obviously incompatible with Danish legal tradition and norms of morality. Such
legal position would almost in itself be a violation of the contra bonos mores
principle, and it is the opinion of the authors that the question of a contract’s
immorality must be answered according to Danish norms. This also seems to be
the view of the Western High Court in the case. A note, however, should be made
regarding the distinction between the contra legem principle and the contra bonos
mores principle, which are both set out in s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law; there is no
tradition in Danish case law for distinguishing between the two principles, and a
ratio decidendi quoting s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law will simply refer to the provision
as a whole.

However that may be, the High Court ruled to dismiss the case ex officio. The
opinion that such agreements are inadmissible is supported by several previous
decisions,28 but previous case law is rather inconsistent, and the matter has been

27See Fogt, ‘Civil Law’ (n 21), 99.
28See for instance UfR 1954.378 Ø, 1977.874 V and UfR 2001.451 V.
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taken under active consideration by the courts in even more cases – most recently
by the Supreme Court in the case recorded in UfR 2014.2434 H, ref Sect. 5.3.1.8.29

It is also debatable whether the case was even subject to Danish law, since the
Danish rules on choice of law regarding contractual obligations are set out in the
Rome Convention, which stipulates that the governing law (in lack of express or
tacit choice by the parties) is the law of the country to which the contract has the
closest connection; in this case more likely Jordan or Iraq than Denmark.30

5.3.1.4 Authority of Agents

The Danish rules on agency are set out in chapter II (ss 10–27) of the “DCA”, which
governs the trilateral relationship between principal, agent and third party. The DCA
differentiates between two types of agency depending on whether the existence of
the agency is known to the public or at least to the third party, who concludes
the agreement with the agent (ostensible authority), or whether the authority of
the agent is derived solely from an agreement between the principal and the agent
(actual authority).31

An ostensible authority can be either general or special, but both types are
characterized by the fact that the contracting third party knows that the agent is
acting on behalf of a principal. A general authority exists when the agent holds a
position, which naturally grants him the authority to act on behalf of his principal.
In this case the agent has the authority to assume obligations, ie by concluding
agreements with third parties, on behalf of the principal to the extent that the agent’s
acts fall within the ordinary performance of the agent’s duties. A special authority
exists when the principal has provided the agent with a written authorization meant
to be kept in his possession and shown to contracting third parties. In this case the
agent has the authority set out in the document.

An actual authority is usually based on a specific agreement between the
principal and the agent granting the agent the authority to act on behalf of the
principal, but as opposed to an ostensible authority the actual authority is not
intended to be shown or apparent to the third party. In case of an actual authority the
limits to the agent’s authority are set out in the agreement with the principal.

When determining whether the principal is obligated vis-à-vis a third party by
a specific legal transaction performed by the agent, a distinction has to be made
between the internal relationship between the principal and the agent and the
external relationship between the agent and the third party.

29See for instance also UfR 1969.303 H (covered above in Sect. 5.3.1.1), UfR 1978.498 H, UfR
2001.631 H, UfR 2012.1914 V.
30See Fogt,’Korruptionens civilretlige virkning komparativt’ (2010) Erhvervsjuridisk Tidsskrift
271, 281.
31See R Nielsen, Contract Law in Denmark (Copenhagen, DJØF Publishing and Wolters Kluwer,
2011) 185.
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An agent acting outside his ostensible authority cannot legally bind his principal.
However, if the agent acts within his authority but in violation of specific instructions
given by his principal, the principal is obligated toward a third party acting in good
faith (ie who is unaware of the fact that the agent is acting against the instructions
of the principal). If the agency is established by an actual authority, the principal is
never bound by the acts of an agent acting outside his authority, regardless of the
good or bad faith of the third party.

In terms of bribery, the rules on agency outlined above are particularly relevant
in two scenarios: (i) an agent receiving a bribe from a third party, and (ii) an agent
providing a bribe to a third party. The decisive factor in determining whether a
principal is obligated by the acts of an agent in either scenario is whether or not
the principal has authorized the agent to receive or provide the bribe (or at least
tacitly approved the act).

If the principal has authorized the agent to accept/provide the bribe, the fact
that an agent is involved does not in itself influence the validity of the agreement,
and as long as the agent acts within his authorization (and not in contrast to any
specific instructions of which the third party is aware) he or she can conclude valid
agreements obligating the principal.

If, however, the agent receives or provides a bribe without authorization from
the principal it is an intentional disregard of the interests of the principal, which
is clearly a transgression of the agent’s authority.32 This is the case regardless of
whether the agreement is actually in the best interest of the principal and whether
the same agreement would have been concluded without the provision of a bribe,
and the principal is not obligated by any agreement with the third party.

5.3.1.5 Other Vitiating Factors

The DCA contains provisions on various specific vitiating factors, including duress
(s 28), other constraint (s 29), fraud (s 30), usury and undue influence (s 31), certain
kinds of mistake (s 32) and unfairness (ss 33, 36 and 38c). Of interest in relation to
corruption are primarily ss 30, 33 and 36; the latter two are both general clauses on
contractual fairness.

Section 30 (Fraud)

(1) Where a person who has become party to an act has either effected the same through
fraudulent inveiglement, or has realized or should have realized that the other party had
been fraudulently inveigled thereto by another, the act shall not be binding on the party
so inveigled.

32See for instance Andersen and Madsen (n 19), 164 and Ussing (n 19), 303.
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(2) Should the person with whom the act was entered into, fraudulently have set forth or
withheld circumstances that can be assumed to be of importance to the act, he shall
be considered to have thereby effected the same, provided it is not shown that the
fraudulent measure has not influenced the act.33

“Fraud” in the sense set out in s 30 DCA covers both representations and non-
disclosure of relevant circumstances.34 The provision applies to agreements induced
by fraudulent misrepresentation by one of the parties or a third party to the
agreement, and stipulates that fraudulent misrepresentation is a vitiating factor. If
the fraud has been committed by a third party, the contract is only invalidated if the
counterparty is acting in bad faith, ie has realized or should have realized that the
other party has been fraudulently inveigled.

In the case of bribery, the provision of a bribe by one party to another is obviously
not fraudulent, since both parties share the same knowledge. However, if a party fails
to disclose having provided a secret commission or a bribe to a third party assisting
the counterparty in the contractual negotiations, such non-disclosure is fraudulent
and invalidating to the agreement.35

S 30 DCA is contained in chapter 3 of the DCA concerning various defects of
consent, which are generally vitiating factors. However, fraudulent misrepresenta-
tion may also constitute a breach of contract which grants the non-breaching party
the right to avoid the contract. The contractual consequences of breach of contract
are described in Sect. 5.3.1.6.

Section 33 (Contractual Fairness)

An act which should otherwise be considered valid is not enforceable when owing to
circumstances which were present at the time of the making of the act it would be contrary
to generally accepted concepts of honesty and fairness to enforce it with knowledge of
these circumstances and the person who invokes the act must be presumed to have had this
knowledge.36

S 33 DCA is rarely cited in Danish case law, and the provision is mainly used where
the conditions for applying the more specific provisions are not fulfilled, but where
it would be unfair to enforce an agreement because of circumstances, which were
present at the time of the performance of the relevant legal act. However, since s 36
DCA contains an even more general clause concerning fairness, which also allows
the courts to take into consideration not only circumstances, which were present at
the time of concluding the agreement, but also subsequent developments and the
actual content of the agreement, the field of application of s 33 DCA is very narrow.

33Translation from Nielsen (n 31), 134.
34ibid.
35See Andersen og Madsen (n 19), 164.
36Translation from Nielsen (n 31), 133.
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Section 36 (Unfair Contract Terms)

An agreement may be amended or set aside, in whole or in part, if its enforcement would
be unreasonable or contrary to principles of fair conduct. The same applies to other legal
transactions.37

S 5-1-2 of the Danish Law, s 33 DCA and s 36 DCA concern “public policy”, “gen-
erally accepted concepts of honesty and fairness”, “reasonableness” and “principles
of fair conduct” respectively. Consequently, their respective fields of application
are widened from “public policy” being the narrowest to “reasonableness” being
the widest. Bribery, however, is probably covered by the narrow concept of
contravention to “public policy”, and since claims which are in violation of s 5-
1-2 of the Danish Law are often (but not always as case law shows) dismissed ex
officio, the courts will seldom have the opportunity to apply either s 33 DCA or s 36
DCA in cases involving the receipt and provision of a bribe.

Fogt suggests38 (and the authors agree) that the application of both s 33 DCA
and s 36 DCA is limited due to the fact that the obligation to pay a bribe is usually
voluntarily undertaken. Both provisions imply the existence of an asymmetrical
relationship between the parties, which renders the enforcement of the agreement
unfair to one but not both parties. An obligation to pay a bribe is assumed to be
undertaken voluntarily (and if not, the obligation is probably invalid due to one or
more of the defects of consent set out in ss 28–32 DCA) and therefore hardly more
dishonest or unfair towards one of the parties.

5.3.1.6 Breach of Contract

Invalidity is not the only civil law consequence in cases involving corruption, and
in addition to the vitiating factors set out above in Sects. 5.3.1.1, 5.3.1.2, 5.3.1.3,
5.3.1.4, and 5.3.1.5, the “victim” of corruption will typically also be able to rely on
either agreed or statutory remedies resulting from breach of contract.

In Danish contract law the legal consequence of contractual invalidity is that
all rights and obligations under the invalid contract are null and void, and that the
parties (to the extent possible) must return any service already rendered. In case of
invalidity of, for instance, a sale agreement, the buyer’s right to claim damages in
contract is limited to his actual loss from having entered into the invalid agreement
(and not for instance his potential loss of profits). However, in case of seller’s breach
of contract, the buyer has the right to claim damages amounting to his actual losses
suffered due to the fact that the agreement will not be performed as agreed (including
for instance loss of profit).

If vitiating factors are present alongside breach of contract, the non-breaching
party may choose between claiming invalidity and breach. Depending on the actual

37Translation from Nielsen (n 31), 137.
38Fogt, ‘Civil Law’ (n 21), 94.
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circumstances and the loss suffered by the relevant party, it may be advantageous to
choose one remedy over the other.

Invalidity will usually be the more appropriate remedy in cases of corruption
since bribery in itself does not necessarily constitute a breach which justifies a
termination of the contract, but it will almost certainly be considered a vitiating
factor. However, the parties to a contract may – either expressly or by incorporating
standard terms – prohibit corrupt acts, and a party’s breach of such prohibition will
usually give the counterparty grounds for avoiding the contract.

The legal remedies generally available in case of breach of contract are (i)
specific performance, (ii) avoidance, (iii) reduction of price, (iv) cure of defect and
(v) damages.39 A party claiming that a contract is breached due to corruption is
presumably not interested in either specific performance or cure of defect, which
means that the relevant legal remedies available to the victim of corruption are
avoidance, reduction of price and damages.

Avoidance

The general rule under Danish contract law is that a party is entitled to avoid a
contract in case of fundamental breach of the contract by its counterparty.40 Some
legislative acts applicable to certain kinds of contract, ie the Danish Sale of Goods
Act, CISG and others, contribute to the interpretation of when a breach is considered
“fundamental” in regard to those particular contract types. Whether a breach of other
types of contracts is “fundamental” depends on the particular facts of the case and
is individually assessed in each case.

In terms of bribery, however, a party’s provision of a bribe to someone assisting
the counterparty in connection with the conclusion of the agreement may fall under
the scope of s 30 DCA (fraud), and if so, the defrauded party is entitled to avoid
the contract irrespective of whether the fraud constitutes a fundamental or merely
“simple” breach of the contract.41

This view is consistent with the ruling of the Danish Supreme Court in UfR
1956.741 H. In this case a party was entitled to avoid a contract because a technical
advisor assisting the avoiding party had received a secret commission from the
counterparty. The counterparty’s provision of the secret commission, however, did
not in itself constitute a breach justifying the avoidance of the contract. Instead,
the breach consisted of the counterparty’s failure to provide information on its
relationship with the technical advisor.

39See for instance Nielsen (n 31), 172.
40See for instance B Gomard, Obligationsret II, 3rd edn (Copenhagen, Jurist- og Økonomforbun-
dets Forlag, 2003) 80.
41The principle in s 42(2) of the Danish Sale of Goods Act is assumed to apply to all contracts, see
among others Gomard (n 40), 98.
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The consequences of a party’s avoidance of a contract are that all parties to
the contract lose all rights and obligations under the contract, and that all services
rendered must be returned.

Reduction of Price

The application of price reduction as a legal remedy presupposes some sort of
unconformity between the goods or services agreed to be delivered under a contract
and the actual goods or services delivered. If such unconformity decreases the
actual value of the goods delivered or services rendered (eg due to defects), the
non-breaching party is entitled to claim a reduction in price correspondent to the
difference between the actual value of the goods or services and the assumed value
of the goods or services.42

Damages (in Contract)

Under Danish contract law a party to a contract is entitled to damages for breach of
contract if the party in breach is liable as determined in accordance with fault-based
negligence standards. The general basis of liability under Danish law is the civil law
principle of fault (culpa). In contract law, the burden of proof lies, as a general rule,
with the party in breach. This means that the party liable to perform a contract for
the benefit of the other party is liable for any damages suffered by the non-breaching
party unless able to prove that he is not at fault (ie a “presumption of negligence”
principle).43 In other words, the party in breach is presumed negligent.

Some provisions stipulate a stricter contractual liability, and for instance a seller
of goods designated exclusively by their nature (generic goods) is liable for damages
due to delay, unless the delay was caused by physical impossibility or an act of
God.44

If the provision of a bribe or secret commission constitutes a breach of contract,
the party providing the bribe is presumed negligent and thereby liable to pay
damages to the non-breaching party.

The non-breaching party is entitled to damages sufficient to cover his or her exact
loss, but is not entitled to any enrichment. In case of breach of contract such damages
are calculated as “expectation damages”, which means that the non-breaching party
is entitled to achieve a financial position equal to the financial position that he or
she would have achieved had the contract been duly performed (in Danish: positiv
opfyldelsesinteresse).

42See for instance Nielsen (n 31), 175.
43This principle is set out in s 23 of the Sale of Goods Act. See also Gomard (n 40), 132 and
Nielsen (n 31), 181.
44cf s 24 of the Sale of Goods Act.
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In case of invalidity of contract, the party who has suffered a loss is only entitled
to reliance damages, which means that such party is entitled to have all expenses
relating to the invalid contract disbursed (in Danish: negativ kontraktsinteresse).

5.3.1.7 Severability

The mere fact that a bribe has been provided in connection with the conclusion of an
agreement does not by itself render the whole agreement invalid. To the extent that
it is possible to sever the bribery agreement from the main agreement induced by
the bribery, Danish courts are likely expected to hold the bribery agreement invalid
while upholding the validity of the main agreement. However, if such distinction is
impossible or the main contract has been “contaminated” by the bribery agreement,
both agreements will most likely be considered invalid.

5.3.1.8 Restitution

The question of whether a party is entitled to restitution of payments made under
a bribery contract, which has been deemed invalid, has not been conclusively
answered by either case law or legal theory. Previous legal scholars were generally
of the opinion that restitution as a general rule was excluded when the payment
in question constituted a violation of s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law. However, if only
the party receiving the payment acted contrary to s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law, the
party providing the payment would (as a suggested starting point) have a claim for
restitution.45

According to contemporary legal scholars (and to some extent recent case law)46

the question of restitution of payments against the law will be decided on a case
by case basis taking into consideration, among other things, the intentions of the
legislators, the merits of the case and general reasonableness tests.47

Under all circumstances, we consider it very unlikely that Danish courts would
grant restitution in cases involving bribery; primarily due to their natural reluctance
against “condoning” any corrupt actions.48 This reasoning is in line with the

45See for instance AV Kruse, Restitutioner (Copenhagen, Gad, 1950) 335, and Ussing (n 19), 201.
According to Ussing the doctrine was only applicable to payments contrary to the contra bonos
mores principle, whereas the question of restitution for payments in violation of the contra legem
principle would have to be decided from case to case.
46See for instance UfR 1999.305 V and UfR 2001.2374 H.
47See for instance Andersen and Madsen (n 19), 130.
48See for instance Kruse (n 45), 335, and Fogt, ‘Civil Law’ (n 21), 112.
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ratio decidendi of the Norwegian Supreme Court in NRt 1995.46 (concerning an
agreement which was invalid according to the Norwegian counterpart to s 5-1-2 of
the Danish Law). In this case the Court denied a claim for restitution because the
enforcement of such a claim under the circumstances would be “grossly unfair”.

This is supported by a recent judgment of the Danish Supreme Court in a case
involving undeclared work by a contractor, see UfR 2014.2434 H. The contractor
and a customer had entered into a construction agreement according to which part
of the contract price were to be paid cash in order for the contractor to avoid paying
VAT (which in Denmark amounts to 20 % of the contract sum). The customer did
not pay the entire contract price as agreed, and as bankruptcy proceedings were later
commenced against the contractor, the estate in bankruptcy filed a claim against the
customer for payment of the remaining contract price.

Before the case was brought before the Supreme Court, the High Court had
dismissed the case entirely because the agreement itself was in violation of s 5-1-2
of the Danish Law. The Supreme Court, however, did not dismiss the case, but took
it under active consideration and ended up both denying the estate in bankruptcy to
use the agreement as basis for its claim of payment as well as explicitly denying a
claim for restitution.

5.3.1.9 Ratification

Supposing that a party (A) awards a contract to another party (B) without knowing
that B has provided a bribe to, for instance, an independent procurement advisor of
A, the question arises whether A can choose to treat the contract with B as effective,
with the consequence that B would be obliged to perform and A to pay the price
agreed.

According to Danish contract law, a party is entitled to ratify an otherwise invalid
agreement, unless the agreement is illegal or immoral and thereby in violation of s
5-1-2 of the Danish Law. A contract induced by a bribe will most likely depending
on the specific circumstances (and jurisdictions involved) constitute a violation of
either s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law or s 30 DCA (see Sects. 5.3.1.1, 5.3.1.2, and
5.3.1.5.1).

To the extent that an agreement falls under the scope of s 5-1-2 of the Danish
Law it is unenforceable and dismissible ex officio, and it cannot be subsequently
ratified.49 If, however, the agreement due to the specific circumstances is not a
violation of s 5-1-2 of the Danish Law, the “victim” is able to ratify the agreement
with the consequence that both parties are obligated to perform the agreement.

49See for instance Andersen and Madsen (n 19), 120 and Ussing (n 19), 240.
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5.3.2 Tort Law

Tortious liability according to Danish Law presupposes a negligent act causing
damage to another person or to another person’s property. Usually this remedy is
used when causing damage to someone with whom the tortfeasor has no contractual
relationship. The boundaries between tort and contract, however, are often blurred
and the more discretionary duties encompassed by tort law are often used as
complements to the duties stemming directly from the contract itself or as protective
measures for a party, who is not directly part of the contract, but is nevertheless
somehow affected by the contract.

It is the claimant that has to prove fault as well as the existence of a damage
caused by the negligent act of the tortfeasor. Although paying bribes might very
well be regarded as fault, it is difficult to imagine that the paying of a bribe would
in itself inflict damage directly to a third part. Should a contract be deemed invalid
because of a contamination by a bribery agreement, and a third party therefore loses
his job or another contract, the damage to that third party would be indirect and thus
not entitling him to damages.

5.3.3 Criminal Law

According to s 75(1) DCC, “the proceeds of a criminal act, or a corresponding
amount, may be confiscated in full or in part,” and s 77(1) DCC states that “if a
confiscation or forfeiture order is made under s 75(1) or s 76a DCC and someone
has a claim for compensation due to the offence, the property subject to confiscation
or forfeiture may be applied to settle the claim for compensation.”

For the company or person providing the bribe the financial consequences of a
confiscation pursuant to s 75(1) DCC may be identical to those following a civil
action. However, s 75(1) DCC is a general provision applicable to all criminal
offences, and the primary focus of the rule is not to provide financial restitution
for the victim of the crime, but rather to make sure that the perpetrator does not
benefit economically from the crime. Furthermore, its wording only covers the direct
proceedings from the offence, and such proceedings does not necessarily equal the
possible consequential losses suffered by, for instance, the competing company, who
would have been granted the contract if not for the bribe.



Chapter 6
English Judges: Little Mice in the Big Business
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Abstract The civil consequences of corruption in international commercial con-
tracts are poorly mapped under English private law, despite the economic impor-
tance of English law in governing international contracts. England seeks to balance
protecting the main economic transaction (eg the main infrastructure project, the
main provision of goods) benefitting the principal (eg a foreign public authority)
with harsh treatment of the corrupting transaction itself, ie the transaction between
the bribe-giver and the bribe-taker. The starting point in English law for addressing
corruption is the relationship between the principal and its agent. Even though the
Bribery Act 2010 moved away from this principal/agent relationship to address
corruption from a criminal law perspective, the UK Supreme Court relied on
this principal/agent relationship in FHR European Ventures LLP v Cedar Capital
Partners LLC, where it held that the agent held the product of corruption in trust for
his principal. The question remains whether such financial adjustments developed
by the judges are a sufficient punishment or deterrence against corruption. They may
offer a clear and simple answer signalling clearly that English judges disapprove of
corruption as a serious evil. However, as a matter of public policy, a range of other
techniques may need to be developed to discourage corruption in a more systematic
way among all the parties involved, the bribe-giver included.

6.1 Introduction

The civil consequences of corruption in international commercial contracts are
poorly mapped under English private law, despite the economic importance of
English law in governing international contracts. The starting point in English
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law for addressing corruption is the relationship between the principal and its
agent. English courts have traditionally adopted a broad definition of fiduciary
relationships.1 They try to ensure that the principal will not be deprived of the money
that his contractor (the bribe-giver) was ready to invest in the commercial transaction
when he transferred monies or economic profits to the bribe-taker, the agent of the
principal. Courts therefore seek to balance protecting the main economic transaction
(eg the main infrastructure project, the main provision of goods) benefitting the
principal (eg a foreign public authority) with harsh treatment of the corrupting
transaction itself, ie the transaction between the bribe-giver and the bribe-taker. The
main economic transaction will thus remain unaffected. The financial adjustments
are a sufficient punishment or deterrence against bribery. These will be prophylactic
in discouraging practices that might put fiduciary relationships at risk and breach
the trust that the principal puts in his agent. Finally, the dignity of the courts will be
preserved in the sense that courts will not help to enforce an illegal contract.

In short, contracts tainted by corruption will only be given neutral enforcement:
the economic part of the transaction, namely the main contract, is maintained and
enforced if this will benefit the principal, while the “immoral” side of the operation
(namely the bribe agreement) is neutralized to the principal’s benefit. Such an
approach is shorthand for a field of law where confusion is rife. However, the
inadequacy of this approach, namely a mix of high moral standards coupled with
economic pragmatism, is under pressure due to two trends: internationalization
of the legislative framework applicable to corruption and internationalization of
disputes that the English courts have to decide on.

On the one hand, the international framework for fighting corruption has had
tremendous influence on English criminal law, and especially the recent Bribery
Act 2010. This Act moved away from addressing corruption through an agency
relationship as it was too narrow to encapsulate all cases of corruption and bribery.
On the other hand, courts have had to deal with a range of cases where corruption
has tainted the contracts while parts of the transaction were strongly embedded
in a foreign country. Sometimes courts have had to directly consider contractual
enforcement. Sometimes they have had mainly to consider the enforcement of
foreign arbitral awards. Courts then have had to address how these issues fall within
their area of public policy, requiring them to leave the contracts unenforced.

The combination of these two trends calls for mutual reinforcement: how best
could courts help to fight corrupt practices carried out in both England and abroad?
How best could they deter or punish corruption without shattering their dignity?
There are at least two possible answers. A first possible answer would be for courts
to adopt a rigid, automatic sanction of refusing any enforcement of contractual
operations tainted by corruption, despite occasional cases of unjust enrichment that
this may cause. A second possible answer would be for courts to exercise discretion
so that the balance between deterrence/punishment and a fair economic outcome

1P Watts and F Reynolds, Bowstead and Reynolds on Agency, 19th edn (London, Sweet and
Maxwell, 2010) para 33-023.
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for the transaction could be preserved. In 2014, the UK Supreme Court decided
that clarity and simplicity should meet public considerations in order to signal
unambiguously that corruption is a serious concern. It therefore opted for a far-
reaching patrimonial sanction for the agent: any proceeds and benefits that he has
acquired thanks to corruption are now held on trust for the principal and therefore
should be returned to him.

This stringent position taken by the UK Supreme Court is even more noticeable in
that the English Government has rejected legislative changes giving clearer direction
to courts about their roles regarding contractual illegality as a priority. The concrete
enforcement of the Bribery Act 2010 also seems difficult to ascertain so far, in
both criminal proceedings and the consequences that criminal conviction may have
for contractual relationships resulting from corrupt behaviour. This all makes it
tremendously important for English courts to clearly state that the development
of the international framework against corruption and its implementation through
the Bribery Act 2010 mean that it is unequivocally against English public policy to
enforce an international commercial contract tainted by corruption. This may be the
most straightforward way to supplement criminal law and equity. Short of this, a
more comprehensive reorganization of the civil law consequences of corruption for
commercial contracts may be needed to give a fully concrete bite to the criminal
law framework. This report aims to give an overview of the difficulties encountered
by English courts in addressing the civil consequences of corruption in international
commercial contracts.

6.2 The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption

6.2.1 Definition of Corruption as a Criminal Offence

Corruption is a criminal offence in the United Kingdom according to the Bribery Act
2010. The Bribery Act resulted from intense international efforts to nudge the United
Kingdom towards modernizing its criminal system in relation to corruption. Indeed,
the United Kingdom is party to several conventions on corruption: the OECD
Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International
Business Transactions of 1997 (OECD Anti-Bribery Convention),2 the Council of
Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of 19993 and the United Nations
Convention against Corruption of 2003.4 In particular, the Bribery Act aimed

2Deposit of instrument of ratification on 14 December 1998; entry into force of the Convention on
15 February 1999; entry into force of implementing legislation on 14 February 2002 (http://www.
oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/unitedkingdom-oecdanti-briberyconvention.htm).
3Signature on 27 January 1999; ratification on 9 December 2003 and entry into force on 1 April
2004.
4Signature on 9 December 2003 and ratification on 9 February 2006.

http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/unitedkingdom-oecdanti-briberyconvention.htm
http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/unitedkingdom-oecdanti-briberyconvention.htm
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to reform the English system so that it would implement in domestic law the
international obligations contracted by the United Kingdom in signing the OECD
Anti-Bribery Convention. Despite intense efforts being undertaken by the Law
Commission from the end of the 1990s, the reform process had been delayed,
mostly due to the BAE-Al Yamamah case, involving allegations of corruption in
Saudi Arabia in the awarding of contracts to purchase military aircraft.5 This led the
OECD Working Group on Anti-Bribery to issue negative reports in relation to the
English system.6

The Bribery Act 2010 defines four different offences:

• the paying of bribes (s 1)7

• the receiving of bribes (s 2)8

5R (on the application of Corner House Research) v Director of the Serious Fraud Office [2008]
UKHL 60.
6C Rose, ‘The UK Bribery Act 2010 and Accompanying Guidance: Belated Implementation of the
OECD Anti-Bribery Convention’ (2012) International & Comparative Law Quarterly 485.
7The provision reads as follow:

“1 Offences of bribing another person

(1) A person (“P”) is guilty of an offence if either of the following cases applies.
(2) Case 1 is where—

(a) P offers, promises or gives a financial or other advantage to another person, and
(b) P intends the advantage—

(i) to induce a person to perform improperly a relevant function or activity, or
(ii) to reward a person for the improper performance of such a function or activity.

(3) Case 2 is where—

(a) P offers, promises or gives a financial or other advantage to another person, and
(b) P knows or believes that the acceptance of the advantage would itself constitute

the improper performance of a relevant function or activity.

(4) In case 1 it does not matter whether the person to whom the advantage is offered,
promised or given is the same person as the person who is to perform, or has
performed, the function or activity concerned.

(5) In cases 1 and 2 it does not matter whether the advantage is offered, promised or
given by P directly or through a third party.”

8The provision reads as follow:

“2 Offences relating to being bribed

(1) A person (“R”) is guilty of an offence if any of the following cases applies.
(2) Case 3 is where R requests, agrees to receive or accepts a financial or other

advantage intending that, in consequence, a relevant function or activity should be
performed improperly (whether by R or another person).

(3) Case 4 is where—

(a) R requests, agrees to receive or accepts a financial or other advantage,

and
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• the bribery of foreign public officials (s 6)9

• the failure of commercial organizations to prevent bribery (s 7).

The Act does not distinguish between corruption happening in the public sector
or in the private sector.10 However, the offence of failing to prevent bribery can only
be committed by commercial organizations that are formed in the United Kingdom
or which carry out business in the United Kingdom. The Act sets up a specific
technique to protect these private corporations, however. Corporations may invoke a
defence when they are suspected of corruption if they have set up procedures aiming
to prevent corruption in their governance structures.11

The Bribery Act thus moves strongly away from the key idea at the centre of the
Corruption Bill proposed in 2003, when Lord Falconer announced the idea that “the
essence of corruption is cheating on the person who trusts you or cheating on the
public. That is why we have focused [ : : : ] on the principal/agent or agent/public
relationship”.12 Such a principal/agent relationship was too narrow to encompass
the many forms of modern corruption. However, the idea that corruption is first and
foremost a breach of a relationship of trust between two parties, ie the agent and

(b) the request, agreement or acceptance itself constitutes the improper performance
by R of a relevant function or activity.

(4) Case 5 is where R requests, agrees to receive or accepts a financial or other
advantage as a reward for the improper performance (whether by R or another
person) of a relevant function or activity.

(5) Case 6 is where, in anticipation of or in consequence of R requesting, agreeing to
receive or accepting a financial or other advantage, a relevant function or activity is
performed improperly—

(a) by R, or
(b) by another person at R’s request or with R’s assent or acquiescence.

(6) In cases 3 to 6 it does not matter—

(a) whether R requests, agrees to receive or accepts (or is to request, agree to receive
or accept) the advantage directly or through a third party,

(b) whether the advantage is (or is to be) for the benefit of R or another person.

(7) In cases 4 to 6 it does not matter whether R knows or believes that the performance
of the function or activity is improper.

(8) In case 6, where a person other than R is performing the function or activity, it also
does not matter whether that person knows or believes that the performance of the
function or activity is improper.”

9Section 6(1) reads as follows: “A Person (“P”) who bribes a foreign public official (“F”) is guilty
of an offence if P’s intention is to influence F in F’s capacity as a foreign public official.”
10S 3(2).
11MoJ, The Bribery Act 2010 – Guidance about Procedures which Relevant Commercial Organi-
sations Can Put into Place to Prevent Persons Associated with Them from Bribing (section 9 of the
Bribery Act 2010) 2011.
12MoJ, Lord Falconer quoted in Joint Committee on the Draft Corruption Bill, Draft Corruption
Bill (2002–03 HL Paper 157 and HC 705) para 29.
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his principal, remains prominent in the ways in which English law deals with the
civil consequences of corruption. The articulation between a criminal offence of
corruption and the legal consequences for the contracts obtained through corruption
is left uncharted by the statutory provisions. Case law offers only partial and
uncertain solutions here, as the remainder of this paper shows.

6.2.2 Resistance to Developing a Bespoke Approach
for the Civil Law Consequences of Corruption

There is no statutory regulation dealing especially with the civil consequences of
corruption in the United Kingdom. There is strong resistance to the development
of such bespoke statutory regulations in the United Kingdom, as the following two
elements show. Firstly, the United Kingdom has been a member of the Council of
Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption of 1999. However, although it signed
the convention on 8 June 2000, the Convention is not yet ratified. Secondly, the Cor-
ruption Bill proposed in 2003 intended to amend civil law to enable the ratification
of the Council of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption.13 However, the Bill
has never been enacted. The Bribery Act 2010, passed instead of the Corruption
Bill, does not include provisions related to the civil law consequences of corruption.

However, English courts have had to deal with key problems in relation to the
civil law consequences of corruption. Here is a short overview of these problems.

1. In a few cases, English courts have dealt with the validity of contracts resulting
from corruption. These cases revolved around the enforcement of contracts
corrupting public life, such as contracts involving the sale of offices.14

2. Court decisions have dealt with the authority of the agent when acting in corrupt
ways. This report discusses these decisions below in Sect. 6.2.4.

3. A range of highly commented on and disputed court decisions deal with the
status of the property or monies gained through corruption.15 The key question is
whether the agent or the fiduciary holds these monies and property on trust (what
is called constructive trust) for the principal or whether the agent only owes a
personal duty to give an account to his/her principal. This report discusses these
decisions below in Sect. 6.2.5.

13Home Office, Corruption – Draft Legislation (2003 Cm 5777) para 6.
14See illustrations provided in M Furmston, Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston’s Law of Contract,
16th edn (Oxford, OUP, 2012) 473–74.
15Lister & Co v Stubbs (1890) L.R. 45 Ch. D.1; Attorney General of Hong Kong v Reid [1994] 1
A.C. 324. For an illustration of the most recent decisions in this matter, see Sinclair Investments
(UK) Ltd v Versailles Trade Finance Ltd (in administration) [2011] EWCA Civ 347.
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4. A couple of recent court decisions deal with the consequences of an arbitral
award when corruption has tainted the contract.16 This gives rise to a dilemma
for the courts between enforcing the foreign arbitral award and enforcing a
contract tainted by corruption. However, in Westacre, the judges held that, in
the case of corruption, considerations of English public policy do not outweigh
the importance of upholding an arbitration award.17

English contract law is used as the law of many international contracts, so that
arbitral awards may use English law in situations where there are only few – if
any – factual connections with the United Kingdom.18 This report, however, intends
to give information on the English legal system as developed by English judges and
legal professionals. This narrows down the scope of the investigation. It belongs
to different research to compare the similarities and differences between English
contract law practised by English practitioners and that practised by an international
community of arbitrators with their own cultures and logics.19

6.2.3 Corruption and “Illegal” or “Immoral” Contracts

6.2.3.1 Tensions in Courts’ Roles

The civil consequences of corruption for a contract obtained thanks to corruption
are highly problematic. Indeed, the state of the law related to illegality in contracts
is confused and few clear-cut principles apply. Therefore this paper can only give an
overview of the key ideas, starting with the definition of illegal contracts on the
ground of public policy and following with the consequences of such illegality.
The starting point of this approach is anchored in the role that courts have in
enforcing contractual performance: they regard cooperating in the enforcement of
illegal contracts as going against their dignity.

Broadly speaking, illegality arises from an express or implied prohibition in a
statute or at common law. The consequential idea is that, in a number of situations,
common law policy implies that a contract cannot be enforced despite a lack of
express or implied statutory prohibitions. Judges consider that their own role is not
to enforce certain types of contracts that would be injurious for society. Although
the notion of “injury to society” is vague, it has been applied to various forms

16eg Omnium de Traitement et de Valorisation SA v Hilmarton Ltd [1999] 2 All E.R. (Comm);
Soleimany v Soleimany [1999] QB 785 (CA).
17Westacre Investment Inc v Jugoimport – SPDR Ltd [2000] 1 QB 288, 316 (CA).
18eg World Duty Free Ltd v Republic of Kenya ICSID Case Arb/00/7, Award of the Tribunal, 6
October 2006, commented in C Nicholls, T Daniel, A Bacarese and J Hatchard, Corruption and
Misuse of Public Office, 2nd edn (Oxford, OUP, 2011) para 9.138 ff.
19See on this question: J Karton, The Culture of International Arbitration and the Evolution of
Contract Law (Oxford, OUP, 2013).
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of illegality, such as contracts against the public good, contracts constituting the
commission of a crime, contracts driven by sexual immorality, contracts presenting
risks to public safety or contracts that have arisen ex turpi causa.20 In Holman v
Johnson, Lord Mansfield wrote that “no court will lend its aid to a man who founds
his cause of action upon an immoral or an illegal act”.21 The scope of public policy
varies over time depending on public opinion and general ideas about morality.22

At first, contracts involving corruption may thus be seen as breaching criminal
law, especially since the Bribery Act 2010. To this day, no reported decision seems to
draw the conclusion that an offence has been committed under the Bribery Act 2010
(with or without prosecution or sentence under the Act) for contracts that may have
been concluded thanks to this offence. However, courts may in the future integrate
this Bribery Act into their reasoning and include corruption and bribery in the sense
of this Act within the scope of the public policy ground for refusing the enforcement
of contracts. Indeed, courts will not enforce an agreement when its direct object
is the commission of a criminal offence. Yet if an offence is committed in the
performance of an otherwise legal contract, this last contract will not be illegal.23

Judges have sometimes expressed more flexibility regarding corruption, espe-
cially when corruption happens abroad or involves breaching foreign law.24 For
instance, when presented with arbitration cases involving corruption abroad, English
courts have faced a dilemma between following their usual approach to illegality on
the ground of public policy, and therefore refusing the enforcement of the contract,
on the one hand, or enforcing the given foreign arbitral award on the other hand.
Overall, courts give priority to the enforcement of these foreign arbitral awards over
the consideration of enforcing a contract tainted by corruption.25 In this context,
apart from straightforward cases of corruption, many cases involving bribery or
more sophisticated arrangements inducing corruption have probably fallen outside
the ground of public policy as understood by the courts in relation to contractual
performance.26 It remains to be seen whether the Bribery Act 2010 will lead courts
to adopt a different course of reasoning.

The inadequacy of illegality appears here: a contract can be illegal and its
enforcement can be against English public policy for reasons connected to cor-
ruption (such as corruption in public life). Some forms of corruption (such as

20M Furmston, Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston’s Law of Contract (n 14), 459.
21(1775) 1 Cowp 341 at 343.
22J Beatson, A Burrows and J Cartwright, Anson’s Law of Contract, 29th edn (Oxford, OUP, 2010)
384.
23ibid 385.
24G Mitchell and C Bond, ‘The Effect of Foreign Illegality on English Law Contracts’ (2010)
Journal of International Banking and Financial Law 531.
25Omnium de Traitement et de Valorisation SA v Hilmarton Ltd [1999] 2 All E.R. (Comm);
Soleimany v Soleimany [1999] QB 785 (CA).
26S Wade, ‘Westacre v Soleimany: What Policy? Which Public?’ (1999) International Arbitration
Law Review 97, 101.
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corruption of an English public office) undoubtedly fall into the realm of public
policy. However, a breach of English public policy does not necessarily or inherently
extend to all forms of corruption carried out anywhere in the world by way of
principle; and this despite the strong statement uttered by Lord Templeman in
Attorney General Hong Kong v Reid that “bribery is an evil practice which threatens
the foundation of any civilized society”.27

Further issues arise in relation to illegality and corruption in commercial
contracts, especially in relation to the consequences attached to illegality. Illegality
in contracts on the ground of public policy means that if both parties are involved
in the illegality no party can claim any rights or remedy under the illegal operation
in which he was involved. This is expressed with the maxim ex turpi causa non
oritur actio. This means that the court has to refuse the enforcement of the contract
once it knows that an illegality has been committed, regardless of the source of
this information. The party guilty of illegality cannot enjoy any remedies under the
contract. A subsequent or collateral contract which is based on or results from an
illegal operation is also illegal or void.28 Yet, if the collateral contract is not tainted
by corruption, it may be enforceable.29

We can illustrate this point with the following hypothetical scenario. Let us
suppose that contractor A of country X enters into an agreement with agent B. This
agreement provides that B is to receive a commission fee of USD 1,000,000 to pay,
on behalf of A, USD 10,000,000 to C, a high-ranking procurement advisor of D,
the Minister of Economics and Development of country Y, in order to induce D
to award A the contract for the construction of a new power plant in country Y. B
pays C the USD 10,000,000 bribe and D awards the Contract to A. A may then
be tempted to refuse to pay B the agreed commission fee by invoking the illegality
of the Commission Agreement. In that case, the doctrine of illegality and ex turpi
causa would be applied. Courts would recognise no right or remedy to the parties
invoking rights or remedies based on an illegal transaction. They would not agree
to enforce a contract between A and B which has as its direct purpose corruption,
bribery or secret commissions.

Such a scenario, however, could lead to another problem. Indeed, D may not
award A the contract even though B has paid C the bribe. In this case, B could
wonder whether he could ask A to pay his agreed commission fee and A could be
tempted to seek ways to recover from B the bribe B paid to C. Such a scenario
can be found in the similar facts at the origin of an English case, Romy Nayyar
and ors v Denton Wilde Sapte and Gauri Advani.30 In this case, the claimants (the
bribe givers) had to rely on the tainted payments to establish the damage that they
had suffered. The doctrine of illegality was triggered and the claim was accordingly

27P Millet, ‘Case Comment: Bribes and Secret Commissions Again’ (2012) Cambridge Law
Journal 583; P Millet, ‘Bribes and Secret Commissions’ (1993) Restitution Law Review 7.
28Beatson et al (n 22), 491–92.
29Beatson et al (n 22), 432.
30[2009] EWHC 3218 (QB).
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barred according to ex turpi causa non oritur actio. The court refused to help a
claimant recover compensation for the consequences of his own wrongful conduct.31

The proof of a payment which was intended to be a civil law bribe was enough to
engage the ex turpi causa principle, and it was not necessary to establish that the
illegal purpose had been carried out.

However, there are cases when public policy does not require that illegality
always triggers such drastic effects. For instance, money paid may be recoverable
or the courts may agree to sever the illegal part of the contract from its legal part.32

Indeed, the illegality defence may bring difficult consequences in relation to the
enrichment of one party in comparison to the other party. Therefore, uncertainty
regarding the rigidity of the defence has arisen. The House of Lords seemed to
reject the possibility of judges exercising discretion according to their conscience
in Tinsley v Miligan.33 This rigidity can be illustrated with some developments
building on the hypothetical scenario mentioned above. Hence, one can suppose
that A, after having been awarded the contract, has almost completed construction
of the power plant when a new government coming to power in country Y, claims
that the contract is invalid because of corruption and refuses to pay the outstanding
50 % of the price. Would the parties be left where they are or would they be granted
restitutionary remedies, would A be granted an allowance in money for the work
done corresponding to the value that the almost completed power plant has for D,
and D restitution of any payment it has made exceeding this amount? This scenario
calls for looking into the problem of unjust enrichment by one party following the
finding that the contract was obtained through corruption. The principal is the one
who has to make the decision regarding his best interests. As things stand, courts
will adopt a rigid approach and apply the ex turpi causa maxim strictly to decide
on the consequences of an illegal contract. They will not exercise discretion to try
to alleviate the harshness of these consequences. Yet, some judges have shown
potential readiness in favour of a possible relaxation of the maxim – so far, with
little success.34

Overall, the illegality defence, the definition of public policy in this context and
the consequences of the potential unjust enrichment resulting from the illegality
have been topics of scholarly discussions due to the confusion and uncertainty that
they have conveyed. Conscious of these issues, the Law Commission undertook a
consultation in 1999 on illegal transactions and the effects of illegality on contracts.
It mainly submitted that courts should be given broader discretion regarding con-
tractual enforcement of illegal contracts, the reversal of unjust enrichment and the

31Nicholls et al (n 18), para 9.70 ff.
32Beatson et al (n 22), 426 (eg when one party is innocent) and 432–38.
33[1994] 1 A.C. 340.
34Saunders v Edwards [1987] 2 ALL ER 651; Howard v Shirlstar Computer Transport [1990] 1
WLR 1292; Tribe v Tribe [1996] Ch 107.
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recognition of contractually transferred or created rights.35 The Law Commission
initiated a new consultation in 2009 focused on the illegality defence.36 A key point
of this consultation revolved again around the discretion that could be recognized
for courts when deciding on the consequences of illegality in contracts.37 However,
the draft bill proposed by the Law Commission was limited to trusts set up with the
beneficial interest concealed.38 The idea was that statutory discretion could be given
to apply the illegality defence in this case. It was supposed to be applied in cases
of fraud (in the sense of the Fraud Act 2006) but no expressed connection could be
found with corruption, bribery or secret commissions. In the end, the government
made it clear that implementation of this proposal was not its current priority.39

Therefore, for the time being uncertainty remains regarding the scope of public
policy and the consequences of illegality for contractual parties.

6.2.3.2 Application: English Public Policy and Foreign Public Policy

The traditional position is that courts will be reluctant to help enforce an illegal
contract breaching English public policy. Such a position is illustrated in the fact
that the maxim ex turpi causa non oritur actio extends to immoral conduct, even if
it is not criminal. In the case of Nayyar v Denton Wilde Sapte,40 the claimants were
travel agents who had been introduced to a solicitor with connections in India. The
solicitor claimed to be able to organise for Nayyar to become appointed as exclusive
sales agent for Air India in the United Kingdom and Ireland. The solicitor facilitated
negotiations with a former Indian minister with contacts in the aviation industry. The
claimants paid a bribe to the former Indian minister but no appointment was made.
They sought reimbursement and sued the solicitor for negligence. The solicitor
answered the claimants’ allegations and invoked the ex turpi causa maxim as the
monies were a bribe. The judge concluded that:

1. “proof of a payment which is intended to be a civil law bribe is sufficient to
engage the ex turpi causa principle”41;

2. it was “not necessary to decide whether : : : there has been a breach of the
criminal law.”42

35Law Commission, Illegal Transactions: The Effects of Illegality on Contracts and Trusts (1999
Law Comm no 154) para 7.72.
36Law Commission, The Illegality Defence (2009 Law Com no 186).
37P Davies, ‘The illegality defence – two steps forward, one step back’ (2009) Conveyancer and
Property Lawyer 182; D Sheehan, ‘Reconsidering the Defence of Illegality in Unjust Enrichment’
(2009) Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly 319–343.
38Law Commission, The Illegality Defence (2010 Law Com no 320; HC 412).
39MoJ, Report on the Implementation of Law Commission Proposals, March 2012, 14–15.
40Nayyar v Denton Wilde Sapte [2009] EWHC 3218 (QB).
41At 118.
42At 119.
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The reasoning becomes more complicated when a transaction breaches the law
of a foreign country. In theory, decisions, such as the one in Regazzoni v KC Sethia,
have said that judges will not enforce a contract in breach of the law of a friendly
foreign state43:

whether or not the proper law of the contract is English law, an English court will not enforce
a contract, or award damages for its breach, if its performance will involve the doing of an
act in a foreign and friendly state which violates the laws of that state.44

However, nuances arise in two respects. Firstly, the scope of illegality for a breach
of public policy has been muddled when it comes to the enforceability of contracts
despite a breach of foreign law.45 The leading case is Lemenda Trading Co Ltd
v African Middle East Petroleum Co Ltd.46 In this case, the defendant, petroleum
dealers, had engaged the claimant to procure the renewal of a supply contract
between the defendant and the national oil corporation in Qatar. The defendant
promised to pay a “commission” to the claimant if successful. The supply contract
was renewed. Yet, the defendant refused to pay the commission on the basis that its
agreement with the claimant, albeit governed by English law, was contrary to public
policy in Qatar. It was thus void. Indeed, an official policy of the government of
Qatar prohibited agreements to pay commission in respect of oil supply contracts.
The judge mentioned a series of principles before dismissing the claim. One of
the principles was that it was generally undesirable for a person in a position
to use personal influence to use it to obtain a benefit for another and charge
for doing so. Such an agreement would be unenforceable under English public
policy. The judge also considered that the ground of public policy was related to
universal principles of morality. Yet, he did not think that the underlying principles
relating to the sale of personal influence were “essentially principles of morality
of general application”.47 Therefore such corruption in a foreign state did not
fall within illegality on the ground of public policy. In this case, however, the
judge found that the agreement was unenforceable not because it breached Qatari
public policy on its own but because it offended both Qatari and English public
policy.

Secondly, judgments stating the principles drawn from the Lemenda case have
enforced foreign arbitration awards where contracts were tainted with corruption.48

This means that a foreign arbitral award could be enforced even

43Regazzoni v KC Sethia (1944) Ltd [1957] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 289, 294.
44ibid at 317.
45G Mitchell and C Bond, ‘The Effect of Foreign Illegality on English Law Contracts’ (2010)
Journal of International Banking and Financial Law 531.
46[1988] QB 448.
47At 461.
48Omnium de Traitement et de Valorisation SA v Hilmarton Ltd [1999] 2 All E.R. (Comm).
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if the underlying contract offends against English public policy, providing that,

a) the award does not offend against any fundamental rule of English public policy; and
b) the award does not offend against the public policy of the governing law and/or the curial

law; even if
c) the award is contrary to the public policy of the place of performance.49

According to Wade, this means that nothing short of actual or straightforward
bribery or corruption would take the contract outside of the Lemenda rule.
A contract for lobbying will not do that, despite the fact that lobbying may be
prohibited in the place where it is supposed to be carried out.50

These principles can be illustrated by discussing the following hypothetical
scenario. A, an aircraft manufacturer in country X, knowing that C, the Ministry
of Defence of country Y, intends to purchase a number of military aircraft, enters
into an agreement with B, a consultancy firm located in country Y. Under this
agreement B, for a commission fee, is to negotiate the possible purchase by C of
the aircraft manufactured by A. Supposing that C, despite B’s efforts, does not buy
the aircraft from A, can A refuse to pay B the agreed commission fee, invoking a
statutory regulation of country Y prohibiting the employment of intermediaries in
the negotiation and conclusion of contracts with governmental agencies?

The starting point for answering this scenario is the long-standing principle that
English courts will not enforce a contract whose true purpose is to breach the law
of a foreign state.51 The contract will be void ab initio. In a decision relating not
to corruption but illegal exchange foreign transactions, the court has taken a very
strict approach to the breaching of foreign law on the basis that there is “no room
for the exercise of any discretion by the court”, subject to exceptions for minor
breaches.52 Thus, very little judicial discretion is accepted. Applied to corruption
or the existence of regulations prohibiting some transactions, such a decision would
lead to the unenforceability of the commission. However, in other decisions, the fact
that a prohibition was peculiar to a specific country was mentioned as insufficient
to be taken into account by English courts. A prohibition peculiar to a foreign state
would not offend English public policy.

In Hilmarton, the illegality of the contract due to a breach of foreign law was
discussed from a particular perspective. In this case, the issue arose in relation to
an Algerian statute which prohibited intervention by middlemen in connection with
any public contract or foreign trade agreement. There was a breach of Algerian law
but not a breach of the law governing the contract (in this case, Swiss law). The
Swiss arbitrator held that the Algerian statute was actually a “prohibited measure of
a protectionist nature to ensure that Algeria maintained a state monopoly on foreign

49Wade (n 26), 101.
50Wade (n 26), 102.
51Regazzoni v KC Sethia (1944) Ltd [1958] AC 301.
52Barros Matttos Jr v MacDaniels Ltd [2005] 1 WLR 247 at 257.
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trade, thus ethically speaking, it could not take priority over the parties’ freedom of
contract”.53 The English court upheld the foreign arbitral award.

We should note, however, the following two points that may nuance the decision
in Hilmarton. First, there were actually no findings of bribery in this case, only a
breach of the Algerian statute. Secondly, the court highlighted that English law may
well differ from the position under Swiss law. The judge indeed confirmed, in that
respect, the position held in Regazzoni v Sethia.54

To round up the hypothetical scenarios involving foreign law, one can add that
the defence of commissions and fees being customary in a foreign country will not
be accepted by English judges.55 The following scenario illustrates this point. A,
an aircraft manufacturer in country X, knowing that C, the Ministry of Defence
of country Z, intends to purchase a number of military aircraft, enters into an
agreement with B, an intermediary located in country Z. Under this agreement B,
for a “fee” of 5 % of the contract price, is to negotiate the purchase by C of the
aircraft manufactured by A, on the understanding that B will pay half of the “fee”
to a high ranking procurement advisor of C. After C has purchased the aircraft from
A, A refuses to pay the agreed “fee”, invoking the illegality of the Agreement. Can
B require payment on the ground that in Country Z not only is there no statutory
regulation prohibiting the employment of intermediaries in the negotiation and
conclusion of contracts with governmental agencies but it is a generally accepted
practice that intermediaries “share” their “fees” with their contact persons in the
governmental agencies concerned?

The defence that commissions or fees are a trade custom will not be accepted
by English courts. However, it is likely that if the principal knew about the general
practice concerning fees in the given country, then the solution would be otherwise.
Indeed, judges have shown readiness to strike out claims in breach of fiduciary
duties based on English contracts if they have found that the claimant was aware
of the bribery of public officials in the country where the contract had to be
performed.56

The fact that an increasing number of countries implement international con-
ventions relating to the fight against corruption in international contracts, and
that the United Kingdom has now clearly implemented the OECD Anti-Bribery
Convention in its domestic system, may well contribute to the development of public
policy grounds encompassing a broader notion of corruption. Concrete illustrations
confirming such a development are, however, yet to be found.

53Quoted in Wade (n 26), 101.
54[1958] A.C. 301.
55Turnbull v Garden (1869) 38 LJ Ch 331, 334.
56Marlow Commercial Inc v Kozeny [2006] EWHC 872 (Comm); Donegal International Ltd v
Republic of Zambia [2007] EWHC 197 (Comm).
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6.2.4 Corruption and the Authority of Agents

The relationships between an agent and his principal are governed by one key
principle according to which an agent must never put himself in a position where his
fiduciary duty and his self-interest may possibly conflict (the no-conflict principle).
This principle impacts the legal treatment of the main contract concluded between
the bribe-giver and the principal. If the bribe-taker both makes the contract and
knows that the contract is contrary to his principal’s interests, he is likely to be
acting beyond his authority and any purported contract will be void.57 In other cases,
the contract will be voidable at the option of the principal. Where the principal has
recovered the bribe money, he is entitled to keep it and need not give credit for it in
the rescission.58

Therefore, the principal enjoys a range of remedies against the briber or the bribe-
taker. First, he can rescind any transaction that has been induced by the briber.
Secondly, the principal will be able to ask the fiduciary to account for the amount
of the bribe. There will be an irrebuttable presumption that the agent has been
influenced by the bribe. The fact that the principal did not suffer any loss is
irrelevant.59 Thirdly, the principal will have remedies in tort against the briber and
the agent. In this case, the principal will be able to sue for damages for the actual
loss that he has sustained: the principal can recover the bribe from the agent and
he can recover damages for his loss from both the agent and the briber. Case law
is clear that the remedies against the briber and the agent are cumulative. Yet, the
principal will need to decide which of the remedies is actually being sought before
the judgment is made.60

The position of the principal can be illustrated with a hypothetical scenario
building on the example discussed above under Sect. 6.2.3.1. Contractor A of
country X enters into an agreement with agent B. This agreement provides that
B is to receive a commission fee of USD 1,000,000 to pay, on behalf of A,
USD 10,000,000 to C, a high-ranking procurement advisor of D, the Minister of
Economics and Development of country Y, in order to induce D to award A the
contract for the construction of a new power plant in country Y. B pays C the USD
10,000,000 bribe and D awards the Contract to A. D can then choose between two
options.

In the first option, D can consider that the contract with A is effective if he did not
know nor should have known of the bribe paid to C when he awarded the contract.

57Watts and Reynolds (n 1), para 3-009; Fiona Trust and Holding Corp v Privalov [2007] EWCA
Civ 20.
58Watts and Reynolds (n 1), para 6-087.
59Lord Goff and G Jones, The Law of Restitution, 7th edn (London, Sweet and Maxwell, 2007)
para 33-023.
60Watts and Reynolds (n 1), para 6-087. See for further details: ibid, para 8-217 ff on the remedies
of the principal against the third party in case of agent’s lack of authority.
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Different remedies could ensure that D obtains an adjustment or compensation for
the payment of the bribe or the loss that he has incurred, for instance in tort.

In the second option, D could be considered as having been induced to award
a contract by fraudulent conduct on the part of the agent, and so is entitled to set
the contract aside. He is thus entitled to treat such a contract as void ab initio.61

Since Pacific Telegraph,62 rescission of a contract is indeed accepted as a remedy
for corrupt contracts. In that case, no money had been paid and rescission ensured
that nothing at all would be paid. More recent case law provides further details
about the consequences of rescission. In Logicrose v Southend Football Club,63

the principal, ie the football club, was entitled to rescind the agreement granting
a licence (obtained through secret profits) but it was not required in making the
restitution in integrum, to give credit for the GBP 70,000 that had been paid by the
plaintiff to the defendant club’s agent.

Further remedies especially debated in English law are discussed in the following
section.

6.2.5 Corruption as a Breach of Fiduciary Duty

The key question asked in English law is the following: what is the treatment of
the bribe or secret commission (ie secret profits that the agent makes from the
main operation without the knowledge of its principal) that a fiduciary receives in
breach of a fiduciary duty? The answer to this question turns around two main views
expressed in two key cases: Lister & Co v Stubbs64 and Attorney General Hong
Kong v Reid.65 In Lister v Stubbs, the court held that when the fiduciary receives a
bribe he does not hold it in trust for his principal. The relationship between them is
one of debtor and creditor, not of beneficiary and trustee. In Attorney General Hong
Kong v Reid, the Privy Council held that there was constructive trust. Lord Millet
strongly supports this second view.66 Further decisions (such as Sinclair Investments

61Nicholls et al. (n 18), para 9.57.
62(1875) LR 10 Ch App 96.
63[1988] 1 WLR 1256.
64(1890) 45 Ch.D.1. Stubbs was employed to buy materials for his employers. He received
commissions from suppliers. He invested some of these commissions in shares and made profit
from this. The employers sought to recover the profit that Stubbs had made, notably with freezing
orders against the shares.
65[1994] 1 AC 324. The head of the anti-corruption unit in Hong Kong accepted bribes from
persons he was supposed to investigate. He invested the money in landed properties in New
Zealand. Their value increased. The Hong Kong government brought proceedings against the head
of anti-corruption in New Zealand, claiming that the properties were held on trust by him for the
government.
66Millet, ‘Case Comment’ (n 27), 583; Millet, ‘Bribes and Secret Commissions’ (n 27), 7.
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(UK) v Versailles Trade Finance Ltd (in administration)67), however, reverted to the
solution in Lister v Stubbs. Scholarship has written widely about this discussion and
the technical points around which it turns. This paper can only give a short selection
from this discussion, starting with the position of the main proponent of constructive
trust, Lord Millet.

Lord Millet sums up the gist of his reasoning as follows:

In Sinclair v Versailles Lord Neuberger asked rhetorically
Why, it may be asked, should the fact that a fiduciary is able to make a profit as a result

of the breach of his duties to a beneficiary, without more, give the beneficiary a proprietary
interest in the profit?

The answer is that the essential evil of bribery is betrayal of trust. By accepting a bribe,
the recipient is acting in his own interests or those of the person who paid the bribe, and
betraying the trust of his principal. The relationship between the fiduciary and his principal
is a relationship of trust and confidence. The duty of the fiduciary is to serve the interest
of the principal to the exclusion of his own, and the breach of this duty does not consist in
making a profit but in keeping it for himself. That is not a breach of a personal obligation;
it is an abuse of the trust and confidence placed in him by his principal who put him in a
position to make the profit because he trusted him not to serve his own interests by making
for his own benefit. Equity’s response to the breach of this trust is not to give redress for
the breach but to enforce the duty; the constructive trust is the means by which it does
so. The principal’s beneficial interest in the profit is thus inherent in the very concept of a
fiduciary relationship. It is an incident of the relationship that any advantage or profit which
the fiduciary may obtain by virtue of the relationship is in the eyes of equity obtained for
the benefit of his principal and belongs beneficially to him.68

Due to the relationship linking him with the principal, a fiduciary has two key duties:
a) he must not place himself in a position where his interest may conflict with his
duty (no-conflict rule) and b) he must not make a personal profit from the fiduciary
relationship (no-profit rule). These two rules are prophylactic and seek deterrence.
They seek to protect fiduciary loyalty and to avoid tempting a fiduciary to be driven
by his personal interest instead of his duty towards the beneficiary. Therefore, they
require that the fiduciary disgorge any profit he has made and that this disgorgement
be made in full.69 This means that the bribe will be treated as if received by the
fiduciary with the authority of his principal and for the principal’s account. The
fiduciary cannot say that the bribe was received for his own benefit. Constructive
trust conveys three main advantages. Firstly, it provides protection for the principal
against the fiduciary’s creditors in case of insolvency on the part of the fiduciary.
Secondly, the principal may trace the bribe and the profits made through the corrupt
monies or the assets acquired thanks to them. These will be deemed to be held on
trust for the principal. Finally, it entitles the principal to trace the bribe to the hands
of any third parties who are not bona fide purchasers.70

67[2011] EWCA Civ 347.
68Millet, ‘Case Comment’ (n 27), 583, 585 (footnotes omitted).
69Millet, ‘Case Comment’ (n 27), 583, 590.
70S Worthington, ‘Fiduciary Duties and Proprietary Remedies: Addressing the Failure of Equitable
Formulae’ (2013) Cambridge Law Journal 720, 724.
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As the case law has been uncertain for a long time, scholarship has been calling
for a judgment from the Supreme Court to resolve this uncertainty in the law.71 In
July 2014, the Supreme Court eventually gave an answer “to this rather technical
sounding question, which has produced inconsistent judicial decisions over the past
200 years, as well as a great deal of more recent academic controversy.”72 The
Supreme Court held that “a bribe or secret commission accepted by an agent is held
on trust for his principal”.73 The Court explained this solution based on reasons
of clarity and simplicity, in the absence of a plain answer. It also referred back to
wider policy considerations that Lord Templeman had previously given in Attorney
General for Hong Kong, namely that “[b]ribery is an evil practice which threatens
the foundation of any civilised society”.74

This 2014 case therefore concludes many years of intense academic discussions
on the legal rules applicable to bribes. This should help give some teeth to the idea
that English judges consider bribery and corruption as highly harmful practices,
to be deterred as much as possible. The next step towards chasing corruption and
bribery from international commercial contracts would be for judges to consider
any corruption or bribery as contrary to (English) public policy. Another further
development which needs to be watched carefully by practitioners in this field
relates to case law where English judges clearly articulate the criminal and civil
law consequences of bribery and commission, ie where the civil law consequences
of the Bribery Act 2010 are starting to be chartered. For the Bribery Act 2010 to
have full effects, it is strongly hoped that English judges will build on their long-
standing approach of seeing corruption and bribes as “evil”, therefore seeking to
remove any economic profit from parties to corrupt practices or bribery, wherever
these practices are held or take their effects.

71eg Worthington (n 70), 720, 725; R Nolan, ‘Bribes: A Reprise’ (2011) Law Quarterly Review
19, 23; T Dayton, ‘Case Comment: No Proprietary Liability for Bribes and Other Secret Profits?’
(2011) Trust Law International 3, 16.
72FHR European Ventures LLP v Cedar Capital Partners LLC [2014] UKSC 45, at 1.
73ibid at 46.
74ibid at 42.
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7.1 Introduction: Reform of the Criminal Code

Estonia is a member to most of the international instruments relating to corrup-
tion. The requirements of international treaties and other instruments have been
transposed into local law.1 The current framework of criminal law provisions on cor-
ruption stemming from the Estonian Criminal Code (in Estonian: Karistusseadustik)
in force until 1 January 2015 distinguished between acceptance, arrangement and
giving of bribes and gratuities. All acts were criminalized as separate offences. The
difference between bribery or acceptance, delivery or arrangement of gratuities lied
in the illegal nature of the acts promised in return: in the case of bribery the acts
promised as a return were illegal per se, in the case of gratuities the acts promised
were legal. Regarding everything else the objective and subjective criteria of the acts
of bribe and gratuities were identical.2

The core essence of the offences was the commission of the act of either
promising to give or in reality handing over a certain amount of money or benefits3

and existence of a special agreement between the giver and taker of the bribe or
gratuities according to which both parties acknowledge that the actions taken by the
receiver had been caused by promise or receipt of assets.4

Originally, the legislator had decided to criminalize such actions through the
enactment of six separate offences: the accepting of gratuities or bribes (ss 293
and 294), arranging receipt of bribes or gratuities (ss 295 and 296) and granting
gratuities or giving bribes (ss 297 and 298). Such a distinction had been criticized for
being unreasonable and causing complexity when defining the offence.5 As a result,
the panel of experts working at the Ministry of Justice proposed that the difference
between bribing and transfer of gratuities should be abolished. The corresponding

1Civil Law Convention on Corruption (ratified 1 November 2000). Criminal Law Convention on
Corruption (ratified 26 November 2001). Convention drawn up on the basis of Article K.3(2)(c)
of the Treaty on European Union on the fight against corruption involving officials of the
European Communities or officials of Member States of the European Union (ratified 13 December
2004). Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business
Transactions (ratified 5 February 2009). UN Convention against Corruption (ratified 9 February
2010).
2Judgment of 26 June 2010 No 3-1-1-22-10 of the Supreme Court. See also L Feldmanis,
‘Soodustus ametialase teo eest kui pistise ja altkäemaksu kooseisuline osa’ (2012) 1 Juridica
42–51.
3According to recent case law, the exact amount of assets promised does not have to be identified
by the court. See judgment of 02 October 2011 No 3-1-1-68-11 of the Supreme Court. The most
recent Supreme Court case law regards as sufficient the mere fact of granting a loan or promising a
position in a private limited organization as an asset. See judgment of 08 July 2014 No 3-1-1-31-14
of the Supreme Court. See also Feldmanis (n 2), 42–51.
4J Sootak and P Pikamäe, Karistusseadustik. Kommenteeritud väljaanne (Tallinn, Juura, 2009)
750.
5See also the dogmatic analysis of s 296 which foresees criminal liability of the act of arranging of
bribes. J Sootak, ‘Altkäemaksu vahendus (KarS § 296) kui vajaliku osavõtuga koosseis. Riigikohtu
kriminaalkolleegiumiotsus 3-1-1-7-08’ (2008) 4 Juridica 265–267.
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bill was passed onto the Parliament in late November 2013 and was adopted by
the Parliament in June 2014. From 1 January 2015 at least the situation regarding
corruption offences is to some extent simplified: the distinction between bribes and
gratuities has been lashed, ss 293, 295 and 297 have been deleted and the offences
criminalizing accepting, arranging receipt and giving bribes are intended to cover
all acts blanketed by the former offences of bribes and gratuities.6

7.2 Corruption in the Private Sector: Growing Importance
of the Relevant Offences in Practice

The current ss 293–298 of the Criminal Code require the person on the receiving end
of the act of bribery or handing of gratuities to be an official. According to s 288(1),
official means a person who holds office in a state or local government agency or
body, or in a legal person in public law, and to whom administrative, supervisory
or managerial functions, or functions relating to the organization of movement of
assets, or functions of a representative of state authority have been assigned. Such
a position does not have to be attributed to the person officially – the mere factual
possibility to have decisive influence on the execution of any decisions within these
functions is sufficient.7

It is important to stress that according to s 288(2), also persons holding offices
in private legal persons are included: a person who directs a legal person in private
law or acts on behalf of such person or acts on behalf of another natural person,
provided that the person has the authority and duties specified in s 288(1) and
the criminal offence has been committed in the course of the economic activity
of the corresponding legal or natural person. There is sadly a lack of apt case
law on the determination of officials in larger companies – issues such as whether
compliance officers or risk managers can be regarded as officials are still unsolved.
Still one can clearly see that the lower court practice regarding corruption within
the private sphere is growing in importance.8 Thankfully, recent case law has given
some general remarks on the issue of official in the private legal person: the persons
could be considered as an official having a general obligation of loyalty before the
private legal persons.9

Together with the reform of the existing rules corruption in the public sector the
Estonian Ministry of Justice introduced amendments to the corruption offences in

6Draft of the new Criminal Code. – RT I, 2014, 1.
7Judgment of 20 March 2013 No 3-1-1-95-12 of the Supreme Court.
8M Kooskora, A Prii, Korruptsiooni ennetamise käsiraamat erasektorile (Tallinn, Juura, 2011) 9; A
Ahven, U Klopets and KC Kruusmaa (eds), Kuritegevus Eestis 2012 (Tallinn, Justiitsministeerium,
2013) 88.
9Judgment 2 December 2014 No 3-1-1-84-14 of the Supreme Court.
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the private sector, which have also entered into force from 1 January 2015.10 The
existing offences were annulled and a new offence – ss 4023 and 4024 – criminalizes
the accepting or giving of bribes by a person entitled to act in the interests of the
company in exchange of abuse of his/her position. What is exactly meant by the
notions “act in the interest” or “abuse of position” is unclear and shall have to be
defined in future case law.

S 288(3) of the Criminal Code clearly states that foreign officials are also to be
regarded as officials. This means that theoretically foreign officials can be liable
under the Estonian Criminal Code for corruption. In both cases, the case of acts
committed by foreign officials and also Estonian officials outside Estonia, the
general rules on territorial applicability of the Estonian Criminal Code apply.

It must be stressed that since 15 July 2013 the Criminal Code has been amended
by s 7(2) clearly stating that the Estonian Criminal Code has applicability on actions
of bribery and handing of gratuities as described in ss 293–298 mentioned above
if the acts have been committed by an Estonian citizen, Estonian official or a
private legal person registered in Estonia. The clear shift to applying the principle
of universal jurisdiction was, according to the explanatory letter circulated by the
Ministry of Justice, mainly caused by corresponding proposals from GRECO’s
evaluation committee to Estonia in 2008.11 The rule has not, however, been analyzed
in case law.

7.3 Civil Law Implications of Transactions Tainted
with Corruption: No Special Rules Adopted

7.3.1 Introduction

There is no specific instrument in Estonian civil law that stipulates the civil law
consequences of acts of corruption. The corresponding consequences shall be
derived from general civil law rules on validity of transactions and claims for
damages. Even more, there is scarcely any case law of higher courts but the system
of consequences can be derived from academic literature and also some case law
and literature in areas close to the issue – the example of agreements breaching
competition law rules.12

10See the draft of the act and also the explanatory letter (in Estonian): http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/
main/mount/docList/2c861e08-9718-4cec-83f5-a88a63e8cd68#R022ICm2
11See the explanatory letter to the act on amending the Criminal Code and other Acts, http://
eelnoud.valitsus.ee/main#Scg7bKwe (in Estonian).
12See one of the few examples of academic treatises concentrating on damage claims against
directors if the damage was caused through corruptive acts. – A Prii, Altkäemaksu või pistise
võtmise või andmise kui korruptiivse käitumisega tekitatud kahju hüvitamise nõue juhtorgani

http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/main/mount/docList/2c861e08-9718-4cec-83f5-a88a63e8cd68#R022ICm2
http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/main/mount/docList/2c861e08-9718-4cec-83f5-a88a63e8cd68#R022ICm2
http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/main#Scg7bKwe
http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/main#Scg7bKwe
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Academic literature has affirmed that the contracts concluded through acts of
corruption in the widest sense may be void based on contradiction with good morals
and public order (see Sect. 7.3.2) or through breaching a prohibition arising from
law (see Sect. 7.3.3).

7.3.2 Nullity Under Contradiction with Good Morals

S 86(1) of the General Part of the Civil Code Act (in Estonian: Tsiviilseadustiku
üldosa seadus) declares that transactions contrary to good morals or public order
are void.13 S 84(1) declares the legal consequences of nullity – a void transaction
has no legal consequences from inception.

That which is received on the basis of a void transaction shall be returned
pursuant to the provisions concerning unjust enrichment unless otherwise provided
by law. In relation to international commercial contracts one must also stress that the
content of the notion of good morals has been linked with the territory of Estonia – if
a contract is governed by Estonian law, the content of the principle must be derived
from values intrinsic to Estonian law.

In order to identify the invalidity of a transaction due to its contradiction to good
morals under s 86 two prerequisites must be met. First, the value of the reciprocal
performances of the parties shall be out of balance, so that the transaction would
be contrary to good morals. Second, the party shall have concluded the contract
because of extraordinary need, in a relationship of dependency, because of lack of
experience or because of other similar circumstances. The burden of proof generally
lies on the party who claims the invalidity. For instance, the Supreme Court found in
the case no 3-2-1-109-04 that a suretyship contract may be contrary to good morals
when the commercial pledge securing a loan is replaced with personal surety or
the personal surety contract is agreed in addition to the commercial pledge and the
limit of personal surety exceeds the limit that was first assured with the commercial
pledge.14

Theoretical literature has affirmed that a transaction concluded by the com-
mission of a criminal offence or transactions concluded in connection with the
commission of criminal offences or also transactions concluded with assets acquired
through criminal activity are regarded as being contrary to good morals.15 In a

liikme vastu :magistritöö (Tartu, Tartu ülikool, 2013) Available online: http://dspace.utlib.ee/
dspace/bitstream/handle/10062/31182/prii_asso.pdf?sequence=1
13Contracts that are contrary to public order are also contrary to good morals. – P Varul, ‘Tühine
tehing’ (2011) 1 Juridica 37.
14Judgment of 20 October 2012 no 3-2-1-109-04 of the Supreme Court.
15P Varul et al (eds), Tsiviilseadustiku üldosa seadus. Kommenteeritud väljaanne (Tallinn, Juura,
2010) 272; A Prii, Altkäemaksu või pistise võtmise või andmise kui korruptiivse käitumisega
tekitatud kahju hüvitamise nõue juhtorgani liikme vastu: magistritöö (Tartu, Tartu ülikool, 2013)

http://dspace.utlib.ee/dspace/bitstream/handle/10062/31182/prii_asso.pdf?sequence=1
http://dspace.utlib.ee/dspace/bitstream/handle/10062/31182/prii_asso.pdf?sequence=1
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decision made by the Supreme Court one party relied on the transaction to be void
due to the fact that the transaction was concluded by a public official breaching
conflict of interest rules under the Anti-Corruption Act. The Supreme Court sadly
did not touch upon the issue in its judgment and it is hence unclear whether the Civil
Chamber of the Supreme Court agreed with the solution provided in the academic
literature or not.16 One must stress that by lack of any clear-cut case law rather
principal issues are still unsolved.

7.3.3 Nullity Under Breach of Prohibition Arising
from the Law

The applicability of s 87 according to which a transaction contrary to a prohibition
arising from law is void if the purpose of the prohibition is to render the transaction
void upon violation of the prohibition, especially if it is provided by law that a
certain legal consequence must not arise in the case of criminal offences prescribed
by the Criminal Code, has been questioned in legal literature. Criminal law offences
ought to be sections foreseeing punishments for certain acts or omissions and not
legal norms foreseeing nullity of transactions concluded through the execution of
the acts or omissions described in the wording of the offence.17

For instance, case law has declared that a transaction that violates the prohibition
to guarantee or provide a loan to shareholders is invalid: the aim of the prohibition
provided in s 281(3) of the Commercial Code (in Estonian: Äriseadustik) is to
protect the interests of other creditors and the minority shareholders and therefore
the purpose of this provision is to invalidate the contract if it would violate the
prohibition.18 As a typical example case law has stressed that if the warranty
agreement is concluded outside of the economic or professional activities of a party
(s 155 of the Law of Obligations Act, in Estonian: Võlaõigusseadus), the agreement
is void under the s 87 of the General Part of the Civil Code (3-2-1-89-08).19 In
relation to rules deriving from public law, the Supreme Court has also affirmed that a
transaction is void if it was in breach of the general principles of public procurement
provided in s 3 of the same act.20 In the case 3-2-1-100-08 the Supreme Court
found that a sales contract is invalid under s 87 of the General Part of the Civil
Code because the transaction was contrary to the Tallinn City Council regulation

22, 35–37. Critically: M Kuurberg, Heade kommetega vastuolus olevad tehingud kui tühised
tehingud (Tartu, Tartu ülikool, 2004) 104.
16Judgment of 08 May 2002 No 3-1-1-55-02 of the Supreme Court.
17Varul (n 15), 286.
18Judgment of 20 October 2004 No 3-2-1-109-04 of the Supreme Court.
19Judgment of 05 November 2008 No 3-2-1-89-08 of the Supreme Court.
20Judgment of 27 October 2010 No 3-3-1-66-10 of the Supreme Court.
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of 20 March 1997 that regulates the arrangements for the city property. Under ss
17 and 40 of the regulation, it was not allowed to conclude a sales contract with
a person who does not offer the highest price. The Supreme Court agreed with
the County Court who had held that the transaction is contrary to a prohibition
arising from law and the purpose of the prohibition is to render the transaction
void.21

S 87 has been regarded as a general basis for nullity in the case where a
contradiction with a sufficiently clear prohibition arising from law exists and that
provision does not declare itself that its breach brings about nullity.22 The Anti-
corruption Act in force until 01 April 2013 clearly declared that acts breaching
the overall obligation of an official not to act in a situation of conflict of interest
bring about the nullity of any agreements concluded through such acts. The new
Anti-Corruption Act in force since then does not contain a similar provision. The
explanatory letter to the new bill explained the deletion of the provision in a rather
short manner, stressing that there was no need for such a declarative provision as –
since the lack of authorisation for an official under the law to execute such acts is
obvious – any acts are illegal anyway.23 Sadly the explanatory letter does not explain
what to regard as “illegal anyway” as this is not consistent with the civil law notions
used by the aforementioned General Part of the Civil Law Act nor with any known
case law and hence is alien to Estonian civil law. Nor does the explanatory letter
declare whether one should understand the use of wording “anyway” as hinting that
such breaches in conflict of interest by officials ought to be regarded void under s
87 of the General Part of the Civil Code Act. Would the answer be affirmative one
could also extend this to the mere notion of bribery and by doing so also conclude
that in this case s 87 is applicable and the contract is void.

7.4 Legal Consequences of Nullity – Claims of the Parties
to the Transaction

7.4.1 Extent of the Nullity of the Contract

Some issues have arisen regarding the extent of the nullity regarding the agreement
concluded or agreements linked with the agreement (such as agency agreements).
S 85 sets the principle that the nullity of a part of a transaction does not render
the other parts void if the transaction is divisible and it may be presumed that the
transaction would have been entered into also without the void part – one must

21Judgment of 27 October 2009 No 3-2-1-100-08 of the Supreme Court.
22Varul (n 13), 40.
23Explanatory letter to the Anti-Corruption Act (in Estonian). Available online: http://www.
riigikogu.ee/?op=emsplain&page=pub_file&file_id=07039df2-aff5-4642-bbc3-2267772b6ec0&

http://www.riigikogu.ee/?op=emsplain&page=pub_file&file_id=07039df2-aff5-4642-bbc3-2267772b6ec0&
http://www.riigikogu.ee/?op=emsplain&page=pub_file&file_id=07039df2-aff5-4642-bbc3-2267772b6ec0&
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give an ex ante assessment whether the parties would have concluded the whole
agreement with or without the part of the contract that was void. Although ex ante,
one must assess the subjective side of the parties to the contract.24

The nullity of a part of a transaction does not render the other parts void if, first,
the transaction is divisible, and second, it may be presumed that the transaction
would have been entered into also without the void part (s 85). There are mainly two
different groups of transactions that may be divisible. First, when among different
terms of transaction, it is possible to set aside the terms that are void and the rest
of the transaction would remain valid. Second, when the contractual relationship
includes different types of transactions among which some are void and some valid.
The transaction is not divisible if the void part would render the whole transaction
void. In order for the transaction to remain valid, it is not enough that it is only
technically divisible. It must be presumed that the parties would have entered into
the transaction without the void terms. In other words, if the parties had known at
the time they concluded the contract that the terms of the transaction or a part of the
transaction is invalid, they would still have had the will to enter into the transaction.
The initial will of the parties is identified in accordance with s 29 of the Law of
Obligations Act.25

In the case of contradiction with good morals one must hence analyze whether
the agreement for a kickback was so decisive in the subjective understanding of
the parties to the contract to the other parts of the contract or not. The formula has
been amended in connection with the possible contradiction with the prohibition
arising from law – in that case one ought to analyze whether the whole agreement
in its entirety does not constitute breach to the prohibition arising from law. Such an
exception has been given attention in the cases of agreements breaching competition
law rules (and hence being void under s 87 of the General Part of the Civil Code
Act) – one must assess whether the part of the contract contrary to law is objectively
separate (or separable) from the other parts of the contract.26 The same approach
may be also deployed in connection with rules on bribery.

Regarding the legal regime of agents acting without authority, the rules for
representation are laid down in Chapter 8 of the general Part of the Civil Code
Act. The chapter does not cover the inner relationship (s 115(3) – “this Chapter
does not regulate the rights and obligations arising from a legal relationship which
is the basis for representation”) and only regulates the external relationship. As a
principle, a multilateral transaction entered into on behalf of another person without
the right of representation is void unless the person on whose behalf the person
without the right of representation entered into the transaction subsequently ratifies
the transaction (s 129(1)) and the person may be made liable to pay compensation
(s 130).

24Varul (n 15), 265, 267.
25ibid.
26L Käis and K Paas-Mohando, ‘Konkurentsi kahjustava kokkuleppe tühisus’ (2014) 7 Juridica
500.
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The same rules regarding nullity of transactions apply to both the legal relation-
ship between the agent and the principal – hence, the authority given to the agent
to conclude transactions in order to give bribes is void. As indicated already, the
situation may be however different in a case where the person who rendered the
ultimate service or good did not know about any act of bribery. As already stressed,
under ss 67(1) and 84(3) of the General Part of the Civil Code Act transactions
are linked with each other, although concluded by different parties. Hence, in a
situation where bribe has been given to a person that has promised certain acts (such
as awarding of a contract by a third person) but the actual decision of awarding the
contract is made by a person who does not know about any acts of bribery and
who has not been influenced by the person receiving the bribe the contract awarded
would not be subject to nullity as one could claim lack of existing link with the
alleged illegal agreement and the actual awarding of a contract. If one would assume
that the person who awarded the contract has made the decision to award the contract
to the person initially giving a bribe without being actually influenced by the bribe
then it would be possible that the actual link between the payment of a bribe based
on the agreement basis for the bribe is not existing and, hence, the contract awarded
itself is not void.

7.4.2 Claims Between the Parties Arising from the Void
Transactions

As described above, the legal consequence of a transaction being contrary to
good morals is that it has no legal consequences from inception and the assets
received must be returned based on rules of unjust enrichment. As a general
principle, according to s 1028 of the Law of Obligations Act if a person (recipient)
receives anything from another person (transferor) for the performance of an
existing or future obligation, the transferor may reclaim it from the recipient if
the obligation does not exist or is not created or if the obligation ceases to exist
later.

One must stress that clause 3 of s 1028(2) of the Law of Obligations Act excludes
the claim under unjust enrichment if the reclamation of that which is received
as a result of a void transaction would be contradictory to the provision which
prescribes the nullity of the transaction or to the objective of such provision. A
position has been expressed that such principle would be applicable if the person
who transferred a bribe would claim reclamation of sums transferred as a bribe.27

Such position in the academic literature is rather problematic, as there is no clear-cut

27I Kull et al (eds), Võlaõigusseadus. Kommenteeritud väljaanne. III edn (Tallinn, Juura, 2009)
589.
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case law on the issue of possible exclusion of unjust enrichment claims arising from
the agreement under which the bribe was transferred. If one takes the restrictive
interpretation approach to the statement in the literature, it would only mean that a
person who has transferred assets as a bribe cannot reclaim the assets transferred as
bribe claiming that as the agreement is void there is no legal basis for such transfer
and the recipient of the bribe has gone through unjust enrichment.28 It is unclear
whether a extensive interpretation is possible as well and unjust enrichment claims
can be excluded based on clause 3 of s 1028(2) between the person transferring the
bribe and agents.

Ss 1043 and 1045(1) 7) and 8) of the Law of Obligations Act provide ground
for demanding damages if the damage is unlawful either based on behaviour which
violates a duty arising from law or intentional behaviour contrary to good morals.
Hence one could theoretically claim damages from persons party to the agreement
under which assets were transferred as bribes if by doing so damage has been caused
to third parties.

The damage claim described above is still rather problematic. S 1045(3) stresses
that the causing of damage by the violation of a duty arising from law is not
unlawful if the objective of the provision which the tortfeasor violates is other than
to protect the victim from such damage. One must assess whether the respective
criminal offence ought to be considered as having the objective amongst other
things to protect the victim. Criminal offences that aim at protecting the victim from
possible damage have been only foreseen as sufficient ground for causing damage
as described in S 1045(3) – examples such as fraud (s 209 of the Criminal Code) and
investment fraud (s 211 of the Criminal Code) have been treated as sufficient ground
to affirm unlawfulness granting the damage claim based on unlawful damage.
Offences of corruption have not been mentioned as offences aimed at protecting the
victim.29 Hence, one must stress that a more cautious approach seems to have been
taken by the academic literature compared to German law (though the latter used as
an example for the rules of unlawful damage in the Estonian Law of Obligations
Act). The position may change as recent case law of the Supreme Court30 has
stressed that the offence of bribery can also be aimed at protecting the interests
of the victim.31

28Reaffirmed in relation to breach of competition law rules. See Käis and Paas-Mohando (n 26),
504–505.
29Kull et al (eds) (n 27), 650–651. See also Judgment of 28 January 2008 No 3-1-1-60-07 of the
Supreme Court.
30Judgment of 2 December 2014 No 3-1-1-84-14 of the Supreme Court.
31Kull et al (eds) (n 27), 650–651. See also Judgment of 28 January 2008 No 3-1-1-60-07 of the
Supreme Court.
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7.5 Conclusion

Corruption offences have enjoined sufficient amount of attention in the academic
literature and case law in Estonia as most of the notions used in the offences
are sufficiently defined. In this light the lack of clear-cut case law and academic
literature regarding the civil law consequences of acts of corruption is somewhat
surprising and may create problems in the light of legal certainty – already the lack
of any certainty on some rather fundamental questions such as whether corruption
in the private section is considered as contrary to good morals or what implications
may corruption have on transactions linked with the main transaction cause clear
complexity when assessing the impact of corruption within the economy. Changes in
the Criminal Code simplify the existing situation and may hence provide sufficient
incentive to clear the issues described above.



Chapter 8
Who Gets the Bribe? – The German Perspective
on Civil Law Consequences of Corruption
in International Contracts

Matthias Weller

Abstract This contribution analyzes the civil law consequences of corruption in
international contracts under German law. Firstly, the relevant German criminal law
is briefly summarized because there are points of intersection between criminal and
civil law. Secondly, the most important legal relationships in civil law are identified
and analyzed on the basis of the relevant statutory provisions and German case
law. Thirdly, three typical problems will be presented in order to further illustrate
the functioning of the German civil law on corruption. Against this background, a
central concern of German civil law becomes apparent: Who should get the bribe
when it comes to litigation.

8.1 Introduction

Corruption has always existed in international commerce. However, the fight against
corruption has been neglected in the past. This is about to change. In recent times,
several legal instruments have been adopted such as eg the OECD Convention on
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Trans-
actions of 1997, the Inter-American Convention Against Corruption of 1997, the
Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption and the Council of
Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption, both of 1999, and the United Nations
Convention against Corruption of 2003. These legislative initiatives focus almost
exclusively on the criminal law aspects of corruption, except of course for the
Council of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption. Beyond the consequences
under criminal law, corruption may influence the trade relationship of the parties
involved in international commerce and the contracts concluded by them. These
civil law aspects of corruption have long been disregarded or even overlooked.
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The following article summarizes the core findings with respect to civil law
consequences of corruption under German law. In order to better understand these
consequences a brief summary of the regulatory framework of criminal law on
corruption in Germany will be presented first.

8.2 Brief Summary of Criminal Law

Legal persons are deemed incapable of committing crimes. German criminal
law addresses natural persons only. However, under administrative law, natu-
ral persons and legal persons alike may be fined for administrative offences
(Ordnungswidrigkeiten), sec 30 Administrative Offences Act (Gesetz über Ord-
nungswidrigkeiten, OWiG). According to sec 130 of that Act it is an offence not to
provide for sufficient supervision to ensure compliance within a company. However,
it is unclear to what extent this provision that generally deals with compliance covers
typical cases of corruption.1

8.2.1 Corruption in the Public Sector

Since the enactment of the German Criminal Code in 1871, sec 331 (Vorteilsan-
nahme) prohibits claiming and/or accepting benefits for executing public duties.
This section is complemented by sec 333 (Vorteilsgewährung) that prohibits the
other part’s act, ie offering, promising and/or giving benefits to a government
official or civil servant for the execution of the latter’s official duties. Sec 332
(Bestechlichkeit) prohibits claiming and/or accepting benefits for committing an
illegal act in office. Sec 333 (Bestechung) prohibits the other part’s act, ie offering,
promising and/or giving benefits to a government official or civil servant for
committing an illegal act in office. Sec 108e (Abgeordnetenbestechung) sanctions
the “sale” or “purchase” of votes of Members of Parliament and equivalent bodies
on local level.

8.2.2 Corruption in the Private Sector

In 1909 the German legislator prohibited certain forms of corruption by including a
provision in the German Act against Unfair Commercial Practices (Gesetz gegen den

1See B Groß and T Reichling, ‘Weshalb sich Korruption nicht mit den Mitteln des Ord-
nungswidrigkeitenrechts bekämpfen lässt’ (2013) wistra 89 ff, arguing that in most cases of
corruption the conditions of sec 130 are not fulfilled.
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unlauteren Wettbewerb, UWG). The relevant provision, sec 12, prohibited the offer,
promise, claim or acceptance of benefits for unduly preferring the offeror/promisor
or a third person in business decisions about the purchase of goods or services. In
1997, the provision was integrated into the German Criminal Code2 as secs 299 ff
(Bestechlichkeit und Bestechung im geschäftlichen Verkehr). On this occasion the
maximum sentence was increased.

8.2.3 (No) Legal Definition of Corruption Under German Law

As has become apparent from the relevant provisions of German criminal
law, the term “corruption” (Korruption) is not a legal term. Rather, German
criminal law connects sanctions to the active and passive acts of “bribery”
(Bestechung/Bestechlichkeit). Bribery in this sense requires, grossly speaking,
(1) certain categories of persons acting (ie either government officials and/or civil
servants or employees or agents of businesses), (2) any kind of benefit for the passive
part, (3) claiming and offering this benefit respectively, and (4) the agreement of
illicit preferential treatment in exchange to the benefit.3

This definition is also relevant for civil law effects on contracts under sec
134 German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, BGB), according to which
contracts are void if they are illegal (for more details see below). In addition, the
understanding of “bribery” under German criminal law is relevant in determining
whether a contract is immoral/violates public policy in the sense of sec 138 German
Civil Code (for more details see below). However, under the general clause of
sec 138 German Civil Code the public policy on combating corruption is to be
understood in a broader sense than under the narrow definitions and conditions of
German criminal law.4 For example, if conditions of the criminal law for conviction
in respect to certain objective or subjective requirements are not fulfilled in the
particular case at hand and thus the bribery contract is not void under sec 134
German Civil Code because no statutory prohibition was violated, the contract
may still be void under sec 138 German Civil Code for violating the public
policy.

2Art 1 No 3 of the Law of 13 August 1997 on Combating Corruption (Gesetz zur Bekämpfung der
Korruption), Official Journal (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1997 I 2038, taking effect on 20 August 1997.
3K Kühl, in K Kühl and M Heger (eds), Lackner/Kühl Strafgesetzbuch Kommentar, 27th edn
(Munich, Beck, 2011) sec 299 para 1 ff.
4R Sethe, ‘Zivilrechtliche Rechtsfolgen der Korruption am Beispiel von Bankgeschäften’, (1998)
Wertpapiermitteilungen (WM) 2309, at 2312.
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8.2.4 International Dimension of Corruption

8.2.4.1 Application of German Law Rules in Cases of Corruption
with an International Dimension

Sec 299(3) German Criminal Code expressly provides that subsections (1) and (2) –
prohibition of corruption in the private sector – apply also to actions in foreign
states. Subsection 3 was introduced by Art 1 No 4 of the Act on the Second Protocol
of 19 June 1997 on the Convention on the protection of the financial interests of the
European Communities.5 In general (and prior to the enactment of subsection (3)),
sec 7(2) German Criminal Code provides that German Criminal law applies, inter
alia and subject to certain conditions, to acts committed by German nationals if the
act is prohibited at the place of acting.

In respect to corruption in the public sector, the German legislator extended the
scope of those provisions of the German Criminal Code that prohibit, on certain
conditions, the bribing of government officials (not being bribed as a government
official) in order to receive an illegal act by the government official in the future (not
for illegal acts in the past).6

8.2.4.2 Participation of Germany in International Instruments Relating
to Corruption

As a Member State to the European Union, Germany is obliged to comply with
instruments adopted by the European Union. This includes the Convention on the
protection of the financial interests of the European Communities including its

5German Act on the Second Protocol of 19 June 1997 on the Convention on the fight against
corruption involving officials of the European Communities or officials of Member States of the
European Union (Gesetz zu dem Zweiten Protokoll vom 19. Juni 1997 zum Übereinkommen über
den Schutz der finanziellen Interessen der Europäischen Gemeinschaften) of 22 August 2002,
Official Journal 2002 I 3387, taking effect on 21 October 2002.
6Art 2 § 1 German Act on the Protocol of 27 September 1996 on the Convention on the fight against
corruption involving officials of the European Communities or officials of Member States of the
European Union (Gesetz zu dem Protokoll vom 27. September 1996 zum Übereinkommen über
den Schutz der finanziellen Interessen der Europäischen Gemeinschaften [EU-Bestechungsgesetz –
EUBestG]) of 10 September 1998, Official Journal II 2340; Art 2 § 1 German Act on the
Convention of 17 December 1997 on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in Business
Transactions (Gesetz zu dem Übereinkommen vom 17. Dezember 1997 über die Bekämpfung der
Bestechung ausländischer Amtsträger im internationalen Geschäftsverkehr [Gesetz zur Bekämp-
fung internationaler Bestechung – IntBestG]) of 10 September 1998 Official Journal II 2327;
for a recent case applying German criminal law extraterritorially see eg Federal Court of Justice
(Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 29 August 2008, BGHSt 52, 323 ff – Siemens/Enel.
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Protocols,7 the Convention on the fight against corruption involving officials of the
European Communities or officials of Member States of the European Union,8 and
the Joint Action on corruption in the private sector.9 On the level of international
treaties, Germany is party to the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of
Foreign Public Officials in Business Transactions10 and recently joined the United
Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC).11 Germany is not party to the
Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption12 nor to the Council of
Europe Civil Law Convention.13 In respect to the latter instrument, the view was
that there is no need to accede as Germany’s domestic private law was considered
to comply anyway.

8.3 Civil Law Consequences of Corruption

As regards the civil law consequences of corruption, there is no statutory regulation
in Germany. The consequences of corruption on contracts are exclusively dealt with
by general civil law. There are numerous court decisions starting with judgments
of the Imperial Court (Reichsgericht) of Germany at the beginning of the twentieth
century.14 The following overview provides for preliminary notes about the points
of law in question, followed by reports on selected cases:

7Convention on the protection of the financial interests of the European Communities, OJ C 316 of
27 November 1995; First Protocol of 27 September 1996 to the Convention on the protection oft he
European Communities’ financial interests, OJ C 313 of 23 October 1996; Second Protocol of 19
June 1997 to the Convention on the protection of the European Communities’ financial interests,
OJ C 221 of 19 July 1997.
8OJ C 195 of 25 June 1997.
9Joint Action 98/742/JHA of 22 December 1998 adopted by the Council on the basis of Art K.3
of the Treaty of the European Union on corruption in the private sector, OJ L 358 of 31 December
1998.
10Implemented into German domestic law by Art 1 of the German Act on the Convention of
17 December 1997 on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in Business Transactions
(Gesetz zu dem Übereinkommen vom 17. Dezember 1997 über die Bekämpfung der Bestechung
ausländischer Amtsträger im internationalen Geschäftsverkehr [Gesetz zur Bekämpfung interna-
tionaler Bestechung – IntBestG]) of 10 September 1998 Official Journal II 2327.
11Ratified on 12 November 2014.
12For the status of the Convention see http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/173-1.
htm.
13Signed but not ratified by Germany, http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?
NT=174&CM=&DF=&CL=ENG.
14eg Imperial Court (Reichsgericht), judgment of 26 January 1915, RGZ 86, 146 ff.

http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/173-1.htm.
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/173-1.htm.
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=174&CM=&DF=&CL=ENG.
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=174&CM=&DF=&CL=ENG.
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8.3.1 Relationship Between Bribing and Bribed Part (Bribery
Contract)

8.3.1.1 Preliminary Notes

The bribery contract is void for both illegality (Gesetzeswidrigkeit) and immoral-
ity/violation of public policy (Sittenwidrigkeit): Sec 134 German Civil Code
provides that a legal transaction that violates a statutory prohibition is void, unless
the prohibiting statute leads to a different conclusion. Sec 299 German Criminal
Code deals with taking and giving bribes in commercial practice (see above).
Chapter 30 of the German Criminal Code deals with offences committed in public
office (see above). These provisions count as statutory prohibitions in the sense of
sec 134 German Civil Code.15

Sec 138 German Civil Code provides that (1) a legal transaction which is contrary
to public policy is void, and (2) that, in particular, a legal transaction is void by which
a person, by exploiting the predicament, inexperience, lack of sound judgment
or considerable weakness of will of another, causes himself or a third party, in
exchange for an act of performance, to be promised or granted pecuniary advantages
which are clearly disproportionate to the performance. A bribery contract is held to
be contrary to public policy.16

The claims for restitution on the grounds of unjust enrichment due to the
nullity of the contract and violation of public policy under sec 812(1), Sentence
1, Alternative 1, and sec 817 Sentence 1 German Civil Code are barred by sec
817 Sentence 2 German Civil Code.17 Sec 817 German Civil Code provides, in
its Sentence 1, that if the purpose of performance was determined in such a way that
the recipient, in accepting it, was violating a statutory prohibition or public policy,
then the recipient is obliged to make restitution. Sentence 2 provides that a claim for
restitution is excluded if the person who rendered performance was likewise guilty
of such a breach. However, if the receiving part exploits the bribing part in a way
that constitutes a violation of public policy of its own, then the bribing part is, on
this exceptional ground limiting the wording of the provision, not barred from his
claim for restitution.18

15Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Stuttgart, judgment of 10 February 2010, IPRspr
2010 no 33, 71, para 35; Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 6 May 1999,
BGHZ 141, 357 ff, para 10.
16Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) judgment of 6 May 1999, BGHZ 141, 357 ff, para
10; see also Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 8 May 1985, BGHZ 94,
268 ff.
17Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Karlsruhe, judgment of 2 August 2005, (2007)
Blutalkohol 44, 49 f.
18Local Court (Amtsgericht) Offenbach, judgment of 20 February 1991, (1992) Neue Juristische
Wochenschrift – Rechtsprechungsreport (NJW-RR) 1204 f.
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8.3.1.2 Selected Cases

In a judgment of the Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Stuttgart of 10
February 2010, the defendant, who sells medical products, asked the plaintiff,
national of the state A, but domiciled in Germany, to commission sales in state A.
Both parties agreed that bribes should be used to influence the relevant persons in
state A. Two sales contracts were concluded between the defendant and the buyers
of the military in state A. The plaintiff now claims a commission fee according to
the agreement. It was held that German law is applicable to the contract and that
the contract is void both for violating statutory prohibitions according to sec 134
German Civil Code and for being contrary to public policy according to sec 138(1)
German Civil Code.

In the ruling by the Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Karlsruhe of
200519 the applicant applies for legal aid (Prozesskostenhilfe) in order to institute
proceedings for a claim for restitution of money paid to obtain public certificates
to prove that the driver’s licence should not be withdrawn after positive alcohol
control. Legal aid was dismissed for bad prospects of success of the claim because
the contract about the payment was void and the claim for restitution on the grounds
of unjust enrichment was barred by sec 817 Sentence 2 German Civil Code that
excludes the restitution claim if both parties violate a statutory prohibition and/or
public policy.

The Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) handed down a judgment20

where the plaintiff, a foreign corporation with seat in state L, commissioned
international sales and services. The plaintiff was looking for a firm to establish
a brewery on behalf of the government of state B. In order to make business in
that state it was perceived to be inevitable to bribe the relevant persons there. This
was known to the parties. At the same time, bribery was a criminal offence in that
state. In order to avoid the risk of criminal sanctions and of being placed on black
lists, European companies, according to the Court’s findings, usually resorted to
nationals of that state to effectuate the bribing. The plaintiff offered one of his
employees for doing so. Thereupon, the defendant agreed with the plaintiff that
the defendant cooperate exclusively with the plaintiff in the construction project
and pay a commission (5 % of the fob value of the machines to be imported) to
the plaintiff for herself and for “third parties”, if the defendant manages to join
the project. After certain activities in the target state by the plaintiff, the defendant
and that state concluded a contract to establish the brewery, but later the project
failed because of financial difficulties. The plaintiff nevertheless now claims the
commission.

The Court held that the contract between the plaintiff and the defendant is
governed by German law. Therefore, the validity of the contract is controlled by

19Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Karlsruhe, judgment of 2 August 2005, (2007)
Blutalkohol 44, 49 f.
20Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 8 May 1985, BGHZ 94, 268 ff.
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sec 138 German Civil Code. Since there is no application of foreign law, there is no
case for a public policy control under the provisions of German private international
law. The claiming and receiving of bribes by foreign government officials violates
German public policy, at least if it violates the law of the foreign state. The violation
of foreign laws that represent values shared and supported by German law as well
constitutes a violation of the German policy. It does not matter whether bribing is
common practice and inevitable for making business with the government in the
foreign state.

In a judgment by the Local Court (Amtsgericht) Offenbach21 the plaintiff, foreign
national, claimed DM 5000 from the defendant, also foreign national of the same
state. The plaintiff contended that the defendant had received DM 5000 in order to
obtain a resident permit (Aufenthaltsgenehmigung) for the plaintiff from German
authorities. However, the plaintiff did not receive such a residence permit. The
defendant contested any payment of money to him and contented that he only
helped, for free, translating and filling out the necessary forms.

The Court held upon evidence that the defendant did received DM 3500 for
bribing German authorities and DM 1500 for himself. Further, the Court held that
the contract is void for violation of statutory prohibition of bribery according to
sec 134 German Civil Code in connection with sec 299 German Criminal Code as
well as for violation of public policy according to sec 138 BGB. Therefore, the
plaintiff received DM 5000 without cause and thus has a claim for restitution on
the grounds of unjust enrichment, according to sec 817 Sentence 1 German Civil
Code. Sec 817 Sentence 2 German Civil Code excludes any claim for restitution if
both parties violate public policy. In principle, this condition is fulfilled in the case
at hand. However, the defendant had exploited the plaintiff’s ignorance of Germany
and his trust in the defendant as being of the same nationality. In this particular case
where there is an additional violation of public policy by the receiving part sec 817
Sentence 2 should not be applicable. On these exceptional grounds, the claim for
restitution for unjust enrichment was granted. Appeal against the judgment to the
Regional Court (Landgericht) of Darmstadt was rejected.22

In a Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) judgment23 of 1990, the
plaintiff, who was the sole shareholder of a Limited Liability Company (GmbH),
agreed with the defendant, a buyer of the company’s real estate, the agreed
commission fee of DM 200,000. After the conclusion of the sales contract, the
plaintiff claimed this commission. The defendant sought to rescind the contract and
also contended that the contract was void for violation of public policy according to
sec 138 German Civil Code.

21Local Court (Amtsgericht) Offenbach, judgment of 20 February 1991, (1992) Neue Juristische
Wochenschrift – Rechtsprechungsreport (NJW-RR) 1204 f.
22Regional Court (Landgericht) Darmstadt, judgment of 6 February 1992, docket no 6 S 155/91
(unpublished, see NJW-RR 1992, 1205).
23Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 5 December 1990, (1991) Wertpa-
piermitteilungen (WM) 645 ff.
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The Court held that the contract is valid. Given the special position of the seller,
ie the company, and agent, ie the company’s sole shareholder, the contract on the
payment of the commission must be interpreted as integral part of the sales contract.
Economically speaking, parts of the sales price were paid directly to the economic
owner of the real estate, ie the agent and sole shareholder of the company. Therefore,
in this special case, there is, contrary to the holding of the court of the previous
instance, no bribing of the organ of a corporation. Had there been such a bribe,
the contract would have been void for violation of public policy according to sec
138 German Civil Code. Since there could not be assessed a case of tax evasion,
nor a case of disadvantaging of creditors, there was also no reason to invalidate the
contract on these grounds. Therefore, the plaintiff was successful in claiming the
payment of the agreed commission.

8.3.2 Relation Between Principal and Agent

8.3.2.1 Preliminary Notes

The damaged part, ie the company paying a higher price or receiving goods of
less quality due to the undue influence by one of its employees accepting bribes,
may terminate the labour contract with its corrupt agent for exceptional grounds of
termination even if the bribery is not fully proven at the moment of termination.24

The damaged company can claim the bribe money from the employee.25 Further,
the company may raise claims for damages for breach of contract and under tort
law.26

8.3.2.2 Selected Cases

In a case decided by the Federal Labour Court (Bundesarbeitsgericht),27 the plaintiff
sought to establish the invalidity of the extraordinary termination of his employment
contract because of the suspicion of taking money and/or bribing employees of the

24Federal Labour Court (Bundesarbeitsgericht), judgment of 21 June 2012, BAGE 142, 188.
25eg Federal Labour Court (Bundesarbeitsgericht), judgment of 14 July 1961, BAGE 11, 208;
see also Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 18 December 1990, (1991)
Wertpapiermitteilungen (WM) 595, in respect to the claim of a client against his tax advisor who
had accepted bribes from a third party and then had advised the client in favour of the third party.
26Claim for breach of contract: secs 280(1), 241(2) German Civil Code; tort claim: sec 823(2)
German Civil Code in connection with secs 263(1), 266(1), 299 German Criminal Code, and sec
826 German Civil Code, see eg W Acker, D Froesch and J Kappel, ‘Zivilrechtliche Ansprüche in
Korruptionsfällen und ihre kommerziellen Folgen – wer haftet wem?’ (2007) Betriebsberater (BB)
1509.
27Federal Labour Court (Bundesarbeitsgericht), judgment of 21 June 2012, BAGE 142, 188 ff.
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defendant’s customers. The Court held that if there is an imminent suspicion that an
employee has taken money away and/or has bribed employees of customers, this is,
in principle, a sufficient ground to immediately terminate the employment contract.
However, in the case at hand there were not sufficient grounds for such a suspicion.

In another case by the Federal Labour Court,28 the plaintiff, a carrier company,
had employed the defendant for forwarding the transport of goods in cities to
customers by contracting with local transport companies. The plaintiff contended
that the defendant had accepted bribes and claimed for receiving this money. The
Court held that the defendant must hand over the received bribe money to the
plaintiff under the rules and principles on unlawful negotiorum gestio (angemaßte
Eigengeschäftsführung) of sec 687(2) German Civil Code.

8.3.3 Relationship Between Bribe-Giver and Principal (Main
Contract)

8.3.3.1 Preliminary Notes

Whereas the Imperial Court (Reichsgericht) was rather reluctant to consider the
main contract void,29 the Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) later reduced
the threshold for nullity. The central criterion has always been whether the main
contract was negatively influenced by the bribery. The Imperial Court required the
disadvantage for the damaged part to be of a “highly unconscionable nature” but
allowed the damaged part to merely provide for prima facie evidence (Anscheins-
beweis) for the disadvantage in the main contract caused by the bribery. Upon
delivering such evidence, the bribing part has to prove that there was no such
disadvantage.30

The Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) endorsed the evidentiary rule
but considered any kind of (small) disadvantage sufficient. Occasionally, lower
courts decided that no disadvantage is necessary at all.31

An alternative ground for nullity of the main contract was derived from the
general principle of agency law (Stellvertretung) that if the agent and the other
part jointly act for their own benefit to the detriment of the principal the contract
concluded on behalf of the principal by the agent and the other part is void for
collusion (Kollusion) because both the agent and the other part obviously knew that

28Federal Labour Court (Bundesarbeitsgericht), judgment of 14 July 1961, BAGE 11, 208 ff.
29Imperial Court (Reichsgericht), judgment of 26 January 1915, RGZ 86, 146 ff; see also Imperial
Court (Reichsgericht), judgment of 26 October 1923, RGZ 107, 208 ff.
30Imperial Court (Reichsgericht), judgment of 1 June 1932, RGZ 136, 359 ff.
31Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Düsseldorf, judgment of 20 June 1989, (1990)
Baurecht (BauR) 618 ff.
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the agent acted ultra vires.32 Therefore, there is no reason nor any justification to
bind the principal to a contact concluded on his behalf by the agent.

If the main contract is void on one or both of these two grounds and if the
contract is already (partly) executed both sides have claims for restitution of unjust
enrichment. However, the bribing part’s claim is excluded by sec 817 Sentence 2
German Civil Code because the bribe-payer, by executing the contract, violates
public policy whereas the principal does not. The acceptance of the bribe by one
of his employees is not attributed to the latter. Therefore, the principal benefits from
the bribe-payer’s performance and may keep that performance but at the same time
may claim restitution of the price he had paid. This is a strong punitive element
in German civil law and as such rare in German civil law. Nevertheless, academic
writing supports this sanction by civil law against the bribing part.33 However, this
sanction has never been tested in court so far, and there are good grounds to raise
doctrinal objections against this mechanism.34

Finally, in 1999, the Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) introduced
a right for the principal to approve of the void contract in order to render it
valid.35 At the same time the Court granted the principal an extraordinary right to

32Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 17 Mai 1988, (1988) Wertpapiermit-
teilungen (WM) 1380 ff.
33See eg M Schwab, in Münchener Kommentar zum BGB, 6th edn (Munich, Beck, 2013) sec 817
para 55; J Kappel and F Kienle, ‘Finanzielle Risiken für Schmiergeld zahlende Unternehmen’
(2007) Wertpapiermitteilungen (WM) 1441, 1443 ff; U Unger, ‘Mehrfache Zahlungspflichten
des “schmierenden” Unternehmens als Korruptionsfolge’ 2008 Corporate Compliance Zeitschrift
(CCZ) 201, 205.
34In particular, it appears unsettled to what extent it is justified to attribute the payment of a bribe
to the company whose employee bribes the principal’s employee whereas the receiving of the
bribe by the principal’s employee is not attributed. On a more general level it appears unsettled
how to deal with cases of agency (Stellvertretung) if there are corrupt agents on both sides.
The doctrinal discussion appears to ground on a triangular setting of facts in which there is the
bribe-payer as such acting for himself on the one hand and on the other hand the bribed agent
representing the principal. In that case it is plausible to sanction the bribe-payer. However, it is
less plausible to punish the bribe-payer if the bribe results from the acting of an agent violating eg
the company’s clear-cut internal codes of conducts against corruption and criminal law. Further,
one may hold that the principal is entitled to reclaim its payment only if the value of the bribe-
payer’s performance is deduced, see eg, arguing on general grounds of the law of unjust enrichment
W Flume, Allgemeiner Teil des Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuches, 4th edn (Berlin, Springer, 1992) § 18
10, 391; see also, with a different reasoning, EG Busz, ‘Der Vergütungsanspruch aus einem durch
Submissionsbetrug erlangten Auftrag’ (2003) Neue Zeitschrift für Bau- und Vergaberecht (NZBau)
65, 70. See also M Weller, ‘Perspektiven des Europäischen Kollisionsrechts: Private Enforcement
durch Internationales Privatrecht? Wirkungen von Korruption auf internationale Verträge’ (2014)
WiVerw 130 ff, in particular discussing implications of the interpretation of sec 817 German Civil
Code for choice of law under Art 9 Rome I Regulation.
35Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 6 May 1999, BGHZ 141, 357 ff; see
also Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 4 November 1999, (2000) Wertpa-
piermitteilungen (WM) 21 ff (right of principal to approve the main contract that was negatively
affected by bribery, approval by the principal may be inferred from circumstances and need not
be declared expressly); Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 10 January
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terminate the contract because of the influence of the bribery on that contract. The
combination of an approval of the contract negatively influenced by the bribery and
the exercise of the right to terminate because of the bribery appeared contradictory
to commentators. Logically speaking this critique holds true, of course. In terms
of policy, however, it is quite apparent that the Court sought to make sure that the
principal can avail himself of the regime for valid contracts rather than automatically
falling back on the less favorable regime for restitution under unjust enrichment,
thereby losing the claim for performance which is particularly problematic after
long periods of construction works that cannot be replaced easily.36

The Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Frankfurt held that the bribe-
payer is under the duty to inform the other part with which it intends to conclude
the contract about the payment of the bribes to that part’s employees.37 The breach
of this precontractual duty results in a claim for damages under secs 280(1), 311(2)
German Civil Code. In addition there is a right to avoid (Anfechungsrecht) the
contract for deceit (arglistige Täuschung) under sec 123(1) German Civil Code.

Contrary to this case law the Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) of
Munich developed an alternative approach and held that the main contract remains
valid except for the price agreement which is to be adapted to the hypothetical price
without the bribery. It is the bribe-payer’s burden to plead and prove grounds to
estimate the price. If there are no sufficient grounds for an educated estimation, no
estimation will take place and there will be no price and therefore no obligation
to pay any price. The principal keeps the right to rescind the contract even after
adaptation.38 While this is certainly an innovative approach supported by economic
analysis,39 it appears to be quite free floating and far away from the law as laid down
in the German Civil Code.

On the level of tort law the damaged part has claims for damages against the
bribing part.40

1990, (1990) Wertpapiermitteilungen (WM) 516 ff; Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht)
Brandenburg, judgment of 25 August 2011, (2011) Immobilien- und Baurecht (IBR) 644.
36Note that economic analysis of bribery in Germany comes to the result that the validity
of the main contract is preferable, see eg H Schlüter and M Nell, ‘Rechtswirksamkeit auf
Schmiergeld beruhender Hauptverträge – Eine ökonomische Analyse’ (2008) Neue Juristische
Online Zeitschrift (NJOZ) 223; see also M Nell, ‘Contracts Induced by Means of Bribery: Should
they be void or valid?’, BGPE Discussion Paper No 42 (February 2008).
37Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Frankfurt, judgment of 9 February 2009, (2009)
Baurecht (BauR) 1604 ff.
38Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Munich, judgment of 19 February 2002, (2002) Neue
Juristische Wochenschrift – Rechtsprechungsreport (NJW-RR) 886 ff; see also Upper Regional
Court (Oberlandesgericht) Munich, judgment of 16 April 2007, (2007) OLG-Report (OLGR)
München 496 ff (construction of the Allianz Arena in Munich).
39Schlüter and Nell (n 36), 231.
40Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Düsseldorf, judgment of 13 January 1994, (1994)
OLG-Report (OLG-R) Düsseldorf 219.
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8.3.3.2 Selected Cases

In a very old case, decided by the Imperial Court (Reichsgericht) in 1915,41 the
defendant sold the shares of an oil-drilling company in Germany to the plaintiff for
RM 140,000. In order to convince the plaintiff to buy the shares, a person close
to the plaintiff was paid bribe money. After the plaintiff heard about the bribery, he
claimed repayment of the price. The Court held that the main contract is not void for
violation of public policy for the sole reason that it was caused by immoral means
but only if, due to these immoral means, the contract was of a highly unconscionable
nature such as eg by an exorbitant price. This, however, was not the case at hand.

Another case decided by the Imperial Court,42 the plaintiff, a plumber, claims
payment for services from the defendant. The defendant’s architect concluded the
contract on behalf of the defendant after receiving bribes. The Court held that it is
settled case law that the main contract may be void for violation of public policy
in case that an employee, agent or other representative was bribed. It is a typical
consequence of bribing such persons that the main contract has terms and conditions
disadvantageous to the principal compared to a contract concluded without undue
influence. Therefore it is the bribe-payer’s burden to plead and prove that there
was no such disadvantage in the case at hand. It is not enough to prove that the
terms and conditions and in particular the price are usual in the business in question
but it must be proven that in the particular circumstances the contract would have
been concluded without bribery and would have been concluded on the same terms
and conditions. Alternatively, the bribing part must prove that the principal had
knowledge and approved of the bribery. In this respect, it is enough to prove that
the principal was aware that bribery was likely to happen and, if so, approved of it.
In order to decide along these lines the case was remanded to the lower courts.

In a case by the Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ),43 the plaintiff, an
architect, claims fees of around DM 3.6 million. The defendant, a company that
builds, refurbishes and runs apartment houses (Wohnungsbaugesellschaft), coun-
terclaims, inter alia, for damages and repayment of upfront payments. In order to
contract with the defendant on the refurbishment of several large standard apartment
houses in the former German Democratic Republic (GDR), the plaintiff had offered
to the defendant’s CEO to pay DM 5000 per month during the refurbishment
works. The plaintiff was awarded the contract and paid DM 5000 for ten months.
The defendant paid upfront DM 100,000 per month. Later, the defendant stopped
making upfront payments. The plaintiff then informed the defendant about bribing
the CEO. The defendant terminated the main contract for incomplete and defective
performance.

The Court held that the bribery contract is obviously void for violating both
the law and public policy. However, this does not necessarily mean that the main

41Imperial Court (Reichsgericht), judgment of 26 January 1995, RGZ 86, 146 ff.
42Imperial Court (Reichsgericht), judgment of 1 June 1932, RGZ 136, 359 ff.
43Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 6 May 1999, BGHZ 141, 357 ff.
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contract is equally void, for the main contract does not itself violate the law. Nor
does it necessarily violate public policy for the sole reason that it was concluded
due to bribery. However, if the terms and conditions and in particular the price is
disadvantageous to the principal due to the bribery, then the main contract violates
public policy. If there is a ground to assume a disadvantage it is not the principal’s
burden to prove the disadvantage, but it is the bribe-payer’s burden to prove that
there is no disadvantage. In the case at hand, however, the Court held that the price
of the main contract relied on statutory provisions for the fees for architects and
that there were no further grounds for assuming other disadvantages. Therefore, the
Court remanded the case to the lower court for further fact-finding. On that occasion
the Court advised the lower court that the main contract could be void for violation
of public policy for collusion between the plaintiff and the CEO acting as agent for
the defendant. If that was the case, the principal should be entitled to approve of
the main contract in order to render it valid. If the principal opts for approval, this
would not exclude his right to immediate termination of the contract because of the
collusion.

The Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) handed down a decision44

where the plaintiff, a furniture producer, sold to the defendants furniture for
79 holiday apartments. The apartments were run by a group of private limited
partnerships (Kommanditgesellschaften). All partnerships were represented by the
same sole CEO. The CEO agreed with the plaintiff to pay 10 % on top of the sales
price to the CEO’s mother. Later, after the agreement had become known to the
defendants and the CEO had been removed, the plaintiff claimed for payment of the
last part of the sales price of DM 110,000. The defendants set off the claim with a
claim for damages against the plaintiff of 10 % of the sales price.

The Court held that the main contract is void for violation of public policy.
Therefore, there is no claim for the sales price. There is no need to decide about the
counter-claim for damages. The violation of public policy identified by the Court
was the collusion between the principal’s agent and the other part to the principal’s
detriment whereas the payment to the CEO’s mother was considered not to be bribe
money as it was a reward for actions in the past rather than for future preferential
treatment vis-à-vis competitors.

In a case decided by the Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Frankfurt,45

the plaintiff was the main contractor for large constructions and subcontracted, inter
alia, with the defendant, a construction engineering company, who had paid bribes to
the plaintiff’s employees. The Court held that the defendant was under the obligation
to inform the plaintiff about the payment of the bribes, that, if the main contract was
executed, the higher price due to the bribes counts as damage and that it is the

44Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ), judgment of 17 May 1988, (1988) Wertpapiermit-
teilungen (WM) 1380 ff.
45Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Frankfurt, 9 February 2009, (2009) Baurecht (BauR)
1604 ff.
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defendant’s burden to prove that despite the bribes that there was no increase of the
price.

In a judgment of the Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Munich,46 the
plaintiffs, a group of construction companies, claim remaining payment of the price
of DM 1.4 million. The plaintiffs formed part of a cartel of construction companies
that had operated for decades (the “Munich construction cartel”). The cartel usually
paid bribe money in order to obtain the list of the companies that had been invited to
submit offers under a limited tender offer. The cartel thereby learned about the bud-
get volume. In the case at hand the defendant’s budget volume was DM 17.5 million.
All invited companies belonged to the cartel. The cartel calculated the average price
from all offers, DM 18.2 million, and agreed that the plaintiffs should obtain the con-
tract for this average price whereas the other companies offered for a higher price.
The defendant, the city of Munich, decided to award the contract to the plaintiffs,
thereby accepting a price that was higher than the lowest offer that would have been
submitted without the cartel’s intervention. Later, several of the plaintiff’s employ-
ees were convicted for fraud, and a minimum damage of DM 546,000 was calculated
in the criminal proceedings. Thereupon, the defendant refused any further payments.

The plaintiff’s claim was rejected. However, the Court held that the main contract
was not void for violating the law (fraud in connection with the tender) in its entirety
but only in respect to the price agreement. The Court found that the defendant only
owes the hypothetical price that would have been agreed without the bribery and the
cartel agreement. This price must be estimated by the court. The principal remains
entitled to rescind the entire contract. The reason for only partly invalidating the
contract is that all other terms and conditions are typically untainted. The court is
empowered to estimate the hypothetical price. The bribe-payer bears the burden of
pleading and proof of circumstances on which the estimation can build on. In the
case at hand the plaintiffs did not plead any such circumstances. The judgment in
the criminal proceedings produces no binding effects. Therefore, any estimation was
impossible. Therefore, the claim was rejected. Thus, the judgment leads to the result
that even justified claims for payment of the price under a hypothetical calculation
cannot be enforced if the part that acts unlawfully is unable or unwilling to plead
and prove the necessary circumstances for estimation. In addition, the judgment
preserves the contract in respect to the right of performance and remedies on the
part of the buyer.

The Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Düsseldorf handed down a
decision47 where the plaintiff, a gross winery company, made business with the
defendant that distributed and transported glass bottles. The defendant had paid
to the plaintiff’s employee bribes over a period of more than 10 years. The
Court held that the plaintiff has a claim under tort from sec 826 German Civil
Code – purposeful damaging another party contrary to public policy (vorsätzliche

46Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) München, 19 February 2002, (2002) Neue Juristische
Wochenschrift – Rechtsprechungsreport (NJW-RR) 886 ff.
47Upper Regional Court (Oberlandesgericht) Düsseldorf, 13 January 1994, (1994) OLG-Report
(OLGR) Düsseldorf 219.
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sittenwidrige Schädigung) – for damages and that these damages equal the bribes
paid based on the assumption that bribes are financed by increasing the purchase
price respectively.

8.3.4 Relationship Between Competitors and Briber

Due to one competitor’s bribing, the other competitors in the market lose their
chances to get awarded the contract.

Prior to awarding the contract competitors may have claims against the parties
that are about to conclude the contract to refrain from doing so, if the envisaged
conclusion is tainted by corruption.48 However, these claims are obviously of little
practical relevance and have never been tested in court.

After awarding the contract and in the rare case that all competitors participated
in an “integrity pact”49 by which they obliged themselves, inter alia, not to pay
bribes and to accept lump sum sanctions within the tender offer, effective contractual
claims of competitors against the bribing competitor may arise. However, no such
case is reported in Germany.

If there is no such contractual relationship, competitors must resort to tort claims.
The reach of German tort law in respect to pure economic loss is quite limited.
Several claims in tort for damages are available in principle (sec 823(1) German
Civil Code protecting an established and running business (eingerichteter und
ausgeübter Gewerbebetrieb), sec 823(2) German Civil Code in connection with secs
299 ff German Criminal Code as a provision potentially protecting competitors, and
sec 826 German Civil Code granting a claim for damages from purposeful damaging
another party contrary to public policy (vorsätzliche sittenwidrige Schädigung).

However, each of the aforementioned specific claims requires the plaintiff to
plead and prove, inter alia, causality between the illicit act and the damage as well as
the precise amount of damage. Given a larger number of competitors it is impossible
to prove causality between the illicit act and the loss of the contract of the claiming
competitor because it remains uncertain whether this particular competitor would
have been awarded the contract. There is no claim under German law for the loss of
a mere chance. Even if the claimant could overcome this difficulty, he would then

48Sec 8(2) German Act against Unfair Commercial Practices (Gesetz gegen den unlauteren
Wettbewerb); sec 1004(1) Sentence 2 German Civil Code.
49See Transparency International, http://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/tools/integrity_pacts/4/
(24 January 2014): “essentially an agreement between the government agency offering a contract
and the companies bidding for it that they will abstain from bribery, collusion and other corrupt
practices for the extent of the contract”. An example for the use of such integrity pacts in Germany
is the ongoing construction of Berlin’s new international airport – according to Transparency
International’s information a EUR 2.4 billion project. This pact was agreed between the company
that runs the airport, Flughafen Berlin-Schönefeld GmbH, and Transparency’s chapter in Germany,
op cit.

http://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/tools/integrity_pacts/4/
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be faced with the task of proving the precise amount of damages (subject to certain
relief by the Court’s power to estimate to a certain extent damages according to sec
287 German Civil Procedural Code). Therefore, it is not surprising that there is no
court decision awarding damages to a competitor.

In academic writing, this lack of effective remedies for competitors is criti-
cized.50 Indeed, the disadvantaged party of the main contract will often have no
sufficient interest in exercising its remedies because litigating after corruption will
inevitably stir up negative publicity and will threaten further performance of the
contract in a stage in which often major parts of the contract have already been
executed. De lege ferenda, it is suggested introducing claims against the bribe-payer
for stopping him from (further) executing the main contract,51 thereby containing
the negative effects of the bribery on the relevant market and forcing the other party
of the main contract to claim damages from the bribing part for non-performance.

8.4 Conclusion – Principles of General Contract Law
in Corruption Cases

Since there is no specific statutory regulation under German civil law, the conse-
quences of corruption are governed by the principles of general contract law (see
above). Specifically, the principles of both illegal and immoral contracts/contracts
violating public policy are relevant in respect to both the bribery contract and the
main contract (see above). Furthermore, the principles concerning the authority
of agents, in particular the principle of nullity of the main contract in case of
collusion (Kollusion) are relevant to the main contract (see above). A central and
punitive element in German law is the exclusion of the claim for restitution of unjust
enrichment for the bribe-payer under sec 817 Sentence 2 (see above)52; further, the
principles of labour law for terminating the labour contract upon the suspicion of
a substantial breach of duty by the employee apply (see above). Another, rather
marginal element is the duty of the bribe-payer to inform his contract partner about
the bribe. Finally the general principles of contractual and tort damages apply as
well as the relevant principles of agency and negotiorum gestio granting a claim to
the principal against his employee/agent for handing over the bribe money that he
had accepted (for each of these principles see above).

50O Meyer, ‘Combating Corruption by Means of Private Law – The German Experience’, in
O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption (Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009) 145,
163 ff.
51O Meyer, ‘Die Bekämpfung der Korruption als Aufgabe für das Privatrecht’, in D Zetsche
et al (eds), Recht und Wirtschaft – Jahrbuch Junger Zivilrechtswissenschaftler 2007 (Stuttgart,
Boorberg, 2008) 83, 101 ff.
52But see also above n 34 raising doubts as to whether this sanction is available at all.
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Applying these principles of general contract law to a typical corruption case,
the consequences are generally the following: The bribery contract would be
void both for illegality and immorality (for each of these principles see above).
Besides that, the main contract would be void for immorality if the bribery contract
negatively influences the price and/or the terms and conditions of the main contract.
The damaged company is merely required to provide for prima facie evidence
(Anscheinsbeweis) for the disadvantage in the main contract upon which the bribing
part has to prove that there was no such disadvantage. In addition the main contract
would be void for collusion. However, the principal has a right to approve of the
contract, despite its nullity, and render it valid. At the same time he may terminate
this contract immediately because of the corruption (for details see above).



Chapter 9
The Effects of Corruption on Contracts in Italy:
The Long Road Towards a Legal and Fair,
Competitive Market

Paola Mariani

Abstract The Italian chapter aims to provide an analysis of the domestic specific
provisions and the general principles governing the effects of corruption on the
contracts concerned. Particular attention is given to the public procurement sector,
being the area most vulnerable to corruption in Italy. The recent Expo scandal has
shown how complex is to annulling contracts awarded when corrupt practices have
affected the awarding process because of a fragmented and incoherent specific body
of legislation derogating the traditional private law principles governing contract
validity.

9.1 Introduction

Italy is one of the most corrupt countries in Europe where corruption in the public
sector is reported to be the most widespread notwithstanding recent legal reforms
and restless judicial action.1 Typically, corruption is rife in developing countries that
have weak legal systems. Conversely, Italy is one of the most important economies
of the Eurozone and its legal system is well structured. Corruption in Italy is
mainly domestic. There have been investigations of cases of corruption of foreign

1Italy was ranked alongside Bulgaria, Greece and Romania out of 31 EU and Western Europe
nations in the Corruption Perception Index provided by Transparency International. Globally, Italy
came in 69th place out of 174 countries; Transparency International, 2014 Corruptions Perceptions
Index, available at http://www.transparency.org/cpi2014
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public officials abroad by domestic undertakings,2 but cases of foreign undertakings
bribing domestic public officials are not reported. This means that Italian case law
on corruption contracts only concerns domestic contracts.

This chapter aims to provide an analysis of the specific provisions and the
general principles governing the effects of corruption on the contracts concerned.
Particular attention is given to the public procurement sector, being the area most
vulnerable to corruption.3 Annulling contracts awarded when corrupt practices
have affected the awarding process is complex because the traditional private law
principles governing contract validity in general must be integrated, and in some
cases derogated from, by a fragmented and incoherent specific body of legislation.
Finally, to complete the framework of private remedies for corruption in Italy,
we discuss the most famous Italian damages recovery action brought by a victim
of corruption, even though it does not relate to the validity of a contract, rather
involving a case of judicial corruption.

9.2 The Definition of Corruption in the Italian Legal System

The most important international treaties concerning the fight against corruption
provide a description of types of behaviours to be considered as acts of corruption
and require Member States to criminalise them.4 Considering the domestic scope
of criminal law, international cooperation in this field aims at building a universal
and comprehensive legal understanding of the social behaviours falling within the
meaning of acts of corruption. Domestic criminal law provides the general legal
definition of corruption pertinent also for assessing the private law consequences of
the transactions involved.

The Italian criminal law sanctioning acts of corruption has been subject to a
constant process of reform to meet the international obligations resulting from
the ratification of the two most important international treaties in this domain:
the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in
International Business Transactions of 1997 and the United Nations Convention
against Corruption of 2003.5

2OECD Working Group on Bribery, Phase 3 Report on Implementing the OECD Anti-Bribery
Convention in Italy, 8 December 2011, available at www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/italy-oecdanti-
briberyconvention.htm
3European Commission, EU Anti-Corruption Report, 3 February 2014, COM (2014) 38 final, 21.
4This is the case with the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials
in International Business Transactions of 1997 and with the United Nations Convention against
Corruption of 2003.
5The OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International
Business Transactions was ratified by Italy on 15 December 2000. In 2009, Italy ratified the United
Nations Convention against Corruption (Merida Convention) and in 2013 the Council of Europe’s
Criminal and Civil Law Conventions on Corruption. G Sacerdoti, ‘La Convenzione OCSE del

www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/italy-oecdanti-briberyconvention.htm
www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/italy-oecdanti-briberyconvention.htm
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Since the adoption of the OECD anti-bribery Convention in 2000, corruption in
international business has been a criminal offence in Italy, with corporations also
being capable of being held liable for the offence of foreign bribery committed by
an agent. In order to implement and carry out its obligations under the Convention,
respecting the fundamental constitutional principle of legality, Italy has extended
the list of domestic bribery offences to include the corruption of foreign public
officials. Instead of creating new legislative provisions, the Italian legislator, by
way of Art 322 bis of the Italian Penal Code, extended all the various different
types of corruption of domestic public officials to include foreign public officials,
EU officials, the members of EU institutions and the judges of the International
Criminal Court.6

The provisions of the Penal Code concerning domestic corruption were amended
in 2012 in terms of law no 190/12 “[p]rovisions for preventing and fighting
corruption and illegality in public administration”, also to meet the international
obligations under the UN Convention against Corruption ratified in 2009. The
bribery of a foreign public official, now also extended to foreign persons in charge
of a public service, can be sanctioned as representing one of the following crimes:

(i) Misappropriation of public funds – Peculato (Art 314 of the Italian Penal
Code), now punishable by imprisonment of 4–10 years (formerly punishable
by imprisonment of 3–10 years).

(ii) Misappropriation of public funds, taking advantage of the mistake of a third
party – Peculato mediante profitto dell’errore altrui (Art 316 of the Italian
Penal Code), punishable by imprisonment of 6 months to 3 years.

(iii) Bribery relating to lawful acts – Corruzione per un atto d’ufficio (improper
bribery – Art 318 of the Italian Penal Code) now punishable by imprisonment
of 1–5 years (formerly punishable by 6 months to 3 years’ imprisonment).

(iv) Bribery relating to unlawful acts – Corruzione per un atto contrario ai doveri
d’ufficio (proper bribery – Art 319 of the Italian Penal Code) now punishable
by imprisonment of 4–8 years (formerly punishable with 2–5 years’ impris-
onment).

(v) Judicial bribery – Corruzione in atti giudiziari (Art 319 ter of the Italian
Penal Code), is now punishable by imprisonment of 4–10 years (formerly
punishable by 3–8 years’ imprisonment) whereas the consequence of a
decision handed down by a corrupt judge is now imprisonment of 5–12 years
(formerly punishable by 4–12 years’ imprisonment).

(vi) Misconduct by a public official – Abuso d’ufficio (Art 323, para one of the
Italian Penal Code) now punishable by imprisonment of 4–10 years (formerly
punishable by 3–10 years’ imprisonment).

1997 sulla lotta contro la corruzione dei pubblici ufficiali stranieri nelle transazioni commerciali
internazionali’ (1998) Rivista italiana di diritto e procedura penale 1349; P Mariani, ‘L’adesione
dell’Italia alla Convenzione civile del Consiglio d’Europa sulla corruzione: la tutela privatistica dei
diritti lesi da pratiche corruttive’ (2013) Diritto del Commercio internazionale 453.
6E Dolcini, ‘Appunti su corruzione e legge anticorruzione’ (2013) Rivista italiana di diritto e
procedura penale 527–557.
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(vii) Extortion – Concussione (Art 317 of the Italian Penal Code), carrying a
sentence of 6–12 years in prison for any public official who, abusing his/her
own position or powers, forces someone to give or promise, to himself/herself
or to a third party, any undue pecuniary or other advantage.

(viii) Undue inducement to give or promise favours – Induzione indebita a dare o
promettere utilità – Concussione per induzione (new Art 319 quater of the
Italian Penal Code), namely so-called extortion through inducement, carrying
a sentence of 3–8 years in prison, unless the act involves any public official or
person in charge of a public service who, abusing his/her position or powers,
induces someone to give or promise, to himself/herself or to a third party,
any undue pecuniary or other advantage, which is classified as a more serious
offence. Contrary to the extortion offence, in the case where the individual
who has been subject to extortion is considered a victim, the corruptor can
also be punished by detention of up to 3 years.

(ix) Incitement to bribery – Istigazione alla corruzione (Art 322 of the Italian
Penal Code), incitement to bribery relating to lawful and unlawful acts is
sanctioned in the same way as bribery itself, but the punishment is reduced
by a third.

(x) Bribery in the private sector (corruzione tra privati) is covered by Art
2635 of the Civil Code (as amended by Statute no 190/2012 implementing
Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA of 22 July 2003 on combating
corruption in the private sector), carrying a sentence of up to 3 years in prison
for directors, general managers, account executives, statutory auditors and
liquidators who, as a consequence of the giving or promising of a pecuniary or
other advantage, for their own or others’ benefit, perform or omit to perform
actions in violation of the obligations pertaining to their office or of their
duty of loyalty, causing harm to the company. A detention of 1 month up
to 6 months is applicable if the act is committed by subordinate employees.
The punishment is doubled when a publically listed company is involved. The
offence is not punishable ex officio, but upon complaint by the victim. In the
event that the bribery results in a distortion of competition, the crime can also
be prosecuted ex officio.

In many of the cases falling within one of the specific corruption crimes
punishable under Italian law, the criminal behaviour involves two different types
of transactions: the contract providing for corruption and the contract procured by
corruption. The basic scheme of domestic corruption involves two parties: the bribe-
giver and the bribe-taker, where the former is also the beneficiary of the advantages.
Especially when the corruption in question is transnational, the illegal scheme may
be more complex with more than two subjects being involved in the crime. On the
side of the bribe-taker a personal duplication is common: the principal and his agent.
Also on the side of the briber one or more intermediaries can intervene on behalf of
the subject paying the bribe.
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The legal relationships between the principal, his agent, the briber and his inter-
mediaries involve the stipulation of different contractual schemes. The contracts
can be classified into contracts providing for corruptions and contracts procured by
corruption.

• The contracts providing for corruption are:

– the “bribery agreement”: the contract between the briber and the bribe-taker;
– the “commission agreement”: the contract between the principal and his agent

or intermediaries, where the principal can be the briber or the bribe-taker.

• The contract procured by corruption is:

– the so called “main contract” in which the parties to the transaction are
different from the individuals involved in the crime and usually comprise a
public entity and a private undertaking.

9.3 The Consequences of Bribery for Contracts Providing
for Corruption: The Invalidity of the Bribe
and the Commission Agreement Under Italian General
Contract Law

Corruption crimes have been defined as “crime-contracts” because the conclusion
and the performance of the contract is the act of bribery punished as a crime.7

In Italy the bribery contract (the agreement between the briber and the bribe-
taker) is void on the grounds both of illegality (infringing mandatory rules) and
immorality/violation of public policy (ordine pubblico e buon costume). According
to the Italian Civil Code (Art 1343) the causa of a contract is illegal when it is
contrary to mandatory rules, public policy and morality. All criminal provisions
are mandatory rules under the Italian legal system. Art 1344 Civil Code considers
contracts designed to circumvent the law (the contract is a means of avoiding the
application of mandatory rules) as a contract having an illegal causa. Moreover, Art
1346 Civil Code establishes that the object of the contract must be lawful. Contracts
having an illegal causa and unlawful object and in which are generally contrary to
mandatory rules are null and void (Art 1418 Civil Code). Nullity can be claimed by
anyone having an interest in the contract and can be found, ex officio, by the court
(Art 1421 Civil Code). There is no time limit for claiming for a judicial declaration
of nullity of a contract (Art 1422 Civil Code).

7F Mantovani, Concorso e conflitto di norme nel diritto penale (Bologna, Zanichelli, 1966) 37; A
Bellizzi, Contratto illecito, reato e irripetibilità ob turpem causam: profili restitutori dei delitti di
corruzione e concussione (Torino, Giappichelli, 1999) 36; I Leoncini, Reato e contratto nei loro
rapporti reciproci (Milano, Giuffrè, 2006) 84 ff.
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The illegality of a bribery contract and its consequential nullity is not discussed.
There are different opinions as to the categorization, causa or object illegality,8 but
the nullity of the contract is undisputed.

In general terms, an illegal contract, such as a bribery agreement, cannot be
enforced and the parties are denied any remedies under it. This means that both
the briber and the bribe-taker cannot successfully bring an action claiming the
enforcement of the contract, even when one of the obligations has been performed.
The consequence of nullity is a strict unenforceability of the bribery contract. It
is quite evident that civil courts cannot provide judicial protection to any party to
a bribery agreement, being required, as they are, to protect the general interests
pursued by the criminal provisions against corruption, also in the sphere of private
litigation.

The recovery of the payment of a bribe which has already been made cannot
be enforced either, because of the illegality of the contract. The general principle
expressed by Art 2033 Italian Civil Code concerning the duty to return a payment
received under a contract which is null and void, cannot apply to the bribery
agreement. In the case of a bribery agreement, the special principle ex turpi causa
non oritur actio prevails. In fact, Art 2035 Civil Code reads as follows: “anyone who
has effected performance under a contract for a purpose which, even to himself, is
immoral, cannot demand the return of what he has paid”. This provision gives civil
effect to the criminal punishment of confiscation of the bribe.9 In fact, according
to Art 322 bis Italian Penal Code, the punishment of all corruption crimes should
include confiscation of any bribe and the proceeds of the bribery.

From a private law perspective, the consequences of corruption on the “com-
mission agreement” are the same as those on the bribery agreement. Indeed, the
illegality of the contract derives from the fact that the actions required to perform
the commission agreement are the same as those triggering criminal liability. The
role of an agent or an intermediary in corruption is classified by the criminal courts
within the scheme of complicity or conspiracy in corruption crimes.10 As well as
the bribery contract, the commission agreement is null and void, and the parties
cannot rely on the assistance of the court in seeking the enforcement of their illegal
contract. The same provisions governing the validity of the bribery agreement apply
to the commission agreement too.

There is only one reported case decided by an ordinary court on contracts
providing for corruption. The case, heard by the Court of Milan, dates back to
1995 (Tribunale di Milano, 15/07/1995 Biasini v Tadini Impianti SpA) and relates
to the validity of a contract between an independent intermediary and a principal
concluded to “facilitate” the award of public contracts in public procurement

8Bellizzi (n 7), 34.
9Bellizzi (n 7), 79; F Ferrara, Teoria del negozio illecito nel diritto civile italiano (Milano, Società
editrice libraria, 1914) 291.
10Cassazione Penale, 25 March 2003, no 26625.
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procedures. The Court found the contract to be null and denied any claim of
restitution for both parties to the bribery contract.

9.4 Consequences of Bribery for Contracts Procured
by Corruption: The Validity of the Main Contract
and Special Legislation on Public Procurement

The legal existence of a contract procured by corruption, ie the main contract, is a
far more complex issue.

First of all, while the bribery agreement is an element of all corruption crimes, a
contract procured by corruption is the result of corruption of public officials involved
in procurement procedures concerning the award of public contracts. The parties to
the main contract are not the same as the parties to the bribery contract: the main
contract is a contract between a contracting authority, a public entity or a private
entity in charge of a public service, and a corporation obtaining the contract at the
end of an administrative procedure, whilst the parties to the bribery contract are
usually public officials and individuals acting to illegally distort the procedure for
the award of public contracts. If the individuals commit the crime for the benefit or
interest of the corporation, the corporation itself is liable under Legislative Decree
no 231 of 8 June 2001 (LD 231/2001) and can be subject to administrative sanctions
exercised by criminal courts. No offence is committed by the corporation where the
person responsible commits the offence exclusively in his/her own interest or in the
interests of a third party. Conversely, where the corrupted public official commits
the offence exclusively in his/her own interest or in the interests of a third party, the
public entity pursuing a public interest is always damaged by the crime. The public
entity enters into an illegally awarded main contract due to an error of fact because
at the time of the conclusion of the contract the illegality was not known.

Before considering the specific case of a public contract awarded by a procedure
affected by corruption, it is useful to set out an essential framework with regard to
the more general issue of the consequences of an illegal or unlawful administrative
procedure for the award of a public contract on the same contract awarded. The Ital-
ian case law on this point is contradictory.11 In some decisions, the courts consider
the illegally awarded contract as voidable because the consent of the contracting
authority was obtained fraudulently (Art 1427 Civil Code) and only the contracting
authority can claim the annulment of the contract (Art 1441 Civil Code).12 In
other decisions, where the illegally awarded contract has been considered as having
an illegal causa and unlawful object and being in general contrary to mandatory

11M Ramajoli, ‘La Cassazione riafferma la giurisdizione ordinaria sul rapporto contrattuale tra
amministrazione e aggiudicatario’ (2008) Diritto processuale amministrativo 526.
12Cassazione Civile, sez unite, 14 December 1985, no 6329; Cassazione Civile, 8 May 1996, no
4269; Consiglio di Stato, 1 February 2002, no 570.
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rules, it has been declared null and void (Art 1418 Civil Code). Nullity can be
claimed by anyone having an interest in the contract and can be found, ex officio,
by the court (Art 1421 Civil Code).13 In another set of judgments, the courts have
held the awarded contracts to be automatically ineffective, due to the fact that the
administrative procedure is functionally related to the contract and the invalidity of
the procedure automatically results in the ineffectiveness of the contract similar to
what happens in related contracts.14 Finally, in other decisions the courts have ruled
that the ineffectiveness was not automatic and could be declared only when claimed
by the contracting authority or by the excluded tenderers.15

The inconsistency of the case law on the consequences of an illegal administra-
tive procedure for the award of a public contract on its validity is the result of a
“battle of courts” as to judicial review competence. Without doubt, administrative
tribunals charged with the review of public decision-making have an exclusive
competence to assess the legality of the administrative procedure for the award
of a public contract.16 The controversial point is the competence of the same
administrative courts to decide upon the effect of an illegal administrative procedure
on the contract awarded as well. Certainly, the validity and effectiveness of
the contract awarded are governed by contract law and the decision on these
matters goes beyond the question of administrative control, involving the merit
of the authority decision making process. Moreover, according to Art 103 of the
Italian Constitution, administrative tribunals and courts have general jurisdiction
on “legitimate interests” (interessi legittimi).17 Conversely, ordinary courts are
generally competent to provide for judicial protection of “personal rights” (diritto
soggettivi), in the absence of special statutes allowing administrative tribunals and
courts to also adjudicate upon the personal rights involved. The proceedings on
validity and effectiveness of public contracts awarded involve the personal rights
of the economic operator which has (illegally) awarded the contract. In 2007, the
Supreme Corte di Cassazione finally resolved the dispute, deciding in favour of
a limited jurisdiction for the administrative courts, confined to the review of the
administrative procurement procedure. The dispute concerning the effect of an

13Consiglio di Stato, 13 November 2002, no 6281; Consiglio di Stato, 5 March 2003, no 1218.
14Consiglio di Stato, 30 March 1993, no 435; Consiglio di Stato, 4 March 2003, no 1518.
15Consiglio di Stato, 27 October 2003, no 6666; Consiglio di Stato, 12 November 2004, no 7646.
16According to Art 113, para 3 of the Italian Constitution “[t]he law determines which judicial
bodies are empowered to annul public administrative acts in the cases and with the consequences
provided for by the law itself”. The administrative courts represent, according the Constitutional
Court, “the natural judge of the lawfulness of the exercise of public functions”: F Goisis,
‘Judicial Review of Administrative Technical Complex Assessments: Italian and EU Experiences
Compared’ (2014) XI Giustamm.it, available at www.giustamm.it
17In Italian law “legitimate interest” (interesse legittimo) is an individual position indirectly
protected in so far as consistent with the public interest; a personal right, by contrast, is an
individual position fully protected irrespective of the public interest at stake.

www.giustamm.it
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illegal procurement procedure on the contract awarded should be adjudicated upon
by the ordinary courts.18

In the absence of a special statute, as required under the Italian Constitution,
the decision to deny administrative courts and tribunals competence to adjudicate
on the effectiveness of illegally awarded public contracts, was correct. At first
sight, this decision appears to protect individuals, providing them with the judicial
protection of ordinary courts, however its practical application has the opposite
effect. In fact, all the requests for judicial review of procurement procedures come
from the aggrieved tenderers claiming to be illegally deprived of the opportunity to
be awarded a contract.19 The motivations for seeking judicial review are to obtain
compensation for damages incurred as a result of the illegal exclusion and the
judicial declaration of lack of validity and effectiveness of the illegally awarded
contract. Administrative tribunals have competence to award damages deriving from
an illegal exclusion,20 however the same tribunals cannot rule on the validity of the
illegally awarded contract. In reality, the tenderer illegally deprived of the contract
is requested to cover the costs, both in terms of money and time, of two separate
and subsequent actions, knowing in advance that the second civil court decision
will presumably come too late, with the awarded contract already having been
performed.

The question of the effects of an unlawful administrative procedure on the
awarded contract is also relevant for EU Procurement law.21 Traditionally, breach
of EU Procurement law did not place an obligation upon Member States to provide
for termination of awarded contracts. Until 2007, EU Member States were free
to uphold an illegally awarded contract according to their national law.22 This

18Cassazione Sez Un, 28 December 2007, no 27169.
19The contracting authority does not require a judicial order to terminate an illegally awarded
public contract and the economic operator illegally awarded with the contract has the contrary
motive of maintaining the status quo.
20According to the Italian Constitutional Court (decisions no 292/2000 and no 281/2004).
21The Public Procurement Directives (Directive no 2004/17 coordinating the procurement proce-
dures of entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal services sectors, Directive
2004/18 on the coordination of procedures for the award of public works contracts, public supply
contracts and public service contracts and Directive 2009/81 on the coordination of procedures
for the award of certain works contracts, supply contracts and service contracts by contracting
authorities or entities in the fields of defence and security) do not apply to all public contracts.
Contracts below the thresholds for application of the Public Procurement Directives, as fixed by
Regulation No 1336/2013, and contracts for services listed in Annex II B to Directive 2004/18/EC
and in Annex XVII B to Directive 2004/17/EC that exceed the thresholds for application of these
Directives are excluded. It is worth noting that the European legislation also represents a sort of soft
law with regard to the excluded contracts: European Commission, Interpretative Communication
on the Community law applicable to contract awards not or not fully subject to the provisions of
the Public Procurement Directives, 2006/C 179/02.
22S Treumer, ‘The New Remedy Ineffectiveness in EU Public Procurement Law, Good Faith and
Claims for Damages’ in M Andenas and K Lilleholt (eds), Remedies and Substantive Law –
European Dimensions of Economic and Private Law, (2012) European Business Law Review 908.
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assumption was reversed by the Court of Justice’s case law. In fact, the Court
of Justice in its interpretation of the Remedies Directives No 89/665 and No
92/13 coordinating the national review systems of the procedures concerning the
award of public contracts (Remedies Directives) found that the national review
mechanisms were ineffective in ensuring a general respect for transparency and non-
discrimination in the procedure concerning the award of public contracts, one of the
main goals of the EU legislation on public procurement. The Court recognised the
principle that the existence of an illegally awarded contract cannot be left within
the exclusive discretionary power of the contracting authority and a declaration of
ineffectiveness is the only way to protect the rights of the excluded tenderers and
economic operators in general to compete in a legal environment and in a fair and
competitive market.23

In 2007, the same year as the controversial Italian judgment of the Corte
di Cassazione, the Remedies Directives were amended by a new Directive No
2007/66. One of the policy goals of the 2007 Directive is to ensure that public
contracts ultimately go to the company which has made the best offer in a fair
and competitive business environment. The Directive introduced an obligation for
contracting authorities to wait for at least 10 days after deciding who has won a
public contract before the contract can actually be signed. This “standstill period” is
designed to give the excluded tenderers time to examine the decision and to assess
whether it is appropriate to initiate a review procedure. If this standstill period has
not been respected, the Directive requires national courts, under certain conditions,
to set aside a signed contract, by rendering the contract “ineffective”. Moreover, in
the case of illegal direct awards of public contracts, Member States are requested to
ensure that such public contracts are declared ineffective if they have been awarded
without transparency and prior competitive tendering. In such cases, the contract
will require to be re-tendered, this time according to the appropriate rules. National
courts may decide that such contracts should remain in force, only if required by
overriding reasons relating to a general interest.

Directive No 2007/66 codifies the general principle that a lack of transparency
and discrimination in the contracting authority’s procedure for awarding a public
contract results in the ineffectiveness of the awarded contract. Ineffectiveness has
to be intended by Member States as a way “to restore competition and to create
new business opportunities for those economic operators which have been deprived
illegally of their opportunity to compete” (Recital 14). The only way to ensure the
deterrent effect of ineffectiveness is that the review procedure ends when the rights
and obligations of the parties under the illegally awarded contract are still to be
enforced and performed. This is only possible where a rapid and effective review

23In Commission v Germany (C-503/04) [2007] ECR I-6153 the Court concluded that Germany’s
failure to terminate a contract which the same Court of Justice had previously determined had been
awarded illegally (Commission v Germany (C-20/01 and C-28/01) [2003] E.C.R. I-3609) meant
that Germany had failed to comply with its obligations to take the necessary measures to comply
with the Court’s judgment.
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procedure is available to the illegally excluded tenderers. The Italian byzantine
solution of splitting the review procedure into two processes – the first one before
an administrative tribunal to determine the legality of the procurement procedure
and the second one before an ordinary court to assess the effects of the illegal
procurement procedure on the contract awarded – was far from being considered
an example of a rapid and effective review procedure.

In its transposition of the Directive, the Italian legislator completely reformed
the review mechanism of the procurement procedure by introducing a special form
of proceedings regulated by the new Administrative Trial Code.24 According to
Art 113 of the Code, the administrative courts have now exclusive jurisdiction for
deciding upon the effects of an illegal procedure on the validity of an awarded
contract; Art 121 lists some cases of serious infringements in the procurement pro-
cedure which result in the compulsory and automatic ineffectiveness of the contract
awarded and Art 122, as a residual provision, gives judges the discretionary power
to decide upon the ineffectiveness of the contract in the case of all other breaches.

The system of review described above has proven unfit to address corruption in
public procurement. First of all, criminal investigations on corruption usually take
a long time and remain confidential until their conclusion or the point when the
execution of precautionary measures cannot be postponed. This means that excluded
tenderers will only have sufficient knowledge of the acts of corruption once the
awarded contract in question has already been performed – completely or partially –
at which point there will no longer be sufficient motivation for challenging the
contract’s validity. Moreover, according to Art 135 Code of Procurement (Statute
no 163/2006) only in the case of a final court decision finding corruption in the
negotiation and conclusion of a main contract must the public authority terminate
the contract. Considering the length of process in Italy and the endemic death of
corruption criminal processes due to the expiration of limitation periods, the chances
that a contracting authority is in a position to terminate a contract are slim. This is
not to mention the fact that, according to the same provision, the briber, or the party
which has made a profit thanks to the bribe, has the right to be paid for the work
done. The payment must be reduced only in respect of the costs supported by the
contacting authority to terminate the contract.

There is only one reported case where the contracting authority has claimed the
termination of a contract after a final criminal court decision finding corruption in
the negotiation and conclusion of the main contract.25 The action was started by
the Health Agency which claimed to have suffered damage because the awarded
contract was not competitive and the costs for the agency were too high. The
undertaking found guilty of bribing public officials for the award of the contract
counterclaimed in respect of the payment for the work done. The Court of Appeal

24G Greco, ‘Illegittimo affidamento dell’appalto, sorte del contratto e sanzioni alternative nel d.lgs
53/2010’ (2010) Rivista italiana di diritto pubblico comunitario 729.
25Corte di Cassazione, Gestione liquidatoria USSL e altri v IFG Tettamanti SpA e altri, 16 October
2010, no 3672.
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found the agency liable for payment in respect of the work already done, but in
the final instance, the Court of Cassazione reversed the Court of Appeal judgment,
declaring the illegally awarded contract to be null and illegal and denying any
remedy to the parties. The superior court did not apply the special legislation,
considering as mandatory all the legal provisions designed to ensure the legality
and the impartiality of the administrative procedure for awarding public contracts.
According to the general law of contracts, the infringement of mandatory law in
the negotiation and conclusion of a contract determines its nullity. Moreover, in
declaring the nullity of the contract, the Court also considered the contract as a
consequence of the crime to be eliminated. As the Court did not provide any legal
arguments supporting the setting aside of special legislation on public procurement,
this judgment cannot be considered as a precedent. On the contrary, it is another
example of the fragmentation of the system and the high degree of uncertainty
regarding the consequences of bribes in relation to illegally awarded contracts in
procurement procedure.

The review procedure, as recently reformed, may also be effective for cases of
corruption, only where a firm suspect of an illegal awarding under a procedure
affected by corruption, is known by the other tenders, in time to ensure that the
rights and obligations of the parties under the contract awarded have ceased to
be enforced and performed. The administrative tribunal in charge of the review
procedure should accept the existence of a suspect of corruption as one of the
violations falling within the meaning of infringements of the procurement procedure
provoking the ineffectiveness of the contract awarded according to Arts 121 and
122 of the Administrative Trial Code. At first glance, it should be undisputed that
even a non-concluded investigation on corruption, should have the consequence of
rendering the awarded contract ineffective. In fact, if the general principle affirmed
by the Court of Justice is that the procurement procedures should be conducted by
the contracting authority so as to ensure transparency and non-discrimination, even
the opening of a criminal investigation for corruption should be enough to invoke
the violation of the general principle and the ineffectiveness of the awarded contract.
In the balancing between the individual right of a subject charged with a crime to be
presumed innocent and to continue his economic activity until a final guilty verdict
and the general interest that the state should not risk entering into business with
criminals, the second must prevail. This is the case in theory; in practice, a complex
interplay of conflicting general interests can lead to different results.

9.5 The Expo Scandal: Old and New Approaches
to Preventing Corruption

The recent Expo scandal displays all the weaknesses of the Italian legislation
governing the handling of cases of corruption in public procurement. As is quite well
known and documented, corruption is endemic in Italy and the field mainly affected
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by it is public procurement. Since the day that the city of Milan won the competition
to host the 2015 Universal Exposition, there has been a general sentiment that
public authorities should take preventive measures to thwart corruption in the
award of the many public contracts necessary to make possible the holding of the
exhibition. One of the preventive measures adopted was the so called Protocollo di
legalità, a contractual tool already employed to prevent “mafia infiltration” of public
projects.26 The Protocol is a public agreement between the local representative of
the Home Affairs Minister (Prefettura) and the contracting authority (in the Expo
scandal a private joint stock company in charge of a public service controlled by
public entities). According to the Protocol, the contracting authority shall enter
into awarded contracts containing specific standard clauses giving the contracting
authority the power to unilaterally rescind the contract in case of suspicion of mafia
infiltration. Furthermore, the contracts shall provide for the automatic termination
of the subcontracts in case of systematic infringement of disclosure duties.

When the Expo corruption investigations became public in the spring 2014, one
of the undertakings, Maltauro, accused of having bribed many public officials to
win the tender, was still performing the contracts suspected of having been illegally
awarded. One of the excluded tenderers applied for a review of the procurement
procedure, asking the administrative tribunal for a declaration of ineffectiveness
of the contract awarded to Maltauro.27 The claimant supported its case with
two arguments: the automatic termination required according to the Protocollo
di Legalità, contractually binding upon both the contracting authority and the
accused undertaking, and the automatic ineffectiveness of the suspected illegally
awarded contract in terms of Directive No 2007/66. The Tribunal did not extend the
Protocollo of legalità concerning mafia infiltration to the corrupt acts, but decided
that a criminal investigation into corruption in the procurement awarding procedure
falls within the scope of application of the Directive. A firm suspect of corruption,
supported by police investigation and pre-trial detention measures for bribers and
their agents, can be considered as falling within the meaning of lack of transparency
and discrimination in the contracting authority procedure to be sanctioned by a
declaration of ineffectiveness of the awarded contract according to the Directive
and ECJ case law.

For the first time, a procurement procedure affected by corruption ended with
a judicial declaration of ineffectiveness of the awarded contract and the exclusion
of the briber from the public project. Unfortunately, this decision was immediately
appealed by the contracting authority, which argued that the short period left to
finish the public works in time for the beginning of the Universal Exposition had to
be considered as an overriding reason to maintain the illegally awarded contract in
force. The argument was accepted by the Council of State, the highest administrative
court, which decided to suspend the enforcement of the Tribunal judgment and

26Protocollo di Legalità tra Expo 2015 SpA e Prefettura di Milano, 13 February 2012, available at
www.expo2015.org/it/amministrazione-trasparente-/altri-contenuti/protocollo-di-legalita
27Tribunale Amministrativo Regionale Lombardia, Milano, Sezione 1, 9 July 2014, no 1802.

www.expo2015.org/it/amministrazione-trasparente-/altri-contenuti/protocollo-di-legalita
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affirmed the superior public power of the contracting authority to decide whether
or not to terminate an illegally awarded contract.28

Following these judgments, the Government decided to adopt a new Protocollo
di legalità covering the corruption offences,29 to be extended to all the public works
for the Universal Exposition. For our purposes, it is interesting to note that the
standard contractual clause to be employed by the contracting authority is an express
termination clause (Art 1456 Civil Code) which provides for termination of the
contract awarded in case of indictment or pre-trial detention measures for bribe
takers, bribers or agents. The termination is not automatic: the contracting authority
acting together with the Anticorruption Authority30 decides whether to terminate or
to continue the contractual relationship. In the latter case, an alternative measure
to termination of the contract is provided by the recent statute Legislative Decree
No 90/2014 (Art 32): the possibility to temporarily replace the top management
and directors for the time necessary to perform the illegally awarded contract. The
new management must be chosen by the contracting authority and approved by
the Anticorruption Authority and both authorities are tasked with supervising the
performance of the contract.

In a context where corruption and criminal infiltrations in public procurement are
out of control, the judgment of the administrative tribunal in the Maltauro case, even
if reversed, appears to be a first attempt to affirm the principle that the existence
of an illegally awarded contract cannot be left within the exclusive discretionary
power of the vulnerable contracting authority and a declaration of ineffectiveness is
the only way to guarantee economic operators of competing in a legal environment
and in a fair and competitive market. The alternative legal measures employed in the
Expo scandal should be exceptional measures in an exceptional situation. Automatic
lack of validity of illegally awarded contracts should become the norm in all public
procurement procedures affected by corruption.

9.6 Victims’ Recovery Action: Lodo Mondadori Case

In order to complete the framework of the relevant case law concerning the civil
consequences of corruption, we cannot avoid mentioning the leading case on
compensation for victims of corruption in Italy: CIR vs. Fininvest, Lodo Mondadori

28Consiglio di Stato, 16 September 2014, Ord No 04089/2014.
29Atto aggiuntivo in materia anticorruzione al Protocollo di legalità sottoscritto in data 13
febbraio 2014, 3 ottobre 2014, available at www.expo2015.org/it/amministrazione-trasparente-/
altri-contenuti/protocollo-di-legalita
30A.N.AC. (Autorità nazionale anticorruzione) was set up by Law 15/2009 and by Legislative
Decree 150/2009.

Since December 2009 the Authority has supervised the State administration’s activities through
administrative procedures aimed at improving transparency and integrity, preventing corruption,
ensuring the performance of management and the quality of public services.

www.expo2015.org/it/amministrazione-trasparente-/altri-contenuti/protocollo-di-legalita
www.expo2015.org/it/amministrazione-trasparente-/altri-contenuti/protocollo-di-legalita
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(CIR v Fininvest case Tribunale di Milano, 3 October 2009, Foro It., 2009, 1, 3193,
Corte d’Appello di Milano, 9 July 2011, Foro It., 2011, 1, 2466, Corte di Cassazione
17 September 2013, no 21255 not yet published).

The damages claim came in the wake of a judgment of the Italian Supreme Court
which confirmed two previous judgments by the merits courts which found that a
judge had been corrupted in a dispute over the control of the Mondadori Publishing
Group. In the 1980s, the head of the Mondadori Group was a holding company
named AMEF. In 1988, CIR and the Formenton Family, as principal shareholders
in the holding company, signed a shareholder control agreement transferring the
Formenton Family’s AMEF shares (27.75 %) to CIR which already owned 27.71 %
of the capital stock. The agreement included an arbitration clause. After a corporate
raid from Fininvest, who owned a minority of the shares in the holding company
(8.28 %), the Formenton Family sought to rescind the shareholder agreement
concluded with CIR. CIR initiated arbitral proceedings according to the arbitration
clause contained in the shareholder agreement. The arbitration panel found that there
had been a breach of contract by the Formenton Family. The arbitral award ordered
the Formenton Family to sell its stocks to CIR, according to the contract.

The Formenton family appealed the arbitral award to the Rome Court of Appeal,
claiming that the award was null and void. The Court of Appeal ruled that the
arbitral award was contrary to Italian public policy. After this last decision, CIR
and Fininvest settled their differences and CIR accepted that Fininvest could take
control of the Mondadori Group.

More than 10 years after these events, a judgment of the Milan Criminal Court
convicted a number of persons involved in the Mondadori affair for the corruption of
the Judge-Rapporteur of the chamber of the Rome Court of Appeal that declared the
arbitral award null and void. The Criminal Court found the judge guilty of having
accepted the bribe from the Fininvest lawyer in order to issue a decision that was
favourable to the Formenton Family, and indirectly to the bribing party.

Not every person involved from the outset has been convicted for this act of
corruption. In particular, the director of Fininvest (Mr Silvio Berlusconi) was not
tried after the end of the investigation, since the Court had dismissed the case against
him due to expiry of the time limit for the relevant offence.

The civil action commenced by CIR in order to recover damages resulting from
the corruption of the judge has been concluded with the upholding by the Supreme
Court (Corte di Cassazione) of the Court of Appeal decision finding Fininvest’s
liability and awarding damages of over EUR500 million.

This case raises three interesting legal issues: the civil liability of the accused
person found not guilty due to expiry of the limitation period, the use of evidence
collected in criminal proceedings in civil proceeding and the identification and
quantification of corruption damages.
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9.7 Conclusions

The effects of corruption on the contracts involved seem to be overregulated in Italy.
Beyond the well documented general contract law principles, a fragmented special
legislation concerning public procurement incoherently enforced by ordinary courts
and administrative courts triggers legal uncertainty. The same experimental practice
of Protocollo di legalità is the proof of a wide uncertainty on the effectiveness
of the legal framework governing the effects of corruption on contracts. Imposing
contractual clauses by law regulating the termination of contracts when criminal
behaviours are involved suggests distrust in the operation of general principles of
the system.

Although, according to EU law, lack of transparency and discrimination in the
procedure for awarding public contracts should lead to the ineffectiveness of the
contract awarded, it is uncertain in Italy whether a contract illegally awarded due
to corruption is terminated. In too many instances, compelling reasons and superior
general interests are invoked to justify that contractual obligations can be performed
only by the economic operator to whom the contract has been illegally awarded.

The concrete application of the EU principle of ineffectiveness of the illegally
awarded contract needs to be integrated into Member States’ national laws, to
ensure that rights and obligations of the parties under the contract cease to be
enforced and performed. The fragmentation and complexity of domestic legislation,
such as in the case of Italy, suggests the need for a wider reform of the review
procedures concerning the awards of public contracts at EU level that takes into
account the specific case of corruption of public officials, introducing more detailed
provisions on contractual ineffectiveness. Nothing prevents the EU from adopting
uniform provisions on the consequences resulting from a contract being considered
ineffective. A clearer indication from EU law on the consequences of corruption on
contracts awarded would be the quick way to overcome the current legal uncertainty
in Italy.



Chapter 10
Contracts Tainted by Corruption: Does Dutch
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Abstract This paper assesses the extent to which solutions under Dutch civil law
complement and augment the public policy objectives underlying the criminaliza-
tion of corruption in international business transactions. To this end, it explores the
contractual and non-contractual consequences of contracts tainted by corruption as
well as the rules of private international law that come into play with regard to such
“corrupt” contracts under Dutch law.

The paper shows that contractual consequences with respect to contracts that are
the ultimate result of “successful” acts of bribery, are gravely inconsistent with the
public policy underlying criminalization. In addition, it explains that the traditional
value-neutral approach of Dutch conflict of laws not only reduces the opportunity
for courts to consider the “better law” in cases concerning corrupt contracts but
also does not preclude forum shopping for a more amendable system by corrupt
actors. The implications of the interrelationship between Dutch substantive law
and Dutch private international law means that correction mechanisms as do exist
under the Dutch conflict rules, are strongly interwoven with Dutch substantive civil
law. Therefore, for as long as Dutch substantive law falls short, Dutch private
international law is also limited as a tool in fighting corruption.

This paper emphasizes that Dutch Civil Law cannot remain isolated from the
public policy underlying the criminalisation of corruption. The objective of bribery
is, after all, the acquisition of an agreement or contract, in a manner that ultimately
undermines the market as well as political and social institutions. By highlighting
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key areas where developments in Dutch private law and private international law are
critically needed, this paper contributes to the growing discussion about the role of
private law in the fight against corruption from the perspective of Dutch Law.

10.1 Introduction1

Corruption remains one of the pressing global problems of our times. There has been
considerable progress made in developing an international regulatory framework
that repudiates corruption.2 This is an important and salutary first step that deserves
to be lauded because of the normative space it has created for global strategies to
fight corruption.3

The recently released EU Anti-Corruption report4 however draws attention to the
critical need to move firmly into a second phase of fighting corruption. Seventy-
six percent of European participants feel that corruption is widespread in their

1An earlier draft of this paper has been published in: LPW van Vliet (ed), Netherlands Reports
to the Nineteenth International Congress of Comparative Law (Cambridge, Intersentia, 2014)
333–354. The substantive law aspects of this paper draw upon Abiola’s PhD research published
in A Makinwa, Private Remedies for Corruption: Towards an International Framework (The
Hague, Eleven International Publishing, 2013). For the last author this contribution has been made
possible with the support of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) within
its Innovational Research Incentives Scheme (VIDI).
2A Makinwa, ‘The Rules Regulating Transnational Bribery: Achieving a Common Standard?’
(2007) 1 International Business Law Journal 17.
3This international regulatory framework is a crisscross of international, regional and domestic
instruments. See the Inter-American Convention against Corruption, 29 March 1996, 35 ILM,
724, adopted at Caracas, Venezuela, entered into force on 6 March 1997; OECD Convention on
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, Paris, 27
November 1997, in force 15 February 1999, 1998, 37 ILM, 1; Convention drawn up on the basis
of Art K.3(2)(c) Treaty on European Union on the Fight Against Corruption Involving Officials
of the European Communities or Officials of Member States of the European Union, Official
Journal C 195, 25 June 1997, 0002–0011, not yet in force. In 2003, this prohibition was extended
to private sector bribery with the Council Framework Decision on combating bribery in the private
sector. See Council Framework Decision 2003/568/JHA of 22 July 2003 on combating corruption
in the private sector, not yet in force, Official Journal L 192, 31/07/2003, 0054–0056; Criminal
Law Convention on Corruption, Strasbourg, 27 January 1999, in force 1 July 2002, 173 CETS;
Civil Law Convention on Corruption, Strasbourg, 4 November 1999, in force 1 November 2003,
174 CETS; United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, New York, 15
November, 2000, in force 29 September 2003, 2225 UNTS; (2000), 40 ILM, 353; African Union
Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption, in force 5 August 2006 43 (1) ILM, 1;
United Nations Convention against Corruption, New York, 31 October 2003, in force 14 December
2005, 2349 UNTS, 41; (2005), 43 ILM, 37. Also important because of the far reaching application
to multinational corporations are the domestic US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 1977, 15 USC s
78dd-1 et seq and the UK Bribery Act 2010 (C.23).
4EU Anti-Corruption Report COM (2014) 38 final, Brussels, 3 February 2014.
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country.5 The European Commission estimates the cost of corruption at EUR120
billion per year.6 The negative effects of corruption on the “licit” economy, on public
administration structures, and on the everyday lives of citizens pose a threat to global
security and undermine the stability of the international trading system.7

A central achievement of the current legal framework is the criminalization of
corruption particularly in commercial transactions. Criminalization however places
a monopoly on initiating sanctions for corrupt offences on state authorities. The fact
that grand scale corruption is often characterized by the involvement of government
officials, the elite in society and multinational corporations may result in conflicts
of interests where a state is unwilling or unable to tackle corruption.8 For this
reason, strategies that bypass administrative structures compromised by corruption
and encourage transparency by engaging a broader set of actors in the fight against
corruption have a vital role to play in moving the fight of corruption forward.9 This
means looking beyond traditional state centred approaches to fighting corruption
to exploring the role of private actors, private remedies and alternative sanctioning
mechanisms.10

An important aspect of such a shift to more effective strategies to fight corruption
is the link between private law and crime prevention.11 Corruption is not an end
in itself but a means to an end. The objective of bribery is the acquisition of an
agreement or contract, in a manner that ultimately undermines the market as well as
political and social institutions.12 This raises the question of the response of private
law to contracts tainted by corruption.

The overriding public policy issues underlying corruption call for consistent
approaches in criminal and civil law solutions to corrupt activity. This paper aims
to assess the extent to which solutions under Dutch civil law complement and
augment the public policy objectives of criminalization. To this end, the paper

5EU Anti-Corruption Report, 7.
6EU Anti-Corruption Report, 3.
7See main findings EU Anti-Corruption Report, 7–20.
8Makinwa (n 1), 4–11.
9See generally S Rose-Ackerman and P Carrington (eds), Anti-Corruption Policy: Can Interna-
tional Actors Play a Constructive Role? (Durham, Carolina Academic Press, 2013) for recent
scholarship on the importance of private actors in the fight against corruption.
10Makinwa (n 1), 4–11.
11Atiyah remarks that while it is normally the function of criminal law to provide a deterrent
against criminal conduct, contract law as an additional deterrent over and above that provided by
criminal law can be surprisingly effective. P Atiyah, An Introduction to the Law of Contract, 3rd
edn (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1981) 255.
12A Dreher and T Herzfeld, The Economic Costs of Corruption: A Survey and New Evidence
(2005), Monograph on file at Wageningen University and Research Center Publications (Nether-
lands) http://129.3.20.41/eps/pe/papers/0506/0506001.pdf, provides a comprehensive review of the
current economics literature on the effects of corruption.

http://129.3.20.41/eps/pe/papers/0506/0506001.pdf
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adopts a two pronged approach. First, it assesses the extent to which contractual and
non-contractual consequences of contracts tainted by corruption under Dutch law
are consistent with the public policy underlying the criminalization of corruption.
Second, it examines Dutch rules on private international law that come into
play where the legal transaction involves international elements to review how
contracts tainted by corruption are treated. The choice of law rules designate the
applicable law in such cases and thus affect the civil law consequences, while
rules on international jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of foreign
judgments are also an integral part of the Dutch approach to corruption in civil law
matters.

Section 10.2 of this the paper addresses the public policy foundation for
civil consequences for corruption under Dutch law. Section 10.3 outlines the
general civil law consequences while Sect. 10.4 covers private international law
aspects. Section 10.5 concludes with observations on the sufficiency of the posi-
tion of Dutch law regarding contracts tainted by corruption in the fight against
corruption.

10.2 Foundation for Civil Consequences for Corruption

The repudiation of bribery in both public and private transacting is the foundation
of civil consequences for corruption. Any activity resulting from a criminally
prohibited act is against public policy. The criminalization of public and private
bribery in the Netherlands is established by its ratification of several international
instruments as well as under the provisions of the Dutch Penal Code (DPC).
Contracts tainted by corruption have to be examined within the context of this
overriding legal framework.

Netherlands is a party to the major regional and international conventions
regulating international corruption. These include the Convention on the Protection
of the European Communities Financial Interests; the EU Convention on the Fight
against Corruption involving officials of the European Communities or officials of
the EU Member States; the EU Council Framework Decision against Corruption
in the Private Sector; the Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of the Council
of Europe; the Civil Law Convention on Corruption of the Council of Europe; the
OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Officials in International Busi-
ness Transactions; the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime; and the United Nations Convention against Corruption.13 These instruments
along with provisions of the Dutch criminal and civil code set the foundation for
civil remedies in the Netherlands.

13See n 3 above for full references.
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10.2.1 Criminal Law

The term used for “corruption” in the Dutch Penal Code (DPC) is “bribery” (omkop-
ing). The DPC criminalizes the active (giving of bribes) and passive (receiving of
bribes) bribery of public officials, judges, as well as private actors. Contracts that
result from prohibited corrupt activity either in the public14 or private sphere are
thus the result of criminal activity.

Art 177 DPC prohibits the active bribery of public officials. Whoever “gives a
gift, makes a promise or offers a service to a public official with the intention of
influencing such a public official to do or omit from doing something contrary to his
or her public duty will be liable to incur a prison sentence of no more than 4 years or
a fine.”15 This prohibition and sanction of active bribery also applies to influencing
former public officials or persons to be appointed as public officials.16

Any exchange that is of value to the recipient constitutes a gift within the
meaning of Art 177 DPC. The Dutch Supreme Court has held that this would include
not just a promise of money,17 but also non-monetary promises such as a sexual
favor.18 Particular provision is made with respect to the active bribery of judges.
Where a person is guilty of active bribery to influence the judgment of a judge, such
a person is subject to a higher prison sentence of 6 years or a fine in the fourth
category.19 The passive bribery of public servants and judges is also prohibited.
Arts 362–363 of the DPC provide that prison sentences or fines will be imposed
on any official who accepts20 or asks for21 gifts, promises or services, knowing or
reasonably suspecting that it is given to influence his or her behavior. Again special
provision is made in the case of the asking for, or acceptance of a gift, promise or
service by a judge where the highest penalty of up to 9 years or a fine of the fifth
category may be imposed.22

Corruption is a criminal offence in the private sector as well. Private bribery
became a criminal offense after the addition of Art 328ter to the DPC. Art 328ter
DPC criminalizes both the active and passive bribery of private sector agents or
employees. It is a criminal offence for a person to give or request a bribe to another
person who is not a public official and who is employed or acts as an agent, in such
circumstances the person giving the bribe could reasonably assume that the agent

14The active bribery of public servants and judges is prohibited in Book 2, Title VIII, Misdrijven
tegen het openbaar gezag (Offenses against Public Order), Arts 177, 177(a), 178 and 178(a) DPC.
15Art 177(1) DPC.
16Art 177(2) DPC.
17HR 29 November 1915, NJ 1916/300.
18HR 31 May 1994, NJ 1994/673.
19Art 178(1) DPC.
20Art 362(1) para 1–2 DPC.
21Art 362(1) para 3–4 DPC.
22Art 364 DPC.
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was acting in violation of the requirements of good faith and would conceal the
acceptance of the gift or promise from his/her employer or principal.

With the criminalization of bribery under the Dutch criminal code it is clear that
any contract that results from a bribe given to an employee or agent whether in the
public or private sector is the result of criminally prohibited behavior. It stands to
reason that the rationale behind the criminalization of public and private bribery
should extend to the consequences that they trigger.

10.2.2 Civil Law

The two major international instruments that have specific provisions dealing with
the civil law effects of corrupt offences are in force in the Netherlands. These
are the United Nation Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) and the Civil
Law Convention (CLC). Both instruments address the question of the validity of
contracts tainted by corruption as well as the damage suffered as a consequence of
the corrupt act.

The UNCAC entered into force in the Netherlands in November 2006. Art 26 of
the UNCAC requires that participant states establish the liability of legal persons
for the offenses of corruption established under the Convention including civil
liability.23 The UNCAC also requires that parties of the convention must ensure that
their domestic laws provide for corruption as a vitiating factor in contracts tainted
by corruption24 as well as establish the right to compensation for damages resulting
from acts of corruption.25

The CLC entered into force in the Netherlands in April 2008. Art 8 requires that
under Dutch law any contract providing for corruption shall be null and void. It also
requires that parties whose consent has been undermined by an act of corruption
shall be able to apply for such a contract to be declared a nullity in a court of law.
Furthermore, the CLC requires that Dutch law shall provide “for persons who have
suffered damage as a result of corruption to have the right to initiate an action in
order to obtain full compensation for such damage.”26 This compensation should

23See Art 26 UNCAC.
24Arts 34 and 35 of the UNCAC. Art 34 UNCAC provides: “[W]ith due regard to the rights of
third parties acquired in good faith, each State Party shall take measures, in accordance with the
fundamental principles of its domestic law, to address consequences of corruption. In this context,
States Parties may consider corruption a relevant factor in legal proceedings to annul or rescind a
contract, withdraw a concession or other similar instrument or take any other remedial action”.
25Art 35 UNCAC provides that: “Each State Party shall take such measures as may be necessary, in
accordance with principles of its domestic law, to ensure that entities or persons who have suffered
damage as a result of an act of corruption have the right to initiate legal proceedings against those
responsible for that damage in order to obtain compensation”.
26See Art 3 CLC.
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ensure that any “material damage”27 suffered by the person who has been betrayed
by an act of bribe-taking by a person in a position of trust, or who has suffered “lost
profits” or other “non-pecuniary” loss, is compensated by the courts.

Art 4(1) of the CLC requires that three conditions must be fulfilled in order for
the damage caused by corruption to be compensated. First, it must be established
that the defendant has committed or authorized the act of corruption, or failed to
take reasonable steps to prevent the act of corruption. Second, that the plaintiff has
suffered damage; and third, that there is a causal link between the act of corruption
and the damage.

The effect of the above instruments on Dutch civil law has been commented
upon by the Dutch Parliament.28 The Dutch government considers that neither the
CLC nor the UNCAC require novel legal remedies within the domestic law that are
specifically directed at corruption.29 Parties whose free consent to a transaction is
influenced by error or fraud attributable to an act of corruption and who would not
have entered into the contract but for the act of corruption, are given the right to sue
for remedies by seeking the nullity of the contract. The validity of such contracts
could also be questioned for being contrary to good morals and public policy.
In addition, the government noted that the requirement under Art 3 of the CLC
concerning material damage, loss of profits and non-pecuniary loss were satisfied
by provisions under the Dutch Civil Code (DCC).30 The requirement for a causal
link between the act of corruption and the damage suffered by the plaintiff as well
as joint and several liability under Art 4 CLC was also considered to be satisfied by
the provisions of Dutch law.31

Furthermore, the Dutch government noted that with respect to the right to claim
compensation for damage suffered under Art 6:162 DCC an action may lie in tort
for the “violation of a right, an act or omission violating a statutory duty or a rule
of unwritten law pertaining to proper social conduct”.32 Such a tortious act renders
the perpetrator liable to a claim for damages for pecuniary loss and loss of profit,33

or disgorgement of profits (winstafdracht)34 in favor of the person who has suffered

27See Art 4 CLC.
28See Makinwa (n 1), 257–259. For the CLC see Briefing of the Minister of Justice, JMH Hirsch
Ballin, and the Minister of Foreign Affairs, MJM Verhagen, on the Civil Law Convention on
Corruption to the Dutch Parliament, Kamerstuk 31 230 (R 1833) nr. 1/A, 2007–2008. (Hereinafter
to as the Explanatory report on the CLC). For the UNCAC see Briefing of the Minister of
Foreign Affairs, BR Bot, and the Minister of Justice, JPH Donner, to the Dutch Parliament on the
United Nations Convention against Corruption. Kamerstuk 30 808 (R1815) nr. 2/B 2006–2007.
(Hereinafter referred to as the Explanatory Report on the UNCAC).
29Explanatory Report on the CLC, 4.
30ibid, referring to Arts 6:95–110 and 6:162 DCC.
31ibid, referring to Arts 6:98, 6:162 and 6:102 DCC.
32Explanatory Report to Dutch Parliament on the UN Convention (n 29), at 39.
33ibid, referring to Art 6:96 DCC.
34ibid, referring to Art 6:104 DCC.
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damage. Furthermore, damages can be claimed where the agreement is rescinded
(ongedaanmaking).

This overview of Dutch criminal and civil law provisions provides the framework
within which the specific provisions of the DCC dealing with contracts tainted by
corruption and the remedies provided with respect to the relationships between the
bribe-giver, the bribe-recipient and the person whom the bribe-recipient represents,
are examined in the following section.

10.3 General Civil Law Consequences

The civil consequences of corruption on contracts are considered below with respect
to the validity of the contract between the bribe-giver and bribe-recipient; the
contract between the bribe-giver and the principal of the bribe-recipient; as well
as the effect of nullification on the bribe money paid. Also discussed is the right of
the principal to compensation for damage suffered as a result of the corrupt activity.

10.3.1 Contract Validity

It is helpful to distinguish between three relationships in discussing the validity of
contracts tainted by corruption.35 The first is the relationship between the person
who pays a bribe (the bribe-giver) and the person who receives a bribe while
acting in a position of trust to negotiate in the best interest of a third party (the
disloyal agent or bribe-recipient). Examples of such agreements are contracts for
special fees, kickbacks, consultancies and commissions entered into to influence the
acquisition of business or other favor. This agreement is characterized as the primary
contract because it evidences the payment of a bribe and kicks-off the sequence of
actions and contracts that are tainted by this original act of bribery.

The second relationship is the relationship between the bribe-giver and the party
in whose interest the bribe-recipient negotiated with the bribe-giver (the principal
or employer). The contract that results from the successful bribery exchange
between the bribe-giver and the principal or employer of the bribe-recipient can
be characterized as the secondary contract because it results from the successful
execution of the primary agreement to give a bribe.

The third relationship is that between the principal and the disloyal agent. The
relationship between the principal and the agent is the catalyst for the corrupt
exchange. Without such a grant of trust there would be no basis for the bribe-giver

35For a categorization of the relationships and contracts affected by corrupt activity see Makinwa
(n 1), 11–12.
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to negotiate with the agent, nor would a secondary contract that binds the principal
to the bribe-giver come into existence.36

The criminalization of private bribery under the provisions of the DPC renders
contracts tainted by corruption subject to the challenge of invalidity. Furthermore,
Art 8 CLC provides that Dutch law should ensure that any contract or clause of a
contract providing for corruption should be a nullity. Statutory provisions that have
an impact on the effect of bribery on the validity of contracts tainted by bribery are
found in Book 3,37 Book 638 and Book 739 of the Dutch Civil Code (DCC).

10.3.1.1 The Primary Contract

The primary contract between the bribe-giver and the bribe-recipient may give rise
to legal disputes as for example where a commission is not paid to the bribe-recipient
who influenced the acquisition of a contact for the bribe-giver. Here, the question is
whether a claim can be made on the basis of such a contract. This will only be the
case if the primary contract is considered a valid contract under Dutch law. Art 3:51
DCC provides that “a ground for annulment may always be invoked at as a defense
against a claim or legal measure based upon the juridical act.” Such an annulment
has retroactive effect to the time the performance of the contract.40

The DCC provides the grounds upon which contracts tainted by corruption
may be declared unenforceable. There are two primary categories (1) invalidity as
contrary to public order and morality under Art 3:40(1) DCC and (2) invalidity on
ground of being contrary to mandatory law under Art 3:40(2) DCC.

With respect to invalidity on ground of public order Art 3:40 (1) DCC provides
that “A juridical act which by its content or necessary implication is contrary to
good morals or public policy is a nullity”. There is no definition of “good morals”
or “public order” in the DCC. An evaluation of what constitutes either of these
grounds will depend on the public standard of morality as discerned by the courts
of law.41 With the enactment of Art 328ter DPC as well as the international rules

36A fourth situation, not discussed in this paper, is that of a person who suffers harm as a result of
the corrupt exchange but who is not in a contractual relationship with any of the parties. For this
and other related areas such as public interest litigation, cost of litigation, see generally, Makinwa
(n 1), Chap. 9.
37Book 3 DCC deals with the Law of Property, Proprietary Rights and Interests.
38Book 6 DCC deals with the General Part of the Law of Obligations.
39Book 7 DCC deals with Specific Contracts including Agency Contracts.
40Art 3:53(1) DCC. However, the court may refuse to give effect to an annulment in whole or
in part, if the juridical act has already produced consequences which can only be reversed with
difficulty. It may order a party who is prejudiced by its decision to be compensated in money by a
party who unjustly benefits from it. See Art 3:53(2) DCC.
41See O de Savornin Lohman, ‘Certain Civil Law Consequences of Corruption (Enige civiel-
rechtelijke gevolgen van omkoping)’ in Lugdunum Batavorum Juri Sacrum: 1882–30 januari-
1982: rechtsgeleerde opstellen vervaardigd door leden van het Leids Juridisch Dispuut ‘Juri

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-19054-9_9
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criminalizing private bribery to which the Netherlands is a party, bribery in private
contracting can be considered as contrary to public order in the Netherlands. For
this reason under the courts will annul any contract to give or receive a bribe and
deny claims based on such a contract.42

In addition to 3:40(1) DCC, Art 3:40(2) DCC renders any act that violates a
mandatory statutory provision a nullity. Art 3:40(2) is directed at the conduct of
the parties engaging in private bribery and does not expressly prohibit the contract
to give or receive a bribe.43 With the passage of Art 328ter of the DPC, entering
into an agreement to give or receive a bribe in a private transaction is itself clearly
prohibited by the law. This implies that as far as the contract to give a bribe is
concerned, the statutory prohibition of Art 328ter DCC renders it prohibited by
mandatory law.44

10.3.1.2 The Secondary Contract

Art 328ter DPC applies to the conduct of giving and receiving a bribe and does
not address the contract that comes into being between the bribe-giver and the party
to whom the bribe-recipient owes a duty of loyalty (the secondary contract). Since
there is no statutory prohibition of this contract, the provisions of Art 3:40(2) DCC
dealing with agreements that are in violation of a statutory prohibition will not apply
to such a secondary contract. Yet, this secondary contract between the bribe-giver
and the principal of the bribed agent is the result of a successful act of bribery.
Can the principal seek for nullification on the grounds that the contract is contrary
to public order and therefore a nullity on the grounds of Art 3:40(1) DCC? Such
a claim will only be possible where the principal is able to show that there was a

Sacrum’ ter gelegenheid van het honderdjarig bestaan van het Dispuut (Deventer, Kluwer, 1982)
127, 131–132.
42Art 3:51 DCC. See District Court Amsterdam 11 September 2013,
ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2013:6178. Contract was entered by bribing the opposite party. Contract
is not in accordance to the public order and morality grounds of Art 3:40(1) DCC. A claim based
on this contract is therefore rejected.
43Cf Hijma, who in his commentary on Art 3:40 points out that “even though this is not made
clear in the article itself, the meaning to be drawn from the parliamentary records is that Art
3:40(2) is only applicable where the transaction or contract itself is in violation of the law.”
If the entry into the contract is not in itself per se forbidden but rather only the effect of such
a contract is contrary to the mandatory rules, then the relevant applicable article is Art 3:40(1)
DCC. J Hijma, in J Nieuwenhuis (ed), Law of Property, Proprietary rights and Interests, Text and
Commentary on Books 3, 5, 6 (Vermogensrecht: tekst & commentaar: de tekst van de Boeken 3, 5,
6) (Deventer, Kluwer, 2007) 59; see also HR 11 May 1951 (Flora-Van der Kamp) (NJ 1952/127);
HR 11 May 1951 (Burgman-Aviolanda) (NJ 1952/128); HR 16 November 1984 (Maduro-Maduro)
(NJ 1985/624); HR 11 May 2001 (OZF/AZL-AZL/Moerman) (NJ 2002/364).
44Hartkamp remarks that where the law provides that a particular type of conduct results in a
criminal act, it is beyond doubt that an agreement that results in the act is forbidden by the law.
A Hartkamp and C Sieburgh, Verbintenissenrecht, Algemeen overeenkomstenrecht (Contract Law:
General Contracts), Asser Series, 13th edn (Deventer, Kluwer, 2010) 271–273.
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defect of consent that undermined his/her freedom of consent. Any agreement that
suffers from a defect in consent may therefore be annulled.45 A principal may seek
to avoid the contract by establishing grounds that show a defect of consent unless it
can be shown that the principal expressly directed that a bribe be solicited, or that
the principal had ratified such contract.

The principal could argue that the contract was entered into without full
information or wrong information about the state of affairs relating to the contract.
Art 6:228 DCC provides that a contract which has been entered into under the
influence of an error and which would not have been concluded had there been a
correct assessment of the facts, may be nullified (a) if the error is due to information
given to the other party, unless the other party could assume that the contract should
have been entered into irrespective of such information or (b) if the other party, in
view of what he knew or ought to know regarding the error, should have informed
the party in error.

The principal would in effect be claiming that the contract was entered into as
a result of erroneous information about the manner under which the contract came
into being. There is no dispute about the terms and conditions of the contract. There
is no error as to the contents of the contract. However, there was arguably an error
about the “attributes” of the other party.46 This raises the question whether there
was an intention by the principal to enter into a contract with the bribe-giver whose
identity, rather than being that of a reliable business partner, was one of a party that
had taken active steps by offering a bribe to undermine and sabotage the principal’s
interests.

The principal could also argue that the contract was entered into in error if he
can show that the bribe-giver had deliberately withheld the information about the
bribe. Art 6:228(b) DCC offers relief on the ground of error where the party who
paid the bribe knew or ought to have known that this constituted, for the principal,
information that may lead to the contract not being concluded had there been a
correct assessment of the facts. However, Art 6:228(b) is only applicable where
there is a “duty to inform”.47 As de Savornin Lohman argues, such a duty to inform
would not arise where the knowledge of the agent can be imputed to the principal.48

45See generally A Hartkamp, ‘Chapter 8 – Law of Obligations’ in J Chorus, P Gerver and
E Hondius (eds), Introduction to Dutch Law, 4th edn (Deventer, Kluwer, 2006) 135, 155.
46H Beale, A Hartkamp, H Kötz and D Tallon, Cases Materials and Text on Contract Law:
Casebook on the Common Law of Europe (Oxford, Hart, 2002) 365–366, where it is pointed out
that Dutch law treats mistaken identity or attributes as a kind of error falling under Art 6:228 DCC.
47Hijma points out that it is generally agreed that there are three criteria that determine when such
a duty to inform exists. These are: (a) where a party is aware of the real state of affairs or can be
assumed to be aware of the real state of affairs; (b) where such a party knew or should have known
that such information was important to the other party to the transaction; and (c) where the party
must have known that the other party was mistaken. See his comments on Van Geest-Nederlof, HR
21 December 1990, in 1991(3) Ars Aequi, 663. See also HR 30 November, 1973, NJ 1974/97 (Van
der Beek-Van Dartel); HR 21 December 1990, NJ 1991/251 (Van Geest-Nederlof).
48De Savornin Lohman (n 41), 142–143.
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If it can, then the employer is deemed to have been aware of all the circumstances
relating to how the transaction came into being.

Typically cases involving bribery usually involve a direct agent who is the
intermediary between the principal and the bribe-giver. There would in general be
no restriction to the power of representation granted.49 It is indeed that very power of
representation, the direct nature of the agency, which gives the agent the necessary
leverage, the direct authorization, to be considered as the party with whom the bribe-
giver negotiates.

Nonetheless, there is a threshold under which the knowledge of the agent will
not be imputed to the principal. If this is the case, a claim for error on the basis of a
lack of information under Art 6:228 DCC with respect to the secondary contract can
be made. Art 3:61(2) DCC sets the threshold for the apparent authority of an agent.
Where the circumstances are such that a reasonable person can assume sufficient
authorization given by the principal to the agent, the threshold for apparent authority
is met and the principal cannot claim not to have knowledge of the acts of the
agent. On the other hand, where a principal can show that the actions of the agent
or intermediary were expressly forbidden in such a way as to make it reasonable
for parties contracting with the principal to assume that the agent was acting in a
disloyal manner and contrary to the wishes of the principal, then there can be no
apparent authority within the meaning of Art 3:61(2) DCC.

In summary, on its face, the secondary contract is a valid contract. However
where a principal who has entered into a contract with the bribe-giver can show
a defect of consent, such a principal can rely on Art 6:228(a) or (b) to assert that
he would not have entered into the contract on the same terms or at all if he had
known the truth of the bribery transaction between the bribe-giver and the agent.
This defect of consent would render the secondary contract invalid.

10.3.2 Restitution of Bribe Money

With regards to the contract between the bribe-payer and the bribe-recipient, it is
clear that any payment on the basis of a null transaction is an undue payment within
the meaning of Art 6:203 DCC because there is no valid contract that justifies the
payment. The Dutch Supreme Court in Lotisico ruled that an agreement that is
entered into contrary to the law is a nullity and as such has no legal consequences,
and that the return of what is unjustifiably given can be demanded.50 Every party to

49D Busch, ‘Unauthorised Agency in Dutch Law’ in D Busch and L Macgregor (eds), The
Unauthorised Agent, Perspectives from European and Comparative Law (Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 2009) 136, 139–140.
50See generally, H van Kooten Restitutionary Consequences of Invalid Agreements (Restitu-
tierechtelijke gevolgen van ongeoorloofde overeenkomsten) (Deventer, Kluwer, 2002). For example
the District court in Assen required that an employee who had received a bribe pay the bribe
back to the person who had given the bribe so as to restore the parties to the transaction position
that had existed before the wrongful act of bribery was performed. Rb. Assen 23 October 1984,
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a contract that has no legal ground has the right to have the agreement “undone”. As
such the bribe-giver and the bribe-recipient of an annulled bribery contract are enti-
tled to the restitution of their performance. Art 6:203 DCC anticipates three sorts of
performances in the making of an undue payment, ie, the reclaiming of a “good”,51

the restitution of money,52 and the reversal of performance of another kind.53

However, as de Savornin Lohman has pointed out, if the bribe-giver is entitled to
a return of the bribe as an undue payment, the bribe-recipient is also by the same
logic entitled to some form of return for his performance under the contract.54 This
is hardly possible, and Art 6:211 DCC stipulates that where a performance in kind is
made on the ground of a null agreement and does not deserve to be recompensed in
money, then the rescission or “unmaking” of the reciprocal action or the repayment
of the value thereof is ruled out. In this regard, de Savornin Lohman, states that
the performance of the bribe-recipient should be viewed as “one that cannot be
quantified in money under Art 6:211 DCC”. Such a performance made on the
basis of a contract which is null and cannot by its nature be reversed, and where
this performance ought not to be valued in money, a claim to reverse a counter-
performance or reimbursement of its value is also barred to the extent that such
claim would, for that reason offend reasonableness and fairness.55 Following this
reasoning, the company that has given a bribe and the agent who receives a bribe
are parties to a contract which, if it comes to light, is a nullity. Any performances
made in respect of this null contract for reasons of reasonableness and fairness, will
lie where they have fallen.

With regards to the principal of the disloyal agent, Art 7:403 DCC leads to the
conclusion that the principal is in his rights to expect from his agent a declaration
of all that he has received, including the bribe money. In the Goudse Bouwmeester
case, for example, the principal of the agent was allowed to keep the bribe money.

10.3.3 Action for Compensation

In addition to contractual remedies, the principal can seek compensation for damage
suffered. The act of procuring a contract using bribery is an act in breach of 328ter
DPC and an unlawful act within the meaning of Art 6:162DCC. The principal has
a right to sue the bribe-giver, or the disloyal agent in damages for breach of the
statutory duty not to act in violation of mandatory law.

NJ 1985/829. See on this decision A Dorresteijn, Corruption and Private Law (Corruptie en
privaatrecht) (Gouda, Quint, 1994) 10.
51Art 6:203(1).
52Art 6:203(2).
53Art 6:203(3).
54See De Savornin Lohman (n 41), 136.
55ibid.
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The Dutch Supreme Court in the Lindenbaum v. Cohen case ruled on the meaning
of an unlawful act arising out of non-contractual liability. This case involved a
printer who had given bribes to employees of his competitors to share information
about their principals. The Supreme Court stated that an action could lie against
Cohen, the printer, even though there was no contractual undertaking between him
and the employer of the persons bribed. The court held that under the term unlawful
act is to be understood as a civil tort, “an act of omission which violates another
person’s right or conflicts with the defendant’s statutory duty, or is contrary either
to good morals or to the care which is due in society with regard to another’s person
or property.”56 This judgment in the Lindenbaum v. Cohen case57 has been codified
in Art 6:162 DCC.

10.4 Private International Law Aspects

The previous section addressed civil law consequences under Dutch substantive law.
However, many business contracts involve transnational elements. In those cases,
private international law questions arise and the conflict rules may designate the law
of another country that may attach different consequences to contracts tainted by
corruption. Additionally, in questions as to the jurisdiction of the Dutch court and
to the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments may arise. This section
focuses on the question how Dutch private international law tackles the conflicts
question where a contract is tainted by corruption and addresses the assessment
of international jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in
corruption cases.

10.4.1 The Applicable Law

The conflict rules on contracts and non-contractual relationships in the Netherlands
are laid down in European regulations. Those on international contracts are provided
in Regulation No 593/2008 on the law applicable to contractual obligations (Rome
I). Non-contractual relationships are governed by Regulation No 864/2007 on the
law applicable to non-contractual obligations (Rome II). Dutch private international

56This ruling is codified in Art 6:162(2) DCC, which states that except where there is a ground
for justification, the following acts are deemed tortious: the violation of a right, or act or omission
violating a statutory duty or rule of unwritten law pertaining to proper social conduct. Art 6:162(3)
DCC states that a tortfeasor is responsible for the commission of a tort if it is due to his fault or to
a cause for which he is accountable by law or pursuant to generally accepted principles. See also
District Court Haarlem 14 December 2011, ECLI:NL:RBHAA:2011:BW3973. Former employee
has to repair the damage after accepting bribes while buying equipment for the employer.
57HR 31 January 1919, NJ 1919, 161 (Lindenbaum v. Cohen); J van Dunne, Verbintenissenrecht:
onrechtmatige daad en overige verbintenissen, 5th edn (Deventer, Kluwer, 2004) 140–144.
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law provides that even where specific matters are excluded from the scope of these
Regulations, the conflict rules of these Regulations apply.58

From the outset it should be noted that Dutch and European conflict rules depend
largely upon value-neutral, geographical criteria. As remains of the Savignian
paradigm developed in the nineteenth century, conflict rules generally are based
upon the principle that the law of the country applies with which the legal
relationship is most closely connected. There is little room for policy considerations,
such as the desire to repudiate corrupt behaviour or to diminish the effects thereof,
though there are exceptions.

10.4.1.1 Main Choice of Law Rules

On the basis of party autonomy contracting parties may generally choose the
applicable law pursuant of Art 3 Rome I. This law generally also governs the
material validity of the contract (Art 10 Rome I). With some limitations, parties
also enjoy freedom of choice in non-contractual relations (Art 14 Rome II). The
result of this wide party autonomy may be that parties can evade the consequences
of corruption by choosing the law of a country that has less strict rules. Only where
it concerns a domestic case, apart from the choice for a foreign law, mandatory
national law of that country may not be derogated from.59 These mandatory
rules may affect the validity of the contract. Choice of law clauses are also
widely recognised in international arbitration and it has been argued that these
are not generally invalidated in the case of (alleged) corruption.60 In consumer and
employment contracts the effects of choice of law clauses are limited. Pursuant of
Arts 6(2) and 8(1) Rome I, the choice of law cannot set aside mandatory rules of the
law of the habitual residence of the consumer, respectively, the law of the country
where the employee habitually carries out his work. These rules may offer some
protection against corruption where the designated laws include mandatory rules
regarding civil law consequences of corruption.61

Where no choice of law is made, objective conflict rules designate the law. For
example, the law applicable to a sales contract is the law of the habitual residence of
the seller and to a service contract that of the service provider, with an “escape
clause” in favour of a more closely connected law (Art 4 Rome I).62 In non-

58Arts 10:154 and 159 DCC.
59Arts 3(3) Rome I and 14(2) Rome II. For EU cases see Arts 3(4) Rome I and 14(3) Rome II.
60A Sayed, Corruption in International Trade and Commercial Arbitration (The Hague, Kluwer
Law International, 2004) 172, also referring to the Westacre and Hilmarton cases involving
corruption in which Swiss law as a neutral law had been chosen. See also Art 10:10 DCC for
the freedom of choice and Art 28 UNCITRAL Model Law on Arbitration.
61See also J Munukka, ‘Civil Law Consequences of Corruption in Sweden’ in O Meyer (ed), The
Civil Law Consequences of Corruption (Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009) 117, 142.
62See Arts 4(1)(a) and (b) and 4(2) Rome I.
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contractual relations generally the law of the place where the damage occurs applies
(Art 4 Rome II). These rules do not enable to take account of (the consequences of)
corrupt conduct.

10.4.1.2 Correction Mechanisms

Recourse may however be had to specific correction mechanisms under these EU
Regulations. In the first place, Arts 21 Rome and 26 Rome II provide that the
application of the designated law may be refused if such application would be
manifestly incompatible with the public policy (ordre public) of the forum. This
rule will only be of help where a foreign law attributes effects to eg contract
performance that manifestly contradicts Dutch public policy. It may be assumed
that this would be the case where a party invokes contract performance before a
Dutch court whereas that contract is void under Dutch law since it is illegal (eg
the agreement to bribe). Though there is no published case law to support this, the
criminalisation of corruption and the responsibilities that the Netherlands has under
the international framework point in this direction.

This rule is particularly relevant when it concerns the enforcement of the primary
contract between the bribe-giver and the bribe-recipient.63 As discussed in the
previous section, the effects on the secondary contract are more subtle under Dutch
law.64 This may very well mean that the application of a different rule under a
(chosen or designated) foreign law is not generally to be regarded as manifestly
contradicting Dutch mandatory law. In relation to actions for the compensation
based on tort law, it is important that the Dutch Supreme Court ruled in the
Lindenbaum v. Cohen case that bribing in the civil law context qualifies as a
tort.65 However, this does not necessarily mean that the Dutch court would regard
the application of a foreign law that may not regard this as tortious conduct as
manifestly contradicting Dutch public policy. Under EU and Dutch PIL, the public
policy exception is to be applied restrictively. The application of the public policy
exception in the Netherlands highly depends upon the connection with the Dutch
legal sphere.66 In the situation that the corrupt conduct took place in the Netherlands
or has substantial effects in the Netherlands, the public policy exception is very
likely to be applied.

A second correction mechanism is provided by Art 9 Rome I on “overriding
mandatory provisions”. It allows for the application of domestic overriding manda-
tory law or – limitedly – foreign mandatory law, irrespective of the otherwise

63See Sect. 10.3.1.1 above.
64See Sect. 10.3.1.2 above.
65Section 10.3.3.
66APMJ Vonken, Internationaal privaatrecht. Algemeen deel IPR, Asser series 10.I (Deventer,
Kluwer, 2013) no 403. See, in relation to contracts and torts specifically XE Kramer and HLE
Verhagen, Internationaal Privaatrecht. Internationaal vermogensrecht, Asser series Part 10.III
(Deventer, Kluwer, 2015) nos 948 and 1122–1123.
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applicable law pursuant to the contract. A similar provision is included in Art
16 Rome II, though this is limited to mandatory rules of the lex fori. Art 9(1)
Rome I defines overriding mandatory rules as “provisions the respect for which
is regarded as crucial by a country for safeguarding its public interests, such as its
political, social or economic organisation, to such an extent that they are applicable
to any situation falling within their scope”. It is submitted that provisions for the
protection of morals relating to corruption and fraud can be regarded as such rules.
In accordance with Art 9(2) overriding mandatory law of forum can be applied
regardless of the applicability of foreign contract law. These rules give leeway to
the application of Dutch law regarding the nullity of agreements to bribe (Rome I)
and to the application of Dutch tort law remedying corrupt conduct (Rome II). Since
corruption is a crime under Dutch law and against the background of international
commitments, as discussed in Sect. 10.2, it may be assumed that Dutch courts would
give priority to Dutch law in case the primary contract would be null and void
under Dutch law. For the same reasons, it may give priority to Dutch tort law to
remedy corruption. However, as to the fate of the secondary contract, the overriding
mandatory nature of Art 6:228 DCC is not immediately convincing.

Pursuant of Art 9(3) Rome I effect may be given to the overriding mandatory
provisions of the law of the country where the obligations arising out of the contract
have to be or have been performed. However, this is only in so far as those
overriding mandatory provisions render the performance of the contract unlawful.
This provision adds that in considering whether to give effect to those provisions,
regard shall be had to their nature and purpose and to the consequences of their
application or non-application. This rule may give room to the application in the
Dutch courts of, for example, the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act or the UK
Bribery Act. However, in Dutch practice it is very rare that effect is given to a
foreign overriding mandatory law.67 It should be noted that this rule would only
be relevant where the foreign overriding mandatory law would render the contract
invalid whereas Dutch law would regard it as valid.

10.4.2 International Jurisdiction and Recognition
and Enforcement of Judgments68

As regards the international jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement, the
Netherlands is for cases that fall under the scope bound by several EU-Regulation

67See Vonken (n 66), 431–440, no 503–514. Kramer and Verhagen (n 66), nos 937–947.
68See for a more extensive treatment of these issues XE Kramer, ‘Private International Law
Responses to Corruption: Approaches to Jurisdiction and Foreign Judgments and the International
Fight Against Corruption’ in International Law and the Fight against Corruption, Advisory Report
for the Dutch Royal Society of International Law (The Hague, T.M.C. Asser Press, 2012) 99.
Several parts of this sub-section are derived from that publication.
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and conventions in this area. Most important in this regard is Regulation No 44/2001
on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters (Brussels I Regulation) that was on 10 January 2015 replaced
by Regulation No 1215/2012 (Brussels I-bis Regulation).69 The question is in how
far the Dutch (and European) rules reflect and support the Dutch approach to
corruption.

10.4.2.1 Assessing International Jurisdiction

The assessment of international jurisdiction in civil and commercial cases depends
largely upon territorial criteria, relating to the domicile of the defendant and the
subject of the litigation (eg, the place of performance of the contract). In commercial
cases parties have a wide freedom to select the court having jurisdiction. Under the
Brussels I-bis Regulation, which generally applies where the defendant is domiciled
in an EU Member State of where an EU court has been chosen,70 there is very
little room for open norms that enable to take account of corruption. The Court
of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has consistently applied the jurisdiction
rules rather rigidly, and emphasized the principle of mutual trust as its basis, ruling
out jurisdictional discretion.71 For example, it prohibited to apply the correction
mechanism of forum non conveniens enabling a court to decline jurisdiction as an
“inconvenient” forum.72 Particularly the reverse situation plays a role in cases of
corruption, ie declining a forum non conveniens motion and adoption of jurisdiction
as forum conveniens in view of corruption in the “competing” foreign court.73 This
Regulation does not leave room for the forum necessitates rule either, which would
allow accepting jurisdiction as an “emergency” forum, for example where a foreign
court having jurisdiction is corrupt.

Where neither the Brussels I Regulation nor a (special) convention applies, the
domestic international jurisdiction rules laid down in the Dutch Code of Civil
Procedure (DCCP) apply.74 Particularly important in the context of corruption is

69The relevant rules for the present purposes in the two versions of the Regulation are almost
identical, though an important feature is that the declaration of enforceability (exequatur) will be
abolished. See XE Kramer, ‘Cross-Border Enforcement and the Brussels I-bis Regulation: Towards
a New Balance between Mutual Trust and National Control over Fundamental Rights’ 2013(3)
Netherlands International Law Review 343–373.
70See Arts 4, 6 and 25 Brussels I-bis; exceptions apply in consumer and employment contracts.
Art 23 on choice of court in the Brussels I version also required that at least one of the parties is
domiciled in an EU Member State. This requirement is no longer included in Art 25 of the Brussels
I-bis Regulation.
71See, in the context of corruption, Kramer (n 68), 126–128.
72CJEU 1 March 2005, Case C-281/02 ECR I-1383 (Owusu v. Jackson).
73See on the application of this doctrine in the context of corruption, particularly in the United
States and England, Kramer (n 68), 119–124.
74English translation available at www.dutchcivillaw.com/legislation/civilprocedure001.htm

www.dutchcivillaw.com/legislation/civilprocedure001.htm
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the forum necessitatis rule included in Art 9(b) and (c) DCCP. Sub (b) provides
that a Dutch court has jurisdiction where a “civil case outside the Netherlands
appears to be impossible”. It applies where due to a “negative” jurisdiction conflict
between two (or more) sets of domestic jurisdiction rules, no court has international
jurisdiction. Additionally, as the explanatory memorandum clarifies, it applies in
situations where in fact no foreign court is available due to calamities, including
war, natural disasters, or the full (temporary) absence of the judiciary.75 Pursuant
of sub (c) the Dutch court has jurisdiction in cases that “have sufficient connection
with the Dutch legal sphere and [where] it would be unacceptable to demand from
the plaintiff that he submits the case to a judgment of a foreign court”. Examples are
a lack of impartiality or other violations of fundamental rights in the foreign court.76

In three published cases, this rule was invoked arguing that the foreign court
lacked impartiality or fair trial was not guaranteed due to corruption of the
judiciary.77 In all cases, these arguments were dismissed. In one case, the District
Court Rotterdam emphasized the exceptional nature of the forum necessitatis rule
and considered that parties had made a contractual choice for the Kazakhstani
court.78 It concluded that the circumstances as described by the claimant were not
unforeseen or exceptional. The court held that though the procedural position of the
(Dutch) claimant may be weaker, it is not probable that a fair trial in Kazakhstan is
impossible; the choice of court should therefore be respected (pacta sunt servanda).
In another case, where the claimant extensively argued that a fair trial would not
be possible in Colombia, particularly against one of the defendants (ie the Republic
of Colombia), The Hague District Court did not assess whether these arguments
were correct.79 It considered that all the circumstances were also present when the
claimant concluded the contract, including a choice of forum and a choice of law
for Colombia. It also found important that this party had a history of doing business
in Colombia, so that he was clearly familiar with these circumstances. The court
added that there was also no sufficient connection with the Netherlands as required
by Art 9, and declined jurisdiction. The Court of Appeal upheld this judgment, but
on the ground that there is no sufficient connection with the Netherlands.80 However,
as a matter of principle it stated that corruption is indeed a ground to be considered
when assessing the forum necessitatis rule under Art 9 sub (c) DCCP. In another

75Explanatory Memorandum Lower Chamber of Parliament (Kamerstukken II) 1999–2000, 26
855, no 3, 40.
76Kramer (n 68), 124–125 with further references.
77In practice this issue may arise more often, but only a limited number of cases is published.
Searches have been conducted at www.rechtspraak.nl (open access) and in the specialist database
of www.nipr-online.nl
78District Court Rotterdam, 8 June 2011, ECLI:NL:RBROT:2011:BT2478 (Tbilisi Central Plaza
BV v. JSC BTA Bank). See for a more extensive description Kramer (n 68), 125.
79District Court The Hague, 30 May 2012, ECLI:NL:RBSGR:2012:BX1740 (Llanos Oil Explo-
ration Ltd v. Republiek Colombia and Ecopetrol SA).
80Court of Appeal The Hague 15 October 2013, ECLI:NL:GHDHA:2013:3895.

www.rechtspraak.nl
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case, where the forum necessitatis rule as a ground of jurisdiction was invoked only
as a subsidiary point, the alleged partiality of the Russian court in a case involving
a Russian state-owned company, jurisdiction on this basis was declined since the
partiality had only been summarily argued and was rebutted by the defendant.81

10.4.2.2 Recognition and Enforcement

As to the recognition and enforcement, it should be noted that the Brussels I-bis
Regulation – as did its predecessor, the Brussels I Regulation – includes limited
grounds of refusal. The Brussels I-bis Regulation has abolished the requirement
of obtaining a declaration of enforceability in the Member State of enforcement
(exequatur), but has retained the grounds of refusal that can be invoked in the
Member State of enforcement in the enforcement stage.82 Most important for the
present purposes is the public policy ground of refusal (Art 45(1)(a) Brussels I-bis),
pertaining to a manifest breach of public policy of the Member State in which
recognition is sought. This ground of refusal is to be applied very restrictively, also
in view of the principle of mutual trust.83 It is noteworthy in this context that the
originally proposed abolition of the grounds of refusal for the purpose of the recast
of Brussels I, including public policy, was opposed by the Dutch Parliament.84 It
was feared that this would result in an uncontrollable enforcement of judgments
obtained through corruption from other Member States.

Outside the scope of application of the Brussels Regulation, the famous Yukos v.
Rosneft case that has led to litigations worldwide resulted in several judgments on
the enforceability of Russian judgments in the Netherlands. The Amsterdam District
Court refused enforcement of the judgment declaring Yukos Oil bankrupt.85 It ruled
that the judgment contradicted Dutch public policy since it violated fundamental
principles of fair trial as recognised by Art 6 ECHR.86 Additionally, in one of
the other issues at stake in this case, Yukos had obtained favourable arbitral

81Court of Appeal The Hague, 22 March 2011, ECLI:NL:GHSGR:2011:BQ5233 (Ingosstrakh
Insurance Company v. A.Y. EN’KOV, qq Baltic Shipping Company). Judgment upheld in cassation
(ECLI:NL:HR:2012:BX0331), but this part of the decision was not in dispute at the Supreme
Court.
82See n 69 above.
83See more extensively Kramer (n 68), 129–131.
84See Parliamentary documents (Kamerstukken I/II, 2010/11), No 32 582. The Dutch quality
newspaper NRC Handelsblad published an article with the heading ‘Bulgarian Law? Not Just Yet’,
(Bulgaars recht? Nog maar even niet), 6 April 2011, referring to inter alia problems existing in civil
procedural systems in several EU member states, including corruption. See also Kramer (n 69),
104–105 and 138–139.
85District Court Amsterdam, 31 October 2007, LJN BB6782, 355622/HA ZA 06–3612 (Yukos Oil
Finance and others v. receiver OAO Yukos Oil Company and others).
86The Court of Appeal stayed the proceedings to await a ruling by the ECtHR regarding the
violation of the ECHR. In 2011, that court indeed concluded that Art 6 ECHR had been violated,
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awards against Rosneft, but these were subsequently annulled by the Russian court.
Nevertheless, Yukos’ shareholders inter alia addressed the Dutch court to enforce
the arbitral awards, arguing that the annulment of these awards by the Russian court
was obtained through corruption. The Amsterdam Court of Appeal indeed ruled that
the annulment decision was not enforceable since it was probable that in this matter
the Russian court was not impartial and lacked independence.87 It referred inter alia
to the fact that Rosneft, the “successor” of Yukos Oil, is largely state-owned, that
the majority of the board consists of Russian officials appointed for political reasons
as well as to a statement by Putin in a press conference confirming state interests.
Additionally, the Dutch Court of Appeal held that Rosneft did not sufficiently rebut
the statements of Yukos and the evidence it presented, such as press releases, other
court judgments and witness statements. The court also referred to a report by the
Council of Europe and the poor ranking of Russia in the Transparency International
Corruption Perception Index. Remarkably, the court concluded that it was not
necessary that Yukos provide direct evidence of partiality and dependence in this
particular case, since by nature take place this behind the scenes.

10.5 Assessing the Adequacy of Dutch Law

The adequacy of Dutch civil law solutions to contracts tainted by corruption can
be assessed from two viewpoints. The first is the extent to which the fact of
corruption is a vitiating factor for contracts tainted by corruption. A distinction
is made between the primary contract (between the bribe-giver and the bribe-
recipient) and the secondary contract (between the bribe-giver and the principal
whom the bribe-recipient owed a duty of loyalty). Both types of contracts are
tainted by corruption and are inextricably tied together. The secondary contract is,
very simply, a reward for bribery. As such, from a public policy viewpoint, the
existence of the primary as well as the secondary contract is contrary to the public
policy underlying criminalization. Both the primary and secondary contracts have
negative consequences for society. Both types of contracts undermine free and fair
competition and the rule of law. Yet under Dutch law they are treated differently.

Under Art 3:40 DCC an agreement to pay a bribe is contrary to public order and
morality because it commits the actors to carrying out an action that violates the
mandatory prohibition of private bribery under Art 328ter DPC. The provisions of
the Dutch Civil code and the jurisprudence on this matter support the conclusion
that a primary contract providing for bribery would be a nullity. However, this is

but did not support arguments related to corruption, see OAO Neftyanaya Kompaniya Yukos v.
Russia, ECHR 20 September 2011, Appl No 14902/04.
87Court of Appeal Amsterdam, 28 April 2009, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2009:BI2451 (Yukos Capital
S.A.R.L. v. OAO Rosneft), overturning the decision by the District Court. See further Kramer
(n 68), 136.
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not the case for the secondary contract. The criminal prohibition in Art 328ter DPC,
only applies to the primary contract that is entered into between the bribe-giver
and the bribe-recipient. Under Dutch law, the secondary contract is on its face a
valid contract. Any question about the invalidity of such a secondary agreement will
centre on whether or not there was a defect of consent rather than on whether the
secondary contract in its essence contrary to public policy. Despite the manner in
which the secondary contract came into existence, the wronged principal bears the
burden of establishing grounds for nullity.

The incongruence of the contrast between the invalidity of the primary agreement
and the validity of the secondary agreement show a grave inconsistency with the
public policy underlying criminalization. From this point of view, the Dutch civil
law on the secondary agreement falls short. In view of the criminal acts that give
rise to both the primary and secondary contracts, a criminal prohibition of both
categories of tainted contracts would be a logical step.

The second point against which the adequacy of Dutch civil law with regards
to contract tainted by corruption can be assessed is the extent to which claims for
damage suffered by corruption are facilitated. Following the Dutch Supreme Court
in the case of Lindenbaum- Cohen the act of bribery constitutes an unlawful act as a
violation of the right of the principal to the proper performance of his agent. It is also
a violation of an imperative statutory duty not to give a bribe or other inducement.
The major problem facing the potential plaintiff in actions for compensation is the
proof of damage and the quantification of such damage. To establish a claim it must
be shown that the principal was put into a disadvantageous position and loss was
suffered as a result of the bribery transaction. This puts a significant burden of proof
on the plaintiff principal that provides little incentive for the pursuit of such claims.

In summary, the solutions under Dutch general principles of contract law could
be said to provide a layer of protection to the consequences of corruption by
establishing the secondary contract as a valid contract and requiring a degree of
causality for illicit corrupt activities that is hard to establish by a private claimant.
To this extent, the Dutch civil law response to the fight against corruption can be
described as inadequate.

As regards the Dutch approach to private international law questions that arise
in international contracting and litigation, it may be noted that the traditional value-
neutral approach in Dutch and European conflict of laws, does not contribute to
pursuing civil law consequences of corruption. It generally does not enable the court
to consider the “better law” to address civil law consequences. Additionally, by
including a choice of law in favour of a legal system that does not consider civil law
consequences of corruption, a party can evade the consequences of the otherwise
applicable law.

However, certain correction mechanisms to these rules exist, particularly the
public policy exception and the application of overriding mandatory law. These may
lead to the exclusion of a foreign law that would fully disregard the illegality of con-
tracts pertaining to corruption, or allow for the application of Dutch law to remedy
advantages gained by illegal conduct. The scope of these correction mechanism is
however limited. As of yet there is no case law to evidence the actual adequacy
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of these mechanisms to take account of corruption in international contracting.
Obviously, the remedies that can be offered by Dutch private international law are
also strongly interwoven with Dutch substantive civil law. As long as Dutch civil
law on the secondary agreement falls short, private international law will and can
also not be utilized to further a particular result to tackle corruption.

The operation of the rules on international jurisdiction and the recognition and
enforcement are strongly confined by European rules (Brussels I Regulation) that
provide a closed system of jurisdiction rules and operate on the premise of mutual
trust. This implies that in relation to courts and court judgments of other Member
States, the (alleged) occurrence of corruption in those courts or their attitude towards
contracts tainted by corruption, can as a matter of principle not be considered.
Though this is to be understood and respected from the point of view of European
integration and the single area of justice, the recent EU Anti-Corruption Report
unfortunately evidences that corruption is widespread in the EU.88 Apart from the
Yukos case, Dutch courts have shown reluctance to make use of Dutch rules enabling
them to take account of corruption. It is submitted that for reasons of comity, courts
should indeed be cautious of labelling foreign courts as corrupt or to dealing with
corruption in business contracts. However, in some instances Dutch courts may have
been too rigid in applying jurisdiction rules and avoided having to face the reality
of corruption.

10.6 Concluding Remarks

The response of Dutch law to contracts tainted by corruption leaves much room
for improvement. Nothing significant has been added or changed in Dutch civil
law by the UNCAC and CLC. However, as the focus of the world community
shifts towards fashioning more effective strategies to combat corruption this may
provide an impetus to reviewing the status of the secondary contract and the burden
placed on the potential plaintiff seeking compensation under Dutch law. Exposing
the secondary contract to the sanction of public prohibition and shifting the burden
of proof for damage suffered as a result of corruption may be necessary steps to
bring Dutch criminal and civil law regarding corruption into alignment.

The growing importance of civil law to address and tackle corruption also raises
the question as to the role of private international law in today’s world. Though the
value-neutral approach is to be appreciated from the view of diversity and respect
for other cultures and laws, the regulatory function of private law to some degree
should also be reflected at the private international law level. As a minimum norm
this implies that proper weight should be given to the occurrence of corruption in the
assessment of existing open norms of international jurisdiction (in Dutch context:

88See Sect. 10.1 and n 4.
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the forum necessitatis rule) as well as the public policy exception for the purpose of
the applicable law and the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments.

In a globalized economy and in the face of the festering reality of corruption,
criminal law and public international law sanctions are not sufficient. Private law
and private international law should also play their role in global governance to
ensure individual justice in the understanding that tolerating corruption is ultimately
to the detriment of everyone.
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Civil Law Forfeiture as Means to Restrict
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and Other Private Law Consequences
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Abstract Poland, being a developing democracy and a rapidly growing economy,
is exposed to various risks of both domestic and international corrupt practices.
Although the measures to combat bribery were traditionally reserved for the domain
of criminal law, in the recent years it has been more and more realized that private
law also has an important role to play in that respect. Accordingly, the present article
starts with a brief outline of the Polish criminal legislation relating to corruption
and builds upon it in order to seek private law solutions with respect to bribery
agreements and the contracts procured by corruption, in particular analysing under
what circumstances – if under any – these contracts could stand valid.

The article focuses on the apparently specific Polish measure of a civil law
forfeiture, which is used as means to restrict application of the in pari delicto
principle. The measure precludes both the performing and the enriched party
from keeping the benefit, which was given in exchange for a criminal act or in
performance of an immoral contract. This solution is used to deprive both the bribe-
giver and the bribe-taker of whatever was given by way of a bribe.

The article discusses also other issues of private law arising in relation to
corruption in public and private sector. It deals with situations when an agent gives
a bribe in the name of the principal. It likewise presents basic rules of Polish tort
law, which could apply in order to remedy the damage caused by corrupt practices.
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11.1 Introduction

After 10 years of membership in the European Union,1 Poland might be pictured
somewhere in between a modern democracy with a firmly established rule of law
and a country struggling to shake off its authoritarian, socialistic past. Since the
collapse of communism in 1989, in the course of last 25 years Poland has done
a lot to adopt higher governance standards, including those related to combating
corruption. This has occurred both as a result of intensive internal drive towards
Westernisation of democratic values and norms, as well as an external pressure
from the international community, in particular the European Union. In recent years
Poland has adopted all of the important international conventions devoted to fight
against corruption and for the most part has fully and adequately implemented
requirements set therein.2 These efforts seem to bring about positive changes.
According to the corruption indicators such as the World Bank’s Control of
Corruption Indicator or Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index
Poland is the second least corrupt country in Central and Eastern Europe (after
Estonia, which is ranked as the least corrupt in the CEE region).3 Still, Poland
suffers from various systematic shortcomings, in particular at the level of practical
enforcement of sanctions for corrupt practices.

1Poland joined the EU on 1 May 2004.
2Poland is a party to the following international conventions relating to corruption: United Nations
Convention against Corruption of 31 October 2003 (Dz.U. 2007, No 84, item 563), the Council
of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption of 4 November 1999 (Dz.U. 2004, No 244, item
2443), Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of 27 January 1999 (Dz.U.
2005, No 29, item 249), OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in
International Business Transactions of 1997 (Dz.U. 2001, No 23, item 264), the European Union
Convention on the Fight against Corruption involving Officials of the European Communities or
Officials of the EU Member States of 26 May 1997, as well as the Council of Europe Convention
on Laundering, Search, Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime (Dz. U. 2000,
No 53, item 634). However, as to OECD’s recommendations relating to implementation of the
OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in Poland and suggested
amendments to Polish legislation see the Phase 3 Report on Implementing the OECD Anti-Bribery
Convention in Poland (June 2013), available at: www.oecd.org (hereafter: “OECD Phase 3 Report
(2013)”). The OECD Working Group on Bribery has made a couple of observations regarding
minor points, in which Polish legislation should be adopted in order to improve enforcement of
the Convention. On the implementation of the above international conventions in Poland see e.g. C
Nowak, ‘Nowe instrumenty prawa międzynarodowego w walce z korupcją a prawo polskie’ (2004)
Państwo i Prawo, No 2, 82; C Nowak, ‘Zakres odpowiedzialności za czyny korupcyjne w prawie
polskim a zobowiązania międzynarodowe’ (2004) Państwo i Prawo, No 9, 43.
32013 World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Score with respect to Poland is 0.55 which gives
it a Percentile Rank of 70.81 % (means Poland scored better than 70.81 % of countries in the
world). In 2014 Poland scored 61/100 on the Corruption Perception Index given by Transparency
International, which gives it a 35th rank in the world out of 175 states which are measured. Both
indicators show that Poland is ranked significantly above most other countries in the CEE region
which are classified several places below Poland. See http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/
index.aspx#reports and http://www.transparency.org, respectively.

www.oecd.org
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#reports
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#reports
http://www.transparency.org
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Since 2000s Poland is among the fastest growing economies among the OECD
states.4 From the beginning of the past decade Poland’s turnover in foreign trade
has increased by almost ten times.5 This rapid economic growth provides increased
funds to combat corruption. On the other hand however, the higher financial stakes
present greater risks for various spheres of public governance and commerce to be
tainted by attempts to illegally influence decision making.

With the above picture in mind, three general observations with respect to
corruption in Poland may be made at this point. First, although much has improved
during the last 25 years, there are continuous problems with bribery in the domestic
settings. The traditionally vulnerable areas are public procurement, operation of
the enforcement authorities, including in particular police, functioning of the local
governments and medical assistance (in Poland largely provided by the public
sector). Today, some more specific fields add upon that. These include in particular
provision of IT equipment and services to public administration, spending of EU
funds by the local authorities, and the sale of arms and weapons for the army.6

Second, Poland, still being a developing country, is often targeted by large
foreign companies, who invest or otherwise enter the Polish market by providing
services or selling products.7 The press occasionally reports about cases that became
public as a result of the investigations carried out against foreign companies in other
countries, particularly in the USA.8

Third, there is hardly any information as to whether Polish companies were up
till now involved in bribery of officials in other countries. Whether such situations
took place, they have either not led to any considerable number of investigations by
Polish criminal authorities, or the information in that respect is not widely available.
In 2012 OECD classified Poland as a country with no enforcement of the OECD
Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials.9 The 2013 Phase 3

4OECD Economic Surveys: POLAND, March 2014 (http://www.oecd.org/eco/surveys).
5See http://www.tradingeconomics.com/poland/exports
6See Mapa korupcji: Stan przestępczości korupcyjnej w Polsce w 2011 r. (Centralne Biuro
Antykorupcyjne, 2012), www.cba.gov.pl
7The OECD however informs that the traditional view according to which bribing foreign officials
is carried out predominantly by corporations from rich countries and target officials in developing
states is not entirely accurate. In fact, the OECD reports that officials in developed economies
are also often exposed to attempts of corrupt practices. See OECD Foreign Bribery Report: An
Analysis of the Crime of Bribery of Foreign Public Officials (2014), available at: www.oecd.org
(hereafter: “OECD Foreign Bribery Report (2014)”) 8.
8In 2014, the two cases that caught the attention of the public were the investigation under the
American FCPA against Hewlett-Packard (HP was fined for exercising corrupt practices in couple
of states including Poland, where it bribed officials to receive state funded IT contracts), and the
proceedings in several countries against Alstom (including USA, UK and Switzerland), for bribing
officials in relation to transport projects carried out in many countries around the world (including
Poland).
9See Exporting Corruption? Country Enforcement of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention Progress
Report 2012 (Transparency International), www.transparency.org

http://www.oecd.org/eco/surveys
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/poland/exports
www.cba.gov.pl
www.oecd.org
www.transparency.org
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Report on Implementing the OECD Convention informs however that there were
five allegations of bribery of foreign public officials involving Polish companies
and/or nationals.10 A 2014 Report by the OECD informs that there was one case
in which a foreign bribery scheme was sanctioned in Poland.11 Taking into account
the increasing value of foreign trade in Poland and the growing expansion of Polish
companies in the international markets, the OECD Working Group on Bribery is
probably right to conclude that: “the risk of foreign bribery by Polish companies
and nationals could increase in the medium to long term”.12

11.2 Corruption as a Criminal Offence in Poland

At the outset a general remark may be made that combating corruption in Poland in
practice takes place predominantly through measures of criminal law. Of course,
other fields of law might play an important role, too. This would include in
particular rules on public procurement or various requirements of transparency in
the functioning of public administration, including access to public documents. The
civil law instruments, on the other hand, are hardly used to combat corruption. The
exception is probably the “civil law forfeiture”, although its private law character
might be questioned. It will be discussed in detail below. First, it seems appropriate
to start with an outline of the Polish criminal legislation concerning corruption.13

11.2.1 Corruption in the Public Sector

The Penal Code of 6 June 1997 (hereafter: “k.k.”),14 already at the moment of its
enactment, contained rules combating corruption in the public sector. Important

10According to the Report “investigations regarding two of these investigations have been
terminated, a third case has not resulted in an investigation, and proceedings are ongoing in the
fourth and fifth case”. See OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) 10.
11OECD Foreign Bribery Report (2014) 31.
12OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) 13.
13On the Polish anti-corruption legislation in English see in general: J Bojarski, ‘The responsibility
for handling proceeds of corruption in Polish criminal law’ (2002) 10 Journal of Financial Crime
146; J Bojarski, ‘Combating fraud and corruption in Poland’ (2007) 28 Company Lawyer 286.
See also OECD Phase 3 Report (2013); C Nowak, ‘The Europeanisation of Polish Substantive
Criminal Law: How the European Instruments Influenced Criminalisation in Polish Law’ (2012)
New Journal of European Criminal Law, No 3–4, 373.
14Ustawa z dnia 6 czerwca 1997, Kodeks karny [the Act of 6 June 1997 – the Penal Code], Dz.U.
1997, No 88, item 553 with later changes.
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changes and improvements were introduced on 13 June 2003, when further rules
combating corruption were enacted (“the 2003 anti-corruption amendment”).15

The core provisions penalizing corruption are Arts 228 and 229 k.k.16 Art 228
k.k. provides criminal sanctions for the public official who accepts a bribe in
connection with the performance of his or her public function (“passive bribery”),17

while Art 229 penalizes giving bribes to such officials (“active bribery”; “supply-
side bribery”).18 A variation of the basic rules contained in Art 228§1 and 229§1
k.k. concern acts of “lesser significance” (Art 228§2 and 229§2 k.k., respectively),19

and cases when the offered bribe is of considerable value (Art 228§5 and 229§4 k.k.,
respectively). These variations can lead to less or more severe penalties. Moreover,
higher penalties are provided for situations in which the perpetrator’s conduct
not only infringes the exercise of his or her public function but also constitutes
violation of law as such,20 or situations where an official a priori conditions the
exercise of his official duties upon receiving a bribe (Art 228§3, §4, and 229§3 k.k.,
respectively).

15Dz.U. 2003, No 111, item 1061.
16The English text of the provisions of the Polish Penal Code is based on the translation provided
by International Money Laundering Information Network (available at https://www.imolin.org).
The translation was however changed where necessary in order to reflect recent amendments made
to the Code.
17Art 228, in the pertinent part, reads:

§1. Whoever, in connection with the performance of a public function, accepts a material or
personal benefit or a promise thereof, shall be subject to the penalty of deprivation of liberty
for a term of between 6 months and 8 years.
§6. The penalties specified in §1–5 shall also be imposed on anyone who, in connection with
the performance of a public function in a foreign country or an international organization,
accepts a material or personal benefit or a promise thereof, or requests such a benefit, or
subjects the exercise of his official duties upon receiving it.

18Art 229, in the pertinent part, reads:

§1. Whoever gives a material or personal benefit or promises to provide such a benefit to a
person performing public function, in relation to that function, shall be subject to the penalty
of deprivation of liberty for a term of between 6 months and 8 years.

19The act of a lesser significance, as defined in Art 228§2 k.k., encompasses situations in which the
benefit provided to the perpetrator “exceeds only to an insignificant degree the gratification”, which
is socially acceptable, i.e. the small, customary gifts. Cf A Marek, in A Marek and J Satko (eds),
Okoliczności wyłączające bezprawność czynu (Kraków, Zakamycze, 2000) 46; A Marek, Kodeks
karny (Warszawa, Wolters Kluwer, 2010) 505; E Pływaczewski and E Guzik-Makaruk, in M Filar
(ed), Kodeks karny. Komentarz (Warszawa, Lexis Nexis, 2012) 1123 (these authors underline that
it refers to acts that are socially less harmful, because of a lower rank of the public function played
by the perpetrator, or a nature of the need which is to be satisfied).
20An example given here is that of accepting a bribe for assuring that a given competitor wins the
public tender, even if that competitor does not satisfy statutory criteria required for a given type of
a tender.

https://www.imolin.org
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For a person to commit the crime specified in Art 228 k.k. it is enough to accept
a promise of the benefit. To accept a benefit does not have to occur in any specific
form. Rather, it can be expressed by any means. The crime defined in Art 228§1 k.k.
can only be committed intentionally.21

The acceptance of a material benefit under Art 228 k.k. encompasses various
kinds of economic contributions, such as inter alia gifts, assignments of claims,
remission of debts, or preferential loans.22 The benefit can be given to the
perpetrator, a member of his or her family, or any other person indicated by the
perpetrator. Both the promise of the benefit as well as its acceptance must be linked
to performing the public function by the perpetrator.

The term “personal benefit” under Art 228 k.k. is defined broadly. It includes
various benefits of non-economic value, important for the person receiving it, such
as improving his or her situation or employment status, providing nomination to
a scientific council of a prestigious academic journal or enhancing the position in
academia, allowing for a career in mass media or otherwise gaining popularity, or
being pleasurable (e.g. sexual intercourse).23

Art 229§6 k.k. provides for the so called “impunity provision”, which releases
the bribe-giver from the liability, if he or she duly informs authorities of the corrupt
practice in which he or she was involved. That rule was criticized by the OECD
Working Group on Bribery, which recommends that it should not be applied with
respect to foreign corrupt practices.24

The notion of the person performing a public function has been defined in
Art 115§19 k.k. broadly. It encompasses public officials, members of the local
authorities, persons employed in the organization with a power to dispose of public
funds, and other persons who are vested with exercise of public powers by a statute.
The Polish legislator thus made clear that the notion of a person performing public
function is not limited to public officials.25

21Cf Marek, Komentarz (n 19), 506.
22According to Pływaczewski and Guzik-Makaruk, the “material benefit” should include any
benefit which satisfies a need, if its value can be expressed in money. See Pływaczewski and
Guzik-Makaruk, Komentarz (Fn 19), 1122. See also O Górniok, ‘O pojęciu korzyści majątkowej
w Kodeksie karnym (problemy wybrane)’ (1978) Państwo i Prawo, No 4, 110.
23Cf L Gardocki, Prawo karne (Warszawa, CH Beck, 1998) 268; Marek, Komentarz (n 19), 505;
Pływaczewski and Guzik-Makaruk, Komentarz (n 19), 1122.
24Most recently in OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) 13, although Polish law was reproached by the
OECD already in its earlier reports. Cf Nowak, ‘Zakres odpowiedzialności’ (n 2), 50 who shares
the OECD Working Group’s criticism.
25J Wojciechowski, Kodeks karny. Komentarz. Orzecznictwo (Warszawa, Librata, 2002) 434. In
favour of defining widely the term “person performing a public function” e.g. RA Stefański, ‘Osoba
pełniąca funkcję publiczną jako podmiot łapownictwa’ (2000) Prokuratura i Prawo, No 11, 137;
Marek, Komentarz (n 19), 634–635; Pływaczewski and Guzik-Makaruk, Komentarz (n 19), 1121.
In case law: see judgments of the Supreme Court of: 20 June 2001, I KZP 5/01, (2001) OSNKW,
No 9–10, item 71; 18 October 2001, I KZP 9/01, (2001) OSNKW, No 11–12, item 87; 28 March
2002, I KZP 35/01, (2002) OSNKW, No 5–6, item 29.
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11.2.2 Trade of Influence (Paid Protection)

Art 230 k.k. prohibits conduct which in Poland is usually referred to as the passive
paid protection (or passive trade of influence). Since the enactment of the new Penal
Code in 1997 Polish law penalizes promises of rendering an influence in the public
authority in order to arrange for a matter to be resolved in favour of a person
who provides a material benefit in exchange thereto.26 In other words, the crime
stipulated in Art 230 k.k. relates to activities of an intermediary who commits to
intercede in settling a matter with the public authority.27

The paid protection, as defined in Art 230 k.k. consists of two elements. The first
is that a wrongdoer claims to have influence with public authorities (even if in reality
the influence does not exist). The second element is that the intermediary undertakes
to intercede in settling a matter28 (the crime occurs even if no intervention was in
fact carried out by the intermediary; likewise, it is irrelevant whether there really
exists a matter to be settled29). Both elements must be present in order for the
intermediary to commit a crime.30

Furthermore, in the anti-corruption amendment of 2003, the Polish Penal Code
was importantly amended. A new provision was introduced in Art 230a, which
supplements the rule described above. It penalizes the active side of the “trade of
influence”, i.e. the person who promises a benefit to another in order for the latter
to exercise illegal influence in decision making of the public authority.31 The rule

26Art 230§1 k.k. was amended in 2003. It now reads:

Whoever, claiming to have influence in a state, local agency, or an international or national
organization, which exercises control with respect to public funds, or causes a perception of
others or strengthens such a perception as to the existence of such influence, undertakes to
intercede in settling a matter in exchange for a material or personal benefit or for a promise
thereof, shall be subject to the penalty of deprivation of liberty for a term of between
6 months to 8 years.

27Marek, Komentarz (n 19), commentary to Art 230, para 2.
28J Giezek in J Giezek (ed), Kodeks karny. Część szczególna. Komentarz (Warszawa, Wolter
Kluwer, 2014) commentary to Art 230, para 7.
29M Kulik, commentary to Art 230, para 6–7, in M Mozgawa (ed), Kodeks karny. Komentarz
(Warszawa, Wolters Kluwer, 2014).
30Kulik, Komentarz (n 29), commentary to Art 230, para 3.
31Art 230a §1 k.k. reads:

Whoever gives a material or personal benefit or promises to provide such a benefit in
exchange for interceding in settling a matter in a state, local agency, or an international
or national organization, that exercises control with respect of public funds, which amounts
to illegal influence on the decision making, shall be subject to the penalty of deprivation of
liberty for a term of between 6 months to 8 years.
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constitutes implementation of the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on
Corruption of 27 January 1999,32 as well as the UN Convention against Corruption
of 2003.33

Both Art 230 and 230a k.k. provide for alternative, less severe sanctions in case
of acts of “lesser significance” (Art 230§2 and 230a§2 k.k., respectively).

The trade of influence is sometimes contrasted with lobbying. The latter is
defined as every action which through legally accepted means aims at rendering the
influence on authorities in the process of the law making.34 Thus, lobbying is limited
to activities undertaken in order to influence the legislative process. According to
Polish law, lobbying can only be carried out by registered entities. If lobbying activ-
ities are undertaken by non-registered entities, the authorities are obliged to report
this fact to the Ministry who supervises lobbying. The latter rule is however said not
to have been applied in practice.35 Regrettably, any transparent attempts to influence
the law making are usually met with mistrust, both among the general public as well
as the authorities themselves.36 Lobbying, regulated in Poland only since 2005, is
still often perceived as at least suspicious, if not openly corrupt, activity.37

The dividing line between lobbying and trade of influence seems to be the means
through which influence is attempted. In lobbying, these are only transparent, legally
accepted means. The trade of influence on the other hand is secretive and attempts
to adversely affect the decision making process by ignoring the objective criteria
in favour of a person who gives a benefit in exchange for “interceding in settling a
matter”.

Some of the examples of instances of the paid protection that were reported by
the press include the following.

The most well-known Polish case at the heart of which was a trade of influence
(although there were some doubts as to the exact legal classification of the crime)
was the so called Rywingate. It eventually lead to the fall of the post-socialist
government in 2005. In that case, a prominent businessman, in exchange for the
payment, offered to the major media company to render influence in the legislative
process, so that certain changes would be introduced in the law that would allow
the media company to acquire one of the leading TV stations in Poland. The
arrangement did not succeed because the representatives of the media company have
made the proposal public. The businessman was eventually detained in prison for
his corrupt proposal.

32Dz.U. 2002, No 126, item 1066.
33Dz.U. 2006, No 84, item 563.
34Act of 7 July 2005 on lobbying in the process of law making, Dz. U. 2005, No 169, item 1414 as
amended.
35Reported e.g. by G Kopińska of the Batory Foundation. See ‘Najważniejsze przepisy ustawy o
lobbingu to martwe prawo’, Rzeczpospolita, 9 November 2014.
36See e.g. B Jaworska-Dębska, ‘Kilka uwag o patologii w działalności prawotwórczej administracji
publicznej’ in P Suwaj and D Kijowski (eds), Patologie w administracji publicznej (Warszawa,
Wolters Kluwer, 2009) 94.
37Jaworska-Dębska (n 36), 90.
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In another case, a journalist and an army officer have been accused of undertaking
to render influence with the WSI (Military Information Services) Committee in
order to obtain a positive verification of another officer.38 For these actions, the
journalist and the army officer were promised a payment. Furthermore, in a different
case, the prosecutor accused a member of the parliament of accepting a payment in
exchange for the promise to influence a decision of the administrative body, which
was to approve the market halls for the benefit of businessman who offered the
payment. The press also occasionally reported about instances, where the influence
was traded in relation to driving licence examination or compulsory military service
examination.39 The wrongdoers were accused of promising to render an influence
(sometimes inexistent) on the decision making bodies in order to obtain a desired
result of the examination.

11.2.3 Liability of Legal Entities

In accordance with international obligations resulting from the United Nations
Convention against Corruption and the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention
on Corruption, Poland has adopted rules on corporate liability for corrupt practices
committed by the officers of the legal persons and other entities. These rules have
been incorporated in a separate Act on Liability of Collective Entities for the
Prohibited Conduct Subject to Criminal Penalty of 28 October 2002 (hereafter: “Act
on Liability of Collective Entities”).40

Under the Act on Liability of Collective Entities, a legal person or another
collective entity is liable for the conduct of natural persons that constitutes one of
the crimes named in the Act,41 if that person, either:

– acts in the name or on behalf of the entity under the authority or duty to
represent it,

– is allowed to act because the person empowered to represent the legal person has
abused its authority or neglected its duties,

– is an entrepreneur, who cooperates directly with the entity in the realisation of a
legitimate aim.42

38The special verification process concerns officers who worked for the secret service during
communism, i.e. before 1989.
39The compulsory military service has been suspended in Poland as of 1 January 2010.
40Dz.U. 2014, item 1417.
41The types of crimes committed by natural persons for which legal entity might be held liable is
listed in Art 16 of the Act on Liability of Collective Entities. Obviously, it also includes various
corruption crimes.
42See Art 3 of the Act on Liability of Collective Entities.
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There are a number of preconditions on which the liability of a legal entity
depends. First is that the criminal conduct in question has caused, or could have
caused, a benefit to the legal entity, whether material or non-material.43 Second,
the liability can only be imposed on the legal entity if the natural person has
already been convicted for the crime in question in a final judgment of the
court (the conviction has to take place before any prosecution of the legal entity
commences).44 This rule has been strongly criticized by the OECD Working Group
on Bribery as seriously hampering the enforcement of sanctions against legal entities
in Poland.45 Third, the legal entity is liable for the criminal conduct of a natural
person if an absence of adequate supervision of the natural person or irregularities
in management of the entity is proved.46

The fines that can be imposed under the Act are between PLN 1,000 and
5,000,000, however no more than up to 3 % of the revenue generated in the tax
year when the offence in question was committed.47 The limits on the fines were
criticized by OECD Working Group on Bribery as too low.48 Another sanction
provided for in the Act is the forfeiture of the objects, directly or indirectly obtained
from the prohibited act, or objects used as tools for perpetrating the prohibited
act, or the financial benefits obtained from the prohibited act.49 Theoretically, the
forfeiture is mandatory. However, forfeiture will not be ordered, if the object or
benefit (or their equivalent) should be returned as restitution to another party.50 In
practice, the courts rarely order forfeiture against legal entities.51 There are also
other administrative sanctions that can be imposed against the legal entity (such as
prohibiting the entity from applying for public funding or procurement contracts, or
banning it from advertising its business).52

43Idem.
44See Art 4 of the Act on Liability of Collective Entities. See further B Nita, ‘Materialnoprawne
i procesowe założenia ustawy o odpowiedzialności podmiotów zbiorowych za czyny zabronione
pod groźbą kary’ (2003) Radca Prawny, No 5, 38 and No 6, 36.
45Most recently in OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) 17. The rule has also been criticized in earlier
reports. See C Nowak, ‘Zakres odpowiedzialności’ (n 2), 45, who supports the conclusions made
by OECD Working Group.
46More specifically, the entity is only liable if the crime was committed as a result of:

– the absence of due diligence in choice of a natural person, or the absence of adequate
supervision over this person by an authority or a representative of the collective entity,

– management of a collective entity which failed to prevent a natural person from committing a
crime, although this could have been ensured by observing due diligence required in the given
circumstances.

47Art 7 of the Act on Liability of Collective Entities.
48OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) 22.
49Art 8(1) of the Act on Liability of Collective Entities.
50Art 8(2) of the Act on Liability of Collective Entities.
51OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) 24.
52See Art 9 of the Act on Liability of Collective Entities.
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11.2.4 Corruption in the Private Sector

In order to respond to international obligations,53 in particular the Council of
Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption,54 which require that corruption
in the private sector is combated, the Polish Penal Code was changed so to
incorporate international standards derived from the Convention. The rule to that
effect was introduced in 2003 (Art 296a k.k.55)56 and importantly amended in
2008.57 According to some, Polish regulation still does not fully comply with the
standards established in international instruments.58 The rule penalizes corruption
in the private sector, the so called managerial corruption. It imposes penalties
for managers, employees and service providers of the undertakings,59 who accept
benefits in exchange for abusing their positions,60 with a result of financially
harming the undertaking (though a risk of harm is sufficient61). Moreover, the rule
penalizes such persons for accepting benefits in connection with acts of unfair

53M Melezini and A Sakowicz, ‘Korupcja prywatna w polskim prawie karnym w ujęciu między-
narodowym i prawnoporownawczym’ in P Suwaj and D Kijowski (eds), Patologie w administracji
publicznej (Warszawa, Wolters Kluwer, 2009) 298; Nowak, ‘Nowe instrumenty’ (n 2), 87.
54Cf the Joint Action 98/742/JHA on corruption in the private sector, OJ L 358, 31 December
1998. In Polish literature, on the Convention, see: Nowak, ‘Nowe instrumenty’ (n 2), 89.
55On this provision see e.g. R Zawłocki, in A Wąsek (ed), Kodeks karny. Część szczegółowa.
Komentarz, vol II (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2006) 1189; P Kardas, in A Zoll (ed), Kodeks karny.
Komentarz (Warszawa, Wolters Kluwer, 2012) 1284.
56Art 296a k.k. reads:

§1. Whoever, while performing a function of a manager of an undertaking pursuing
economic activity, or being employed therein, or performing services for that undertaking,
requests a material or personal benefit or accepts such a benefit or a promise thereof in
exchange for abuse of his or her rights, or nonfeasance of obligations which could inflict a
financial damage to the undertaking, or for an act of unfair competition or for a preferential
treatment being given to a purchaser or seller of goods, service provider, shall be subject to
the penalty of deprivation of liberty for a term of between 3 months and 5 years.

§2. A similar penalty will be imposed on a person who gives a material or personal benefit
or promises to provide such a benefit in cases specified in §1.

57Act of 24 October 2008 on the amendment of the Penal Code and certain other acts, Dz. U. 2008,
No 214, item 1344.
58See Nowak, ‘The Europeanisation’ (n 13), 373; Melezini and Sakowicz, ‘Korupcja’ (n 53), 311.
59This means that persons at lower levels of management are also subject to the sanctions provided
for in Art 296a k.k.
60Unlike in the public sector, for corruption in the private sector to constitute a crime, it has to be
shown that the perpetrator has actually breached his or her professional duties (abused his or her
position). See Melezini and Sakowicz, ‘Korupcja’ (n 53), 299.
61However, if the perpetrator’s act causes a significant financial damage (defined as damage
exceeding PLN 200,000), a more severe penalty will be imposed (Art 296a §4 k.k.).
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competition or to offering preferential treatment to purchasers or sellers of goods
or service providers. Art 296a provides sanctions both for a person who accepts
the benefit (on the passive side – Art 296a §1 k.k.), as well as for a person who
gives the benefit (on the active side – Art 296a §2 k.k.). Both types of managerial
corruption (passive and active) require that the act is carried out with a direct
intent.

The Polish legislator attempts to break loyalty between the bribe-giver and bribe-
taker (both in the public and private sector) by releasing from the penalty the
bribe-giver, if he denounces the crime. The bribe-giver will be exempted from the
penalty if he or she provides information about the benefit or its promise to the
competent authority, before the authority had learned of the crime (the “impunity
provision”).62 The statistics show that the rule has proved relatively effective in
combating corruption, at least in the local area.63

11.2.5 Foreign Bribery

Art 229§5 k.k. penalizes the “foreign bribery”, i.e. giving bribes to persons perform-
ing public functions in foreign states or in the international organizations.64,65 The
penalties provided in the Criminal Code in that respect are the same as for domestic
bribery. The provision in question implements the OECD Convention on Combating
Bribery of Foreign Public Officials.66

Art 229§5 k.k. covers both giving and promising material and personal benefit
to a foreign official. The OECD Working Group on Bribery expressed, however,
concerns as to whether “Poland’s legislation adequately covered non-pecuniary
bribes to third parties since the amendments do not define the term personal
benefit”.67

62See more broadly on this issue: OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) 14.
63According to the information provided in the OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) Art 229§6 was
applied in 361 cases of domestic bribery in 2010, and 430 cases in 2011. See OECD Phase 3
Report (2013) 14.
64Art 229§5 k.k. states:

The penalties specified in § 1–4 shall also be imposed on anyone who gives a material or
personal benefit or promises to provide such a benefit to a person performing public function
in a foreign country or an international organization, in relation to that function.

65See in more detail and for the evaluation of that rule by OECD: OECD Phase 3 Report (2013)
13.
66See in particular Nowak, ‘Zakres odpowiedzialności’(n 2), 43.
67OECD Phase 3 Report (2013) 17.
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11.2.6 The Territorial Scope of Application of the Polish
Criminal Law

Since the present work is concerned primarily with cross-border corruption, it is
important to present the rules defining the scope of application of the Polish criminal
law, i.e. the conflict rules that decide when a given conduct is criminalized by
the Polish legislation. The basic rule68 of the Polish international criminal law is
provided for in Art 5 k.k.69 It expresses the principle of territoriality, in making the
application of the Polish criminal law dependent upon the place where the crime
has been committed, irrespective of whether the perpetrator was a Polish or foreign
citizen or domiciliary.70

In certain situations, the Polish criminal law can also be applied to crimes com-
mitted abroad (Arts 109–114a k.k.). The specific rule providing for criminalization
of the foreign corrupt practices under Art 229§5 k.k was already mentioned above
(Sect. 11.2.5). Furthermore, there are certain general rules that extend application
of the Polish penal law as to conduct that occurs outside the territory of Poland.

First, Art 109 k.k. provides that Polish penal law might also apply to offences
committed abroad by Polish citizens. The criminalization is however subject to the
rule of double penalization (Art 111§1 k.k.).71 The rule implies that in order for the
certain behaviour to be prosecuted under Polish criminal law, it should constitute
a crime both according to Polish law, as well as the law of the state where the
crime was committed.72 The requirement of double penalization does not apply to
Polish public officials who perform their duties abroad (Art 111 §3 k.k.). It also
does not apply if Art 112 k.k. comes into play. According to this provision, in case of
selected crimes named therein (crimes against internal or external security of Poland
or its essential economic interests, against Polish public offices or public officials,
crimes of false testimony before a Polish public office, and all crimes that resulted
in obtaining a benefit on the Polish territory), it is sufficient that the committed act

68Cf J Raglewski in A Zoll (ed), Kodeks karny. Część ogólna. Komentarz, vol I (Warszawa, Wolters
Kluwer, 2007) 1122; P Hofmański, in M Filar (ed), Kodeks karny. Komentarz (Warszawa, Lexis
Nexis, 2012) 577; T Bojarski, in T Bojarski (ed), Kodeks karny. Komentarz (Warszawa, Lexis
Nexis, 2013) 44.
69Art 5 k.k. reads:

The Polish penal law shall be applied to the perpetrator who committed a prohibited act
within the territory of the Republic of Poland, or on a Polish vessel or aircraft, unless an
international agreement to which the Republic of Poland is a party stipulates otherwise.

70See e.g. Marek, Komentarz (n 19), commentary on Art 5; A Zoll, in A Zoll (ed), Kodeks karny.
Część ogólna. Komentarz, vol I (Kraków, Zakamycze, 2004) commentary on Art 5.
71See Bojarski, Komentarz (n 68), 245.
72However, it is not sufficient that the act carried out abroad possesses features of the crime
according to the foreign law. It actually has to constitute a criminal and penalized act in accordance
with that law. Hofmański, Komentarz (n 68), 584.
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constitutes a crime under Polish law. With respect to these types of crimes, a Polish
citizen can thus be held liable even if under foreign law certain behaviour does not
constitute a crime. Furthermore, criminal sanctions for the crimes listed in Art 112
k.k. can also be imposed on foreign nationals.

According to Polish scholars the iura novit curia principle does not pertain to
foreign criminal law.73 This creates difficulties in the practical application of the
rules of foreign law, when it becomes necessary to assess whether the requirement
of double penalization is satisfied.

11.3 Civil Law Consequences of Corruption

11.3.1 Introduction. The Bribery Agreement and the Main
Contract

In Poland there is no statutory regulation that would deal specifically with the
civil law consequences of corruption. Moreover, there is a surprising scarcity of
the published case law relating to the civil law consequences of corruption in
Poland. Nevertheless, some jurisprudence concerning general principles of civil law
is relevant to the issue and will be discussed below, in an appropriate context. In
particular, we will start with the rules governing the invalidity of the contract under
Polish law (Sect. 11.3.2).

In the context of corruption, there are two contractual relationships that have
to be analysed. First, there is a “bribery agreement” (bribery contract), which
will be understood as an agreement between the person who gives a bribe (bribe-
giver) and the one who receives it (briber-taker), usually a public official, or the
intermediary who is to pass the bribe to a public official or other bribe-taker. Under
such agreement the bribe-giver offers a payment or other benefit to the other party in
exchange of undertaking illegal action, including making a decision in favour of the
bribe-giver, rendering influence over public authority or passing a bribe to a targeted
bribe-taker. If an intermediary is involved, this type of arrangement is often hidden
behind various types of consultancy or lobbying contracts. These agreements often
aim at winning a bid for a lucrative contract by the bribe-giver (“the main contract
procured by corruption”). The invalidity of the bribery agreement and of the main
contract procured by corruption will be examined below (Sects. 11.3.3 and 11.3.4,
respectively).

It is another thing that in Poland there exists a well-established practice of
the civil law courts relating to forfeiture of bribes under Art 412 k.c. However,
this practice – existing mainly at the level of lower instance courts – has hardly
produced published case law. This civil law forfeiture will be discussed further
below (Sect. 11.3.5).

73Cf Marek, Komentarz (n 19), 300; Raglewski, Komentarz (n 68), 1125; K Wiak, in
A Grześkowiak and K Wiak (eds), Kodeks karny. Komentarz (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2012) 609.
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11.3.2 General Rules Concerning Invalidity of Contracts
(Art 58 k.c.)

Art 58 of the Polish Civil Code of 196474 (hereafter: “k.c.”) provides for the sanction
of invalidity of a contract which is contrary to the rules of law (statute) or the
principles of social conduct.75,76

The term “statute” used in Art 58 k.c. should be understood broadly. It covers not
only mandatory rules of private law (ius cogens) but also provisions of public law,
including administrative and criminal law. Moreover, it refers also to provisions of
international conventions,77 to the extent they are self-executing.

Polish doctrine underlines that not every violation of the rules of public law leads
to the invalidity of a legal act, by which parties have carried out a transaction that
is prohibited by these rules. The legal consequences depend predominantly on the
function and purpose of the public law rules in question. It was proposed that the
impact of the violation of the rules of public law provisions on the validity of legal
acts should be assessed functionally, with a due consideration given to the social
and economic goals that lay behind the given rule.78 The case law on the other hand
underlines that the violation of the rules of public law can lead to the invalidity of
the legal act, if these rules have impact on the formation of the relationships of civil

74Ustawa z dnia 23 April 1964 r. Kodeks cywilny [the Act of April 23, 1964 – Civil Code] (the
consolidated text published in Dz.U. [the Journal of Laws] of 2014, item 121, as amended). The
translation of the articles of the Civil Code was made by the authors. However, in preparing the
English version of the relevant provisions, the reference was made to the translation of the Code
by E Kucharska, The Civil Code – Kodeks cywilny (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2011).
75The term “principles of social conduct” refers to moral principles commonly accepted in the
society. A legal act that violates such universal principles should be treated as invalid. Cf Z
Radwański, in Z Radwański (ed), System Prawa Prywatnego. Prawo cywilne – część ogólna,
vol II (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2002) 241. It is underlined that the measure should be used with a
great caution. See M Gutowski, ‘Nieważność i inne przypadki wadliwości czynności prawnych
w kontekście odpowiedzialności karnoprawnej’ (2004) Państwo i Prawo, No 9, 73. Indeed, it
is very rare that a Polish court would rely solely on Art 58§2 k.c. in order to find a contract
invalid.
76Art 58 k.c. reads:

§ 1. A legal act which violates the statute or the aim of which is to circumvent the statute
is invalid unless the relevant regulation envisages different consequences, in particular that
the invalid terms of the legal act are to be replaced with the applicable provisions of the
statute.

§ 2. A legal act which violates principles of social conduct is invalid.

77M Safjan, in K Pietrzykowski (ed), Kodeks cywilny. Komentarz do art. 1–44910 , vol I (Warszawa,
CH Beck, 2013) 250.
78A specific proportionality test was even suggested in that respect. Safjan, Komentarz (n 77), 250.
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law.79 This idea was developed in the literature, where it was pointed out that the
relevant criterion is whether the public law rule aims at precluding the creation of
given civil law relationship.80

An important category of the rules of public law, which are capable of leading
to the invalidity of legal acts, is the criminal law. However, not even a violation
of criminal legislation leads to the invalidity of the civil law legal act in each and
every case. The Supreme Court explained in this regard that: “Art 58 k.c. applies,
if the behaviour prohibited by the rules of criminal law becomes the subject matter
of the obligations assumed by a legal act”.81 Nevertheless, even if the party who
undertakes a legal act commits a crime by the same behaviour (i.e. by making that
legal act), the violation of criminal law does not automatically lead to the invalidity
of a legal act.82 It might occur that in the given circumstances, the sanction remains
a sole domain of the criminal law and is limited to imposing a criminal penalty.83

The civil law, guided by its own principles and policies, would not necessarily step
in with a sanction of the invalidity of a legal act. In particular, this could be the case,
if one of the parties to the transaction was not aware of the criminal nature of the
behaviour of the other party to that transaction.84 Then, even though that other’s
party making of a legal act constitutes a crime, it would not influence the validity of
that legal act.

One example given in that regard is that of a manager of the company who,
by concluding a certain contract, abuses his or her position or fails to adequately
perform his or her obligations and thus causes a considerable financial harm to the
company. In such a situation, even if making the contract meant that the manager
plunged into criminal behaviour, the contract itself will normally remain valid.

The rules of criminal law that penalize corruption will often lead to the invalidity
of the civil law contracts. This issue is discussed below.

11.3.3 Application of the Rules Concerning the Invalidity
of the Contract to the Bribery Agreement

It follows from what was said above, that the contract, the subject matter of which is
a bribe prohibited by the rules of criminal law, should be treated as invalid under Art

79Judgment of the Supreme Court of 16 February 2011, I CSK 305/10. Cf M Gutowski,
Nieważność czynności prawnej (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2012) 254.
80Gutowski, Nieważność (n 79), 255.
81Judgment of the Supreme Court of 10 February 2010, V CSK 267/09.
82Gutowski, Nieważność (n 79), 72.
83Gutowski, Nieważność (n 79), 257.
84Gutowski, Nieważność (n 79), 74.
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58 §1 k.c.85 The rules expressed in Arts 228 and 229 of the Penal Code criminalize
accepting and giving a bribe to a person who exercise public function. Although no
civil law consequences are stipulated therein, the aim of these provisions is clearly
also to preclude creation of valid civil law obligations, the subject matter of which
would be a bribe. This would seem to include contracts providing for corruption
both when concluded directly with the public official who accepts a bribe and with
the intermediary, who undertakes to pass the bribe to the targeted public official.

Arts 230 and 230a k.k., on the other hand, prohibit the trade of influence in
public institutions. Often, undertaking to exercise influence over the public authority
involves assuming an obligation to pass a bribe to that public authority. Polish
doctrine underlines in that respect that “it is not necessary to exercise the influence
to be an accessory to the offence”.86 Rather, for the criminal responsibility to be
imposed, it is enough to undertake to intercede in exercising the influence. The aim
of these rules should also be read as to render invalid any civil law obligation, by
which a person undertook, in exchange for the material or personal benefit (e.g.
payment of a “commission”), to exercise illegal influence over a public official or
other person performing public function (e.g. having that person/principal assign
the main contract to the bribe-giver). Here again, however, one must distinguish
between an illegal influence over public authority and various kinds of lobbying,
marketing, legal and other services that remain within the boundaries of law. A
contract to render a legally acceptable influence in the public authority will not be
considered invalid.

Analogically, Art 296a criminalizes accepting and giving a bribe to a person who
performs a managerial function in a private undertaking. Consequently, a contract
by which a manager accepts a bribe should be treated as invalid. With respect to
corruption in the private sector there is no analogical provision penalizing undertak-
ing to exercise influence. Thus, exercising influence in a private undertaking is not
a crime unless that undertaking exercises control over disposition of public funds
in the meaning of Art 230.87 It remains an open question whether a contract by
which an intermediary undertakes to exercise influence over a manager of a private
undertaking, against a payment of the commission, should be treated as void (if
not because of the violation of law, possibly for the violation of the rules of social
conduct – Art 58§ 2 k.c.). One should, however, be careful in finding such contracts
invalid. Providing services, the essence of which is to render influence in private
undertaking, in exchange for remuneration, is normally a perfectly legal activity.
Only if such services somehow cross the line of acceptable behaviour, could they be

85Cf P Dzienis and W Filipkowski, ‘Cywilnoprawne aspekty korupcji gospodarczej’ (2001)
Palestra, No 11–12, 60, 67, who point out that a contract, the subject matter of which is a bribe,
can also be declared invalid because of violation of the rules of social conduct (Art 58§2 k.c.) –
even if no rules of criminal law were violated.
86Bojarski, ‘The Responsibility’ (n 13), 146, 148.
87Although passing a bribe to the manager would constitute an active bribery from Art 296a
§2 k.k.
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treated as giving grounds to the invalidity of the contract. Seemingly, this could be
the case if the service provider undertook to perform actions that constitute acts of
unfair competition or otherwise violate rules of fair dealing (social conduct).

To sum up, it follows that both a contract, under which the bribe-giver undertakes
to give a bribe to a person performing public function directly (or a managerial
function in a private undertaking), as well as a contract, by which the bribe-
giver provides benefit to an intermediary, who undertakes to pass the bribe to the
targeted bribe-taker or to exercise influence over the person performing public
function against the payment of the “commission”, should be treated as invalid under
Polish law.

The above principles constitute implementation of Art 8(1) of the Council of
Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption, which provides that each contracting
state should “provide in its internal law for any contract or clause of a contract
providing for corruption to be null and void”.

11.3.4 The Main Contract Procured by Corruption

11.3.4.1 Introduction

Corrupt practices often take place in cases when an entrepreneur attempts to win a
contract for provision of goods or services to a public institution or another business.
This is the main contract concluded between the entrepreneur, who offers a bribe
(bribe-giver) and the public institution or another business (the contract-giver). In
the present work this contract will be referred to as the “main contract procured by
corruption”. The basic scenario assumes that an intermediary, who passes a bribe to
the public institution, does not have any authority to conclude a contract on behalf
of the principal (Sect. 11.3.4.2). Other scenarios will include situations, where the
intermediary is an agent of the bribe-giver having authority to conclude a contract
on its behalf (Sect. 11.3.4.3).

11.3.4.2 The Validity of the Main Contract Procured by Corruption

Under the basic scenario, the validity of the main contract depends, it is submitted,
on whether the contract-giver received and accepted a bribe passed by the inter-
mediary, or at least knew of a bribe given to intermediary (and whether the bribe
has influenced its decision to award the contract to the bribe-giver). If the contract-
giver received a bribe, then the main contract concluded with the bribe-giver has
to be treated as invalid. Awarding a contract to the bribe-giver constitutes a part
of criminal activities of the contract-giver, who accepts a bribe. Since the bribe-
giver also commits a crime, a contract that is awarded in such a context should not
be upheld, if not because of violation of the statute (Art 58§1 k.c.), then at least
because rules of social conduct are infringed (Art 58§2 k.c.).
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The situation is different if public institution or another business awarding
the contract to the bribe-giver has not received the bribe and, possibly, does
not even know about the bribe passed to the intermediary, in other words,
if the intermediary keeps the bribe for himself. In such case, even though
the bribe-giver could be exposed to criminal liability, the main contract
between the contract-giver and the bribe-giver should not be void for that sole
reason.

11.3.4.3 Intermediary Acting Under an Authority to Act on Behalf
of Another

Introduction

Polish law knows various types of competences empowering a person to act on
behalf of or on account of another. Under the indirect representation, a representative
does not have authority to act on behalf of another, but carries out legal acts
in its own name. He does so, however, on account of another. Under the direct
representation, on the other hand, a representative acts in the name of the principal.
He or she actually enjoys authority to bind the principal. The direct representation
takes two forms: the statutory representation (the source of authority is the statute),
and the authority granted through a legal act by the principal. Below, we will only
be concerned with this last type of authority.

Intermediary Expressly or Impliedly Authorized to Give a Bribe

Let us first consider an example of a situation when the intermediary has been
empowered to conclude the main contract on behalf of the bribe-giver and expressly
or impliedly authorized to pass the bribe to the contract-giver, usually a public
authority. To the extent granting the authority implies giving a bribe it should be
treated as invalid under Art 58 k.c., since it violates statutory provisions of law
(prohibition of corruption). A question then arises whether the authority to conclude
the main contract as such is sufficiently separable from the authority to give a bribe,
so that it could stand valid irrespective of the invalidity of the latter. If both are
intertwined so that they cannot be separated, the authority to conclude the main
contract would have to be treated as invalid along with the authority to give a bribe.
This means that the intermediary/agent never had a valid authority to represent the
bribe-taker. The main contract concluded on its behalf would thus have to be deemed
invalid too.

A question then arises how to protect an innocent public institution (or other
contract-giver), who had no knowledge of the bribe (because it has not received
it, nor was influenced by it), and was not aware of the fact that the agent was
empowered to give a bribe (and thus could not have known that its authority to
conclude the contract was invalid). Two possibilities seem to arise. First, under Art
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103§3 k.c. a “sham agent” can be held liable for “any damage which the other party
had suffered as a result of concluding the contract while not being aware of the lack
of authority or that it was exceeded”. This rule, it is submitted, might potentially
be applied in case the authority is invalid under Art 58 k.c., also if the invalidity
results from violation of rules on bribery. Second, if the pocket of the agent proves
insufficient in order to satisfy the innocent party’s claims, one might attempt to hold
the principal liable under tort law. The liability under Arts 415 and 416 of the Civil
Code could then potentially come into play. This would allow the innocent public
official (or other party) to seek redress directly from the principal who authorized a
corrupt practice to be carried out by its agent. Tortious liability under Arts 415 and
416 k.c. will be dealt with below (point 11.3.7.2).

If, on the other hand, the authority to conclude the main contract may be deemed
self-standing from the authority to pass a bribe, the agent could be treated as
properly empowered to conclude the contract, irrespective of its power to give a
bribe. The result would then be as under the basic scenario, i.e. the validity of the
main contract would depend on whether the public institution (or other contract-
giver) received a bribe or was otherwise influenced by it. If it had not and was not
aware thereof (because the agent kept the money for himself), the contract could
stand as valid. It is thought that under Polish law the public institution or other
contract-giver could not in such a situation terminate or otherwise repudiate the
contract for the reason that the bribe-giver attempted to corrupt the public institution.

If however, the contract-giver received the bribe from the agent, than the main
contract should be treated as invalid since both the bribe-giver and bribe-taker were
implicated in the corrupt practice.

Intermediary Not Authorized to Give a Bribe

Another possible scenario is that the principal has not authorized the agent to give a
bribe, but the latter gives a bribe from its own initiative. The scenario thus implies
that the public official (or other bribe-taker) took a bribe or was otherwise influenced
by it. The situation presents a dilemma. On one hand, the public official (bribe-taker)
took a bribe for awarding the contract to a specific contractor, which should preclude
full legal effectiveness of the contract. Moreover, one might argue that the principal
takes a risk of its agent’s action being illegal and should thus not be allowed to rely
on the contract which was concluded in relation to, or even as a result of a corrupt
practice. On the other hand however, the principal is innocent because it has not
authorized, and possibly never learnt of, a bribe given by its agent. Taking the above
arguments into account, it is thought that such a contract should rather be treated as
invalid.

If the contract is treated as invalid, an innocent principal may seek redress for
losses suffered for the reason of invalidity against both its agent and the public
institution that accepted a bribe. The claim against agent would foremost depend
on the type of the internal relationship between the principal and agent (whether
employment or mandate, etc). The claim against the bribe-taker, on the other hand,
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could be based on tort law. If the bribe was accepted by a public official, the
state’s liability for exercise of public powers could potentially arise (see below
Sect. 11.3.7.4).

11.3.4.4 Invalidation of a Contract Concluded by Tender

If a contract is entered into as a result of a tender, where the best offer was chosen
from more proposals, Art 705 of the Civil Code provides for a specific rule that
allows invalidating the contract.88 According to Art 705 k.c. any participant to the
tender or the organizer may request that the concluded contract is invalidated, if
the party to that contract or other participant has influenced the result of the tender
in a manner violating statutory provisions or the rules of fair dealing. Art 705 k.c.
applies to both private (optional) tenders (organized by private entities), as well as,
in principle, to public tenders that are obligatory under the rules of law.89 In the
latter case however, the application of the rules of Civil Code, including Art 705 k.c.
may be overridden by specific rules of particular statutes applicable to a given type
of a public tender.90

Art 705 k.c. may come into play in case of corruption, if one of the participants
to the tender gives a bribe in order to influence the results of the tender. If it can
be shown that the bribe-giver has influenced the result of the tender (i.e. that the
decision to award the contract to the bribe-giver was somehow tainted by the fact
that the bribe was given), the principal or competitors can request that the concluded
contract is invalidated. Under Art 705 k.c. the contract is not void ex lege but it would
remain at the option of the organizer (or competitors) to seek its invalidation.

88This is not invalidity ex lege, but party’s competence to request that the contract is invalidated.
See W Robaczyński, in M Pyziak-Szafnicka, Kodeks cywilny. Komentarz, vol I (2009), com-
mentary to Art 705 k.c. para 2; K Kopaczyńska-Pieczniak, in A Kidyba (ed), Kodeks cywilny.
Komentarz. Część ogólna, vol I (Warszawa, Wolters Kluwer, 2012), commentary to Art 705 k.c.,
para 1.
89Robaczyński, Komentarz (n 88), commentary to Art 701 k.c., para 8.
90Robaczyński, Komentarz (n 88), commentary to Art 701 k.c., para 10; W Dzierżanowski,
in W Dzierżanowski, J Jerzykowski and M Stachowiak (eds), Prawo zamówień publicznych.
Komentarz (Warszawa, Wolters Kluwer, 2012), commentary to Art 14, para 2–3. Nevertheless, the
Act of 29 January 2004 on the Law of Public Procurement (Dz.U. 2013, item 907), which applies
to most public tenders, does not exclude application or Art 705 k.c. It follows from Art 146(5) of
the Law of Public Procurement that Art 705 k.c. could be used in order to invalidate a contract
concluded as a result of choosing a contractor in a public procurement tender. Interpretation of Art
146(5) raises however certain doubts as to whether it allows only the public institution or also any
competitor to claim invalidation of the contract under Art 705 k.c. As suggested in the doctrine,
the latter interpretation should be preferred. Cf J Jerzykowski, in W Dzierżanowski, J Jerzykowski
and M Stachowiak (eds), Prawo zamówień publicznych. Komentarz (Warszawa, Wolters Kluwer,
2012), commentary to Art 146, para 6.
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11.3.5 Forfeiture of the Benefit Under Art 412 k.c.
(the Immoral Contract)

11.3.5.1 General Rules

Polish law provides for special consequences applied with respect to the perfor-
mance made in exchange for carrying out a criminal act or an act having immoral
purpose. The category in question is referred to as the “immoral performance” (in
Polish: “świadczenie niegodziwe”) and is governed by Art 412 k.c. Polish law treats
as immoral a performance (giving a benefit), which was made in exchange for
carrying out a criminal act or an act that has an immoral purpose. The specific legal
consequence applied with respect to immoral performances (and thus with respect to
immoral contracts)91 is that the court may decide on forfeiture of the subject matter
of the performance (the benefit). The forfeited benefit becomes the property of the
State. Art 412 k.c. reads:

A court may decide that the object of the performance be forfeited to the State Treasury if
the performance was knowingly made in exchange for a criminal act or an act having an
immoral purpose. If the object of the performance was used up or discarded, the forfeiture
may apply to its value.92

The above wording of Art 412 k.c. was introduced in 1990.93 Two major changes
were made to Art 412 k.c. First, the forfeiture no longer occurs ex lege, but requires
a constitutive judgment of the court.94 Second, the forfeiture is facultative since
under Art 412 k.c. the court “may” but is not obliged to decide that the benefit be

91P Księżak, Świadczenie niegodziwe (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2007) 1.
92This was not the original wording adopted at the time when the Polish Civil Code was enacted in
1964. According to the original wording, the object of the performance (the benefit), or its value,
forfeited ex lege and thus automatically became the property of the State. For the criticism of
the ex lege forfeiture under the old version of Art 412 k.c. see E Łętowska, ‘Ujęcie następstw
świadczenia niegodziwego w prawie i doktrynie państw socjalistycznych’ in Proces i Prawo.
Rozprawy prawnicze. Księga pamiątkowa ku czci J. Jodłowskiego (Wrocław, Ossolineum, 1988);
T Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogacenie ze świadczenia niegodziwego’ (2000) Gdańskie Studia Prawnicze,
No 2, 442–443. The decision of the court ordering the party to release the property had a
declaratory nature. Cf M Nestorowicz, in J Winiarz (ed), Kodeks cywilny z komentarzem, vol I
(Warszawa, Wydawnictwo Prawnicze, 1989) 392; K Kołakowski, in G Bieniek (ed), Komentarz do
kodeksu cywilnego. Księga trzecia. Zobowiązania, vol 1 (Warszawa, Lexis Nexis, 2007) 241.
93Dz.U. 1990, No 55, item 321.
94K Pietrzykowski, in K Pietrzykowski (ed), Kodeks cywilny. Komentarz do art. 1–44910 , vol I
(Warszawa, CH Beck, 2013) 1153; A Szpunar, ‘Przepadek nienależnego świadczenia na rzecz
Skarbu Państwa’ (1999) Przegląd Sądowy, No 2, 16; E Łętowska, Bezpodstawne wzbogacenie
(Warszawa, C.H. Beck, 2000) 116; M Kozaczek, ‘Powództwo o orzeczenie przepadku świadczenia
spełnionego w zamian za dokonanie czynu zabronionego lub w celu niegodziwym’ (2006)
Przegląd Sądowy, No 4, 43; P Księżak, in K Osajda (ed), Kodeks cywilny. Komentarz. Zobow-
iązania, vol II (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2013) 402.
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forfeited.95 Indeed, it is accepted that in deciding on the forfeiture of the immoral
benefit the court enjoys a certain degree of discretion in assessing the criteria
thereto.96 Procedurally, this implies that the court can decide on forfeiture only, if
the State Treasury brings an action before the court, or intervenes in the proceedings
between the parties to the immoral transaction.97 The court is not entitled to render
a decision ex officio. With respect to claims based on Art 412 k.c. the rights of the
State Treasury are exercised by the Ministry of Finance and its organizational units
(the so called statio fisci), such as the Tax Office or Customs Office.98 However,
in the legal proceedings, it is usually a prosecutor or the State Treasury Solicitor’s
Office that act on behalf of the Treasury and its organizational units.

It should further be explained that the forfeiture of certain objects can occur in the
very course of criminal proceedings under the rules of the Penal Code. According
to Arts 44 and 45 k.k. the court may decide on forfeiture of whatever was obtained
as a result of the crime, including any property acquired by the wrongdoer or any
profits therefrom. If that is the case, there is no room to apply Art 412 k.c. However,
if for any reason no forfeiture occurred in the criminal proceedings, Art 412 k.c. can
come into play, as long as the State Treasury brings an action before a civil court.99

This occurs relatively often.
Art 412 k.c. is criticized as a rule of a penal nature.100 Some see it as a “foreign”

element in the body of civil law rules. Others defend its role within the system of
private law, attempting to propose a new interpretation that would allow adapting
Art 412 k.c. to the new social and economic conditions existing after 1990.101 It is
underlined that Art 412 k.c. plays an important function in the field of the law of
unjust enrichment. Namely, Art 412 k.c. deprives the enriched party of the benefit
obtained from the invalid transaction in exchange for the consciously carried out
immoral performance.102 Its merits are underlined in comparison to the in pari
delicto principle, which is known in many countries, and which allows the enriched
party to keep the benefit, although his or her immoral behaviour often does not
deserve legal protection.103 It is pointed out in this context that the aim of Art 412

95Pietrzykowski, Komentarz (n 94), 1154; Kołakowski, Komentarz (n 92), 241; Łętowska, Bezpod-
stawne (n 94), 126; P Mostowik, in A Olejniczak (ed), System Prawa Prywatnego. Zobowiązania –
cześć ogólna, vol VI (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2009) 322; Księżak, Komentarz (n 94), 395.
96Judgment of the Supreme Court of 23 March 2007, V CSK 60/07, (2008) OSP, No 2, item 22.
97Pietrzykowski, Komentarz (n 94), 1153; in case law see judgments of the Supreme Court of 12
April 1996, I CRN 48/96 and of 30 May 1995, II CRN 42/95.
98See the Judgment of the Supreme Court of 29 June 2000, III CZP 19/2000, BSN 2000, Nr 6, s 8.
99Judgment of the Supreme Court of 23 March 2007, V CSK 60/07, (2008) OSP, No 2, item 22.
100Cf Mostowik, System (n 95), 320; W Dubis, in E Gniewek and P Machnikowski (eds),
Kodeks cywilny. Komentarz (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2013) 709; Z Radwański and A Olejniczak,
Zobowiązania – część ogólna (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2006) 229.
101Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 1; Księżak, Komentarz (n 94), 387–390.
102Księżak, Komentarz (n 94), 387; Kołakowski, Komentarz (n 92), 242.
103Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 1.
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k.c. is not to increase the income of the State but rather to deprive the party who
has given the benefit (the so called “solvens”) of the claim for the restitution of
that benefit, and at the same time – to not allow the enriched party (the so called
“accipiens”) to keep that benefit.104

Immoral contracts (performances) create a dilemma that was present already in
the Roman law, i.e. whether to grant to solvens a claim for restitution of what he
or she has given in performance of the immoral contract. Most of legal systems
resolve this dilemma by precluding restitution. Conversely, Polish law deprives both
the dishonest solvens as well as the enriched party, conscious of the immorality of
the transaction, of the object of that transaction (the benefit). Thus, the goal of Art
412 k.c. is not so much to penalize the solvens per se, but to resolve the immoral
transaction dilemma, i.e. not to allow any of the blameworthy parties to keep the
benefit.105 Many underline that this solution is fair.106 It may however be mentioned
that Polish pre-war legislation relating to immoral contracts was based on the in pari
delicto principle.107

It is underlined in the literature that the immoral performance (conditio ob turpem
causam) constitutes a specific form of the conditio sine causa (benefit given in
performance of an invalid contract).108 Art 412 k.c. has a much more narrow scope
of application in comparison to Art 58 k.c. which provides for the invalidity of
legal acts for various reasons.109 Thus, every instance of an immoral performance
constitutes a situation of the invalidity of the legal act, although this does not work
the other way around.110 Art 412 k.c. is limited to extraordinary situations. It should
be interpreted narrowly.111 Art 412 k.c. provides for particular consequences, if
compared to a normal conditio sine causa situation.

The following elements are usually listed as necessary preconditions, which
should be satisfied in order for the court to decide on the forfeiture under Art 412 k.c.

104Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 280; Kozaczek, ‘Powództwo’ (n 94), 22; A Rzetecka-Gil, Kodeks
cywilny. Komentarz. Zobowiązania – cześć ogólna (LEX online, 2011), commentary to Art 412.
105See R Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności umów obligacyjnych z prawem (Warszawa, CH Beck,
2013) 362.
106Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 1; Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności (n 105), 376.
107Art 132 of the Code of Obligations of 1933 provided for a principle that the party who completed
performance that was considered immoral (and so the contract was treated as invalid) could not
have claimed restitution of the benefit transferred to the other party. Under Art 132, this principle
applied to a person who consciously paid for committing a criminal act or an act violating rules of
fair dealing, or in order to induce another to commit such an act. Pietrzykowski, Komentarz (n 94),
1154.
108Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 125.
109Dubis, Komentarz (n 100), 710; Mostowik, System (n 95), 323; Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogacenie’ (n
92), 443, 449. See also Recommendations of the Supreme Court of 19 December 1972 (III CZP
57/71, “OSN” 1973, No 3, item 37).
110See Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 131.
111Dubis, Komentarz (n 100), 710. See Mostowik, System (n 95), 322, who underlines that Art 412
k.c. should be used cautiously. Against Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności (n 105), 364.
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First, the performance should be made in exchange for a criminal act or an act
having an immoral purpose (in order to trigger forfeiture under Art 412 k.c. the
performance has to be actually made; i.e. it is not enough that there is merely a
promise of a performance112).

Second, the performance (transaction) should be of immoral nature, i.e. the
intensity of wrongfulness of the performance is sufficiently high, so that it justifies
forfeiture of the given benefit.

Third, the awareness of the immoral nature of performance is relevant. Under the
traditional view, both parties should be aware of the immoral nature of performance
in order for Art 412 k.c. to apply. The recipient, who is not aware of the illegal or
immoral character of the benefit, might be protected as an innocent party in good
faith.113,114 However, quite a few scholars argue that it should be sufficient that
solvens is aware of the immoral nature of performance, while the knowledge of the
enriched party is irrelevant. In other words, according to this view, accipiens does
not have to be aware of the immoral character of the performance, nor that he or she
commits a criminal act.115 In any event, the good faith of the recipient should at least
be taken into account by the court when it exercises its discretion under Art 412 k.c.
Conversely, the difficult financial and personal situation, even in a situation when
the accipiens had a limited realisation of his or her actions, would not normally
constitute a reason to refrain from imposing forfeiture.116

Art 412 k.c. provides for an alternative: the performance should be made in
exchange for a criminal act or an act having an immoral purpose. This means that
in exceptional cases, forfeiture is possible even if no criminal act was committed.117

Usually however, Art 412 k.c. applies where an act penalized by criminal law
occurred,118 although not every performance in exchange for a criminal act justifies

112Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 173; Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności (n 105), 362.
113To that effect, in the case law, see the recommendations of the Supreme Court of 19 December
1972 (III CZP 57/71, “OSN” 1973, No 3, item 37); judgment of the Supreme Court of 12 April
1996, I CRN 48/96; judgment of the Court of Appeals in Warsaw of 28 October 2005, VI
ACa 490/05. In the literature see Pietrzykowski, Komentarz (n 94), 1155. Similarly E Smaga,
‘Przepadek świadczenia (art. 412 k.c.) – po nowelizacji’ (1996) Prokuratura i Prawo, No 1,
80; Szpunar, ‘Przepadek’ (n 94), 15; A Kędzierska-Cieślak, ‘Przepadek mienia jako instytucja
cywilnoprawna (art. 412 k.c.)’ (1969) 13–14 Studia Cywilistyczne 146.
114As to situations in which accipiens can indeed be protected by keeping the benefit, see below
Sect. 11.3.6.1.
115Łętowska, Bezpodstawne (n 94), 114; Dubis, Komentarz (n 100), 710, Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogace-
nie’ (n 92), 454–455; Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 213; Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności (n 105),
366–367.
116Judgment of the Warsaw Court of Appeal of 28 October 2005, VI ACa 490/05, (2006) Apel.-W-
wa, No 3, item 28.
117See Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogacenie’ (n 92), 444.
118The application of Art 412 k.c. is not precluded by exemptions known to criminal law that
excuse the perpetrator of a criminal act from the penalty, i.e. the minor social harm, or the
circumstances excluding illegality or guilt of the perpetrator. Kołakowski, Komentarz (n 92), 241.
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forfeiture under Art 412 k.c. This is the case only when the appraisal of parties’
transaction is so negative that it can be treated as immoral.119 Thus, “immorality”
remains a guiding principle under both alternatives provided for in Art 412 k.c.

For the application of Art 412 k.c., it is not necessary that there exists a formal
contract between the parties. A transfer of benefit without a legally binding contract
may also lead to consequences stipulated in Art 412 k.c.

It is observed that in the court practice Art 412 k.c. is often applied automatically,
more in a manner characteristic for the criminal measures, and without sufficiently
assessing all the relevant circumstances of the case. The doctrine has criticized this
practice. It was pointed out that the ratio legis of Art 412 k.c. is not to deprive the
perpetrator of the proceeds of the crime (this being the goal of the rules contained
in Arts 44 and 45 of the Penal Code), but rather to preclude solvens and accipiens
from keeping the benefit, when it would be unjust for any of them to do so.120 This
is because the consequences imposed by Art 412 k.c. impair both parties of the
transaction. Therefore, the application of Art 412 k.c. should normally depend on
finding that both parties are dishonest.

Although the practical application of Art 412 k.c. has been subject to limited
empirical studies, it might probably be confidently stated that the most common
example for the use of forfeiture under Art 412 k.c. is illegal drug dealing.121 One of
the authors, who examined case law from 2004 and the first half of 2005, concluded
in that regard that 90 % of the Art 412 k.c. situations concerned trade in drugs.
This seems to be confirmed by the published case law related to Art 412 k.c.122

Other examples for the application of Art 412 k.c. that are found in the Polish case
law include profiting from someone else’s prostitution,123 or from the sale of stolen
objects,124 as well as trading against the prohibition of import of certain goods.125 At
least in the past, also the illegal trade of alcohol was found to constitute reason for

119Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 186–187.
120See Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 202.
121See especially M Domański, Przepadek świadczenia “niegodziwego” – art. 412 k.c. Model
normatywny i empiryczny (Praktyka stosowania § 287 Regulaminu wewnętrznego urzędowania
powszechnych jednostek organizacyjnych prokuratury), an unpublished manuscript (Warszawa,
2006) 85. See also Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 199; Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności (n 105),
369.
122Judgment of the Supreme Court of 23 March 2007, V CSK 60/07, (2008) OSP, No 2, item 22;
judgment of the Warsaw Court of Appeal of 28 October 2005, VI ACa 490/05, (2006) Apel.-W-wa,
No 3, item 28; judgment of the Gdańsk Court of Appeal of 28 January 2005, I ACa 1350/2004,
(2005) KAG, No 1, 156.
123Judgment of the Supreme Court of 10 October 2003, II CK 116/02, available at www.sn.pl (the
profits obtained from the prostitutes by a pimp are subject to forfeiture).
124Judgment of the Supreme Court of 12 April 1996, I CRN 48/96, (1996) Prok. i Pr., No 11, 34.
125Judgment of the Supreme Court of 20 March 2003, III CZP 4/03, (2003) OSN-IC, No 12, item
162 (the case concerned import of used cars older than what was permitted under the then in force
legislation).
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forfeiture of the profits obtained therefrom.126 Likewise, according to the older case
law, a transaction in a foreign currency carried out without the necessary statutory
permission could lead to forfeiture of that currency.127 These older cases, apparently
rooted in attitudes adopted under the socialistic legal system existing in Poland
before 1989, might not necessarily be decided in the same manner today. Other
examples given in the literature for the use of Art 412 k.c. include the money paid to
the surrogate mother for giving birth to a child of another128 (Polish law and doctrine
being generally of the opinion that surrogacy arrangements are not only invalid but
also immoral), as well as payments made to a prostitute for sexual services.129 Both
of these examples are not however uncontroversial.130

11.3.5.2 Forfeiture of a Bribe

Corruption is often given as an example of a situation in which Art 412 k.c.
applies.131 Thus, money and other benefits given as a bribe can be subject to for-
feiture.132 The existing jurisprudence of the Supreme Court confirms this position,
although published case law is scarce.133 Some authors are of the opinion that
bribery should automatically lead to the forfeiture of the bribe.134 Such unequivocal
position was however questioned by others.135

A closer analysis has led some to a conclusion that there might be instances in
which the transaction involving a bribe should not be treated as immoral, and thus
forfeiture would not be justified.136 This could occur where handing out a bribe (or

126Judgment of the Supreme Court of 16 July 1991, III CZP 63/91, (1992) OSP, No 4, item 97
(forfeiture of the profits made on the sale of alcohol without required licenses from the state).
127Judgment of the Supreme Court of 19 January 1990, III CZP 110/89, (1990) OSP, No 10, item
359 (foreign currency was used as collateral to secure the loan without a then required permission
from public authorities).
128Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności (n 105), 371; Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 195.
129Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności (n 105), 371.
130See the literature cited in Trzaskowski, Skutki sprzeczności (n 105), 371, fn 1159.
131See e.g. Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 198; P Pietrasz, ‘Opodatkowanie dochodów osiąganych
nielegalnie. Glosa do wyroku NSA z dnia 4 września 1997 r., I SA/Wr 948/96’ (2001) Glosa, No
8; U Wilk, ‘Korzyści ze sprzedaży dymu’ (2005) Rzeczpospolita, No 9, 22.
132Domański, Przepadek (n 121), 85. Cf A Mościcka, ‘Zamiast zyskać, muszą stracić’ (2005)
Gazeta Prawna, No 156, 19. The press has occasionally informed about cases where the prosecutor
asked for forfeiture of a bribe in the civil proceedings under Art 412 k.c.
133Judgment of the Supreme Court of 5 March 1973, III CZP 59/71, (1973) OSN-ICPiUS, No 10,
item 170.
134Pietrzykowski, Komentarz (n 94), 1155; W Serda, Nienależne świadczenie (Warszawa, PWN,
1988) 153.
135Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogacenie’ (n 92), 445; Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 199–200.
136Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 199; Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogacenie’ (n 92), 448.
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apparently a bribe) would not constitute a criminalized act under the rules of penal
law.137 Moreover, even if handing out a bribe constitutes a crime, it would not be
just in each and every case to decide that forfeiture is appropriate. In particular, it
is believed that two factors can play a role. First, this could be the case where the
bribe-giver was forced to give a bribe in light of the surrounding circumstances.138

The key question is then what circumstances should there exist in order for the
court to be able to conclude that a person was indeed forced to give a bribe. An
example was given of an official demanding a bribe to render a decision, within the
important investment process with a tight schedule, where a lack of the decision in
question would threaten the whole investment process.139 Second, the motivation of
the bribe-giver seems important for that purpose. If this motivation is not morally
negative (which can take place only in very specific circumstances), the court may
refrain from imposing forfeiture of the benefits given as a bribe. Some pointed out
that an exonerating motive would include giving a bribe in order to save life140 or
in case of a need of immediate medical assistance.141 Thus, an example given in
the Polish doctrine is that of a bribe offered by parents of a sick child to a doctor,
in exchange for giving priority in carrying out a surgery of the child in the public
medical establishment. To resign from forfeiture in such a situation is justified by
acceptable intentions of the solvens. It follows that solvens would then be allowed to
claim restitution of the benefit.142 The discretion available to the court under Art 412
k.c. allows to make a value judgment to that effect. Generally however, in Poland
the benefit constituting a bribe that was given by the bribe-giver to the bribe-taker
will be subject to forfeiture under Art 412 k.c.

The difficulty arises in cases when a court has not decided on forfeiture, either
because it exercised its discretion to that effect, or – more likely – because it had
no chance to do so (since Art 412 k.c. can only come into play if the State claims
forfeiture in civil proceedings). We will deal with this issue below.

There is a question whether forfeiture should occur with respect to the benefit
that an intermediary is to receive for exercising its influence over the public figure
(commission), in particular by passing the bribe thereto. There is little guidance
to that effect in Poland. However, in a judgment of 9 February 1984, the Supreme
Court found that: “in case a person acts as an intermediary in a transaction covered
by Art 412 k.c., the forfeiture for the benefit of the State Treasury applies to whatever
that intermediary received or accomplished for its intervention”.143 This statement

137Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 199–200.
138Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 199–200, who believes that to list types of cases where it
would always be necessary to decide on forfeiture is generally erroneous. Similarly Sokołowski,
‘Wzbogacenie’ (n 92), 444.
139See Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogacenie’ (n 92), 448.
140See Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogacenie’ (n 92), 448.
141Pietrzykowski, Komentarz (n 94), 1155.
142See Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 213.
143Judgment of the Supreme Court of 9 February 1984, II CR 424/72.
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can be adopted in order to handle the situation of corruption. Consequently, even if
the actual bribe is passed between the bribe-giver and the public authority, anything
that the intermediary received for its intervention could also be subject to forfeiture
under Art 412 k.c.

A similar conclusion could be reached, if one considers that undertaking to
exercise influence over public authority constitutes a crime of the trade of influence
(Art 230). Under Art 412 k.c. the forfeiture might be ordered if the performance
(benefit) was knowingly made in exchange for an act prohibited by law. Thus, if a
commission is offered to an intermediary in exchange for an obligation to exercise
illegal influence over the public authority, that commission is offered in exchange for
an act prohibited by law. Art 412 k.c. seems to apply and the commission received
by the intermediary could be subject to forfeiture.

11.3.6 Restitution of the Benefit in Case No Forfeiture
Was Ordered

11.3.6.1 General Rules

Since under Art 412 k.c. the forfeiture is optional and it can only occur if an
action is brought by the State Treasury, a dilemma whether solvens should be
entitled to restitution remains pertinent in those situations when forfeiture – for
various reasons – has not been ordered.144 In other words, a question arises whether
Polish law knows the in pari delicto principle for situations, where no forfeiture
occurred.145 The matter is not dealt with by Art 412 k.c. Neither any other provision
of the Civil Code provides for a specific rule that would allow to conclude that
solvens should in principle be deprived of the restitution of the benefit from the
enriched party, in cases where the performance (and the whole transaction) is to be
treated as immoral.146 A solution should thus be looked for in the general rules of
the Civil Code relating to unjust enrichment.

The starting point is Art 410 of the Civil Code. Under this provision, the benefit
given in performance of an invalid contract should be returned in accordance with
the rules relating to unjust enrichment. In light of the general rule referring to
unjust enrichment specified in Art 405 k.c.147 a benefit (an object of performance)
transferred without a valid legal ground should be returned to solvens. Art 411 k.c.
provides for situations when the restitution might be excluded. It states, inter alia,

144Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 116; Sokołowski, ‘Wzbogacenie’ (n 92), 448.
145Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 116–117.
146Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 132.
147Art 405 k.c. reads: “Anyone, who without legal grounds, has obtained a material benefit at the
expense of another, is obliged to deliver the benefit in kind, and where impossible, to return its
value.”
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that the restitution cannot be requested if the person giving the benefit knew that he
or she was not obliged to give such a benefit. However, this rule does not apply in a
situation where the benefit was given in performance of an invalid legal act,148 i.e.
in a situation of conditio sine causa. Since immoral performance under Art 412 k.c.
is a sub-species of the conditio sine causa, Art 411 k.c. cannot preclude restitution
of the benefit mandated by the general rule set in Art 405 k.c.

It is believed, however, that the restitution of the benefit to solvens whose
behaviour is particularly inappropriate may potentially be blocked by Art 5 k.c.149

This provision contains a general prohibition of abuse of rights. According to Art 5
k.c. a person who uses his or her right in a manner violating the social and economic
goal of that right, or in violation of the rules of social conduct, should not benefit
from legal protection. Art 5 k.c., being an equitable provision, may only be applied if
it is justified by circumstances of the given case. Polish doctrine believes that it can
also be used in order to block the restitution of the benefit under the rules applicable
to unjust enrichment, where such restitution would be particularly unacceptable
from a moral point of view. The Supreme Court has opined, however, that Art 5 k.c.
cannot be used in order to limit the scope of forfeiture under Art 412 k.c., where
such forfeiture should in principle occur.150

One example given for the use of Art 5 k.c. in the discussed context is that of a
paedophile, who gave a benefit to a minor for sexual intercourse, but later requested
its restitution, alleging invalidity of the contract.151

Another rule that excludes restitution of the benefit in the situation of the unjust
enrichment is Art 409 k.c. This article provides that an obligation to return the
acquired benefit or its value is extinguished if the enriched party has used it or
lost it in a manner that he or she is no longer enriched. This includes in particular

148Art 411 reads: “One cannot request restitution of the benefit:
1) if the person giving the benefit knew that he or she was not obliged to do so, unless the

performance has been made subject to return or in order to avoid a constraint or in performance of
an invalid legal act.”
149Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 143–146; Mostowik, System (n 95), 320; Trzaskowski, Skutki
sprzeczności (n 105), 356. However, the decision of the Supreme Court of 17 May 2002, I CKN
827/00, (2003) OSP, No 12, item 157 should be noted. In that case, Supreme Court stated that Art
5 k.c. cannot be used to block a restitutionary claim against the unjustly enriched, because Art 411
point 2 k.c. already defines situations in which restitution can be refused (Art 411 point 2 provides
that restitution is excluded if rendering a performance satisfies requirements of the rules of social
conduct), and so there is no room for analysis as to whether abuse of rights took place. Cf M
Gutowski, Nieważność czynności prawnej (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2008) 464. In the mentioned case
the invalidity was however caused by non-compliance with formal requirements. It is suggested
that the decision does not apply to cases where the contract’s invalidity is caused by immorality.
150See judgment of the Supreme Court of 23 December 1980, IV CR 512/80.
151See Księżak, Świadczenie (n 91), 146.
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situations when the benefit or its value has been used without receiving any
consideration thereof (it was consumed).152 Nevertheless, the obligation to return
is not extinguished if the enriched party should have been aware that the benefit
or value in question will have to be returned. This includes both situations when
the enriched party actually knew that there were no legal grounds for acquiring
the benefit, and when although he or she had no actual knowledge of that fact, the
possibility that the benefit will have to be returned, should have been taken into
account.153

It was mentioned before that the need to protect the recipient of the benefit in
good faith may prompt the court not do decide on the forfeiture of the benefit. In
such a situation, to protect the recipient should however mean that he or she can
keep the benefit given by a dishonest solvens. Since Polish law does not know the in
pari delicto principle and generally requires restitution in case of unjust enrichment,
even if performance by solvens was immoral, the protection of accipiens is not self-
explanatory. As explained above, blocking the restitution could occur if instruments
provided for in Arts 5 k.c. or 409 k.c. are taken advantage of. The fact that accipiens
is in good faith is helpful in that regard. Under Art 5 k.c., the good faith of the
recipient strengthens an argument that the party who gave the benefit abuses its right
when claiming restitution. Similarly, under Art 409 k.c. the good faith of accipiens
would seem to imply that he or she was not aware that the benefit will have to be
returned, as made without valid legal grounds.

11.3.6.2 Restitution of the Bribe Where No Forfeiture Was Ordered

Where no forfeiture was ordered under Art 412 k.c., but the contract is treated as
invalid, the general rules on unjust enrichment apply. As explained above this means
that in principle, the bribe-giver retains a right to claim restitution of what was paid
by way of a bribe, as well of a commission paid to the intermediary. However, in
exceptional situations, Art 5 k.c. (abuse of rights) could be used in order to block
restitution.

It seems that a situation where no forfeiture is ordered under Art 412 k.c. may
in particular occur if the dispute as to the bribery contract is decided in arbitration.
This is because arbitration is generally confidential. The authorities representing the
State Treasury might fail to learn about a corruption contract. They will thus not get
opportunity to claim forfeiture under Art 412 k.c. The arbitrators who find invalidity
of the bribery contract would then have to decide on the restitution of whatever was
paid under the contract. If the Polish law governs the contract, the above mentioned
general principles of law of restitution would apply.

152Pietrzykowski, Komentarz (n 94), 1145.
153Pietrzykowski, Komentarz (n 94), 1145.
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11.3.7 Claims Based on Tort Law or on the Rules of Unfair
Competition

11.3.7.1 Introduction

Obtaining an advantage by way of bribery may cause a detriment to the competitors
of the bribe-giver. Both a bribe given in the public and in the private sector may
cause such a harm. In the public sector, an act may take the form of a bribe given
to a public official in order to induce the latter to take a decision in favour of the
bribe-giver and to the detriment of competitors. In a commercial context, on the
other hand, this can occur by way of a bribe given to a manager of a company in
order to obtain a specific advantage over other undertakings, which compete for the
same contract tender, services or goods. Such actions could often be classified as
torts (delicts), and in the commercial context – also as acts of unfair competition.154

Moreover, tort law could sometimes be used, if the contract concluded by an
agent is treated as invalid because it is somehow tainted by corruption, but there
arises a need to protect a party who has not been implicated in a corrupt practice
(such as e.g. when the agent of an innocent principal gives a bribe to a public
official). These situations were referred to above.

11.3.7.2 General Tort Law

Polish law contains a general all-catching tortuous liability clause in Art 415 k.c.
According to this provision: “A person who has of its own fault caused damage to
another shall compensate it”. Art 415 k.c. covers all types of different behaviour
of the physical or legal person (both actions and failures to act). Irrespective of
the nature of the conduct of the tortfeasor, if the conditions set in Art 415 k.c.
are satisfied, the person who has committed the tort is liable to compensate the
damage. It is rather clear that Art 415 k.c. potentially covers also behaviour such
as corrupt activities. Under this provision, both the bribe-giver and the briber-taker
might potentially be liable towards third parties who suffered damage.

According to Art 415 k.c. there are three conditions, which have to be satisfied
in order to establish the liability of a tortfeasor:

– the illegality of tortfeasor’s action and the fault on his part,
– the damage caused to another,
– the casual link between the action of the tortfeasor and the damage.

These conditions merit short comment. First, the conduct of the tortfeasor has to
be illegal and there must be tortfeasor’s fault. The behaviour is illegal if it violates
the general rules existing in the legal order, which should be obeyed by everyone.
The illegality under Art 415 k.c. exists in particular if the tortfeasor breaches the

154See Dzienis and Filipkowski, ‘Cywilnoprawne’ (n 85), 60.
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rules of law, which is clearly the case if he or she has given or accepted a bribe.
Next, the tortfeasor is liable under Art 415 only if he can be shown to have acted in
fault. The debtor is liable irrespective of the degree and the type of his fault (whether
intentional or unintentional). In most circumstances, it should not be a problem to
attribute fault to the bribe-giver and bribe-taker, at least as long as there is sufficient
evidence to show that a corrupt practice has taken place at all. It might also be
mentioned that according to Art 416 k.c. a legal person is liable for the committed
tort, if the fault can be attributed to the legal person’s governing body. Thus, under
the above provisions, the tortfeasor will be liable if he or she has committed or
authorized the act of corruption, or failed to take reasonable steps to prevent it.

As with respect to the damage, the principle of Polish law is that the party injured
is entitled to recovery in the amount equalling the harm caused (the principle of
full compensation). This includes not only the actual damage to the injured party’s
property (damnum emergens) but also loss of any profits that the party would have
reasonably made, if the tort had not been committed (lucrum cessans). On the other
hand, Polish law provides also for a principle of contributory negligence, which
allows to lower the compensation for the harm caused, if the injured party has
somehow contributed to its own harm (Art 362 k.c.).

Last, Polish law imposes liability if there is a normal causal link between the
action (failure to act) and the damage (Art 361§1 k.c.). In case of corruption, it is
thus required that a link is shown between the act of corruption and the damage
suffered by another.

It is submitted that the above described provisions of the Polish Civil Code satisfy
the requirements laid down in Arts 3 (compensation for damage), 4 (liability) and 6
(contributory negligence) of the Civil Law Convention on Corruption. In a decision
of 4 November 2010 the Polish Supreme Court found that Art 415 k.c. indeed
constitutes an implementation of the rules laid down in the Convention.155 The Court
has also observed in the same judgment that the provisions of the Convention are
not self-executing and so they cannot serve as an independent basis for the remedies
to be sought before a court.

11.3.7.3 Tortious Liability for Acts of Employees and Agents

If a person or entity entrusts another with a task to carry out certain acts that person
or entity might be liable for torts committed by the one who performs the entrusted
acts. In the Polish civil law doctrine, this is referred to as the “tortious liability for
acts of another”. There are two principles in that regard. First, under Art 429 k.c.,

155II PK 112/10 (in this case a whistle-blower who informed of corruption in his company was
fired; he then sought compensation under Art 415 k.c. and the Civil Law Convention on Corruption;
the Court found that an employee is in principle limited to claims based on labour law for
unjustified discharge from work; in some circumstances, nevertheless, a claim based on Art 415
k.c. could have been allowed; the Convention, however, cannot itself constitute an independent
basis for meritorious claims).
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liability might be imposed on anyone who assigned a task to be “independently”
performed by another. This will include outside consultants and agents who were
hired to carry out certain acts or transactions on behalf or on account of the principal.
Under Art 429 k.c. the principal is, however, only liable for the so called “fault in
choice”, i.e. if the principal has chosen the agent in breach of due diligence.156 A
proof that a person who professionally carries out given activities was chosen is
sufficient to exempt the principal from the liability.

A more demanding standard results out of Art 430 k.c. which provides for
liability of a principal who delegates tasks to be performed under its supervision, i.e.
while retaining control over the performing person and being able to issue specific
directives thereto. Notably, the provision in question covers liability for acts of
principal’s employees and other agents or managers who remain under its direct
control (but not the members of the management board or other governing bodies of
the company). Art 430 k.c. imposes a more onerous burden for the principal because
it is based on the principle of strict liability.157 This means that the principal’s fault
is not a precondition for the liability under this provision. The employee’s or agent’s
fault, however, has to be shown in order to succeed on the claim based on Art
430 k.c.

Both under Art 429 and 430 k.c., it is irrelevant what is the nature of the
relationship between the principal and the person entrusted with performance of
certain tasks. It is not necessary that a legal relationship exists between them
(a purely factual assignment of tasks to be performed on account of another is
sufficient). The agency relationship might exist but is in no way required for the
liability under these two provisions to come into play.

The crucial requirement for the liability, both under Art 429 k.c. and Art 430 k.c.,
is that the tort committed by the agent/employee is related to the tasks entrusted to
that person. The principal is not liable for the tort that is committed by merely taking
advantage of the opportunity when performing the assigned task. The principal is
thus only liable if the tort is functionally related to the task assigned.158 The goal
which the person committing a tort had in mind, as well as the fact that he or she
acted on account of the principal, are the relevant criteria for determining whether
the principal incurs liability.159

Arts 429 and 430 k.c. concern tortious liability of the principal for the acts of
its employees/agents towards third parties. Quite a different matter is a question
whether the principal, having satisfied the third parties’ claims, might seek redress
from its employee/agent. This is governed by the internal relationship between the
principal and the employee/agent.

Since an act of corruption may be treated as a tort, if the bribe was given by the
employee/agent on behalf of or on account of the principal, the tortious liability of

156See Radwański and Olejniczak, Zobowiązania (n 100), 198; Safjan, Komentarz (n 77), 1243.
157Radwański and Olejniczak, Zobowiązania (n 100), 199; Safjan, Komentarz (n 77), 1246.
158Radwański and Olejniczak, Zobowiązania (n 100), 200.
159Safjan, Komentarz (n 77), 1247.
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the principal may occur. Here, it seems useful to distinguish two situations. First, if
the principal expressly authorized its employee/agent to give a bribe, the principal
will be liable for its own actions under Arts 415 and 416 k.c. Second, if the bribe was
given by the employee/agent from his or her own initiative but in relation to the tasks
entrusted by the principal, the liability under Arts 429 and 430 k.c. can come into
play. The liability of the principal will then foremost depend on whether the bribe
was given in relation to the tasks assigned to the employee/agent by the principal.
The principal may incur liability if the bribe was given in order to perform tasks
entrusted by the principal or otherwise on account of the principal. The functional
link between the payment of a bribe and the task entrusted by the principal should be
shown. For example, if the company’s employee who was entrusted with marketing
company services and concluding contracts on its behalf, gives a bribe to a public
official with a view of securing such a contract, the principal can probably be
held liable under Art 430 k.c. It will prove more difficult to seek redress from the
principal who assigned a similar task to an independent agent, as understood under
Art 429 k.c. Generally, if the agent is a professional in the given type of business,
the principal will not be liable for the agent’s actions, unless it has expressly (and
possibly also tacitly) authorized a corrupt practice (which could justify liability for
principal’s own actions under Arts 415 and 416 k.c.).

11.3.7.4 State Liability for Bribe-Taking of Its Officials

It is important to note that Polish law contains extensive rules on the liability of
the state for damage caused to individuals in the exercise of public powers (acta
iure imperii). This is significant for satisfying international obligations under the
Civil Law Convention on Corruption, which requires in its Art 5 that a state must
compensate persons who suffered damages as a result of the acts of corruption
committed by public officials in the exercise of their functions.

In Poland, the basic rule of the state liability is contained in Art 417 k.c. Under
this provision the Polish State Treasury is liable for any damage caused by a public
authority, which in exercise of its public powers violates rules of law. The provision
thus covers also situations in which state official accepts a bribe in relation to
performance of his or her public duties, since taking a bribe clearly violates law.160

The proof of fault of a specific public official is not required.161 Other prerequisites
of the liability (damage and casual link) are understood similarly as under Art
415 k.c.

Analogical principles apply also to officials of local authorities exercising their
public powers.

160Art 417 k.c. has not often been used in practice against the state in relation to bribery of public
officials. A decision that seem to confirm such a possibility was, however, rendered by the Supreme
Court on 15 March 2007, Case no II CSK 497/06.
161See e.g. Z Banaszczyk, in K Pietrzykowski (ed), Kodeks cywilny – tom I. Komentarz do art.
1–44910 (Warszawa, CH Beck, 2013) 1186.
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11.3.7.5 Unfair Competition

In the context of corruption affecting interests of commercial competitors or
consumers, an Act of 16 April 1993 on Combating Unfair Competition (hereafter
referred to as: “u.z.n.k.”)162 could be highly relevant. Under the most general rule
expressed in Art 3(1) u.z.n.k.: “an act of unfair competition is an action which
violates law or the principles of fair dealing, if it puts at risk or infringes interests of
another entrepreneur or a customer”.

Art 3(2) u.z.n.k. provides examples of actions that can be classified as acts
of unfair competition. It mentions, inter alia, corrupting public officials. A more
specific rule in that regard is laid down in Art 15a u.z.n.k. According to this rule
corrupting a person who performs a public function in the meaning of Art 229 k.k.
may constitute an act of unfair competition if it has been initiated by an entrepreneur
and harms the competitors.163 Such an act of unfair competition may only be
committed by an entrepreneur being a physical person or a physical person acting
on behalf of the entrepreneur or a business entity.164 It is uncertain whether under
the current law, a criminal sentence for an act of corruption must precede a civil law
action based on Art 15a u.z.n.k.165 Clearly, however, if a public official has already
been sentenced, the findings of the criminal court with respect to the crime itself
will bind the civil court in the unfair competition action. Thus, if the criminal court
found that no corruption took place, the civil law action based on Art 15a u.z.n.k
must fail.166

Corruption in a private sector may also constitute an act of unfair competition.
This occurs when the crime from Art 296a k.k. (bribery in a private sector) is
committed with an intention (and has effect) of infringing the interests of another
entrepreneur or a customer. In particular, Art 12 u.z.n.k. provides for a specific
context in which such an act of unfair competition may occur.167 According to this

162Dz.U. 2003, No 153, item 1503 with later changes.
163Art 15a u.z.n.k. reads:

Corrupting a person who performs a public function is an act of unfair competition if it
constitutes a crime defined in Art 229 of the Penal Code committed by an individual being:
1) an entrepreneur; 2) a person acting on behalf of an entrepreneur with the authority to
represent it or with a power to make decisions in its name or exercise control over that
entrepreneur; 3) a person acting on behalf of an entrepreneur, with a consent of a person
specified in point 2 above.

164Cf M Sieradzka, Ustawa o zwalczaniu nieuczciwej konkurencji. Komentarz (Lex online, 2010),
commentary on Art 15a, paras 3 and 5.
165The law in force before 2003 expressly required that the criminal sentence is rendered before
the unfair competition law action could be pursued before civil courts. The rule to that effect was
however repealed and at present the matter seems unsettled. See Sieradzka, Komentarz (n 164),
paras 1–3.
166Sieradzka, Komentarz (n 164), para 2.
167See Dzienis and Filipkowski, ‘Cywilnoprawne’ (n 85), 60, 63.
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provision, if someone induces a manager or an employee of the company not to
perform, or to inadequately perform its obligations, with an intention or result of
causing a benefit to a third party or a detriment to the entrepreneur in question,
there is an act of unfair competition described in Art 12 u.z.n.k.168 Consequently,
if a person gives a bribe in order to induce a manager or an employee of the
company not to perform its obligations, he or she will not only commit a crime
under Art 296a k.k. but also an act of unfair competition specified in Art 12
u.z.n.k.

Obviously, a bribe may also be given in the private sector for the purpose of
carrying out an action that constitutes an act of unfair competition.169 Art 296a k.k.
specifically mentions that a crime is also committed if a benefit is given in exchange
for an act of unfair competition. This can be done in order to induce various acts
of unfair competition specified in Arts 5–17d u.z.n.k. The very behaviour that
constitutes an act of unfair competition is then a separate action from the act of
a crime (giving or accepting a bribe) itself.

An entrepreneur who has suffered detriment or whose interests were put at risk
has various remedies at its disposal. Art 18 u.z.n.k. provides that an entrepreneur
may request the person responsible for an act of unfair competition to:

– refrain from illegal actions,
– remove consequences of the illegal actions,
– make a statement of a suitable content and in an adequate form,
– provide compensation for the harm caused,
– hand out benefits unjustly obtained,
– make a payment for a charitable purpose.

It follows that the Act on Unfair Competition provides for a variety of remedies
available to businesses harmed by their competitors’ corrupt practices. Most
importantly, the injured party can claim compensation for the harm caused. In
line with general rules of tort law, in order to succeed on the action, the injured
entrepreneur has to produce evidence of the harm and show the causal link between
the act of corruption and the suffering of the harm.

168Art 12 u.z.n.k. reads:

It is an act of unfair competition to induce a person performing work for the entrepreneur,
on basis of the employment or other legal relationship, to not carry out, or to inadequately
carry out its employment obligations or other contractual obligations, for the purpose of
obtaining a benefit or causing a benefit to a third person, or in order to cause detriment to
the entrepreneur in question.

169See T Oczkowski, Nadużycie zaufania w prowadzeniu cudzych spraw majątkowych.
Prawnokarne oceny i konsekwencje (Warszawa, Wolters Kluwer, 2013) ch 4.4.



Chapter 12
Corruption in International Commercial
Contracts – A Portuguese Substantive
and Private International Law Perspective

Luís de Lima Pinheiro

Abstract The contribution examines the effects of corruption on the validity of
bribery contracts and on the validity and binding force of contracts obtained through
corruption in international trade, and the consequences of invalidity. Regarding the
contracts obtained through corruption, the main focus is in private law contracts, but
issues raised by corruption in administrative contracts are also briefly addressed.

The analysis is made in the perspective of Portuguese substantive law and of
choice of law rules that, in the Portuguese legal order, determine the laws applicable
to international bribery contracts, to international main contracts and to claims for
unjust enrichment, as well as the effects of anti-corruption rules contained in laws
which are not primarily applicable.

The suitability of the solutions provided or allowed by Portuguese law for
tackling problems arising from corruption in international commercial contracts
is evaluated in the light of the interests of the parties involved and of the
implementation of the anti-corruption policies of the States. Difficulties arising from
the enforcement of the law and the need for clarification and for improvement of
some solutions are acknowledged.

12.1 Introduction

12.1.1 Introductory Remarks

The huge economic impact of corruption is well known. According to a 2012
OECD’s statement, it is estimated that the cost of corruption equals more than 5 %
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of global GDP (US$ 2.6 trillion, World Economic Forum) with over US$ 1 trillion
paid in bribes each year (World Bank).1

Corruption, however, is not only detrimental to the economy, but also to the
political and moral well-being of countries. In effect, it is a cancer in the social
body, which deviates the public officials from the pursuance of public interests,
threatening political stability and government legitimacy, prevents or slows down
economic development, diverts resources from the satisfaction of collective needs
to private appropriation, and undermines ethical standards in society.2

All countries are affected by this cancer, and Portugal is no exception. According
to the Corruption Perception Index 2014 of Transparency International,3 corruption
in the public sector ranks Portugal at 31st position in an increasing scale of
corruption out of 175 countries and territories surveyed, ex aequo with Botswana,
Cyprus and Puerto Rico.

Although more visible in the public sector, corruption also occurs in the private
sector, namely when an agent or manager of an enterprise violates his professional
ethics by favoring a third party against the interests of the principal.

Action to fight corruption has been taken by States, Intergovernmental and
Supranational Organizations and Non-Governmental Organizations. States have
primarily resorted to Criminal Law to prosecute and sanction corrupt behavior. In
Portugal, corrupt conducts are criminalized in a very comprehensive way, including
corruption in international trade and in the private sector (below Sect. 12.1.2). The
enforcement of this legislation has, however, met many difficulties. Administrative
Law tools have also been used to prevent and sanction corruption, namely special
rules on public procurement, anti-bureaucratic measures, disciplinary sanctions for
corrupt public officials and supervision by the Court of Audit (Tribunal de Contas).

Several Intergovernmental Organizations have been active in fighting corruption,
namely the UN, the OECD, the World Bank and the Council of Europe. The same
may be said, at a supranational level, of the EU. Some of these organizations have
adopted International Conventions fostering the definition of international standards
on the matter.

Portugal is party to the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign
Public Officials in International Business Transactions of 1997,4 to the Council

1http://www.oecd.org/cleangovbiz/49693613.pdf
2See also V Bhargava, ‘The Cancer of Corruption’ (2005), http://siteresources.worldbank.org/
EXTABOUTUS/Resources/Corruption.pdf
3http://www.transparency.org/cpi2014/results
4Approved for ratification by the Resolução da Assembleia da República no 32/2000, of 31 March,
and ratified by the Decreto do Presidente da República no 19/2000, of the same date. It entered
into force for Portugal on 22 January 2001. Regarding this Convention, see C Uriarte, ‘The OECD
Anti-Bribery Convention: More than a Criminal Law Instrument’ in O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law
Consequences of Corruption (Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009) 31–36.

http://www.oecd.org/cleangovbiz/49693613.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTABOUTUS/Resources/Corruption.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTABOUTUS/Resources/Corruption.pdf
http://www.transparency.org/cpi2014/results
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of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of 1999,5 and to the United
Nations Convention against Corruption of 2003,6 but not to the Council of Europe’s
1999 Civil Law Convention on Corruption.7 Portugal is also party to the Convention
drawn up on the basis of Art K.3 (2)(c) of the Treaty on European Union on the Fight
Against Corruption Involving Officials of the European Communities or Officials of
Member States of the European Union of 1997.8

Many Non-Governmental Organizations are engaged in this matter, namely
Global Financial Integrity, Global Witness and Transparence International. Refer-
ence shall also be made to the UNCAC Coalition of Civil Society Organizations,
which is a network committed to promoting the ratification, implementation and
monitoring of the United Nations Convention against Corruption. Specifically in
the field of international trade, the International Chamber of Commerce has adopted
the ICC Rules on Combating Corruption 2011 and drafted the ICC Anti-Corruption
Clause which is available for international contracting.

Private law issues of corruption have received less attention than criminal and
administrative aspects. Nevertheless, there are many private law issues involved in
corruption, not only in the private sector but also in the public sector. The invalidity
of bribery contracts, and its consequences, as well as the civil responsibility claims
of honest competitors who have suffered losses due to corruption, are common
issues. The invalidity or non-binding effect to the innocent party of the contract
obtained through corruption (main contract) is also an issue which may arise in
both sectors, but which is dealt with differently regarding private law contracts and
administrative contracts in those systems, such as the Portuguese, which draw a
clear distinction between these categories.

The role of private law, in respect to these issues, is not only to protect private
rights and interests of persons who have suffered losses due to the corrupt behavior
of others, but also to implement the public policies pursued by the State in its combat
against corruption.9

The present contribution is not aimed at tackling all the private law issues of cor-
ruption, but only those concerning international commercial contracts. Furthermore

5Approved for ratification by the Resolução da Assembleia da República no 68/2001, of 26
October, and ratified by the Decreto do Presidente da República no 56/2001, of the same date.
It entered into force for Portugal on 1 September 2002.
6Approved for ratification by the Resolução da Assembleia da República no 47/2007, of 21
September, and ratified by the Decreto do Presidente da República no 97/2007, of the same date.
It entered into force for Portugal on 28 October 2007.
7Regarding this Convention, see W Rau, ‘The Council of Europe’s Civil Law Convention on
Corruption’ in O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption (Baden-Baden, Nomos,
2009) 21–30.
8Approved for ratification by the Resolução da Assembleia da República no 72/2001, of 15
January, and ratified by the Decreto do Presidente da República no 58/2001, of the same date.
It entered into force on 28 September 2005.
9See also O Meyer, ‘The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption – an Introduction’ in O Meyer
(ed), The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption (Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009) 15–20, 17 ff.
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it will not deal with the issue of corruption in contracts subject to arbitration, which
has already generated an extensive bibliography.10

The approach chosen has a substantive aspect, concerning mainly contract and
agency law (Sect. 12.2), but without ignoring the specificity of administrative
contracts (Sect. 12.3), and a Private International Law aspect, concerning namely the
determination of the law applicable to the bribery contract and to the main contract
and the effect to be given to mandatory rules of other laws (Sect. 12.4).

Before addressing these issues, it will be useful to scrutinize briefly the Criminal
Law regimes applicable to corruption, since these regimes are decisive in the
delimitation of the concept of corruption and fundamental for the application of
rules on the invalidity of the contracts concerned.

12.1.2 Corruption as a Criminal Offence

Within the framework of the Criminal Code [Código Penal], corruption is a criminal
offence only in the public sector. A distinction is drawn between passive corruption
and active corruption.

Passive corruption is defined as the requirement or acceptance by a public official
of a pecuniary or non-pecuniary advantage for himself or for a third party – or
the promise thereof – for committing a particular act or omission (Art 373). The
sanction is attenuated if the act or omission is not contrary to the duties of the office
and/or if the advantage benefits a third party.

Active corruption is defined as the offer or promise to a public official, or a third
party by designation or with the public official’s knowledge, of pecuniary or non-
pecuniary advantage for committing an act or omission (Art 374). In this case as
well, the sanction is attenuated if the act or omission is not contrary to the duties of
the office and/ or if the advantage benefits a third party.

Furthermore, the requirement or acceptance by a public official, or the offer or
promise to a public official or third party by designation or with the public official’s
knowledge, of an undue advantage for himself or a third party, in the exercise of

10See, namely, A Sayed, Corruption in International Trade and Commercial Arbitration (The
Hague, Kluwer Law International, 2004); B Cremades, ‘Corruption and Investment Arbitration’
in G Aksen et al (eds), Liber Amicorum Robert Briner (Paris, ICC Publishing, 2005) 203–219;
C Nicholls et al (eds), Corruption and Misuse of Public Office (Oxford, OUP, 2006) 250 ff;
H Raeschke-Kessler and D Gottwald, ‘Korruption und internationales Vertragsrecht. Rechtliche
Aspekte der Korruption im Bau- und Infrastruktursektor mit Auslandsbezug’ in Moll (ed), FS
Hans-Jochem Lüer (Munich, Beck, 2008) 39–56; A Makinwa, ‘Civil Remedies for International
Corruption: The Role of International Arbitration’ in O Meyer (ed), The Civil Law Consequences
of Corruption (Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2009) 257–280; C Lamm, H Pham and R Moloo, ‘Fraud
and Corruption in International Arbitration’ in D Arias and MÁ Fernández-Ballesteros (eds),
Liber Amicorum Bernardo Cremades (Madrid, La Ley, 2010) 699–731; M Raouf, ‘How Should
International Arbitrators Tackle Corruption Issues?’ in D Arias and MÁ Fernández-Ballesteros
(eds), Liber Amicorum Bernardo Cremades (Madrid, La Ley, 2010) 1–16.
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his functions or by virtue of them, is a criminal offence, even if no act or omission
is carried out. An exception is made for conduct that is socially appropriate and in
conformity with local usages and customs (Art 372).

In these articles, the expression “public official” includes officials of the Euro-
pean Union, regardless of their nationality and residence, as well as public officials
of other Member States of the European Union; and officials of public law
international organizations of which Portugal is a member, where the infraction
occurred totally or partially in Portugal (Art 386(3)).

The requirement or acceptance of a pecuniary or non-pecuniary advantage – or
the promise thereof – for the abuse of influence over a public entity with the purpose
of obtaining a favorable decision, and the offer or promise of such an advantage with
the purpose of obtaining an illegal favorable decision, is also a criminal offence (Art
335 – traffic of influence).

However, certain corruption practices in the private sector can activate provisions
of the Criminal Code, such as the commitment of the crime of betrayal of
trust [infidelidade] by the person in charge of the disposition, administration or
supervision of the pecuniary interests of others (Art 224).

A special regime with aggravated sanctions applies to holders of political office
and high public office (Arts 16-18 of the Lei no 34/87 of 16 July, as amended by the
Leis nos 41/2010 of 3 September and 4/2013 of 14 January).

Another special regime applies to corruption in international trade and the
private sector (Lei no 20/2008, of 21 April). This regime only applies if the conduct
is not sanctioned more severely by another legal regime (Art 6(1)).

According to this regime, the active corruption of a public official or holder of
political office, national or foreign, in order to obtain or maintain a transaction
or other undue advantage in the international trade, is a criminal offence (Art 7).
This charge applies to conducts occurring in Portugal, aboard Portuguese ships
and airplanes and, in principle, to the conduct of Portuguese nationals (including
corporations seated in Portugal) and foreigners present in Portugal, even if it
occurred in a foreign country (Art 3(a) and Art 4 of the Criminal Code).

The active or passive corruption of a private sector “worker” to commit an act
or omission in breach of his functional duties is also a criminal offence (Arts 8
and 9). Members of corporate bodies and independent professionals “serving” a
private sector entity are deemed to be “workers” for this purpose (Art 2(d)). This
charge applies mainly to conducts occurring in Portugal or aboard Portuguese ships
and airplanes (Art 4 of the Criminal Code) and, in principle, to acts committed by
corporations or against corporations seated in Portugal (Art 5(1)(g) of the Criminal
Code) and by national public officials, holders of national political office and the
Portuguese officials of international organizations even if the event occurred in a
foreign country (Art 3(b) of Lei no 20/2008).

Therefore, when fulfilling some prerequisites, corruption is also a criminal
offence if committed in a foreign country:

– in the public sector, where committed by a Portuguese national, including
corporations seated in Portugal, or by foreigners present in Portugal;
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– in the private sector, where committed by corporations seated in Portugal, holders
of national public or political office, and Portuguese officials of international
organizations.

However, Portuguese criminal law is only applied to conducts occurring outside
Portuguese territory when the offender has not been tried in the country where the
conduct occurred or has failed to comply with the judicial sentence (Art 6(1) of the
Criminal Code).11

In light of this special regime, the Industrial Property Code’s prohibition of unfair
competition (Arts 317 and 318) – which is not deemed a criminal offence but an
illegality sanctioned by a “fine” that is not convertible to imprisonment in case of
non-payment – does not seem to play a significant role in the context of corruption in
international commercial contracts. The issue of civil responsibility claims for losses
caused by unfair competition will not be dealt with in the present contribution.

12.2 Substantive Issues Raised by Corruption in Private
Law Contracts

12.2.1 General Remarks

There is no statutory regulation in Portugal dealing specifically with corruption in
private law contracts. Therefore, general rules, namely of contract and agency law,
apply. As far as I know, the regime applicable to corruption in private law contracts
has not been studied in Portugal. For this reason, the views expressed below are the
result of my own personal reflections.

A distinction will be drawn between the bribery contract and the main contract,
ie, the contract obtained through bribery. The bribery contract is concluded between
the person interested in obtaining a contract and a public official or “worker” of a
private entity. In it, the bribe-taker, in exchange for a pecuniary or non-pecuniary
benefit, undertakes an act or omission that promotes or facilitates the conclusion of
the main contract between the bribe-giver and the public or private entity.

12.2.2 Bribery Contract

Regarding the bribery contract, the relevant general rules are those concerning ille-
gal and immoral contracts. The content of domestic bribery contracts contravenes
mandatory rules of criminal law; therefore, these contracts are void (Art 280(1) of
the Civil Code) and subject to the consequences laid down in Arts 286 and 289–291
of the Civil Code.

11See further Art 6(2) of the Criminal Code regarding the application of the law of the country
where the conduct occurred when this law is more beneficial to the offender.
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Hence, the effects of the infringement are governed by the general rules
governing legal transactions (Arts 280 and 289 ff of the Civil Code), which specify
the type of invalidity and the precise consequences of the invalidity. By promoting
legal certainty and foreseeability, this legal approach seems to work better than
giving a wide margin of discretion to the courts, as the UNIDROIT Principles
of International Commercial Contracts do in Arts 3.3.1(2) and 3.3.2. It does not
exclude, however, a certain margin for adaptation of the legal regime to particular
circumstances.

The provision regarding the illegality or immorality of the parties’ common
purpose (Art 281 of the Civil Code) does not seem to play an independent role
in this context, since the issue of illegality or immorality always arises in relation to
the contract’s content.

12.2.3 Main Contract

12.2.3.1 Situations in Which Corruption May Interfere with the Main
Contract and the Private or Public Law Nature of the Main
Contract

Corruption may interfere with the main contract in two types of situations.
In the first type, the main contract is concluded in breach of duties of public

office by a public official or of professional duties of a manager of a corporation
or partnership, an employee or an agent, in principle, to the detriment of the public
entity, corporation, partnership, employer or the principal and with the knowledge of
the other contracting party. In the broad sense, we may refer to the bribe-taker who
intervenes in the conclusion of the main contract as an “agent” and to the holder of
the interests that are negatively affected as a “principal”. Unlike the bribery contract,
the content of the main contract is, in principle, legal and moral. The breach of
ethics concerns the circumstances under which the main contract is concluded and
the negative consequences arising therefrom to the “principal”.

In the second type of situation, there is no intervention of a bribe-taker in the
conclusion of the main contract. There is, however, undue influence from a bribe-
taker over the person who concludes the contract. Depending on the circumstances,
the conduct of the bribe-taker can have varying criminal relevance. Namely, it can
constitute a crime of corruption or of traffic of influence or not amount to a criminal
offence at all.

12.2.3.2 Situations in Which the Bribe-Taker Intervenes in the
Conclusion of the Main Contract

It is doubtful whether the general rule on immorality of contracts applies when the
main contract is a private law contract. In effect, unlike German law (Art 138 of the
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Civil Code), the Portuguese Civil Code’s provisions on the immorality of contracts
deal only with the content and common purpose of the contract (Arts 280(2) –
keeping in mind the Art’s title – and 281). Nevertheless, the legal literature is not
unequivocal in this respect.12

The applicability of Art 280(2) to the main contract could cause difficulties
in cases in which the “principal” is interested in keeping the contract, since void
contracts are not confirmable.13 On the other hand, Art 281 is clearly not applicable
to the main contract, since it would require the contractual parties (ie, the principal
and the bribe-giver) to share a common illegal or immoral purpose, which is not, in
principle, the case.14

Therefore, it seems that the rules concerning the “authority of agents” shall be
applied. However, we must bear in mind that the relationships between “agents” and
“principals” can assume different natures and be subject to different regimes.

In pure domestic relationships, in which the “agency” relationship is directly
subject to Portuguese law, the solution is clear where the bribe-taker is a stricto
sensu voluntary agent of the principal. The conclusion of the main contract in the
name of the principal breaches the agent’s duty of loyalty and, for this reason,
amounts to an abuse of authority.15 Since the bribe-giver has prior knowledge of
this abuse, the main contract has no binding effect on the principal as long as it is
not ratified by him (Art 268(1) applicable ex vi Arts 1178(1) and 269 of the Civil
Code). The ratification presupposes that the principal has knowledge of the abuse,
particularly of the bribery contract. The bribe-giver may fix a time-limit for the
ratification, in which case the ratification is deemed to be denied if it does not take
place within the time-limit (Art 268(3) applicable ex vi Arts 1178(1) and 269 of the
Civil Code).

The Civil Law Convention on Corruption and the UNIDROIT Principles adopt
different approaches. According to the Convention, the internal law of contracting
States shall provide for the possibility for all parties to a contract whose consent has

12Compare, namely, C Mota Pinto, A Pinto Monteiro and P Mota Pinto, Teoria Geral do Direito
Civil, 4th edn (Coimbra, Coimbra Editora, 2005) 557, and P Pais de Vasconcelos, Teoria Geral
do Direito Civil, 7th edn (Coimbra, Almedina, 2012) 498 and 500 f, who relate Art 280(2) to the
contract’s content, with F Pires de Lima and J Antunes Varela, Código Civil Anotado, vol I, 3rd
edn (Coimbra, Coimbra Editora, 1982) Art 280 comment 3; J de Oliveira Ascensão, Direito Civil.
Teoria Geral, vol II – Acções e Factos Jurídicos, 2nd edn (Coimbra, Almedina, 2003) 333 ff, and
A Menezes Cordeiro, Tratado de Direito Civil Português, vol I – Parte Geral, tomo I, 3rd edn
(Coimbra, Almedina, 2005) 707 ff, who omit this reference.
13Regarding the solution offered up by German law, compare H Schlüter, Schmiergeldvereinbarung
und Hauptvertrag in Deutschland, England und Spanien (Bielefeld, Osning, 2004) 103 ff, and the
doubts concerning the dogmatic soundness of accepting a ratification of the contract by analogous
application of Art 177(1) of the Civil Code on the ratification of contracts concluded by “agents”
outside their authority.
14For a divergent view, however, see A Soveral Martins, Os Poderes de Representação dos
Administradores de Sociedades Anónimas (Coimbra, Coimbra Editora, 1998) 258 ff.
15On the characterization of the abuse of authority, see Menezes Cordeiro (n 12), vol I – Parte
Geral, tomo IV, 112.
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been undermined by an act of corruption to apply for the contract’s avoidance (Art
8(2)). The UNIDROIT Principles provide, in cases of conflict of interests, that if a
contract concluded by the agent involves a conflict of interests with the principal,
of which the third party knew of or ought to have known, the principal may avoid
the contract (Art 2.2.7(1)). In corruption cases, it would appear more appropriate to
subject the binding effect on the principal to his ratification rather than treating the
contract as effective until the principal avoids it.

The regime of voluntary agency seems to be directly applicable to contracts
concluded by employees as agents of their employers (Art 115(3) of the Labor
Code). In the absence of a special regime, the applicability by analogy of these
solutions to other “agent”/“principal” relationships should be evaluated in the light
of the nature of those relationships and of systematic coherence with their regime.

As far as Portuguese law is concerned, there is no voluntary agency relationship
between managers and the corporation or partnership (so-called representação
orgânica). However, there is an analogy between agents’ abuse of authority and
managers’ abuse of authority. A manager’s authority is functionally subordinated
to pursuing the interests of the corporation or partnership as an agent’s authority is
functionally subordinated to pursuing the interests of the principal. The application
by analogy of Art 269 of the Civil Code does not systematically contradict the
regimes governing the binding effect of contracts concluded ultra vires by managers
(Arts 192(3) and (4), 260(1)–(3), and 409(1)–(3) of the Code of Commercial
Companies; see also Art 996(2) of the Civil Code), which is a different but
related problem.

Therefore, with the adaptations that may be necessary, the above-mentioned
solution should apply, to main contracts concluded by corrupt managers.16

12.2.3.3 Situations in Which the Bribe-Taker Influences the Person
Concluding the Main Contract

In purely domestic private law contracts, the mere existence of a bribery contract
between a party to the main contract and an “agent” who influenced the other
party to the main contract (the innocent party) does not trigger the invalidity of this
contract. The contract will only be invalid if the conduct of the “agent” constitutes
dolus malus or, otherwise, caused an error regarding other essential elements for the
formation of the innocent party’s will.

16Cf R Ventura, Sociedades por Quotas, vol III (Coimbra, Coimbra Editora, 1991) 176; and J
Espírito Santo, Sociedades por Quotas e Anónimas – Vinculação: Objecto Social e Representação
Plural (Coimbra, Almedina, 2000) 445 ff, but sustaining that the contract does not bind the
corporation only if the third party knew or should have known that the conduct of the manager was
contrary to the interest of the corporation. Compare, in favor of the nullity of contracts concluded
with collusion between the manager and the third party to the detriment of the corporation, Soveral
Martins (n 14), 258; and J Coutinho de Abreu, ‘Vinculação das Sociedades Comerciais’ in A
Menezes Cordeiro, P Pais de Vasconcelos and P Costa e Silva (eds), Est. José de Oliveira Ascensão,
vol II (Coimbra, Almedina, 2008) 1213–1239, 1236.
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Dolus malus presupposes that the “agent” has employed illegitimate suggestions
or artifices in order to mislead or maintain in error the innocent party, or has
breached a duty of information in order to avoid that error, and this error was
determinant in the conclusion of the contract. In this case, the contract may be
annulled by the innocent party (Arts 253 and 254 of the Civil Code).

Where the prerequisites of dolus malus are not met, the invalidity of the
contract can, under some circumstances, result from an error on the motives which
determined the innocent party’s will.17 This is the case, in first place, where the
conduct of the “agent” has resulted in an error of the innocent party regarding the
identity or the qualities of the bribe-giver, or the identity or qualities of the object
of the contract, in cases where the bribe-giver knew, or ought to have known, the
essentiality of those elements for the innocent party. In this case, the innocent party
may annul the contract (Arts 251 and 247 of the Civil Code).18

The innocent party may also annul the contract where its conclusion has been
determined by an error regarding other essential elements for the formation of his
will, known by the bribe-giver, in such a way that the claim of performance of the
contract is severely contrary to good faith principles (Art 252(2) of the Civil Code –
error on the basis of the contract).19 It seems that the innocent party may also plead
the contract adaptation according to criteria of equity and that the bribe-giver may
oppose the annulment by accepting the adaptation of the contract under these terms
(Art 437 ex vi Art 252(2) of the Civil Code).20

12.3 Brief Reference to Substantive Issues Raised
by Corruption in Administrative Contracts

International commercial contracts are in most cases private law contracts, but this
category does not exclude contracts which, in legal systems like the Portuguese, are
subject to a special public law regime (administrative contracts). It is hardly possible
to tackle all the problems raised by corruption in international commercial contracts
without outlining the difference between private law contracts and administrative
contracts. Since this difference is either unacknowledged or of lesser importance
in most foreign legal systems, and since the Portuguese State and Portuguese
autonomous public entities may also conclude private law contracts, this contri-
bution will focus on private law contracts while taking into consideration, in very
broad terms, certain problems raised by administrative contracts.

17See also, regarding Swiss law, P Tercier, ‘La corruption et le droit des contrats’ (1999) 121 La
semaine judiciaire 225–271, 258 ff.
18See Menezes Cordeiro (n 12), vol I – Parte Geral, tomo I, 824–825.
19See Menezes Cordeiro (n 12), vol I – Parte Geral, tomo I, 834–835.
20See J de Oliveira Ascensão, Direito Civil – Teoria Geral, tomo III – Relações e Situações
Jurídicas (Coimbra, Almedina, 2002) 198–199.
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When it comes to private law contracts concluded by public officials in the
performance of their functions, the public official does not act in the exercise
of an administrative power, but within the scope of the private activity of the
Administration [gestão privada]. The Code of Administrative Procedure provides,
however, that this activity is subject to the general principles of administrative
activity stated in the Code and to the rules that concretize constitutional provisions
(Art 2(5) of the Code of Administrative Procedure and Art 5(6)(a) of the Code of
Public Contracts).

The conclusion of a contract by a bribed public official is a violation of the
principles of legality, pursuit of the public interest and impartiality (Arts 3, 4 and 6
of the Code of Administrative Procedure). The consequences of this violation when
it comes to the Administration’s private law contracts are not, however, entirely
clear.

Art 1(2) of the Code of Public Contracts provides that Part II of the Code
is applicable to the formation of these contracts, but the rules on the invalidity
contained in Part III of the Code are only directly applicable to administrative con-
tracts. Art 44(1)(a) of the Code of Administrative Procedure forbids the intervention
of public officials in Administration’s contracts (either of public or private law)
when they have a personal interest in the contract, namely as agents of the other
contracting party. The contract concluded in violation of this prohibition may be
annulled by the Administration (Art 51(1) of the same Code). Private law regimes
are only applicable to these contracts as far as compatible with the principles of
administrative activity and public law rules.21

The prevailing view considers the administrative act done by a corrupt official
void [desvio de poder] by operation of Art 133(1) of the Code of Administrative
Procedure.22 This approach may likely be extended to administrative contracts
concluded by a corrupt official as per Art 284(2) of the Code of Public Contracts.23

Its application by analogy to private law contracts concluded under the same circum-
stances could also be argued.24 Here again, the solution could cause inconvenience
where the State or autonomous public entity is interested in maintaining the contract,
since void contracts are not confirmable.25 Resorting to Arts 283(2) and/or 284(1) of
the Code of Public Contracts, which allow for the annulment of the contract by the

21See M Rebelo de Sousa and A Salgado de Matos, Contratos Públicos. Direito Administrativo
Geral, tomo III (Lisbon, Dom Quixote, 2008) 34–35.
22See D Freitas do Amaral, P Machete and L Torgal, Curso de Direito Administrativo, 2nd edn
(Coimbra, Almedina, 2011) 434 and 449, and n 753.
23ibid 614–615.
24According to M João Estorninho, A Fuga para o Direito Privado: Contributo para o estudo da
actividade de direito privado da Administração Pública (Coimbra, Almedina, 1996) 171–172, any
activity carried out by the Administration that deviates from the pursuit of public interest amounts
to a situation of “deviation of power” [desvio de poder].
25See Art 285(1) and (2) of the Code of Public Contracts and above, 442 ff and 616 ff.
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State or autonomous public entity concerned, could avoid that inconvenience, but
this option is also problematic because of the short time-limits set for annulment.

Where there is a mere influence of the bribe-taker over the public official who
concludes the contract, the above-mentioned private law solutions (Sect. 12.2.3.3)
also apply to administrative contracts (Art 284(3) of the Code of Public Contracts).

12.4 Private International Law Issues Raised by Corruption
in International Commercial Contracts

12.4.1 Regime Applicable to International Bribery Contracts

In the absence of an arbitration agreement, international commercial contracts are,
in principle, governed by the law designated in the Rome I Regulation (European
Union Regulation no 593/2008 on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations).
The Regulation provides for freedom of choice, by the parties, of the law applicable
to the contract (Art 3). In the omission of the parties, the bribery contract will be
governed, in principle, by the law of the habitual residence of the bribe-taker (Art
4(1)(b) or (2)).

Most international bribery contracts governed by Portuguese law will be void
on the same grounds as domestic bribery contracts, given the wide spatial scope of
application of Portugal’s criminal law regimes (above Sect. 12.1.1).26

In residual cases, in which these regimes are not applicable, it is, in my opinion,
necessary to determine first whether there are foreign prohibitive rules applicable
as overriding mandatory provisions. Using a broad interpretation of Art 9(3) of
the Rome I Regulation, overriding mandatory rules concerning the validity of the
contract’s content and purpose contained in the law of the country where the
obligations arising out of the contract have to be or have been performed may be
applicable. In general, rules proscribing bribery contracts seem to meet the test
of public interest contained in Art 9(1), and are often applicable regardless of the
law governing the contract. Keeping in mind their “nature and purpose” and “the
consequences of their application or non-application”, these rules shall be applied
by a Portuguese court, with the consequence that the contract is void under the terms
of Art 280(1) of Civil Code.

If the legal order of the foreign country where the bribery contract has to be or
has been carried out contains no overriding mandatory provisions on the matter,
the same consequence as mentioned above may result from the immorality of

26Compare, raising the possibility of subjecting the bribery contract to the law governing the main
contract, V Heuzé, ‘Corruption’, in Répertoire de droit international. Encyclopédie Dalloz, vol I
(Paris, Dalloz, 1998) no 23.
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the contract’s content. According to the prevailing view,27 the “offence of good
customs” (Art 280(2) of Civil Code) is understood as referring to generally accepted
moral standards. The bribery contract violates the ethics of public office and the
professional ethics of “workers”.

It is, however, doubtful that all international bribery contracts would be deemed
void due to immorality, regardless of the sector in question and the legal rules
applicable in the foreign market concerned.28 Since bribery contracts in the public
sector are generally illegal, the issue arises mainly in respect to bribery contracts in
the private sector. The United Nations Convention against Corruption of 2003 also
aims to combat corruption in the private sector, but leaves the contracting parties a
margin of discretion regarding the adoption of legislative measures to pursue that
aim. It does not provide a sound argument for considering void all bribery contracts
not forbidden by the applicable domestic rules.

A balanced solution would be to consider immoral a private sector bribery
contract where, in the foreign market concerned, the contract contravenes local
mandatory rules (which, however, are not overriding mandatory rules of the country
of performance of the bribery contract) or generally accepted moral standards. Since
combating corruption in the private sector is an aim pursued by the Portuguese legal
order and the international community, no further requirement shall be made to
consider the contract void.

The Rome I Regulation does not prejudice the application of the Hague
Convention on the Law Applicable to Agency (1978) by virtue of its Art 25(1).
This Convention is applicable to every contract in which an agent undertakes to
carry out legal acts on behalf of a principal (Art 1(1) and (3)). This includes cases
where the function of the agent is to receive and communicate proposals or conduct
negotiations on behalf of the principal (Art 1(2)).29 It is also applicable to contracts
in which a person undertakes to carry out both legal and material acts, where the
principal purpose of the contract is to carry out legal acts or where the agency
relationship is severable (Art 7). Therefore, where the bribe-taker undertakes to
carry out what are exclusively or primarily legal acts, the Convention applies to
determining the law governing the bribery contract.

According to the Convention, the contract is governed by the law chosen by the
parties. This choice may be either expressed or inferred – with reasonable certainty –
from the terms of the agreement between the parties and the circumstances of the
case (Art 5). In the absence of a different choice by the parties, the contract is, in

27See Pires de Lima and Antunes Varela (n 12), Art 280 comment 3; de Oliveira Ascensão (n 20),
334–335; Mota Pinto, Pinto Monteiro and Mota Pinto (n 12), 558–559; and Pais de Vasconcelos
(n 12), 500 ff.
28Regarding German law, see R Sethe, ‘Die zivilrechtlichen Folgen nationaler und transnationaler
Bestechung’, in M Pieth and P Eigen (eds), Korruption im internationalen Geschäftsverkehr.
Bestandsaufnahme. Bekämpfung. Prävention (Neuwied, Luchterhand, 1999) 449–491, 482 ff;
Schlüter (n 13), 27 ff.
29See I Karsten, ‘Explanatory Report’ in Conférence de La Haye de droit international privé. Actes
et documents de la Treizième session (1979) No 38 and 113.
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principle, governed by the law of the State where, at the time of formation of the
agency relationship, the agent has his business establishment or, if he has none, his
habitual residence (Art 6(1)).

Where Portuguese criminal law regimes do not apply, effect may be given to the
overriding mandatory rules of any State with which the situation has a significant
connection (Art 16). As opposed to Art 9(3) of the Rome I Regulation, this provision
allows for the application of overriding mandatory rules that do not belong to the
law of the State of performance. Nevertheless, since Art 16 of the Convention gives
the forum a discretionary margin regarding the effect to be given to overriding
mandatory rules of third States, it seems that the final solutions converge with those
reached before the Rome I Regulation. Thus, the bribery contract shall be deemed
void whenever it contravenes the local mandatory rules or generally accepted moral
standards of the foreign market concerned.

A “commission contract” in which the agent undertakes to commit bribery,
governed by Portuguese law, is also void, whenever prohibitive rules apply (Art
280(1) of Civil Code). Thus, a contractor can refuse to pay the commission fee
agreed with an agent who, on his behalf, bribed a foreign public official in order
to obtain a contract with a foreign public body, if the contractor or the agent
are Portuguese nationals (including corporations seated in Portugal), or foreigners
present in Portugal.

Where neither the contractor nor the agent are Portuguese nationals, or foreigners
present in Portugal, and the corruption activity shall be carried out – or has been
carried out – in the foreign country of the public official, the prohibitive rules of this
foreign country are applicable as overriding mandatory rules by virtue of Art 16 of
the Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Agency. Once again, the contractor
can refuse to pay the agreed commission fee.

Portuguese criminal law is also applicable to the corruption of Portuguese public
officials carried out in Portugal, leading to the same conclusion as above.

Another issue is whether in these cases the agent has any claim based upon
the advantages obtained by the contractor and the costs incurred by him in the
performance of the contract (unjust enrichment). Since this unjust enrichment is
closely connected with the contract, the non-contractual obligation arising out of
it is, in principle, governed by the law applicable to the contract (Art 10(1) of the
European Union Regulation no 864/2007 on the Law Applicable to Non-Contractual
Obligations: Rome II Regulation). Where it is clear from all the circumstances
of the case that this non-contractual obligation that has arisen is manifestly more
closely connected with another country, the law of that other country shall apply
(Art 10(4) of Rome II Regulation). The parties may agree to submit the non-
contractual obligation arising out of the unjust enrichment to the law of their choice
by an agreement entered into after the event giving rise to the damage occurred or,
where all the parties are pursuing a commercial activity, also by an agreement freely
negotiated before the event giving rise to the damage occurred (Art 14(1) of Rome
II Regulation).

Where Portuguese law applies, the regime of unjust enrichment only operates
in case of invalidity of contracts where the restitution duties do not assure that all
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patrimonial transfers or acquisitions unjustly occurred are returned.30 This seems to
be the situation in the example given. Therefore, it seems that the agent has a claim
limited by the advantages obtained by the contractor with the agency contract and
by the costs incurred by him in virtue of the performance of the contract (Art 479 of
the Civil Code).

Nonetheless, where Portuguese criminal law applies, any amount due to the
agent, as a patrimonial advantage acquired in virtue of the criminal offence, reverts
to the State (Art 111(2) of the Criminal Code).31

A third issue which may arise is the claim for the recovery of the bribe paid by the
agent to the foreign public official when the contractor does not obtain the contract
with the foreign State.

A distinction shall be drawn between the situation in which the bribery contract
with the foreign public official was concluded by the agent as a representative of
the contractor, and the situation in which the bribery contract was concluded by
the agent in his own name, although on behalf of the contractor. In the first case,
the bribery contract was concluded between the contractor and the foreign public
official. In the second case, between the agent and the foreign public official. In
both cases, the bribery contract is void under the same terms as the “commission
contract”, but the solutions regarding the recovery of the bribe may be different.

The foreign public official undertakes to carry out a material activity and,
therefore, the Rome I Regulation applies to the determination of the law governing
the bribery contract. The consequences of the nullity of the bribery contract depend
on the law governing this contract (Art 12(1)(e) of the Rome I Regulation). In the
following lines, I assume that Portuguese law also governs the bribery contract.

In case of nullity of the contract, the parties are obliged to the restitution of every-
thing that has been performed (Art 289(1) of the Civil Code). Where the bribery
contract was concluded between the contractor and the foreign public official, the
former could claim from the later the restitution of the bribe. Nonetheless, where
Portuguese criminal law applies, the bribe is lost in favour of the State, since it is
an advantage given in view of the commission of a criminal offence (Art 111(1) of
the Criminal Code). The contractor cannot claim from the agent the restitution of
the bribe, since the “commission contract” is void, and the bribe was not paid to the
agent.

Where the bribery contract was concluded between the agent and the foreign
public official, the former could claim from the later the restitution of the bribe.
The contractor might also claim the restitution of the bribe directly from the foreign

30See L Menezes Leitão, O Enriquecimento sem Causa no Direito Civil (Lisbon, Almedina, 1996)
467 ff; Menezes Cordeiro (n 12), vol I – Parte Geral, tomo I, 874; idem, Tratado de Direito Civil
Português, vol II – Direito das Obrigações, tomo III (Coimbra, Almedina, 2010) 263.
31Regarding Art 111 of the Criminal Code, see J de Figueiredo Dias, Direito Penal Português,
Parte Geral II – As Consequências Jurídicas do Crime (Lisbon, Æquitas/Nobar, 1993) 629 ff (with
reference to previous Art 109).
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public official, either on the basis of an analogical application of Art 1181 of the
Civil Code (rights acquired from the performance of an agency contract) or on the
basis of Art 606 (subrogatory action) of the Civil Code.

Furthermore, it seems that the agent has the duty, towards the contractor, to
claim the restitution of the bribe (Art 762(2) of the Civil Code – duty of acting
in good faith). Since the amount of the bribe has been given to the agent in the
performance of the “commission contract”, if the agent recovers the bribe from
the foreign public official, the contractor might claim the restitution of the bribe
from the agent. In theory, should the agent not claim the restitution of the bribe
from foreign public official, it seems that the contractor would be entitled to claim
damages from the agent.32 In practice, the contractor would be in a better position
to claim the restitution of the bribe directly from the foreign public official.

But once again, where Portuguese criminal law applies, the bribe reverts to the
State, since it is an advantage given in view of the commission of a criminal offence
(Art 111(1) of the Criminal Code).

A further issue is the effect on an international agency contract of a statute
prohibiting the employment of intermediaries in public procurement. To tackle
this issue we shall start by determining the law governing the agency contract
in accordance with the Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Agency. As
pointed out above, the relations between the principal and the agent are governed
by the law chosen by the parties (Art 5). In the absence of a different choice by
the parties, the contract is, in principle, governed by the law of the State where,
at the time of formation of the agency relationship, the agent has his business
establishment or, if he has none, his habitual residence (Art 6(1)). In light of this,
the law governing the agency contract will be, in principle, the law of the State
concerned, except if the parties have chosen another law, namely the law of country
of the contractor.

Where the contract is governed by the law of the State concerned, the prohibitive
rules of this country apply. This State is necessarily a foreign State, since Portuguese
law does not contain prohibitive rules of this type. Thus, solutions resulting from
these rules will be discarded if they are manifestly incompatible with the Portuguese
public policy (Art 17 of the Convention). The fight against corruption is a legitimate,
widely recognized goal throughout the international community, but the means
employed are not always reasonable. This is the case of statutes prohibiting the
employment of intermediaries in the negotiation and conclusion of contracts with
governmental agencies.33 The unreasonable nature of these statutes, however, does

32See A Menezes Cordeiro, Tratado de Direito Civil Português, vol II – Direito das Obrigações,
tomo II (Coimbra, Almedina, 2010) 649.
33See, in respect to the case Hilmarton, award ICC no 5622 (1988), (1993) R. arb. 327, and
judgments of the Court of the Canton of Geneva 17 November 1989, (1993) R. arb. 342, and of the
Swiss Federal Court 23/6/1992, (1993) R. arb. 691; see further judgment USCA Ninth Circuit, in
the case Northrop Corporation v. Triad International Marketing (1987) [811 F.2d 1265].
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not seem sufficient to trigger the operation of the public policy exception, even if
there is a significant relationship with Portugal.34

The law of the foreign State concerned will govern the consequences of the
violation of its prohibitive rules. If the law of this State were similar to Portuguese
law, the contract would be void, and therefore the agent could not claim payment of
his commission.

Where the contract is not governed by the law of the foreign State concerned,
the prohibitive rules of this State may only be applied as mandatory overriding rules
in the framework of Art 16 of the Convention. Since, according to this provision,
the forum has a discretionary margin regarding the effect to be given to overriding
mandatory rules of third States, it is arguable that due to the unreasonable nature
of the statute it should not be applied by the Portuguese courts on this basis. A
relevance of the prohibitive rules of the foreign State concerned as a fact causing
an impossibility to perform the contract in the framework of the law governing the
contract is also hardly conceivable. Therefore, in principle, the agent is entitled to
the payment of the commission.

The situation would be different where the law of the foreign State concerned
only subjects the activity of intermediaries in the negotiation and conclusion of
contracts with governmental agencies to the control of public bodies. This statute
does not seem unreasonable; therefore, it should be applicable under Art 16 of the
Convention.

In any case, the Portuguese court should investigate whether the services
rendered by the agent amounted to actual corruption. If they did, refusal to pay
the commission could be grounded in the illegality of the contract, if it is governed
by Portuguese law or by foreign law with similar content. The same solution can
be reached, if the contract was valid according to the governing foreign law, by
applying Portuguese criminal rules as overriding mandatory rules, where the case
falls within the scope of these rules, or otherwise, by the operation of the public
policy exception (Art 17 of the Convention).35 The operation of the Portuguese
public policy exception will depend on whether the case has sufficient connection
with Portugal or, in my opinion, with another country where a fundamental rule or
principle that converges with the Portuguese rule on the invalidity of the contract is
in force (as is certainly the case with the foreign State concerned).36

A last point to be considered is the validity of agency contracts to commit bribery
where in the foreign State concerned the bribery is a generally accepted practice.

34See also Heuzé (n 26), no 29.
35See also, in the context of transnational arbitration, P Fouchard, E Gaillard and B Goldmann,
Traité de l’arbitrage commercial international (Paris, Litec, 1996) 868, and L de Lima Pinheiro,
Arbitragem Transnacional. A Determinação do Estatuto da Arbitragem (Coimbra, Almedina,
2005) 548 ff.
36See also Sethe (n 28), 488.
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Here again, in the absence of a different choice by the parties, the contract is in
principle governed by the law of the foreign State concerned, since, most often,
the agent has his business establishment or, if he has none, his habitual residence
in the same State. If the contract is valid according to this law, the agent is, as
a starting point, entitled to the payment of the commission. It should be noted,
however, that an “accepted practice” does not necessarily mean that the contract is
valid. If the contract is invalid, the law of the foreign State concerned will govern the
consequences of the invalidity. In the following lines it is assumed that the contract
is valid according to the law of this State.

Even if the contract is valid according to the law of the foreign State concerned,
where Portugal is the contractor’s country, the performance due by agent under
the contract is a criminal offence, and the Portuguese court shall apply the
Portuguese prohibitive rules as overriding mandatory rules under Art 16 of the
Hague Convention. Where the contractor’s country is not Portugal, the significant
connection which would be required to the applicability of Portuguese criminal rules
as overriding mandatory rules under Art 16 of the Convention is, likely, missing.
However, similar rules of the foreign contractor’s country may be applied under
the same provision. If the contract is invalid according to rules of the foreign
contractor’s country, which are not overriding, the connection with this country
does not seem sufficient to trigger the operation of the Portuguese public policy
exception (Art 17 of the Convention).37 In conclusion, the agent is only entitled
to the commission if there are no prohibitive rules of the contractor’s country that
qualify as overriding mandatory rules under Art 16 of the Convention.

Where the contract is governed by a law other than that of the foreign State
concerned, and if this law is Portuguese law or a similar law, the contract is invalid
on the grounds of illegality if the prohibitive rules of this law apply. The same may
be said if other country’s rules, which qualify as overriding mandatory rules under
Art 16 of the Convention, claim applicability, provided said country has a significant
connection with the contract. For instance, if Portugal is the contractor’s country,
the contract is void on the basis of illegality, because the contract contravenes
applicable Portuguese criminal law. Therefore, the agent cannot demand payment
of the commission. If no prohibitive rules apply, the possibility of considering
the contract invalid on the grounds of immorality seems excluded because, in the
foreign market, it does not contravene either mandatory rules or generally accepted
moral standards. Therefore, in this case, the agent is entitled to the payment of the
commission.

Regarding the issue of the contractor’s unjust enrichment at the expense of the
agent in the cases in which the agent is not entitled to payment of the commission,
the solutions above stated shall apply.

37See also Sethe (n 28), 488.
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12.4.2 Regime Applicable to International Main Contracts

The substantive solutions regarding the validity and effects of the main contract
concluded with the intervention of the bribe-taker depend, in principle, on the law
governing the relationship. The determination of this law depends, on its turn, on
the legal characterization of the state of facts according to the potentially applicable
law or laws (Art 15 of the Civil Code).

Before legal systems in which rules on authority of “agents” apply, the issue
is governed by the law applicable to “agency”. In the absence of an arbitration
agreement, the law governing private law voluntary agency is determined in
accordance with the Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Agency. In the
present context, the choice of law rules dealing with relations with a third party shall
be taken into consideration. With regard to the relationship between the principal
and the third party (bribe-giver), the choice of law rule designates the law governing
the effects of the agent’s exercise or purported exercise of his authority (Art 11(1)),
namely the binding effect of the main contract on the principal. The same law
governs the relationship between the agent and the third party that may arise from
the fact that the agent has exceeded his authority (Art 15).

Relations with the third party are governed by the law specified by the principal
or the third party in a written statement expressly accepted by the other party (Arts
14 and 15).

In principle, in the absence of a valid choice, the internal law of the State in which
the agent had his business establishment at the time of his relevant acts (Arts 11(1)
and 15) shall be applied. Where an agent acting under a contract of employment with
his principal has no personal business establishment, he shall be deemed to have his
establishment at the business establishment of the principal (Art 12). However, the
internal law of the State in which the agent has acted shall apply in the following
cases (Arts 11(2) and 15):

– the principal has his business establishment or, if he has none, his habitual
residence in that State, and the agent has acted in the name of the principal (a);

– the third party has his business establishment or, if he has none, his habitual
residence in that State (b);

– the agent has acted at an exchange or auction (c);
– the agent has no business establishment (d).

The law that governs the binding effect on a corporation or partnership of the
main contract concluded by its managers is the personal law of the corporation or
partnership (Art 38 of the Civil Code). According to Art 33(1) of the Civil Code,
the legal persons’ law is the law of the State where the main and effective seat of its
administration is located.

Art 3(1) 2nd part of the Commercial Companies Code, however, provides that
the company with formal seat in Portugal may not invoke the foreign law of
its administration seat against third parties. This provision raises problems of
interpretation which cannot be extensively addressed in this context. Therefore, I
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will confine myself to the solutions I consider most appropriate.38 First, this special
regime of commercial companies applies to all legal persons incorporated with the
intervention of public bodies that carry out an activity of commercial nature in the
light of Portuguese law. Second, by virtue of a presumption that the company has the
administration seat in the State of the formal seat, it may be said that the company
is, in principle, subject to the law of the State of incorporation. Third, the provision,
drafted in a unilateral way, shall be bilateralized to cases in which the company’s
formal seat is located in a foreign country which is not the State of the administration
seat. Lastly, the law of the administration seat shall only apply towards third parties
in the cases in which, being proved that the administration seat is located outside the
State of the formal seat, the third parties shall rely on the applicability of that law.
Therefore, the law governing the binding effect on the corporation or partnership of
the main contract will normally be the law of the formal seat.

Before legal systems in which rules on illegality or immorality of contracts apply
also to the main contract, the issue is governed by the law applicable to the main
contract, to be determined according to the above mentioned Rome I Regulation
(above Sect. 12.4.1). In the omission of the parties, the main contract will be
governed, in principle, by the law of the habitual residence of the seller or of the
service provider (Art 4(1)(a) or (b)).

Where the international main contract is an administrative contract concluded by
the Portuguese Administration (and there is no arbitration agreement), Portuguese
administrative law is directly applicable (in Portuguese courts). The situation is less
clear where the Administration concludes a private law contract. It seems that, in
this case, the law governing the case will be the Portuguese law as personal law of
the public entity concerned.39

Regarding the validity of the main contract concluded without the intervention of
the bribe-taker, the will vices of the innocent party, such as dolus malus or error
on the motives, as well as their consequences, are to be determined by the law
governing the contract (Art 10(1) of Rome I Regulation).

Nevertheless, where the main contract is an international administrative contract
concluded by the Portuguese State or a Portuguese autonomous public entity (and
there is no arbitration agreement), Portuguese law applies directly (in Portuguese
courts).

Therefore, where the main contract is a private law contract governed by
Portuguese law, and there is no agency relationship involved, the mere existence
of a bribery contract between the contractor, or an agent of the contractor, and the
person who influenced the foreign public body who concluded the contract, does
not trigger the invalidity of the contract.

If the bribe-taker has employed a suggestion or artifice in order to mislead or
maintain in error the foreign public body, or has breached a duty to inform in order

38See L de Lima Pinheiro, Direito Internacional Privado, vol II – Direito de Conflitos/Parte
Especial, 3rd edn (Coimbra, Almedina, 2009) 134 ff.
39See de Lima Pinheiro (n 38), § 59 D.
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to avoid that error, and this error was determinant in the conclusion of the contract,
the public body may plead the annulment of the contract (Arts 253 and 254 of the
Civil Code – above Sect. 12.2.3.3). Therefore, invalidity may only be pleaded by
the foreign public body, and he may confirm the contract. If the foreign State pleads
the annulment of the contract, the conversion of the contract into a contract with
a different content is not excluded (Art 293 of the Civil Code), namely regarding
the price. However, this conversion is only possible if it conforms to the common
will that the parties would have had if they had considered the invalidity issue upon
concluding the contract (hypothetical will). This possibility of conversion seems
rather more theoretical than practical. In practice, the foreign public body would
most likely ask for a reduction of the price as a condition for not pleading the
invalidity of the contract.

As previously mentioned, even if the pre-requisites of dolus malus are not met,
the invalidity of the contract can, under some circumstances, result from an error on
the motives which determined the foreign public body’s will (above Sect. 12.2.3.3).

This is the case, in first place, where the bribe-taker’s conduct has resulted in
an error of the foreign public body with regard to the identity or qualities of the
contractor, or the identity or qualities of the object of the contract, if the contractor
knew, or should have known, the essentiality, for the public body, of those elements.
In this case, the foreign State may annul the contract (Arts 251 and 247 of the
Civil Code). As mentioned above, if the foreign State pleads the annulment of the
contract, the conversion of the contract into a contract with a different content is not
excluded (Art 293 of the Civil Code), namely regarding the price. In practice though,
the foreign public body will likely ask for a reduction in the price as a condition for
not pleading the invalidity of the contract.

The foreign public body may also plead the annulment the contract when its
conclusion has been determined by an error regarding other essential elements for
the formation of his will, known by the contractor, in such a way that the claim of
performance of the contract is severely contrary to good faith principles (Art 252(2)
of the Civil Code – error on the basis of the contract). It seems that he may also plead
the contract adaptation according to criteria of equity. The contractor may oppose
the annulment plea by accepting the adaptation of the contract in these terms (Art
437 ex vi Art 252(2) of the Civil Code).40 Once again, from a theoretical point of
view, this can allow for a price adjustment, but in practice it seems difficult to meet
the pre-requisites for annulment and for adaptation of the contract.

The annulment of the contract triggers the obligation of restitution of everything
that has been performed or, when it is not possible the restitution in specie, the
restitution of the respective value (Art 289(1) of the Civil Code). This is the case
of long-term contracts, such as a contract for the construction of a public facility.
Thus, if the public facility is partially or entirely build, the contractor is entitled to
the value of the work done and the foreign public body to the restitution of any value
paid in excess of the value of the work done.

40See de Oliveira Ascensão (n 20), 198–199.
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As abovementioned, however, Portuguese criminal law shall be taken into
account whenever it is applicable. According to Art 111(2) of the Criminal Code,
any patrimonial advantages acquired by the criminal in virtue of the criminal offence
revert to the State. Therefore, it seems that if the contract is valid or if the invalidity
is not pleaded by the foreign public body, the amounts paid or due to the contractor
under the contract will revert to the State. If the contract is annulled, it seems that
the value of the work done shall also be handed over to the State.

It should be pointed out that most contracts concluded by the Portuguese State
are administrative contracts. However, as mentioned above, the civil regime of will
vices apply to administrative contracts as well (Art 284(3) of the Code of Public
Contracts). The consequences of invalidity are also governed by civil law, since this
type of administrative contract has a content that could be the object of a private law
contract (Art 285(2) of the Code of Public Contracts).41

Thus, the above-mentioned solutions seem to apply in the case in which the main
contract is an administrative contract concluded by a Portuguese public body.

Another possibility to be explored is the avoidance of the contract by the public
party based upon reasons of public interest (Art 334(1) of the Code of Public
Contracts).42 The consequences of avoidance are, in principle, the same as those
of annulment (Art 280(3) of the Code of Public Contracts and Art 433 of the Civil
Code). Furthermore, in this case the contractor would be entitled to compensation
for damages according to Art 334(1) and (2) of the Code of Public Contracts. It
seems that this contractor’s right to compensation could be limited by the provision
of Art 111(2) of the Criminal Code, according to which any patrimonial advantages
acquired by the criminal in virtue of the criminal offence revert to the State.

12.5 Final Remarks

In broad terms, substantive law rules and choice of law rules in force in the
Portuguese legal order provide or, at least, allow the finding of suitable solutions for
problems arising from corruption in international commercial contracts, not only in
the light of the interests of the parties involved but also of the implementation of
reasonable anti-corruption policies of the States. The devil is in the enforcement of
the law, when one has in mind the few condemnations for corruption crimes and
the lack of reported cases regarding the private law consequences of corruption in
contracts.

41See Rebelo de Sousa and A Salgado de Matos (n 21), 49.
42See, on the determination of the public interest, Freitas do Amaral, Machete and Torgal (n 22),
656–657.
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Notwithstanding, it would seem that the substantive law applicable to cases of
corruption in administrative contracts requires clarification regarding some issues
and could even be improved.

Regarding Private International Law, legal certainty and foreseeability could be
enhanced by providing some specific rules on the validity of bribery agreements,
namely in the case in which there are no applicable overriding mandatory rules in
the foreign country where the bribery contract will be or has been performed.



Chapter 13
Russian Experience and Practice on Civil Law
Consequences of Corruption

Sergey Usoskin

Abstract The chapter discusses the civil law consequences of corruption under
Russian law. It addresses potential challenges to validity of transactions procured by
corruption as well as contracts between the ultimate bribe-giver and an intermediary.
It also looks at whether an affected party can bring a claim for compensation of
damages against the bribe-giver. Interaction between civil law and criminal law
remedies is also discussed.

13.1 Introduction

The experience of the Russian Federation with combating corruption is a mixed one.
The Russian Federation is ranked 136 out of 175 in Transparency International’s
Corruption Perception Index.1 At the same time Russian authorities take significant
steps to address the issue. For example, according to the spokesman of the Inves-
tigative Committee of the Russian Federation2 during 2014 the Russian authorities
pursued 26,000 corruption-related criminal cases.3

When it comes to civil law cases there is no statistics available to assess how
frequently parties use civil law remedies to address the consequences of corruption.
Below we will endeavor to demonstrate that as a matter of principle the Russian law

1Corruption Perception Index 2014: Results, available at http://www.transparency.org/cpi2014/
results
2The body bearing primary responsibility for investigating corruption-related offences.
3Investigative Committee Addresses the State of the Work on Combating Corruption, available at
http://www.sledcom.ru/actual/423189/
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has these remedies in place. While there may be no special provisions addressing
corruption in particular affected parties may use general civil law rules to protect
their interests.

Practical problems arise when such cases come before courts. Firstly, corruption
is always hard to prove and with Russian courts’ generally exacting approach to
evidence and claimant’s burden of proof the affected party may find it difficult
if not impossible to prove corruption. Secondly, where the claimant relies on the
respondent’s action, which constitutes a criminal offence, Russian commercial
courts tend to defer to the results of criminal investigations (and refuse to go into the
matter if there has been no such investigation). As we will demonstrate below this
approach is not mandated by law, but nevertheless may present a significant hurdle
for the affected party.

The Russian Federation has ratified a number of conventions dealing with
corruption, including the United Nations Convention against Corruption, the Crim-
inal Law Convention on Corruption and the OECD Convention on Combating
Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions. Under
the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the provisions of these conventions have
direct effect in Russian law and override any contrary provisions of Russian law.4

Notably, for the present purposes, the Russian Federation has not yet ratified the
Council of Europe Civil Law Convention on Corruption.

Russian law contains extensive set of provisions banning and outlawing cor-
ruption both in public and in private sectors. It criminalizes giving and receiving
bribes as well as facilitation of bribery. In civil law context more general notions
of illegality and transactions contrary to law and public morals render transactions
procured by corruption void or voidable. In addition to provisions dealing directly
with corruption Russian law and practice have developed a number of rules
prohibiting transactions that may encourage or cover corrupt practices. For example,
the Russian Constitutional Court confirmed constitutionality of the ban on “success
fees” in contracts envisaging interaction with state authorities, including “success
fees” in contracts for legal representation in litigation, stressing that such contract
contradict Russian public policy, since they may encourage corruption.5

In the Russian Federation as in many other countries, civil and criminal laws
work in tandem in addressing the consequences of corruption. Corruption having
initially emerged in Russian law as a criminal law offence, civil law rules will
frequently look (or refer) back at the criminal law definitions of corruption. It is
for this reason that we propose to first look briefly at the criminal law provisions
dealing with corruption before turning to the civil law ones.

4Art 15(4) of the Constitution of the Russian Federation.
5Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No 1-� dated 23 January 2007
On Constitutionality of the Provisions of Article 779(1) and Article 781(1) of the Civil Code of
the Russian Federation on Applications of LLC Corporate Security Agency and Mr VV Makeev,
paras 3.3–3.4.
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13.2 Criminal Law Definition and Consequences
of Corruption

Russian law criminalizes both public sector and private sector corruption. Both
giving and receiving a bribe are criminal offences.

Public sector bribery is defined as providing (i) money, securities, other property
or services of pecuniary nature or assignment of property rights (“bribe”) to (ii) a
public official, a foreign public official or an official of an international organization
(iii) in order for that person to perform an action for the benefit of the person paying
the bribe, where the recipient of the bribe may using her office to take certain
action directly or facilitate taking of this action by another person6 (for example,
by ordering the person to take such an action or persuading the person to do so).7

In turn, private sector8 bribery is defined more narrowly as (i) providing money,
securities, other property or services of pecuniary nature or assignment of property
rights to (ii) a person performing management functions in a commercial legal
entity or any other legal entity (iii) in order for that person to exercise (or refrain
from exercising) certain powers arising from the person’s office to the benefit of
the person paying the bribe.9 The notion of a person performing management
functions encompasses the chief executive officer of a company, members of its
board of directors and other collective management bodies as well as any other
person performing management functions.10

Russian law does not provide for criminal responsibility stricto sensu of legal
entities for any crimes. However, legal entities are subject to the administrative
liability, which for practical purposes may be equaled to the criminal one. A legal
entity commits an administrative offence if it gives, offers or promises a bribe to a
public official, foreign public official or an official of an international organization
or to a person performing management functions in a legal entity for the person to
perform to the benefit of the person giving the bribe an action using the powers of
the person’s office.11

6Art 290 of the Criminal Code. This provision applies to officers of state corporations and state
establishments even though they are treated as separate legal entities as a matter of Russian law.
7Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation No 24 dated 9 July
2013 On Court Practice in Cases Concerning Bribery and Other Corruption-Related Crimes,
para 4.
8This provision applies to private legal entities, including state-owned companies, but it does not
apply to state corporations and state establishments (see Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme
Court of the Russian Federation No 19 of 16 October 2009 On Court Practice in Cases on Misuse
of Office and Excess of Powers of Office, para 11).
9Art 204 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation.
10Art 201 (note 1) of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation.
11Art 19.28 of the Code of Administrative Offences of the Russian Federation.
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13.3 Civil Law Consequences of Corruption

There are two principal civil law consequences of corruption. The first consequence
is that a corruption-related contract may be unenforceable due to being either void
ab initio or after being declared void by a court. In this respect, an important
difference exists between contracts where corruption is the primary object (such
as a contract between a bribe-giver and an intermediary – “primary contracts”)
and contracts procured by corruption (“secondary contracts”). Each of these two
categories is examined separately. Secondly, an act of corruption may be viewed as
a tort (delict) giving rise to a claim for compensation of damages by the affected
party.

13.3.1 Primary Contracts

Where the primary object of the contract is to corrupt a public official of an officer
of a private company such a contract would not be enforceable under Russian law.
As noted above, Russian law bans giving bribes to both public officials and officers
of private companies. In turn, a contract to commit an illegal action is invalid as a
matter of Russian law.12

A court or another dispute settlement body (such as an arbitral tribunal) may rely
on this ground of invalidity irrespective of whether a party to the dispute invokes it.
Russian law permits a court to invalidate a transaction on its own initiative, where
the transaction affects public interests and contracts for corruption appear to be a
prime example of transactions falling within this category.13

However, the situation becomes less clear when it comes to the consequences
of invalidity. The default rule under the Russian law is that where the court finds a
transaction invalid both parties shall return what they have received in performance
of the transaction.14 However, a special rule (applicable to transactions parties
entered into before 1 September 2013) provided for confiscation of any performance
under the transaction, where the transaction contravenes fundamental principles of
public order or good morals and both parties intended the transaction to have such an
effect. Russian courts have previously found contracts for corruption to contradict
fundamental rules of public order,15 therefore any payment (or other performance)

12Arts 168 and 169 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation. See also Y Kryvoi, ‘Bribery and
Russia-Related Arbitration’ in Association of International Arbitration (ed), Arbitration in CIS
Countries: Current Issues (Antwerp, Maklu, 2012) 119.
13See eg Supreme Commercial Court, Practice Review on Application by Commercial Courts of
Public Policy Ground for Refusal to Recognize and Enforce Foreign Arbitral Awards and Foreign
Court Judgments dated 26 February 2013, Clause 2.
14Art 167 of the Civil Code.
15See eg Supreme Commercial Court (n 13), Clause 2.
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under such a contract may be subject to confiscation. From 1 September 2013 the
relevant provision of Art 169 has been amended, and now the court may only
order confiscation, where such a special law provides for such a consequence of
illegality. There is currently no special law to this effect with respect to contracts for
corruption.

13.3.2 Contracts Procured by Corruption

Russian law provides no special standalone ground for invalidity of transactions
procured by corruption. Rather general rules governing illegality of transactions
apply.16 The Russian Civil Code contains several provisions that a party or a court
may invoke to challenge validity of a contract procured by corruption.

Art 174 of the Civil Code provides that the validity of transaction may be
challenged where the transaction was entered into as the result of collusion between
a representative or an officer of a party and the other party to the transaction and to
the detriment of the other party. Art 168 of the Civil Code provides for invalidity of
transactions contrary to the law.

Art 174 of the Civil Code appears to be the most straightforward remedy for a
party seeking to invalidate a contract procured by corruption. In order to invalidate
the contract on the basis of this provision the claimant must establish (i) an officer
or a representative of the party acted to the party’s detriment in entering into the
transaction; and either (ii) that the other party to the transaction knew or should
have known of the “apparently” detrimental effect of the transaction on the party or
(iii) the officer or the representative of the party acted in collusion with the other
party or otherwise cooperated with it.17

Where a party gave a bribe to an officer or an agent of the other party to secure
a contract, these facts will demonstrate collusion. However, the affected party will
also need to prove that the officer or the agent acted to the detriment of the party, for
example, by agreeing to terms and conditions that are unfavorable to the party (such
as higher price of purchased goods and services). It is worth stressing that where
collusion has been established the affected party does not need to show “apparent”
detriment.

16See KP Kryazhevskih, ‘Invalidity of a Transaction Entered into under the Influence of a Bribe or
Other Corrupt Means’ (2012) 12 Civil Law Review 56 [-.�. -ÓâÉÈÅÔÍËØ, °ÈÇÈÌÔÕÅËÕÈÎßÐÑÔÕß
ÔÇÈÎÍË, ÔÑÅÈÓÛÈÐÐÑÌ ÒÑÇ ÅÎËâÐËÈÏ ÅÊâÕÍË ËÎË ËÐÞØ ÍÑÓÓÖÒÙËÑÐÐÞØ ÇÈÌÔÕÅËÌ //
¥ÈÔÕÐËÍ ÆÓÃÉÇÃÐÔÍÑÆÑ ÒÓÃÅÃ, 2012, ÕÑÏ 12,№ 2].
17This provision applies to contracts entered into after 1 September 2013. If the parties entered
into a contract before 1 September 2013 as the result of bad faith collusion between a party and an
agent of another party, the contract may be challenged on the basis of Art 179 of the Civil Code (as
it was on 31 August 2013) (see Fiona Trust & ors v. Privalov & ors [2010] EWHC 3199 (Comm)
para 89).
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A party may rely on the bribery as the ground for invalidation of the contract
even if the other party to the contract did not directly pay the bribe. In commercial
transactions parties frequently use various agents and intermediaries to facilitate
conclusion of contracts. Such intermediaries may serve as conduits for payment of
bribes. The legal position would be clearer where the intermediary acts a formal
agent of the party to the contract in paying the bribe. In this case, as the default rule
the agent acts on behalf of the principal.18 In other cases, the person in question
may be titled a “consultant” and has no formal authority to represent the principal.
Recent decision of the Russian Supreme Commercial Court suggest that in deciding
whether a contract may be invalidated on the basis of corruption effected by such
a “consultant” the courts will look at the actual positions of the parties rather than
formal relationship. In the context of contracts procured by fraud the court noted
that where a party to the contract knows that the other party enters into the contract
as the result of a fraud on that other party by a third party, the contract may be
invalidated on the basis of the fraud.19

A claim for invalidation of a transaction under Art 174 of the Civil Code may
be brought within 1 year of the date the claimant learned or should have learned of
the circumstances that it relies on as the basis for invalidation of the transaction.20

This date would usually be the date when the company learned of the collusion
between its officer and the other party to the contract (eg when the company learns
that its officer received a bribe) and the court should not attribute to the company
the officer’s obvious knowledge about the bribe.21

Art 168 of the Civil Code has been interpreted in practice to provide a ground for
invalidation of contracts procured by corruption. Art 10 of the Civil Code prohibits
abuse of rights. The Russian courts have held that a party abuses its rights where
it enters into a contract with another party while knowing that the officer of the
other party acts contrary to such party’s interests and to such party’s detriment.22

Therefore, the contract entered into as the result of such an abuse of right is contrary
to the law (Art 10) and therefore invalid.

The Supreme Commercial Court first applied this rule in the following case. A
joint-stock company had sold three buildings of a resort complex it operated to
a limited liability company. It had immediately leased them back. The purchase
price was equal to the amount of rent for 3 months under the lease agreement.
The joint-stock company submitted a claim to invalidate the sale and purchase

18Art 182 of the Civil Code. Though the principal may still argue that it did not authorize the agent
to give the bribe and giving the bribe fell squarely outside of the scope of the agent’s authority.
19Supreme Commercial Court, Practice Review on Application by the Commercial Courts of
Articles 178 and 179 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, dated 10 December 2013,
para 8.
20Art 181(2) of the Civil Code.
21See, eg, Resolution of the Supreme Commercial Court No 15036/12 dated 28 May 2013.
22Supreme Commercial Court, Practice Review on Application by the Commercial Courts of
Article 10 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, para 9.
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agreement arguing that the buyer should have known that the joint-stock company’s
chief executive officer acted contrary to the interests of the company and to its
detriment and the limited liability company abused its rights by entering into the
contract. Eventually, the Supreme Commercial Court upheld the claim and declared
the contract void.23

The above-described rule appears to apply to transactions procured by corrup-
tion. The officer that received a bribe and agreed to enter into a contract on terms
and conditions unfavorable to the company acts against the company’s interest. The
party that gave the bribe knows of the officer’s position and uses it to enter into the
contract with the company. Accordingly, Arts 10 and 168 of the Civil Code appear
to lend a ground to challenge the validity of a contract procured by corruption.

An important difference exists between the challenge to the validity of a
transaction based on Art 174 and that based on Arts 10 and 168 of the Civil Code.
The former challenge is based on the voidability of a transaction, meaning that the
transaction is valid until invalidated by a court. A claim based on this ground may be
brought within 1 year of the date the affected party learned or should have learned
about the ground for invalidity (bribery). To the contrary, a transaction contrary to
the law (Art 168 of the Civil Code) is void ab initio and a claim for the application
of the consequences of the transaction’s invalidity may be brought within 3 years of
the date when performance under the transaction commences.24 The position may
change as the result of the amendments to the Civil Code, which applies to contracts
entered into after 1 September 2013. Under the law as amended a transaction which
is contrary to the law is void only if it affects public interests or right and legally
cognizable interests of third parties. The application of this provision to challenges
to transactions’ validity based on Arts 10 and 168 of the Civil Code has not yet
been tested. However, one may argue that where a company enters into a contract
on unfavorable terms as the result of corruption of one of the company’s officers
such a transaction would affect at least the rights of the company’s shareholders and
perhaps creditors and therefore should be deemed void.

13.3.3 Corruption as a Tort and Claim for Damages

Corruption may cause damages not only to the company that enters into a transaction
on the terms and conditions that may potentially be unfavorable, but to a number
of other stakeholders, including potentially other market players that could have
entered into the contract with the affected company but for the act of corruption.
Below we will discuss whether damages suffered by these parties are compensable
under Russian civil law.

23ibid.
24Art 181(1) of the Civil Code.
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It is important to distinguish between claims directed against the recipient of a
bribe (eg an officer of the affected company) and these directed against the person
making a corrupt payment or otherwise engaging in corruption.

Generally only the affected company itself may bring a damages claim against
the recipient of the bribe. This is because as a matter of Russian law if the recipient
is an employee of the affected company (which is usually the case), the company
itself, but not the employee, would be liable for any actions taken in the course
of employment.25 The basis of the claim in a claim against the employee would
normally be a breach of an explicit or implicit obligation under the contract with the
company. Claims against certain high-ranking officers of the company (such as the
chief executive officer or members of the management board) may be based on the
breach of their statutory fiduciary duties to the company. Shareholders (participants)
that collectively own a certain shareholding in the company may also bring such
claims.26

A wider group of potential claimants may bring claims against persons that
engage in corruption by for example giving bribes to secure a contract. There are no
special provisions dealing with this situation. Therefore the general tort law rules
apply. Under these rules a claim for damages can be brought where a four-prong
test has been satisfied: (i) there is an unlawful act (ii) due to the respondent party’s
fault; (iii) losses have been sustained by the claiming party; (iv) there is a causal
link between the act and the losses sustained.27 By engaging in corruption a person
intentionally commits a wrongful act therefore satisfying the first two elements
of the test. Proving damages and especially the causal link between damages and
corruption may be considerably more difficult. For example, if a competitor brings
a claim arguing that it would have secured the contract but for the act of corruption,
it would likely need to establish that it would in fact have secured the contract.
Alternative approaches to assessment of damages such as considering the value of
“loss of chance” are not applied with any frequency by Russian courts.

13.4 Jurisdictional and Private International Law Aspects

Russian law contains no specific rules dealing with the choice of law and jurisdic-
tional issues related to corruption. When it comes to the applicable law Russian
court will likely refuse to apply any foreign law that permits corruption28 as the

25Art 1068 of the Civil Code; see also Fiona Trust (n 17), paras 106–110.
26See, eg, Art 71 of the Federal Law No 208-FZ dated 26 December 1996 On Joint-Stock
Companies (as amended).
27Art 1064 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation.
28Art 1193 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation.
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application of such law would be contrary to the Russian public policy. If a Russian
court refuses to apply foreign law on public policy grounds it should apply Russian
law instead.29

The general rules on allocation of jurisdiction between courts will apply to claims
based on corruption. Parties’ prorogation and arbitration agreements will generally
be enforced and in the absence of such an agreement jurisdiction may be based
on either of the respondent’s seat, place of contract’s performance or existence
of another strong link with the jurisdiction.30 However, in practice other affected
parties that are not parties to the contract (such as shareholders of the affected
companies) may bring claims for application of the consequences of invalidity of
the contract ab initio. Russian courts considered that in bringing such claims the
shareholders are not bound by the arbitration or prorogation agreement between
parties to the contract.31 Furthermore, Russian law permits a state prosecutor to
bring a claim for invalidation of a contract entered into by a Russian state organ,
a state enterprise or a state-owned company or application of the consequences of
invalidity of the transaction ab initio.32 The arbitration agreement will generally
bind the prosecutor, unless the prosecutor proves that the transaction in contrary to
the public interests,33 which may be the case where a contract has been procured by
corruption. In such cases the jurisdiction of Russian courts will be determined on
the basis of general rules such as the seat of the respondent.

One may note that if a foreign court judgment deals with corruption (for
example, invalidates a contact procured by corruption) this circumstance can
serve as a standalone basis for recognition and enforcement of the judgment in
Russia. Generally, foreign court judgments are enforceable in Russia only where
the Russian Federation is party to a treaty providing for their recognition and
enforcement.34 However, in a recent case the Supreme Commercial Court held that
the United Nations Convention against Corruption in fact provides for recognition
and enforcement in Russia of foreign judgments addressing corruption.35 The
court reasoned that under the convention the parties shall cooperate in combating

29ibid.
30Art 247 of the Commercial Procedure Code.
31See, eg, Resolution of the Federal Commercial Court for the North-Western Circuit dated 25
October 2010 in case No A56-6656/2010.
32Art 52 of the Commercial Procedure Code.
33Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme Commercial Court No 15 dated 23 March 2012 On
Certain Matters of Prosecutor’s Participation in the Commercial Court Proceedings, para 4.
34Though reciprocity and international comity have in practice served as the basis for recognition
and enforcement of judgments rendered by courts of states with which the Russian Federation has
no such treaty (including France, Netherlands, United Kingdom and United States).
35Resolution of the Presidium of the Supreme Commercial Court No 6004/13, dated 8 October
2013.
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corruption and recognition and enforcement of judgments is one of the forms of
such cooperation.36 It remains to be seen where this decision would be followed in
future cases.

13.5 Conclusion

While there are no specific rules dealing with civil law consequences of corruption
more general rules appear to provide sufficient instruments to the courts and arbitral
tribunals to deal with such consequences. However, these instruments are rarely if
ever directly invoked by the Russian courts. Rather, in most cases the courts stop the
analysis at the point where they conclude that one of the parties to the contract took
advantage of the fact that an officer of the other party acted contrary to that other
party’s interests in entering into the contract. Since as explained above the courts
in practice considered these circumstances sufficient to invalidate a contract a more
difficult question of the company’s officer motivation remained unexplored.

36The court relied primarily on Art 12(2) of the Convention.



Chapter 14
For a Few Dollars More – Corruption
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Michael Furmston

Abstract Singapore criminal law, which is vigorously enforced, takes a wide view
of corruption. Bargains procured by corruption are also invalid and in general not
enforceable by either by the bribe giver or the bribe receiver. In many cases agents
will be involved. Here key concepts are the ostensible authority of the agent and the
fiduciary nature of the agent’s relationship. In the case of cross border transactions
there is a Conflicts problem as to which law governs. Where Singapore law is the
proper law agreements for corruption overseas are clearly void.

14.1 The Nature of Corruption1

Most countries, even those where in reality it is extensively practiced, have
legislation forbidding corruption but what is thought of as corruption may vary
widely. This is partly a question of culture and partly a question of construction.
This is illustrated by two stories which recently appeared in the same day in the
International New York Times.2 A Japanese minister resigned because she had
handed out free hand-held fans to supporters.3 On the same day a senior executive
of Petronas, the government owned Brazilian oil company, accepted a plea deal with
prosecutors that he had turned the refining division of Petronas into a slush fund for
a political party.

With apologies to Clint Eastwood and Sergio Leone.
1See FMB Reynolds, ‘The Enforcement of Contracts involving corruption or illegality in other
countries’ (1997) SJLS 371 ff; A Berg, ‘Bribery – Transaction validity and other civil law
implications’ (2000) LMCLQ 27 ff.
2Tuesday October 21, 2014.
3A later story said that the fans had now become valuable because of this historic significance.
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In Singapore the leading act is the Prevention of Corruption Act s64 of which
provides:

If

(a) any agent corruptly accepts or obtains, or agrees to accept or attempts to obtain,
from any person, for himself or for any other person, any gratification as an
inducement or reward for doing or forbearing to do, or for having done or
forborne to do, any act in relation to his principal’s affairs or business, or for
showing or forbearing to show favour or disfavour to any person in relation to
his principal’s affairs or business;

(b) any person corruptly gives or agrees to give or offers any gratification to any
agent as an inducement or reward for doing or forbearing to do, or for having
done or forborne to do any act in relation to his principal’s affairs or business, or
for showing or forbearing to show favour or disfavour to any person in relation
to his principal’s affairs or business; or

(c) any person knowingly gives to an agent, or if an agent knowingly uses with
intent to deceive his principal, any receipt, account or other document in respect
of which the principal is interested, and which contains any statement which
is false or erroneous or defective in any material particular, and which to his
knowledge is intended to mislead the principal,

he shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on conviction to a fine not
exceeding $100,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or to both.

There is another offence of corruption in s5 of the PCA which provides:

Punishment for corruption

5. Any person who shall by himself or by or in conjunction with any other person-

(a) corruptly solicit or receive, or agree to receive for himself, or for any other
person; or

(b) corruptly give, promise or offer to any person whether for the benefit of that
person or of another person, any gratification as an inducement to or reward
for, or otherwise on account of-

(i) any person doing or forbearing to do anything in respect of any matter
or transaction whatsoever, actual or proposed; or

(ii) any member, officer or servant of a public body doing or forbearing to
do anything in respect of any matter or transaction whatsoever, actual or
proposed, in which such public body is concerned,

shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding
$100,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or to both.

4For a full account of Act see Halsbury’s laws of Singapore volume 8, 90–801 to 90–823.
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The key concepts of “Principal”, “Agent” and gratification are defined in s2
which provides:

“Gratification” as including:

(a) money or any gift, loan, fee, reward, commission, valuable security or other
property or interest in property of any description, whether movable or immov-
able;

(b) any office, employment or contract;
(c) any payment, release, discharge or liquidation of any loan, obligation or other

liability whatsoever, whether in whole or in part;
(d) any other service, favour or advantage of any description whatsoever, including

protection from any penalty or disability incurred or apprehended or from any
action or proceedings of a disciplinary or penal nature, whether or not already
instituted, and including the exercise or the forbearance from the exercise of any
right or any official power or duty; and

(e) any offer, undertaking or promise of any gratification within the meaning of
paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d);

“Agent” as:

Any person employed by or acting for another, and includes a trustee, administrator
and executor, and a person serving the Government or under any corporation or
public body, and for the purposes of section 8 includes a subcontractor and any
person employed by or acting for such subcontractor;

“Principal” as including:

An employer, a beneficiary under a trust, and a trust estate as though it were a person
and any person beneficially interested in the estate of a deceased person and the
estate of a deceased person as though the estate were a person, and in the case of
a person serving the Government or a public body includes the Government or
the public body, as the case may be;

and “Public body” as:

Any corporation, board, council, commissioners or other body which has power to
act under and for the purposes of any written law relating to public health or to
undertakings or public utility or otherwise to administer money levied or raised
by rates or charges in pursuance of any written law : : :

It is clear that these rules apply in both the public and private sector. The major
difference is that in the public sector there is a presumption of corruption where
gratification is given to or received by an employee of the government or of a public
body.5 The scope of public bodies in Singapore law is quite wide. So in Tey Tsun

5Section 8.
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Hang v Public Prosecutor.6 The accused was an Associate Professor of Law in the
Law School of the National University of Singapore (NUS). He was charged with
corruption. It was established that he had gifts from a female student of a Mont
Blanc pen; two tailor-made shirts; an i-pod touch; a restaurant bill and that they
had had sex on two occasions. It was decided that NUS was a public body and that
therefore the burden of proving the absence of corruption was on him. The fact that
NUS had a substantial degree of autonomy did not take it out of the class of public
bodies. He was convicted but on appeal the judge held7:

It seems to me that the TJ8 concluded that the second and third elements of the offence
had been made out because the appellant had breached NUS policies and because he had
abused his position as a lecturer when he had exploited Ms Ko. While the TJ accepted that
the breach itself did not necessarily amount to a corrupt intention, he was of the view that
the breach and the exploitation did. Hence the TJ’s conclusion that the appellant’s conduct
was depraved, corrupt and dishonest. I am of the view that the TJ had wrongly equated
conduct which is morally reprehensible with conduct which is legally wrong. I agree that
the appellant had exploited Ms Ko. His conduct was morally wrong but that is not corruption
for the purposes of the Act. Exploitation does not necessarily amount to corruption under
the Act. The gap is not filled in by the appellant’s breach of NUS policies. True, the failure
to disclose the relationship and the gifts demonstrated that he did not want others to know
about them but, in the circumstances, the failure is not clear evidence of a corrupt intent. As
he was exploiting her, it is no surprise that he did not want to disclose his relationship with
her.

A very recent decision of the Singapore Court of Appeal9 is instructive. In Public
Prosecutor v Teo Chu Ha10 the accused was a senior director of logistics in company
A. She was accused of corruptly assisting company B successfully to tender for
contracts with company A. The alleged gratification was that she had been allowed
to buy shares in company B. Her counsel persuaded the trial judge that this would
only be an improper gratification if it were proved that she had bought the shares
at an undervalue. The Court of Appeal held that this was clearly wrong. The
opportunity to buy the shares in company B was itself a form of gratification since
the company was a private company whose shares could not be bought on the
market. Further the shares unlocked the door to further gratification as the defendant
was paid substantial sums by way of dividends on the shares and company B’s
profits flowed significantly from business with company A.

It will be seen that normally both the giver of the gratification and the receiver
are guilty of an offence. In a sentencing appeal in Public Prospector v Marzuki

6[2014] 2 SLR 1189.
7At para 320.
8TJ – the appellant’s judge’s abbreviation for trial judge.
9The Highest Court in Singapore.
10[2014] 4 SLR 600.
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Bin Ahmad11 Sundaresh Menon CJ said that in sentencing the starting point would
usually be that the giver and receiver were equally at fault. He observed12:

In my judgment, the effect of these remarks, taken together, is that the principle of parity
of sentencing as between the giver and the recipient of gratification cannot be viewed or
applied as an inflexible and rigid rule. Although the general principle is that the giver and the
recipient of gratification are equally culpable, many other factors must also be considered
when deciding on the sentence to be imposed on the particular accused person who is before
the court. These factors may relate to the degree of culpability of each individual offender
in committing the corrupt acts, as well as circumstances unique to each offender (bearing
in mind too the general approach to sentencing for s 6(a) offences set out earlier at [28]
above). Leaving that aside, in the case of a party to a corrupt transaction who is sentenced
after his counterparty in the same transaction has been separately sentenced, it could also
be that the sentence imposed on the counterparty in the earlier decision might have been
too high or too low by reference to the applicable sentencing precedents. The court must
always have the flexibility, when sentencing a party to a corrupt transaction, to depart from
the earlier sentence imposed on his counterparty in the same transaction where that is the
appropriate course of action to take.

The enforcement of the criminal law on corruption is principally in the hands of
the Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau (CPIB), which takes an active role. The
Singapore Government attaches great importance to this area. In the Corruption
Perception Index produced by Transparency International, Singapore was ranked
fifth in both 2011 and 2012.13

14.2 The Position of Agents

Corruption is not only a crime but its presence will have effects in the civil law. So
the bribe receiver cannot sue the bribe giver if he does not pay up and the bribe giver
cannot get his money back if the bribe receiver does not deliver. Further transactions
procured by bribes may not be binding even though some of the parties do not know
of the bribes. Here the position of agents is of critical importance.

In the simplest cases the bribe giver and bribe receiver will be the only parties
but this will often not be the case. One or other or both will be acting on behalf of
a public body or a company, which can only act through human beings. This will
make some rules of agency law highly relevant.

The general rule is that a principal is bound by the Acts of the agent if the agent
has actual authority or if he appears to have authority – has ostensible authority.
People who deal with agents usually do not know their actual authority and are

11[2014] 4 SLR 623.
12Para 45.
13The same four countries were ahead though not in the same order. They were (in alphabetical
order) Denmark, Finland, New Zealand and Sweden. Singapore is a party to the UN Convention
against Corruption.
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entitled to think that they have the authority which someone in their position would
usually have. So a principal may be bound by a contract into which such an agent
has entered of which he knows nothing.

An instructive border-line example is Armagas Ltd v Mundogas SA.14 In this case
the plaintiff was a company formed to buy a ship from the defendants and charter it
back to them for 3 years at at least USD350,000 a month. Much of the negotiations
were conducted by J, who was going to acquire a substantial interest in the plaintiffs,
and M, who was the defendant’s vice president and chartering manager. M received
a bribe from J. He met the plaintiff’s representatives in Denmark and told them that
he had authority to sell the ship and charter it back for 3 years. The documents
tendered to the defendants, which they signed were for a sale and charter back for
1 year. The plaintiff claimed that they had entered into a 3 years charterparty with
the defendants. This argument was accepted by Staughton J, who held that M had
ostensible authority. The Court of Appeal and the House of Lords disagreed. They
held that a person in the position of M would not usually have authority to enter into
such a contract and that his own statement did not expand his ostensible authority.

A second feature of agency is that the agent is in a fiduciary relationship with
his principal. This opens up the possibility of a range of remedies additional to the
contractual remedies which the principal will usually have. This was the subject
of the important recent decision of the English Supreme Court in FHR European
Venture LLP v Cedar Capital Partners LLC.15 In this case FHR was a joint venture
which had bought the share capital of Monte Carlo Grand Hotel SAM from Monte
Carlo Grand Hotel Ltd for GBP211.5 million. Cedar had acted as FHR’s agent and
had also entered into an agreement with the sellers which involved the payment of
a GBP10 million fee. It is clear that once these facts were revealed and established
FHR had a remedy against Cedar. The critical question was whether this remedy
was only personal or whether there was also a proprietary remedy. This would make
a difference if the agents were insolvent or if the bribe were invested in something
which became significantly more valuable than the bribe.16 The question has been
the subject of conflicting case law and extensive academic debate. The Supreme
Court held that FHR had a proprietary remedy.

It is possible that an agent may be held to be acting for both sides to a transaction.
This was held to be the case in the recent English case of UBS v Kommunale
Wasserwerke Leipzig.17 In this case the defendant, a German Water Authority

14[1986] 1 AC 717. Note on English cases. Singapore became independent in 1965. At that date
it could have been assumed that its Law of Contract and Tort were the same as English Law. That
is certainly no longer true. There have been a number of cases in which the Singapore Court of
Appeal has rejected decisions of the English House of Lords/Supreme Court. Nevertheless English
cases are regularly cited in Singapore and where there is no Singapore decision the best guess is
usually that the same rules apply.
15[2014] UKSC 45.
16It is not clear what advantage was sought on the facts of the present case.
17[2014] EWHC 3615 (Comm).
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(KWL) sold to the claimants, a Swiss bank a series of complex derivative products in
2006. There were very substantial losses between 2008 and 2010. The deal had been
negotiated by Value Partners group AG, a Swiss company. Males J held that Value
Partner were corrupt and had paid bribes to the managing director of KWL. One of
the major players in the UBS team was also corrupt, though the higher management
were not. Males J held that on the facts Value Partners had been acting as agents for
both KWL and UBS. This obviously had a major impact on the result of the case.

14.3 Cross-Border Corruption

The core of this paper concerns the application of these rules to cross-border
events. As far as the criminal law is concerned it is clear that a corrupt bargain by
Singaporeans is still a crime if made outside Singapore.18 So Singaporean cannot
evade the rules by crossing the causeway into Malaysia. The Singaporean criminal
law also applies of course to non-Singaporeans while they are in Singapore. On
the other hand corrupt bargains made by Ruritanians in Zenda19 are a matter for
Ruritanian Law.

The civil law position in relation to the enforcement of contracts involving
bribery is much more complex. The starting point must be the case of Foster v
Driscoll.20 The precise facts of the case are not totally clear since the parties were
neither candid nor truthful and indeed Scrutton LJ dissented because he took a
different view of the facts. The majority view was that the parties had developed
a plan to smuggle whisky into the United States during the period of prohibition.
This had involved buying some 7,500 cases of whisky and a small steamer. The
parties fell out and the whisky never went to the United States. The majority of
the Court of Appeal held that in the words of Sankey LJ “all the parties concerned
were engaged in the adventure which had for its express purpose the violation of the
law of the United States”21 and that an English contract which involved “a breach
of International comity” was contrary to public policy and void. It appears that
Scrutton LJ would probably have taken the same view if he had agreed on the facts.

For some time after Foster v Driscoll there was debate as to whether it correctly
stated English law and in Regazzoni v K.C. Sethia (1944) Ltd22 the House of Lords
were urged to overturn it which they refused to do. In this case a contract of which
English law was the proper law was made for the sale of 500,000 B Twills (a kind of
jute bag) cif Genoa. The evidence established that both parties knew that the buyer

18Prevention of Corruption Act s37.
19The town where King Rudolf is imprisoned in the Prisoner of Zenda.
20[1929] 1 KB 470.
21[1929] 1 KB 520.
22[1958] AC 301.
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intended to resell the goods to a buyer in South Africa and that the sale of jute from
India to South Africa was forbidden by Indian law. The House of Lords were clear
that Foster v Driscoll was correct and that the present contract was illegal under
English law.

Foster v Driscoll was treated as Singapore law by the Court of Appeal in Patriot
Pte Ltd v Lam Hong Commercial Co.23 The contract was for the sale of tires
which were to be shipped from Taiwan to Indonesia via Singapore. A bogus set
of documents was produced which stated a much lower price than the contract price
with the intention of reducing the amount of duty payable. Wee Chong Jin CJ said:

It has been settled law since Foster v Driscoll [1929] 2 KB 470 that if a party to a contract
actively engages in an illegal adventure to get goods into a country in breach of the revenue
laws of that country, the court will not assist the parties to the adventure by entertaining or
settling any dispute between the parties arising out of the contract.

Regazzoni v K.C. Sethia was treated as Singapore law by GP Selvam JC in Singapore
Finance Ltd v Soetanto24 though it was distinguished. In this case the first and
second defendants bought two units of offices space in Singapore from the third
defendant. The plaintiff finance company made advances to the first two defendants
which they did not repay. When sued the defendants sought to argue that the
second defendant was a Malaysian resident and that the transaction was contrary
to Malaysian exchange control laws. The judge held that the defendants had not
proved either that the plaintiff knew that the second defendant was Malaysian or
that there were potential problems with Malaysian law. Very similar facts produced
the same result in Overseas Union Bank Ltd v Chua Kok Kay25 though with a more
elaborate discussion.

These two cases were among those considered by the Court of Appeal in Brooks
Exim Pte Ltd v Bhagwandas Naraindas26 and treated as correct. Again the illegality
defence failed on the facts since it was held that the purpose of the transaction was
not to evade a foreign revenue law.

One of the problems which is lurking here is whether we are discussing a rule
of domestic contract law or of the conflict of laws. The question is discussed in
books in both areas.27 In Foster v Driscoll the transaction was clearly English;
all the parties were English and the whisky never left the country. In Regazzoni v
Sethia the contract had nothing to do with England except that English law was the
proper law but the discussion in the speeches is clearly in terms of English domestic
law. In Patriot Pte Ltd v Law Hong Commercial Co the first instance judgment of

23[1979–1980] SLR (R) 218. Regazzoni v Sethia was not cited.
24[1992] 1 SLR (R) 643.
25[1992] 2 SLR (R) 811.
26[1995] 1 SLR (R) 543.
27RA Buckley, Illegality and Public Policy, 3rd edn (London, Sweet & Maxwell, 2014) 10.05 to
10.09; J Hill and A Chong, International Commercial Disputes, 4th edn (Oxford, Hart Publishing,
2010) 14.4.42 to 14.4.44.
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A P Rajah J28 reveals that the transaction was one of eight, the first seven of which
had been successful in deceiving the Indonesian customs and that the contracts were
made in Singapore. Nevertheless it is clear that there are possible conflicts problems
in the wings, for instance where Ruritanian Law is the proper law of a contract
which is the subject of litigation in Singapore.

This is more likely to be the case in transactions involving bribery since in such
cases there will often be several contracts: the arrangement to pay the bribe and the
transactions or transactions which the bribe is designed to procure. The proper law
of all these transactions will not always be the same.

This is well illustrated by the English case of Lemenda Trading Co Ltd v African
Middle East Petroleum Co Ltd.29 In this case the plaintiff was a company registered
in Nassau and controlled by a Saudi Arabian; the defendant was a company
registered in London. The transaction related to the purchase by the defendant of
Petrol in Qatar. Such a sale was in the hands of the QGPC which was owned and
controlled by the Government of Qatar. In August 1984 the defendant entered into
a contract with QGPC for the purchase of 700,000 barrels a month starting on 1
October 1984. The contract contained a Qatar choice of law clause and a provision
for arbitration in England. There was also a side letter which forbad the employment
of agents in the negotiation of any future contract. In July 1985 the supply contact
was renewed for 12 months from 1 August 1985. The plaintiffs claimed that they
were entitled to commission on services connected with the renewal contract. It was
accepted that there was an agreement and that English law was the proper law.

Philips J held that the agency contract was contrary to English public policy. He
said:

In my judgment, the English courts should not enforce an English law contract which falls
to be performed abroad where: (i) it relates to an adventure which is contrary to a head of
English public policy which is founded on general principles of morality, and (ii) the same
public policy applies to the country of performance so that the agreement would not be
enforceable under the law of that country.

In such a situation international comity combines with English domestic public policy
to militate against enforcement.

The agency contract was clearly subject to English law. There was no mention
in the contract of bribes and no evidence appears to have been tendered that any
bribes were paid. On the other hand the amount of the commission earned (about
$2 million) was very substantial if the defendant were only buying the plaintiff’s
persuasive skills.

A Singapore case that is at first sight similar but is held to be on the other side
of the line is Shaikh Faisal (Trading as Gibca) v Swan Hunter Singapore Pte Ltd.30

In this case the defendant was a Singapore company engaged in naval shipbuilding.
It was in a sense the successor of another Singapore company that had gone into

28[1977–78] SLR (R) 547.
29[1988] 1 QB 448.
30[1994] 2 SLR (R) 605.
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liquidation. It was interested in the possibility of selling ships into the Middle East.
The plaintiff was operating in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) as an agent for
overseas contractors and suppliers. The plaintiff was appointed as an agent for the
defendants for the sale of two landing craft by the defendant to GHQ of UAW and a
commission was agreed. In due course a contract was obtained. The UAE had rules
which forbad the employment of agents for such contracts. This was known to the
plaintiff and from someway through the negotiations to the defendant. Chao Hick
Tin J held that the proper law of the agency contract was Singapore law. He held
that:

So the only question is: is the appointment of an agent in UAE by a foreign arms supplier
rendered illegal or void by the law of UAE? This question in turn depends on the answer to
the question what is the legal effect of the provisions in Art 24.1 and the directive issued by
DSC.

This was the subject of substantial expert evidence for both sides and he answered
the question as follows:

So what is the effect of the directive or the prohibition? Does it represent public policy
which would render an agency agreement entered into by a supplier in breach of it void or
unenforceable? Or is it really a purely contractual matter? I must point out that it has not
been alleged by the defendants that the plaintiff, in discharging his duties as an agent of the
defendants, was expected to or had exercised any undue influence or had been guilty of any
improper conduct. The defendants have expressly admitted through counsel that they are
not alleging any such things on the part of the plaintiff. The evidence shows that there is
nothing in the general law of UAE which outlaws the appointment of local agents by foreign
suppliers. In fact, Federal Law No 18/1981 gives local agents a considerable measure of
protection. The two experts are also in agreement that Decision No 12/1986 issued by DSC
allows appointment of local agents by foreign suppliers (non-arms).

He thought that the Lemenda case was clearly different. He said:

It would be apparent that the fact situation in Lemenda ([85] supra) is quite different from
our present case. There the evidence clearly showed that the plaintiffs exercised undue
influence on persons in authority; that was what was expected of the plaintiffs there.
Second, there was evidence before the court, and it was so agreed, that the commission
agreement was void under the law of Qatar as being contrary to public policy and was thus
unenforceable. The case was, therefore, decided on that basis.

It is important to emphasise that in both cases the contract which was before
the court was the agency contract and not the procurement contract and that the
proper law of the contract was that of the forum (English and Singaporean law
respectively). The major difference between the cases consists in the expert evidence
as to the law of Qatar and the UAE respectively. In both systems foreign law is a
question of fact which in the case of dispute requires resort to expert witness. In
Lemenda there was no dispute as to what Qatar law was. In Shaikh Faisal there was
extensive dispute as to the law of UAE, with conflicting expert reports and a careful
analysis by the judge.

There are not many cases either in England or Singapore where the effect of
bribery on the principal transaction is tested. Before we turn to them it may be
helpful to consider a hypothetical case. Suppose a contract by which an airplane
manufacturer sells an airplane to the government of Ruritania. The contract is signed
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by the CEO of the airplane company and the president of Ruritania. In the course
of the negotiations much of the work is done by A, acting for the airplane company
and B acting for the government of Ruritania and A pays B a large bribe.

In this case it is factually not very likely that the airplane manufacturer does not
know that A has bribed B since A is hardly likely to be paying with his own money. It
is perhaps possible that they are paying A such a large success fee that he can afford
to share it with B. Even here the facts are such as to justify great suspicion unless
Ruritania has a reputation for spotless honesty. So it is unlikely that the airplane
company can enforce the contract. In practice such a contract is likely to be subject
to Ruritanian law, though often with provision for arbitration in a neutral venue.

The position of Ruritania is more complex. On the facts it is possible that the
President and the relevant ministers do not know of the bribe. On such facts they
would have a choice either to terminate the contract or enforce it.

It is perfectly possible for the position of the parties to an illegal contract to be
different where knowledge is different. A simple example is Shaw v Shaw.31 In this
case a married man represented himself to be a widower and went through a form of
marriage with plaintiff, who believed him. They lived together for 15 years and he
then died. She only discovered truth when “the husband” died intestate. The Court
of Appeal held that she could maintain an action for breach of promise of marriage
because she was entirely innocent. (Actions for breach of promise of marriage have
since been abolished but this does not affect principle of decision).

The recent decision of the Singapore Court of Appeal in Ho Kang Peng v
Scintronix Corp Ltd32 is instructive. In this case Ho Kang Peng had been a director
and CEO of Scintronix. They sued for breach of his fiduciary duties. It appeared that
he had authorized a number of payments to a Taiwanese company called Bontech. It
was accepted that no consultancy services were provided by Bontech. Payments
were made to one of the company’s directors in Shanghai who passed on the
money to a “Mr Lee”. It appeared that the objective was to procure business from a
major Chinese client, Pioneer Technology. Mr Ho’s excuse was that he was simply
carrying on what his predecessors had done. He had not sought approval at a board
meeting or by informal discussion with all directors. The Court of Appeal were clear
that the payments were bribes which had not been authorized by the company and
that this was a clear breach of Mr Ho’s fiduciary duty to the company. Chao Hick
Tin JA said33:

With these principles in mind, the question is whether a director who creates a sham contract
and makes unauthorised and irregular payments out of the company’s funds for the purpose
of securing business for the company, can be said to be acting bona fide in the interests of
the company. In our view, the answer must be in the negative. Such a director would not be
acting honestly even if he claims to be furthering the company’s financial interests in the
short term.

31[1954] 2 QB 428.
32[2014] 3 SLR 329.
33[2014] 3 SLR 329 at para 40.
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In the English case of Nayyar v Denton Wilde Sapte34 the plaintiffs were travel
agents. They had dealings with a Ms Advani who was employed by the defendant
solicitors. She was qualified as a lawyer in both India and England. The plaintiffs
paid her nearly GBP400,000 in the expectation that they would be appointed as
global sales agents for Air India, an appointment likely to bring profits of over GBP2
million a year. Hamblen J had no doubt that although the payment to Ms Advani was
dressed up, it was intended as a bribe. He held that Ms Advani was not acting within
the scope of her actual or apparent authority to act on behalf of the defendants. The
claim against Ms Advani failed because of illegality; the claim against the solicitors
failed because in the circumstances they were not responsible for the conduct of Ms
Advani.

In Royal Boskalis Westminister v Mountain35 the English Court of Appeal applied
the reasoning in Regazzoni v Retina to a case where the proper law of the contract
was Iraqi law.

An instructive English case on the other side of the line is Westcare Investments
Inc v Jugoimport-Sdpr Holding Co Ltd.36 In this case by a written agreement
made in April 1988, the first and second defendants, Yugoslav bodies, entered into
an agreement with the plaintiffs, a Panamanian company, for the plaintiffs to act
as consultants in connection with the sale of military equipment to Kuwait. The
contract was subject to Swiss law and there was provision for ICC arbitration in
Geneva.

Substantial orders were obtained from Kuwait government and the defendants
cancelled the agreement. The plaintiffs started an arbitration and the arbitration
held by a majority that the plaintiffs were entitled to substantial sums by way of
commission. Possible questions of bribery were canvassed in the arbitral hearing
but the majority held that bribery had not been established. The Swiss Federal
Court affirmed the decision of the majority. Westcare sought to enforce the award in
England. The Court of Appeal distinguished the Lemenda case and held that English
public policy did not require it to go behind the decision of the Swiss Courts to
investigate allegations of corruption.

The position where the principal discovers that the agent has taken a bribe was
also considered in Logicrose Ltd v Southend United Football Club Ltd.37 In this
case the defendants were a company which ran a football club and owned the land
on which the stadium lay together with some surrounding land including a car park.
In 1984 a license was granted to the plaintiffs to operate a general market on the
car park 2 days a week. The license forbad the redevelopment of the site. It was
entered into despite the express advice to the contrary of the defendants lawyers.
The negotiation on the part of the defendant were conducted by a Mr McCutcheon

34[2009] EWHC 3218 (QB).
35[1999] 1 QB 674.
36[1999] 2 Lloyds Rep 65. See also Omnium de Traitement v Hilmarton Ltd [1999] 2 All ER
(Comm) 146.
37[1988] 1 WLR 1256.
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(Mr M) who was its chairman and controlling shareholder (and the nominee of a Mr
Johnson). As a condition of getting the license, the plaintiffs were required to pay
GBP70,000 to an offshore company controlled by Mr M. This was not revealed to
Mr M’s fellow directors at the time, though it was later and most of the GBP70,000
was paid to the club. Millett J held that the GBP70,000 was a bribe and that the
football club were entitled to set the license aside.

14.4 Conclusions

1. The criminal law position is relatively clear. Singapore law will treat as criminal
transactions which infringe the prohibition in Singapore or by those subject to
criminal law outside Singapore.

2. The contract position is much more nuanced. It is necessary to analyse carefully
the whole of the contractual arrangements. In many cases there will be several
contracts and they will not necessarily be governed by the same law. In cases
where some foreign law is the proper law of the transaction a careful examination
of the evidence as to the content of the law is essential.

3. It is likely that in most countries agreements to pay bribes are illegal but the
definition of a bribe is not universal. It is necessary to decide which law is
relevant to the definition of what is a bribe.

4. In most cases the bribe giver and the bribe receiver will know that what they are
doing is wrong. In the case of transaction procured by the bribe this will often
not be the case. It will be essential to investigate precisely what the parties know
and do not know.



Chapter 15
The Civil Law Consequences of Corruption
Under South African Law

Tjakie Naudé

Abstract South Africa has a fairly robust legislative framework to tackle corruption
and is also party to several international conventions against corruption. The
common law of contract regards the bribe agreement as void and the main agreement
procured by corruption as voidable due to improperly obtained consensus. Whilst
the bribe-giver would in principle not be entitled to claim restitution of the bribe,
the rules on restitution are flexible and aimed at equitable outcomes. There are still
some questions on the common law of contract and delict relating to bribery which
would benefit from guidance by the courts, including in relation to restitution in
respect of the main agreement. Public procurement contracts procured by corruption
are likely to be challenged under administrative law. Legislation requires that
contracting authorities cancel such contracts. Unsuccessful tenderers have locus
standi to challenge procurement tender awards, inter alia on the basis of corruption.
They as well as parties involved in contracts may claim damages on several different
bases if fraud or corruption can be proved. There is a perception that corruption
is endemic in public procurement tender processes and that enforcement of anti-
corruption legislation should be improved. It is to be hoped that the current review
of the public procurement legislation would lead to less complicated and clearer
legislation, as the current regulatory framework is overly complicated and difficult to
police. Corruption must be addressed on various fronts, including through concerted
information campaigns emphasising the deleterious effects of corruption.
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15.1 Introduction

It is a well-known fact that corruption detrimentally affects everyone in society.1 In
the case of government contracts, corruption results in the diversion of government
funds away from the most cost-effective and meritorious bid and away from the real
needs of the country, to the detriment of the most vulnerable citizens. In this way and
others, corruption impacts on the state’s duty to protect and promote human rights,
including the rights to equality, human dignity, freedom, security of the person,
administrative justice and socio-economic rights, such as the rights to education,
housing and healthcare.2 Corruption impacts on the right to equality, for example,
as it discriminates against those who cannot afford or rightly refuse to practise it,
and “so denies them access to public services and the due benefits of the rights given
by the Constitution”.3

The South African Constitutional Court has stated that corruption

blatantly undermines the democratic ethos, the institutions of democracy, the rule of law and
the foundational values of our nascent constitutional project. It fuels maladministration and
public fraudulence and imperils the capacity of the State to fulfil its obligations to respect,
protect, promote and fulfil all the rights enshrined in the Bill of Rights. When corruption
and organised crime flourish, sustainable development and economic growth are stunted.
And in turn, the stability and security of society is put at risk.4

The court also pointed out that corruption discourages foreign investment and aid
and “is a key element in economic under-performance and a major obstacle to
poverty alleviation and development”.5 It also fuels elitism and a growing wealth
gap.

Corruption in governmental and non-governmental contracts also prejudices the
unsuccessful competitors of the bribe-giver, who are unable to compete with the

1See generally the preambles to various supra-national instruments on corruption such as the
African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption (2004) 43 ILM 5 (adopted
on 11 July 2003 and entered into force on 5 August 2006) and the Southern African Development
Community Protocol against Corruption (adopted on 14 August 2001 and entered into force on 6
July 2005). See also eg S Williams-Elegbe, ‘A perspective on corruption and public procurement in
Africa’ in G Quinot and S Arrowsmith (eds), Public Procurement Regulation in Africa (Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 2013) 336, 342–344.
2Glenister v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others 2011 (3) SA 347 (CC) paras 166
to 184 and 198 to 200 with reference to the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996;
South African Association of Personal Injury Lawyers v Heath and Others 2001 (1) SA 883 (CC)
para 4; S v Shaik and Others 2008 (5) SA 354 (CC) para 72; S v Shaik and Others 2007 (1) SA 240
(SCA) para 223.
3S v Shaik and Others 2007 (1) SACR 142 (D) 239, quoting from a report by a witness, Mr Hendrik
van Vuuren.
4Glenister v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others 2011 (3) SA 347 (CC) para 166.
5ibid para 167, quoting from a statement by Kofi Annan. See further the preamble to the Prevention
and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 12 of 2004 (“the PRECCA”).
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bribe-giver on the basis of lawful competition and free enterprise.6 In addition,
the shareholders of companies affected by bribery are prejudiced. For example, the
innocent company whose employee accepted a bribe may have lost the opportunity
of a more advantageous contract than the one concluded with the bribe-giver or
suffered loss due to over-charging by a corrupt service provider.7

If corruption is not addressed effectively, it may become systemic in society. As
Squires J said in S v Shaik,8 corruption

can truly be likened to a cancer, eating away remorselessly at the fabric of corporate probity
and extending its baleful effect into all aspects of administrative functions, whether State
official or private-sector manager. If it is not checked, it becomes systemic and the after-
effects of systemic corruption can quite readily extend to the corrosion of any confidence
of anyone who has a duty to discharge, especially a duty to discharge to the public, leading
eventually, and unavoidably, to a disaffected populace. One can, hopefully, discount the
prospects of it happening in this country. But it is that sort of increasing disaffection which
leads, and has led in other parts of our continent and elsewhere, to coups d’etat or the rise
of Populist leaders who, in turn, manipulate politics for even greater private benefit.

Corruption is a serious problem in South Africa. In 2011, the head of the Special
Investigating Unit reported to Parliament that between R25 and 30 billion9 (about
20 % of the government’s annual procurement budget) was lost to “corruption,
incompetence and negligence”.10 Some reported cases also demonstrate the scourge
of corruption in tender awards and there have been several high-profile corruption
scandals.11 The current President himself is suspected of receiving bribes in a
controversial international arms deal involving European suppliers who allegedly
paid bribes, but ironically the President has openly acknowledged in speeches that
the country has a problem with corruption and undertook to address it.12 South
Africa ranks at 72nd out of 177 countries on the 2013 Corruption Perceptions Index
of Transparency International, well below four other African countries, namely

6See also S v Shaik and Others 2007 (1) SACR 142 (D) 157.
7See eg Stoop and Another v Rand Water (2014) 35 ILJ 1391 (LC).
8ibid at 239.
9About EUR 1.7 to 2.1 billion at 20 October 2014.
10OECD, Phase 3 Report on Implementing the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention in South Africa
(March 2014) 9; Corruption Watch, ‘Dodgy Procurement Costs R25bn Every Year’ MoneyWeb, 5
April 2013.
11See eg S v Shaik and Others 2007 (1) SACR 142 (D); 2007 (1) SA 240 (SCA); 2008 (5) SA 354
(CC); Minister of Finance and Others v Gore 2007 (1) SA 111 (SCA); Viking Pony Africa Pumps
(Pty) Ltd t/a Tricom Africa, and Another v Hidro-Tech Systems (Pty) Ltd 2010 (3) SA 365 (SCA)
para 2: “Corruption in the tender process is endemic”.
12eg State of the Nation Address by President Jacob Zuma, 14 February 2013. See also A Feinstein,
After the Party: A Personal and Political Journey Inside the ANC (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball,
2007).
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Botswana,13 Namibia,14 Rwanda15 and Ghana.16 South African companies are also
active in a number of other countries perceived as very corrupt,17 yet there has been
no prosecution that went beyond the preliminary stage or request for international
cooperation in respect of the country’s foreign bribery offence,18 whereas it is likely
that unlawful political and economic considerations may have contributed to this
state of affairs.19 The OECD Working Group (when considering implementation
of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention20) recently raised various concerns with
enforcement, such as the resources available to prosecutors, the lack of cooperation
between police and prosecutors from the outset of investigations, public perception
of political interference with the National Prosecution Authority, and of serious
reprisals against whistle-blowers, as well as that large fines were only imposed on
juristic persons in a small number of cases.21 However, at least the enforcement
situation is not completely dire. For example, 746 KwaZulu-Natal civil servants
were reported to the police in the 2012/2013 financial year for corruption involving
more than R30.8 million, of which 546 were sentenced to imprisonment.22 Civil
society, opposition political parties and the courts also play a role in the fight against
corruption. For example, a court challenge by the non-governmental organisation,
Freedom under Law, against the decision to withdraw corruption charges against
former Crime Intelligence boss, Richard Mdluli, resulted in charges being reinstated
against him.23 The Democratic Alliance, the main opposition party, is also gearing
up to bring a court challenge to the decision to drop corruption charges against
President Jacob Zuma.24

13At 30th.
14At 57th.
15At 49th.
16At 63rd.
17See OECD, Phase 3 Report (2014) 70.
18The bribery of foreign public officials is an offence under s 5 of the Prevention and Combating
of Corrupt Activities Act, 12 of 2004.
19OECD, Phase 3 Report (2014) 70.
20OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business
Transactions, (1998) 37 ILM 1 (entered into force on 18 August 2007).
21OECD, Phase 3 Report (2014) eg at 5, 23, 28–30, 41–42, 70–76.
22SAPA, ‘746 KZN officials reported for graft’ iol news of 16 October 2014, avail-
able at http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/746-kzn-officials-reported-for-graft-1.1766269#.
VETccKIaKM9
23‘Mdluli in court again for fraud charges’ News24 of 7 October 2014, available at http://www.
news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Mdluli-in-court-again-for-fraud-charges-20141007
24After the party through the courts obtained access to some “confidential spy tapes” that played
a role in charges being dropped by the National Prosecuting Authority. See eg J-L Matroos, ‘DA
seeks missing spy tapes documents’ SA Breaking News of 22 September 2014, available at http://
www.sabreakingnews.co.za/2014/09/22/da-seeks-missing-spy-tapes-documents/

http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/746-kzn-officials-reported-for-graft-1.1766269#.VETccKIaKM9
http://www.iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/746-kzn-officials-reported-for-graft-1.1766269#.VETccKIaKM9
http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Mdluli-in-court-again-for-fraud-charges-20141007
http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Mdluli-in-court-again-for-fraud-charges-20141007
http://www.sabreakingnews.co.za/2014/09/22/da-seeks-missing-spy-tapes-documents/
http://www.sabreakingnews.co.za/2014/09/22/da-seeks-missing-spy-tapes-documents/
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South Africa has a fairly good legislative framework to tackle corruption.25

Firstly, it should be noted that South Africa is a signatory to the following con-
ventions aimed at tackling corruption: the UN Convention against Corruption,26 the
UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crime,27 the OECD Convention
on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Trans-
actions,28 the African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption29

and the Southern African Development Community Protocol against Corruption.30

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa also has a clear anti-corruption
stance. Inter alia, it provides that state officials must exercise their administrative
capacity “impartially, fairly, equitably and without bias”, that public procurement
must take place “in accordance with a system which is fair, equitable, transpar-
ent, competitive and cost-effective”31 and that government must be accountable,
responsive and open.32 In addition, the Constitutional Court has held that “[t]he
Constitution is the primal source for the duty of the State to fight corruption” given
that “corruption has deleterious effects on the foundations of our constitutional
democracy and on the full enjoyment of fundamental rights and freedoms”.33

The Court therefore affirmed the state’s duty under the Constitution and binding
international agreements to create an independent body to fight corruption.34 As
a result, it declared as unconstitutional the legislation creating the Directorate for
Priority Crime Investigation (“the Hawks”) within the South African Police Service
as that body was not independent enough (which legislation also disbanded the
very effective Directorate of Special Operations (“the Scorpions”), that was located
within the National Prosecution Authority and that was sufficiently independent).35

25But see for criticism of the overly complicated public procurement legislation, text at n 163 ff
below.
26(2004) 43 ILM 37 (signed by South Africa on 9 December 2003; ratified on 22 November 2004;
entered into force on 14 December 2005).
27(2001) 40 ILM 335 (signed by South Africa on 14 December 2000, ratified on 20 February 2004,
entered into force on 29 September 2003).
28(1998) 37 ILM 1 (ratified on 19 June 2007; entered into force on 18 August 2007).
29(2004) 43 ILM 5 (signed by South Africa on 16 March 2004, ratified on 11 November 2005 and
entered into force on 5 August 2006).
30Adopted on 14 August 2001, ratified by South Africa on 15 May 2003 and entered into force on
6 July 2005.
31Section 217 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.
32Section 1(d).
33Glenister v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others 2011 (3) SA 347 (CC) para
175; echoing the preamble to the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 12 of 2004
(“PRECCA”).
34ibid.
35ibid. Glenister and the Helen Suzman Foundation again successfully challenged the resulting
legislation aimed at granting more independence to the Hawks in the Western Cape High Court
and judgment by the Constitutional Court is awaited on an appeal against that judgment (see Helen
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A range of “public law” legislation aims to give effect to the state’s duty to
prevent and tackle corruption.36 For example, the Prevention and Combating of
Corrupt Activities Act (hereafter “the PRECCA”) provides for various offences
relating to corruption, including offences relating to public officers,37 to foreign
public officials (defined fairly widely),38 to contracts (in both the private and public
sectors),39 to procuring and withdrawal of tenders40 and to acquisition of private
interests in contracts, agreements or investments of a public body.41 The Act also
provides for offences relating to accessories to or after an offence and attempt,
conspiracy and inducing another person to commit an offence.42 Section 3, which,
in addition, creates a general offence of corruption, provides that:

Any person who, directly or indirectly-

(a) accepts or agrees or offers to accept any gratification from any other person,
whether for the benefit of himself or herself or for the benefit of another person;
or

Suzman Foundation v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others; In Re: Glenister v
President of South Africa and Others [2014] 1 All SA 671 (WCC)).
36Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 12 of 2004; Prevention of Organised Crime
Act, 121 of 1998; Criminal Procedure Act, 51 of 1977 (eg s 205); National Prosecuting Authority
Act, 32 of 1998; South African Police Service Act, 68 of 1995; International Cooperation in
Criminal Matters Act, 75 of 1996; Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 28 of 2001; Promotion of
Administrative Justice Act, 3 of 2000; Public Finance Management Act, 1 of 1998; Municipal
Finance Management Act, 56 of 2003; Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2 of 2000;
Protected Disclosures Act, 26 of 2000 (providing for the protection of whistleblowers); Executive
Members’ Ethics Act, 82 of 1998; Public Administration Management Act, 11 of 2014. The
Special Investigating Unit was created by the President to fight corruption. The Specialised
Commercial Crimes Unit investigates complex commercial crimes and Specialised Commercial
Crime Courts have expertise in complex commercial crimes. The Public Protector, created in
chapter 9 of the Constitution, may investigate, on the basis of a complaint or on its own initiative,
any level of government. See further for an overview of investigation and prosecution activities,
OECD, Phase 3 Report (2014) 26–30.
37Section 4.
38Section 5 and see the definition in s 1. See further O Sibanda, ‘The South African corruption
law and bribery of foreign public officials in international business transactions: a comparative
analysis’ (2005) 18 South African Journal of Criminal Justice 1, 13. The OECD is satisfied that
South Africa’s legislation is clear, comprehensive, generally robust and on the whole understood,
but the OECD is concerned that knowledge of unlawfulness is required and, given the lack of case
law, suggests that this issue be followed up to ensure that ignorance of the legislation on foreign
bribery cannot be relied on as a defence (OECD, Phase 3 Report (2014) 5–6, 13–15). Another
concern raised by the OECD is that s 5(2) of the PRECCA may perhaps be interpreted to mean
that the foreign bribery offence is restricted to acts performed only in the state of the foreign public
official receiving the bribe (at 15 of the Phase 3 Report). It is submitted that this concern is not
justified.
39Section 12.
40Section 13.
41Section 17.
42Sections 20 and 21. See further sections 6 to 19 which creates a range of other specific offences.
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(b) gives or agrees or offers to give to any other person any gratification, whether
for the benefit of that other person or for the benefit of another person,
in order to act, personally or by influencing another person so to act, in a
manner-

(i) that amounts to the-

(aa) illegal, dishonest, unauthorised, incomplete, or biased; or
(bb) misuse or selling of information or material acquired in the course

of the exercise, carrying out or performance of any powers, duties or
functions arising out of a constitutional, statutory, contractual or any
other legal obligation;

(ii) that amounts to-

(aa) the abuse of a position of authority;
(bb) a breach of trust; or
(cc) the violation of a legal duty or a set of rules,

(iii) designed to achieve an unjustified result; or
(iv) that amounts to any other unauthorised or improper inducement to do or

not to do anything,

is guilty of the offence of corruption.

Juristic persons can also be guilty of offences under the Act. Burchell explains
that the South African Criminal Procedure Act43 imputes to a juristic person “the
crimes of persons acting on instructions of a director or employee of the corporate
body, in the exercise of the director or employee’s powers, in the performance of
the director’s or employee’s duties or ‘in furthering or endeavouring to further
the interests’ of the corporate body”.44 The latter phrase in the legislation covers
the situation where the director or servant acted beyond his powers or duties.45

Burchell suggests, however, that the South African principles on corporate criminal
responsibility need review.46 He argues for application of the “organisational theory
of collective responsibility, founded in both the outward manifestation of the policy
and practices of the corporation and an evaluation of whether the stated policy of
the organisation is actually adhered to in practice”. He also refers with apparent
approval to the Australian Criminal Code Act, under which the corporation may
also be liable where the board of directors or a senior manager “expressly, tacitly
or impliedly authorised or permitted the commission of the offence”.47 In addition,
an Australian corporation would be “held to have actively committed the conduct

43Act 51 of 1977.
44J Burchell, Principles of Criminal Law, 4th edn (Claremont, Juta & Co Ltd, 2013) 451 with
reference to s 332(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act, 51 of 1977.
45ibid 455.
46448–453.
47452 quoting from Part 2.5 of the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth).
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elements of an offence when their occurrence was caused by or encouraged by the
culture of the corporation”.48

There is a presumption in the PRECCA that the person who agreed to accept
gratification from or give gratification to certain officials or persons did so for a
corrupt purpose, where the state can show that it was not able with reasonable
certainty to link the agreement to accept or give the gratification “to any lawful
authority or excuse on the part of the person charged”, “in the absence of evidence
to the contrary which raises reasonable doubt”.49 In addition, it is no defence that
the accused did not have the power, or did not intend, or failed to perform the act in
relation to which the gratification was offered or accepted.50

This Act also provides for extra-territorial jurisdiction. If an act alleged to
constitute an offence occurred outside South Africa, a South African court has
jurisdiction in respect of that offence, if the person to be charged is a South African
citizen or resident or was arrested in South Africa or its territorial waters or on a ship
or aircraft registered in South Africa or is a South African company or any body of
persons in South Africa.51 In addition, offences under the Act are deemed to have
been committed in South Africa if the act affects or is intended to affect a public
body, business or any person in South Africa, or if the person committing the act is
found to be in South Africa and is not extradited by South Africa.52

The Act further provides that a court may order that the particulars of persons
or enterprises convicted of an offence in respect of corrupt activities relating to
contracts or to procuring and withdrawal of tenders (as well as that of related
parties) be endorsed on the Register for Tender Defaulters.53 This has the effect that
any agreement with the convicted person or enterprise may be terminated by the
National Treasury,54 which may also lead to liability for damages.55 In addition,

48ibid.
49Section 24(1).
50Section 25.
51Section 35.
52ibid.
53Section 28. See further S Williams and G Quinot, ‘To debar or not to debar: when to endorse
a contractor on the register for tender defaulters’ (2008) 125 South African Law Journal 248; S
Williams and G Quinot, ‘Public procurement and corruption: the South African response’ (2007)
124 South African Law Journal 339, 347 ff and other authorities there cited. A related party such as
a director or parent company of the company convicted of corruption may find him-/itself endorsed
on the register if he/it knew or ought to have known about or suspected the corruption (s 28(1)(c)).
See s 2(2) on when such a party “knew” or “ought to have known”.
54After consideration of factors including “the extent and duration of the agreement, whether it
is likely to conclude a similar agreement with another person or enterprise within a specific time
frame; the extent to which the agreement has been executed; the urgency of the services to be
delivered or supplied in terms of the agreement, whether extreme costs will follow such termination
and any other factor which, in the opinion of the National Treasury may impact on the termination
of the agreement” (s 28(3)(a)(i)).
55Section 28(3)(c).
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endorsement on the Register would lead to exclusion from tender processes.56

However, it appears that only the particulars of very few persons have been included
on the Register.57

Conviction of corruption also leads to a disability to hold certain positions or
offices58 and may lead to liquidation of the company involved.59

Another statute worth mentioning is the Prevention of Organised Crime Act60

(POCA) which, in the context of bribery, entitles the state to confiscate the bribe
paid or offered, as it amounts to property instrumental in, and not merely incidental
to the commission of the offence of corruption.61 If the prosecutor can prove on a
balance of probabilities that the property is either the instrumentality of the offence
or the proceeds of crime, there is no need for a criminal conviction to obtain asset
forfeiture.62

As this contribution will focus on the civil law consequences of corruption,
it could just be mentioned briefly that legislation and other initiatives in South
Africa also create measures which may assist in the prevention of corruption.63

Apart from the public procurement legislation regulating the tender process,64

general accounting and financial reporting requirements and anti-money laundering
legislation spring to mind.65 Publicly listed companies, state-owned entities and

56For a period at the discretion of the National Treasury, not less than five years or more than ten
years (s 28(3)(a)(ii)).
57See eg OECD, Phase 3 Report (2014) 21. There are, however, over 600 persons on the
National Treasury’s online Database of Restricted Suppliers, most of them reported by the authori-
ties in one province (http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/other/Database%20of%20Restricted
%20Suppliers.pdf).
58eg a directorship in terms of s 69(8) of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008 (see also s 162(5)) of
the Act, under which certain parties may apply to court to have a director declared a delinquent
director, disqualifying such person to be a director of a company – the court may order such director
to do community service or undertake remedial education (s 162(10)). See also eg s 5(d) of the
Financial Services Board Act, 97 of 1990; s 4(2)(b) of the Public Accountants’ and Auditors’ Act,
80 of 1991.
59Section 81(1)(e) and (f) of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008 (on application by a shareholder or
the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission or Takeover Regulation Panel).
60Act 121 of 1998.
61It is necessary that “the link between the crimes committed and the property is reasonably direct
and that the employment of the property must be functional to the commission of the crimes and
in a real and substantial sense the property must facilitate or make possible the commission of
the offences” (National Director of Public Prosecutions v RO Cook Properties (Pty) Ltd 2004 (2)
SACR 208 (SCA) para 31). See also National Director of Public Prosecutions: In re Appeal 2005
(2) SACR 610 (N).
62Chapter 6 of the Act. See further OECD, Phase 3 Report (2014) 24–26.
63See further Williams and Quinot (n 53), 339.
64eg the Public Finance Management Act, 1 of 1999 and see further Sect. 15.4.4 below.
65Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 28 of 2001. Section 34(1) of the PRECCA also creates a duty
for various persons to report corrupt transactions to the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation,
including partners, company managers, secretaries or directors and any chief executive officer.

http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/other/Database%20of%20Restricted%20Suppliers.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/other/Database%20of%20Restricted%20Suppliers.pdf
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entities with a certain “public interest score” must also have social and ethics
committees, who are tasked with (inter alia) monitoring the company’s activities in
relation to the reduction of corruption and in terms of the goals and purposes of the
“OECD recommendations regarding corruption”.66 Therefore these committees are
tasked with (inter alia) monitoring the company’s progress in relation to adequate
ethics and compliance programmes or measures for preventing and detecting
bribery. In addition, subordinate legislation and self-regulation in certain industries
have placed limitations on the practice of giving gifts.67

Before addressing the private law consequences of corruption in Sect. 15.3 and
further below, some definitions and terminology will be set out in the next part
below.

15.2 Definitions and Terminology

15.2.1 Definition of Bribery and Corruption

Corruption is not easy to define, and views may differ in different societies
on whether a gift or other benefit amounts to corruption or not.68 The current
President of South Africa, previously accused of corruption, has been reported in
the popular press as suggesting that only the “Western paradigm” regards corruption
as criminal.69 Nevertheless, there is a growing consensus internationally, including
in Africa, on the essence of the wrongful act of corruption.70

66Regulation 43 of the Companies Regulations, 2011 (GN 351 in Government Gazette 34239 of
26 April 2011, with reference to the UN Global Compact Principles and (presumably) the OECD
Good Practice Guidance on Internal Controls, Ethics and Compliance, 2009). It may also be
noted that a shareholder, director or prescribed officer of a company, or a trade union representing
employees of the company, may also take proceedings to restrain the company from doing anything
inconsistent with the Companies Act (s 20(4)).
67See eg paras 19 and 38 of the Code for the marketing of health products, 2013; FAIS Conflict of
Interest Management Policy, set out in FSB (Financial Services Board) Board Notice 58 of 2010
which amends the General Code of Conduct for Financial Services Providers and Representatives
set out in Board Notice 80 of 2003 (FAIS is the abbreviation for the Financial Advisory and
Intermediary Services Act, 37 of 2002).
68cf eg Williams-Elegbe (n 1), 336, 337; Williams and Quinot (n 53). Some judgments noted that
some business persons “undoubtedly hold laxer views” about what constitutes a bribe (eg Mangold
Bros Ltd v Minnaar and Minnaar 1936 TPD 48).
69C du Plessis and C du Plessis, ‘Zuma wanted charges dropped because corruption is a Western
thing’ City Press, 12 October 2014, available at http://www.citypress.co.za/politics/corruption-
western-thing/; see also S v Shaik and Others 2007 (1) SACR 142 (D); 2007 (1) SA 240 (SCA);
2008 (5) SA 354 (CC). His lawyers are also reported to have argued that even if corruption is a
crime, it has no victim.
70South Africa is a signatory to the African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating
Corruption and the Southern African Development Community Protocol Against Corruption, 2001.

http://www.citypress.co.za/politics/corruption-western-thing/
http://www.citypress.co.za/politics/corruption-western-thing/
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In Arrow Altech Distribution (Pty) Ltd v Byrne and another,71 it was held that
giving gifts to current and potential clients, including DVDs, alcohol purchases, gift
baskets and tickets for sports event are prima facie contraventions of the PRECCA.72

The court rejected the argument that “it was a cut-throat industry and that such
practices were widespread” and added that: “I appreciate that small tokens of
gratitude or generosity might well fall under the de minimis non curat lex rule
but the amounts involved were such as to take it outside the application of such
a defence”.73

As a result, the court refused to grant relief to an employer who extensively used
such gifts to woo customers and who sought to enforce a post-employment restraint
of trade against former employees.74 The court held that “the maxim that a party
must approach the court with clean hands has endured from time immemorial and
seems apt in these circumstances”.75

15.2.1.1 Definition Under the Common Law of Contract76

In Plaaslike Boeredienste (Edms) Bpk v Chemfos (Bpk),77 a leading case on
the effect of bribery under the common law of contract, the court held that
bribery occurs where one party (the bribe-giver) gave or promised the agent (in
a wide sense78) of another party (the principal) a secret benefit (such as a gift or
compensation), without the principal’s knowledge, with the intention of influencing
the agent in favour of the donor in relation to the business or affairs of the agent’s
principal.79

Subsequently, the Supreme Court of Appeal in Extel Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown
Mills (Pty) Ltd80 identified the elements of bribery (as a ground for voidability of
the main contract) as

(i) a reward (ii) paid or promised (iii) by one party, the briber, (iv) to another, the agent
(who may be an agent in the true sense or merely a go-between or facilitator), (v) who is

71[2008] 1 All SA 356 (D).
72Para 57.
73Para 60.
74Para 76.
75ibid.
76South African law is an uncodified mixed legal system with a system of precedent similar to that
of English law.
77Plaaslike Boeredienste (Edms) Bpk v Chemfos Bpk 1986 (1) SA 819 (A), decided before
promulgation of the PRECCA.
78The court pointed out that “agent” has a wide meaning here as including not only someone
authorised to contract on behalf of the principal (at 845D).
79845A-C; 845E-I.
801999 (2) SA 719 (SCA).
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able to exert influence over (vi) a third party, the principal (vii) with the intention that the
agent (viii) should induce the principal (ix) without the latter’s knowledge and (x) for the
direct or indirect benefit of the briber (xi) to enter into or maintain or alter a contractual
relationship (xii) with the briber, his principal, associate or subordinate.81

It is therefore not necessary to prove that the innocent party suffered any prejudice –
the conclusion of the contract itself is the harm.82

15.2.1.2 Definition Under Criminal Law

As noted above, the general offence of corruption under the PRECCA is committed
when a person “directly or indirectly gives or agrees or offers to give to any other
person any gratification, whether for the benefit of that other person or for the benefit
of another person, in order to act, personally or by influencing another person to act,
in a manner that amounts to the abuse of a position of authority : : : or the violation
of a legal duty or a set of rules”.83

15.2.2 Typical Fact Patterns

Bribery can take a number of forms. In some instances, the briber influences an
innocent potential contracting party’s agent through an inducement such as a secret
profit to the agent. The agent then contracts on behalf of his innocent principal
with the briber. The hallmark of the bribe in this case is the secret nature of the
gift.84

A somewhat more complex fact pattern exists where an agent (A1) is authorised
to contract on behalf of his principal (P) with a third party’s agent (A2), acting on
the third party’s behalf, but unbeknown to the two principals, A1 pays a bribe to A2,
in order to secure the contract at a specific price. The question then arises whether
the innocent third party may rescind the main contract with P as it was induced by
bribery, even though P was not aware of the bribe himself. This will be discussed in
Sect. 15.4.1 below.

81At 724.
82See also D Visser, Unjustified Enrichment (Claremont, Juta & Co Ltd, 2008) 514.
83Section 3(b)(ii).
84Plaaslike Boeredienste (Edms) Bpk v Chemfos Bpk 1986 (1) SA 819 (A) 845; WB Bank,
‘Commercial bribery: Reconsidering the juridical basis for the principal’s remedies against the
briber’ (1997) 60 Tydskrif vir Hedendaagse Romeins-Hollandse Regsgeleerdheid 461, 462, 464.
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15.2.3 Terminology

The agreement between the bribe-giver and bribe-taker will be referred to as the
bribe agreement. The agreement procured as a result of the corruption will be
referred to as the main agreement. The concept “agent” will at times be used here in
a wide sense to include any person in a fiduciary position, such as an employee or
director of a company.

15.3 Contracts Providing for Corruption

15.3.1 Invalidity of Agreement to Pay a Bribe

The bribe agreement between the bribe-giver and bribe-taker is clearly invalid for
being illegal under the South African common law of contract. Not only is such an
agreement prohibited by statute,85 and for that reason illegal and unenforceable, but
it has also always been generally regarded as immoral (contra bonos mores).86 The
maxim ex turpi causa non oritur actio prevents an action for enforcement of the
bribe agreement.

A party seeking to enforce the bribe agreement would not be able to rely on the
fact that payment of bribes has become a generally accepted business practice in
their business context.87 It remains an illegal practice.

If the bribe-giver pays an agent a fee in return for the agent agreeing to pay a
bribe to a third party’s agent (the bribe-taker), the agreement between the two agents
constitutes the illegal bribe agreement. However, the initial agreement between the
briber and agent is concluded for the illegal purpose of facilitating the conclusion
of the bribe agreement and so is also illegal and void. The definition of the “general
offence of corruption” in s 3 of the PRECCA is also wide enough to encompass
conclusion of such an initial agreement.88

South African law does not prohibit the use of intermediaries in procurement
contracts or international commercial contracts in an effort to prevent corruption.

85Under the PRECCA. See text at n 37 ff above.
86Extel Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd 1999 (2) SA 719 (SCA) 728B-C; RH Christie
and GB Bradfield, Christie’s The Law of Contract, 6th edn (Durban, LexisNexis, 2011) 364 and
the old authorities referred to there.
87See the case of Arrow Altech (n 71).
88Section 3 is quoted in the text after n 42 above.
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15.3.2 Restitution of Bribe to Bribe-Giver?

Under South African law, the bribe-giver would generally not be entitled to
restitution of the bribe upon rescission of the bribe agreement.89 The maxim in pari
delicto potior est conditio defendentis (the “par delictum rule”) excludes a claim for
restitution.

Whereas South African courts recognise that the par delictum rule may be
relaxed when it is necessary to prevent injustice or to promote public policy,90 it
is unlikely that the bribe-giver would be entitled to claim restitution of the bribe
purely on this basis. Public policy demands that the heinous crime of bribery be
treated “with abhorrence” and prevented as much as possible and to take away the
briber’s risk of losing his bribe money and gaining no advantage in return would
just increase corruption. It is generally not unjust for the plaintiff to lose the bribe
itself.

In one case, a division of the High Court recognised that the “principle that
courts should not, as a matter of public policy, enforce contracts involving the
perpetration of illegal acts in friendly foreign countries, was a sound and salutary
one which ought to be adopted and applied in South African courts” and this
principle influenced the court to hold that the par delictum rule should also not
be relaxed on the facts of that case.91 This consideration may be relevant in the case
of the bribery of foreign public officials in contravention of the PRECCA and the
rules of the foreign country involved.

Are there, however, any conceivable exceptions under which the bribe-giver may
be entitled to restitution of the bribe from the bribe-taker? In Limbada v Dwarka,92

the court noted obiter that the bribe-giver may perhaps obtain restitution of the bribe
at the forthcoming trial, in view of the qualifications placed upon the par delictum
rule in Jajbhay v Cassim.93

If the bribe-giver (say a foreigner) was unfamiliar with the law prohibiting
bribery (including with the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention) and was fraudulently
misled in this regard by the bribe-taker, could the bribe-giver rely on absence of
knowledge of wrongfulness and therefore absence of intention/dolus in respect of
the payment of the bribe and argue that the parties were in fact not in pari delicto
or, at least, that “simple justice between man and man” justifies relaxation of the

89Schoeman v Palmer 1905 EDL 49.
90The classic case is Jajbhay v Cassim 1939 AD 537 (at 550, 554, 558). Each case is decided on
its own facts and there is no general rule on when the rule will be relaxed (eg Maseko v Maseko
1992 (3) SA 190 (W)). For an overview of a number of cases in which the rule was relaxed see
Christie and Bradfield (n 86), 412–416 and cases cited there. See also JE Du Plessis, The South
African Law of Unjustified Enrichment (Claremont, Juta & Co, 2012) 204–208 who identifies some
considerations relevant to relaxation of the rule.
91Henry v Branfield 1996 (1) SA 244 (D) at 251B-D and 253A-C.
92[1957] 3 All SA 258 (N).
931939 AD 537.
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par delictum rule?94 Could a similar argument be made if the bribe was paid under
duress or undue influence? There is apparently no South African case law directly
on point, although cases on other types of illegal contract allowed restitution where
the person to whom the consideration was given “has a species of power over the
other, so that the latter does the act under coercion” and “it is a case of oppressor
and oppressed”, or where there was fraudulent misrepresentation.95

There is authority, however, that the English law rule that money paid for an
illegal purpose may be recovered where the contract has not yet been performed
(thereby recognising a locus poenitentiae or opportunity to repent), does not form
part of South African law.96

The bribe-giver may in any event not have a chance to get restitution if the
payment of the bribe comes to the attention of governmental authorities, who are
entitled to confiscate the bribe anyway under the asset forfeiture legislation.97

In addition, if asset forfeiture does not take place, the bribe-taker’s principal, if
innocent of corruption, could also legitimately claim the bribe under the common
law of agency, which obliges the agent to account to his/her principal for any profits
and advantages “which in any way came to [the agent] in connection with the
agency”, including secret profits like a bribe.98 In this context, there is obviously
no imputation of the knowledge of the corrupt agent to the innocent principal.

A court would order an agent to render a full account on proof that the agent
agreed to a bribe, regardless of whether the bribe was received.99 Durand v Louw100

held that “where a principal consents to his agent receiving his remuneration from
the other side, without specifying the amount thereof, the agent is entitled to receive
and retain only such remuneration as is usual and customary; if he receives more
than that, he is bound to account to his principal for the surplus, and failure on his
part to do so will amount to the acceptance by him of a secret bribe or commission,
involving forfeiture to his principal of the entire commission received by him”.

94The quoted phrase is from Jajbhay v Cassim 1939 AD 537.
95Wells and Another v Du Preez (1906) 23 SC 284 (in respect of an agreement to give consideration
in return for a promise not to prosecute the plaintiff for theft); Mobarak Ally v Pathon (1915) 36
NPD 363 (undue influence and fraud). See also Bank (n 84), 475.
96Pillay v Yeanamoothoo (1917) 38 NPD 155; Yenka Reddy v Naidoo (1916) 37 NPD 201, 217–
218; Sandeman v Solomon 28 NLR 140; question left undecided in Affhauser v McLeod 1909 TS
827.
97Prevention of Organised Crime Act, 121 of 1998.
98AJ Kerr, The Law of Agency, 4th edn (Durban, LexisNexis, 2006) 141–143, 155. This is based on
the duty of good faith. See for the general principle on secret profits eg Phillips v Fieldstone Africa
(Pty) Ltd 2004 (3) SA 465 (SCA); Robinson v Randfontein Estates Gold Mining Co Ltd 1921 AD
168 at 177, 179; Jones v East Rand Extension Gold Mining Co Ltd 1903 TH 325, 335. See also
Stoop & Another v Rand Water (2014) 35 ILJ 1391 (LC); Hertzfelder v McArthur, Atkins and Co
Ltd 1908 TS 332.
99Duffet v Lurie Bros 1923 CPD 473.
1001935 TPD 47.
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A similar rule on secret profits and bribes applies to anyone in a fiduciary
relationship to another, including to employees, partners and directors.101 In Ganes
and Another v Telecom Namibia,102 the court explained that this is not a claim for
damages, but that the “bribes or secret commissions received in the course of [an
employee’s] employment or by means of his employment in breach of his fiduciary
duty to the employer are deemed to have been received for his employer”.103 Outside
the established categories of fiduciary relationships, a court will hold that a fiduciary
relationship exists with the same rule as to secret profits if there “is evidence of
a mutual understanding that one party has relinquished its own self-interest and
agreed to act solely on behalf of the other party”, regardless of whether there is
contractual privity in a narrow sense between the parties.104

15.4 Contracts Procured by Corruption

15.4.1 Main Agreement Voidable at Instance of Innocent
Principal Under the Common Law of Contract

The South African common law clearly recognises that the main agreement between
the bribe-giver and the bribe-taker’s innocent principal is voidable at the instance of
the latter.105 The principal who comes to know that its agent was involved in bribery

101Ganes and Another v Telecom Namibia 2004 (3) SA 615 (SCA) para 26. See also eg Dorbyl Ltd v
Vorster 2011 (5) SA 575 (GSJ); Uni-Erections v Continental Engineering Co Ltd 1981 (1) SA 240
(W). See also already on directors making a secret profit, cases like Balmoral Diamond Syndicate
Ltd (In Liquidation) v Liddle, Smith, Leeb, Harger and Schuller 1907 TH 89 and Robinson v
Randfontein Estates Gold Mining Co Ltd 1921 AD 168.
1022004 (3) SA 615 (SCA) paras 25 to 27.
103Ganes and Another v Telecom Namibia Ltd 2004 (3) SA 615 (SCA) para 29; Uni-Erections
v Continental Engineering Co Ltd 1981 (1) SA 240 (W) 252; Transvaal Cold Storage Co Ltd v
Palmer 1904 TS 4, 33.
104Thus in Volvo (Southern Africa) (Pty) Ltd v Yssel 2009 (6) SA 531 (SCA), the respondent
was ordered to disgorge secret commissions made while acting as manager of a division of the
appellant, even though he was not employed by appellant, but by an independent labour broker.
The court stated that “it was the position to which he was appointed, rather than the nature of the
contractual relationship that defined what Volvo could expect of him. He had not been brought in
to its offices so as to provide him with an opportunity to hawk his own wares but had been brought
there in the interests of Volvo” (para 19).
105Plaaslike Boeredienste (Edms) Bpk v Chemfos Bpk 1986 (1) SA 819 (A) 848A-E; Extel
Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd 1999 (2) SA 719 (SCA) 728D-I; Corporate Money
Managers (Pty) Ltd (under curatorship) and others v Kufa Trading Enterprise CC [2012] JOL
29081 (SCA); Mangold Bros v Minnaar & Minaar 1936 TPD 48; Davies v Donald 1923 CPD
295. Uni-Erections v Continental Engineering Co Ltd 1981 (1) SA 240 (W) is wrong to the extent
that it holds that if the services by the fraudulent party were fully performed and accepted before
fraud was alleged, the innocent party is not entitled to cancel the contract and must claim damages.
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in relation to the main contract may therefore decide to rescind or uphold the main
contract. Rescission takes place extra-judicially.

It was held in Extel Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd that to treat the
main contract as void as opposed to voidable at the behest of the innocent principal
would be “to punish the innocent for the sins of the guilty”.106 It would also limit
the innocent principal to remedies against the briber and bribe-taker, which may be
worthless.107

The South African common law of contract therefore recognises bribery as one
of the four specific grounds of voidability on the basis of improperly obtained
consensus (the other three being misrepresentation, duress and undue influence).108

The Appellate Division in Plaaslike Boeredienste (Edms) Bpk v Chemfos (Bpk)109

explained the voidability of the main agreement at the instance of the innocent
principal on the basis that the contract was obtained by “an immoral and illegal
act”.110 The court specifically cautioned that it was not correct to base the right to
rescind the contract on “fraud”, but rather on the unlawfulness of the method used to
induce the principal to conclude the contract.111 Similarly, in Extel Industrial (Pty)
Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd the court held that the similarities between bribery and
the other three grounds of voidability “must not, however, disguise the differences
that do exist, in particular the abhorrence with which the law views the conduct of
a briber, which in turn may have repercussions elsewhere”.112

In Extel Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd,113 the Supreme Court of
Appeal held that once bribery was proved, the briber wishing to enforce the main
agreement bears the evidential burden of showing that the bribery was unrelated

On the facts, collusion was not proved in any event. The fraudulent party could possibly show that
there was no causal link between the fraud and the main agreement.
106729A.
107729B.
108Plaaslike Boeredienste (Edms) Bpk v Chemfos Bpk 1986 (1) SA 819 (A); Extel Industrial (Pty)
Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd 1999 (2) SA 719 (SCA) 729C; D Hutchison and C-J Pretorius (eds),
The Law of Contract in South Africa, 2nd edn (Cape Town, Oxford University Press Southern
Africa (Pty) Ltd, 2012) 143; cf SWJ Van der Merwe et al, Contract: General Principles, 4th
edn (Claremont, Juta & Co Ltd, 2012) 110–111. See also Van der Merwe et al at 111-115 for a
discussion of a more general ground of voidability on the basis of improperly obtained consensus.
See also s 40 of the Consumer Protection Act read with s 52 which entitles a court to make any
just order where there has been unconscionable pre-contractual conduct.
109Plaaslike Boeredienste (Edms) Bpk v Chemfos Bpk 1986 (1) SA 819 (A).
110848A.
111848B. Cf the older cases of Davies v Donald 1923 CPD 48 and Mangold Bros v Minnaar &
Minnaar 1936 TPD 48.
112729C-D; 734G-H.
1131999 (2) SA 719 (SCA).
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to the main agreement.114 In this regard the court distinguished between two types
of agreements following upon the bribery agreement. There would obviously be
a causal link between the bribery and “the particular transaction contemplated
by the bribery agreement which is concluded as a direct and immediate result
thereof ”.115 Questions of causation become more pertinent in relation to the general
contractual relationship established as a direct result of the bribery which leads to
later agreements. The court held that where “the agreements sued upon are of the
very kind contemplated when the bribery was conceived”, there would be a sufficient
causal link.116 On the facts, the immediate cancellation by the innocent principal of
the main contracts once the bribery was discovered, showed the causal relationship
between the bribery and such later agreements.117

It is arguable that the mere fact that the innocent party’s consent to contract
has been obtained improperly through the heinous crime of bribery should justify
the rescission of the contract, even if the innocent party admits that he would have
concluded the contract in any event, but on other terms.118

A contracting party who wishes to rescind based on bribery must do so within a
reasonable time after becoming aware of the bribery, as otherwise he may be held
to have elected to uphold the contract.119

It is clear that South African law generally does not resort to notions of mistake
or the limited nature of the agent’s power to bind his/her principal as justification
for the voidability of the main agreement. Nevertheless, an alternative construction
could be that an agent normally does not have the power to conclude a contract
influenced by a bribe on behalf of his principal, so that the contract could be
regarded as void for lack of authority, whereas the principal may however ratify
the agreement. However, it is conceivable that in some cases the agent did have
authority to enter into the contract, but not to receive a bribe, in which case the
contract is not void for lack of authority, but still voidable for being induced by

114730B. The court therefore confirmed the obiter dictum in the Chemfos case that, unlike English
law, South African law does not recognise an irrebuttable presumption that the agent was in fact
influenced by the bribe once payment of the bribe was proved (Extel at 729F; Chemfos at 840I-
841J, 844E-I). Chemfos therefore rejected older provincial cases to the contrary (Davies v Donald
1923 CPD 295 and Mangold Bros Ltd v Minnaar and Minnaar 1936 TPD 48).
115729I-J.
116730E.
117730F.
118See Van der Merwe et al (n 108), 118 who notes that the case law does not provide a clear answer
whether rescission is allowed where the innocent party would still have concluded the contract,
but on other terms, but regards the argument for rescission due to the improper manner in which
consent was obtained as ‘particularly persuasive’ in the case of fraud and duress. cf Hutchison and
Pretorius (eds) (n 108), 123.
119Bowditch v Peel & Magill 1921 AD 573 (a case on misrepresentation); Van der Merwe et al (n
108), 118.
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bribery, unless the briber can show that there was no causal link between the bribe
and the main contract.120

Of course, the guilty knowledge of the agent bribe-taker cannot in this context
be imputed to the principal who is unaware of the bribery and wishes to rescind
the main contract after discovering the bribery, as the “common law rule as to the
imputation of knowledge by an agent to his principal can never be stretched to
cover the situation where the agent is engaged in an activity to the detriment of his
principal which he would of necessity have kept secret from him”.121

As noted before, the situation may conceivably arise where an agent (A1) is
authorised to contract on behalf of his principal (P) with a third party’s agent
(A2), acting on the third party’s behalf, but unbeknown to the two principals,
A1 pays a bribe to A2, in order to secure the contract at a certain price. The
question then arises whether the innocent third party may rescind the main contract
with P as it was induced by bribery, even though P was not aware of the bribe
himself.

In Randbank Bpk v Santam Versekeringsmaatskappy Bpk,122 the court confirmed
the voidability of an insurance contract due to fraudulent misrepresentations by
omission on the part of the appellant’s representative at the time of conclusion of
the contract (even though the appellant was unaware of the misrepresentations).123

Although there is apparently no case law on whether unauthorised bribery should
be treated similarly to unauthorised fraudulent misrepresentation in this context, it
is submitted that it should be, as long as the agent paid the bribe while fulfilling the
functions to which he was appointed (the conclusion of the contract on behalf of the
principal). The court in Randbank explained that where one of two innocent persons
must suffer for the fraud or negligence of a third person, the one who authorised him
to act should bear the prejudice.124 The court added that where a principal authorises
an agent to conclude a contract, which is then obtained through a fraudulent or
corrupt act, the principal, when claiming the benefits of the contract, must accept
the contract with the taint (Afrikaans “smet”) that may cling to it as a result of the

120Extel Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd 1999 (2) SA 719 (SCA) 729–730 and the
abovementioned obiter dictum in Plaaslike Boeredienste (Edms) Bpk v Chemfos Bpk 1986 (1) SA
819 (A) 840I-841J.
121Extel Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd 1999 (2) SA 719 (SCA) 727. See for a
necessary qualification of this broad statement, Randbank Bpk v Santam Versekeringsmaatskappy
Bpk 1965 (4) SA 363, 371E-F. It is a general principle that “a person cannot be guilty of fraud on
account of constructive knowledge alone” and that “imputation of knowledge is excluded where the
‘agent’ commits a fraud on his principal” (Van der Merwe et al (n 108), 227–228 and cases there
cited).
1221965 (4) SA 363.
123372C-E.
124370G-H (my direct translation).
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agent’s conduct, even if the principal is not involved in that conduct at all.125 Steyn
CJ approved of the following passage from an English case:

Every person who authorises another to act for him in the making of any contract undertakes
the absence of fraud in that person in the execution of the authority given as much as he
undertakes for its absence in himself when he makes the contract.126

An arbitral tribunal applying South African law has held that an employer of the
bribe-giver may be held responsible for the bribery, and would therefore have to
accept rescission by the innocent third party whose agent received the bribe, if
the employee paid the bribe in the course and scope of his employment.127 The
tribunal’s reasoning in this regard is not set out in any depth in the reported decision.
The vicarious liability of an employer or principal for loss caused by bribery on the
part of his employee or agent is discussed below in Sect. 15.5.1.

15.4.2 Validity of Main Agreement in Some Circumstances

There is apparently no South African case law on whether the principal would be
entitled to rescind merely a part of the agreement tainted by corruption. Nevertheless
as the agreement is voidable at the instance of the principal, there does not appear
to be a reason why rescission could not occur only in respect of the affected part if
it is severable from the rest.

To prevent corruption, s 75 of the Companies Act128 provides that directors must
disclose personal financial interests in matters to be considered at board meetings
and may then not take part in the consideration of the matter and must not execute
any document on behalf of the company in relation to the matter, unless specifically
requested or directed to do so by the board.129 If the director failed to disclose
the personal financial interest in a matter, the relevant decision by the board or
transaction or agreement approved by the Board would however be valid if ratified
by an ordinary resolution of the shareholders. A court may also, on application

125370H (my direct translation). A contrary argument may be that an important difference between
the two situations is that normally an agent is empowered, expressly or by implication, to make
representations in connection with the transaction concerned, so that the innocent third party could
reasonably have believed that the agent was authorised to make the representation in question.
On the other hand, the argument may go, the third party cannot argue that there was reasonable
reliance on the authority of the agent to pay a bribe. Cf an implicit argument to this effect (explicitly
in respect of duress) by Van der Merwe et al (n 108), 225–226.
126372D quoting from Weir v Bell (1878) 3 ExDiv 243. See also Ravene Plantations Ltd v Estate
Abrey and Others 1928 AD 143, 153.
127See the summary of the arbitral award applying South African law considered in Cameroon
Airlines v Transnet Ltd [2004] EWHC 1829 (Comm) at para 25.
128Act 71 of 2008.
129Section 75(5).
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by any interested person, “declare valid a transaction on agreement that had been
approved by the board, or shareholders as the case may be, despite the failure of the
director to satisfy the requirements of this section”.

15.4.3 Unwinding the Main Contract in Terms of the Common
Law of Contract

Restitution by the innocent party should not be regarded as a prerequisite for the
rescission itself, but a consequence of rescission and, in principle, a prerequisite for
a claim for restitution against the other party.130 In Extel Industrial, the Supreme
Court of Appeal stressed that where the rescinding party, through no fault of
his/her own, cannot make physical restitution of the performance by the bribe-giver,
eg because such performance was in the form of delivery of perishables, this in
itself is no bar to rescission of the agreement on the basis of improperly obtained
consensus.131

As noted above, however, a court will generally not grant restitution to the
innocent party unless the latter tenders restitution, in order to prevent unjustified
enrichment.132 But the innocent party may be excused from making restitution
where equity requires this.133 In a leading case on fraudulent misrepresentation,
Feinstein v Niggli,134 the court held that

the deterioration in condition or the depreciation in value of the subject-matter of the
contract while in the representee’s possession will usually not preclude restitutio if that
occurred in the ordinary course of events, or through its being used in the normal
way as contemplated by the parties, or through some inherent defect or weakness in
the subject-matter itself, and was not due to any fault of the representee : : : . Even
where the deterioration or depreciation is due to the representee’s fault, restitutio is not
necessarily precluded, for the Court may allow him to adjust the deficiency by a monetary
compensation.135

130Extel Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd 1999 (2) SA 719 (SCA) 731I-733G. But see
for the view that restitution is a prerequisite for rescission itself, Feinstein v Niggli 1981 (2) SA
684 (A) 700G-H.
1311999 (2) SA 719 (SCA) at 731D-E.
132See further Van der Merwe et al (n 108), 116–118; Feinstein v Niggli 1981 (2) SA 684 (A)
700G-H; North West Provincial Government and Another v Tswaing Consulting CC and Others
2007 (4) SA 452 (SCA) para 17.
133ibid.
1341981 (2) SA 684 (A).
135701A-C. See also eg Marks Ltd v Laughton 1920 AD 12; cf Hall-Thermotank (Natal) v Hardman
1969 (4) SA 818 (D).
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However, in Extel Industrial,136 the court in an obiter dictum went even further
than cases like Feinstein v Niggli, by suggesting that it would have been extremely
difficult for the bribe-givers to show entitlement to the value of the perishables
they delivered on the basis of equity or justice, given that it was arguable that their
conduct was “so scandalous, so morally reprehensible that no court should come to
their assistance”.137 The court emphasised that the rules on restitution are “founded
on equitable considerations”138 and went on to say that:

[i]f the briber is disqualified from claiming either performance (because of the maxim ex
turpi causa non oritur actio) or restitution (because of the par delictum rule) from the party
he bribed, there is no apparent reason why he should be treated more leniently when he
seeks restitution from the party he duped. It is true that in the one case the agreement is
void and in the other it is voidable, but that in itself is no reason for refusing him relief in
the one case but granting it to him in the other, since his conduct in both instances is equally
culpable. In both instances there may of course be circumstances justifying a relaxation of
the rule which would otherwise disqualify him from claiming restitution.139

The court also pointed out that the bribers’ argument that it could claim the purchase
price as that reflected the value of the perishables comes down to saying that the
principal “could only rescind the contract by performing the contract”.140

The obiter dicta in Extel laying down a general rule that the bribe-giver would
generally not be entitled to restitution could perhaps be criticised on the basis
that there is insufficient reason to disadvantage the perpetrator of bribery so much
more than the perpetrator of fraud or duress (even though arguably bribery is more
morally reprehensible, certainly according to the court in Extel). It is therefore
possible that a court would in future decide that the point of departure should still
be mutual restitution, but that the innocent party may be excused from restitution
where this is reasonable, as in the case of fraud, duress and undue influence. In
many instances, the bribe-giver’s performance under the main agreement would be
very valuable and it would be unfair if the innocent party can get restitution of its
own performance and keep the bribe-giver’s performance without paying anything
for it.141

What is more, the general principle that the innocent party (who rescinded a
voidable contract) may sometimes be excused if restitution is no longer possible has

136Extel Industrial (Pty) Ltd v Crown Mills (Pty) Ltd 1999 (2) SA 719 (SCA).
137734F.
138734E-F.
139734H-I. Bank (n 84), 475, writing on contracts procured by bribery, has also argued that the par
delictum rule should also apply where only the plaintiff is in delicto, and that the plaintiff should
“be even less entitled to reclaim where only he is in delicto but not the defendant”.
140731H. In addition, the fact that there was clearly fraud on invoices and delivery notes would
have made it difficult for the bribe-givers to prove what was actually delivered.
141Cf Illustration 1 to Art 3.3.2 of the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial
Contracts (“the PICC”), 2010 and the arbitral award applying South African law considered in
Cameroon Airlines v Transnet Ltd [2004] EWHC 1829 (Comm), in which the tribunal accepted
that both the bribe-giver and the other party must make restitution.
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been criticised, inter alia because it creates “an unfair cumulation of risk on the part
of the person committing the fraud”, whereas such a penal element “is foreign to
the realm of private law”.142 Visser argues that if physical restitution is not possible,
the value of the performance must always be restored and that the delictual claim
for damages could be used to prevent the innocent party from having to bear the
consequences of the fraud.143 This implies, for example, that if the performance
by the bribe-giver has perished due to no fault of the innocent party, the innocent
party must pay the value of the performance as restitution, but may then claim that
amount back as delictual damages. However, the innocent party should at the least
be excused from restitution if the impossibility to make restitution is attributable to
the other party (such as where the goods perished due to an inherent defect).144

On the other hand, the danger of corruption becoming systemic, its serious
harmful effects as well as the strong anti-corruption stance in the Constitution and
legislation probably justify a stricter restitution regime than that applicable to the
other three specific grounds of voidability for improperly obtained consensus, along
the lines suggested in the Extel case. Accordingly, on balance, the point of departure
should be that the bribe-giver is not entitled to restitution, but that the court retains
discretion to relax that rule if necessary to prevent injustice and to promote public
policy.

Of course, if both parties to the main agreement were aware of the bribe, the par
delictum rule would prevent a claim for restitution, but, as noted above, there is also
a possibility of relaxation of the rule where it is necessary to prevent injustice and
to promote public policy.145

15.4.4 Impact of Administrative Law and Constitutional Law
on the Validity of Public Procurement Contracts
Procured by Corruption

State organs and similar entities often conclude commercial contracts, typically after
following a tender process.146 These contracts will be called public procurement

142D Visser, Unjustified Enrichment (2008) 525–526, with reference to arguments by P Hellwege,
Die Rückabwicklung gegenseitiger Verträge als einheitliches Problem (2004) 555 ff and Art 4:115
of the Principles of European Contract Law and Art 3.17 of the PICC, 2004. In the 2010 version of
the PICC, Art 3.3.2 is the most relevant as bribery is covered by that part of the PICC. It provides
that restitution may be granted where this would be reasonable in the circumstances. Illustrations
to the article concerns restitution in respect of contracts procured by bribery.
143ibid. The delictual claim for damages is discussed in Sect. 15.5.1 below.
144See also Art 3.2.15 read with Art 3.3.2 of the Unidroit PICC.
145Jajbhay v Cassim 1939 AD 537 and see further n 90 above.
146In South Africa, a tender procedure is prescribed for larger contracts concluded by organs of
state and other institutions identified in national legislation. For details and an overview of the
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contracts here. Such contracts can also be regarded as voidable for being induced
by bribery on the basis of the common law of contract, although the principles of
administrative justice should be adhered to when the government party rescinds the
contract.147 However, it is more likely that public procurement contracts tainted by
corruption would be challenged on the basis of administrative law.

In terms of procurement regulations which apply to national, provincial and
local government, a contract must be cancelled by the accounting officer of the
contracting authority if the supplier “committed any corrupt or fraudulent act during
the bidding process or the execution of that contract” or if any official committed
such a corrupt or fraudulent act to the supplier’s benefit.148 These regulations imply
that a contracting authority that discovers corruption involving one of its officials
after conclusion of the public procurement contract has no choice of treating the
contract as effective.149 The Supreme Court of Appeal has also laid down a general

regulatory framework as a whole, see P Bolton, ‘The regulatory framework for public procurement
in South Africa’ in Quinot and Arrowsmith (eds), Public Procurement Regulation in Africa (2013)
178, including at 195–196.
147The decision in Cape Metropolitan Council v Metro Inspection Services 2001 (3) SA 1013
(SCA) that the cancellation of a contract between a municipal council and a private firm on the
basis of fraud was not administrative action requiring procedural fairness under administrative law
has been criticized (see eg C Hoexter, Administrative Law in South Africa, 2nd edn (Claremont,
Juta & Co, 2012) 185–189). This case has also been heavily qualified in Logbro Properties CC
v Bedderson NO and Others [2003] 1 All SA 424 (SCA), where the court stated that Cape
Metropolitan Council merely “establishes the proposition that a public authority’s invocation
of a power of cancellation in a contract concluded on equal terms with a major commercial
undertaking, without any element of superiority or authority deriving from its public position,
does not amount to an exercise of public power”. But see Government of the Republic of South
Africa v Thabiso Chemicals (Pty) Ltd 2009 (1) SA 163 (SCA) para 18. It is submitted that contract
law would have to bow before administrative law in this context if their rules are incompatible. Cf
Kwazulu-Natal Joint Liaison Committee v MEC For Education, Kwazulu-Natal And Others 2013
(4) SA 262 (CC), in which the court also stated that “[t]he potential interplay between principles
of contract law and those of administrative law is a contested and controversial subject on which,
I think it is fair to say, the final word has yet to be spoken”.
148Regulation 16A9.1(f) of the Treasury Regulations 2005, applicable to national and provincial
government procurement (No R 225 in Government Gazette 27388 of 15 March 2005); reg
38(1)(f) of the Municipal Supply Chain Management Regulations 2005, applicable to local
government procurement (GN 868 in Government Gazette 27636 of 30 May 2005); G Quinot,
‘A comparative perspective on supplier remedies in African public procurement systems’ in
Quinot and Arrowsmith (eds), Public Procurement Regulation in Africa (Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 2013) 308, 326.
149Regulation 13 of the 2011 Preferential Procurement Regulations (promulgated under the
Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act 5 of 2000) also provides that “an organ of
state must, upon detecting that the B-BBEE status level of contribution [Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment status, conferring a preference based on historical disadvantage under
apartheid] : : : has been claimed or obtained on a fraudulent basis : : : act against the tenderer or
person awarded the contract” (GN 502 in Government Gazette 34350 of 8 June 2011). However,
the organ of state has the primary responsibility to decide on the form of action that it regarded as
appropriate and a court had only to find that the duty to act had been triggered by the complaint, as
the court did in Viking Pony Africa Pumps (Pty) Ltd t/a Tricom Africa, and Another v Hidro-Tech
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principle that an administrator is “duty bound not to submit to an unlawful contract
but to oppose the respondent’s attempt to enforce it”.150 This appears to conflict with
the PRECCA, which merely grants the National Treasury a discretion to terminate
an agreement with a person convicted of corruption.151

It is submitted that the contracting authority need not approach a court to set
aside a contract procured by corruption, given that the regulations referred to above
specifically allow the contracting authority to cancel the contract on that basis.152

This view may perhaps be regarded as controversial in the light of Member of the
Executive Council for Health, Eastern Cape and another v Kirland Investments
(Pty) Ltd t/a Eye & Lazer Institute,153 in which the majority of the Constitutional
Court recently held (not in the context of corruption) that an administrative authority
may not merely ignore an invalid administrative action, but must apply for it to be set
aside by way of judicial review. It should be noted, however, that the administrative
authority did not rely on a specific legislative provision which instructed it to rescind
the action in question.

In addition, it should be noted that unsuccessful tenderers have locus standi
to challenge public procurement awards in court.154 All South African public
procurement awards are subject to judicial review on the basis of the three
broad grounds of unlawfulness, unreasonableness and procedural unfairness.155 As
corruption is prohibited by statute, a tender award obtained by this means is certainly
unlawful. However, even if a court declares an administrative act unlawful due to
irregularities in the award, the court retains discretion to give any just and equitable
remedy under s 8(1) of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act.156

If corruption or other fraudulent conduct in the tender process can be proved,
eg by an unsuccessful tenderer, courts are likely to declare the tender award and

Systems (Pty) Ltd 2010 (3) SA 365 (SCA) paras 28 and 36 (in respect of a previous version of this
regulation).
150Municipal Manager: Qaukeni and Others v F V General Trading CC 2010 (1) SA 356 (SCA)
para 26, with reference to Premier, Free State and Others v Firechem Free State (Pty) Ltd 2000 (4)
SA 413 (SCA) para 36.
151Section s 28(3)(a)(i) and see further n 54 above.
152See n 148 above.
1532014(3) SA 481 (CC).
154According to s 33(1) of the Constitution, “[e]veryone has the right to administrative action that
is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair”. Section 217 of the Constitution also requires that
tender awards be made in accordance with a system that is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive
and cost-effective. See further Concerts CC v Rinaldo Investments (Pty) Ltd and Others 2013 (3)
BCLR 251 (CC) paras 29 and 34 on the principles applicable to standing in this context.
155Section 33(1) of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996; s 6 of the Promotion of
Administrative Justice Act, 3 of 2000; Hoexter (n 147), 252ff.
156Act 3 of 2000. See eg Allpay Consolidated Investment Holdings (Pty) Ltd and Others v Chief
Executive Officer of the South African Social Security Agency and Others (No 2) 2014 (4) SA
179 (CC) para 96–97; Member of the Executive Council for Health, Eastern Cape and another v
Kirland Investments (Pty) Ltd t/a Eye & Lazer Institute 2014 (3) SA 481 (CC).
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resulting contract as void ab initio.157 In Esorfranki Pipelines (Pty) Ltd and Another
v Mopani District Municipality and Others,158 the Supreme Court of Appeal
stressed that the tender award and the resultant contract was “tainted by dishonesty
and fraud” (in the form of false information supplied by the successful tenderer
and bias and bad faith on the part of the municipality, which also failed to insist
on compliance with its own tender requirements). The court accordingly declared
the tender award unlawful and set it and the resulting contract aside as being void
ab initio. It overturned the High Court’s decision which effectively allowed the
continuation of the contract. The court quoted the following statement by Lord
Denning:

No court in this land will allow a person to keep an advantage which he has obtained by
fraud. No judgment of a court, no order of a Minister, can be allowed to stand if it has been
obtained by fraud. Fraud unravels everything. The court is careful not to find fraud unless
it is distinctly pleaded and proved; but once it is proved it vitiates judgments, contracts and
all transactions whatsoever; : : : .159

The court did refer to corruption when it said that

[t]he interests of the members of the community who are to benefit from the supply of water
via the pipeline must be assessed against their interest, and that of the public at large, that
[the constitutional imperative in s 217 of the Constitution] be given effect to; that the tender
process is free from corruption and fraud; and that public moneys do not land up in the
pockets of corrupt officials and business people.160

Similarly, in GNH Office Automation CC and Another v Provincial Tender Board
and Others161 the court found collusion and fraud on the part of the successful
tenderer and an employee of the relevant provincial government department during
the tender process. As a result, the court upheld the respondent’s decision to suspend
the contracts pending further investigation, as also allowed by the applicable
provincial legislation.

157See JC Sonnekus, ‘Procurement contracts and underlying principles of the law – no special
dispensation for organs of state’ (2014) Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 320 (part 1); (2014)
Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 536 (part 2) for criticism of the view in Allpay (n 156) that a
court may order that the contract concluded after the unlawful tender award may continue to exist
until a new tender process was completed (in order not to disrupt a social service). Sonnekus would
rather the courts recognize that the resultant contract is also void ab initio and have regard to the
principles of negotiorum gestio to deal with the situation until the new tender process is completed.
158[2014] 2 All SA 493 (SCA) para 25.
159Lazarus Estates Ltd v Beasly [1956] 1 QB 702 (CA) at 712, quoted in para 25 of the judgment
in Esorfranki. See also Moseme Road Construction CC and others v King Civil Engineering
Contracts (Pty) Ltd and another 2010 (4) SA 359 (SCA) para 21.
160Para 26.
161[1996] 3 All SA 87 (Tk).
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In addition, in Millennium Waste Management v Chairperson, Tender Board:
Limpopo Province and others,162 the Supreme Court of Appeal stated that:

There is no suggestion that the consortium was complicit in some way in bringing about
the exclusion of the tender – had that been shown it would have been appropriate to set the
decision aside for that reason alone – and it must be accepted that it is an innocent party.

The Supreme Court of Appeal therefore suggested that mala fide conduct on the part
of the successful tenderer is likely to result in the setting aside of the decision taken.

Despite these and a myriad other rules of administrative law and constitutional
law aimed at curbing corruption,163 there is a widespread perception that corruption
is rife in the procurement context. Quinot has identified five major reasons why the
law addressing corruption in public procurement in South Africa is ineffective.164

Two of these will be mentioned briefly here. Firstly, the regulatory regime is
fragmented and overly complicated as it is spread over a large number of legislative
instruments, which are not well aligned. Because the rules are not clear and easily
ascertainable, policing them is difficult. In addition, the remedies regime “consists
of multiple, often overlapping and even conflicting remedies”, some tucked away
in supply chain management policies. As a result the rules of public procurement
are not effectively enforced.165 At least the public procurement regime is currently
undergoing a comprehensive review, headed by National Treasury.166

15.5 Claim for Damages

15.5.1 Under the Common Law of Delict

In Chemfos, the Supreme Court of Appeal accepted that the innocent principal of
the bribe-taker had a claim for damages against the bribe-giver, in this case to cover
the legal costs incurred in bringing the action to confirm the right to rescind the

1622008 (2) SA 481 (SCA).
163As noted above, the constitutional right to administrative justice in s 33 of the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 is given further effect in the Promotion of Administrative
Justice Act, 3 of 2000. In addition, s 217 of the Constitution provides that the tender process
must be “fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective”. A vast array of statutes give
more detailed effect to these constitutional principles, including express provisions on corruption.
This legislation includes the Public Finance Management Act, 1 of 1999, the Municipal Finance
Management Act, 56 of 2003 (eg ss 80 and 112), the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework
Act and the PRECCA, as well as regulations published under some of these Acts. For an overview,
see Bolton (n 146). See also Williams and Quinot (n 53).
164G Quinot, ‘Die reg se oënskynlike onvermoë om korrupsie in staatskontraktering in Suid-Afrika
hok te slaan’ (2013) 10 LitNet Akademies 215 (an English abstract is supplied).
165ibid.
166See C Bisseker, ‘Clean bids: simplifying spending’ Financial Mail, 16 October 2014, available
at http://www.financialmail.co.za/features/2014/10/16/clean-bids-simplifying-spending.

http://www.financialmail.co.za/features/2014/10/16/clean-bids-simplifying-spending
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contract.167 It has long been recognised that if a third person fraudulently induces
an agent to deceive his principal, he is liable for any loss which the principal may
suffer.168

The leading South African textbook on unlawful competition also recognises
that a competitor of the bribe-giver, who has bribed a (potential) client’s employee
or agent, has a claim for damages against the bribe-giver if there is a causal link
between the bribery and the loss suffered by the competitor, eg in the form of an
infringement of the rival’s goodwill.169 Bribery, defined as the offering of benefits
to the employee or agent of the competitor’s (potential) client “in the expectation
that the offer will influence the latter in such a way that he will give the person
making the offer an advantage over his competitor” therefore constitutes unlawful
competition.170 Apart from a claim for damages, bribery therefore also founds a
prohibitory interdict.

The author Neethling explains that bribery is in conflict with the competition
principle, as bribery moves competition away from the merit of the products, and
causes the “undue influencing as a result of the bribery or attempt thereto” to be
decisive in the decision to contract.171 Another reason why bribery is a form of the
delict of unlawful competition is that it amounts to competition in conflict with a
statutory provision, namely currently the PRECCA,172 thereby giving the offender
an unfair advantage over his/her rivals.173

To be successful in the claim for damages against the bribe-giver, the competitor
must prove that the briber’s conduct caused it patrimonial loss, for example in the
form of a present or future loss of customers, and thus amounts to an infringement of
the competitor’s goodwill.174 However, the courts do not require a mathematically
precise proof of the extent of the damage.175 As long as the competitor places the
best available evidence of its loss before the court and estimates the loss, the court
will do the best it can to quantify the loss on the material before it.

It may also be noted here that if the plaintiff can show that prohibited conduct in
terms of the Competition Act,176 caused it loss, it also has a civil claim for damages

167850A-D. But see Van der Merwe et al (n 108), 110–111.
168Nathan, Michaelis and Jacobs v Blake’s executors 1904 TS 626 630–631.
169J Neethling, Van Heerden-Neethling Unlawful Competition, 2nd edn (Durban, LexisNexis,
2008) 210–211. No reported cases are cited however. The view is based on the applicable principles
in this field.
170J Neethling and JM Potgieter, Neethling Potgieter Visser Law of Delict, 6th edn (Durban,
LexisNexis, 2010) 314.
171Neethling (n 169), 211.
172ibid.
173ibid at 253.
174ibid 81–83.
175ibid and at 258. Cf also eg Hushon SA (Pty) Ltd v Pictech (Pty) Ltd 1997 (4) SA 399 (SCA)
412–413.
176Act 89 of 1998.
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under s 65(6) of the Competition Act. For example, manipulation of a tender process
by cover pricing in exchange for a “loser’s fee”, or other forms of collusion in
contravention of the Competition Act, may also amount to corruption in terms of ss
12 and 13 of the PRECCA.

An unsuccessful tenderer prejudiced by a corrupt tender award to a competitor,
can also claim delictual damages for pure economic loss from the relevant organ of
state as a result of not being awarded the tender, provided fraud and causation on
the part of the public officials can be proved.

Thus in Minister of Finance and Others v Gore,177 the plaintiff (the liquidator
of a company) was successful in his claim for damages for pure economic loss as a
result of the company not being awarded a tender due to deliberate dishonesty and
corruption on the part of the employees of the Minister of Finance.178 The court
held that the Minister of Finance was vicariously liable for the officials’ intentional,
wrongful conduct. The court held that “[e]ven though a deliberately dishonest
act : : : was committed solely for the employee’s own interests and purposes, : : :

it is in our law established that liability may nevertheless follow if, objectively
seen, there is a ‘sufficiently close link’ between the self-directed conduct and the
employer’s business”.179 On the facts, the court held that the effect of the employees’
subjective intentions “was not wholly self-directed”.180 The court concluded that
in “purpose, planning and effect”, the officials’ actions, though fraudulent, closely
resembled the functions they were employed to perform, so that the conduct
had been committed within the course and scope of their employment.181 The
court also concluded that the causation requirement was satisfied, in that, on a
balance of probabilities, “a reasonable functionary” was likely to have exercised
its discretion in favour of the company in question (represented by plaintiff).182

The court thereafter held that wrongfulness was proved, given that the conduct
in question was fraud and was therefore intentional and not merely negligent.183

The court concluded that “speaking generally, the fact that a defendant’s conduct
was deliberate and dishonest strongly suggests that liability for it should follow in
damages, even where a public tender is being awarded”, because “the cost to the
public of exempting a fraudulent perpetrator for liability for fraud would be too
high”.184

1772007 (1) SA 111 (SCA).
178See also Transnet Ltd v Sechaba Photoscan (Pty) Ltd 2005 (1) SA 299 (SCA), where the
unsuccessful tenderer was awarded damages for loss of profit as a result of a fraudulent award
of a tender to a competitor.
179ibid para 28.
180ibid para 29.
181ibid para 30.
182ibid paras 34 and 80.
183ibid paras 85 and 90.
184ibid para 88.
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South African Post Office v De Lacey and Another185 confirmed this exposition
of the law, but rejected the allegations of fraud and dishonesty on the evidence,
so that the plaintiff’s claim for damages, including loss of profit, did not succeed.
It was held that irregularities or incompetence in the tender process falling short
of dishonesty and negligence are not enough to found a delictual claim for pure
economic loss in this context. The court noted the judgment of the Constitutional
Court in Steenkamp NO v Provincial Tender Board, Eastern Cape186 which rejected
a claim for loss suffered (by the initially successful tenderer as a result of the setting
aside of the tender award) as a result of a negligent but bona fide failure in the tender
process.187

To return to the question of vicarious liability: as is also implied in the discussion
of Minister of Finance v Gore above, only if an employer can prove that it did not
know about the bribe paid by its employee and that the latter, viewed subjectively,
paid the bribe merely to promote “his own objectives or interests exclusively”
and also, viewed objectively, “completely disengaged himself from the duties of
his contract of employment” so that there is not a “sufficiently close connection”
between the conduct and his employment, will the employee not be regarded as
having paid the bribe within the scope of his employment, so that the employer
will not be vicariously liable for the employee’s delict.188 However, in a number of
cases, including Gore, courts held the employer liable for corruption, fraud and/or
theft on the part of its employees.189

The vicarious liability of agents who are not employees raises complex ques-
tions.190 The point of departure is that the hirer of an independent contractor is not
vicariously liable for the latter’s delict. It has been decided, however, that if an agent
who is not an employee has authority to represent his principal in concluding the
contract, the principal would be vicariously liable in delict if the agent committed a
wrong in obtaining “the result which the principal authorised him to obtain”191 or

1852009 (5) SA 255 (SCA).
1862007 (3) SA 121 (CC).
187See also Olitzki Property Holdings v State Tender Board and Another 2001 (3) SA 1247 (SCA).
The court in Steenkamp recognised that if the administrative decision is made “in bad faith or under
corrupt circumstances or completely outside the legitimate scope of the empowering provision,
different public policy considerations may well apply” (para 55).
188Neethling and Potgieter (n 170), 369 and cases there cited.
189See also Minister van Veiligheid en Sekuriteit v Japmoco BK h/a Status Motors 2002 (5) SA 649
(SCA) (on fraud); Commissioner, South African Revenue Service and Another v TFN Diamond
Cutting Works (Pty) Ltd 2005 (5) SA 113 (SCA) (on theft) and other cases cited by Neethling and
Potgieter (n 170), in n 143 at 370; but see eg cases to the contrary such as Ess Kay Electronics Pte
Ltd and Another v First National Bank of Southern Africa Ltd 2001 (1) SA 1214 (SCA) (on fraud).
190See eg S Wagener, ‘The relationship(s) giving rise to vicarious liability in South African law’
(2014) 131 South African Law Journal 178 at 190, who points to the diversity in opinions in the
case law.
191Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society v MacDonald 1931 AD 412, 427; Wagener (n 191),
178 at 196.
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“in the exercise of the functions to which he was appointed”.192 Wagener explains
that this is “tantamount to saying that the principal must have had a right of
control over the activity in question”193 and that vicarious liability will be imposed
“whenever the relationship existing between two people is analogous to that between
and employer and an employee”.194 In Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society v
MacDonald,195 Wessels JA stated that

[w]here : : : the wrong is attached to the very business the agent is transacting for his
principal, there the liability of the principal is clear. It is upon this principle that a principal
is always liable for the fraud or misrepresentation of his agent.196

There is apparently no case law on the liability of an innocent principal for bribery
on the part of his agent who is not an employee. However, if the agent paid the bribe
to secure the contract which the principal authorised him to conclude, the principal
should be vicariously liable in terms of the rules laid down in MacDonald’s case,
given that the delict was committed in the course of obtaining the result which the
principal authorised the agent to obtain as well as in the exercise of the functions to
which he was appointed.197

15.5.2 Under the Common Law of Contract Relating
to Fiduciary Relationships such as Agency
and Employment

The innocent principal may of course also institute a damages claim against its
corrupt agent for breach of his/her obligation to act in good faith in the interests
of his/her principal and not for his/her own benefit. Breach of this fiduciary duty
entitles the principal to damages (in addition to a disgorgement of profits and
termination of the relationship).198 For example, the principal could claim the
difference in value of the transaction that ought to have been concluded by the agent

192Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society v MacDonald 1931 AD 412, 438; Wagener (n 191),
196.
193Wagener (n 191), 196.
194ibid at 199.
1951931 AD 412.
196ibid at 442. See also Ravene Plantations Ltd v Estate Abrey 143 1928 AD 143.
197See Van der Merwe et al (n 108), 226 for an implicit contrary argument, based on the idea
that liability of the principal for misrepresentation by the agent is “perhaps an instance of the
protection of a reasonable reliance”, given that the third party could reasonably expect that the
agent was empowered to make representations (but not threats and, implicitly, offers of bribery).
198Kerr (n 98), 141 and cases there cited, such as Nathan, Michaelis, and Jacobs v Blake’s
Executors 1904 TS 626. The remedy of a disgorgement of profits made in the course of the agency
was discussed at n 98 above.
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and the transaction that was in fact concluded as a result of the bribe. The principal
would not be allowed to claim from both the agent and the briber – the claims for
damages should be alternative.199

Employees are also liable for damages caused by the dishonest breach of their
fiduciary duties, for example when an employee, in return for a bribe, knowingly
allowed over-charging by a service provider, causing the employer loss.200 (In
addition, summary dismissal is justified201).

15.5.3 Under the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act

Section 8(1)(c)(ii)(bb) of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act (“PAJA”)
provides that a court in judicial review proceedings may in exceptional cases direct
the administrator or other party to the proceedings to pay compensation. In De Jong
And Others v Trustees, Simcha Trust and another202 (not a case on corruption), the
High Court interpreted section 8 to mean that a court may not grant compensation
to an unsuccessful tenderer if the usual remedy of remittal to the administrator has
been granted or if exceptionally the court has substituted its own decision for that of
the administrator. However, as noted above, fraud in the process would still entitle
the tenderer to delictual damages.

Inter alia because it is difficult to prove corruption, it would probably be desirable
that inexcusable incompetence in the tender process should also entitle a tenderer
to compensation for loss under PAJA.203 In Darson Construction (Pty) Ltd v
City Of Cape Town and another,204 however, the court held that “the practical
considerations behind the policy which has led courts to decline to recognise
the delictual claims of unsuccessful tenderers (and successful tenderers who are
subsequently ousted) for loss of profits carry considerable weight when deciding : : :
whether an award of applicant’s loss of profit is just and equitable” [in terms of s
8 of PAJA] and an “appropriate remedy” and held that it was not just and equitable
to grant the claim for loss of profit.205 The court held, however, that the applicant
was entitled to compensation for its out of pocket expenses and interest given that

199cf Bank (n 84), 463.
200cf Stoop and Another v Rand Water (2014) 35 ILJ 1391 (LC). In this case, the court found that the
employees made fraudulent misrepresentations when signing off invoices which clearly contained
various irregularities such as over-charging (para 84 ff). It also found evidence of bribery (paras 94
and 102). See also Daewoo Heavy Industries SA (Pty) Ltd v Banks and others 2004 (4) SA 458 (C).
201See eg Stoop and Another v Rand Water (2014) 35 ILJ 1391 (LC) para 123 ff; Uni-Erections v
Continental Engineering Co Ltd 1981 (1) SA 240 (W) 254.
2022014 (4) SA 73 (WCC) para 22.
203cf Hoexter (n 147), 570.
2042007 (4) SA 488 (C).
205509E-F.
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the procurement decision was taken by an unauthorised administrator in breach of
the applicant’s rights.206

15.5.4 Under the PRECCA

As noted above, if a court orders that the particulars of a person or enterprise
convicted of corruption be endorsed on the Register for Tender Defaulters, the
National Treasury has a discretion to terminate an agreement with such convicted
person or enterprise and may thereupon claim any damages sustained by the state
“as a result of the tender process or the conclusion of the agreement” or “by having
to make less favourable arrangements thereafter”.207

15.5.5 Under the Companies Act

Directors have a duty under s 76 of the Companies Act208 to act in good faith in
the best interest of the company, for proper purposes and not to gain a personal
advantage or an advantage for another person other than the company or a wholly-
owned subsidiary of the company. Knowing involvement in corrupt transactions
would constitute a breach of this provision, which makes the director liable to the
company for any resultant losses suffered by the company (s 77), or to shareholders
(s 20) or to anyone else who suffered a loss due to the director’s conduct (s 218).209

15.5.6 Under the Criminal Procedure Act

A criminal court convicting an accused of a crime such as corruption can award
compensation to a party who has lost money or property as a result of the crime.210

This order has the effect of a civil judgment. However, the aggrieved party may
choose to rather claim damages by ordinary civil means.

206510E-G.
207Section 28(3)(a) and (c) of the PRECCA.
208Act 71 of 2008.
209For example, shareholders may claim damages for a drop in the value of the shares after
discovery of the corruption.
210Section 300.
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15.6 Private International Law and Jurisdiction in Respect
of Foreign Defendants

In Multi-Links Telecommunications Ltd v Africa Prepaid Services Nigeria Ltd;
Telkom SA Soc Limited and another v Blue Label Telecoms Limited and others,211

corruption was alleged on the part of two South African companies (Blue Label
and APS) and other South African defendants, in connection with a “super dealer
agreement” concluded in Nigeria between APS and a Nigerian company (MLT),
whose parent company is the South African state-owned enterprise, Telkom. APS
subsequently ceded its rights under the agreement to its subsidiary, APSN, a
Nigerian company. MLT and Telkom sued the defendants in a South African
court for damages based on their alleged fraud and corruption and argued that
the arbitration agreement between the parties had to be set aside on the basis of
the fraud and corruption. APSN, in an interim application, argued that the court
had no jurisdiction over it as a Nigerian company and given that the contract was
concluded in Nigeria. The court confirmed the principle in Bid Industrial Holdings
(Pty) Ltd v Strang and another (Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development,
Third Party)212 that a South African court would have jurisdiction if the summons
is served on the foreign defendant while in South Africa and there was sufficient
connection between the suit and the area of jurisdiction of the court concerned so
that the disposing of the case by that court was appropriate and convenient.

The court relied on inter alia the following facts to hold that there was sufficient
connection between the suit and the area of jurisdiction of the court. Firstly, the
cedent, APS, concluded the super dealer agreement as an incola of the South African
Court’s area of jurisdiction.213 The arbitration clause agreed upon also provided that
arbitration would take place in South Africa in accordance with the rules of a South
African arbitration body and APS nominated a domicilium citandi et executandi
within the South African Court’s jurisdiction, which was not changed after the
cession to APSN.214 In addition, APSN’s principal agent in relation to the alleged
corruption was domiciled within the jurisdiction of the South African court, and the
factual events on which the plaintiffs relied also occurred within the South African
court’s jurisdiction.215

A question of private international law which may arise in the case of inter-
national commercial contracts concerns the circumstances under which a South
African court would have to take into account mandatory anti-bribery rules of
a foreign legal system under which an agreement is illegal. For example, would

211[2013] 4 All SA 346 (GNP).
2122008 (3) SA 355 (SCA).
213para 15.
214ibid.
215ibid. For more on the jurisdiction of the South African High Courts, see CF Forsyth, Private
International Law, 5th edn (Claremont, Juta and Co Ltd, 2012) 169ff.
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a South African court have to give effect to a foreign law under which the use
of intermediaries in international contracts is forbidden (in an attempt to prevent
corruption), given that such contracts are not illegal under South African law?
Obviously, a court will not enforce a contract which is illegal under its proper law.
Therefore, if the foreign law in question is the proper law, the contract will be illegal
and not be enforced by a South African court.216 If the foreign law in question is
not the proper law, but is the law of the place of conclusion of the contract (lex
loci contractus) or the law of one of the parties’ residence, the contract will still
be enforceable, provided that it is not invalid under the proper law and given that it
is not invalid under the law of the forum or court (lex fori).217 However, it should
be noted that there is obiter authority to the effect that public policy will probably
prevent enforcement of performance which is illegal under the law of the place of
performance (the lex loci solutionis).218 Therefore if the contract is to be performed
in the foreign country which prohibits the use of intermediaries, a South African
court would not enforce the contract.219 As Forsyth argues,

where there is nothing offensive about the provisions of the lex loci [solutionis] outlawing
performance, the local courts should recognize that it lies uniquely and rightly within the
prerogative of the sovereign of the place of performance to ordain what is lawful or unlawful
there; and that it is contrary to local public policy to allow the local courts to be used in
support of illegal acts there.220

15.7 Conclusion

South Africa has a fairly robust legislative framework to tackle corruption and is
also party to several international conventions against corruption. The common law
of contract regards the bribe agreement as void and the main agreement procured
by corruption as voidable due to improperly obtained consensus. Whilst the bribe-
giver would in principle not be entitled to claim restitution of the bribe, the rules on
restitution are flexible and aimed at achieving an equitable outcome in the particular
circumstances of the case. There are still some questions on the common law of

216Forsyth (n 215), 344. Under the more recent cases on South African private international law, the
proper law of the contract is that with which the contract has the closest and most real connection
(in the absence of an express or tacit choice of law, eg Kleinhans v Parmalat SA (Pty) Ltd [2002]
ZALC 57 para 19; Forsyth (n 215), 327 ff).
217Forsyth (n 215), 344 with reference to Cargo Motor Corporation Ltd v Tofalos Transport Ltd
1972 (1) SA 186 (W) and the English case of Vita Food Products Inc v Unus Shipping Co Ltd
[1939] AC 277.
218Henry v Branfield 1996 (1) SA 244 (D) 250G-251D (obiter); Forsyth, Private International
Law, 344–349.
219ibid.
220Forsyth (n 215), 348. For more details on choice of law in relation to contractual obligations,
see ibid at 316ff.
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contract and delict relating to bribery which would benefit from guidance by the
courts, including in relation to restitution in respect of the main agreement. Public
procurement contracts procured by corruption are likely to be challenged under
administrative law. Legislation requires that contracting authorities cancel such
contracts. Unsuccessful tenderers have locus standi to challenge procurement tender
awards, inter alia on the basis of corruption. They as well as parties involved in
public procurement contracts or non-governmental contracts may claim damages on
several different bases if fraud or corruption can be proved. There is a perception that
corruption is endemic in public procurement tender processes and that enforcement
of anti-corruption legislation should be improved. It is to be hoped that the current
review of the public procurement legislation would lead to less complicated and
clearer legislation, as the current regulatory framework is overly complicated and
difficult to police. Corruption must be addressed on various fronts, including
through concerted information campaigns emphasising that corruption is not a
victimless crime, and that any corruption ultimately has the potential to become
systemic and a major obstacle to poverty alleviation and development.
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Chapter 16
Impact of Bribery on Contracts Under Swiss
Civil Law

Christa Kissling

Abstract The report is divided into three parts. Under general remarks, reference is
made to the criminal law background to corruption under Swiss law, the accession
of Switzerland to anti-corruption Conventions of the OECD, the Council of Europe
and the United Nations, as well as Swiss civil law statutory provisions applicable to
the bribery contract and the contract obtained by bribery. Subsequently, the civil
law consequences in respect of the bribery contract and the bribed contract are
dealt with in two separate parts. As far as the bribery contract is concerned, the
focus is on the question where the bribe should ultimately remain: with the bribe-
taker, the bribe-giver, the principal/employer/state based on the respective internal
relationship with the bribe-taker, or the state by way of confiscation. Regarding the
bribed contract, the starting point is the approach of the Swiss Federal Supreme
Court and the main part of Swiss doctrine, according to which bribed contracts
are not null and void in the sense of Art 19/20 of the Swiss Code of Obligations.
Depending on who concluded the bribed contract – the bribe-taker in the name of
the principal/employer/state on the one hand, or the latter directly or another agent
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of the latter who was not bribed on the other hand – the question of whether a legally
effective bribed contract has come about must be decided according to the rules of
the law on agency and defect of intention (in particular intentional deception and
mistake as to the basis of the contract) respectively.

16.1 General Remarks

16.1.1 Criminal Law Background to Corruption
Under Swiss Law

16.1.1.1 Overview of the Offences of Corruption Under the Swiss
Criminal Code and the Federal Code Against Unfair Competition

In the Swiss Criminal Code (Schweizerisches Strafgesetzbuch, StGB) and in the
Federal Code against Unfair Competition (Bundesgesetz gegen den unlauteren
Wettbewerb, UWG) the official German translations of the Codes do not use
the term “corruption” whereas the official French and Italian translations use the
terms “corruption” and “corruzione” respectively as a synonym for bribery. The
following criminal acts are counted as corruption: the bribery as core element
of the offence (Kerntatbestand) and the granting or accepting of an advantage
(Vorteilsgewährung/-annahme) as catch-all offence (Auffangtatbestand).1

According to the laws applicable today, the following are subject to criminal
law penalty in Switzerland: the active and passive bribery of Swiss and foreign
public officials (Amtsträgerbestechung, Art 322ter and 322quater StGB as well
as Art 322septies StGB), the active and passive bribery of private persons (Pri-
vatbestechung, Art 4a UWG in conjunction with Art 23 UWG) as well as the
granting or accepting of an advantage to or by Swiss public officials, but not to or by
foreign public officials or private persons (Art 322quinquies and 322sexies StGB).

There are corresponding provisions for members of the army on active and
passive bribery as well as granting or accepting an advantage in the Military
Criminal Code (Militärstrafgesetz, Art 141ff MStG); this will not be addressed in
any more detail here.

As can be seen from the articles indicated above, the bribery of Swiss and
foreign public officials and the granting or accepting of an advantage to or by Swiss

1See, eg, BSK Strafrecht II-M Pieth in MA Niggli and H Wiprächtiger (eds), Basler Kommentar,
Strafrecht II, Art 111–392 StGB (in the following: BSK Strafrecht II-Author), 3rd edn (Basel, Hel-
bing Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2013) Vor Art 322ter StGB no 19, with further references; Korruptions-
bekämpfung und Wettkampfmanipulation im Sport, Bericht in Erfüllung des Postulats 11.3754 der
Kommission für Wissenschaft, Bildung und Kultur des Ständerates (in the following: Bericht Kor-
ruptionsbekämpfung und Wettkampfmanipulation im Sport) of 28 June 2011, approved by the Fed-
eral Council on 7 November 2012, 32 no 4.1.1.1 (accessible online at www.baspo.admin.ch, section
“Aktuelles”, sub-section “Aktuelle politische Dossiers”, under “Korruption und illegale Wetten”).

www.baspo.admin.ch
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public officials are dealt with in the core criminal law, the Swiss Criminal Code
(summarised under one and the same title 19: Bribery), while the bribery of private
persons is covered in the Federal Code against Unfair Competition.

The following are considered to be public officials in the sense of the rules
on bribery and granting or accepting an advantage in the Swiss Criminal Code:
members of a judicial or other authority, public officials, officially-appointed
experts, translators or interpreters, arbitrators, or members of the armed forces, who
are acting for Switzerland or, in the case of bribery of foreign public officials, for
a foreign state or an international organisation.2 Both institutional and functional
public officials are included, ie even private individuals who fulfil public duties are
subject to the same provisions as public officials.3

Active and passive bribery of Swiss4 and foreign5 public officials is punishable
by a custodial sentence not exceeding 5 years or a monetary penalty, while active
and passive bribery of private persons6 and granting or accepting an advantage to
or by Swiss public officials7 is punishable by a custodial sentence not exceeding
3 years or a monetary penalty.

16.1.1.2 Characteristic Features and Differences Between Bribery
and Granting or Accepting an Advantage

Nowadays, the above-cited offences are largely set out using the same basic
structure and symmetrically with regard to the active and passive forms. Taking the
criminal offences as the premise, bribery and granting or accepting an advantage are
defined by the following characteristic features and differences:

(a) Three-way relationship (Dreiparteien-Beziehung). Any bribery and granting
or accepting of an advantage necessarily involves (at least8) a three-way

2Members of the Parliament are also included (Botschaft über die Änderung des Schweizerischen
Strafgesetzbuches und des Militärstrafgesetzes (Revision des Korruptionsstrafrechts) sowie
über den Beitritt der Schweiz zum Übereinkommen über die Bekämpfung der Bestechung
ausländischer Amtsträger im internationalen Geschäftsverkehr (in the following: Botschaft zur
Revision des Korruptionsstrafrechts) of 19 April 1999 (1999) 151 Bundesblatt der Schweizerischen
Eidgenossenschaft 5497, 5524 no 212.11).
3Art 322octies no 3 StGB. See, eg, Botschaft zur Revision des Korruptionsstrafrechts (n 2), 5525f
no 212.12 and 212.13 (with examples); BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322ter StGB no 6.
4Art 322ter para 2 and Art 322quater para 2 StGB.
5Art 322septies para 3 StGB.
6Art 4a in conjunction with Art 23 para 1 UWG.
7Art 322quinquies para 2 and Art 322sexies para 2 StGB.
8C Chappuis, ‘La restitution des profits issus de la corruption: quels moyens en droit privé?’ in
U Cassani and A Héritier Lachat (eds), Lutte contre la corruption internationale, The never ending
story (Geneva, Schulthess Verlag, 2011) 139, 140.
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relationship9 between the bribe-giver, the bribe-taker, and the state, principal
or employer of the bribe-taker, or between the party giving the advantage, the
party taking it, and the state.

The core feature of this three-way relationship is the relationship of trust
and loyalty between the bribe-taker, on the one hand, and the state, principal or
employer, on the other hand, or between the party taking the advantage and
the state. When it comes to the bribery of Swiss or foreign public officials
or granting or accepting an advantage to or by Swiss public officials, this
relationship of trust and loyalty is based on duties of office (Amtspflichten) or, in
the case of bribery of private persons, duties of good faith (Treuepflichten) that
arise from a simple agency, employment or company relationship.10

(b) “Performance” (“Leistung”): means of committing the offence (Tatmittel) and
actual criminal act (Tathandlung im engeren Sinn). The bribe-giver offers,
promises or gives (this being the actual criminal act) the bribe-taker an
advantage which is not due (nicht gebührender VorteilDmeans of committing
the offence) for the benefit of him or herself or a third party (active form of
the offence) or (vice versa) the bribe-taker demands, secures the promise of,
or accepts an advantage which is not due for the benefit of him or herself or
a third party (passive form of the offence).11 The same applies in the case
of granting or accepting an advantage, with the difference that in this respect
undue advantages to the benefit of third parties are not covered under the Swiss
criminal law currently applicable.12

An advantage is undue in the context of all forms of bribery and granting
or accepting an advantage if it is not permitted under the regulations on
the conduct of official duties in the case of bribery of public officials or
contractually not permitted by third parties (principal, employer or company)
when it comes to the bribery of private persons and (in both cases) if it is not
a negligible advantage that is common social practice.13 This is a minimum

9See, eg, Botschaft über die Genehmigung und die Umsetzung des Strafrechts-Übereinkommens
und des Zusatzprotokoll des Europarates über Korruption (Änderung des Strafgesetzbuches und
des Bundesgesetzes gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb) (in the following: Botschaft zur Änderung
des Strafgesetzbuches und des Bundesgesetzes gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb) of 10 November
2004 (2004) 156 Bundesblatt der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft 6983, 7004 no 2.2.3.1;
DR Gfeller, Die Privatbestechung Art 4a UWG, Konzeption und Kontext, Grundlegendes Recht
vol 14 (Basel, Helbing Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2010) 109, with further references.
10See, eg, Bericht Korruptionsbekämpfung und Wettkampfmanipulation im Sport (n 1), 35f
no 4.1.2.2 (on the bribery of private persons) and 33f no 4.1.1.3 (bribery of public officials).
11See in more detail BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322ter StGB no 23ff and 33ff.
12See, eg, BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322quinquies StGB no 7f and 13. As regards current
reform efforts that are also intended to cover granting or accepting an advantage when it comes to
undue advantages to the benefit of third parties, see below in Sect. 16.1.1.4.
13Art 322octies no 2 StGB (bribery of public officials) and Art 4a para 2 UWG (bribery of private
persons).
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threshold for the criminal law liability specified by the law.14 The undue
advantage can be of material or immaterial nature.15

(c) “Counter-performance” – aim of the criminal act. When it comes to bribery,
the actual criminal act must be committed in return for an act or omission that
is contrary to the bribe-taker’s duties towards the state, principal or employer
or dependent on his or her discretion and in connection with his or her “official
activity” (bribery of a Swiss or foreign public official) or in connection with his
or her “employment or business activity” (bribery of a private person).16 The
act contrary to the bribe-taker’s duties is deemed equivalent to a discretionary
decision.17 It is, however, not necessary that the “counter-performance” was
effectively performed by the bribe-taker.18

In the case of granting or accepting an advantage, such aim of the criminal
act (“counter-performance”) is lacking.19

(d) Connection. In order to distinguish the offence from cases of permitted private
donations/gifts, bribery requires that the undue advantage rendered by the bribe-
giver must be “for” a violation of duties or an act or omission within the
bribe-taker’s discretion that is concrete or at least definable according to its type
(so-called equivalence connection – Äquivalenzzusammenhang).20 In part, for
example, there is also talk of an exchange relationship in terms of corruption
(korruptionstechnisches Austauschverhältnis)21 or of a synallagma22. In any
case, bribery is always an arrangement that involves mutual obligations.

When it comes to granting or accepting an advantage, the advantage must
only – but nonetheless – be offered, promised or given to the public official
“with respect to the conduct of their duties” (or vice versa regarding the
passive form of the offence). According to the Federal Council Dispatch, this
formulation is intended to highlight the fact that there must be an “aim to

14Botschaft zur Änderung des Strafgesetzbuches und des Bundesgesetzes gegen den unlauteren
Wettbewerb (n 9), 7011 no 2.2.4.3.
15BGE 135 IV 198, 204 consideration (Erwägung, E) 6.3; BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322ter
StGB no 24ff, with further references.
16See in more detail BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322ter StGB no 38ff and 42ff, in particular
no 39 and 45 (bribery of a public official); Gfeller (n 9), 170ff and 185ff (bribery of a private
person).
17In detail on the problem of deeming this to be equivalent D Jositsch, Das Schweizerische
Korruptionsstrafrecht, Art 322ter bis Art 322octies StGB (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag, 2004) 365ff.
18BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322ter StGB no 47.
19See, eg, BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322quinquies StGB no 2.
20See, eg, BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322ter StGB no 47, with further references.
21SHK UWG-P Spitz in P Jung and P Spitz (eds), Stämpflis Handkommentar (SHK), Bundesgesetz
gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG) (in the following: SHK UWG-Author) (Berne, Stämpfli
Verlag, 2010) Art 4a no 67.
22Gfeller (n 9), 151ff.
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influence the public official”, that the advantage must be “likely to affect how
the recipient carries out his or her duties”.23

If there is no connection that fulfils the requirements of the respective legal
elements of the offence of bribery or granting or accepting an advantage, the
relevant advantage is merely a private gift or donation, which – insofar as it does
not fulfil the legal elements of another offence – is not subject to prosecution.24

16.1.1.3 Differences Between Corruption in the Private Sector
and in the Public Sector

While the offence of bribery of a private person is set out according to the same
basic structure as that of bribery of a Swiss or foreign public official (as outlined
above), there are nonetheless significant differences:25

Firstly, the fact that under current Swiss law the rule on bribery of a private person
is contained in the Federal Code against Unfair Competition means that, in addition
to fulfilling the above-described prerequisites, the facts must also fall within the
scope of the Federal Code against Unfair Competition. Thus, the bribery of a private
person is only subject to prosecution if it is objectively likely, in the sense of Art
2 UWG, to influence the competition or the market’s capacity to function.26 This
leads to problems when there is no classic competitive relationship, for example, in
the case of monopolies or (this is controversial however) in the case of international
umbrella sports organisations etc.27

Secondly, under current Swiss law, bribery of a private person is prosecuted
only subject to complaint (so-called Antragsdelikt)28 and not ex officio (so-called

23Botschaft zur Revision des Korruptionsstrafrechts (n 2), 5535 no 213.2, italics added, and
(somewhat more vague) 5509 no 114.22 lit c.
24See, eg, the Botschaft zur Revision des Korruptionsstrafrechts (n 2), 5509 no 114.22 lit c and
5535 no 213.2 (granting or accepting an advantage to or by Swiss public officials); Botschaft zur
Änderung des Strafgesetzbuches und des Bundesgesetzes gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (n 9),
7012 no 2.2.4.3 (bribery of private persons).
25A good overview is provided by U Cassani, ‘La lutte contre la corruption: vouloir c’est pouvoir?’
in U Cassani and A Héritier Lachat (eds), Lutte contre la corruption internationale, The never
ending story (Geneva, Schulthess Verlag, 2011) 33, 56ff.
26On Art 2 UWG, see, eg, BGE 133 III 431, 434 E 4.1, with further references.
27In detail on this Erläuternder Bericht über die Änderung des Strafgesetzbuchs und des
Militärstrafgesetzes (Korruptionsstrafrecht) of 15 May 2013 (in German, French and
Italian accessible online at www.bj.admin.ch (section “Sicherheit”, sub-section “laufende
Rechtsetzungsprojekte”, under “Verstärkung des Korruptionsstrafrechts”), in this paper the page
numbers refer to the German version), 10ff no 1.2.1.2; see on the international umbrella sports
associations also BSK Strafrecht II-Pieth (n 1), Art 322septies StGB no 16, with further references
(with a different opinion).
28Art 23 para 1 UWG.
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Offizialdelikt)29 like the bribery of a Swiss or foreign public official or the granting
or accepting of an advantage to or by a Swiss public official.

16.1.1.4 Ongoing Reform Discussion on Corruption in the Field
of Criminal Law

In order to eliminate some difficulties with the present rules on the bribery of a
private person, as well as on granting or accepting an advantage to or by a Swiss
public official, the Federal Council Dispatch regarding the Reform of the Criminal
Law on Corruption, issued on 30 March 2014 to the attention of the National
Council and the Council of States for further discussion, proposes also regulating the
bribery of private persons within the core criminal law (the Swiss Criminal Code)
and to make it subject to prosecution ex officio. Moreover, the granting or accepting
of an advantage to or by Swiss public officials should also be subject to prosecution
in cases where the undue advantage is for the benefit of a third party.30

16.1.2 Accession of Switzerland to Anti-Corruption
Conventions of the OECD, the Council of Europe
and the United Nations

Switzerland acceded in 2000 to the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of
Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions of 1997, in 2006 to
the Council of Europe Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of 1999 and to the
Additional Protocol of the Criminal Law Convention on Corruption of 2003, and in
2009 to the United Nations Convention against Corruption of 2003.

It is currently not planned that Switzerland ratify the Council of Europe Civil
Law Convention on Corruption of 1999.31 While the applicable Swiss law does

29In the core criminal law, the criminal law procedural principle of legality means that the
prosecution authority must prosecute all acts that become known and in respect of which there
is sufficient suspicion that they are punishable insofar as the legislator has not provided for
an exception (BSK Strafrecht I-P Popp and A Berkemeier in MA Niggli and H Wiprächtiger
(eds), Basler Kommentar, Strafrecht I, Art 1–110 StGB, Jugendstrafgesetz (in the following: BSK
Strafrecht I-Author), 3rd edn (Basel, Helbing Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2013) Art 1 StGB no 52).
30Botschaft über die Änderung des Strafgesetzbuchs (Korruptionsstrafrecht) of 30 April 2014
166 Bundesblatt der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft 3591, 3597ff no 1.2 and 3608 no 2.
For the current state of the ongoing reform discussion on corruption see www.bj.admin.ch
(section “Sicherheit”, sub-section “laufende Rechtsetzungsprojekte”, under “Verstärkung des
Korruptionsstrafrechts”).
31Zehnter Bericht über die Schweiz und die Konventionen des Europarates of 27 February 2013
(report of the Federal Council) (2013) 165 Bundesblatt der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft
2145, 2171f no 4.6.1: the priority D that is allocated to the Council of Europe Civil Law Convention
on Corruption means that (at least for the time being) no ratification is intended (2155).

www.bj.admin.ch
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correspond largely to the requirements of the Convention, nonetheless, there are
deviations, for example, between the applicable Swiss relative limitation period for
non-contractual compensation claims (according to Art 60 para 1 Swiss Code of
Obligations – Obligationenrecht, OR – this is 1 year after the victim became aware
of the loss or damage and the person liable for it) and Art 7 of the Convention
(“limitation period of not less than 3 years from the day the person who has suffered
damage became aware or should reasonably have been aware, that damage has
occurred or that an act of corruption has taken place, and of the identity of the
responsible person”).32 As Art 17 of the Council of Europe Civil Law Convention
does not allow any reservations, the issue of ratification can only arise when the
deviation as regards the law on limitation is eliminated and further unclear issues
have been resolved.33 In the course of the ongoing reform of the limitation periods
in civil law, new limitation periods have been suggested by the Federal Council
that would satisfy the requirements of the Council of Europe Civil Law Convention
on Corruption.34 The National Council already agreed with the Federal Council’s
suggestion of a new relative limitation period of 3 years in its parliamentary session
in fall 2014.35 However, the draft is still to be discussed by the Council of States.36

16.1.3 Swiss Civil Law Statutory Provisions Applicable
to the Bribery Contract and the Contract Obtained
by Bribery

In respect of the question about the Swiss civil law statutory provisions applicable
to the bribery contract and the contract obtained by bribery, it should be noted that
neither the Swiss Code of Obligations nor the Swiss Civil Code (Schweizerisches
Zivilgesetzbuch, ZGB) contain any rules that specifically deal with the civil law
consequences of bribery or the granting or accepting of an advantage. Thus, the
rules of the Code of Obligations and the Civil Code apply in general.

The Federal Code against Unfair Competition that is applicable in cases
of active and passive bribery of private persons on the other hand, includes

32Zehnter Bericht über die Schweiz und die Konventionen des Europarates (n 31), 2172 no 4.6.1.
33Similar Neunter Bericht über die Schweiz und die Konventionen des Europarates of 21 May 2008
(report of the Federal Council) (2008) 160 Bundesblatt der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft
4533, 4569 no 4.6.14.
34Botschaft zur Änderung des Obligationenrechts (Verjährungsrecht) of 29 November 2013 (2014)
166 Bundesblatt der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft 235, 284 no 5.2.
35See Amtliches Bulletin 2014 Nationalrat (N) 1760, 1773ff, in particular 1781.
36Situation as in March 2015. An overview of the current state of the ongoing reform of the
limitation periods in Swiss civil law is accessible online in German, French and Italian on the
official homepage of the Federal Office of Justice at www.bj.admin.ch (section “Wirtschaft”, sub-
section “laufende Rechtsetzungsprojekte”, under “Verjährungsfristen im Privatrecht”).
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civil law claims for injunctive and compensatory relief (negatorische und
kompensatorische Ansprüche, Art 9 UWG), which are also relevant when it
comes to the bribery of private persons as regulated in the Federal Code
against Unfair Competition. With respect to the civil law claims, Art 9 para
3 UWG says that those who as a result of unfair competition suffer or are
likely to suffer an impairment of their clientele, their credit or professional
standing, their business operations or otherwise regarding their economic interests
– in addition to their claims for injunctive relief – can sue pursuant to the Code
of Obligations for compensation and satisfaction as well as the disgorgement
of profit (Gewinnherausgabe) according to the provisions on negotiorum gestio
(Geschäftsführung ohne Auftrag). The reference to compensation and satisfaction
pursuant to the Code of Obligations is understood as a reference regarding the
legal basis (Rechtsgrundverweis) to Art 41ff OR (non-contractual liability),37 ie
the claim is based on the relevant prerequisites in Art 41ff OR.38 The reference
to negotiorum gestio is usually a reference to false negotiorum gestio pursuant to
Art 423 para 1 OR (business conduct in the agent’s interest – so-called unechte
Geschäftsführung ohne Auftrag or Geschäftsanmaßung).39 This is a reference to a
legal result (Rechtsfolgeverweis).40

16.2 Civil Law Consequences in Respect of the Bribery
Contract

The bribery contract is understood as the agreement between the bribe-giver and
the bribe-taker whereby the bribe-taker undertakes, in return for a bribe, to have,
for example, his or her principal, employer or state (in the following: the principal)
award a contract to a specific third party.

In order to keep the following overview concise, the description is based on the
assumption that a bribery contract is at hand (and not “only” a granting or accepting
of an undue advantage), that the bribe given was to the benefit of the bribe-taker
him or herself (and not to the benefit of a third party), and that no intermediaries are
involved on the side of the bribe-giver or the bribe-taker.

37SHK UWG-Spitz (n 21), Art 9 no 118, with reference, and 180.
38See, eg, SHK UWG-Spitz (n 21), Art 9 no 156.
39SHK UWG-Spitz (n 21), Art 9 no 186, with reference.
40SHK UWG-Spitz (n 21), Art 9 no 194.
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16.2.1 Court Decisions

As regards the bribery contract, the following judgments of the Federal Supreme
Court are particularly relevant:

Officially published in
the journal
Entscheidungen des
Schweizerischen
Bundesgerichts (BGE) Relevant considerations with respect to the bribery contract

BGE 26 II 442ff
(judgment from the
year 1900)

The buyer’s promise of a commission for arranging a purchase was
found to be contra bonos mores and thus null and void, because the
party receiving the promise was also entrusted by the seller with the
safeguarding of his or her interests (444ff E 3f)

BGE 30 II 413ff
(1904)

The promise of a pecuniary advantage for the recipient for doing
something that conflicted with his or her contractual duties was found
to be contra bonos mores (417f E 4f)

BGE 47 II 86ff (1921) The seller included a commission for the responsible employee in the
buyer’s company in the selling price indicated in his or her offers and
informed said employee of this; the promise of commission was held
to be contra bonos mores without any reasoning provided (88 E 1)

BGE 95 II 37ff (1969) The promise of bribe money to a guardian (Vormund) was considered
contra bonos mores and thus null and void (39f E 2)

BGE 99 Ia 417ff
(1973)

The transfer of money for the purpose of bribery from one company
to another, with the instruction to keep it available for a third party,
does not render the act automatically illegal or contra bonos mores;
only had the instruction to bribe someone with the money been
issued, would the line have been crossed to a violation of the law or of
bonos mores (420f E 3c)

BGE 119 II 380ff
(1993)

In this case, the Federal Supreme Court looked above all at the effects
of bribery upon the validity of an agreed arbitration clause. Moreover,
it also made findings as to the bribery contract and the bribed
contract. The promise to pay bribe money was considered unlawful
and thus null and void in the sense of Art 19/20 OR; at the same time
it contravened the international ordre public (384f E 4b, with further
references). As regards the bribed contract, see the information
provided below in Sect. 16.3.1

16.2.2 Ex tunc Nullity of the Bribery Contract in the Sense
of Art 19/20 OR

According to the decades long unanimous view of the Federal Supreme Court and
the relevant doctrine, the bribery contract as such is null and void as a consequence
of its contents being illegal or (if not illegal) being contra bonos mores in the sense
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of Art 19/20 OR.41 As to the decision on whether the contents of the bribery contract
are contra bonos mores, it is not material, as the Federal Supreme Court has held,
whether the bribe actually leads to any damage for the principal of the bribe-taker.42

As regards the bribery contract, the nullity, which is not defined in the statute,
must be understood in the traditional sense according to the Federal Supreme
Court.43 This means that the bribery contract is ex tunc null and void, the nullity
is absolute in effect, must be observed by the judge ex officio and cannot be
cured.44When it comes to a bribery contract, the only option is the total nullity

41See the judgments of the Federal Supreme Court mentioned above in Sect. 16.2.1; O Hirzel,
Das Schmiergelderunwesen und die Rechtsbehelfe der davon Beeinträchtigten nach schweizer.
Recht (doctoral thesis Zurich, 1930) 50ff; H Becker, Berner Kommentar zum schweizerischen
Zivilgesetzbuch, vol VI/1: Obligationenrecht, Allgemeine Bestimmungen, Art 1–183 OR, 2nd
edn (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 1941) Art 19 OR no 48; A Steinbeisser, Die Bestechung von
Bediensteten in obligationen-, arbeits- und wettbewerbsrechtlicher Hinsicht (doctoral thesis Basel,
1977) 27f; A von Tuhr and H Peter, Allgemeiner Teil des Schweizerischen Obligationenrechts,
vol I/2, 3rd edn (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag, 1979) 257, § 31/V/1; A Héritier, Les pots-de-vin
(doctoral thesis Geneva, Librairie de l’Université Georg et Cie SA, 1981) 104ff; J-B Zufferey-
Werro, Le contrat contraire aux bonnes moeurs (Fribourg Suisse, Éditions Universitaires, 1988)
no 1280f; E Bucher, Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, Allgemeiner Teil ohne Deliktsrecht, 2nd
edn (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag, 1988) 257; EA Kramer, Berner Kommentar zum schweizerischen
Privatrecht, vol VI/1/2/1a: Obligationenrecht, Allgemeine Bestimmungen, Inhalt des Vertrages, Art
19–22 OR (in the following: BK-Kramer) (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 1991) Art 19/20 OR no 200;
P Tercier, ‘La corruption et le droit des contrats’ (1999) 121 II Semaine Judiciaire 225, 243ff;
P Gauch, WR Schluep, J Schmid and S Emmenegger, Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, Allge-
meiner Teil, vol I (in the following: Gauch, Schluep and Schmid), 10th edn (Zurich, Schulthess Ver-
lag, 2014) no 653a and 670; BSK OR I-C Huguenin in H Honsell, NP Vogt and W Wiegand (eds),
Basler Kommentar, Obligationenrecht I, Art 1–529 OR (in the following: BSK OR I-Author), 5th
edn (Basel, Helbing Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2011) Art 19/20 no 39; K-L Kunz, N Capus and P Keller,
‘Switzerland’ in G Heine, B Huber and TO Rose (eds), Private Commercial Bribery, A Comparison
of National and Supranational Legal Structures, Beiträge und Materialien aus dem Max-Planck-
Institut für ausländisches und internationales Strafrecht vol S 94 (Freiburg im Breisgau, edition
iuscrim, 2003) 435, 464; T Frick, Auswirkungen einer Bestechung auf ein Vertragsverhältnis
(doctoral thesis Zurich, 2004) no 201 and 211; SHK UWG-Spitz (n 21), Art 4a no 117; Chappuis
(n 8), 141; A Staub, Zivilrechtliche Folgen der Privatbestechung, Luzerner Beiträge zur Rechtswis-
senschaft vol 79 (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag, 2013 – likewise doctoral thesis Lucerne 2013) no 385.
42BGE 26 II 442, 449 E 4.
43See BGE 30 II 413, 416 E 3 (ex officio, at any time, per se null and void).
44 On the traditional understanding of nullity in general: BK-Kramer (n 41), Art 19/20 OR no
308ff; BSK OR I-Huguenin (n 41), Art 19/20 no 53, each with further references; see also BGE
129 III 209, 213 E 2.2, with further references.
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of the bribery agreement45 and not modified partial nullity in the sense of Art 20
para 2 OR in the form of a reduction of the undue advantage to a permitted amount.46

16.2.3 Restitution: Who Gets the Bribe?

As the bribe-taker often (albeit not always47) renders a performance that is not
capable of restitution (for example, by influencing a selection procedure in favour of
the bribe-giver’s offer, realising a higher price or a faster conclusion of an agreement
in favour of the bribe-giver etc48), the focus in the following is on the restitution of
the undue advantage. In this context, the question is – in brief – where the bribe
should ultimately remain: with the bribe-giver, the bribe-taker, the principal based
on his or her respective internal relationship with the bribe-taker, or the state by way
of confiscation?

In the following the question of restitution of the bribe will be briefly addressed
in the context of the relationship between the bribe-giver and the bribe-taker
(Sect. 16.2.3.1) as well as between the bribe-taker and his or her principal
(Sect. 16.2.3.2). Subsequently, the difficult interrelationship of the partial solutions
sketched out for the relationship between the bribe-giver and the bribe-taker, on
the one hand, and the bribe-taker and his or her principal, on the other hand
(Sect. 16.2.3.3), as well as the general question of confiscation of the bribe by the
state will be briefly addressed (Sect. 16.2.3.4).

16.2.3.1 Relationship Between the Bribe-Giver and the Bribe-Taker

(a) In principle, if the contract fails ex tunc (as here in the case of nullity of the
bribery contract in the sense of Art 20 OR), restitution of performances already
rendered is made in case of movables by way of rei vindicatio (Eigentumsklage,
Art 641 para 2 ZGB), in case of real property and limited rights in rem by
action to have the land register corrected (Grundbuchberichtigungsklage, Art

45Likewise Héritier (n 41), 110f; Frick (n 41), no 211.
46Staub (n 41), no 386.
47Example: bribery of the employee of a company so that such steals or embezzles from his or her
employer and gives what he or she stole or embezzled to the bribe-giver.
48Regarding the purposes of bribery see, eg, Gfeller (n 9), 15f, with further references.
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975 ZGB),49 and in case of money payments, including bank money, usually50

by way of claim for unjust enrichment (Art 62ff OR).
If pecuniary performance cannot be returned in kind – be it due to the nature

of the performance (for example, in the case of amenities and advantages of
use, holiday trips etc) or other reasons, the right to having it returned in kind
(regardless of whether this is based on rei vindicatio or unjust enrichment) is
in principle replaced by a claim in money under the law of unjust enrichment
(compensation for value),51 with any special provisions applicable to be taken
into account. Some of these special provisions – for example, the provisions
on processing things (Verarbeitung, Art 726 ZGB) and joining and mixing
movables (Verbindung und Vermischung, Art 727 ZGB) – refer to the rules on
non-contractual liability (Art 42ff OR) and unjust enrichment (Art 62ff OR).

49Due to the causal system of transferring ownership (kausale Auffassung der Eigentumsübertra-
gung) which is applicable in Swiss property law both in respect of real property and movables,
in cases of ex tunc nullity as regards the validity of the underlying agreement (Verpflich-
tungsgeschäft), the ownership of the real estate already transferred or movable already handed
over remains with the transferor (H Rey, Die Grundlagen des Sachenrechts und das Eigentum,
Grundriss des schweizerischen Sachenrechts, vol I, 3rd edn (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 2007)
no 1736). In respect of real property this principle is explicitly stated in Art 974 para 2 ZGB. In
respect of movables this principle is not explicitly stated in the Civil Code but applicable according
to the case law of the Federal Supreme Court and doctrine (see, eg, BGE 55 II 302, 306ff E 2;
Y Rüedi, Berner Kommentar zum schweizerischen Privatrecht, vol VI/1/3/2: Obligationenrecht,
Allgemeine Bestimmungen, Die Entstehung aus ungerechtfertigter Bereicherung, Art 62–67 OR,
Ausschluss der Rückforderung, Art 66 OR (in the following: BK-Rüedi) (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag,
2011) Art 66 OR no 533f; BSK ZGB II-W Wiegand in H Honsell, NP Vogt and T Geiser (eds),
Basler Kommentar, Zivilgesetzbuch II, Art 457–977 ZGB, Art 1–61 SchlT ZGB (in the following:
BSK ZGB II-Author), 4th edn (Basel, Helbing Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2011) Vor Art 641ff no 67,
with further references; Rey (n 49), no 1735, with further references to case law and doctrine).
The transferor (who remains the owner) thus has the right to reclaim the movable “from anyone
withholding it from him or her” (Art 641 para 2 ZGB) or in the case of real property and limited
rights in rem to take action to have the unwarranted entry in the land register corrected (Art 975
para 1 ZGB).
50According to the established case law of the Federal Supreme Court, money (bank notes, coins)
usually transfers to the property of the recipient through mixing with his or her money, with the
recipient acquiring sole ownership (BGE 47 II 267, 270f E 2; 78 II 243, 254 E 5c; 90 IV 180, 188
E 6; see on this, eg, Rey (n 49), no 1943; BSK ZGB II-I Schwander (n 49), Art 727 no 6; BSK
OR I-H Schulin (n 41), Art 62 no 21, each with further references). Only in special cases when
the coins and banknotes remain distinguishable after being added, can the party who paid them
(and remains the owner) claim return of such differentiated coins and banknotes by way of rei
vindicatio (BSK ZGB II-Schwander (n 50), Art 727 no 6; Rey (n 49), no 1944, each with further
references). Bank money transfers in an originary manner (originär) to the property of the account
holder once it is credited to the account (CHK OR/BEG-H Kuhn in V Roberto and HR Trüeb
(eds), Handkommentar zum Schweizer Privatrecht, GmbH, Genossenschaft, Handelsregister und
Wertpapiere, Bucheffektengesetz, Art 772–1186 OR und BEG, 2nd edn (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag,
2012) Art 24–30 BEG no 2). The transferor thus cannot reclaim the money by rei vindicatio, but
must seek restitution based on unjust enrichment (Art 62ff OR).
51See, eg, I Schwenzer, Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, Allgemeiner Teil, 6th edn (Berne,
Stämpfli Verlag, 2012), no 58.06ff, with further references.
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Others, however, contain their own rules on restitution of performances, for
example, Art 938–940 ZGB (responsibility of the possessor in good or bad
faith) and Art 671ff (integration of materials (Materialeinbau): using own
materials in building work on land belonging to another or materials belonging
to another in building work on own land).

(b) Between the bribe-giver and the bribe-taker, however, the entitlement to claim
restitution is barred by the so-called exclusion of restitution. If the right to resti-
tution is based on unjust enrichment, Art 66 OR (so-called Kondiktionssperre)
provides that no right to restitution exists in respect of anything given with
a view to producing an unlawful or immoral outcome. According to current
case law of the Federal Supreme Court and the already long prevailing opinion
of doctrine, the exclusion of restitution is only (restrictively) applicable if the
performance is made to incite or reward conduct that is illegal or contra bonos
mores (crook’s reward – Gaunerlohn), insofar – as the Federal Supreme Court
recently added – as the purpose of the rule infringed requires the exclusion of
restitution.52 These requirements are fulfilled in respect of bribery.53

The exclusion of restitution does not result in the loss of the right to restitu-
tion, according to the predominant view in Swiss doctrine and almost uniform
case law of the Federal Supreme Court, but only renders it unenforceable in law;
therefore, according to the Swiss legal view, there is still a so-called imperfect
obligation (Naturalobligation).54 If the party unjustly enriched (in this case
the bribe-taker) restitutes the unjust enrichment voluntarily, any later demand
for its return is precluded,55 as the performance in fulfilment of the imperfect
obligation does not ensue without legal basis.56

According to (predominant) opinion in legal doctrine, Art 66 OR should
be applied by analogy also to rei vindicatio and to actions to have the land
register corrected.57 The Federal Supreme Court has until now left the question
unanswered in relation to the rei vindicatio claim,58 and it was not yet necessary

52BGE 134 III 438, 445 E 3.2, with further references to the prevailing doctrine (444 E 3.1); since
confirmed in the not officially published judgment of the Federal Supreme Court of 2 October
2008, 4A_293/2008, E 3.3.
53See, eg, B Schmidlin, Berner Kommentar zum schweizerischen Privatrecht, Das Obligatio-
nenrecht, Allgemeine Bestimmungen, Mängel des Vertragsabschlusses, Art 23–31 OR (in the
following: BK-Schmidlin) (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 2013) Art 28 OR no 209; Tercier (n 41), 253
(argumentation based on the requirement of a crook’s reward).
54See, eg, BGE 75 II 293, 297 E 3a; regarding the case law and doctrine see the overview in BK-
Rüedi (n 49), Art 66 OR no 463ff, who himself is of this view (no 469); BSK OR I-Schulin (n 50),
Art 66 no 7, with reference.
55BSK OR I-Schulin (n 50), Art 63 no 5; BK-Rüedi (n 49), Art 66 OR no 470.
56BSK OR I-Schulin (n 50), Art 63 no 5.
57See on this the overview of opinions in BK-Rüedi (n 49), Art 66 OR no 515ff (rei vindicatio) and
547ff (action to have the land register corrected).
58BK-Rüedi (n 49), Art 66 OR no 513, with reference to BGE 37 II 65, 68f E 4; not officially
published judgment of the Federal Supreme Court of 2 October 2008, 4A_293/2008, E 3.3.
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to decide in relation to the action to have the land register corrected.59 The
property law impact of excluding restitution is not assessed uniformly in the
relevant literature.60 Some authors consider that excluding restitution has the
effect of making the recipient the owner of the object (either eo ipso or by curing
the underlying agreement).61 Another opinion contends that the ownership
remains with the transferor based on the nullity of the underlying agreement
and the causal system of transferring ownership. Such may not, however, bring
a rei vindicatio claim or an action to have the land register corrected any more
due to the exclusion of restitution. Hence, the object remains de facto with the
recipient.62

16.2.3.2 Relationship Between the Bribe-Taker and the Principal

Insofar as the bribe-taker – as just described – may keep the bribe within the
relationship between him or her and the bribe-giver due to the exclusion of
restitution, the question arises within the relationship between the bribe-taker and
his or her principal whether and to what extent the bribe must be passed on to
the latter. This depends on the respective internal relationship between the bribe-
taker and the principal. If this internal relationship is subject to civil law rules (as
applicable to relationships between private persons and in some cases also if the
state is involved63), the following may be noted:

(a) Swiss case law and doctrine proceed – in the case of a simple agency contract
(einfacher Auftrag, Art 394ff OR) so far as can be seen unanimously, and
as regards employment contract relationships almost64 unanimously – on the
premise that bribes must be passed on to the principal or employer. The legal
basis for this is, however, the subject of controversy in doctrine.

59BK-Rüedi (n 49), Art 66 OR no 547.
60In more detail BK-Rüedi (n 49), Art 66 OR no 536ff.
61See the overview in BK-Rüedi (n 49), Art 66 OR no 536, with further references.
62BK-Rüedi (n 49), Art 66 OR no 537, with further references, and 553.
63The Code of Obligations is applicable to the internal relationship between the public official and
the state when there is a private law employment relationship. If the internal relationship is based
upon an administrative law disposition (verwaltungsrechtliche Verfügung) in the sense of Art 5 Law
of Administrative Procedure (Verwaltungsverfahrensgesetz, VwVG) (ie, an order by an authority in
the individual case) or an administrative law contract, the rights and duties are primarily determined
according to the applicable public law rules and decrees regarding the employment relationship.
In such cases the Code of Obligations applies insofar as the applicable public law rules regarding
the employment relationship do not provide otherwise and refer to the application by analogy of
the Code of Obligations (see, eg, Art 6 para 2 Code on the Personnel of the Swiss Confederation –
Bundespersonalgesetz, BPG).
64Against T Geiser, Die Treuepflicht des Arbeitnehmers und ihre Schranken, Abhandlungen zum
schweizerischen Recht vol 481 (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 1983) 326f, with reference.
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In the case of a simple agency contract, the Federal Supreme Court – which
till now has not often had to deal with the question of passing on bribes to the
principal65 – invoking established doctrine (or more precisely part thereof66)
upholds the view that bribes, like discounts and commission fees, must be
passed on to the principal based on the agent’s (contractual) duty to pass on
under Art 400 para 1 OR.67 The Federal Supreme Court does not state its
reasoning as to why it assumes that there is – as agreed for discounts and
commission fees – an internal connection between the bribe and the carrying
out of the agency activity (ie that the bribe comes to the agent from third
parties in the process of carrying out the agency activities and not only upon the
occasion of carrying out the agency activities)68 and thus they fall within the
scope of the contractual duty to pass on. According to the Berner Kommentar
(Fellmann), which the Federal Supreme Court repeatedly refers to in affirming
the contractual duty to pass on, the internal connection between the advantage
and the carrying out of the agency activity must be affirmed even if there is
merely a danger that the agent would feel him or herself prompted by virtue of
the gift not to consider the interest of the principal adequately. Therefore, the
agent is obligated to pass on the bribe as well as discounts and commission fees
etc to the principal.69

As regards the employment contract relationship, the duty to pass on in this
respect is considered either to be based directly on the employment law duty
to pass on in Art 321b para 1 OR70 (although, according to the wording of this

65See, eg, the overview in V Roberto, ‘Die auftragsrechtliche Herausgabepflicht des “Erlangten”’
(2009) 128 I Zeitschrift für Schweizerisches Recht 15, 23f.
66For different approaches to a solution see last para under this lit a.
67BGE 132 III 460, 464 E 4.1 (retrocessions – Retrozessionen); not officially published judgment
of the Federal Supreme Court of 27 September 2002, 4C.125/2002, E 3.1, each referring to
W Fellmann, Berner Kommentar zum schweizerischen Privatrecht, vol VI/2/4: Obligationenrecht,
Die einzelnen Vertragsverhältnisse, Der einfache Auftrag, Art 394–406 OR (in the following:
BK-Fellmann) (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 1992) Art 400 OR no 128 and 132, as well as BSK OR I-
RH Weber (n 41), Art 400 no 14; confirmed in BGE 138 III 755, 759f E 4.2 (commissions paid to
the distributor for maintaining the assets invested in the fund – Bestandespflegekommissionen);
Steinbeisser (n 41), 36ff; Héritier (n 41), 165; J Hofstetter, ‘Der Auftrag und die Geschäfts-
führung ohne Auftrag’ in W Wiegand (ed), Schweizerisches Privatrecht, Obligationenrecht –
Besondere Vertragsverhältnisse, vol VII/6 (in the following: Hofstetter, SPR VII/6) (Basel, Helbing
Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2000) 120f, § 8/IV/D/3 (affirming, but with the comment that the solution
is problematic); Tercier (n 41), 254, in particular also fn 139; H Honsell, Schweizerisches
Obligationenrecht, Besonderer Teil, 9th edn (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 2010) 332; BC Borer-
Benz, Die Herausgabepflicht des Beauftragten gemäss Art 400 OR, am Beispiel der Problematik
der Retrozessionen bei unabhängigen Vermögensverwaltern (doctoral thesis St. Gallen, D-Druck
Spescha, 2006) 52.
68BGE 132 III 460, 464 E 4.1; BK-Fellmann (n 67), Art 400 OR no 127f.
69BK-Fellmann (n 67), Art 400 OR no 128.
70Not officially published judgment of the Federal Supreme Court of 4 December 2007,
4A_310/2007, E 5.1 (obiter); Héritier (n 41), 165; Botschaft zur Änderung des Strafgesetzbuches
und des Bundesgesetzes gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb (n 9), 7011 no 2.2.4.3; A Staehelin,
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provision, the duty to pass on to the employer is based on the intention of the
third party to give to the employer71) or on the application by analogy of the
simple agency contract duty to pass on in Art 400 para 1 OR.72

In a simple partnership, the duty of the managing partner to pass on the bribe
to the other partners is affirmed – in accordance with the reference to simple
agency contract rules in Art 540 para 1 OR73 – based on the contractual duty to
pass on according to Art 400 para 1 OR.74

Some authors invoke alternative bases for claims for the passing on of
the bribe to the principal which, however, the Federal Supreme Court has
not yet commented on. As examples, the following have been mentioned: a
contractual right to compensation on the part of the principal corresponding to
the size of the undue advantage due to infringement of the duty of good faith,75

disgorgement of profit based on false negotiorum gestio (business conduct in
the agent’s interest) or unjust enrichment.76 Nonetheless, it would exceed the
scope of this paper to go into this in detail.

(b) Problematic aspect of the passing on of the bribe to the principal. Various
authors rightly point out that passing on the bribe to the principal is problematic
because the latter should not be enriched either due to transactions that are
illegal or contra bonos mores.77 There is an enrichment of the principal if the
bribe to be passed on to him or her is larger than any damage which he or she
suffers or has suffered as a consequence of the bribery.

In effect, the affirmation of the duty to pass on in the case of bribery was
based on a value judgment: within the relationship between the bribe-taker and
the principal, the solution granting the latter a claim to have the bribe passed

Kommentar zum schweizerischen Zivilrecht (Zürcher Kommentar), vol 5/2c: Obligationenrecht,
Der Arbeitsvertrag, Art 319–300a OR (in the following: ZK-Staehelin), 4th edn (Zurich,
Schulthess Verlag, 2006) Art 321b OR no 3; SHK UWG-Spitz (n 21), Art 4a no 112.
71F Vischer, ‘Der Arbeitsvertrag’ in W Wiegand (ed), Schweizerisches Privatrecht, Obligationen-
recht – Besonderer Teil, vol VII/4 (in the following: Vischer, SPR VII/4), 3rd edn (Basel, Helbing
Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2005) 161, § 15/III/5; ZK-Staehelin (n 70), Art 321b OR no 3; Borer-Benz
(n 67), 74.
72Vischer, SPR VII/4 (n 71), 161, § 15/III/5.
73According to Art 540 para 1 OR so far as nothing else is provided in the law on simple partnership
(Art 530–551 OR) and in the partnership agreement, the law on simple agency contracts applies to
the relationship between managing partners and other partners.
74W Fellmann and K Müller, Berner Kommentar zum schweizerischen Privatrecht, vol VI/2/8:
Obligationenrecht, Die einzelnen Vertragsverhältnisse, Die einfache Gesellschaft, Art 530–544 OR
(Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 2006) Art 540 OR no 94.
75Roberto (n 65), 30f (simple agency contract) and 30 fn 75 (employment contract).
76A short overview on the duty to pass on based on alternative bases for claims can be found in
BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 211ff.
77Hofstetter, SPR VII/6 (n 67), 120f, § 8/IV/D/3. Similar: M Nietlispach, Zur Gewinnherausgabe
im schweizerischen Privatrecht, Zugleich ein Beitrag zur Lehre von der ungerechtfertigten
Bereicherung (doctoral thesis Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 1994), 456; Borer-Benz (n 67), 75.
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on seems preferable to allowing it to remain with the bribe-taker.78 In order,
however, to limit the problem of enrichment of the principal somewhat, the
Berner Kommentar (Fellmann) suggests awarding the principal any contractual
right to compensation for breach of the duty of good faith by the bribe-taker
only insofar as the damage is not already covered by the passing on of the
bribe.79

16.2.3.3 Interrelationship Between the Imperfect Obligation to Return
the Bribe to the Bribe-Giver and the Duty to Pass on the Bribe
to the Principal

The two partial solutions sketched out above (imperfect obligation of the bribe-
taker to return the bribe to the bribe-giver and, on the other hand, the duty of the
bribe-taker to pass on the bribe to the principal based on the respective internal
relationship) have until now – as far as can be seen – only been developed by
the Federal Supreme Court in isolation from each other. Accordingly, there have
been no Federal Supreme Court pronouncements on the question of how the two
partial solutions can be combined. One question that begs itself in this connection
is whether the bribe-taker who voluntarily returns the bribe to the bribe-giver on
the basis of the imperfect obligation additionally has a duty towards his principal to
pass on based on the respective internal relationship (so that the bribe-taker in this
case would end up paying twice over)?80

In my opinion either affirming or denying the bribe-taker’s liability for double
payment is problematic. A possible argument against such liability for double
payment on the part of the bribe-taker is that even if returning the bribe to the bribe-
giver is voluntary, it ensues – according to the current view on the legal effects of
the exclusion of restitution (see above Sect. 16.2.3.1, under lit b) – on the basis of
an imperfect obligation. Even though the imperfect obligation is an obligation of a
lower degree, it makes it difficult to blame the bribe-taker if he or she returns the
bribe to the bribe-giver. However, if one denies the bribe-taker’s liability for double
payment, one allows him or her to tip the scales and arbitrarily return the advantage
to the bribe-giver instead of passing it on to the principal, which is anything but a
satisfactory solution. All the more does the issue of confiscation of the bribe by the
state arise for discussion and this will be dealt with below.

78Same argument, but without explicit qualification as value judgment: see, eg, Nietlispach (n 77),
456; Hofstetter, SPR VII/6 (n 67), 121, § 8/IV/D/3; Borer-Benz (n 67), 75.
79BK-Fellmann (n 67), Art 400 OR no 132.
80Same question asked by Roberto (n 65), 28.
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16.2.3.4 Confiscation by the State

The Swiss Code of Obligations does not contain any rule establishing private law
confiscation in the event that an undue advantage is accepted by a party exercising
a power (for example, an agent, an employee). Neither does the Federal Code
against Unfair Competition lay down any explicit private law confiscation in the
area of bribery of a private person.81 Thus, under Swiss law there is only the
option of confiscation pursuant to the criminal law, in particular the confiscation of
assets (Einziehung von Vermögenswerten, Art 70f StGB) when it comes to bribery.
The provisions on confiscation that are contained in the general part of the Swiss
Criminal Code also apply to the offence of bribery of private persons provided for
in the Federal Code against Unfair Competition as the latter does (as mentioned
above) not contain detailed provisions on confiscation (see Art 333 para 1 StGB).

According to Art 70 para 1 StGB, the “court shall order confiscation of assets
that have been acquired through the commission of an offence or are intended to
be used in the commission of an offence or as payment therefor, unless the assets
are passed on to the person harmed for the purpose of restoring the prior lawful
position”. The latter prerequisite indicates that criminal law confiscation is only
applied subsidiarily in relation to private law claims by persons harmed against the
perpetrator.82 The state should neither enrich itself at the expense of the victim nor
expose the perpetrator to a double obligation.83

If bribery in the sense of Art 322ter ff StGB or Art 4a UWG in conjunction with
Art 23 UWG is at stake, criminal law confiscation is affirmed in Swiss case law and
doctrine.84

When discussing confiscation in the context of bribery, the core question is
that of the interrelationship of the right of the principal to have the bribe passed
on based on his or her respective internal relationship with the bribe-taker (see
above Sect. 16.2.3.2) and the possibility of criminal law confiscation by the state.
According to the rule on the coordination of such options provided in Art 70 para 1
in fine StGB, it is decisive whether the principal’s claim against the bribe-taker
to pass on the bribe qualifies as the claim of a “person harmed for the purpose
of restoring the prior lawful position”. To date, as far as can be seen, standard

81In the specific literature on the Federal Code against Unfair Competition, it is a controversial
question whether the courts should be able to order (private law) confiscation of the objects
connected with unfair competition in the context of a reparative injunction (Beseitigungsklage)
under Art 9 para 1 lit b UWG (affirmative SHK UWG-Spitz (n 21), Art 9 no 77, with further
references to doctrine; against Staub (n 41), no 815, with reference).
82BSK Strafrecht I-F Baumann (n 29), Art 70/71 StGB no 49; BGE 129 IV 322, 327 E 2.2.4.
83BGE 129 IV 322, 327 E 2.2.4, with further references.
84See, eg, BGE 129 II 462, 469 E 5.6; G Mégevand, Confiscation et corruption, L’application
des articles 70 et 71 CP dans le contexte des infractions réprimées par les aticles 322ter ss CP
et 4a LCD, Basler Studien zur Rechtswissenschaft, Reihe C: Strafrecht vol 30 (Basel, Helbing
Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2013 – likewise doctoral thesis Basel 2012) 126, with detailed references to
Swiss doctrine and case law in fn 863f.
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criminal law literature does not explicitly answer this question.85 In particular the
rights in rem of the person harmed are explicitly mentioned as examples of claims
for the purpose of restoring the prior lawful position,86 whereas obligatory claims
such as for compensation, unjust enrichment and disgorgement of profit are the
subject of controversy.87 In civil law literature the question – if discussed at all –
is controversial.88 In my opinion neither the wording nor the examples found in the
standard criminal law literature tend to indicate that the right of the bribe-taker’s
principal to have the bribe passed on can be qualified as a claim of the “person
harmed for the purpose of restoring the prior lawful position” in the sense of Art
70 para 1 in fine StGB. Finally, the value judgment must also come out on the
side of criminal law confiscation ahead of the principal’s right to have the bribe
passed on based on his or her respective internal relationship with the bribe-taker
(regardless of which legal basis there is). The two reasons that come to mind in
favour of confiscation by the state have already been addressed above (Sect. 16.2.3.2
under lit b and Sect. 16.2.3.3): (1) that the passing on of the bribe to the principal is
associated with the problem that the latter may thus profit from a transaction that is
illegal or contra bonos mores; (2) that the partial solutions advocated by the Federal
Supreme Court and doctrine – the bribe-taker’s imperfect obligation to return the
bribe to the bribe-giver, on the one hand, and the bribe-taker’s obligation to pass
it on to the principal based on the respective internal relationship, on the other –
allows the bribe-taker to tip the scales and arbitrarily return the advantage either to
the bribe-giver or to pass it on to the principal.

If the judgment must come out on the side of criminal law confiscation ahead of
the principal’s right to have the bribe passed on (regardless of which legal basis there
is), any claim for compensation on the part of the principal against the bribe-taker
arising from their respective internal relationship due to infringement of the duty of
good faith will be taken into account in the sense of the above-mentioned rule on
coordination in Art 70 para 1 in fine StGB.89 The bribe would thus be available in

85See, eg, Mégevand (n 84), 176ff.
86See, eg, BSK Strafrecht I-Baumann (n 82), Art 70/71 StGB no 49, with further references.
87See, eg, BSK Strafrecht I-Baumann (n 82), Art 70/71 StGB no 38 and 49, with further references.
88Affirmation of the primacy of confiscation, except in the scope of any claims for compensation
on the part of the principal: Hofstetter, SPR VII/6 (n 67), 121 fn 156, § 8/IV/D/3. Affirmation of the
primacy of the principal’s claim for having the bribe passed on based on the internal relationship
with the bribe-taker over confiscation by the state: Nietlispach (n 77), 456 and 429f.
89See generally BSK Strafrecht I-Baumann (n 82), Art 70/71 StGB no 38, with further references;
BGE 117 IV 107, 109ff E 2.
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spite of being confiscated primarily as an asset to cover any compensation claims
of the principal against the bribe-taker and only any excess will definitely accrue to
the state by way of criminal law confiscation.

16.3 Civil Law Consequences in Respect of the Contract
Obtained by Bribery

16.3.1 Court Decisions

As regards the bribed contract, understood as the contract that was concluded by
the principal, employer or state (in the following: the principal) as a consequence of
the bribery, the following judgments, for instance, of the Federal Supreme Court are
relevant:

Officially published in
the journal
Entscheidungen des
Schweizerischen
Bundesgerichts (BGE) Relevant considerations with respect to the bribed contract

BGE 47 II 86ff (1921)90 As a consequence of bribery, two main contracts were concluded:
one by the employer of the bribe-taker and the other by the
bribe-taker as agent of his or her employer. The Federal Supreme
Court did not address the difference; instead it only dealt with the
constellation of the contract being concluded by the employer of the
bribe-taker91

The court found the bribed contract was not null and void in the
sense of Art 20 OR. Reasoning: the use of contra bonos mores
means to bring about a contractual relationship that in itself is not
improper, does not influence the validity of the resulting contract
(88f E 2)92

(continued)

90Discussed by E Huber, ‘Sind die durch Schmiergelder erschlichenen Verträge rechtsgültig?’
(1921) 18 Schweizerische Juristen-Zeitung 81ff.
91Thus, already Huber (n 90), 82.
92Comment: the legal argumentation in E 2 regarding the contract being contra bonos mores if the
contents are not but the purpose and the motives are contra bonos mores was later discussed in a
more precise manner in BGE 48 II 270, 274ff E 2 (not a case of bribery).
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BGE Relevant considerations with respect to the bribed contract

The avoidance of a contract due to a mistake as to the basis of the
contract (so-called Grundlagenirrtum) in the sense of Art 24 para 1
no 4 OR was still rejected according to the Federal Supreme Court’s
view at the time (this view, however, has changed in the
meantime93). Reasoning: the “specific fact”, the mistaken
assessment of which renders the contract not binding in a unilateral
fashion for the mistaken party according to Art 24 para 1 no 4 OR,
may not relate to circumstances external to the contents of the
contract (89f E 3). A circumstance that has nothing to do with either
the identity or the nature and economic purpose of the thing
purchased cannot possibly be characterised as a fact that – as
required by Art 24 para 1 no 4 OR – forms a “necessary basis for the
contract” “according to good faith in business dealings” (ie
according to general standards) (90 E 3)

BGE 119 II 380ff
(1993)

(For the context see above Sect. 16.2.1)
Contracts that are concluded as a consequence of bribery are not
null and void in the sense of Art 19/20 OR; the contents of the
contract are not defective (vicié). However, it is possible due to the
misuse of the power of agency or a defect of intention
(Willensmangel) that the contract is not binding on one of the parties
(385 E 4c) (in comparison in this respect, the existence of a defect of
intention was still rejected in BGE 47 II 86, 89f E 3, for the reasons
see above in this table)

BGE 129 III 320ff
(2003) (sewage case –
Klärschlammfall)

Regarding the legal effects of bribery (of a public official) on the
contract obtained by bribery

The Federal Supreme Court confirmed the previous case law,
according to which contracts that are concluded as a consequence of
bribery are not automatically illegal or contra bonos mores (324f
E 5.2). The contract brought about by bribery would only be illegal
in the sense of Art 19/20 OR if the prosecutable conduct extends to
the contents of the contract (325 E 5.2)
The bribed contract was not concluded by the bribe-taker him or
herself in the name of the city94; thus, agency did not have to be
examined

(continued)

93See on the developments in relation to the requirements of specific facts when it comes to mistake
as to the basis of the contract the overview in BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 23/24 OR no 100ff, with
further references.
94See the description of the facts provided by the Higher Court (Obergericht) of the Canton of
Zurich, decision and judgment of 17 September 2002, in the case of the City of Zurich against
ABZ Recycling AG, 4 E I/1 and 14 E III/1.
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BGE Relevant considerations with respect to the bribed contract

Both courts of lower instance95 held that there was no intentional
deception (absichtliche Täuschung, Art 28 OR); these courts did not
regard it as proven that the bribe had an influence on the conclusion,
the structure or the processing of the main contract. This was an
assessment of evidence, which cannot be re-examined by the
Federal Supreme Court (326f E 6.3)
The fact that there was a mistake as to the basis of the contract had
already been confirmed by the previous instance, was uncontested
before the Federal Supreme Court and thus did not have to be
examined by the latter (327 E 6.4). The previous instance held in
general as regards the mistake as to the basis of the contract, that the
mistake could relate to circumstances within or external to the
contract, the wrong idea did not have to relate directly to the
contents of the contract and that lack of idea was to be considered
equivalent to wrong idea.96 As regards the bribery, the court of first
instance held, and the court of second instance affirmed this, that the
city was mistaken insofar as at the time it concluded the contract and
it was performed it (the city) knew nothing of the “actions [by the
business partner] constituting bribery and conflicting grossly with
good faith in business dealings”, but instead believed it had a “loyal
business partner”97

The Federal Supreme Court detailed the legal consequences of a
contract not being binding as a result of a defect of intention in
particular in the case of ongoing obligations
(Dauerschuldverhältnisse) that have been entirely or partly fulfilled
in general, ie not with a focus on bribed contracts only (327ff E 7, in
particular 328ff E 7.1.2ff)

95At first instance: District Court (Bezirksgericht) of Zurich, judgment of 10 September 1999, 15ff
E V/2.2.2.2ff; at second instance: Higher Court of the Canton of Zurich, decision and judgment
of 17 September 2002, in the case of the City of Zurich against ABZ Recycling AG, 16ff E
III/3b – discussed by E Wyss and HC von der Crone, ‘Bestechung bei Vertragsschluss, Urteil
des Obergerichts des Kantons Zürich vom 17 September 2002, i.S. ABZ Recycling AG (Klägerin
und Appellantin [recte: Appellatin]) gegen Stadt Zürich (Beklagte und Appellantin)’ (2003) 75
Schweizerische Zeitschrift für Wirtschafts- und Finanzmarktrecht 35ff.
96Higher Court of the Canton of Zurich, decision and judgment of 17 September 2002, in the case
of the City of Zurich against ABZ Recycling AG, 18 E III/4a; without the last-named point likewise
the District Court of Zurich, judgment of 10 September 1999, 29 E V/3.1.
97District Court of Zurich, judgment of 10 September 1999, 29f E V/3.2; confirmed by the Higher
Court of the Canton of Zurich, decision and judgment of 17 September 2002, in the case of the
City of Zurich against ABZ Recycling AG, 19 E III/4b and c.
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16.3.2 Nullity of the Bribed Contract in the Sense
of Art 19/20 OR?

Contracts that are concluded as a consequence of a bribe are not automatically illegal
or contra bonos mores as a result in the view of the Federal Supreme Court and the
prevailing doctrine and thus are not null and void in the sense of Art 19/20 OR.98 The
reason for the above-mentioned solution is that in this context – unlike that of the
bribery contract itself – the illegality and the violation of bonos mores is not related
to the contents of the bribed contract but to the way and manner in which it came
about. According to the Federal Supreme Court, the bribed contract would only be
deemed illegal pursuant to Art 19/20 OR if the prosecutable conduct extended to
the contents of the bribed contract, which, however, is not the case with the rules on
the bribery of Swiss and foreign public officials and private persons.99 Likewise, a
qualification of the contract as contra bonos mores would have to be based on the
contents of the bribed contract itself and not merely the circumstances surrounding
the conclusion of the contract.100 This limitation is traced firstly back to the wording
of Art 20 OR, which speaks of the “contents” of the contract, and secondly to the
overall structural categorisation of Art 20 OR within the statute under the title in the
margin, this being “contents of the contract” (Inhalt des Vertrages).101

There is a minority opinion in Swiss doctrine that the fact of bribery should also
have an impact on the bribed contract in the sense of absolute or relative nullity.102

However, the Federal Supreme Court held in 2003 without analysing the minority
opinion in Swiss doctrine that there was no reason to question the case law.103

98See the judgments of the Federal Supreme Court mentioned above in Sect. 16.3.1; Huber (n 90),
84 and 87; Steinbeisser (n 41), 74ff, in particular 77, 79 and 82; Héritier (n 41), 143ff; BK-Kramer
(n 41), Art 19/20 OR no 200; Gauch, Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 653a and 670, with further
references; BSK OR I-Huguenin (n 41), Art 19/20 no 39; Wyss and von der Crone (n 95), 38;
Kunz, Capus and Keller (n 41), 466; Frick (n 41), no 204ff and 214f; Gfeller (n 9), 335f; SHK
UWG-Spitz (n 21), Art 4a no 117; Chappuis (n 8), 142; Staub (n 41), no 394ff and 402ff.
99BGE 129 III 320, 325 E 5.2 (sewage case).
100In detail on being contra bonos mores in the sense of Art 20 OR BGE 84 II 13, 22ff E 4 and 5.
101BGE 84 II 13, 27 E 5.
102See, eg, Hirzel (n 41), 103ff, in particular 107 and 109ff; M Borghi and N Queloz, ‘Lücken und
beschränkte Wirksamkeit des schweizerischen Rechts gegenüber Korruption: die Voraussetzungen
für eine interdisziplinäre Untersuchung’ (1997) 15 recht 16, 23; Tercier (n 41), 262ff, in particular
265f and 269; BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 207f.
103BGE 129 III 320, 324 E 5.2 (sewage case).
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16.3.3 Agency Law

16.3.3.1 Scope of Application

If the bribed contract was concluded by the bribe-taker in the name of the
principal – and not by the latter directly or another agent of the principal who
was, however, not bribed104 – the question of whether a legally effective contract
has come about between the principal and the third party despite bribery must be
decided according to the rules of the law on agency, in particular Art 32ff OR (so-
called civil agency – bürgerliche Stellvertretung).

In respect of the scope of application of the rules of civil agency (Art 32ff OR)
two preliminary remarks shall be made:

(a) Pursuant to Art 40 OR e contrario the rules of civil agency also apply –
in part directly, in part by analogy105 – to the power of agency of rep-
resentatives and bodies of companies and partnerships,106 prokurists (type
of registered authorised agent) and other commercial agents (commercial
agency – handelsrechtliche Vertretung)107 if the special provisions do not con-
tain any relevant rules. This already arises too from the general rule of lex
specialis derogat legi generali, so that it also applies to executive bodies of
legal entities regulated in the Civil Code (ie associations and foundations)
that are not separately mentioned in Art 40 OR.108 The special provisions
generally regulate, for example, the coming about, the scope and the extin-
guishment of the power of agency; sometimes there are deviations in the case
of protection of good faith of third parties, in particular when the power to

104In these cases the question of whether the bribed contract is legally effective depends on the
rules on defect of intention (more on this below in Sect. 16.3.4).
105See, eg, CHK OR-A Kut in A Furrer and AK Schnyder (eds), Handkommentar zum Schweizer
Privatrecht, Obligationenrecht, Allgemeine Bestimmungen, Art 1–183 OR (in the following: CHK
OR-Author), 2nd edn (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag, 2012) Art 32 no 5; R Zäch and A Künzler, Berner
Kommentar zum schweizerischen Privatrecht, Das Obligationenrecht, Stellvertretung, Art 32–40
OR (in the following: BK-Zäch and Künzler) (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 2014) Vorb Art 32–40 OR
no 9ff and 44.
106Art 543 para 3 OR (simple partnership – einfache Gesellschaft); Art 555, 563ff, 583, 585
and 589 OR (general partnership – Kollektivgesellschaft); Art 603 OR (limited partnership –
Kommanditgesellschaft); Art 718ff and 740ff OR (public company limited by shares – Aktienge-
sellschaft); Art 764f and 767 OR (partnership limited by shares – Kommanditaktiengesellschaft);
Art 809ff (private limited liability company – Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung); Art 898ff
OR (cooperative – Genossenschaft).
107Commercial agency: Art 458ff OR (registered power of attorney for a prokurist – Prokura); Art
462 OR (commercial agent – Handlungsbevollmächtigter); Art 348b OR (commercial traveller –
Handelsreisender); see on this also, eg, Gauch, Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 1453ff.
108See, eg, CHK OR-Kut (n 105), Art 40 no 1 and 3; BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 40 OR
no 2; BSK OR I-R Watter (n 41), Art 40 no 1; CR CO I-C Chappuis in L Thévenoz and F Werro
(eds), Commentaire Romand, Code des obligations I, Art 1–529 CO (in the following: CR CO
I-Author), 2nd edn (Basel, Helbing Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2012) Art 40 no 1f.
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represent has been recorded in the Commercial Register (Handelsregister).109

However, special rules are missing in particular in connection with the issue
at stake here, ie the defect of agency and its legal consequences in respect
of the contract, so that within this area the rules of civil agency apply by
analogy in the case of representatives and bodies of companies and part-
nerships, legal entities regulated in the Civil Code and commercial agency
as well.

(b) The rules of civil agency can also be applicable in the case of bribery of public
officials within the relationship between the public official and the state, as
follows: if the “power to carry out legal acts in the name of another” comes
from public law relationships, the rules of civil agency apply according to Art 33
para 1 OR e contrario in a supplementary manner and analogously at least where
the public law rules are incomplete,110 which is often the case, for example, in
the field of legal consequences of defective agency.111 Likewise the rules of
civil agency apply if the collective body (Gemeinwesen) has appointed a (civil)
agent in the sense of Art 32ff OR.112

16.3.3.2 Legal Qualification of the Defect of Agency in Case of Bribery

The Federal Supreme Court itself has thus long not dealt in detail with agency in the
case of bribery – as far as can be seen. In one case of bribery, it refers to the rules
on misuse of the power of agency (abus du pouvoir de représentation), however,
without dealing with the solution in detail.113

In doctrine, there have been statements in favour of including bribery under
collusion114 (as the most crass example of the misuse of the power of agency115)

109See, eg, CHK OR-Kut (n 105), Art 40 no 5; CR CO I-Chappuis (n 108), Art 40 no 2.
110See, eg, BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 33 OR no 3 and 17; BSK OR I-Watter (n 108),
Art 33 no 5; CHK OR-Kut (n 105), Art 33 no 2; CR CO I-Chappuis (n 108), Art 33 no 2; A Koller,
Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, Allgemeiner Teil, 3rd edn (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 2009) § 21
no 42f; see also on this overall: R Watter, ‘Die Vertretung des Gemeinwesens im Privatrecht’
in P Gauch and J Schmid (eds), Die Rechtsentwicklung an der Schwelle zum 21. Jahrhundert,
Symposium zum Schweizerischen Privatrecht (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag, 2001) 245ff.
111See, eg, BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 33 OR no 17 and 23 and Vorbem zu Art 38/39 OR
no 3; BSK OR I-Watter (n 108), Art 33 no 5 in fine.
112BGE 124 III 418, 422 E 1c; CHK OR-Kut (n 105), Art 33 no 3, with further references, also to
case law; CR CO I-Chappuis (n 108), Art 33 no 4.
113BGE 119 II 380, 385 E 4c, with reference to BGE 119 II 23ff (Mövenpick I).
114Since the cited judgment of the Federal Supreme Court: BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 190
(somewhat less clear, however, in no 207 in fine); Staub (n 41), no 508. Even before the cited
Federal Supreme Court judgment: Huber (n 90), 85 (implicit); with preference for including it
under collusion, also Héritier (n 41), 145f.
115C Schott, ‘Der Missbrauch der Vertretungsmacht’ (1971) 171 Archiv für die civilistische Praxis
385, 389.
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or the misuse of the power of agency (without acting in a collusive manner)116 as
well as for categorising it under acting without authority.117

Ultimately, different constellations of bribery lie behind the different arguments
laid out in relation to the law of agency that are mentioned in case law and doctrine.
The bribe-giver may, for example, be the third party (ie the contract partner of the
principal), a representative of the third party who concludes the bribed contract
in the name of the third party, a body of the third party, another employee from
the third party’s company who, however, is not involved in the conclusion of the
subsequent contract, or an outsider acting completely independent of the third party.

If one accepts the line taken by the Federal Supreme Court and most doctrine
to the effect that bribery in itself does not constitute acting without authority on
the part of the bribed agent (thus, that further factual elements would be required
in this respect, such as the conclusion of a contract due to bribery although the
bribed agent would never have had the authority to conclude it in the first place),
then in each case the specific bribery constellation must be examined as to whether
the qualifying conditions for collusion have been met. If this is not the case, the
bribe-taker has misused his or her power of agency (without acting in a collusive
manner with the third party).

According to general considerations of the Federal Supreme Court, collusion
requires that (1) the misuse of the authority (2) is exploited by a third party in
agreement with the disloyal agent (3) in order to damage the principal with a
transaction that is disadvantageous to such.118 Additionally, (4) intention on the part
of the agent and the third party to damage the principal by concluding a contract is
required.119

The first, third and fourth prerequisite can safely be assumed fulfilled in all
bribery constellations mentioned above: (Ad 1) There is misuse of the power of
agency when the actions of the agent are formally covered by his power of agency
but violate the internal rules arising from the internal relationship between the agent
and the principal in such a manner that any reliance (by the third party) on the
power of agency seems to constitute misuse.120 (Ad 3) It is to be assumed that no
pecuniary damage is required in respect of this “disadvantageous transaction” and
the “damage”,121 but instead simply the infringement of the duty to comprehensively

116Even before the cited judgment of the Federal Supreme Court Hirzel (n 41), 124ff.
117Since the judgment cited see, eg: Tercier (n 41), 256f; Roberto (n 65), 32.
118BGE 77 II 138, 142 E 2.
119Not officially published judgment of the Federal Supreme Court of 30 March 2005,
4C.243/2004, E 2.1; BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 38 OR no 18.
120See, eg, not officially published judgment of the Federal Supreme Court of 30 March 2005,
4C.243/2004, E 2.1; in detail on the requirements of a misuse of the power of agency BGE 119 II
23, 25f E 3b and c/ingress (Mövenpick I); BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 38 OR no 14.
121Huber (n 90), 86 (with reference to the similarity between the actions that were not permitted in
the case of collusion and intentional deception, where no damage is required); Héritier (n 41), 146.
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protect the principal’s interest (in extreme cases to the effect that in case of offers
of equal value the dice – and not the intent of the agent as influenced by the
bribe – should decide).122 (Ad 4) In the case of bribery, the intention of the bribe-
giver is certainly directed at obtaining an undue advantage for him or herself (or a
proximate third party), even if it is only to know the bribed agent on his or her side in
the case of a final decision between several offers of equal value. The disadvantage
to the principal of the bribed agent is, in turn, if not intended then at least accepted.
The same applies in respect of the bribe-taker.

(Ad 2) The second prerequisite (acting in concert between the third party and
the bribed agent), on the other hand, must be assessed differently depending on the
bribery constellation. In general, there will have been collusion between the third
party and the bribed agent when the third party itself gives the bribe. Collusion
must also further be assumed if someone else whose actions can either be imputed
to the third party (qua agency) or qualified as the direct actions of the third party
(thus, executive bodies of legal entities123) or – if this is not the case – if someone
within the sphere of the third party has knowledge of the bribe-giver’s actions and
this knowledge can be imputed to the third party. Thus, there is also collusion, for
example, if the agent or a body of the third party that is entrusted with concluding
the subsequent agreement bribes the agent of the later contract partner. There is,
however, no collusion, for instance, when an independent outsider gives the bribe
and nobody within the sphere of the third party whose knowledge can be imputed
to such third party has knowledge of the bribery.

16.3.3.3 Legal Consequences

In respect of collusion and misuse of the power of agency, the legal consequences
are the subject of controversial debate.

(a) Collusion. According to the Federal Supreme Court and one part of the doctrine,
the contract that has come about by means of collusion is not binding for the
principal pursuant to Art 2 ZGB; the principal may invoke the exceptio doli

122Similar A Schott, Insichgeschäft und Interessenkonflikt, Zürcher Studien zum Privatrecht vol
178 (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag, 2002) 133, with reference to BGE 101 (recte: 107) II 105, 111
E 4, in connection with assessing the risk of disadvantaging in the case of contracting with oneself
(Insichgeschäfte), where not only objectively evaluable criteria count but also what the represented
party desires.
123In Switzerland, the executive bodies of legal entities are considered not merely to be repre-
sentatives of the legal entities but part of their personality (see, eg, BSK ZGB I-C Huguenin
and CP Reitze in H Honsell, NP Vogt and T Geiser (eds), Basler Kommentar, Zivilgesetzbuch I,
Art 1–456 ZGB, 5th edn (Basel, Helbing Lichtenhahn Verlag, 2014) Art 54/55 no 6, with further
references to case law and doctrine).
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vis-à-vis the third party if the latter raises claims arising out of the (in casu
bribed) contract or relies on the authority of the agent.124 This view implies that
the limitations of the agent’s authority have been preserved from a formal point
of view – despite collusion – so that there is no acting without authority. The
issue here is not the scope of the power of agency but the type and manner of
action by the agent.125

Another part of Swiss doctrine advocates different (more or less) deviating
views with respect to the legal consequences of collusion. According to
one view (not substantially deviating from the point of view of dogmatic
construction of the afore-mentioned solution of the Federal Supreme Court and
one part of the doctrine), the contract is not binding for the principal due to
the analogous application of Art 2 para 2 ZGB (defence of manifest abuse
of a right – Rechtsmissbrauchseinrede).126 A fundamentally different academic
opinion contends that the contract brought about by collusion must be deemed
contra bonos mores and thus null and void in the sense of Art 19/20 OR.127

Another fundamentally different opinion ultimately does not proceed from the
premise that the actions of the agent are formally covered by his or her authority
(although the internal rules between principal and agent were infringed in such
a way that there is misuse of the power of agency or even collusion) but instead
takes as the basis the actions being without any authority (Art 38 OR).128

(b) Misuse of the power of agency. According to the Federal Supreme Court and
some academic writers, a misuse of the power of agency does not in principle
prevent the contract from being effective either; the principal of the disloyal
agent is, however, not bound by the contract if the contract partner acted in bad

124BGE 77 II 138, 142 E 2, with reference; Huber (n 90), 85.
125See the not officially published judgment of the Federal Supreme Court of 30 March 2005,
4C.243/2004, E 2.1; BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 38 OR no 14.
126von Tuhr and Peter (n 41), 363, § 42/IV/3 in fine.
127von Tuhr and Peter (n 41), 363 fn 45, § 42/IV/3 (which mention the reliance on the contract
brought about by collusion being contra bonos mores in addition to the defence of manifest abuse
of a right); A Schott (n 122), 39, with further references, and 48 (with the comment that any
retrospective approval is thus precluded); see also BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 38 OR no 18
(who also proceed on the premise that there was representation without authority, Art 38).
128R Watter, Die Verpflichtung der AG aus rechtsgeschäftlichem Handeln ihrer Stellvertreter,
Prokuristen und Organe, speziell bei sogenanntem “Missbrauch der Vertretungsmacht”,
Schweizer Schriften zum Handels- und Wirtschaftsrecht vol 81 (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag, 1985)
no 58; BSK OR I-Watter (n 108), Art 33 no 19; see also BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 38 OR
no 18 (who in addition also proceed on the premise that the subsequent contract is contra bonos
mores and thus null and void); BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 190 (implicit, in that he speaks
of the requirement for approval pursuant to Art 38 OR).
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faith.129 Some authors, on the other hand, argue that in the case of misuse of the
power of agency, the agent acted without authority.130

Following the line taken by the Federal Supreme Court, it is the principal
that has the burden of proof that the third party acted in bad faith.131 There was
bad faith if the third party either knew of the misuse of the power of agency
or, according to Art 3 para 2 ZGB, could not have acted in good faith had he
or she paid as much attention as might be required of him or her given the
circumstances.132 In the case of the latter, the Federal Supreme Court holds
that – regardless of whether the disloyal agent is a civil or commercial agent –
even relatively weak doubt or slight negligence of the third party suffices in
order to assume bad faith.133

(c) Conclusion. If the principal, having gained knowledge of the bribery, invokes in
case of collusion the exceptio doli or if he or she proves in the case of misuse of
the power of agency (without collusion between the third party and the disloyal
agent) that the third party acted in bad faith, the contract that is non-binding for
the principal falls ex tunc.134

129See, eg, BGE 119 II 23, 25 E 3/ingress (Mövenpick I), with reference to the judgment of the
Cantonal Court (Kantonsgericht), which was confirmed by the Federal Supreme Court (25, facts A
in fine); 121 III 176, 179 E 3 (Mövenpick II) (only a summary of E 3 has been officially published);
BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 38 OR no 14 and 19ff; HR Künzle, ‘Stellvertretung bei
Abschluss eines Kaufvertrages, Missbrauch der Vertretungsmacht eines Prokuristen’ (discussing
BGE 119 II 23ff – Mövenpick I) (1993) 2 Aktuelle Juristische Praxis 999, 1001.
130See, eg, Watter, Verpflichtung der AG (n 128), 61; Koller (n 110), § 19 no 2, with reference
to § 18 no 9ff, in particular 11; C Chappuis, ‘Abus du pouvoir de représentation: le fondé de
procuration devenu organe’ (1997) 6 Aktuelle Juristische Praxis 689, 694.
131This follows from the simple evidence rule in Art 3 para 1 ZGB, according to which good faith
is assumed and bad faith must be proven (see on this BGE 119 II 23, 25 E 3a (Mövenpick I), with
reference; 131 III 511, 519 E 3.2.2).
132See on this overall BGE 119 II 23, 25 E 3a (Mövenpick I), with reference; 131 III 511, 519
E 3.2.2.
133BGE 119 II 23, 26f E 3c/aa (Mövenpick I); see also BGE 131 III 511, 519f E 3.2.2, taking note
that the strict requirements in respect of the diligence of third parties when there is misuse of the
power of agency were controversially discussed in relation to commercial agents, but it was not
necessary to deal with this question in the instant case; BK-Zäch and Künzler (n 105), Art 38 OR
no 20.
134In respect of defect of intention, the Federal Supreme Court has already expressly held that
for reasons of practicability a termination ex nunc must be assumed in the case of ongoing
obligations that have been entirely or partly fulfilled (with caveat if the defect of intention affects
the synallagma itself) (in detail on this BGE 129 III 320, 328ff E 7.1.2ff (sewage case); see
also 137 III 243, 250 E 4.4.4, with further references). In my view there is nothing to be said
against extending this case law to the cases of misuse of the power of agency and collusion if one
proceeds on the premise of the above-described Federal Supreme Court’s concept in respect of
their legal consequences. In favour of this, reference can be had to the fact that in BGE 129 III
320, 329 E 7.1.3 (sewage case); the Federal Supreme Court considered the ex nunc solution for
ongoing obligations rather more generally for cases in which the invalidation of the contract is
not established ex officio but by exercising a right to influence a legal relationship by unilateral
declaration (Gestaltungsrecht). However, then – as in the case of intentional deception – the
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16.3.3.4 Restitution

As already mentioned above (in Sect. 16.2.3.1, under lit a), ex tunc invalidity of the
contract means that performance already rendered must be restituted according to
the rules on rei vindicatio (movables) (Art 641 para 2 ZGB), the action to have the
land register corrected (real property and limited rights in rem) (Art 975 ZGB) or
unjust enrichment (usually money and in principle, ie with the exception of special
rules applicable, pecuniary performance that cannot be returned in kind) (Art 62ff
OR).135

In the case of synallagmatic contracts, the parties are only obliged to make
returns contemporaneously against the rendering of the counter-performance (Zug
um Zug). This also applies when they have claims under unjust enrichment against
each other.136

16.3.4 Defect of Intention (Art 23ff OR)

16.3.4.1 Scope of Application

If the bribed contract is not concluded by the bribe-taker in the name of the principal
but by the latter directly or another agent of the latter who was, however, not bribed,
then the rules regarding defect of intention in Art 23ff OR play a role in respect
of the question of whether a legally effective contract has come about between the
principal and the third party despite bribery.

The rules on defect of intention in Art 23ff OR also apply as an “expression
of general legal principles” analogously and in a subsidiary manner to public law
contracts.137

disadvantaged party (ie the principal) should be given the right to choose whether he or she would
terminate the ongoing obligations ex nunc or ex tunc (see on this overall below in Sect. 16.3.4.3).
135For references and examples for special rules, see above Sect. 16.2.3.1, under lit a.
136BSK OR I-Schulin (n 50), Art 64 no 11, with further references. The question whether the two
claims based on unjust enrichment are treated independently from each other (Zweikondiktionen-
theorie) or as a whole, with those party to be considered unjustly enriched that gave less than he or
she received (Saldotheorie) is subject of controversy (in detail on this overall, eg, S Hartmann, Die
Rückabwicklung von Schuldverträgen, Luzerner Beiträge zur Rechtswissenschaft vol 9 (Zurich,
Schulthess Verlag, 2005) no 362ff; BSK OR I-Schulin (n 50), Art 64 no 12ff, each with further
references).
137BGE 132 II 161, 164 E 3.1; P Tschannen, U Zimmerli and M Müller, Allgemeines Verwal-
tungsrecht (Berne, Stämpfli Verlag, 2014) § 35 no 10; BSK OR I-I Schwenzer (n 41), Vor Art
23–31 no 17, each with further references.
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16.3.4.2 Legal Elements of Intentional Deception and Mistake as
to the Basis of the Contract

The offences included under Art 23ff OR are: mistake of expression (Erklärungs-
irrtum), mistake as to the basis of the contract (Grundlagenirrtum), intentional
deception (absichtliche Täuschung), and duress (Furchterregung). In the context
of bribery it is intentional deception (Art 28 OR) and mistake as to the basis of the
contract (Art 24 para 1 no 4 OR) that are in the foreground.

Intentional Deception

According to Art 28 para 1 OR, the contract is not binding on the party who was
induced by intentional deception on the part of the other party to conclude the
contract even if the mistake prompted was not fundamental. Para 2 provides that
the intentional deception practiced by a third party only hinders the contract from
being binding upon the party deceived if the other party (ie the contract partner of
the party deceived) knew of the deception at the time of the contract being closed or
should have known of such.

The legal elements of intentional deception according to Art 28 OR are: (1) act of
deception, (2) intention to deceive, (3) mistake on the part of the party deceived, (4)
causal link between the deception and conclusion of the contract, and (5) illegality.

In the case of bribery, the real crux as regards the above-mentioned legal elements
is the proof of the causal link between the deception and the conclusion of the bribed
contract – together with the proof that there was an act of deception. The legal
elements of intentional deception are satisfied as follows:

• Act of deception

The special feature of the bribery – when the contract partner gave the bribe him or
herself or failing this if the bribe-giving action by a third party or the knowledge of
the bribery existing within the contract partner’s sphere can be imputed to the latter –
lies in the fact that both the contract partner and the bribe-taker have committed acts
of deception actively and passively: firstly, the contract partner occasions the bribe-
taker to deceive his or her principal and the bribe-taker influences the conclusion
of the contract by preserving the impression of false facts or suppressing real facts;
secondly, both the bribe-taker and the contract partner preserve silence vis-à-vis the
principal as regards the existence of a bribery agreement and the resulting disloyal
conduct of the bribe-taker.138

Deception by failure to communicate something means there must have been a
duty to inform, which may arise from the law, contract or duty to act in good faith
(Art 2 ZGB).139 In the case of the bribe-giving contract partner, such duty to inform

138See, eg, BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 177, 179f, 184f and 187f.
139BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 30, with further references to case law and doctrine.
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arises from the requirement to act in good faith.140 The bribe-taker’s duty to inform
the principal about the bribe arises from his or her duty to inform determined by
the respective internal relationship between the bribe-taker and the principal. In
employment and simple agency contracts, duties to inform and notify arise out of
the general duty of good faith set out in Art 321a para 1 OR141 and Art 398 para 2
OR142 respectively.143

The intentional deception by the principal’s own agent or auxiliary (Abschlussge-
hilfe) is deemed to be intentional deception by a third party.144 In this case, the
contract is binding on the deceived party unless at the time of the conclusion of the
contract the contract partner knew of the deception or ought to have known of it (Art
28 para 2 OR). When it comes to bribery there is usually certain knowledge of the
deception by the bribe-taker on the part of the contract partner if the latter is either
the bribe-giver or – if the contract partner did not give the bribe him or herself – if
the bribe-giving action by a third party or the knowledge of the bribery that existed
within the contract partner’s sphere can be imputed to the latter.

• Intention to deceive

There is intention to deceive when the deceiver knew the information given was
incorrect and acted with the intent to mislead the contract partner (here the principal)
or to keep up a mistake in order to motivate said partner to close the contract.145 In
this respect dolus eventualis suffices.146 The existence of the intention is manifest
both in respect of the contract partner of the principal and the bribe-taker.

• Mistake

The various deceptive acts give rise to different false impressions on the part of the
deceived party. The false impression the deceived party is under includes, on the
one hand, the fact that there is no bribery-free contractual basis and that he or she is
confronted with a disloyal contract partner.147 On the other hand, the deceived party
may be mistaken as to the quality of the offer(s) if the bribe-taker presents false
information or suppresses true information about the offer(s).

140BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 37; Steinbeisser (n 41), 66; Frick (n 41), no 248.
141Art 321a para 1 OR: “The employee must carry out the work assigned to him or her with due
care and loyally safeguard the employer’s legitimate interests.”
142Art 398 para 2 OR: “The agent is liable to the principal for the faithful and diligent performance
of the business entrusted to him or her.”
143With respect to bribery: Tercier (n 41), 261; BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 185 (reference
to good faith). In general: BSK OR I-W Portmann (n 41), Art 321a no 11f (employment contract);
BK-Fellmann (n 67), Art 398 OR no 144ff (simple agency contract).
144BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 113.
145See, eg, BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 69.
146See, eg, BGE 136 III 528, 532 E 3.4.2, with reference.
147In respect of the latter mistake Wyss and von der Crone (n 95), 39.
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The bribe-taker’s knowledge that bribery is taking place or how the offer(s)
would have to be correctly assessed is not attributed to the principal – regardless
of whether the former is an agent or an auxiliary. It would be a manifest abuse of a
right if the contract partner invoked attribution of knowledge.148

• Causality

According to the wording of Art 28 para 1 OR, the contract partner must have
been induced to enter into the contract by intentional deception practiced by the
other party. Pursuant to the Federal Supreme Court and doctrine, this means that the
mistake brought about by the deception must have been causal for the conclusion of
the contract.149

There is currently controversy in the context of bribery as to whether causality
in the sense of intentional deception only exists when the bribe-taker’s influence on
the conclusion, the design or the realisation of the bribed contract has been proven
(thus, for example, the judgments in the previous instances in BGE 129 III 320ff
(sewage case) and Schmidlin in the Berner Kommentar150), or whether it is already
sufficient to prove that not revealing the bribery influenced the conclusion of the
contract (thus, Wyss and von der Crone, Frick as well as even earlier Huber151).
As the criticism levelled by Wyss and von der Crone was based on facts that were
not ascertained by the previous instances, the Federal Supreme Court did not take
a position in BGE 129 III 320ff (sewage case) on whether only one or the other or
both causality approaches come into consideration for the basis of the causality in
the sense of intentional deception.152

Like the other legal elements of the offence of intentional deception, causation
must be proven by the deceived party.153 In general a causal link is assumed when
the act of deception is proven. It is open then to the deceiving party to prove
that the deceived party would have concluded the contract even had there been no
deception.154

148See, eg, Wyss and von der Crone (n 95), 39f, with further references.
149BGE 136 III 528, 532 E 3.4.2, with further references; Schwenzer (n 51), no 38.10; Gauch,
Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 856.
150See the second and first instance in BGE 129 III 320ff (sewage case): Higher Court of the Canton
of Zurich, decision and judgment of 17 September 2002, in the case of the City of Zurich against
ABZ Recycling AG, 16ff E III/3b; District Court of Zurich, judgment of 10 September 1999, 15ff
E V/2.2.2.2f; BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 181.
151Wyss and von der Crone (n 95), 40; Frick (n 41), no 274ff, in particular 279ff; Huber (n 90), 83.
152BGE 129 III 320, 327 E 6.3 in fine.
153See, eg, BGE 129 III 320, 327 E 6.3 (sewage case); BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 162,
with further references.
154See, eg, BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 162, with further references.
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• Illegality

The requirement of illegality that does not proceed expressly from Art 28 OR is
material when a question is answered in an untruthful manner.155 If the question
answered in an untruthful manner is not admissible, there is no intentional deception
due to lack of illegality.156 The contract partner’s question about the existence of
bribery is always admissible, so that answering it wrongly gives rise to illegality.

If any of the above-mentioned legal prerequisites for intentional deception are not
fulfilled, only mistake as to the basis of the contract comes into question; however,
unlike intentional deception this necessitates there being a fundamental mistake.

Mistake as to the Basis of the Contract

There is a mistake as to the basis of the contract according to Art 24 para 1 no 4 OR
where the error relates to specific facts which the party acting in error considered
in good faith in business dealings (Treu und Glauben im Geschäftsverkehr) to be a
necessary basis of the contract.

The legal elements of the mistake as to the basis of the contract are: (1) mistake as
to specific facts, (2) subjective and (3) objective fundamental nature of the specific
facts the mistake relates to, and (4) recognisability of the importance of the specific
fact assumed by the mistaken party for concluding the contract. These prerequisites
are fulfilled in cases of bribery as follows:

• Specific facts

The mistake must at the time the contract is concluded relate to specific facts that
nowadays are construed in a broad sense and may concern circumstances within or
outside of the contract (see on this already above in Sect. 16.3.1).

The mistake on the part of the principal of the bribe-taker is related to the
lack of knowledge of the contract partner’s approach including bribery and the
(false) assumption that he or she (ie the principal) was dealing with a loyal contract
partner.157 If the bribe-taker presents the bribe-giver’s offer falsely, the mistake on
the part of the principal additionally relates to wrong impressions of the offer; this
will, however, not be dealt with in more detail here.

• Subjective fundamentality

The specific facts to which the mistake relates must have been a conditio sine qua
non for the party which was mistaken as regards concluding the contract.158

155Example: BGE 132 II 161, 165ff E 4.
156See, eg, BSK OR I-Schwenzer (n 137), Art 28 no 12; BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 17.
157District Court of Zurich, judgment of 10 September 1999, 29f E V/3.2; Higher Court of the
Canton of Zurich, decision and judgment of 17 September 2002, in the case of the City of Zurich
against ABZ Recycling AG, 19 E III/4b and c; see also Héritier (n 41), 148; Tercier (n 41), 258f.
158See, eg, BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 23/24 OR no 161ff.
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Not much can be read with respect to this criterion from the previous instances
in BGE 129 III 320ff (sewage case) as this requirement was deemed fulfilled
simply by virtue of the fact that the contractual relationship was terminated when
the city gained knowledge of the bribe payment.159 In doctrine, when discussing
whether it is subjectively fundamental for the principal that the conclusion of the
contract is not based on bribery, reference is made to the existence of corresponding
company-internal guidelines or the distribution of instructions to representatives
and agents,160 to clear responses in earlier cases of bribery,161 and sometimes to
the loss of reputation and to the (often though not always applicable) economic
disadvantages bribery is associated with for the principal.162

• Objective fundamentality

According to the Federal Supreme Court and doctrine, the wording “in good
faith in business dealings” in Art 24 para 1 no 4 OR requires that the facts at
issue appear not only subjectively but “also objectively, from the perspective or
according to the standards of loyal business dealings” as a necessary basis for the
contract.163 The crucial question is whether an average third party in the position of
the mistaken party and knowing the correct facts also would not have concluded
the contract or would have concluded it with different contents.164 In part, the
Federal Supreme Court’s considerations on objective fundamentality are also based
on whether the unilateral non-binding165 nature of the contract appears to be a
reasonable legal consequence for the mistake from the perspective of good faith
in business dealings (so-called principle of weighing up the consequence – Prinzip
der Folgeerwägung).166

The previous instances in BGE 129 III 320ff (sewage case) do not provide further
reasoning for their statement that the bribe was “grossly adverse to good faith in
business dealings”. With a glance at the long-term contract in question (this was a

159Higher Court of the Canton of Zurich, decision and judgment of 17 September 2002, in the case
of the City of Zurich against ABZ Recycling AG, 20 E III/4d. Critical on this Wyss and von der
Crone (n 95), 41.
160Héritier (n 41), 148; Tercier (n 41), 259.
161Héritier (n 41), 148; see also in general BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 23/24 OR no 171.
162Steinbeisser (n 41), 61; Frick (n 41), no 494.
163BGE 136 III 528, 532 E 3.4.1; not officially published judgment of the Federal Supreme Court
of 25 October 2004, 4C.219/2004, E 3.3.1, each with further references.
164C Huguenin, Obligationenrecht, Allgemeiner und Besonderer Teil (Zurich, Schulthess Verlag,
2012) no 512, with reference to Schwenzer (n 51), no 37.26, and Koller (n 110), § 14 no 35.
165On the legal consequences in case of mistake as to the basis of the contract see below
Sect. 16.3.4.3.
166Not officially published judgment of the Federal Supreme Court of 1 July 2010, 4A_70/2010,
E 2.6, with reference to Gauch, Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 784; see also CHK OR-Kut
(n 105), Art 23/24 no 31, with further references.
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5 year contract), the loyal conduct of the contract partner was accorded additional
weight by the previous instances.167

• Recognisability of the importance of the specific fact assumed by the mistaken
party

The mistake as to the basis of the contract can only be relied upon when the party
that was not mistaken was able to recognise the importance of the specific facts
assumed by the mistaken party as regards concluding the contract. This requirement
is not expressed explicitly in Art 24 para 1 no 4 OR, but was developed by the case
law from the principle of good faith in business dealings.168

In the previous instances in BGE 129 III 320ff (sewage case), this requirement
did not find any separate mention. According to the doctrine, the fact that the
contract partner does everything to keep the bribe secret can, however, be considered
sufficient proof that it was recognisable to him or her that the principal would not
enter into the contract if it was known that bribes were in play.169

16.3.4.3 Legal Consequences

If in case of bribery the legal elements of intentional deception or mistake as to
the basis of the contract are fulfilled, the contract is unilaterally not binding on the
party that was intentionally deceived or was subject to the mistake as to the basis
of the contract (Art 28 para 1 OR and Art 23 OR respectively). Thus, it is at the
discretion of the deceived or mistaken party whether he or she wishes to invoke the
unilaterally non-binding nature of the contract (there is also talk, sometimes also
in a non-technical170 sense, of a declaration of avoidance). If such party invokes
the unilaterally non-binding nature of the contract, this contract is in principle
invalid ex tunc.171 The Federal Supreme Court has expressly rejected any contractual
restitutional relationship when a defect of intention renders a contract unilaterally
non-binding, despite many voices in legal doctrine in favour of such solution.172

167District Court of Zurich, judgment of 10 September 1999, 30 E V/3.2; Higher Court of the
Canton of Zurich, decision and judgment of 17 September 2002, in the case of the City of Zurich
against ABZ Recycling AG, 19 E III/4b and c.
168See, eg, BGE 132 III 737, 740f E 1.3; BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 23/24 OR no 180ff, in particular
180; CHK OR-Kut (n 105), Art 23/24 no 30, each with further references to case law and doctrine.
Against, eg: Huguenin (n 164), no 513ff, with further references; Koller (n 110), § 14 no 49; Gauch,
Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 781 and 786.
169Tercier (n 41), 259, with reference.
170Thus, eg, in BGE 114 II 131, 140 E 2b (Picasso); additional information about the so-called
invalidity theory and the avoidance theory is provided further below in this section.
171BGE 137 III 243, 248f E 4.4.3, with further references to case law and doctrine.
172BGE 137 III 243, 249f E 4.4.3, with further references, and 251f E 4.4.7.
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The Federal Supreme Court affirms – in general and not only in respect of bribery
cases – an exception from the ex tunc effect, for reasons of practicability, when
it comes to ongoing obligations that have been entirely or partly fulfilled if the
contract is declared unilaterally non-binding due to defect of intention. In this case,
the Federal Supreme Court proceeds on the basis of a termination ex nunc.173 The
part already performed is thus deemed fully valid in such case.174 However, if the
defect of intention affects the synallagma itself, when it comes to restitution the
mutual performance will be modified by the court according to the rules on partial
nullity of contracts with contents that are illegal, contra bonos mores or impossible
(Art 20 para 2 OR).175 In legal doctrine, it is noted and explained that – unlike when
it comes to mistake as to the basis of the contract – in cases of intentional deception
the decision on whether to dissolve the contract ex tunc or ex nunc should be up to
the disadvantaged party (ie the deceived party).176 This is because ex nunc invalidity
leads to the result, problematic in the case of intentional deception, that the contract
partner of the mistaken party (ie the deceiving party) may keep the performance
already rendered along with the resulting profit.177

It is a matter of controversy how to qualify the legal situation existing between
the conclusion of the contract and the point in time at which it is established
whether the unilateral non-bindingness has been invoked in due time or the contract
is approved expressly or by conduct implying an intent (konkludent). The Federal
Supreme Court and some lines of legal doctrine proceed on the premise that the
contract is invalid from the beginning and has no effect and later becomes effective
ex tunc when the time period for invoking the unilateral non-bindingness has expired
unused or when the contract has been approved by other means (so-called invalidity
theory – Ungültigkeitstheorie).178 It has been left open by the Federal Supreme
Court whether the invalidity is mutual or unilateral.179 In contrast, the predominant
part of legal doctrine considers the contract to be valid initially and become ex tunc
invalid if the unilateral non-bindingness is invoked in due time (so-called avoidance
theory – Anfechtungstheorie).180

173BGE 137 III 243, 250 E 4.4.4, with further references; BGE 129 III 320, 329 E 7.1.3 (sewage
case). Differentiating BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 31 OR no 104ff.
174BGE 129 III 320, 329 E 7.1.3 (sewage case).
175BGE 129 III 320, 329f E 7.1.4 (sewage case); 137 III 243, 250 E 4.4.4, each with further
references.
176BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 31 OR no 106f (intentional deception) and 108 (mistake as to the
basis of the contract), to which the Federal Supreme Court at least refers in BGE 129 III 320, 326
E 6.1 (sewage case, mistake as to the basis of the contract).
177BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 31 OR no 106.
178BGE 114 II 131, 142f E 3b (Picasso), with further references; confirmed in BGE 127 III 248,
254 E 3b; see also Gauch, Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 890 and 901ff, with further references
to case law and doctrine, and 901ff.
179BGE 114 II 131, 143 E 3b (Picasso).
180BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 23/24 OR no 379f, with further references to doctrine.
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The option of invoking unilateral non-bindingness is subject to a relative time
limit that cannot be interrupted (so-called Verwirkungsfrist)181 of 1 year (Art 31
para 1 OR), which commences in the case of intentional deception and mistake
when the mistake is discovered (Art 31 para 2 OR). The statute does not provide any
absolute time limit; however, indirect time limitations do arise when performance
is to be restituted under the law of unjust enrichment. Unjust enrichment claims are
subject to an absolute limitation period of 10 years after the claim first arose (Art 67
para 1 OR). Pursuant to the invalidity theory, this is as of the performance.182 In
the view of the Federal Supreme Court, however, this applies likewise under the
avoidance theory, because the assertion of non-bindingness also works ex tunc in
this theory.183

16.3.4.4 Restitution

As already mentioned above (in Sect. 16.2.3.1, under lit a), in case of ex tunc invalid-
ity of the contract, performance already rendered must be restituted according to the
rules on rei vindicatio (movables) (Art 641 para 2 ZGB), the action to have the land
register corrected (real property and limited rights in rem) (Art 975 ZGB) or unjust
enrichment (usually money and in principle, ie with the exception of special rules
applicable, pecuniary performance that cannot be returned in kind) (Art 62ff OR).184

In the case of synallagmatic contracts that have become non-binding as a result
of defect of intention (or are null and void), the parties are only obliged to make
returns contemporaneously against the rendering of the counter-performance (Zug
um Zug). This also applies when they have claims under unjust enrichment against
each other.185

In the event that the defect of intention relates only to part of the contract, the
Code of Obligations does not include any provision in the section on “defects
of contract’s conclusion” (Mängel des Vertragsabschlusses) in this respect (in
particular in Art 23 and 31 OR). According to today’s case law and prevailing
doctrine, however, it is recognised that the rules on partial nullity of contracts
with contents that are illegal, contra bonos mores or impossible (Art 20 para 2
OR) apply by analogy to contracts that are unilaterally non-binding due to defect
of intention,186 in particular when it comes to the mistake as to the basis of

181BGE 114 II 131, 141 E 2b in fine (Picasso); see also CHK OR-Kut (n 105), Art 31 no 21, each
with further references to case law and doctrine.
182BGE 114 II 131, 143 E 3b (Picasso).
183BGE 114 II 131, 143f E 3b (Picasso); see on this overall CHK OR-Kut (n 105), Art 31 no 3,
with further references to the controversy in doctrine.
184For references and examples for special rules, see above Sect. 16.2.3.1, under lit a.
185In addition to the general references made above in n 136, see in respect of defect of intention
(and contracts that are null and void) also BGE 137 III 243, 249f E 4.4.3, with further references
to case law.
186See, eg, BGE 130 III 49, 56f E 3.2, with further references to case law.
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the contract187 and (with restrictions) when it comes to intentional deception188.
Accordingly, the simple partial nullity or partial non-bindingness must be rejected
if, analogously to Art 20 para 2 OR, it may be assumed that the contract would not
have been concluded without the null and void part.189

If the legal elements of both intentional deception and mistake as to the basis
of the contract are fulfilled, the deceived party may invoke either at its option.190

Intentional deception is preferable, however, as the legal protection it provides
is wider than under mistake as to the basis of the contract.191 One advantage of
intentional deception as opposed to mistake as to the basis of the contract has already
been mentioned above in connection with ongoing obligations (Sect. 16.3.4.3).
Besides this, there are advantages in the case of intentional deception when it
comes to compensation claims: even if the deceived party approves the contract,
compensation claims against the deceiving party (for example on the basis of
Art 41ff or culpa in contrahendo) are “not automatically” excluded (Art 31
para 3 OR).192 Unlike the deceived party, the negligently mistaken party owes the
other contract partner compensation for any loss or damage arising from invoking
unilaterally the non-bindingness of the contract, unless the other knew of the mistake
or ought to have known of it (Art 26 para 1 OR). However, in the case of bribery,
the contract partner knows the mistake of the principal if he or she (the contract
partner) either gave the bribe him or herself or – if this is not the case – the bribe-
giving action or the knowledge existing about the bribery within his or her sphere
can be imputed to him or her. Insofar, in the case of a mistake as to the basis of the
contract, there is also no duty on the part of the principal to compensate the contract
partner, regardless of whether the principal’s mistake was negligent or not. Finally,
the deceived party can even invoke the non-bindingness of the contract after the
relative time limit of 1 year has expired if sued for performance by the deceiving
party so long as he or she (the deceived party) had not expressly or by conduct
implying an intent approved the contract (Art 60 para 3 OR); however, according to
the standards of good faith, the deceived party must in return restitute what he or
she in turn has received.193

187BGE 78 II 216, 217f E 5; 96 II 101, 106f E 3a; 107 II 419, 423f E 3a; 130 III 49, 56f E 3.2;
BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 23/24 OR no 409ff; Gauch, Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 852; Koller
(n 110), § 14 no 122f.
188BGE 99 II 308, 308f E 4c; Gauch, Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 869; BK-Schmidlin (n 53),
Art 28 OR no 79; Schwenzer (n 51), no 39.08f; Koller (n 110), § 14 no 182 (with critical remark).
189See, eg, BGE 78 II 216, 218 E 5.
190BSK OR I-Schwenzer (n 137), Art 28 no 22.
191BK-Schmidlin (n 53), Art 28 OR no 137, with further references; BSK OR I-Schwenzer (n 137),
Art 28 no 22.
192See, eg, Gauch, Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 870f, with further references.
193The deception is considered an “unpermitted act” in the sense of Art 60 para 3 OR. See on this
overall, eg, BSK OR I-Schwenzer (n 137), Art 31 no 21; BSK OR I-RK Däppen (n 41), Art 60
no 15, each with further references; Gauch, Schluep and Schmid (n 41), no 903.
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17.1 Introduction

The UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts (the “Princi-
ples”)1 represent a private codification or “restatement” of the general part of
international contract law.2 Regarded as “a significant step towards the globalization
of legal thinking”3 and as “a particularly authoritative and valid expression of the
lex mercatoria”,4 the Principles have been increasingly used, notwithstanding their
non-binding nature, by parties when drawing up their contracts and by courts and
arbitral tribunals for the settlement of disputes.5

At its 84th session, the Governing Council of the UNIDROIT, convinced that
“work for the Principles of International Commercial Contracts ought to continue”,
set up a Working Group with the task of preparing a new edition of the Principles,
and proposed a list of topics to be included.6 These topics included conditions,
plurality of creditors and debtors, and illegality.7

At its 90th session, the Governing Council of UNIDROIT adopted the 3rd
edition of the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts (“2010
Principles”), whereby a new Section III has been introduced under Chap. 3 in order
to deal with the issue of “illegality” (“New Section on Illegality”).

This paper analyzes the civil law consequences of corruption in international
commercial arbitration under the New Section on Illegality in light of current
arbitration practice. Specifically, after a brief account of the relevance that
the UNIDROIT Principles may have in international arbitration proceedings
(Sect. 17.2) and the content of the New Section on Illegality (Sect. 17.3), the
following issues will be addressed in turn. First, preliminary issues such as
the power of arbitral tribunals to address corruption claims (Sect. 17.4.1), and
admissibility of claims under a contract tainted with corruption (Sect. 17.4.2) will
be discussed. Second, the parties’ ability to exercise contractual and restitutionary
remedies in cases involving contracts either procured by corruption or providing

1The Principles are available at www.unidroit.org/english/principles/contracts/main.htm
2MJ Bonell, ‘Model Clauses for Use of the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial
Contracts in Transnational Contract and Dispute Resolution Practice’ (2013) Study L – MC Doc 1
Rev, para 1 (www.unidroit.org/english/documents/2013/study50/mc/s-50-mc-01rev-e.pdf).
3JM Perillo, ‘Unidroit Principles of International Commercial Contracts: The Black Letter Text
and a Review’ (1994) 43 Fordham Law Review 315.
4P Lalive, ‘L’arbitrage international et les Principes UNIDROIT’ in MJ Bonell and F Bonelli (eds),
Contratti commerciali internazionali e Principi UNIDROIT (Milan, Giuffré, 1997) 71, 80.
5Bonell (n 2).
6Governing Council 84th session (March 2005) C.D. (84) 19 rev. 2, 4 (www.unidroit.org/english/
governments/councildocuments/2005session/cd84-19rev2-e.pdf).
7Previously, illegality was expressly excluded from the scope of the Principles. According to the
official commentary to the 1994 and 2004 editions of the Principles, the reason for this exclusion
lied “both in the inherent complexity of questions of status and of public policy and the extremely
diverse manner in which they are treated in domestic law”.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-19054-9_3
www.unidroit.org/english/principles/contracts/main.htm
www.unidroit.org/english/documents/2013/study50/mc/s-50-mc-01rev-e.pdf
www.unidroit.org/english/governments/councildocuments/2005session/cd84-19rev2-e.pdf
www.unidroit.org/english/governments/councildocuments/2005session/cd84-19rev2-e.pdf
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for corruption will be addressed (Sect. 17.4.3). Finally, the provisions contained
in New Section on Illegality will be analyzed with a view to assessing whether
they may affect the way in which arbitral tribunals currently address the civil law
consequences of corruption (Sect. 17.4.4).8

17.2 The Relevance of the UNIDROIT Principles
in International Commercial Arbitration

The Preamble of the Principles lists the circumstances in which the Principles may
apply (or, at least, be taken into account) in the context of international commerce.
Specifically, the Principles: (i) apply where the parties expressly provided so in the
agreement9; (ii) may apply where the parties subject the contract to unspecified

8This paper does not deal with many of the issues concerning illegality in international commercial
arbitration, such as applicable law, standard of proof, duties and inquisitorial powers of the
arbitral tribunal, and enforcement issues. For a more extensive account of these topics, see
RH Kreindler, Competence-Competence in the Face of Illegality in Contracts and Arbitration
Agreements (The Hague, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2013); A Sayed, Corruption in International
Trade and Commercial Arbitration (The Hague, Kluwer Law International, 2004); AS Kosheri and
P Leboulanger, ‘L’arbitrage face à la corruption et aux trafics d’influence’ (1984) Rev. Arb. 3; P
Mayer, ‘Le contrat illicit’ (1984) Rev. Arb. 205; P Lalive, ‘Ordre public transnational (ouréellement
international) et arbitrage international’ (1986) Rev. Arb. 329; B Oppetit, ‘Le paradoxe de la
corruption à l’épreuve du droit du commerce international’ (1987) 1 J.D.I. 5; P Mayer, ‘La règle
morale dans l’arbitrage international’, Etudes offertes à Pierre Bellet (Paris, Litec, 1991) 379; V
Heuzé, ‘La morale, l’arbitre et le juge’ (1993) 2 Rev. Arb. 179; JG Wetter, ‘Issues of Corruption
before International Arbitral Tribunals: The Authentic Text and True Meaning of Judge Gunnar
Lagergren’s 1963 Award in ICC Case No 1110’ (1994) 10 Arb. Int’l 227; Y Derains, ‘La lutte
contra la corruption – Le point de vue de l’arbitre international’ Contribution au Congrès AIJA
(Montreux, 1996); J Rosell and H Prager, ‘Illicit Commissions and International Arbitration: The
Question of Proof’ 15 Arb. Int’l 329.
9The official commentary to the Principles, at p 3, suggests that “[p]arties who wish to choose the
Principles as the rules of law governing their contract” should “combine such choice of law clause
with an arbitration agreement” because “the freedom of choice of the parties in designating the
law governing their contract is traditionally limited to national laws. Therefore, a reference by the
parties to the Principles will normally be considered to be a mere agreement to incorporate them
in the contract, while the law governing the contract will still have to be determined on the basis
of the private international law rules of the forum. As a result, the Principles will bind the parties
only to the extent that they do not affect the rules of the applicable law from which the parties may
not derogate”. This commentary notwithstanding, an arbitral tribunal suggested that, even where
the parties explicitly choose the Principles as the law applicable to the contract this may not suffice
to bind the arbitrators to apply them; see Final Award of September 1998 rendered in ICC Case
No 9419, (1999) Vol 10 No 2 ICC Bulletin 104 (“the Unidroit Principles could certainly be used
for reference by the parties involved for the voluntary regulation of their contractual relationship,
in addition to helping the arbitrator in confirming the existence of particular trade usages, but
they cannot constitute a normative body in themselves that can be considered as an applicable
supranational law to replace a national law, at least as long as the arbitrator is required to
identify the applicable law by choosing the rule of conflict that he considers most appropriate,
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principles of international trade,10 or the agreement is silent as to the applicable
law; and (iii) may be taken into account as a means of interpreting or supplementing
either “international uniform law instruments” or domestic law.11

International arbitration practice shows that, although the parties seldom select
the Principles as the law governing the contract,12 arbitrators have applied them in
a number of different instances. For example, the Principles have been used to:

– give substance to the parties’ choice to subject the contract to “general rules and
principles enjoying wide international consensus”13;

– determine the law applicable to the contract absent a choice-of-law clause14;

in accordance with the provisions laid down by the international conventions and as provided for
in the rules of arbitration within the scope of which he operates”). By the same token, according to
a recent comment (trans by the author): “[t]he Principles do not have an autonomous authority, the
vast majority of the legal systems do not consider them as having the necessary standing to govern
a contract. In particular, this is the approach adopted by the European legislator, who refused
to permit rules other than national laws to govern an international contract. Even if the parties
design the principles as the law governing the contract, the domestic law applicable pursuant to
the pertinent conflict of laws rules would nonetheless apply” (G Cuniberti, ‘Le nouvel article 3.3.1
des Principes UNIDROIT 2010 sur le contrat violant une règle impérative: un regard critique du
point de vue du droit international privé’ (2013) Uniform Law Review 490). For a critical stance,
see P Mayer, ‘The Role of the UNIDROIT Principles in ICC Arbitration Practice’ in ICC Special
Supp 2002, UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts: Reflections on their
Use in International Arbitration (Paris, ICC Publishing, 2002) 105, 108.
10Such as “general principles of law, the lex mercatoria or the like” (Preamble of the Principles).
11The Preamble also provides that the Principles: “may serve as a model for national and
international legislators”.
12See Mayer (n 8), 105. For an example of an arbitration agreement providing for the Principles
as the law applicable to the contract, see Final Award of December 1996 rendered in ICC Case
No 8331, (1999) Vol 10 No 2 ICC Bulletin 65: “[t]he parties have agreed that the Arbitral
Tribunal shall apply the relevant agreements between the parties and, to the extent that the
Arbitral Tribunal finds it necessary and appropriate, the UNIDROIT Principles of International
Commercial Contracts of May 1994 shall be applied by the Arbitral Tribunal”.
13Partial Awards of June 1995, April 1998, and February 1999 rendered in ICC Case No 7110,
(1999) Vol 10 No 2 ICC Bulletin 39. In this case, the parties agreed that the nine contracts in dispute
were subject to the “laws of natural justice”. Accordingly, the arbitral tribunal: (i) held that, in the
circumstances of the case, “reference in the Contracts to natural justice or the like” can only be
“reasonably construed as pointing to the application of [ : : : ] general legal rules and principles
regarding international contractual obligations and enjoying wide international consensus”; (ii)
specified that “general legal rules and principles enjoying wide international consensus, applicable
to international contractual obligations and relevant to the Contract, are primarily reflected by the
Principles of International Commercial Contract adopted by the UNIDROIT”; and (iii) concluded
that “the Contracts are governed by, and shall be interpreted in accordance [with], the UNIDROIT
Principles”.
14See, eg, Final Award of March 2000 rendered in ICC Case No 9875, (2001) Vol 12 No 2 ICC
Bulletin 95.
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– supplement international law instruments and, in particular, the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods15; and

– support the findings made in application of the domestic law chosen by the parties
as applicable to the contract, especially where such law refers to trade usages.16

17.3 The New Section on Illegality

As the preparatory works show, the Working Group on Illegality initially adopted
a bipartite approach, distinguishing between contracts that are illegal because (a)
they are “contrary to fundamental principles”17; or (b) by their terms, performance
or otherwise, they infringe “a mandatory rule”,18 and providing for different legal
effects for the two categories.19

Although this bipartite approach was in line with that adopted by the Principles
of European Contract Law,20 the Working Group eventually abandoned it.21 Thus,

15See Final Award of December 1996 rendered in ICC Case No 8769, (1999) Vol 10 No 2 ICC
Bulletin 75: “Claimant is entitled to interest on the sums awarded pursuant to Art 78 of the
Vienna Convention. Art 78 Vienna Convention does not specify a particular interest rate. The sole
Arbitrator considers it appropriate to apply a commercially reasonable interest rate (see Art 7.4.9
subs 2 UNIDROIT Principles)”.
16See Partial Award of October 2000 rendered in ICC Case No 10022, (2001) Vol 12 No 2 ICC
Bulletin 100, and Final Award of May 1999 rendered in ICC Case No 9753, (2001) Vol 12 No 2
ICC Bulletin 82.
17Art 1 of the first and second draft of the Section on Illegality read as follows in the relevant part:
a “contract is illegal if, whether by its terms, performance or otherwise, it is contrary to principles
widely accepted as fundamental in legal systems throughout the world” (UNIDROIT 2008 Study
L – Doc 106, May 2008, 3; and UNIDROIT 2009 Study L – Doc 111, May 2009, 3).
18Art 3 of the first and second draft of the Section on Illegality read as follows in the relevant
part: a “contract, whether by its terms, performance or otherwise, is also illegal if it infringes a
mandatory rule applicable under Art 1.4 of these Principles” (UNIDROIT 2008 Study L – Doc
106, May 2008, 5; and UNIDROIT 2009 Study L – Doc 111, May 2009, 10).
19As to the agreements contrary to fundamental principles, the drafts provided that only the party
that did not know (and ought not to have known) of the facts that made “the contract illegal”
could have exercised its remedies under the contract (to the extent it appeared reasonable in the
circumstances). Instead, as to contracts infringing a mandatory rule, the drafts established that
the legal effect of the illegality would have been those “expressly prescribed by” the infringed
“mandatory rule”, unless it did “not expressly prescribe the effects of an infringement”. In this
case, the parties would have had the right “to exercise such remedies as in all the circumstances”
were reasonable. See Arts 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the section on Illegality in UNIDROIT 2008 Study L –
Doc 106, May 2008, 1–7; and UNIDROIT 2009 Study L – Doc 111, May 2009, 1–15.
20See Principles of European Contract Law, Arts 15:101 and 15:102.
21For a full account of the Working Group works see MJ Bonell, ‘The New Provisions on Illegality
in the UNIDROIT Principles 2010’ (2011) Uniform Law Review 517.
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the 2010 Principles only address illegality due to the infringement of a “mandatory
rule, whether of national, international or supranational origin”.22

The New Section on Illegality encompasses two articles.
Art 3.3.1 distinguishes between two types of effects that may follow the

infringement of a mandatory rule, establishing that:

(i) such an infringement shall have the effects prescribed by the infringed rule
itself23; and

(ii) where the rule is silent, the parties shall “have the right to exercise” the remedies
available under the contract that are reasonable in the circumstances.24 Among
contractual remedies, the right to performance or compensation, as well as “the
right to treat the contract as being of no effect, the adaptation of the contract or
its termination on terms to be fixed”25 may be available to the parties.

Art 3.3.2 addresses the parties’ right to claim restitution of what they have paid,
“[w]here there has been performance” under an illegal contract. In particular, even
“where the parties are denied any remedies under the contract”,26 if the infringed
mandatory rule is silent on the effects of the infringement, “restitution may be
granted where this would be reasonable in the circumstances”.27 This rule may prove
to be very innovative. In fact, as the official commentary to the 2010 Principles
highlights, “contrary to the traditional view that, at least where both parties were
aware or ought to have been aware of the infringement of the mandatory rule”, no
restitutionary remedies are available, Art 3.3.2 admits that “restitution may or may
not be granted depending on whether it is more appropriate to allow the recipient to
keep what it has received or to allow the performer to reclaim it”.28

22Arts 1.4 and 3.3.1 of the 2010 Principles.
23After all, this solution is obvious given that the Principles are a soft-law instrument.
24Art 3.3.1 reads as follows: “[w]here a contract infringes a mandatory rule, whether of national,
international or supranational origin, applicable under Article 1.4 of these Principles, the effects of
that infringement upon the contract are the effects, if any, expressly prescribed by that mandatory
rule. Where the mandatory rule does not expressly prescribe the effects of an infringement upon
a contract, the parties have the right to exercise such remedies under the contract as in the
circumstances are reasonable. In determining what is reasonable regard is to be had in particular
to: (a) the purpose of the rule which has been infringed; (b) the category of persons for whose
protection the rule exists; (c) any sanction that may be imposed under the rule infringed; (d) the
seriousness of the infringement; (e) whether one or both parties knew or ought to have known of
the infringement; (f) whether the performance of the contract necessitates the infringement; and
(g) the parties’ reasonable expectations”.
25Official commentary to Art 3.3.1 of the 2010 Principles, 128.
26Official commentary to Art 3.3.1 of the 2010 Principles, 134.
27Art 3.3.2. The criteria to assess the reasonableness are the same provided for by Art 3.3.1.
28Official commentary to Art 3.3.1 of the 2010 Principles, 34.
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17.4 The Legal Consequences of a Positive Finding
of Corruption in International Commercial Arbitration
Practice

Generally speaking, an arbitral tribunal is prevented from hearing and ruling on the
merits of a case if it either lacks jurisdiction, or declares the claims before it to
be inadmissible. So, before addressing the civil law consequences (on contracts)
of corruption in international arbitration (Sect. 17.4.3), one has to determine –
preliminarily – whether international arbitrators would: (i) view themselves as
having jurisdiction to address and verify the merits of the allegations of corruption
(Sect. 17.4.1); and (ii) dismiss claims brought under a contract tainted with
corruption as inadmissible (Sect. 17.4.2).29

17.4.1 Lack of Jurisdiction

Where an allegation of corruption is raised, the first dilemma for the arbitral tribunal
will be whether it lacks jurisdiction ratione materiae over the disputes.30 In the case

29In very broad terms, an objection to jurisdiction has been described as “a plea that the tribunal
itself is incompetent to give any ruling at all”, while an objection to the substantive admissibility of
the claim has been described as “a plea that the tribunal should rule the claim inadmissible on some
ground other than its ultimate merits” (G Fitzmaurice, The Law and Procedure of the International
Court of Justice (Cambridge, Grotius Publications, 1986) 438). In this regard, K Highet, in his
Dissenting Opinion in Waste Management Inc v United Mexican States, distinguished jurisdiction
and admissibility as follows: “[j]urisdiction is the power of the tribunal to hear the case;
admissibility is whether the case itself is defective – whether it is appropriate for the tribunal
to hear it” (Waste Management, Inc v United Mexican States, ICSID Case No ARB(AF)/98/2,
Dissenting Opinion of Keith Highet on Jurisdiction, May 8, 2002, para 58; www.italaw.com/
sites/default/files/case-documents/ita0894.pdf). The delineation of the two concepts is not clearly
considered in every legal system and not always acknowledged by arbitral tribunals. The confusion
derives mainly from the circumstance that both jurisdictional and admissibility objections, if
upheld, prevent courts and tribunals from rendering a decision on the merits. However, ending
the case because the tribunal finds it has no jurisdiction to hear the claims, or because the
claims are deemed inadmissible, may have very different consequences. By way of example,
consider that decisions of “tribunals which do not respect jurisdiction limits may be invalidated
by a controlling authority” (eg, a domestic court), while, “if the parties have consented to the
jurisdiction of a given tribunal, its determination as to the admissibility of claims should be final”
(J Paulsson, ‘Jurisdiction and Admissibility’ in G Aksen, KH Böckstiegel, PM Patocchi and AM
Whitesell (eds), Global Reflections on International Law, Commerce and Dispute Resolution, Liber
Amicorum in honour of Robert Briner (Paris, ICC Publishing, Publication 693, 2005) 601).
30For an exhaustive list of the issues that international arbitral tribunals are called upon to
solve when dealing with corruption, see A Crivellaro, ‘The Courses of Action Available to
International Arbitrators to Address Issues of Bribery and Corruption’ (2013) 10 Transnational
Dispute Management 1.

www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/ita0894.pdf
www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/ita0894.pdf
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known as the oldest international commercial arbitration dealing with corruption,31

the sole arbitrator Judge Lagergren declined jurisdiction, holding that disputes
concerning allegedly illegal contracts where not arbitrable as a matter of public
policy.

Specifically, even if none of the parties had raised the issue, Judge Lagergren
felt that, “in the interest of due administration of justice”, he had ex officio powers
to examine “the question of jurisdiction”.32 Eventually, on the basis of “general
principles denying arbitrators to entertain disputes of this nature”,33 he found
that “jurisdiction must be declined” in cases “involving gross violation of good
morals and international public policy”.34 This was so because “parties who ally
themselves in an enterprise of the present nature must realize that they have forfeited
any right to ask for the assistance of the machinery of justice (national courts or
arbitral tribunals) in settling their disputes”.35

According to Judge Lagergren’s findings, allegations of illegality or corruption
per se render the dispute non-arbitrable and, as a consequence, deprive the arbitral
tribunal of its jurisdiction to hear claims brought under a contract allegedly tainted
with corruption. The rationale of his reasoning lies on the assumption that “due to
the criminal element involved, those issues should be left to the State courts”.36

The shortcomings of this approach are evident. By way of example, arbitral
practice shows that allegations of corruption may eventually be found to be
groundless.37 In these cases, Judge Lagergren’s approach would inevitably lead to

31Final Award of 1963 rendered in ICC Case No 1110 (1994) 3 Arb Int’l 282. By way of
background, the dispute arose between: (i) an Argentine engineer, active as businessman in
Buenos Aires since the 1930s and having “considerable influence in governmental as well as in
commercial and industrial circles” (the claimant); and (ii) a British company (the respondent) that,
knowing the Argentine authorities’ intention to increase “the production of electrical power in the
region of Buenos Aires”, became interested “in this undertaking as potential supplier of electrical
equipment” and “asked the claimant [ : : : ] to promote the placing of an order (or orders) for
electrical equipment with the respondent”. In this context, the parties entered into a commission
agreement pursuant to which respondent was to pay a percentage of the consideration received for
any contracts concluded with the Argentine authorities. Eventually, out of several contracts entered
into by the Argentine authorities in connection with their project in the Buenos Aires region, only
one was awarded to the respondent. As a result, the respondent refused to pay the commission to the
claimant and the parties eventually entered into a submission agreement providing for arbitration
in Paris under the ICC Rules.
32Final Award of 1963 rendered in ICC Case No 1110, 47 (n 31).
33Final Award of 1963 rendered in ICC Case No 1110, 51 (n 31).
34ibid.
35ibid.
36JD Lew, LA Mistelis and S Kröll, Comparative International Commercial Arbitration (The
Hague, Kluwer Law International, 2003) paras 9–79.
37See, eg, the Final Award of May 4, 1999 rendered by an ad hoc UNCITRAL tribunal in
case Himpurna California Energy Ltd v PT. (Persero) Perusahaan Listruik Negara, (2000) XXV
Yearbook of Commercial Arbitration 13, paras 116–120. In this case, the arbitral tribunal also
discussed the issue of burden of proof in corruption cases. In the words of the tribunal, the “point
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an unjustified denial of justice, or at least to a betrayal of the will of the parties,
which entered into an arbitration agreement to see their disputes resolved in the
agreed forum.

Furthermore, under the settled doctrine of separability, an arbitration agreement
is distinct and autonomous from the contract in which it is contained.38

Therefore, even where the contract itself is invalid (eg, because it is tainted by
corruption), the arbitration agreement must still be held to be valid and effective.
As a consequence, allegations of corruption are currently not likely to deprive the
arbitrator of jurisdiction and, hence, courts and arbitral tribunals uphold the right
of the arbitrator to exercise jurisdiction in cases where allegations of illegality
or corruption have been made. This is well-explained in the first Interim Award
rendered in ICC Case No 4145. In that case, even though the respondent challenged
the jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal because the “agreement was immoral per
se and its object was illicit”, the arbitrators eventually ruled that “the question of
validity or nullity of the main contract, for reasons of public policy, illegality or
otherwise, is one of merits and not of jurisdiction, the validity of the arbitration
clause having to be considered separately from the validity of the main contract”.39

However, an exception to this principle may apply where voidness ab initio of the
contract infects the arbitration agreement ab initio.40 Although, generally corruption
and illegality issues do not undermine separability,41 there are exceptional cases
(which do not include bribery)42 where illegality renders the separate arbitration
agreement void ab initio, including in certain cases of (i) non est factum cases (ie,

is simply that there is a presumption in favor of the validity of contracts; that this presumption is
healthy; that it is strengthened when contracts have provided the basis upon which many persons
have acted over time; and that a finding of illegality or other invalidity must not be made lightly, but
must be supported by clear and convincing proof ” (emphasis added). Accordingly, the allegation
of corruption was eventually dismissed since it was found that there was “no evidence of corruption
in this case”. For a more extensive discussion of general approaches to the burden of proof and its
allocation, see Kreindler (n 8), 257–259.
38Separability of arbitration clauses is a far-reaching principle in most jurisdictions, and is reflected
in Art 16(1) of the UNCITRAL Model Law: “A decision by the arbitral tribunal that the contract
is null and void shall not entail ipso jure the invalidity of the arbitration clause.”
39First Interim Award of 1983 rendered in ICC Case No 4145 (1987) XII Yearbook of Commercial
Arbitration 97, para 8.
40See RH Kreindler, ‘Aspects of Illegality in the Formation and Performance of Contracts’ in AJ
van den Berg (ed), International Commercial Arbitration: Important Contemporary Questions,
ICCA Congress Series No 11 (London 2002) (The Hague, Kluwer Law International, 2003) 209;
and P Leboulanger, ‘The Arbitration Agreement: Still Autonomous?’, in AJ van den Berg (ed),
International Arbitration 2006: Back to Basics?, ICCA Congress Series No 13 (Montreal 2006)
(The Hague, Kluwer Law International, 2007) 3.
41See, eg, Premium Nafta Products Limited (20th Defendant) et al (Respondents) v Fili Ship-
ping Company Limited (14th Claimant) et al, House of Lords, October 17, 2007, [2007]
UKHL 40 (www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200607/ldjudgmt/jd071017/ship.pdf); and Tri-
bunal Fédéral, National Power Corporation v Westinghouse, 2 September 2003, BGE 119 II 380.
42See, eg, Premium Nafta Products Limited (n 41).

www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200607/ldjudgmt/jd071017/ship.pdf
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where a party claims that it signed the contract by mistake, without knowing the
meaning of that signature, but without being negligent),43 (ii) forgery,44 (iii) threat,45

(iv) mistake of identity,46 and (iv) signature absent authority.47 The competence-
competence principle would normally entitle a (negative) decision on separability
in such instances.48

17.4.2 Inadmissibility of Claims

Even if legality is no longer considered an express jurisdictional prerequisite, it still
may be seen as an implied prerequisite to admissibility, either under the applicable
law or as an effect of international law informing national law. As a result, parties
to a contract tainted with corruption may find themselves barred from maintaining
any claims (whether contractual and or for restitution) under the contract.49 Such a
bar is usually imposed under the equitable adages nemo auditur turpitudinem suam
allegans (literally, no one can be heard to invoke his own turpitude) and ex turpi
causa non oritur actio (literally, an action cannot arise from dishonorable cause). In

43See, eg, Harbour Assurance Co Ltd v Kansa General International Insurance Co Ltd, Tapiola
International Insurance Co Ltd et al, Court of Appeal (1995) XX Yearbook of Commercial
Arbitration 787.
44See, eg, ICJ, Case Concerning Maritime Delimitation and Territorial Questions between Qatar
and Bahrain (Qatar v Bahrain), (2001) 40 International Legal Materials 847.
45See, eg, ICC Case No 6401 Westinghouse and Bruns & Roe (USA) v National Power Company
and the Republic of the Philippines, (1992) 7 Mealey’s International Arbitration Report 31.
46See, eg, TTMI Sarl v Statoil ASA [2011] EWHC 1150 (Comm).
47See, eg, PV Tytell, ‘The Detection of Forgery and Fraud’ in AJ van den Berg (ed), International
Commercial Arbitration: Important Contemporary Questions, ICCA Congress Series No 11
(London 2002) (The Hague, Kluwer Law International, 2003) 315.
48Kreindler (n 8), 213.
49See, eg, the Final Award of 4 October 2006 rendered in the ICSID Case No ARB/00/077, World
Duty Free Company Limited v Republic of Kenya, para 179: “[i]n conclusion, as regards public
policy both under English law and Kenyan law (being materially identical) and on the specific
facts of this case, the Tribunal concluded that the Claimant is not legally entitled to maintain any
of its pleaded claims in these proceedings on the ground of ex turpi causa non oritur action”. In
this case, the arbitral tribunal held that the acts of bribery committed by the investor were contrary
to international public policy. In so doing, it cited the opinion of Kerr LJ in Euro-Diam: It would
be an “affront to public conscience’ to grant to the Claimant relief which it seeks because this
Tribunal “would thereby assist and encourage the plaintiff in his illegal conduct” (ibid, para 178).
The question that arises is whether jurisdiction could be considered to be independently lacking
because a claimant is estopped by reason of “unclean hands” from accepting respondent’s offer. In
this context, the arbitral tribunal in World Duty Free held that “[i]f, from the plaintiff’s own stating
or otherwise, the cause of actions appears to arise ex turpi causa, or the transgression of a positive
law of this country, there the court says he has no right to be assisted” (ibid para 181).
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other words, since an unlawful act cannot serve as the basis for action in law, the
contracting party cannot seek redress through protection of substantive legal rights
under a contract if it has “unclean hands”.50

For instance, in a recent case, an arbitral tribunal found that the agreement
entered into by the parties had a “corruptive intent” and, accordingly, “dismissed
the agent’s case on the ground that no claim is defendable in law whenever it arises
from an invalid contract, affected by an illicit object”.51 According to a commentator
who was directly involved in the case, this was a “clear reminiscence of the Roman
adagio fraus omnia corrumpit”.52

Technically speaking, these maxims do not operate as a defense on the merits,
rather, they constitute a “procedural” bar to the admissibility of a claim.

17.4.3 Voidness of the Contract and (Un)Availability
of Contractual and Restitutionary Remedies

Distinct from the issue of admissibility of claims, international arbitral tribunals may
assess the consequences of corruption on the merits of the case and, specifically, on
the commercial contract in dispute.

In this respect, a distinction may be drawn between contracts providing for
corruption and contracts procured by corruption. Generally, the latter are merely
voidable at the insistence of the innocent party (but are otherwise intrinsically valid
and therefore continue to produce all their legal effects), while the former are null
and void ab initio.53

50This concept, which was originally developed at common law, today is found in the laws of many
jurisdictions. For a thorough examination of the “unclean hands” doctrine and its implications in
international arbitration, see Kreindler (n 8), 390–407; RH Kreindler, ‘Corruption in International
Investment Arbitration: Jurisdiction and the Unclean Hands Doctrine’ in K Hobeér, A Magnusson,
M Öhrström (eds), Between East and West: Essays in Honour of Ulf Franke (Huntington, Juris
Publishing, 2010) 309–327; L Garcia-Arias, ‘La Doctrine des ‘Clean Hands’ en Droit International
Public’ (1960) 30 Yearbook of Association of Attenders of Alumni of the Hague Academy
of International Law 14; P Wendel, State Responsibility for Interferences with the Freedom
of Navigation in Public International Law (London, Springer, 2007) 157. See also Klöckner
Industrie-Anlagen GmbH et al v United Republic of Cameroon and Société Camerounaise des
Engrais, ICSID Case No ARB/81/2, Award, 21 October 1983; ICJ, Legal Consequences of the
Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion, 9 July 2004, 2004
International Court of Justice Reports 163; ICJ, Case Concerning Oil Platforms (Islamic Republic
of Iran v United States of America), 6 November 2003, Separate Opinion of Judge Simma, 176–
178; ICJ, Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Belgium), 14
February 2002, International Court of Justice Reports 2002, 13.
51Crivellaro (n 30), 3. The author specifies that the award was rendered on March 23, 2011 and is
unpublished.
52ibid.
53It is worth noting that this conclusion is not necessarily valid under English law where: “illegal
contracts are not devoid of legal effect, but the ex turpi causa maxim entails that no action on the
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Arbitration practice shows that contracts entered into for “corruptive intent”54

(eg, bribing agreements providing for corruption) are invariably declared null and
void ab initio, either under the applicable domestic law, or under international public
policy requirements, or both.

By way of example, in a case where the parties entered into several agreements
whereby “claimant, acting as consultant for defendant, would assist defendant in
trying to secure saving on costs” and “in acquiring extensions of the total value”55 of
a construction project, the arbitral tribunal found that the last agreement provided for
corruption since it was in reality “an offensive secret commission agreement”.56 As a
result, it declared the agreement “entirely null and void”,57 because it was contrary
to “bonos mores” (under both the law governing the agreement and international
public policy).58 Similarly, in ICC Case No 3913 of 1981, the arbitral tribunal

contract can be maintained” (HG Beale, Chitty on Contracts (London, Sweet&Maxwell, 2012)
Vol 1 para 16-007).
54Crivellaro (n 30), 3.
55AJ van den Berg, Final Award of 1990 rendered in ICC Case No 6248, (1994) XIX Yearbook of
Commercial Arbitration 123.
56ibid, 137.
57ibid, 138.
58ibid, 126–127. When employing the concept of public policy, we refer to the “fundamental
notions of a particular legal system” (B Hanotiau and O Caprasse, ‘Public Policy in International
Commercial Arbitration’ in E Gaillard and D di Pietro (eds), Enforcement of Arbitration
Agreements and International Arbitral Awards – The New York Convention in Practice (London,
Cameron May Ltd, 2008) 789). However, a precise definition of public policy is “notoriously
difficult” (ibid 788) and the concept is also not applied in a uniform fashion. Public policy has
been called “one of the most elusive and divergent notions in the world of juridical science”
(M Ferrante, ‘Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards in Italy and Public Policy’ in Hommage
à Frederic Eisemann, Liber Amicorum (Paris, ICC Publishing, 1978) 86), and a concept so
vague and fundamental that it is much easier to feel than to define. There is a variety in
the interpretation of public policy from country to country. It is precisely these differences in
understanding of public policy between national laws that give meaning to public policy as a
limitation to international arbitration, particularly in the commercial area. Furthermore, there
is also the concept of transnational public policy, which refers to the generally internationally
accepted core principles, which thus are part of the public policy of the majority of states (see,
eg, RH Kreindler, ‘Approaches to the Application of Transnational Public Policy by Arbitrators’
(2003) 4 Journal of World Investment 246). International arbitrators often resort to international
public policy standards (intended as “an international consensus as to universal standards and
accepted norms of conduct that must be applied in all fora”; World Duty Free v Kenya, para 139,
n 49) to give substance to their findings under the applicable law. See, eg, the Final Award of
1981 rendered in ICC Case No 3913, cited in the Final Award of 1998 rendered in ICC Case No
8891, (2000) 4 Journal Droit International, 1076–77: holding a contract null and void because its
cause was “en droit frainçais, illicite et immorale” and specifying that “[c]ette solution n’est pas
seulement conforme à l’ordre public français interne, elle résulte également de la conception de
l’ordre public international tel que la plupart des nations le reconnaît”. See also the Final Award
of August 1988 rendered in ICC Case No 5622 (1993) 2 Rev. Arb. 334, and the Final Award of
1994 rendered in ICC Case No 7047, (1997) Vol 8 No 1 ICC Bulletin 61 ff.
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declared the contract providing for the payment of “kickbacks” null and void
because it was contrary to French domestic public policy and to international public
policy.59

In these instances, arbitral tribunals, “without either party having to take any
steps to set it aside”,60 will neither enforce the contract nor grant any other remedies
(ie, neither contractual nor restitutionary remedies will be available to the parties).61

Instead, contracts entered into as a result of a bribing agreement (contracts
procured by corruption) may be annulled at the option of one party, depending on
the domestic applicable law. It follows that, if the innocent party takes action, “what
was previously an existing contract is set aside” and, consequently, it cannot be
enforced (ie, no contractual remedies will be available to the parties).

However, restitutionary remedies may in principle still be available. In fact, as
an ICC tribunal made clear, the “avoidance of a contract must be distinguished
from restitution” because “by rescinding, the innocent party seeks to set aside the
contract”, while in “asking for restitution of whatever he has performed to the
date of rescission, he must either make or tender restitution of that which he has
received”.62 Nonetheless, arbitration practice shows that arbitral tribunals are not
keen on awarding parties full restitution of what they have rendered in performing
a contract that was procured by corruption. For instance, in ICC Case No 11307,
the arbitral tribunal dismissed a claim for full restitution under two maintenance
contracts and ordered the contractor to reimburse to the principal only the balance
between the total consideration it received under the maintenance contracts and the
commission it paid to an intermediary to (illegally) secure the contracts.63

17.4.4 Contractual and Restitutionary Remedies Under
the New Section on Illegality

As mentioned, the New Section on Illegality deals with the effects that the
infringement of a mandatory rule by the “terms, performance, purpose”64 of a
contact may have on the contract itself. Where the infringed mandatory rule is
silent, parties to an illegal contract (a) may exercise the contractual remedies that are
reasonable under the circumstances; and (b) where the contract has been performed,

59See the Final Award of 1981 rendered in ICC Case No 3913, 1076 (n 58). See also the note by Y
Derains to the Final Award 2730 (1984) Clunet 918 and ff.
60M Hwang and K Lim, ‘Corruption in Arbitration, Law and Reality’ (2012) 8 Asian International
Arbitration Journal 65.
61See Beale, Chitty on Contracts, Vol 1, para 16-010 (n 53).
62Final Award of 2003 rendered in ICC Case No 11307, (2008) XXXIII Yearbook of Commercial
Arbitration 24, para 34. See also Crivellaro (n 30), 6.
63See the Final Award of 2003 rendered in ICC Case No 11307, 24–62 (n 62).
64Official commentary to the Principles, 125.
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may still claim restitution if it is reasonable in the circumstances, and even where
they “are denied any remedies under the contract”.65

In the following two subsections, we will examine how the principles established
by the New Section on Illegality may influence international arbitrators when
assessing the consequences of corruption on commercial contracts and, specifically,
the remedies – both contractual (Sect. 17.4.4.1) and restitutionary (Sect. 17.4.4.2) –
that parties to a contract tainted with corruption may retain.

Although no arbitral awards applying the New Section on Illegality seem to be
publicly available to date, the Illustrations provided by the official commentary to
the 2010 Principles are helpful for our purposes. It is worth recalling that any of the
considerations made below are relevant to the extent that the UNIDROIT Principles
apply and no national law rules on the legal effects of illegality on contracts take
precedence.

17.4.4.1 Contractual Remedies

According to current arbitration practice, parties to a contract tainted with corruption
are usually denied any contractual remedies, except where the contract is procured
by corruption (as opposed to providing for corruption) and the innocent party
decides not to take action for its annulment. Instead, pursuant to Art 3.3.1 of the
New Section on Illegality, contractual remedies may still be granted if it appears
reasonable, based on the following criteria:

(i) the purpose of the infringed mandatory rule;
(ii) the category of persons that the infringed mandatory rule intends to protect;

(iii) the sanctions that may be imposed under the infringed rule;
(iv) the seriousness of such infringement;
(v) the knowledge that one or both parties had (or ought to have) of the

infringement;
(vi) the circumstance that the performance of the agreement may have required the

infringement; and
(vii) the reasonable expectations of the contracting parties.

As to contracts providing for corruption, Illustration No 1 of Art 3.3.1 provides
the following example.66 A (the “Contractor”) entered into a “Commission Agree-
ment” with B (the “Agent”). Under this agreement, the Agent would pay, against
a substantial fee, “a high ranking procurement advisor”67 of a Governmental entity
to induce the latter to award the Contractor a construction contract. Commission
agreements as such are illegal under the law of virtually all jurisdictions (because
they infringe either statutory provisions, or national public policy standards), as

65Official commentary to the Principles, 134.
66Official commentary to the Principles, 125.
67ibid.
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well as under well-established international principles of good morals. As seen
supra, an international arbitration tribunal would declare such contracts null and
void ab initio. Equally, under new Art 3.3.1 of the 2010 UNIDROIT Principles, such
contracts will be considered non-existent (and, therefore, be devoid of legal effect).
Indeed, in the example, if the Governmental entity refused to award the Contractor
the construction contract, notwithstanding the fee that the Contractor paid to the
Agent, neither the Contractor nor the Agent would be granted “any remedy under
the Commission Agreement”.68 This is so because granting a contractual remedy
despite the fact that the contract should not have been concluded in the first place
clearly defeats the purpose of national and international provisions (as well as of
public policy standards) prohibiting bribery. Indeed, as the official commentary to
the 2010 Principles makes clear, the “[p]urpose of the rule infringed” is “among the
most important factors” that arbitral tribunals must take “into consideration”69 when
assessing the reasonableness of granting (contractual) remedies under Art 3.3.1 of
the 2010 Principles.

As an example of contracts procured by corruption, one can imagine the con-
struction contract that the Contractor could have obtained from the Governmental
entity as a result of the bribe paid to the “high ranking procurement advisor”.70

In that case, “[w]hether one or both parties knew or ought to have known of the
infringement” may be relevant.71

Under most national laws as applied by international arbitral tribunals so far, if
the Governmental entity was not aware of the bribe paid by the Agent, the contract
would be voidable at its option and, if annulled, contractual remedies would not be
granted to either party.72 The outcome would not be so dissimilar under the New
Section on Illegality since, according to Illustration No 16 to Art 3.3.1(2)(e), if the
innocent party decides to treat the contract as “being of no effect”, “neither of the
parties has a remedy under the Contract”.73

This notwithstanding, the New Section on Illegality seems to suggest a more
flexible approach. Indeed, if the innocent party decides to treat the contract as
effective (and therefore does not initiate annulment proceedings), both parties may
bring actions to enforce it and, significantly, the consideration that the governmental
entity will be obliged to pay will be “subject to an appropriate adjustment taking
into consideration the payment of the bribe”.74 Furthermore, even where contractual

68Official commentary to the Principles, 128.
69ibid.
70Official commentary to the Principles, 125.
71Art 3.3.1(2)(e).
72See, eg, the Award of 2003 rendered in ICC Case No 11307, 24 ff (n 62). See also Lord Mustill’s
Expert Legal Opinion in World Duty Free v Kenya, para 164 (n 49).
73Official commentary to the Principles, 131.
74ibid.
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remedies are denied because the contract is annulled at the instance of the innocent
party, “this is without prejudice to any restitutionary remedy that may exist”.75

In sum, the criteria listed in Art 3.3.1(3) may serve as guiding principles
for international arbitrators and, in some instances, induce them to abandon the
“all or nothing” approach followed so far. However, their impact should not be
overemphasized. In the majority of cases, especially when concerning corruption,
the granting of contractual remedies will remain “rather exceptional”.76

17.4.4.2 Restitutionary Remedies

Art 3.3.2 provides the parties to an (at least) partially performed illegal contract with
the possibility of recovering what they have rendered in performing the contract (a)
when it is reasonable in the circumstances of the case77; and (b) “[e]ven where
as a consequence of the infringement of a mandatory rule” they are “denied any
[contractual] remedies”.78

Under the traditional approach, when parties to a contract tainted with corruption
are both blameworthy, no restitutionary remedies will be granted, according to the
maxim in pari causa turpitudinis cessat repetitio (literally, where both parties are
guilty, no one can recover).79 Furthermore, where the parties are both blameworthy,
the defendant has the stronger position (according to the maxim in pari delicto
potior est conditio possidentis).80 Thus, the corrupt intermediary cannot claim a
commission from the corrupt principal. As stated in the Final Report of the 2008

75ibid.
76Bonell (n 21), 531.
77The criteria against which this reasonableness must be assessed are the same as those listed in
Art 3.3.1.
78Official commentary to the Principles, 134.
79It has been authoritatively pointed out that: “there are differences in approach. Thus, while in
common law jurisdiction as a rule no restitution is granted and only a few exception in specific
circumstances are admitted (eg, where the party seeking restitution is excusably unaware of the
illegal nature of the contract or is otherwise not in pari delicto; where that party withdraws from the
contact before its improper purpose is achieved; where denial of restitution would cause that party
a disproportionate forfeiture), in most civil law jurisdiction restitution is excluded only where also
the party seeking restitution acted ‘consciously’ or ‘intentionally’ in violation of the mandatory
rule in question, or even only where both parties were actuated by any ‘immoral’ and not merely
‘illegal’ purpose. However, notwithstanding these conceptual differences, in practice the solutions
adopted are basically the same and characterized by a considerable degree of rigidity”. Bonell (n
21), 532.
80BA Garner (ed), Black’s Law Dictionary, 9th edn (St Paul, West Group, 2009) App B, 1838:
“In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis. Where both parties are equally in the wrong, the
position of the defendant is the stronger”. See also Beale, Chitty on Contracts, Vol 1, paras 16-007
and 16-180 (n 53).
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ILA Rio de Janeiro Conference,81 “parties cannot by agreement [ : : : ] legitimately
seek through international arbitration to enforce contracts to pay bribes”.82

Arbitral tribunals have usually adopted a fairly inflexible approach and, despite
the distinctions that may be drawn among different cases, the “exclusion of
recovery” principle is consistently and strictly applied.83

As pointed out by the arbitral tribunal in ICC Case No 8891, this approach
has, “without any doubt, a consequence that is at least unpleasant”,84 and, clearly,
inequitable. This is so especially where the contract in dispute has been partially
performed. Indeed, when recovery is excluded, “the party that benefitted of the
services rendered by its counterparty, will be exempted from paying the agreed
consideration”.85

However, arbitral practice shows that, depending upon the particular circum-
stances, corrupted respondent may nonetheless reap benefits on public interest
grounds, especially in the investment context.

For instance, in the World Duty Free case, where the host state was manifestly
or admittedly “equally at fault” by having participated in the corruption, the arbitral
tribunal considered whether it had equally offended the applicable law, including
international public policy. The arbitral tribunal unanimously held that even in such
case it would not be unfair to the claimant investor to dismiss its claims on the
grounds that they arose out of or in connection with an investment related to an act
of bribery. The award cites amply Lord Mansfield, who wrote in relevant part:

[T]he objection that a contract is immoral or illegal as between plaintiff and defendant,
sounds at all times very ill in the mouth of the defendant. It is not for his sake, however,
that the objection is ever allowed; but it is founded in general principles of policy, which the
defendant has advantage of, contrary to the real justice, as between him and the plaintiff, but
accidentally, if I may say so. The principle of public policy is this: ex dolo malo non oritur
actio. No court will lend its aid to a man who founds his cause of action upon an immoral

81Final Report – Ascertaining the Contents of the Applicable Law in International Commercial
Arbitration (www.ila-hq.org/en/committees/index.cfm/cid/19).
82ibid at 21 and fn 63 citing to Kreindler (n 58), 239 ff.
83See, eg, Final Award of 1981 rendered in ICC Case No 3913 cited in (1984) Clunet, 918 ff (n
58): “[d]es constatations qui viennent d’être relates, il résulte que la convention liant (l’entreprise
britannique) à (l’entreprise français) a un cause illicite, que – pour cette raison – elle est nulle et
de nul effet et qu’en conséquence elle rend les parties mal fondées à s’en prévaloir pour exiger
tant son exécution que la réparation du préjudice pouvant résulter de son inexécution, de même
que la prise en compte, ou le cas échéant, la restitution, des sommes payées ou des avances faites
pour son exécution”. See also Award of 1998 rendered in ICC Case No 8891, 1014 and the note by
Hascher (n 58).
84Award of 1998 rendered in ICC Case No 8891, 1083 (n 58). The original French text reads as
follows: “[p]ar ailleurs, le Tribunal arbitral est conscient que le nullité d’un contrat de pots-de-
vin a pour effet que la partie ayant bénéficié des services de son cocontractant est dispense d’en
payer le prix convenu. C’est là, sans nul doute, une coneséquence pour le moins déplaisante. Elle
apparaît toutefois insuffisante à légitimer le contrat, soit à en imposer la validité malgré son objet
ou sa cause illicite”.
85ibid.

www.ila-hq.org/en/committees/index.cfm/cid/19
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or illegal act. If, from the plaintiff’s own stating or otherwise, the cause of actions appears
to arise ex turpi causa, or the transgression of a positive law of this country, there the court
says he has no right to be assisted. It is upon that ground the court goes; not for the sake of
the defendant, but because they will not lend their aid to such a plaintiff. So if the plaintiff
and defendant were to change sides, and the defendant was to bring its action against the
plaintiff, the latter would then have the advantage of it; for where both are equally at fault,
potior est conditio[n] [sic] defendentis.86

Notably, this approach does not contemplate any obligation to apply a “balancing
test”. Such a test might include quantitatively or qualitatively “weighing” the respec-
tive degrees of egregiousness of the illicit conduct of the claimant investor on the one
hand and respondent host state on the other.87 It might also include a consideration
of the extent to which the respondent host state subsequently investigated the
allegation of bribery and, if applicable, sanctioned its own government officials for
having accepted bribes.88

In this case, the arbitral tribunal concluded that even assuming a balance of
interest between the parties, the balance would still tip in favor of the respondent
host state representing the interests of the public, namely the people of Kenya: “the
law protects not the litigating parties but the public; or in this case, the mass of tax-
payers and other citizens making up one of the poorest countries in the world”.89

Ultimately, “while the conduct of the investor may be weighed against the conduct
of the host country authorities in determining whether the latter had indeed acted
wrongly[,] that conduct must meet a threshold level of unconscionability to negate
the improper conduct of the host authorities”.90

86World Duty Free v Kenya, para 181 (n 49) (emphasis added). See also Kreindler (n 58), 239.
87For a policy-based argument in favor of a balancing test which argues that the burden of
dealing with the negative effects of corrupt activities should not be borne solely by the host
state, see H Raeschke-Kessler and D Gottwald, ‘Korruption und internationales Vertragsrecht:
Rechtliche Aspekte der Korruption im Bau- und Infrastruktursektor mit Auslandsbezug’ in W
Moll (ed), Festschrift für Hans-Jochem Lüer zum 70. Geburtstag (Munich, CH Beck, 2008) 39,
49 (advocating as a burden-shifting mechanism possible adaptation of any contract binding the
two). Query whether the burden-shifting mechanism advocated herein has any firm grounding in
public international law and in view of the Unclean Hands Doctrine. In any event, such remedy
may have no place when the investment tainted with fraud was not contract-based.
88This argument was also indirectly discussed in World Duty Free v Kenya, para 180 (n 49).
While the arbitral tribunal did not make the balance of interests part of its reasoning, it stated,
“[i]t remains nonetheless a highly disturbing feature in this case that the corrupt recipient of the
Claimant’s bribe was more than an officer of state but its most senior officer [ : : : ] it appears that
no attempt has been made by Kenya to prosecute him for corruption or to recover the bribe in
civil proceedings. It is not therefore surprising that Mr Ali feels strongly the unfairness of the legal
case”. However, as mentioned, the arbitral tribunal then resolved this conflict of interest by holding
that the balance should tip in favor of the public interest, ie, the people of Kenya.
89World Duty Free v Kenya, para 181 (n 49).
90P Muchlinski, “Caveat Investor’? The Relevance of the Conduct of the Investor under the Fair
and Equitable Treatment Standard’ (2006) 55 International & Comparative Law Quarterly 527,
539–540 (stating further that “investment tribunals should not countenance illegal behavior by
investors or government officials”).
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The approach adopted by new Art 3.3.2 of the 2010 Principle is far more modern
and undoubtedly an improvement. The official commentary to Art 3.3.2 makes
reference to the same case mentioned by Illustration No 1 to Art 3.3.1, adding some
factual details. The Contractor, “having been awarded the Contract”, has “almost
completed the construction” when a new Government “comes to power” and claims
that “the Contract is invalid because of corruption”, thereby refusing to “pay the
outstanding 50 % of the price”. Clearly, “it would not be fair” to let the Government
have “the almost completed work for half the agreed price”.91 Therefore, under these
or similar circumstances, the official commentators conclude:

(i) the Contractor “may be granted an allowance in money for the work done
corresponding to the value that the almost completed” construction has for the
Government; and

(ii) the Government “may be granted restitution of any payment it has made
exceeding this amount”.92

17.5 Conclusions

To the extent that the UNIDROIT Principles are relevant in the international arbitra-
tion context, the New Section on Illegality may have an impact on the adjudication
of civil law consequences of corruption by international arbitral tribunals.

Under the 2010 Principles, while parties to a contract tainted with corruption
would still be denied any contractual remedies in most (if not all) of the possible
instances, the same is not true with respect to the right to obtain restitution of what
they have paid or rendered under the illegal agreement. This responds to concerns
that have become more compelling in international commercial deals and which
must be recognized by international arbitral tribunals.

Thus, the New Section on Illegality may well be seen as a first step toward the
breaking of what is known as the “paradox of corruption” and, for this reason, every
practitioner involved in international dealings and commercial relations should
welcome it as a (potentially) innovative tool.

91Official commentary to the Principles, 135.
92ibid.
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Abstract The United States legal system seeks to prevent and prohibit bribery
and corruption through a myriad of laws, regulations and policies. Anti-corruption
jurisprudence is more developed in the context of public sector contracts where
the United States criminalizes bribery of public officials through 18 U.S.C. § 201
(Bribery of Public Officials and Witnesses). In addition, the United States was the
first country to criminalize bribery of foreign government officials in 1977 with the
passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). The FCPA has since been
amended to comply with the adoption of the OECD Convention on Combating
Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions (the
OECD Convention). The FCPA does not have a private right of action, but FCPA
investigations and convictions have led to collateral civil actions, and it is predicted
that as FCPA prosecutions increase in number, such collateral FCPA actions will
also continue to increase. There is no federal law prohibiting private sector bribery
per se, but 37 states have enacted “commercial bribery” statutes that criminalize
bribery and corruption on the state level. In addition, at the federal level, there are a
variety of criminal and civil statutes that allow private parties to address corruption,
including, but not limited to, mail and wire fraud statutes, securities and anti-trust
laws, and the Travel Act. Furthermore, federal government contracts can be voided
under certain criminal conflict of interest statutes. Finally, there are contract law
principles that have found utility in instances where a contract has been tainted
due to actual bribery or potential breach of fiduciary duty, such as illegality, public
policy, and unclean hands.
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18.1 Introduction

The United States legal system seeks to prevent and prohibit bribery and corruption
through a myriad of laws, regulations, and policies. Anti-corruption jurisprudence
is most developed in the context of public sector contracts, but there are numerous
statutes and common law principles that also address private-sector bribery and
corruption, and provide adequate remedies for both offenses. The United States
was the first country to criminalize bribery of foreign government officials in 1977
with the passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).1 The FCPA was
globalized through the adoption of the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials
in International Business Transaction (OECD Convention) that entered into force
on February 15, 1999. The United States has amended the FCPA to comply with the
OECD Convention.2

The FCPA was modeled on the United States law criminalizing bribery of domes-
tic officials: 18 U.S.C. § 201 (Bribery of public officials and witnesses).3 Although
there is no federal law criminalizing private-sector bribery per se, there are many
states in the United States that criminalize commercial bribery by enacting commer-
cial bribery statutes.4 At the federal level, there are a variety of criminal and civil
statutes that allow private parties to address corruption, including, but not limited to,
those statutes that criminalize mail and wire fraud,5 anti-trust behavior, conspiracy,
securities fraud and racketeering (through the Travel Act),6 to name a few. Though
the FCPA does not have a private right of action, FCPA investigations and convic-
tions have led to collateral civil actions. It is predicted that as FCPA prosecutions
increase in number, such collateral FCPA actions will also continue to increase.

18.2 The United States Legal Framework

18.2.1 Domestic Anti-bribery Statutes

The United States’ anti-bribery statutes are part of a multifaceted, comprehensive,
and complex approach to corruption that involves a myriad of statutes, regulations,

115 U.S.C. § 78dd–1 to 78 m (1977).
2The International Anti-Bribery and Fair Competition Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-366, 112 Stat.
3302 (amending the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977).
318 U.S.C. § 201 (2006).
4See discussion in Sect. 18.2.
518 U.S.C. §§ 1341, 43 (2006).
6ibid § 1952 (2006) (governing interstate and foreign travel or transportation in aid of racketeering
enterprises).
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and policies. This approach includes (1) the notice and comment provisions
of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA),7 (2) laws relating to transparency
and accountability, such as the Freedom of Information Act,8 and (3) measures
that address proper management of public affairs and public property,9 integrity
systems10 (such as Codes of Conduct), and asset disclosure requirements for all
three branches of the government. The same approach also uses (1) criminal statutes
that are applicable to the conduct of public officials set forth in Title 18 of the
United States Criminal Code, FCPA, and those relating to money laundering,11

(2) restrictions regarding procurement activities under Title 41,12 (3) non-criminal
statutes involving gifts and travel by federal employees,13 and (4) other statutes
related to employment, such as anti-nepotism laws14 or whistleblowing laws.15 In
addition, the False Claims Act allows any person to file a legal action, known as a
qui tam action, in the appropriate District Court against government contractors on
the basis that the contractor has committed fraud against the government.16

These laws are vigorously enforced, and it is constitutionally permissible, given
the federal system, for natural persons (individuals) or legal persons (companies)
to be prosecuted by both national and state governments. Such double prosecution
does not constitute double jeopardy.17 In discussing the “civil consequences” of
corruption in international commercial contracts, this Report concentrates on federal
statutes that directly address domestic and foreign bribery as well as the impact of
corruption or bribery on the validity and enforceability of a contract under United
States contract law.

75 U.S.C. §§ 551-59 (2006).
8Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 551 (2006). See, eg, Electronic Government Act, 44
U.S.C. § 101 (2006); Government in the Sunshine Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552b (2006); Federal Records
Act, 44 U.S.C. § 3101 (2006).
9See, eg, 48 C.F.R. (providing regulations concerning Federal Acquisition); 18 U.S.C. § 641 (2006)
(establishing the criminal code on misuse of public money, property, and records).
10See, eg, 18 U.S.C. § 201-19 (2006) (governing bribery and criminal and civil conflicts of interest
statutes).
1118 U.S.C. §§ 1956, 57 (2006).
1241 U.S.C. § 423 (2006) (regulating procurement integrity).
13See, eg, 5 U.S.C. § 7353 (2006) (prohibiting gifts to federal employees); 5 U.S.C. § 7351 (2006)
(limiting gifts to superiors).
145 U.S.C. § 3110 (2006) (Anti-Nepotism law); 28 U.S.C. § 458 (2006) (governing relatives of
justice or judge).
15Whistleblower Protection Act (WPA), 5 U.S.C. § 2302 (b) (2006) (prohibiting the taking or
failing to take personnel action as a result of disclosure of information by any employee or applicant
which the employee or applicant reasonably believes evidence a violation of the law. The WPA
protects public sector employees. Private sector whistleblowers are protected under Sarbanes-
Oxley Whistleblower Protection Provisions at 18 U.S.C. § 1514(A) (2006)).
1631 U.S.C. § 3730 (2006).
17See Abbate v. United States, 359 U.S. 187, 193–96 (1959).
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The United States criminalizes bribery of domestic public officials through 18
U.S.C. § 201 (Bribery of Public Officials and Witnesses). Specifically, Sec 201(b)
prohibits any person from “corruptly” giving, offering or promising “anything of
value to any public official or person selected to be a public official, or offering
or promising any public official or any person who has been selected to be a
public official to give anything of value to any other person or entity”, with
intent (A) to influence any official act, (B) to influence such public official to
commit fraud, or (C) to induce such public official to do or omit to do any act
in violation of his or her official duties. Sec 201(b) imposes a fine of “not more
than three times the monetary equivalent of the thing of value [offered or given]
to the public official [,] or imprisonment for not more than 15 years, or both”. In
addition, it provides the possibility of disqualification from holding in the future
“any office of honor, trust or profit” in the United States.18 Lastly, in cases involving
bribery related to U.S. government contracts, an organization or individual may be
barred from doing business with the United States government generally or with
specific government agencies.19 Bribery is even a predicate offense under the Money
Laundering Control Act.20

Currently, there is no federal statute criminalizing commercial or private-
sector bribery. However, 37 states have enacted “commercial bribery” statutes
that criminalize bribery and corruption: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Mis-
souri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
North Dakota, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin.21 These commercial
bribery statutes criminalize private-sector bribery by stating, for example, that “any
employee who solicits, accepts or agrees to accept money or anything of value from
a person : : : corruptly and without the knowledge or consent of the employer, in

18US Response to OECD Convention Phase 1 Questionnaire, para 3.1 available at http://www.
justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response1.pdf
19See Federal Acquisitions Regulation, 48 C.F.R. § 9.4 (2005).
20Money Laundering Control Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(7)(a) (2006).
21See Ala. Code §§ 13A-11-120 to 121; Alaska Stat. §§ 11.46.660-.670; Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §
13-2605; Cal. Penal Code § 641.3; Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-5-401; Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. §§ 53a-160–
161; Del. Code Ann. tit. 11, §§ 881-882; Fla. Stat. Ann. §§ 838.15-.16; Haw. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§
709-880; Ill. Com. Stat. Ann., ch. 720, §§ 5/29A-1, A-2; Iowa Code Ann. § 722.10; Kan. Stat. Ann.
§ 21-4405; Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 518.020-.030; La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 14:73; Me. Rev. Stat. Ann.
tit. 17-A, § 904; Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 271, § 39; Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 750.125; Minn. Stat.
Ann. § 609.86; Miss. Code Ann. § 97-9-10; Mo. Ann. Stat. § 570.150; Neb. Rev. Stat. § 28-613;
Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 207.295; N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 638:7; N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:21-10; N.Y.
Penal Law §§ 180.00 - .08; N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-353; N.D. Cent. Code § 12.1-12-08; 18 Pa. Cons.
Stat. Ann. § 4108; R.I. Gen. Laws §§ 11-7-3, 4; S.C. Code Ann. § 16-17-540; S.D. Codified Laws
Ann. §§ 22-43-1, �2; Tex. Penal Code Ann. § 32.43; Utah Code Ann. § 76-6-508; Va. Code Ann.
§ 18.2-444; Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 9A.68.060; and Wis. Stat. Ann. § 134.05.

http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response1.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response1.pdf
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return for using or agreeing to use his or her position for benefit of that other person,
and any person who offers or gives an employee money or anything of value : : : is
guilty of commercial bribery.”22

No state has passed a law that explicitly prohibits foreign bribery, but according
to the United States government report to the OECD, the U.S. state commercial
bribery statutes can be used to prosecute foreign bribery where a foreign official
is viewed as an agent or employee of his or her government.23 The FCPA is the
federal statute that addresses foreign bribery, and it will be dealt with in some detail
in Sect. 18.2.5. As will be discussed below, the FCPA does not have a private right
of action. However, many federal and state statutes mentioned in this section can
be invoked in FCPA collateral private civil actions. Such civil actions continue to
increase as the number of FCPA enforcement actions also increases.

18.2.2 Other Related Federal Statutes

In absence of a federal statute establishing commercial or private-sector bribery
as a criminal offense, there are other criminal and civil statutes that can be used to
prosecute and provide remedy in case of such misconduct. In particular, commercial
or private-sector bribery can be charged federally under the Travel Act.24 The Travel
Act criminalizes bribery as a violation of both the laws of the state in which
the bribery was committed and state commercial bribery laws. In states where
a commercial bribery statute does not exist, the conduct can be punished under
unfair-trade-practices laws that define bribery as an improper means of gaining a
competitive advantage.25 Other federal statutes that are often used in the context
of private and public-sector bribery and corruption include, but are not limited to,
wire26 or mail fraud27 (prohibit the use of interstate communications in furtherance
of a scheme to defraud someone of property, such as embezzlement); anti-trust or
anti-competitive causes of action, securities fraud, conspiracy, civil and criminal
provisions of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO)28;

22Cal. Pen. Code § 641.3 (emphasis added).
23US Report on Implementation of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, Phase 2, para 1.3 available
at http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/anti-briberyconvention/1962084.pdf
2418 U.S.C. § 1952 (2006) (regulating interstate and foreign travel or transportation in aid of
racketeering enterprises).
25USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime: United
Nations Convention against Corruption, 16 (July 10, 2010), http://www.state.gov/documents/
organization/158105.pdf [hereinafter USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report].
2618 U.S.C. § 1343 (2006).
27ibid § 1341.
28Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1961–1968 (1970).

http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/anti-briberyconvention/1962084.pdf
http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/158105.pdf
http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/158105.pdf
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the Hobbes Act (Interference with Commerce by Threats or Violence)29; and the
Money Laundering Control Act.30 Sec 1957 of the Money Laundering Control Act
makes it an offense to conduct any monetary transaction with proceeds of more than
USD10,000. This offense is punishable by a fine, imprisonment for not more than
10 years, or both.31

It is important to note that prosecutions have taken place under multiple statutes,
for example, under both the FCPA and the Travel Act.32 In addition, bribery of
foreign public officials that is addressed by the FCPA can be a predicate offense
under the civil and criminal provisions of RICO and the Money Laundering Control
Act.33

In cases where the federal government suffers a loss as a result of fraud or
corruption in government contracts, the persons (individuals, corporations or other
entities) who corruptly obtain public contracts are liable under the False Claims Act
for three times the damages sustained by the United States due to misrepresentation
or fraud, plus a civil penalty of USD5,000 or USD10,000 for each false or fraudulent
claim.34 Actions under the False Claim Act may be initiated by the United States
(through the Attorney General or the Department of Justice) or by a private party
on behalf of the United States (called a qui tam action). When a private individual
initiates the action, the United States may pay the individual from 15 to 30 % of the
recovery as a reward for bringing the action.

18.2.3 Conflict-of-Interest Statutes and Contract Validity

18 U.S.C. § 218 permits the federal government to void contracts relating to
a conviction under certain criminal conflict-of-interest statutes set forth in Title
18 of the United States Code.35 Procedures for voiding contracts under these
circumstances are set forth in Subpart 3.7 of the Federal Acquisition Regulations.36

Subpart 3.2 of these regulations specifically require that government contracts

29Hobbes Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1951 (1946).
30Money Laundering Control Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956, 7 (1986) (consisting of three provisions
dealing with domestic money laundering, international money laundering and undercover “sting”
cases, respectively); see 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956(a)(1)-(3).
3118 U.S.C. § 1957 (1986).
32United States v. Mead, Cr. 98-240-01 (D.N.J. 1998).
33U.S. report on the implementation of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, Phase 1 at 17–18,
available at www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/anti-briberyconvention/2390377.pdf
34False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733 (2006), cited to in USA UNCAC Self-Assessment
Report (n 25), at 171.
3518 U.S.C § 218 (2006).
36Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), 48 C.F.R. § 3.7 (2005).

www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/anti-briberyconvention/2390377.pdf
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permit termination in the event of a bribery or gratuities violation.37 The federal
government is also empowered to administratively bar a private firm from receiving
further government contracts if it concludes that the contractor has engaged in
“corrupt acts in the acquisition or performance of a government contract”.38

Conflict-of-interest statutes play an important role in addressing bribery and
corruption in the public sector.39 Conflict-of-interest provisions are preventative,
aiming at conduct that “tempts dishonor”.40 Because these statutes prohibit the
mere potential of a breach of fiduciary duty, they require no showing of actual
loss or actual corruption or bribery.41 In both federal and state courts, a showing
of a conflict of interest renders the public contract illegal, and thus void, regardless
of whether corruption is established in criminal proceedings.42 Remedies awarded
include disgorgement, restitution, and the right to avoidance. In fact, even if the
superior of a government employee has condoned the conflict of interest, the
government may still void the contract.43 These harsh results are justified on
the grounds of public interest.44 The treatment of mitigation attempts has been
inconsistent among state courts, with some courts explicitly rejecting attempts to

37Id at § 3.2; USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report (n 25).
38USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report (n 25), at 88.
39See, eg, 18 U.S.C. § 208 (2006) (describing acts affecting personal financial interest).
40United States v. Mississippi Valley Generating Co., 364 U.S. 520, 550 (1961) [hereinafter
Mississippi Valley Generating Co.].
41Although actual bribery and corruption are unnecessary to prove for the purposes of conflict of
interest claims, criminal conviction may be used as evidence of the illegality of a contract in civil
cases. This also means that parallel suits may be initiated and that civil actions are not dependent
on criminal proceedings.
42See KE Davis, ‘Civil Remedies for Corruption in Government Contract: Zero Tolerance versus
Proportional Liability’ IILJ Working Paper 2009/4, 15, http://ssrn.com/abstract-1393326 (stating
that typical findings of bribery involve violations of the specific procedures set out in this
legislation. This involves illegality in performance rather than in the formation of the contract
and reflects the seriousness of public policy concerns regarding commercial bribery).
43Mississippi Valley Generating Co., 364 U.S. 520, 561 (differentiating from the private context
where the defense of public policy does not arise if the principal is aware of the bribery). See
Davis (n 42), at 12–14.
44See Pan-Am. Petro. & Transp. Co. v. United States, 273 U.S. 456, 509–10 (1927) (“The
petitioners stand as wrongdoers, and no equity arises in their favor to prevent granting the relief
sought by the United States. They may not insist on payment of the cost to them : : : Equity does
not condition the relief here sought by the United States upon a return of the consideration.”); S. T.
Grand, Inc. v. City of New York, 298 N.E.2d 105, 109 (N.Y. 1973) (acknowledging that the “result
may be harsh, but : : : necessary : : : ”); K & R Eng’g Co. v. U. S., 616 F.2d 469 (Fed. Cl., 1980) (“the
general principles of equity : : : will not be applied to frustrate the purposes of its laws or to thwart
public policy.” (citing Pan-Am., 273 U.S. at 506)); Thomson v. Call, 699 P.2d 316, 316 (Cal. 1985)
(discussing that no person can serve two masters); County of Essex v. First Union Nat’l Bank, 891
A.2d 600, 607 (N.J. 2006) (“Strong remedies are necessary to combat unlawful conduct involving
public officials. Disgorgement in favor of the public entity serves as a harsh remedy against those
who bribe a public official to secure a public contract and provides a deterrent to such unlawful
activity.”); see also S Strickland, ‘Municipality of Anchorage v. Hitachi Cable, Ltd. – Time for

http://ssrn.com/abstract-1393326
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mitigate the harsh impact in some cases, while accepting mitigation in others.45

In contrast, federal treatment has been consistent, rejecting any consideration of
mitigation efforts.

The defining conflict-of-interest case was decided in United States v. Mississippi
Valley Generating Co., which involved a federal conflict-of-interest statute46 and
a contract for the supply of electrical energy. Here, the private entity brought suit
against the government for canceling its contract for the construction of a power
plant.47 Though the government had in fact canceled the contract because the power
to be generated was no longer needed, its primary defense – which the Court
ultimately accepted – was that the contract was unenforceable due to a conflict of
interest.48 The finding of a conflict of interest involved neither actual corruption nor
loss.49 It was enough that the individual was acting on behalf of the government,
while simultaneously holding an executive position with a contracting company that
was likely to benefit from the award of contract.50 The Court took into account (1)
the purposes of the statute; (2) the level of connection with the government to satisfy
the “government agent” criterion; and (3) the activities that constituted “direct or
indirect interest in the pecuniary profits or contracts of the sponsors”.51

In Mississippi Valley Generating Co., the statute did not provide the appropriate
sanction. Instead, the Court permitted the government to void its contract as a

Adoption of a Void Contract Remedy for Alaska Public Contracting Authorities’ (1989) 6 Alaska
L. Rev. 227, 238.
45See, eg, K & R Eng’g Co., 616 F.2d 469 at 477 (“There should, logically, be no difference
in ultimate consequence between the case where a (contractor) has been paid under an illegal
contract and the one in which payment has not yet been made”) (citing Gerzof v. Sweeney, 239
NE.2d 521, 524 (N.Y. 1968)); Thomson, 699 P.2d at 316.
46The statute at issue was 18 U.S.C. § 434, but has since been repealed. The current statute, 18
U.S.C. § 208, has the same purpose, but has expanded the prohibition to include a greater variety
of conduct. ‘Comparison of Old and New Conflict of Interest Sections of Title 18, United States
Code’, Memorandum Re the Conflict of Interest Provisions of Public Law 87-849, 76 Stat. 1119,
approved October 23, 1962, available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title18/
html/USCODE-2011-title18-partI-chap11-sec201.htm
47Mississippi Valley Generating Co., supra n 40, at 523.
48ibid at 524, 566 (stating that while “the government could not avoid the contract merely because
it turned out to be a bad bargain”, the issue before the Court was purely whether the government
may “disaffirm a contract infected by : : : [a] conflict of interest”).
49ibid at 550.
50ibid at 524.
51The court employed a reasonable test, arguing that the executive was the key representative in
crucial preliminary negotiations between the government and contracting sponsors, satisfying the
government agent criteria irrespective of the fact that he had not taken oath of office, received
tenure or salary, occupied a merely consultative role to the government, and been present in the
final rounds of contract negotiations. The court pointed to the fact that the statute did not require
employment. Ibid at 555.

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title18/html/USCODE-2011-title18-partI-chap11-sec201.htm
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title18/html/USCODE-2011-title18-partI-chap11-sec201.htm
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matter of consistent and essential effectuation of the public policy of the statute.52 It
reasoned that “if the Government’s sole remedy : : : is merely a criminal prosecution
against its agent : : : then the public will be forced to bear the burden of complying
with the very sort of contract which the statute sought to prevent”.53 In light of
public policy, the contract was adjudged illegal and thus void.

State courts have applied similarly harsh remedies against the wrongdoing party
and relatively generous awards towards the public entities, which, in these cases,
are the municipal governments. In Thomson v. Call, a taxpayer suit challenging a
building permit award, the California Supreme Court applied strict enforcement of
a conflict-of-interest statute.54 The building permit was procured in exchange for
purchase of a parcel of land owned by the city officer for the purpose of dedicating
its use as a park and permanent open space for the City. This arrangement tainted the
contract because the conflict-of-interest statute involved forbade city officers from
being financially interested in any contract that they would make in their official
capacity.55 As the aforementioned federal statutes presented a conflict of interest,
the court held that the California statute prohibited the potential for disloyalty:
“Mere membership on the board or council establishes the presumption that the
officer participated in the forbidden transaction or influenced other members of the
council”.56 A showing of a conflict of interest, irrespective of whether the contract
was fair or more advantageous to the public entity, rendered the contract illegal,
void, and unenforceable.57

The court acknowledged that imposing a bright-line remedy was harsh and
that, theoretically, the lower court could have imposed an intermediate approach.58

However, the court refused to consider any mitigating factors that would have
formed part of such an approach59; it held that the City was entitled not only to retain
the land but also to recover the purchase price plus interest from the city officer
without needing to restore the benefits under the contract. Echoing the rationale in
Mississippi Valley Generating Co., the court held that the wrongdoing party was not
entitled to any rights arising under the tainted contract, nor was the City’s recovery
conditioned on actual loss, fraud, or dishonesty. For reasons of public policy, these
seemingly harsh results were justified to “provide [ : : : ] a strong disincentive for

52ibid at 566 (stating that “[a]lthough non-enforcement may seem harsh in a given case, we think
that it is required in order to extend to the public the full protection which Congress degreed by
enacting Section 434.”).
53ibid at 563.
54Thomson v. Call, 699 P.2d 316, 316 (Cal. 1985).
55ibid.
56ibid at 326.
57ibid at 325.
58ibid at 326–27.
59ibid at 326.
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those officers who might be tempted to take personal advantage of their public
offices”.60

Without exception, a showing of actual bribery or corruption is sufficient to
require disgorgement irrespective of whether the contract remains valid. While some
states grant equitable remedies, the primary remedies employed include denial of
any restitution to the wrongdoing private entity and an award of disgorgement
and avoidance for the public entity, regardless of the level of performance by the
wrongdoing private entity or innocence of the third party.

In S. T. Grand, Inc. v. City of New York, a case involving a public contract for
reservoir-cleaning that was awarded without a competitive bidding process, the
Court of Appeals of New York found that the criminal conviction of a contractor
rendered the contract illegal, and thus void.61 Grand and its president were convicted
of conspiracy to use interstate facilities with the intent to violate the New York state
bribery laws in an illegal kickback scheme between the Commissioner of Water
Supply and Grand. The court allowed the City of New York retroactive avoidance
and disgorgement without restitution to the wrongdoing entity, despite the fact
that the entity had already completed performance.62 The court distinguished this
general rule of complete forfeiture in Grand from the equitable exception it made in
Gerzof v. Sweeney,63 wherein an equitable remedy was granted to the wrongdoing
party. While the court in Gerzof had a “fair idea” – ie, a reasonable estimate –
of the damage suffered from the illegal agreements,64 the court in Grand found
that the absence of a single round of competitive bidding65 did not allow it to
compute the damages to the City of New York. Moreover, the illegality affected
only the final stages of the contracting process in Gerzof, in contrast to Grand
where the illegality “goes to the origin of that process”.66 As in the federal cases,
the court acknowledged its harsh ruling, but argued that it was necessary to deter
violations.67

60ibid at 328.
61S. T. Grand, Inc. v. City of New York, 32 N.Y.2d 300, 303–305 (N.Y. 1973) [hereinafter S. T.
Grand, Inc.].
62ibid at 305 (“[W]e make it quite clear that courts of this State will decline to lend their aid to the
fraudulent bidder who seeks recovery.”).
63Gerzof v. Sweeney, 239 N.E.2d 521, 523 (N.Y. 1968).
64S. T. Grand, Inc., 32 N.Y.2d, at 306 (finding that in Gerzof it had a “fair idea” of the damage
which the village had suffered, because “the village had already determined that it needed a
new generator and there had been one round of legitimate bidding, from which there developed
a responsible low bid”).
65The City’s Commissioner of Water had invoked a public emergency exception to the bidding
requirements for municipal contracts, awarding Grand the contract uncontested. S. T. Grand, Inc.,
32 N.Y.2d, at 302.
66ibid at 306–07.
67ibid at 305.
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The prohibition against bribery and corruption is unwavering, even where the
third party to the public contract is an innocent victim. The Court of Appeals of
California has held that, where the contract is tainted, the public entity is entitled
to recover all consideration paid to that third party and that such disgorgement is
automatic.68 In Carson Redevelopment Agency v. Padilla, the owners of a senior
housing project paid the mayor a USD75,000 bribe to secure a buy-down agreement
under which the Carson Agency made the owners a loan of USD850,000 which
it agreed not to collect so long as the owners fulfilled their obligations to provide
senior housing.69 This extortion payment, which was exchanged for approval of a
public contract, created an indirect financial interest for the public official, rendering
the contract void.70 Though the owners were victims of the public official’s
extortion, the court insisted that they ought to have reported the incident to law
enforcement rather than pay the bribe. Once the payment is made and the extortion
discovered, the victim could not be permitted to retain any consideration received.

The New Jersey Supreme Court awarded disgorgement71 to the County even
where the contract remained valid, as in County of Essex v. First Union National
Bank.72 When, in 1995, the bank’s senior vice president pled guilty to falsifying
records to induce the purchase and sale of municipal securities through an illegal
kickback scheme, the Bank sought, in a subsequent suit, to retain the fees that
were charged in connection to these bond transactions.73 The court recognized
that while a valid contract would not result typically in disgorgement, such an
award was necessary because the corruption was committed against the general
public: “Strong remedies are necessary to combat unlawful conduct involving public
officials. Disgorgement in favor of the public entity serves as a harsh remedy against
those who bribe a public official to secure a public contract and provides a deterrent
to such unlawful activity. We hold that when a public contract is obtained by bribing
a public official, the public entity is entitled to the gross profits obtained by the
wrongdoer”.74

68Carson Redevelopment Agency v. Padilla, 140 Cal. App. 4th 1323, 1323 (2d Dist. 2006)
[hereinafter Carson].
69A Public Contract Procured by Bribery is Void, and the Person Who Paid the Bribe Must
Disgorge Any Consideration for the Bribe, (2006) 16 No. Cal. Construction L. Rep. 205.
70Carson, 140 Cal. App. 4th at 1323.
71New Jersey law allowed the award of punitive damages only where compensatory damages are
awarded. However, here the jury did not find a breach of fiduciary duty nor evidence of actual loss
suffered by the County; therefore, the issue was not elaborated upon in the decision. Ibid at 605.
72County of Essex, 891 A.2d at 600 (referring to the First Union National Bank as First Fidelity
Bank because it was renamed between 1985 and 1991).
73ibid at 604.
74ibid at 607.
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18.2.4 Contract Law Principles in Cases Involving Corruption
or Potential for Corruption

18.2.4.1 Overview

Under U.S. common law, contracts that violate public policy are unenforceable.75 A
contract is unenforceable if legislation so provides, or if the interest in enforcement
is clearly outweighed by public policy.76 In balancing the public interest and the
interest in enforcement, courts usually take into account, inter alia, (1) the parties’
reasonable expectations, (2) the strength of a public policy that derives from a statute
or the courts’ own judgment of the need to protect public interest,77 (3) the gravity
of the misconduct, and (4) the relation of the contract to the public policy and
misconduct involved.78

Where there is a statute that criminalizes corruption and bribery – ie, FCPA,
18 U.S.C. Sec 201 – or state laws prohibiting commercial bribery, a contract that
contravenes such a statute by providing a bribe would infringe public policy, and
thus, is unenforceable.79

Additionally, where commercial or private-sector bribery is not explicitly prohib-
ited under state law, the court will decide whether the enforcement of such contracts

75Response of the United States Supplementary Questions Concerning Phase 3, OECD Working
Group on Bribery (May 21, 2010) (citing Wong v. Tenneco, Inc., 39 Cal. 3d 126, 135 (1985) (“No
principle of law is better settled than that a party to an illegal contract cannot come into a court of
law and ask to have his illegal objects carried out.”)); Lewis & Queen v. N.M. Ball Sons, 308 P.2d
713, 719 (1957) (“the courts generally will not enforce an illegal bargain or lend their assistance to
a party who seeks compensation for an illegal act”); Trotter v. Nelson, 684 N.E.2d 1150, 1153 (Ind.
1997) (“If an agreement is in direct contravention of a statute, then the court’s responsibility is to
declare the contract void.”); see also Erie Telecommunications, Inc. v. City of Erie, Pa., 853 F.2d
1084, 1092 (3d Cir. 1988) (“in the absence of fraud, mistake, duress, public policy violation, or
agreement of the parties, the court was unable to void or rescind the contract”).
76See, eg, Jackson Purchase, Etc. v. Local Union 816, Etc., 646 F.2d 264, 267, 270 (6th Cir. 1980);
Morrison v. Marsh & McLennan Cos., 439 F.3d 295, 300 (6th Cir. 2006); see also Restatement of
the Law of Contracts 2d § 178 (1) (1981), [hereinafter Restatement of Contracts] (“A promise or
other term of an agreement is unenforceable on grounds of public policy if legislation provides that
it is unenforceable or the interest in its enforcement is clearly outweighed in the circumstances by
a public policy against the enforcement of such terms”).
77Restatement of Contracts, § 179 (“Bases of Public Policies Against Enforcement: A public policy
against the enforcement of promises or other terms may be derived by the court from (a) legislation
relevant to such a policy, or (b) the need to protect some aspect of the public welfare : : : ”).
78Restatement of Contracts, § 178(2), (3).
79See eg, Sirkin v. Fourteenth Street Store, 124 A.D. 384, 388 (N.Y. App. Div. 1908) (“a contract
made in violation of a penal statute, although not expressly prohibited or declared to be void, was
prohibited, void, and unenforceable, whether executory or executed”); KK, LLC v. United States
Aviation Underwriters, Inc., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8678, *16, (S.D. Ind. May 5, 2005) (quoting
Trotter v. Nelson (n 75)).
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is against public policy. In principle, contracts tending to corrupt80 or to induce a
violation of the private duty that the bribe-taker owes to the principal are considered
to be against public policy, and hence, unenforceable.81

18.2.4.2 Public Sector Contracts

A contract may become tainted as a result of actual bribery or corruption, or as
a result of violation of conflict-of-interest statutes that prohibit the potential of
the breach of fiduciary duty. These statutes apply to public officials and require
no showing of actual loss or corruption to void a contract (see Sect. 18.2.3). The
consequences of finding a tainted contract in contracts involving local or federal
government can be harsh. In public contracts, the public entity is permitted to avoid
its obligations under the tainted contract and is entitled to compensatory damages
and disgorgement. In such cases, the public entity relies on the defense of illegality
for its own breach of contract in any action brought by a private entity challenging
its refusal to pay. This defense consequently bars the private entity from claiming
restitution irrespective of its completion of the task or obligation under the contract.
Also used in such instances is the doctrine of unclean hands, which is based on
public policy concerns. U.S. courts have consistently allowed the public entity to
avoid its obligations under a tainted contract, arguing that the private entity’s breach
terminated the public entity’s contractual obligations to the private party.

Private individuals who are victims of corruption may obtain compensation by
bringing private lawsuits based on: “fraud, contract, tort, or civil-rights theories.”82

Common law permits the rescission of contracts obtained fraudulently in certain
instances.83

80Sinnar v. LeRoy, 44 Wn.2d 728, 731 (Wash. 1954) (reaffirming the court’s statement in Goodier
v. Hamilton, 172 Wash. 60 (Wash. 1933) that “to anticipate and prevent a subversion of a proper
administration of justice, the law should make it impossible for any such temptation to be carried
into fruition by condemning a contract that contains the germ of possible corruption. The record
not only discloses that this transaction ‘contains the germ of possible corruption’, but the evidence,
and all inferences which may be drawn, lead us to conclude that the parties contemplated the use
of means other than legal to accomplish the end desired”).
81Restatement of Contracts, § 193 (“A promise by a fiduciary to violate his fiduciary duty or a
promise that tends to induce such a violation is unenforceable on grounds of public policy”); see,
eg, McConnell v. Commonwealth Pictures Corp., 7 N.Y.2d 465, 470 (N.Y. 1960) (“A seller cannot
recover the price of goods sold where he has paid a commission to an agent of the purchaser;
neither could the agent recover the commission, even at common law and before the enactment of
section 384-r of the Penal Law [now N.Y. Penal Law § 439]”).
82USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report (n 25), at 88.
83See, eg, Old Colony Trust Co. v. Dubuque Light & Traction Co., 89 F. 794, 809–10 (E.D.N.D.
Iowa 1898) (holding that a false statement intended to induce as to a future event is a promise which
authorizes rescission where it is not only unfulfilled, but where the promisor had no such intention
at the time); Barnes v. Century Savings Bank, 128 N.W. 541, 547 (Iowa 1910) (deciding that
false and willful misrepresentations is ground for rescission despite no actual damage resulting);
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The United States courts have recognized the concept of “faithless agent” by
stating that “no man can faithfully serve two masters whose interests are or may
be in conflict”.84 The courts have held that federal and state conflict-of-interest
statutes recognize this concept when they state that an agent who is acting in a
fiduciary capacity cannot also be acting for himself in his individual capacity, as
such a conflict of interest may cause an agent not to be able to exercise “absolute
loyalty and undivided allegiance” to the best interests of its principal.85

An agent is an individual or entity in the employ of the principal. The agent
agrees to act wholly under the control or direction of the principal. The legal
relationship between an agent and a principal may be either express or implied,
wherein the agent exercises a duty of loyalty to the principal. This relationship
is fiduciary in nature, and therefore, a proof of faithless agent, such as through
the acceptance of bribery, renders the contract voidable. The consequences of
the faithless agent’s wrongdoings vary depending on the cause of action. In the
strictest application of the faithless agent principle, courts have required absolute
forfeiture from the wrongdoer and general liability for all compensation from the
date of breach.86 Even if the principal of the recipient of the bribe either authorizes
(ex ante) or ratifies (ex post) a contract procured through bribery, the contract may
still be declared voidable.87

The defenses of illegality, public policy and unclean hands each can prevent
enforcement of a tainted contract. The reasoning underpinning these defenses is
that a party seeking enforcement cannot have the help of the court if it has engaged
in corrupt acts, such as bribery. Remedies are determined based on the relative
seriousness of both the defendant’s and plaintiff’s misconduct, as well as whether
the denial of relief to the plaintiff would unjustly enrich the defendant.88 In the
private context, where neither party is entirely innocent, there is no obligation to
make restitution of benefits conferred under an illegal contract unless the plaintiff
can show that it was less culpable than the defendant. In effect, the bribe payer is
entitled to restitution only if it can show that it paid under duress or was mistaken
about the legality of its conduct.89

Herndon v. Wakefield-Moore Realty Co., 79 So. 318, 319 (La. 1918) (permitting rescission where
the misrepresentation bore on a material part of the promise of sale).
84Thomson v. Call, 699 P.2d 316, 324 (Cal. 1985).
85ibid; see also P Zuchlewski and GA Mort, ‘“Faithless Servant” Doctrine Still Fol-
lowed by Some States but Rejected as Overly Punitive by Others’ (2011), avail-
able at www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/labor_law/meetings/2011/ac2011/
027.authcheckdam.pdf (discussing the evolution of the faithless servant doctrine under New York
state law by citing Murray v. Beard, 102 N.Y. 505 (1886); Feinger v. Iral Jewelry, Ltd., 41 N.Y.2d
928 (1977); William Floyd Union Free School District v. Wright, 61 A.D.3d 856, 859 (2d Dpt.
2009)).
86Zuchlewski and Mort (n 85), at 2.
87Davis (n 42), at 49.
88See generally Z Teachout, ‘The Unenforceable Corrupt Contract: Corruption and Nineteenth
Century Contract Law’ (2011) 35 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 681, 681–86.
89See generally Davis (n 42).

www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/labor_law/meetings/2011/ac2011/027.authcheckdam.pdf
www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/labor_law/meetings/2011/ac2011/027.authcheckdam.pdf
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In the context of public contracts, the courts have employed a “zero-tolerance”
stance on grounds of public policy and have held that the public should not bear
the burden of obligation under an illegal contract.90 Public policy may be statutorily
defined or weighed against the private interest in the enforcement of the contract.
Conflict of interest statutes are based entirely on public policy so that violations
generally result in denial of restitution to the wrongdoing party, irrespective of level
of completion or performance.

The doctrine of “holder in due course” allows a second contract to remain
voidable and not void against innocent third parties even if the underlying contract
has been tainted and not enforceable. In such cases, the courts can enforce contracts
and permit disgorgement in favor of an innocent third party. In Bankers Trust Co. v.
Litton Systems, Inc., 599 F.2d 488 (2d Ct. App. 1979), the defendant Litton entered
into a contract with Bankers Trust to finance its lease of photocopiers under a leasing
contract. That leasing contract was tainted as an employee of a Litton affiliate,
Royal, had allegedly received bribes from Regent Leasing. In a separate contract,
Regent had borrowed money from the plaintiff, Bankers Trust, to finance the leasing
arrangement. The court held that the illegality defense under New York Uniform
Commercial Code § 3-305(2) (b) is available only if under the applicable state law
the effect of illegality is to make the obligations entirely null and void. The defense
is ineffective against a holder in due course if the illegality causes the contract to
be merely voidable and not void. The court states that “where an innocent third
party, such as a holder in due course, is suing upon an illegal contract, the policy
argument is inapplicable because the plaintiff had done no wrong for which it should
be penalized”.91 The court further states the policy reasons behind the holder in due
course, ie, that it would be poor policy for courts to impose on banks and other
finance companies any obligations to police those agents charged with responsibility
of searching out commercial bribery committed by their assignors.

18.2.5 Transnational Bribery: FCPA

18.2.5.1 Overview

The FCPA was enacted in 1977,92 following disclosures that a significant number
of American corporations had made illegal or questionable payments to foreign
officials, as well as illegal campaign contributions with funds that were undisclosed
and falsely or inaccurately recorded on the company’s books. The initial objective
of the Act was to encourage accountability among publicly traded companies, or
“issuers,” by prohibiting falsification of corporate accounting records or false and

90ibid.
91Bankers Trust Co. v. Litton Systems, Inc., 599 F.2d 488, 492–93 (2d Cir. 1979).
92Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78 m, 78dd-1, 78ff (1998).
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misleading statements to auditors and by requiring an internal control system that
would provide meaningful assurance that transactions were executed as authorized
and properly recorded.93

The FCPA requires issuers to keep accurate books and records and have a
“system of internal controls sufficient to : : : provide reasonable assurances that
transactions are executed and assets are accessed and accounted for in accordance
with management’s authorization.”94 Although these accounting provisions apply
only to issuers, the issuer’s books and records include those of its consolidated
subsidiaries and affiliates under its control.95

In addition to the accounting provisions, the drafters found it necessary to
include a criminal provision in the FCPA96 to prohibit the offer, payment, promise
or authorization of bribes, directly or indirectly, to foreign officials to assist in
obtaining or retaining business.97 It is important to note the extensive reach of
the FCPA that criminalizes the offer of a bribe without requiring any affirmative
action.98 In such situations, a bribe does not need to physically change hands to
constitute a violation of the FCPA.99 It is most common for a claim of an offer to
bribe to be aggregated with claims of actual payments.100 However, the DOJ has
raised investigations solely based on an offer to bribe.101

The anti-bribery prohibition applies to U.S. and foreign companies102 listed on
U.S. stock exchanges or those required to file periodic and other reports with the

93Report of the Securities and Exchange Commission on Questionable and Illegal Corporate
Payments and Practices, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, at 57–59, (May 1976), amending the
Securities Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78a-78ll (1934).
94Spotlight on Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, www.sec.gov/spotlight/
fcpa.shtml [hereinafter Spotlight].
95FCPA: A Resource Guide to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, Criminal Division, U.S.
Dep’t of Justice & Enforcement Div., U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, 43 (2012) [hereinafter A
Resource Guide] available at http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/guidance/guide.pdf
96S Sporkin, ‘The Worldwide Banning of Schmiergeld: A Look at the Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act on its Twentieth Birthday’ (1997) 18 Nw. J. Int’l L. & Bus. 269, 275.
97See 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-1(a) (1998).
98S Shulman, ‘The Criminalization of Bribery: Can the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act be
Applicable to the anti-Bribery Provisions of the United Nations Convention Against Corruption?’
(2013–2014) 29 Am. U. Int’l L. Rev. 717, 736.
99C Lindsey, ‘More than you Bargained For: Successor Liability Under the U.S. Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act’, 35 Ohio N.U. L. Rev. 959, 962 (2009).
100See Indictment at 10, United States v. Kozeny, 493 F. Supp. 2d 693 (No. I:05-cr-00518-SAS)
(S.D.N.Y. June, 21 2007), available at http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpalcases/kozenyv/
O5-12-05kozeny-indict.pdf; In re United Indus. Corp., Exchange Release No. 60005 (May 29,
2009), available at http://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2009/34-60005.pdf
101M Ayes, J Davis, N Healy and A Wrage, ‘Developments in International Efforts to Prevent
Corruption’ (2007) 41 Int’l L. 597, 599 (referring to the US v. Salam case of 2006).
102Foreign companies with American Depository receipts listed on a U.S. exchange are also defined
as issuers. A Resource Guide (n 95), at 11.

www.sec.gov/spotlight/fcpa.shtml
www.sec.gov/spotlight/fcpa.shtml
http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/guidance/guide.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpalcases/kozenyv/O5-12-05kozeny-indict.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpalcases/kozenyv/O5-12-05kozeny-indict.pdf
http://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2009/34-60005.pdf
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SEC103 (“issuers”),104 to U.S. persons and businesses (domestic concerns)105 and
to officers, directors, employees, and agents of stockholders acting on behalf of an
issuer or domestic concern. Federal jurisdiction in these cases requires the use of
U.S. mails or any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce.106 Such use
is not required for the provisions to apply to certain foreign persons and businesses
acting within the territory of the United States107 and to U.S. individuals and entities
for acts entirely outside the United States.108 The majority of the collections made
under the FCPA have been against foreign companies and nationals due to the DOJ’s
application of the FCPA against any act committed in furtherance of bribery within
the US.109

In recent years, FCPA enforcement has hit “historic highs,” involving individuals
and companies from the United States and abroad for a broad scope of actions in
locations around the world.110 The Department of Justice (DOJ) and Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) share enforcement authority, and often work
together to bring parallel suits. The DOJ has criminal enforcement authority over
issuers and their officers, directors, employees, agents, or stockholders acting on
their behalf. With respect to the anti-bribery provisions, it has both criminal and
civil enforcement authority over domestic concerns and certain foreign persons and
businesses acting in furtherance of an FCPA violation in the territory of the United
States. However, while the Department of Justice has vigorously prosecuted the
FCPA and has the authority to pursue civil actions, “the DOJ has exercised the civil
authority in limited circumstances over the last thirty years”.111

The SEC’s Division of Enforcement has civil enforcement authority for viola-
tions of the FCPA accounting and internal controls provisions by issuers and their
officers, directors, employees, agents, or stockholders acting on their behalf.

Although the FCPA has no express private right of action, “victims of corruption
may obtain compensation for their losses by bringing private actions in state or
federal court against the responsible persons or institutions, providing the victims

103See 15 U.S.C. § 78 m (describing the filing requirements).
104ibid § 78dd-1(a).
105Domestic concerns include “any individual who is a citizen, national, or resident of the
United States, or any corporation, partnership, association, joint-stock company, business trust,
unincorporated organization, or sole proprietorship that is organized under the laws of the United
States or its states, territories, possessions, or commonwealths or that has its principal place of
business in the United States.” 15 U.S.C. §§ 78dd-2(h)(1)(A), 78dd-2(h)(1)(B).
106ibid §§ 78dd-1 (a), 78dd-2(a).
107A Resource Guide (n 95), at 10.
108See ibid at 12 (noting that the FCPA was amended in 1988 to add “alternative jurisdiction” based
on the nationality principle).
109See M Koehler, ‘The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Under the Microscope’ (2012–2013) 15 U.
Pa. J. Bus. L. 1, 9; A Resource Guide (n 95), at 11.
110USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report (n 25), at 16.
111A Resource Guide (n 95), at 117 n 357.
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can prove that they suffered damages as a result of corruption”.112 These “FCPA-
inspired” lawsuits may be based in common law or statute and can be premised on
fraud, contract, tort, or civil-rights theories.113

18.2.5.2 FCPA Criminal Provisions

The FCPA prohibits the offer, payment, promise to pay, or authorization of the
payment of any money, or offer, gift, promise to give, or authorization of the giving
of anything of value to any foreign official to influence any act of that official in his
official capacity, to induce that official to act or omit any act in violation of his lawful
duty, or to secure any improper advantage.114 It is also unlawful to seek to induce
a foreign official to use his influence to assist in obtaining or retaining or directing
business.115 Perhaps one of the most contentious issues has been the government’s
broad interpretation of the definition of foreign official, which includes any officer or
employee of a foreign government, agency or instrumentality thereof or any public
international organization or any person acting in an official capacity for or on their
behalf.116

In addition to prohibiting payments to foreign officials, the prohibition extends
to payments to foreign political parties, officials and candidates for the purpose
of influencing that official or a foreign government or instrumentality to assist in
obtaining or retaining business.117

Indirect payments through third parties, such as distributors, agents, consultants,
joint-venture partners and others, who are frequent conduits for bribery, are also
prohibited if there is knowledge that such payments will be used, directly or
indirectly, for proscribed purposes.118 The statute’s definition of “knowing” includes
awareness of a high probability that such conduct is going to or will occur or that
circumstances exist that make it substantially certain that such conduct will occur.119

Typically, the term “knowing” has been interpreted broadly.
The FCPA requires corrupt intent, applying to payments intended to wrongfully

influence or induce a foreign official to use his position to help secure business for,
or direct it to, any person. This requirement has been interpreted broadly, and it is

112USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report (n 25), at 171.
113ibid.
114Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-1(a)(1)(A) (1998).
115ibid § 78dd-1(a)(1)(B).
116ibid § 78dd-1(f). See also A Resource Guide (n 95), at 19–20.
11715 U.S.C. § 78dd-1(a)(2).
118ibid § 78dd-1(a)(3).
119ibid § 78dd-1(f)(2).
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the payer’s corrupt intent, not the final outcome, that is relevant.120 However, FCPA
liability will not arise for payments made in response to “true extortion” defined
as demand for payment “under imminent threat of physical harm.”121 Economic
extortion does not count as true extortion and does not protect the person from
liability under the FCPA.

The FCPA applies only to payments intended to obtain or retain business.122 It
provides two affirmative defenses123 and provides a narrow exception for facilitating
payments to expedite or secure a routine governmental action.124

FCPA liability may also attach through parent-subsidiary and successor liabil-
ity.125 Where a parent company has participated sufficiently, by direct participation
in or by directing the activity of its subsidiary, the parent company may be liable.126

A company may also acquire successor liability when it merges with or acquires
another company with liabilities.127

18.2.5.3 Civil Provisions & Liability: FCPA Accounting & Internal
Control Provisions

The FCPA’s accounting provisions operate in tandem with the anti-bribery pro-
visions.128 They require issuers,129 and subsidiaries and affiliates subject to their
control,130 to maintain accurate books and records and have an adequate system
of internal controls. This system of internal controls must be sufficient to provide
reasonable assurances that transactions are executed and assets are accessed and

120Response of the United States to the Phase I Questionnaire, Organization for Economic Cooper-
ation and Development, (Oct. 30, 1998), [hereinafter U.S. Response to the Phase I Questionnaire]
available at http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response1.pdf. See also Koehler (n
109), 60 (stating that while corrupt intent must be proven in order to convict a company of an
FCPA violation, this requirement can be satisfied by an act by an employee acting outside the
boundaries of company procedure).
121A Resource Guide (n 95), at 27.
122U.S. Response to the Phase I Questionnaire (n 120).
12315 U.S.C. § 78dd-1(c).
124ibid § 78dd–3(b); see also A Resource Guide (n 95), at 25.
125A Resource Guide (n 95), at 27.
126ibid.
127ibid at 28; see also JE Prince, ‘A Rose by Any Other Name? Foreign Corrupt Practices Act-
Inspired Civil Actions’ Stoel Rives LLP, 21, (Mar. 2009), available at www.stoel.com/Files/
09MarAprAdv.pdf
128A Resource Guide (n 95), at 38.
129Privately held companies are not “issuers” under the FCPA.
130A Resource Guide (n 95), at 43 (discussing if parent owns 50 % or less, it must only use good
faith efforts to cause the sub or affiliate to adopt internal controls consistent with its own FCPA
obligations).

http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response1.pdf
www.stoel.com/Files/09MarAprAdv.pdf
www.stoel.com/Files/09MarAprAdv.pdf
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accounted for in accordance with management’s authorization.131 The SEC rules to
implement these provisions prohibit any person from directly or indirectly falsifying
an issuer’s books and records, or from lying to an issuer’s accountant in connection
with an audit or preparation of any report filed with the SEC or to an independent
auditor.132

The books and records provisions are directed at the mischaracterization of
bribes, both large and small, as legitimate payments, such as commissions, consult-
ing fees or marketing expenses. These provisions require information in “reasonable
detail” so as to effectively prevent false or off-the-books accounts that could
be used to conceal bribes. “Consistent with the FCPA’s approach to prohibiting
bribe payments of any value that are made with a corrupt purpose, there is no
materiality threshold”.133 The internal controls provisions are designed to help
ensure a controlled environment that will reduce the likelihood of bribery. While
the FCPA does not specify the elements of a control environment, best-practice
programs should reflect the particular operations, risk, needs and circumstances of
the company.134 SEC cases indicate that the absence of such programs may lead
not only to FCPA violations, but to other misconduct, including financial fraud,
commercial bribery and embezzlement by company employees.135

18.2.5.4 Sarbanes Oxley Accounting Requirements

The Sarbanes Oxley Act, enacted in 2002136 in response to accounting scandals,
imposes requirements on issuers that have FCPA implications. As inferred previ-
ously, provisions that require a public company to maintain accurate recordkeeping
act as a deterrent against bribery, as such provisions prevent companies from con-
cealing or mischaracterizing payments whose sole purpose would be to bribe foreign
officials. Sec 302 requires an issuer’s senior executives, or “principal officers,”
to take responsibility for and certify to the integrity of financial reporting on a
quarterly basis.137 They must also certify that there are no material misstatements
or omissions, that financial statements are accurate in all material respects, that
internal controls are properly designed, and that all significant internal control

13115 U.S.C. § 78 m(b)(2). Spotlight (n 94).
132Securities and Exchange Act Rule 13b2–1 to 13b2–2, 17 C.F.R. § 240 (1934); see also United
States Review of Implementation of the Convention and 1997 Recommendation, OECD Working
Group on Bribery, (April 1999), [hereinafter OECD Convention Phase 1 Report on the United
States] available at http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/anti-briberyconvention/2390377.pdf
133A Resource Guide (n 95), at 39.
134ibid at 40.
135Resource Guide (n 95), at 41.
136Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-204, § 903(a)-(b), 2002 U.S.C.C.A.N. (116 Stat.)
745, 805 (codified as amended in scattered secs of 15 U.S.C., 18 U.S.C., and 28 U.S.C.).
13715 U.S.C. § 7241 (1998).

http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/anti-briberyconvention/2390377.pdf
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deficiencies have been disclosed to the issuer’s audit committee.138 Sec 404 of the
Act requires issuers to report annually on the effectiveness of the company’s internal
controls over financial reporting. The issuer’s independent auditor must also attest
to and report on its assessment of the effectiveness of these internal controls. Under
the SEC rules, these internal controls apply to illegal acts and fraud, including
bribery, which could result in a material misstatement of the company’s financial
statements.139 The principal executive and the financial officer can be held liable for
false certifications.

18.2.5.5 Civil Enforcement

The SEC Division of Enforcement has civil enforcement authority for violations
of the FCPA accounting and internal controls provisions by issuers and their
officers, directors, employees, agents, or stockholders acting on behalf of the
issuers.140 They can be subject to civil liability for violating, circumventing, or
failing to implement141 the accounting and internal control requirements or for
aiding and abetting or causing an issuer to violate them.142 The SEC must show
by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant more likely than not engaged
in the alleged misconduct.143 This standard is less burdensome than the “beyond
reasonable doubt” standard in criminal enforcement, and there is no “knowing”
requirement.

However, for companies and individuals to be held criminally liable for viola-
tions of the books and records and accounting provisions, there must be a willful
and knowing failure to comply. Individuals found to have willfully violated the
provisions may be fined up to USD1 million, imprisoned up to 10 years, or both;
issuers so found may be fined up to USD2.5 million.144

In addition to civil liability for violations of the FCPA accounting and internal
controls requirements, issuers may be subject to charges for failure to comply
with SEC reporting obligations. “Failure to properly disclose material information
about the issuer’s business, including material revenue, expenses, profits, assets,

138Securities and Exchange Act Rule 13a-14, 17 C.F.R. § 240 (1934).
139A Resource Guide (n 95), at 114 n 242.
140USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report (n 25), at 3.
14115 U.S.C. § 78(b)(5).
142Securities Exchange Act § 20(c), (1934), 15 U.S.C. § 78 t(c) (2012). Exchange Act Rule 13b2-1,
17 C.F.R. § 240, (1934) (prohibiting directly or indirectly falsifying or causing to be falsified any
book, record or account subject to the Act).
143U.S. Response to the Phase I Questionnaire (n 120), at 18; see also, TC Newkirk and IL
Brandriss, SEC Staff, ‘SEC Speech: The Advantages of a Dual System’ (Sept. 19, 1998) (citing
footnote 23, Addington v. Texas, 441 U.S. 418 (1979)), available at www.sec.gov/news/speech/
speecharchive/1998/spch222.htm
144OECD Convention Phase 1 Report on the United States (n 132), at 18.

www.sec.gov/news/speech/speecharchive/1998/spch222.htm
www.sec.gov/news/speech/speecharchive/1998/spch222.htm
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or liabilities related to bribery of foreign government officials, may give rise to
anti-fraud and reporting violations under Sections 10(b) and 13(a) of the exchange
Act”.145

For FCPA bribery violations by individuals and enterprises, civil penalties of up
to USD10,000 may be imposed in addition to criminal penalties.146 For violations
of the FCPA accounting provisions, the SEC may obtain a civil penalty in actions
filed in federal court and in administrative proceedings.147 The penalty will be the
greater of (a) the gross amount of the pecuniary gain to the defendant as a result
of the violations or (b) a specified dollar limitation, ranging from USD7,500 to
USD150,000 for an individual and USD75,000 to USD725,000 for a company,
depending on the egregiousness of the violation.148 A company may also be
suspended or debarred from doing business with the U.S. federal government upon
a civil judgment for falsification or destruction of records, making false statements
or commission of another offense indicating a lack of business integrity that affects
its present responsibility.149

Besides civil penalties and sanctions, the SEC has pursued other actions in
cases of FCPA violations, including civil injunctive actions, civil administrative
actions, deferred prosecution agreements (“DPA”), Non-Prosecution Agreements
(“NPA”), termination letters, and declinations. Defendants commonly agree to settle
civil injunctive actions150 under terms in which the defendant accepts the entry
of a final judgment, without admitting or denying the SEC’s allegations.151 The
final judgment typically orders the defendant to refrain from future violations of
securities laws,152 and grants the equitable relief of disgorgement of ill-gotten
gains, pre-judgment interest and civil monetary penalties when a defendant has
profited from a violation of law.153 The SEC may bring civil or criminal contempt
proceedings for violation of the injunction.154 Civil contempt sanctions are remedial
in nature, either compensating the party injured by the violation, or forcing
compliance with the injunction.155 Most recent civil injunctive settlements have

145A Resource Guide (n 95), at 41.
146OECD Convention Phase 1 Report on the United States (n 132), at 12.
147A Resource Guide (n 95), at 69.
148ibid.
149Federal Acquisition Regulations, 48 C.F.R. §§ 9.406-2, 9.407-2 (2005).
150JM Cohen and MK Dunning, ‘Does that Settle It? Well, Maybe Not’ (2012) Nat’l L.J.,
Apr. 9, 2012, available at http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/Documents/CohenDunning-
Doesthatsettleit.pdf. See also A Resource Guide (n 95), at 76.
151Cohen and Dunning (n 150).
152ibid.
15317 C.F.R. § 201.600 (2011); see also S. Sec. and Exchange Comm., Enforcement Manual § 6.1.2
(Oct. 19, 2013), [hereinafter Enforcement Manual] available at www.sec.gov/divisions/enforce/
enforcementmanual.pdf
154A Resource Guide (n 95), at 76.
155ibid.

http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/Documents/CohenDunning-Doesthatsettleit.pdf
http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/Documents/CohenDunning-Doesthatsettleit.pdf
www.sec.gov/divisions/enforce/enforcementmanual.pdf
www.sec.gov/divisions/enforce/enforcementmanual.pdf
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included disgorgement. The SEC may also seek remedial measures or the retention
of an independent compliance consultant or monitor.156

The SEC may also initiate an administrative proceeding against an individual
or entity before an SEC administrative law judge,157 whose decision may be
appealed to the SEC. A U.S. Court of Appeals may then review the SEC’s decision.
Administrative proceedings provide for several types of relief.158 Actions against
regulated persons and entities, such as broker-dealers and investment advisers
and persons associated with them, can result in sanctions ranging from censure,
limitation on activities, suspension of up to 12 months, and debarment from
association or revocation of registration.159 For professionals such as attorneys and
accountants, the SEC can order in Rule 102(e) proceedings that the professional
be censured, suspended, or barred from practicing before the SEC.160 SEC staff can
seek an order from an administrative law judge requiring the respondent to cease and
desist from any current or future violations of the securities laws.161 In addition, the
SEC can obtain disgorgement, pre-judgment interest, and civil money penalties in
administrative proceedings under Sec 21B of the Exchange Act, it can also obtain
other equitable relief, such as enhanced remedial measures or the retention of an
independent compliance consultant or monitor.162

In making a determination as to whether or not to bring an FCPA enforcement
action, the SEC is guided by its mission to protect investors and markets.163 It also
considers factors, such as how egregious the conduct and potential violations are;
the resources available to pursue the investigation; the adequacy and strength of the
evidence; the extent of potential investor harm absent an action; and the length of
time elapsed since the underlying conduct occurred.164

In 2010, the SEC launched a new initiative providing incentives to encourage
individuals and companies to provide information about misconduct that would
assist in the SEC’s investigations and enforcement actions.165 Under the initiative,
the SEC would make use of tools not previously available in SEC enforcement,
but widely used by the DOJ in criminal enforcement. Those tools included
Cooperation Agreements, Deferred Prosecution Agreements, and Non-Prosecution

156ibid.
157ibid.
158ibid.
159ibid.
160ibid.
161ibid.
162ibid.
163Enforcement Manual (n 153), at 119.
164A Resource Guide (n 95), at 77. See also Enforcement Manual (n 153), at 4–6.
165U.S. Sec. and Exch. Comm’n, ‘SEC Announces Initiative to Encourage Individuals and
Companies to Cooperate and Assist in Investigations’, Press Release No. 2010-6 (Jan. 13, 2010),
available at http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-6.htm

http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-6.htm
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Agreements. Under these formal written agreements, the SEC would provide credit
for cooperation depending on (1) the extent of cooperation, (2) the importance of
the underlying matter, (3) the societal interest in accountability for misconduct, and
(4) the risk profile of the cooperating individual or entity.166

Under a DPA, the SEC would forego prosecution provided that the individual
or company agreed to cooperate and comply for an agreed period with express
undertakings and, under certain circumstances, admitted to or agreed not to contest
underlying facts that the SEC could assert to establish a violation of the federal secu-
rities laws.167 Undertakings generally include continued cooperation and instituting
or upgrading compliance programs, practices and training. A violation of the DPA
could trigger an SEC enforcement action, using factual admissions.168

Under an NPA, the SEC would, in limited circumstances, agree not to pursue an
action in exchange for cooperation and compliance with express undertakings.169 If
the agreement were violated, the SEC could pursue an enforcement action.170 In the
SEC’s first NPA, the Ralph Lauren Corporation was given credit for immediately
reporting and remediating misconduct uncovered in an internal review and for
providing extensive cooperation.171 It agreed to pay disgorgement and prejudgment
interest.

18.2.5.6 Recent Trends in SEC Enforcement

Recent years have seen a significant uptick in FCPA enforcement by both the
SEC and DOJ. Since 2008, the SEC has brought an average of 16 FCPA actions
annually.172 Although ongoing FCPA investigations are not public, it is estimated
that there are 116 pending DOJ and SEC investigations.173 Recent notable trends
in SEC enforcement include prosecution of individuals, broad reading of “foreign
official,” an expanded exercise of jurisdiction and rewards for significant cooper-
ation in investigations. In addition to numerous cases related to foreign bribery,

166Enforcement Manual (n 153), at 119.
167U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Enforcement Cooperation Program, available at
www.sec.gov/spotlight/enfcoopinitiative.shtml
168Enforcement Manual (no 153), at 128.
169Id at 130.
170Id at 131.
171U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Non-Prosecution Agreement, available at http://
www.sec.gov/news/press/2011/npa-pr2011-267-fanniemae.pdf
172Chart, FCPA Actions Brought by the SEC, U.S. Sec. and Exchanges Comm., available at
http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/fcpa/fcpa-enf-acts-chart.pdf. In fiscal year 2008, the SEC brought
16 FCPA actions; 13 actions in 2009, 16 actions in 2010, 20 actions in 2011, and 15 actions in
2012.
173Shearman & Sterling LLP FCPA Digest at 434–556, available at http://shearman.symplicity.
com/files/e92/e9263053e7f0083efaddfa8a241e66df.pdf

www.sec.gov/spotlight/enfcoopinitiative.shtml
http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2011/npa-pr2011-267-fanniemae.pdf
http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2011/npa-pr2011-267-fanniemae.pdf
http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/fcpa/fcpa-enf-acts-chart.pdf
http://shearman.symplicity.com/files/e92/e9263053e7f0083efaddfa8a241e66df.pdf
http://shearman.symplicity.com/files/e92/e9263053e7f0083efaddfa8a241e66df.pdf
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the SEC has filed cases seeking civil penalties and disgorgement of profits based
on books and records and internal control charges even with no formal bribery
charge.174

18.2.6 FCPA Collateral Suits

While the FCPA does not provide a private right of action,175 individuals damaged
by corruption may “bring private actions for monetary damages against the violator
in state or federal court”.176 These collateral actions are “common-law or statutory-
based and can be premised on fraud, contract, tort, or civil-rights theories”.177 They
may also be based on “securities law, derivative shareholder, ERISA, employment,
commercial, and bankruptcy law”.178

In recent years, robust FCPA enforcement has led to an increase in pri-
vate plaintiffs bringing collateral civil actions179 against several major American
multinational companies, such as Baker Hughes,180 and Johnson & Johnson,181

and against corporate officers and directors. The most prevalent are shareholder
derivative actions and securities class action suits, usually filed following disclosure
of an FCPA investigation or resolution.182 In re Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Shareholder
Derivative Litigation was filed following a New York Times exposé of an alleged
bribery scheme involving Wal-Mart’s largest subsidiary, Wal-Mex.183

FCPA-related shareholder derivative actions are brought by shareholders on
behalf of the corporation for harm to the company by its officers and directors as the
result of a violation or oversight failure, including FCPA non-compliance. In Freuler

174Response of the United States to the OECD Questionnaire for Round 3 at 12–13, available at
http://www.oas.org/juridico/english/mesicic3_usa_resp.pdf
175See Lamb v. Philip Morris, Inc., 915 F.2d 1024, 1024 (6th Cir. 1990) (finding that a private right
of action under the FCPA would be inconsistent with the legislative scheme).
176USA UNCAC Self-Assessment Report (n 25), at 169.
177ibid.
178Response of the United States Supplementary Questions Concerning Phase 3, OECD Working
Group on Bribery, 16 (May, 21, 2010), available at http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/
docs/response3-supp.pdf
179ibid.
180Baker Hughes Inc. v. Deaton, No. 4:08-cv-01809 (S.D. Tex. June 6, 2008) (settling for USD44.1
million).
181Johnson & Johnson v. Coleman, No. 3:11-cv-02511-MLC-TJB (D.N.J. May 2, 2011) (paying a
USD21.4 million criminal penalty for improper payments in violation of the FCPA).
182SW Cooper, SJ D and CA Mathis, Preparing for Shareholder Lawsuits When Dealing with
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Investigations, Client Alert from Paul Hastings, September 2013,
[hereinafter Shareholder Lawsuits and FCPA Investigations].
183In re Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Shareholder Derivative, No. 4:12-cv-4041, 2012 WL 5935340, at
*1 (W.D. Ark. 2012).

http://www.oas.org/juridico/english/mesicic3_usa_resp.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response3-supp.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response3-supp.pdf
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v. Parker, a shareholder brought a derivative action on behalf of the corporation,
against its officers and directors, alleging breach of fiduciary duties and violations
of the Securities Exchange Act.184 The complaint alleged that the defendants
breached their fiduciary duties by “failing to maintain adequate internal controls
in compliance with FCPA or its underlying directives regarding books, records, and
accounting, designed to uncover the type of improper payments made”.185

To pursue a claim, courts generally require shareholders to make a demand on
the company to pursue the claim or demonstrate to the court why such a demand
would be futile.186 While a high bar, where the shareholder can demonstrate that the
board has a conflict of interest or lacks independence to fairly consider whether to
pursue the claim, the court may permit the shareholder to do so.187

Unlike shareholder derivative suits, shareholder securities fraud actions are
generally brought as class actions on behalf of the shareholders, rather than the
corporation.188 Such claims generally allege violations of federal securities laws.
These include disclosure violations under Sec 10(b) of the 1934 Act189 and Rule
10b-5,190 prohibiting false or materially misleading statements or omissions. These
may be with respect to disclosures of FCPA material risks, investigations or over-
sight of compliance programs. In the Wal-Mart litigation against current and former
directors, the plaintiffs alleged violations of Sec 14(a)191 of the Securities Exchange
Act, by causing Wal-Mart to issue proxies “that materially misrepresented the
effectiveness of the board’s supervision and oversight, and its compliance” with
federal laws; and Sec 29(b)192 of the Securities Exchange Act, by “receiving
incentive compensation and fees that should be rescinded because of their violation
of Sec 14(a)”.

As with shareholder derivative actions, plaintiffs in securities fraud actions must
meet a high bar to pursue a claim. Courts have required that plaintiffs demonstrate
that those making misleading statements know that their statements are false.
Knowledge may be inferred if defendants personally benefited, deliberately partici-
pated, or failed in their oversight duty to verify the statements.193 Although plaintiffs
have often been unsuccessful in meeting the court’s procedural requirement in either
shareholder derivative actions or securities fraud actions, defendants have settled for

184Freuler v. Parker, 803 F. Supp. 2d 630, 633 (S.D. Tex. 2011).
185ibid at 643.
186Shareholder Lawsuits and FCPA Investigations (n 182).
187ibid.
188ibid.
189Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-1 (1998).
190Securities and Exchange Act Rule 10b-5, 17 C.F.R. § 240 (2012).
19115 U.S.C. § 78n; In re Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Shareholder Derivative, 2012 WL 5935340, at 3.
19215 U.S.C. § 78 cc; In re Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Shareholder Derivative, 2012 WL 5935340, at 3.
193Shareholder Lawsuits and FCPA Investigations (n 182).
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significant sums.194 For example, the FCPA collateral action suits against FARO
Technologies, Inc.195 and Syncor International196 settled for far more than their
settlements with the DOJ and SEC.

Private plaintiffs may seek monetary damages in FCPA-related cases by alleging
fraud, breach of contract or RICO violations.197 FCPA-related civil suits may also
be brought by foreign governments, alleging fraud, RICO and FCPA violations and
they may be expected to increase.198 For example, in 2008, Aluminum Bahrain BSC
(“Alba”), the Kingdom of Bahrain’s state-controlled aluminum smelter, sued its
Pennsylvania-based raw materials supplier, Alcoa, Inc., alleging RICO, fraud and
conspiracy to defraud.199

18.3 International Legal Framework

The United States is signatory to the following international conventions and instru-
ments: the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials
in International Business Transactions (signed and ratified in 1998), the Inter-
American Convention Against Corruption adopted by the Organization of American
States (signed in 1996 and ratified in 2000), the United Nations Convention against
Corruption (UNCAC) (signed in 2003 and ratified in 2006), the Criminal Law
Convention on Corruption adopted by the Council of Europe (signed in 2000),200

194AD Westbrook, ‘Double Trouble: Collateral Shareholder Litigation Following Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act Investigations’ (2012) 73 Ohio St. L. J. 5, 1217, 1246.
195Faro entered into a USD2.92 million settlement with the DOJ and the SEC for making
USD444,492 in illegal payments to employees of Chinese state-owned enterprises in order to
secure sales contracts. The securities fraud class action settled for USD6.875 million. In Milton
Arbitrage Partners, LLC v. Syncor Int’l Corp., shareholders sued Syncor and several of its
officers for misrepresenting the basis for Syncor’s overseas growth and omitting mention of illegal
payments. While Syncor settled its FCPA litigation with the SEC for USD500,000, the shareholder
litigation settled for USD15.5 million.
196Westbrook (n 194), at 1217, 1246; JS Johnston and EA Tristan, ‘The Next FCPA Battle-
ground: Private Civil Lawsuits Following Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Settlements with U.S.
Government Authorities’ (2011), available at www.velaw.com/uploadedFiles/VEsite/Resources/
VELitigationNewsWinter2011.pdf
1972013 Mid-Year FCPA Update, Gibson Dunn, (Jul. 8, 2013), available at www.gibsondunn.com/
publications/pages/2013-Mid-Year-FCPA-Update.aspx
198Response of the United States Supplementary Questions Concerning Phase 3, OECD Working
Group on Bribery, 16 (May, 21, 2010), available at www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/
response3-supp.pdf
199Aluminum Bahrain B.S.C. v. Alcoa Inc., 866 F. Supp. 2d 525, 525 (W.D. Pa. 2012).
200Criminal Law Convention on Corruption, E.U., Jan. 27, 1999, available at http://conventions.
coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/173.htm

www.velaw.com/uploadedFiles/VEsite/Resources/VELitigationNewsWinter2011.pdf
www.velaw.com/uploadedFiles/VEsite/Resources/VELitigationNewsWinter2011.pdf
www.gibsondunn.com/publications/pages/2013-Mid-Year-FCPA-Update.aspx
www.gibsondunn.com/publications/pages/2013-Mid-Year-FCPA-Update.aspx
www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response3-supp.pdf
www.justice.gov/criminal/fraud/fcpa/docs/response3-supp.pdf
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/173.htm
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/173.htm
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the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (signed in
2000 and ratified in 2005). The United States has also played a leadership role in the
fight against corruption. It has included anti-corruption provisions in its free trade
agreements, and contributed to and participated in the APEC Course of Action on
Fighting Corruption and Ensuring Transparency.201

20116th APEC Ministerial Meeting, Santiago, Chile (Nov. 17–18, 2004), available at www.apec.
org/~/media/Files/Groups/ACT/04_amm_033rev2.pdf

www.apec.org/~/media/Files/Groups/ACT/04_amm_033rev2.pdf
www.apec.org/~/media/Files/Groups/ACT/04_amm_033rev2.pdf


Chapter 19
Fighting Corruption from the Civil Side: Echoes
from the Silence of Venezuelan Contract Law

Eugenio Hernández-Bretón and Claudia Madrid Martínez

Abstract The Venezuelan Anti-Corruption Law regulates the criminal aspects of
corruption. However, there is no express statutory regulation in that Law or in
any other Venezuelan law dealing specifically with the civil law consequences of
corruption. Therefore, the general rules on contracts and torts of the Civil Code,
and the general rules on civil liability arising from criminal offences contained in
the Criminal Code, will apply. Although there is a considerable amount of court
decisions dealing with the application of the Anti-Corruption Law, we have been
unable to locate a single court decision or arbitral award dealing with the civil
law consequences of corruption. Similarly, domestic commentators are silent on the
subject matter. Thus, from the Venezuelan legal standpoint the matters dealt with in
this exploratory research paper are unchartered waters.

19.1 Corruption Under Venezuelan Law

19.1.1 General Framework

The fight against corruption has been the subject of many efforts and different laws
throughout the history of Venezuela. Notably, the first special law on the matter
was enacted in 1982 (Organic Law for the Safeguard of the Public Patrimony).1

1Published in the Official Gazette No 3.777 of 23 December 1982.
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Previously corruption was punished by the relevant provisions of the different
Criminal Codes in force since the nineteenth century.

Corruption is in fact a criminal offence under Venezuelan law. Currently anti-
corruption legislation is contained in the Law against Corruption – Ley contra la
Corrupción – (“Anti-Corruption Law”).2 There are several provisions of the Anti-
Corruption Law that establish criminal offences that fall under the common meaning
of corruption.

Pursuant to the Anti-Corruption Law, there are at least six crimes that, pursuant
to the circumstances of each specific case, may be applicable. To wit:

1. Inducement to give or promise benefits3: This crime is committed when a public
official, abusing his functions, induces someone to give or promise, for himself
or for another person, a sum of money or any other undue benefit or gift.

2. Improper passive corruption4: This crime is committed when a public official
who, because of a certain act related to his functions, receives or accepts a
promise, for himself or for others, of retribution or other benefits not due to him.
The person giving or promising the retribution or benefit shall also be subject to
criminal liability.

3. Proper passive corruption5: This crime is committed when a public official, with
the purpose of delaying or omitting an act corresponding to his functions or
performing an act contrary to his functions, receives or accepts money, a promise
or other benefits, directly or indirectly. In this case, the penalties corresponding
to this crime will also be imposed on (i) the intermediary of the public official or
person who received the money, promise or other benefits on behalf of the public
official; and (ii) the person giving or promising the money or other benefits.

Art 64 of the Anti-Corruption Law also provides that the crime of proper
passive corruption shall be aggravated in the following circumstances:

(a) when the object of the act of corruption is to confer public employment,
subsidies, pensions or honors or to cause the public official to agree to sign
contracts related to the administration to which the official belongs;

(b) when the object of the act of corruption is to favor or cause any harm or
damage to any of the parties in an administrative, criminal, civil or any other
kind of procedure or lawsuit; and/or

(c) when the act of corruption is committed by a judge who renders a judgment
of deprivation of freedom exceeding 6 months.

2Published in the Special Official Gazette No 6.155 of November 19, 2014.
3Art 62 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
4Art 63 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
5Art 64 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
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4. Incitement to corruption6: This crime is committed by a person who, without
achieving his objective, insists on persuading or inducing any public official to
commit any of the crimes of corruption.

5. Collusion7: A conspiracy or concert of action between a public official and
persons or intermediaries in order to obtain a specific result from a given contract.
This offence is aggravated if the public official receives moneys, gifts or undue
earnings.

6. Representation of relationships with public officials8: This crime is committed
by a person that representing that he/she has relationships with public officials
is capable of influencing their decision making, and for such reason receives
or is promised money or any other benefit for his intermediation, or in order
to remunerate the granting of favors from public officials. The same offence is
committed by the person giving or promising money or benefits, unless the payer
has denounced the situation to the authorities before the initiation of the criminal
judicial proceedings.

For purposes of the foregoing, the following persons do qualify as public
officials9:

1. Those invested with public functions, permanent or transitory, remunerated or ad
honorem, whether by election, appointment or contract granted by competent
authorities, serving at Agencies of the Republic, of the states, territories and
federal dependencies, district, metropolitan districts or municipalities, national,
state, district and municipal autonomous institutes, public universities, Central
Bank of Venezuela or of any entities that exercise public powers.

2. Directors and administrators of civil and commercial companies, foundations,
civil associations and other institutions created with public funds or managed
by any of the State entities mentioned in Art 4 of the Anti-Corruption Law,
or when the aggregate of contributions in a year, from one or several of these
entities, represents 50 % or more of its budget or net worth; and the directors
appointed to represent such bodies and entities, even if the participation of the
Venezuelan government is less than 50 % of the capital or net worth of such civil
and commercial companies, foundations, civil associations or institutions.

3. Any other person in the cases provided for in the Anti-Corruption Law.

Generally, the following are considered to be part of the public sector: (i) bodies and
entities in charge of exercising the national public power; (ii) bodies and entities
in charge of exercising the public power of the states; (iii) bodies and entities in
charge of exercising the public power in the districts and metropolitan districts;
(iv) bodies in charge of exercising the municipal public power and the rest of the

6Art 65 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
7Art 72 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
8Art 81 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
9Art 2 and 3 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
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local entities established in the Organic Law of the Municipal Regime; (v) bodies
and entities in charge of exercising the public power in the federal territories and
dependencies; (vi) national, state, district and municipal autonomous institutes; (vii)
the Central Bank of Venezuela; (viii) public universities; (viii) other national, state,
district and municipal public law person; (ix) any other public law entities, whether
national, state, district or municipal; (x) partnerships of any nature in which the
above mentioned persons have participation in their capital, as well as partnerships
incorporated with the participation of such persons; and (xi) foundations and civil
associations and other institutions created with public funds or that are directed by
the persons mentioned above or in which such persons appoint their authorities or
when the budget contributions in a year by one or several or the persons mentioned
above represent at least 50 % or more of its budget.10

19.1.2 Corruption Among Private Persons

Under Venezuelan law, corruption has been treated as an offence in the pub-
lic sector only. However, under Art 17.3 of the Antitrust Law – Decreto No.
1.415 mediante el cual se dicta el Decreto con Rango, Valor y Fuerza de Ley
Antimonopolio11 –, commercial bribery (soborno comercial) is considered to be an
unfair practice (práctica desleal), thus prohibited and sanctioned by that Law. This
would lead to the imposition of fines. In order for commercial bribery to constitute
unlawful competition it must be aimed to “eliminating competition”.

Additionally, the approved Decree with Rank, Value and Force of Organic Law
on Fair Prices – Decreto con Rango, Valor y Fuerza de Ley Orgánica de Precios
Justos12 –, expressly punishes a type of corruption between/among individuals
(corrupción entre particulares). Indeed, Art 69 penalizes the conduct of anyone
who personally or through an intermediary promises, offers or grants to officers,
directors, employees or business partners, companies, associations, foundations or
organizations, a benefit or advantage of any kind, in order to favor him/her or a
third person against another, breaching their obligations, in the purchase or sale of
goods or the provision of services. The officer, director, employee or partner, who
by him/herself or through another person, receives, solicits or accepts such benefit
or advantage shall also be subject to the same criminal sanctions, ie, imprisonment
from 2 to 6 years.

10Art 4 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
11Published in the Official Gazette No 40.549 of November 26, 2014.
12Published in the Special Official Gazette No 6.156 of November 19, 2014.
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19.1.3 Treatment of Extraterritorial Acts of Corruption

The basic rule of Venezuelan law is that criminal laws are of a territorial nature,
and are applicable to crimes committed on Venezuelan soil only, regardless of
the nationality of the persons involved.13 Exceptionally, they apply, eg, to persons
irrespectively of their nationality for offences committed abroad in violation
of Venezuelan criminal laws, and to Venezuelans for crimes committed against
Venezuelans in violation of Venezuelan criminal laws.14 The Anti-Corruption Law
prescribes its extraterritorial application in respect of nationals or foreigners for
criminal offences involving Venezuelan public officers abroad.15

Furthermore, it should be considered that Venezuela is a party to the Inter-
American Convention on Corruption16 and to the United Nations Convention
against Corruption.17

19.2 Civil Law Consequences of Corruption: The Silence
of Venezuelan Law

Although the Anti-Corruption Law refers to the civil liability arising from the
criminal offences regulated therein in several provisions (eg, Arts 21, 33, 42, 53,
88, 90, 91, 93), there is no express statutory regulation in that Law or in any other
Venezuelan law dealing specifically with the civil law consequences of corruption.

Therefore, the general rules on civil liability arising from criminal offences
contained in the Criminal Code will apply (Arts 113 et seq.). Those provisions
deal foremostly with the civil liability of the offender vis-à-vis the victim and the
Venezuelan State. Under Art 120 of the Criminal Code, civil liability derived from
criminal offences comprises (i) restitution, (ii) reparation, and (iii) indemnification
of damages. Accordingly, the civil consequences of corruption shall be determined
pursuant to the general rules on contract and tort liability of the Civil Code, as
applicable under the circumstances.

Although there is a considerable amount of court decisions dealing with the
application of the Anti-Corruption Law, we have been unable to locate a single court
decision or arbitral award dealing with the civil law consequences of corruption.
Similarly, domestic commentators are silent on the subject matter. Thus, from the
Venezuelan legal standpoint the matters dealt with in this chapter are unchartered
waters.

13Art 3 of the Criminal Code, published in the Special Official Gazette No 5.768 of 13 April 2005.
14Art 4 of the Criminal Code.
15Art 3 of the Anti-Corruption Law.
16Approbatory law published in Official Gazette No 36.211 of 22 May 1997.
17Approbatory law published in Official Gazette No 38.192 of 23 May 2005.
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19.3 The Response: Recourse to the General Principles
on Contract Law

19.3.1 Object and Cause of Contracts

In the absence of specific regulation, some of the elements of a contract resulting
from acts of corruption may be qualified as unlawful. In Venezuela, commenta-
tors prefer to use the notion of “unlawfulness” (ilicitud) rather than “illegality”
(ilegalidad) when referring to the violation of (i) the law, (ii) the public policy
(orden público) or (iii) the bones mores (buenas costumbres). In this latter case,
commentators also use the term “immorality” (inmoralidad).18

The general rule is contained in Art 6 of the Civil Code according to which “Laws
of public policy or affecting bones mores cannot be waived or modified by private
agreements.” (No pueden renunciarse ni relajarse por convenios particulares
las leyes en cuya observancia están interesados el orden público o las buenas
costumbres).

The foregoing provision, however, does not expressly establish the effects of
such a waiver. Nonetheless, commentators19 and case law20 generally admit that an
agreement in violation of the law, public policy or bones mores is null and void, and
triggers civil liability. Furthermore, the Anti-Corruption Law can be considered as
a set of mandatory rules, which also reflects high moral standards (bones mores) to
be respected in the course of dealings with the Public Administration, the violation
of which shall cause the contract to be not only illegal but unlawful as well, because
it would be contrary to bones mores, and thus null and void.

Additionally, there are two provisions on contracts contained in the Civil Code
dealing with the notion of unlawfulness which are worth mentioning. Under Art
1.155 of the Civil Code the object (objeto) of a contract must be lawful (lícito).
The cause (causa) of the contract must be lawful (lícita) as well, according to Art
1.157 of the Civil Code. In general terms, the dealings, negotiations, agreements
and/or payments preceding the execution of an agreement, which are made in
violation of the Anti-Corruption Law, shall be illegal and, as such, null and
void.

If any of the foregoing actions can be considered as the cause of a subsequent
agreement executed with the Public Administration, in the sense that any of
those actions constituted the motive or reason that lead the parties to execute the
agreement, then the cause can be treated as unlawful, and the agreement will be null

18That is consequence of the terms used in Art 6 Civil Code. See: J Mélich Orsini, Doctrina
general del contrato, 4th edn (Caracas, Academia de Ciencias Políticas y Sociales, Centro de
Investigaciones Jurídicas, Serie Estudios No 61, 2006) 226–242 and 292–297.
19Mélich Orsini (n 18), 39.
20See: Tribunal Supremo de Justicia/Sala de Casación Civil, Sent. 000193, 2 May 2013 (Basel Akel
Awar vs Alexi Antonio Fernández Bravo et al), in: http://www.tsj.gov.ve/decisiones/scc/mayo/rc.
000193-2513-2013-12-407.html

http://www.tsj.gov.ve/decisiones/scc/mayo/rc.000193-2513-2013-12-407.html
http://www.tsj.gov.ve/decisiones/scc/mayo/rc.000193-2513-2013-12-407.html
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and void. In this connection, from a comparative law standpoint it is worth noticing
that Art 1.157 of the Venezuelan Civil Code was drafted after Art 27 and 29 of the
French-Italian Draft on Obligations and Contracts of 1927. Art 1.157 provides as
follows: “The obligation without a cause, or based on a false or unlawful cause,
shall have no effect. The cause is unlawful when it is contrary to the law, the bones
mores or the public policy. Whoever has paid an obligation against bones mores
cannot claim restitution, except if on his/her part there was no violation of the
latter”.

19.3.2 Authority of Agents

The rules and principles concerning the authority of agents (representación) will
also apply. The acts performed by the agent in the name of the principal within the
limits of his/her powers directly develop their effects in respect of the latter.21 The
agent shall not exceed the limits of his/her powers.22 If the agent acts beyond the
scope of his/her powers, then the agent is liable not only for willful misconduct
(dolo) but for negligence (culpa).23 The principal will not be bound by the acts
of the agent except if he/she expressly or tacitly ratifies the acts of the agent.24

Bear in mind that regardless of the application of Venezuelan law to a bribery
contract, a Venezuelan court would examine the legal nature of the regulation of a
foreign country prohibiting the employment of intermediaries in the negotiation and
conclusion of contracts with governmental agencies in order to determine whether
such a regulation qualifies as mandatory laws or lois d’application immédiate
ou nécessaire, protecting general interests of such foreign country for economic,
political or social reasons. Assuming that the regulation satisfies the test, then the
Venezuelan Court, because that country has close ties with the relevant contract, may
discretionarily apply that regulation to the contract based on Art 1 of the Venezuelan
Act on Private International Law and on the last paragraph of Art 11 of the Inter-
American Convention on the Law Applicable to International Contracts, Mexico
City, 1994 (“It shall be up to the forum to decide when it applies the mandatory
provisions of the law of another State with which the contract has close ties.”),
being the latter applied as a generally accepted principle of Private International
Law. In this case, the Venezuelan court may void the contract because of an illegal
object and an illicit cause, as it will be explained below.

21Art 1.169 of the Civil Code.
22Art 1.689 of the Civil Code.
23Art 1.693 of the Civil Code.
24Art 1.968 of the Civil Code.
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19.3.3 Civil Liability

As a matter of general contract law, civil liability would ensue provided that the
basic conditions are met, namely: damage, fault and causation. In this case, civil
liability may arise from the nullity of the contract, so that in addition to the
annulment action, the aggrieved party may ask for damages resulting from the
invalidity of the contract.25

19.4 The Application of the General Principles to Contracts
Affected by Corruption

The bribery contract should be null and void because of the illegality of its object.
The subject matter of the obligation of the bribe-taker would be a violation of the
law (Art 1.155 of the Civil Code and Art 81 of the Anti-Corruption Law), and the
cause of the contract would be illegal because the contract is in violation of the
law, and also unlawful because it is against bones mores and violates Venezuelan
public policy. Because the contract is against bones mores the bribe-giver and the
bribe-taker shall be precluded from claiming restitution (actio de in rem verso)
against each other (Art 1.157 of the Civil Code). The last paragraph of Art 1.157
of the Civil Code is inspired by the different formulations of the principle of nemo
auditur, namely (i) nemo auditur propriam turpitudinem allegans, (ii) in pari causa
turpitudinis melior est condictio possidentis, and (iii) in pari causa turpitudinis
cessat repetitio. Some commentators go even beyond the text of the last paragraph of
Art 1.157 and state that the same consequence shall apply to contracts which cause
(causa) violates public policy or the law. When in the foregoing cases the Civil
Code prohibits the filing of an actio de in rem verso it allows an unjust enrichment
(enriquecimiento sin causa). This decision can be justified by the legislature’s desire
of sparing courts the embarrassment of deciding claims regarding contracts executed
and performed by dishonest persons. In sum, it would be absurd to grant legal
protection to the very same person that purports to violate the law.

The main contract would be null and void because it is executed in violation of
an imperative rule. The cause of the contract would be illicit (Art 1.157 of the Civil
Code), and therefore it cannot be ratified by the principal.

25Mélich Orsini (n 18), 374–376.
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